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with a language and an aesthetic all its own. Since 1979, Film Art by David Bordwell and
Kristin Thompson has been the best-selling and widely respected introduction to the study
of cinema. Using a skills-centered approach, the authors strive to help students develop a
core set of analytical tools that will deepen their understanding of any film, in any genre.
Film Art is generously illustrated with frame enlargements that enable students to view
images taken directly from the completed films.
Building on these strengths, the eighth edition has been revised to be even more classroom friendly by introducing film techniques earlier in the text, followed by the chapters
on different genres in film.
Stressing complete films instead of techniques in isolation, Chapters 2 and 3 introduce
the idea of film form, and Chapters 4-8 explain individual techniques and how they
contribute to the aesthetic film experience.

The Where to Go from Here section at the end of most chapters raises issues
and provokes discussion. lt also functions as a bibliographic source for chapterspecific issues and provides simple exercises to help students better comprehend
film techniques.
Supporting the text, the accompanying tutorial CD-ROM helps clarify and reinforce
specific concepts addressed in the text through the use of film clips (1-2 per chapter),
a corresponding commentary for each film clip, and a quiz for students to test their
understanding of the material. This CD-ROM is packaged FREE with all new copies of
the eighth edition of Film Art.

More Resources Online
Visit the Online Learning Center at www.mhhe.com/filmartS for further resources for
students and instructors. Students will find quizzes, chapter outlines and objectives,
lnternet exercises, discussion questions, and weblinks. Students and instructors will
also find information about the authors's new blog. The authors's blog will be updated
frequently and will feature film reviews, film festival reports, interviews, and ongoing
discussions of varied film topics.
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PREFACE

in 1971, when film had just
of study in colleges and universities. There
were a few introductory film textbooks available, but they seemed to
us oversimplified and lacking a clear sense of organization. After studying film
since the 1960s and after teaching an introductory course at the University of
e started to write Film Art: An Introcluctiort

become a regular sr-rbject

Wisconsin-Madison, we tried to pull together what we'd learned.
We had two purposes. First, we wanted to describe the basic techniques of cinema-mise-en-scene, cinematography, editing, and sound-clearly and thoroughly.
Beyond that, we wanted to do something that earlier books hadn't tried to do. We
wanted to show students how to understand the overall form, or structure, of a film.
The goal was to analyze whole films, not just isolated scenes. We wanted to show
how the separate techniques of the film medium functioned in the film's larger
context.

To achieve these aims, we tried to go beyond sLlmmanzing what critics and
theorists before Lls had said. Of cor"rrse we couldn't neglect important thinkers. But
the more we studied films, the more we reahzed that there were many crucial aspects of film that had long gone unnoticed. We had to do more than synthesize; we
had to innovate.
Sometimes the survey books that appear early in the history of a discipline produce original work, and Film Art wound up doing that. For instance, we found that

film editing harbored a range of possibilities that had never been systematically
presented. Similarly, no one had tried to survey the various sorts of overall form
that a film can r"rtilize. At almost every turn, we tried to fill gaps in understanding
and come up with fresh insights into the creative choices that filmmakers had made.
In the thirty years since we began the project, Film Art has undergone several
revisions. We've adjusted it to the needs of the educators who have for-rnd it useful,
and we've tried to accommodate changes in the ways in which films are made and
seen. When the first edition came out in 1979, Betamax videotape was just emerging as a consumel item. Today, people are watching films on their iPods. Throughout all these changes, though, the art of cinema hasn't fundamentally changed.
Internet and digital films use the same basic techniques and formal strategies that
filmmakers have always employed. Likewise, the goal of Film Art has remained the
same: to introduce the reader to the fundamental features of cinema as an art form.
We envision readers of three sorts. First is the interested general reader who
likes movies and wants to know more about them. Second is the student in an introductory fihn course, for whom Film Art functions as a textbook. Third is the
lnore advanced student of film, who can find here a convenient outline on film aesthetics and suggestions for more spec rahzed work.
Since Film Art first appeared, a number of other introductory texts have been
published. We believe that our book still offers the most comprehensive and systematic layout of the art of film. It also offers discussions of creative possibilities
that aren't considered elsewhere. It's gratifying to us that scholarly works on cinema often cite Film Art as an authoritative and original source on film aesthetics.

Organlzation of FiLm Art
One way to organtze a book like this would be to survey all contemporary approaches to film studies, and there's no shortage of books following that approach.
XVlI

XVIIl
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But we believe that the student wants to know the core features of the film medium
before he or she is introduced to different academic approaches. So Filnt Art pioneered an approach that leads the reader in logical steps through the techniques ernd
structures that make up the whole film.
Moviegoers become absorbed by films as complete experiences, not fragments.
The approach we've chosen emphasizes the film as a whole-made in particular
ways, displaying overall coherence, using concrete techniques of expression, and
existing in history. Our approach breaks down into a series of questions.

How does a film get from the planning stages to the screen? To understand
film as an art, it helps to know how people create a film and get it to audiences. This
question leads to a study in Part One, "Film Art and Filmmaking," of film production, distribution, and exhibition. We can then see how these activities shape the final product. Decisions at every stage affect what we seen and hear on the screen.

How does an entire film function? We assume that like all artworks, a film has
a .fornt It's made Llp of parts that relate to one another in specific and deliberate
wAys, in order to have an effect on an audience. In Part Two, "Film Form," we examine the idea of film form and how it affects us. We also introduce the most familiar type of form, the narrative.

How do film techniques contribute to film form? Film is a distinct mediLur,
and every film integrates various techniques into its overall form. In Part Three,
"Film Style," we examine the artistic possibilities of the primary film techniques:
mise-en-scene, cinematography, editing, and sound. A chapter is devoted to each
one, and each chapter ends with an analysis of how these techniques contribute to
a film's overall form.

How do we classify films? We seldom go to the movies without having

some

idea of the kind of film we'll be seeing. Part Four, "Types of Films," examines two
principal ways of grouping films. One way is by genre. When we label a film a
science-fiction movie, a horror film, or a musical, we're using genre categories. We
also usually classify films by some conception of the film's relation to reality or to
its manner of production. So, besides live-action fiction films, we recogni ze cloc'umentaries, onimated films, and experimental films. These types also exemplifi nonnarrative approaches to overall form.
an alyze a film critically? Once we have some conception of the
possibilities of the mediuffi, we can go on to analyze specific films. We try to show
techniques of analysis by studying several important films in Part Five, "Critical
Analysis of Films."

How may we

How does film art change through history? We conclude olrr book by sLrggesting how formal aspects of film have changed in historical contexts. In Part Six,
"Film Art and Film History," we sLrrvey some noteworthy periods and movements in
film history to show how understanding form helps us define films's larger context.

F

Our Approach: Analyzing the \Uhole Film
Our holistic approach to film resulted from several years of teaching. We wanted
students to see and hear more in the films we studied. but simply providing the lecturer's view wouldn't help students understernd cinema on their own. Ideally, we decided, students should master a tool kit of principles that would help them exarmine
films. We became convinced that the best way to introduce film's artistic potential
is to highlight general principles of form and style and to show those principles at
work in particular movies. That is, we emphasized skills. By studying basic concepts of technique and form, students can sharpen their appreciation of any film that
comes their way.

The stress on skills has another consequence. We refer to a great many films,
largely to show the range and variety of cinema. But we know that most readers
won't have seen, or even heard of, all of them. Because Film Art stresses the importance of conceptual skills, readers don't have to have seen the films we mention
in order to grasp the general principles. Many other films could be used to make

similar points.
For example, many possibilities of camera movement could be illustrated as
easily with Lu Roncle or Elephant as with Grand lllusion. To exemplify classical
Hollywood filmmaking, My Darling Clementine could serve as well as North by
Nortltwest. Althor-rgh a course syllabus could adhere closely to the series of major
examples used in Film Art, teachers rnight decide to use a wholly different set of
films. Our book rests not on titles br"rt on concepts.
That sarid, we do believe that an introduction to any art should balance familiar
examples with unfamiliar ones. If we want to suggest the range of creative possibilities in cinema, we can't limit ourselves just to recent Hollywood releases. One
of an educator's tasks is to broaden the horizons and tastes of students, to take them
beyond what they're accustomed to. Films are powerful and can change the ways
we think and feel, and we benefit from opening ourselves up to them as widely as
possible. So we haven't hesitated to mention films that lie off the beaten track, coming from the silent era, from other countries, and from experimental traditions.
Many of these films have changed oLrr own lives, and maybe they can change others' lives as well.

Features of FiLm

Art

Frame Enlargements and e"ptions
A book on film must be heavily illustrated, and most are. Many film books, however, use production stills-photographs taken during filming. These are shot with
a still camera, almost never placed in the same position as the motion picture camerel. The resLrlt is a picture that doesn't correspond to any image in the finished film.
Nearly all of our images from films are frame enlargements-magnified photographs taken from images on l6mm and 35mm film copies. Film Art contains more
illustrations than any other book in the market, and new to the last edition, all stills
from color films appear in full color. (For more on frame enlargements, see the
"Where to Go from Here" section in Chapter l.)

eatures o/

Film Art

XlX

PREFACE

"'Where to Go from Here" Sections
In the first edition of Film Art, we thought it was important to include a section at
the end of each chapter that would steer readers to other sources, but without the
simple listing of ordinary bibliographies. So our chapter supplements, now called
"Where to Go from Here," raise issues, provoke discussion, and suggest further
reading and viewing. They also indicate Internet sites and DVD supplements that
illustrate or develop ideas in the chapter.
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"A Closer Look" Boxes
These boxes relate ideas in the main text to issues in current filmmaking. For
example, computer-generated imagery (CGI) is addressed in a discussion of The
Lorcl of the Rings.

FROM MONSTERS TO THE MUNDANE:
Computer-Generated Imagery

in The Lord of the Rings

The films adapted from J R. R. Tolkiens
trilogy The Lord of the Rings (The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two Towers,
and The Return of the King) show how
CGI can be used for impressive special
effects: huge battle scenes, plausible
monsters, and magica[ events Less obviously, the films atso indicate how,
more and more, CGI shapes many aspects of production, from the spectacular to the mundane
The director, Peter Jackson, started
his career in horror and fantasy films in

required in each case to make them
appear real or to allow camera movements through them Computer paint
protrams coutd generate matte paintings (often based on location stit[ photographs) for the sky, clouds, distant
cliffs, and forests that appeared behind

New Zeatand, where he and his partners
Jamie Selkirk and Richard Taylor formed
.l993
a CGI firm, Weta Digital, in
Most of
the digital work for Rlngs was done at
the Weta facility, although the film in-

volved so much CGI that a few sequences were commissioned from
other effects firms
CGI was used at every state of production ln preproduction, a sort of ani-

mated storyboard (a previz, for
"previsualization") was made, consist-

the miniatures
Rings also drew on the rapidty developing capacity of CGI to create characters The war scenes were stated with a
small number of actual actors in costumes, while vast crowds of CGI so[diers appeared in motion alongside

them Like many companies working on
digitalty sophisticated films, the Weta
team had to develop its own proprietary software programs A crucial protram was Massive (for "Muttiple Agent
Simulation System in Virtual Environment") Using motion capture on a few
ogents (costumed actors), the team
could build a number of different mititary maneuvers, assigning alI of them to
the thousands of crude, digitalty gener-

"lf you wander unbidden onto a set,

Marginal Qr-rotes

you'il always know the AD because

Throughout the book, quotes from allthors, screenwriters, producers, directors, cinematographers, and actors appear in the margin. Whether amusing or insightful, informative or opinionated, these marginal quotes seek to engage students from a
filmmaker's point of view.

he or she is the one who'll probably
throw you off. That's the AD yelling,
'P[aces!' 'Quiet on the set!' 'Lunchone-half hour!' and 'That's a wrap,

Glossary/
Like all art forms, film has speciahzed terminology, and so we've included a glossary. The initial mention of a term in the text is signaled in boldface, which indicates that the glossary provides further information.

New to the Eighth Edition
Reorganized Parts
Parts Three and Four from the previous edition have been switched. The "Types of
Films" chapters on genre and on documentary, experimental, and animated films
now follow the four chapters on film techniques. This change aligns the book's sequence of chapters with how many instructors tell us they use the book. The advantage of this change is that the film techniques (which many users regard as
central to their coltrses) come earlier. It also means that the analyses of documentary, experimental, and animated films are now continuous texts rather than being
split between two chapters.

people!' lt's ail very ritualistic, like
reveille and taps on a military base,
at once grating and oddly
comforting."

-

Christine Vachon, independent producer, on
assistant directors
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PREFACE

A New Lead-ln Section in Chapter

1

This section discusses the issue of film as an art form before launching into the
technology and institutions behind filmmaking. Hitchcock's classic film Shadow of
a Doubt rs showcased as the opening example.

Revised "'Where to Go from Here" Sections
Appearing at the end of each chapter, these sections raise issues that provoke class
discussions. They also suggest further reading for research, acting as a bibliographic source for specific issues in the chapter.

David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson's Blog at
www. dav idbordwe 11. ne t
David and Kristin will share their ideas and experiences with teachers and students
on their blog. Updated frequently, the blog features film and book reviews, reports
from festivals, and comments that connect ideas in Film Art to the current film
scene in an accessible format.
The McGraw-Hill Film Viewer's Guide (a booklet with important tips on film
viewing and analysis), which was published as a separate pamphlet for a few editions, is now being reincorporated into the text as an introduction to the "sample
Analyses" chapter.

S.rpplementary Instructional Materials
For the Student
A text-specific tutorial CD-ROM will help clarify and reinforce specific concepts
addressed in the text with the use of film clips (l-2 per chapter), a corresponding
commentary for each film clip, and a quiz for students to take to test their understanding of the materials. This CD-ROM is packaged free with all new copies of
Film Art, Eighth Edition.
The student website to accompany Film Art is www.mhhe.com/filmart8. Students will find numerous opportunities here to reinforce what they've learned from
the text, as well as extend their knowledge. Sample Multiple Choice Quizzes, Essay Questions, Internet Exercises, and links tied to each chapter are included.

For the Instructor
All instructor resources can be found at www.mhhe.com/filmart8. For lecture
preparations, the Instructor's Manual contains chapter outlines, goals for the
chapter, and suggestions for guest lectures, case studies, bibliography, and suggestions for essay assignments and DVD supplements.
For qurzzes and tests, you can also find a Password Protected Test Bank
at the book website. This contains sample multiple choice, true/false, and essay
questrons.
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Film as Art: ereativity,
Technolnry,and Business
otion pictures are so much a part of our lives that it's hard to imagine

a

world without them. We enjoy them in theaters, at home, in offices, in cars
and buses, and on airplanes. We carry films with us in our laptops and
iPods. We press the button, and our machines conjure up movies for our pleasure.
For about 100 years, people have been trying to understand why this medium
has so captivated us. Films communicate information and ideas, and they show us
places and ways of life we might not otherwise know. Important as these benefits
are, though, something more is at stake. Films offer us ways of seeing and feeling that we find deeply gratifying. They take us through experiences. The experiences are often driven by stories, with characters we come to care about, but a
film might also develop an idea or explore visual qualities or sound textures. A
film takes us on a journey, offering a patterned experience that engages our minds
and emotions.

It doesn't happen by accident. Films are clesigrtecl to have effects on viewers.
Late in the l9th century, moving pictures emerged as a public amusement. They
succeeded because they spoke to the imaginative needs of a broad-based audience.
All the traditions that emerged-telling fictional stories, recording actual events,
animating objects or pictures, experimenting with pure form-aimed to give viewers experiences they couldn't get from other media. The men and women who made
fihns discovered that they could control aspects of cinema to give their audience
richer, more engaging experiences. Learning fl'om one another, expanding and refining the options available, filmmakers developed skills that became the basis of
film as an art form.
The popular origins of cinema suggest that sonle cornmon ways of talking
won't help us rnuch in understanding film. Take the distinction between art and entertuirtrnent. Some people would say that blockbusters playing at the multiplex are
merely "entertainment," whereas films for a narrower public-perhaps independent
films, or festival fare, or specialized experimental works-are true art. Usually the
art/entertainment split carries a not-so-hidden value judgrnent: art is high-brow,
whereas entertainment is superficial. Yet things aren't that simple. As we just indicated, many of the artistic resources of cinen'rA were discovered by filnrmakers
working for the general public. During the l9l0s and 1920s, frlr instance, rnany

FiIm Artisrry in Shadow of a Doubt

films that aimed only to be entertaining opened up new possibilities for film editing.
As for the matter of value, it's clear that popular traditions can foster art of high
quality. Just as Shakespeare and Dickens wrote for a broad audience, much of the
greatest 2Oth-century music, including jazz and the blues, was rooted in popular traditions. Cinema is an art because it offers filmmakers ways to design experiences
for viewers, and those experiences can be valuable regardless of their pedigree.
Films for audiences both small and large belong to that very inclusive art we call
c'tnem0.

Sometimes, too, people treat film urt as opposed to film as a busine.ss. This split
is related to the issue of entertainment, since entertainment generally is sold to a
mass audience. Again, however, in most modern societies, no art floats free of economic ties. Novels good, bad, or indifferent are published because publishers expect to sell them. Painters hope that collectors and museums will acquire their
work. True, some artworks are subsidized through taxes or private donations, but
that process, too, involves the artist in a financial transaction. Films are no different. Some movies are made in the hope that consumers will pay to see them. Others are funded by patronage (an investor or organization wants to see the film made)
or public monies (France, for instance, generously subsidizes film projects). Even
if you decide to make your own digital movie, you face the problem of paying for
it-and you may hope to earn a little extra for all your time and effort.
The crucial point is that considerations of money don't necessarily make the
artist any less creative or the project any less worthwhile. Money can corrupt any
line of business (consider politics), but it doesn't have to. In Renaissance Italy,
painters were commissioned by the Catholic church to illustrate events from the
Bible. Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci worked for hire, but it would be hard
to argue that it hurt their artistry.
Here we won't assume that film art precludes entertainment. We won't take the
opposite position either-claiming that only Hollywood mass-market movies are
worth our attention. Similarly, we don't think that film art rises above commercial
demands, but we also won't assume that money rules everything. Any art form offers a vast range of creative possibilities. Our basic assumption is that as an art, film
offers experiences that viewers find worthwhile-diverting, provocative, puzzling,
or rapturous. But how do films do that?

"There are two kinds of directors: those
who have the public in mind when
they conceive and make their films,
and those who don't consider the
public at all. For the former, cinema is
an art of spectacle; for the latter, it is
an individual adventure. There is
nothing intrinsically better about one
or the other; it's simply o matter of
d

-

Film Artistry in Shodow of a Doubt
Uncle Charlie has come to visit his sister's family in Santa Rosa, California. Charlie is a man of the world, flashing money around freely. His sister Emmy adores him
and has even named her daughter Charlie in his honor. But as Uncle Charlie lingers
in town, Little Charlie begins to believe that he's a serial killer who preys on rich
widows. She can't prove it-the film's title is Shaclow of u Doubt-but she now
sees his menacing side.
One night at dinner, Uncle Charlie praises small-town living. Women keep
busy in towns like Santa Rosa, he says, not like the rich, spoiled women one finds
in cities. He slowly slips into a venomous monologue.
And what do the wives do, these useless women? You see thern in the hotels, the best
hotels, every day by the thousands. Drinking the mone), eating the rnoney, losing the
nroney at bridge, playing all day and all night. Smelling of money. Proud of their je*elry but nothing else. Horrible . . . fat, faded, greedy women.

Reacting to this, Little Charlie blurts out, "But they're alive! They're human
beings!" Uncle Charlie replies,'Are they?Are they, Charlie?Are they human or are
they fat, wheezing animals? And what happens to animals when they get too fat and
too old?" As if realizing he's gone too far, Uncle Charlie smiles and switches back
to his ingratiating manner.

iffe re nt

ap

p ro a ch

e

s."

Franqois Truffaut, director,Jules and Jim
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In Shadow of a Doubl Little Charlie is delighted when
Uncle Charlie presents pictures of her grandparents.

1.2 In an eerie parallel

to a lovers' engagement, Uncle Charlie
presents his niece with a ring.

It's a powerful scene, and it depends on many artistic decisions about how to
affect the audience. The screenplay provides vivid dialogue and strong conflicts.
The scene constitutes a step in the process of confirming Little Charlie's suspicions
that her uncle is a murderer. Since we in the audience have the same suspicions, the
scene nudges us closer to the same conclusion. The scene suggests that he's slightly
mad; his killing proceeds not only from a larcenous bent but also from a deepseated hatred of women. The scene increases our understanding of his personality.
Our response has an emotional dimension, too, since in his description of the
women, he dehumanizes them to chilling effect.
Everything that occurs in a film is affected by context. Sometimes we pull out
a moment for study, as we've done here. But to get the full effect of that moment,
we need to see it as part of the whole movie, from beginning to end. Any film has
an overall organization, what we'll be calling its form. Calling it a form suggests
that a film isn't simply a cluster of moments. It's a pattern. Shadow of a Doubt rs
organized as a story, and the dinner scene we've been examining contributes mightily to the progression of that story. It serves, we can say, a formal function.
Actually, it serves several. The development of the story depends on Uncle
Charlie's visit to his family and Little Charlie's gradual discovery that he's a murderer. As Uncle Charlie points out, she can't tell anyone the truth; doing so would
devastate her mother. This creates a powerful conflict, not only between Little
Charlie and her uncle but also within her mind. Similarly, as she learns the truth,
her attitude changes. Initially she worships her uncle, but eventually she becomes
bitterly aware of his real nature. Her trust in the world starts to crack. If her beloved
uncle can be so cruel, what hope is there of finding goodness outside her family?
The dinner scene, then, contributes to a growth in Little Charlie's character.
Even the fact that the scene occurs at dinner is important. More cheerful scenes
have taken place at the same table. At one point, Uncle Charlie gives Emmy restored
photographs of their parents, which seems to convey his sincere love for her and
their family. Little Charlie is exuberant (1.1). In these early scenes, we're told of a
special rapport that uncle and niece share, and he even presents her with an elegant
ring (1.2).The ring plays an important role in the plot, since Little Charlie discovers an inscription on it (a clue that it came from one of her uncle's victims).
So Uncle Charlie's hateful monologue connects with other moments we've already seen. This is the way form tends to operate in any art. A scene in a novel, a
chord in a piece of music, or a patch of color in a painting combines with other aspects to create our overall experience of the work. Formal patterns trigger ideas and
emotions.

FiLm

1.3 A general shot shows the family
Charlies most visible.

at table, with the two

1.4

Artistry in Shadow of a Doubt

After a shot of Emmy, Hitchcock cuts to Little Charlie
looking uneasily at her uncle.

To appreciate the artistic possibilities of film, then, we need to take into account the film's organizatton of its stor/, the ways the parts fit together to create
particular effects. Just as important, we need to consider how moviemakers employ
the medium of film, those techniques that present the story to us. In a novel, the author's use of language conveys the progression of the plot and the development of
the characters. A composer draws on the resources of melody and rhythm to create
a song. Similarly, the film medium provides the filmmaker with several ways to
convey moment-by-moment formal developments.
The director of Shadow of a Doubt, Alfred Hitchcock, believed firmly in using
the medium to arouse the viewer's mind and feelings. So, as Uncle Charlie launches
into his monologue, Hitchcock presents us with a shot of the entire table (1.3).
We've seen something like this shot in earlier scenes, and it orients us to the positions of the scene's major characters. At the same time, Hitchcock affanges things
so that Uncle Charlie, not Emmy's husband, sits at the head of the table. His domination of the household is presented visually. As Charlie starts to talk, after a shot
of Emffiy, we get a brief shot of Little Charlie, eyeing him anxiously (1.4). When
he begins to denounce the "useless women;' we get a close view of him as he continues his attack (1.5).
Joseph Cotten's performance is very important here. He seethes with resentment of the "fat, faded, greedy women." He delivers the speech without blinking,
as if musing to himself rather than talking to others. Hitchcock magnifies the effect
of Cotten's performance by eliminating everyone else at the table. The camera
comes steadily forward, filling the frame with Uncle Charlie's face as his monologue increases in anger and intensity (1.6).
Hitchcock could have used other techniques. He could have filmed Uncle Charlie from the rear, concealing his face but showing us the reactions of others at the
table. He could have interrupted shots of Uncle Charlie with the reactions of Emmy,
her husband, and her children. But Hitchcock achieves a specific effect by the slow,
riveting movement toward Uncle Charlie's face as his hatred for women surfaces.
Even though he's speaking the lines aloud, the relentless forward camera movement
suggests that we're getting a glimpse into his mind.
Little Charlie blurts, "But they're alive! They're human beings!" Most directors would have shown her saying this, cutting away from Uncle Charlie. But
Hitchcock leaves her outburst offscreen; we only hear it. Then he adds a chilling effect. As the camera moves to an extremely tight close-up, Uncle Charlie turns
slightly and looks into the camera as he replies, 'Are they, Charli e?" (1.7 ,, p. 6).
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Uncle Charlie begins his monologue about useless women.

1.7 . . . and is very close when he turns and replies to Little
Charlie's protests that these women are human; he asks, 'Are
they, Charlie?"

1.9 Hitchcock then gives us an optical

point-of-view shot of

what nrakes hcr hesitate: Uncle C.harlie holding her nrother
spellbound.

Business

1.6

1.8

The camera rnoves closer to hinr

Earlier in the film, when Little Charlie has begun to suspect
her uncle, she pauses on the front doorstep.

FiIm Artistry in Sha.lt-rw of a Dor-rbt

Suddenly we're put in the young woman's place, seeing the full force of her uncle's hatred. (Jonathan Demme employs this technique in filming Hannibal Lector
in Si/ence ofthe Lurnbs; see 8.3.) Like Little Charlie, we begin to realize that he's
a sociopath, rnade all the rnore frightening by his steady gaze and controlled
speech. Hitchcock's decisions about staging, camera framing, sound, and editing
have intensely engaged our rninds and emotions in the story.
Cinernatic choices like these often create purposeful patterns, what we'll be
calling the filrn's sf]'/e. We tend to use the same word for the patterns of language
we find in a novel. Elmore Leonard's neo-noir fiction displays a very different style
from that of Toni Morrison's more lyrical novels. Likewise, when we say a song is
in hip-hop style or a painting is in the lrnpressionist style, we 're pointing to how
artists have chosen and arranged techniques available in music or visual art.
We have seen how the dramatic developrnent of the dinner scene was connected
to other scenes in Shaclow, o.f'a Doubt. [n a similar wa], Hitchcock's style here is related to technical choices in the movie as a whole. For one thing, the shot of Uncle
Charlie is the closest we ever come to him, so this tight framing gives the scene particular force. More generally, Hitchcock employs techniques that put us in the position of the characters. Throughout the film, he uses optical point of view-showing
us things that a character sees more or less as the character sees them. Most often
the optical point of view we share belongs to Little Charlie (1.8, 1.9).
This pattern of stylistic choices is sustained during the dinner table monologLle.
The brief shot of Little Charlie reminds us of her position beside her uncle ( I .4).
But rather than have Uncle Charlie start his monologue by glancing at her, Hitchcock lets him speak to the others at the table, or perhaps only to himself (1.5, 1.6).
Only after Little Charlie's offscreen outburst does Uncle Charlie turn to her-and
us (l.l). Hitchcock has saved the most startling point-of-view moment for the end

of the shot.
The style of this scene enhances a broader pattern as well. After Uncle Charlie
arrives in Santa Rosa, we get some private glimpses into his activities, but the
scenes concentrate largely on Emrny's family, and particularly on Little Charlie. We
know a bit more than she knows about her uncle. For example, from the start, we
suspect that he's being sought by the police, but we don't know what they're investigating. Later, we learn that Uncle Charlie has torn a story out of the newspaper, but not until his niece finds it do we know what he was trying to conceal.
Slowly, along with Little Charlie, we discover that the Merry Widow Murderer is
at large, and Uncle Charlie is a prirne suspect.
So the overall form of the story's developrnent and the stylistic presentation in
each scene work to put us close to Little Charlie. We know roughly what she knows,
and we learn some key information when she does. In the dinner table scene, the
developing story line and Hitchcock's style combine to tie us even more tightly to
Little Charlie. The rnoment when Uncle Charlie turns challengingly to the camera
becornes a high point of this pattem.
The rest of this book will examine the ideas of form and style more closely.
Here we just want to suggest that our Shuclow, o.f' cr Doubl scene is typical of how
cinema works as art. Films have subject matter and themes that contribute to the
artistic eflect, but in themselves those arrount to raw material. We have plenty of
films about serial killers, but how many are as vivid as Shaclow of a Doubt'? [t's
through form and style that a film draws us into a moment-by-moment engagement,
just as a song or a play or a novel does. As a film unfolds in time, it oflers a developing pattern that encourages us to ask why things are happening and to wonder
what will happen next. We feel curiosity and suspense and surprise. The film engages our vision and hearing, our knowledge of the world, our ideas, and our feelings. The filrnrnaker can create a structured experience that will involve us
keenly-and sometimes change the way we think and feel about our lives. After
watching Shctclow of u Doubt, many viewers ask whether the world is as sunny a
place as it sornetimes seems.

"He
[Hitchcock] was fairly universal,
he made people shiver everywhere.
And he made thrillers that are also

equivalent to works of literature."

-

Jean-Luc Godard, director, Breathless

PICKING OUT PATTERNS
ln studying film as an art, you might
sometimes wonder: Are alI the patterns
of form and style we notice reatty in the

fitm? Do filmmakers actually put them
there, or are we just reading them in?
When asked, filmmakers often say
that their formaI and stylistic choices
aim to create specific effects. Hitchcock, a director who had an engineering bent, planned his stories carefu[[y
and chose techniques in fu[[ awareness
of their possibilities. His film Rope confines the action to a single apartment
and presents it in only ll shots. Rear
Window limits the action to what the
hero can see from his apartment. ln
these and other fitms Hitchcock detiberately created formaI and stylistic
chaltenges for himself, inviting his audi-

ence to come atong. Most directors
aren't so adventurous, but throughout
this book, we'tl inctude comments from
filmmakers that show how the ideas we
present are part of their working craft.

1J0

In the Hudsucker Proxy, the boss dangles above the street
in a very steep, centered-perspective composition.

l.ll

Sometimes filmmakers work in a
more intuitive way, but they stilI must
choose one story development or another, one technique or another. The
finished film can have an overall unity
because the momentary choices tend
to mesh. Joe[ and Ethan Coen, the
brothers who created Blood Simple,
Raising Arizona, and Fargo, say they
don't set out with a particular style in
mind. As Ethan puts it, 'At the point of
making the movie, it's just about making
individual choices." Joe[ picks up the
thread:
. . . about the best way to tet[ the
story, scene by scene. You make specific choices that you think are appro-

priate or competting or interesting for
that particular scene. Then, at the end
of the d.X you put it all together and
somebody looks at it and, if theres
some consistency to it, they say, "We[[,

thats their sty[e."

The same sort of composition is used to show the
impersonal layout of desks in the Hudsucker company.

Even if the Coens don't map out
every option in advance, the finished

films display distinctive patterns of
form and style (l.lo,

l.l|.

Professionals pay attention to other
filmmakers' formal and stylistic choices.

White watching Stanley Kubricks The
Shining, Nicole Kidman pointed out
how the composition of one shot had
both an immediate point and a longranSe story purpose (1.12):
Here, in this scene, look at how there
is this rack of knives hanging in the
background over the boys head. . . .
It's important because it not only
shows that the boy is in danger, but
one of those very knives is used later
in the story when Wendy takes it to
protect herself from her husband
[1.13].

Kubrick told Kidman that a director
had to repeat story information so that

the audience could keep up. ln other
words, the pattern helped organize the
film and in doinS so shaped the viewer's
experience, if only rnconsciously.

l.l2

Kubrick s comment points up another reason we can have some confidence when we pick out patterns. A
filmmaker doesn't create a movie from
scratch. Atl films borrow ideas and storytelting strategies from other movies
and other art forms. A lot that h.ppens in films is governed by traditional

rules, usually called

tens ion.

Very often, patterns in one film resembte patterns we've seen in other
films. Even when filmmakers don't exptain what they're doing, as experienced
viewers we can notice how they treat
fam

iIiar conventions of form

and

technique.

ln The Shining, an early scene in the Hotel Overlook
kitchen displays the telepathic rapport between Halloran and
Danny, whose parents are caretaking the hotel for the winter. The
knives are a natural part of the kitchen set but are aligned above
Danny.

conventions.

When Kubrick shows us the knives behind Danny, he's following a very old
storytelting convention: prepare the
audience for action that will come
later. When Hitchcock slowly enlarges
Uncle Chartie's face in Shadow of a
Doubt, hes obeying a stylistic convention: moving the camera steadity forward can reinforce a scene's rising

l.l3
seen

Later Danny's mother, Wendy, goes to the same knife rack,
from a different angle, to grab a weapon.
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Mechanics of the Movies
Films are everywhere now, almost as widely available as print or music. But how
do they get made in the first place? Making a movie means two very different
things. First, people make films with machines. Anyone with a pen and paper can
write a novel, and a talented kid with a guitar can become a musician. Movies require much more. Even the simplest home video camera is based on fiendishly
complex technology. A major film involves elaborate cameras, lighting equipment,
multitrack sound-mixing studios, sophisticated laboratories, and computergenerated special effects. Making a movie also involves businesses. Companies
manufacture the equipment, others provide funding for the film, still others distribute it, and finally theaters or other venues present the result to an audience. In the
rest of this chapter, we'll consider how these two sides of making moviestechnology and business-shape film as an art.

Illusion Machines
Moving-image media such as film and video couldn't exist if human vision were
perfect. Our eyes are very sensitive, but they can be tricked. As anyone who has
paused a DVD knows, a film consists of a series of .frctntes, or still pictures. Yet we
don't perceive the separate frames. Instead, we see continuous light and movement.

l.l4

The Zoetrope, which dates back to
1834, spun its images on a strip of paper

in a rotating drum.

l.l5

The Mutoscope, an early 20thcentury entertainment, displayed images

by flipping a row of cards in front of
peephole.

l.16

The camera.

a

What creates this impression?
No one knows the full answer. Many people have speculated that the effect results from "persistence of vision," the tendency of an image to linger briefly on our
retina. Yet if this were the cause, we'd see a bewildering blur of superimposed stills
instead of smooth action. At present, researchers believe that two psychological
processes are involved in cinematic motion: critical flicker fusion and apparent
motion.
If you flash a light faster and faster, at a certain point (around 50 flashes per
second), you see not a pulsating light but a continuous beam. A film is usually shot
and projected at 24 still frames per second. The projector shutter breaks the light
beam once as a new image is slid into place and once while it is held in place. Thus
each frame is actually projected on the screen twice. This raises the number of
flashes to the threshold of what is called critical flicker fusion Early silent films
were shot at a lower rate (often l6 or 20 images per second), and projectors broke
the beam only once per image. The picture had a pronounced flicker-hence an
early slang term for movies, "flickerS," which survives today when people call a

film a "flick."
Apparent motionis a second factor in creating cinema's illusion. If a visual display is changed rapidly enough, our eye can be fooled into seeing movement. Neon
advertising signs often seem to show a thrusting arrow, but that illusion is created
simply by static lights flashing on and off at a particular rate. Certain cells in our
eye and brain are devoted to analyzing motion, and any stimulus resembling movement apparently tricks those cells into sending the wrong message.
Apparent motion and critical flicker fusion are quirks in our visual system, and
technology can exploit those quirks to produce illusions. Some moving-image machines predate the invention of film (1.14, 1.15). Film as we know it came into being when photographic images were first imprinted on strips of flexible celluloid.
At all stages of a film's life, machines move the film strip one frame at a time
past a light source. First, there is the camera (1.16). In a light-tight chamber, a drive
mechanism feeds the unexposed motion picture film from a reel (a) past a lens (b)
and aperture (c) to a take-up reel (d). The lens focuses light reflected from a scene
onto each frame of film (e). The mechanism moves the film intermittently, with a
brief pause while each frame is held in the aperture. A shutter (f) admits light
through the lens only when each frame is unmoving and ready for exposure. The
standard shooting rate for sound film i s 24 frames per second (fps).
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The projector.

l.l8

Most multiscreen theaters use platter projection, which winds the film in long strips and
it to a projector (seen in the left rear). The film on the platters is an Imax 70mm print.

feeds

The projector is basically an inverted camera, with the light source inside the
machine rather than in the world outside (1.17). A drive mechanism feeds the film
from a reel (a) past a lens (b) and aperture (c) to a take-up reel (d). Light is beamed
through the images (e) and magnified by the lens for projection on a screen. Again,
a mechanism moves the film intermittently past the aperture, while a shutter (f) admits light only when each frame is pausing.As we've seen, the standard projection
rate for sound film is 24 fps, and the shutter blocks and reveals each frame twice in
order to reduce the flicker effect on the screen.
A feature-length film is a very long ribbon of images, about two miles for a
two-hour movie. In most film theaters, the projector carries the film at the rate of
90 feet per minute. In the typical theater, the film is mounted on one big platter,
with another platter underneath to take it up after it has passed through the projector (1.18). In digital theatrical projection, the film is stored on hard discs.
The film strip that emerges from the camera is usually a negative. That is, its
colors and light values are the opposite of those in the original scene. For the images to be projected, a positive print must be made. This is done on another machine, the printer which duplicates or modifies the footage from the camera. Like
a projector, the printer controls the passage of light through film-in this case, a
negative. Like a camera, it focuses light to form an image-in this case, on the unexposed roll of film. All printers are light-tight chambers that drive a negative or
positive roll of film from a reel (a) past an aperture (b) to a take-up reel (c). At the
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l.l9

The contact printer.

same time, a roll of unexposed film (a', c') moves through the aperture (b), either
intermittently or continuously. By means of a lens (d), light beamed through the
aperture prints the image (e) on the unexposed film (e'). The two rolls of film may
pass through the aperture simultaneously. A printer of this sort is called a contact
printer (1.19). Contact printers are used for making work prints and release prints,
as well as for various special effects.
Although the filmmaker can create nonphotographic images on the filmstrip by
drawing, painting, or scratching, most filmmakers have relied on the camera, the
printer, and other photographic technology. Digital video (DV) encodes images
electronically rather than photochemically. The images arc grabbed and stored as
binary information, not photographs. Nonetheless, DV cameras and projectors rely

on essentially the same optical principles as photography-based technology.
If you were to handle the film that runs through these machines, you'd notice
several things. One side is much shinier than the other. Motion picture film consists
of a transparent acetate base (the shiny side), which supports an emulsion, layers of

gelatin containing light-sensitive materials. On a black-and-white film strip, the
emulsion contains grains of silver halide. When light reflecting from a scene strikes
them, it triggers a chemic al reaction that makes the crystals cluster into tiny specks.
Billions of these specks are formed on each frame of exposed film. Taken together,
these specks form a latent image that coffesponds to the areas of light and dark in
the scene filmed. Chemical processing makes the latent image visible as a configuration of black grains on a white ground. The resulting strip of images is the negative, from which positive prints can be struck.
Color film emulsion has more layers. Three of these contain chemical dyes,
each one sensitive to a primary color (red, yellow, or blue). Extra layers filter out
the light from other colors. During exposure and development, the silver halide
crystals create an image by reacting with the dyes and other organic chemicals in
the emulsion layers. With color negative film, the developing process yields an image that is opposite, or complementary, to the original color values: for example,
blue shows up on the negative as yellow.
What enables film to run through a camera, a printer, and a projector? The strip
is perforated along both edges, so that small teeth (called sprockets) in the machines
can seize the perforations (sprocket holes) and pull the film at a uniform rate and
smoothness. The strip also reserves space for a sound track.
The size and placement of the perforations and the area occupied by the sound
track have been standardized around the world. So, too, has the width of the film
strip, which is called the gauge and is measured in millimeters. Commercial theaters use 35mm film, but other gauges also have been standardized internationally:
Super Smm, 16mm, and 70mm (1.20-1.24).
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l6mm film is used
for both amateur and
professional film work. A
variable-area optical
sound track (p. 14) runs
down the right side.

1,24

70mm film, another theatrical gauge, was
used for historical spectacles and epic action films
into the 1990s. In this strip from The Hunt for Red
Octoben a stereophonic magnetic sound track runs
along both edges of the filmstrip.

1.23

In this 35mm strip
from Jurassic Park, note
the optical stereophonic
sound track (p. l4),
encoded as two parallel

1.20

Super 8mm has
been a popular gauge for
amateurs and experi-

mental filmmakers.
Year of the Horse, a
concert film featuring
Neil Young, was shot
partly on Super 8.

1.22

35mm is the
standard theatrical film
gauge. The sound track, a
variable-area one (p. l4),

runs down the left
alongside the images.

squiggles. The stripe
along the left edge, the
Morse code-like dots
between the stereophonic
track and the picture area,
and the speckled areas
around the sprocket holds
indicate that the print can
also be run on various

digital sound systems.
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The Imax image is printed on 70mm film but runs horizontally along the strip, allowing each image to be l0 times Iarger than 35mrn
film can be projected on a very large screen with no loss of detail

and triple the size of 70mm. The Imax

Usually image quality increases with the width of the film because the greater
picture area gives the images better definition and detail. All other things being
equal, 35mm provides significantly better picture quality than does l6mm, and
70mm is superior to both. The finest image quality currently available for public
screenings is that offered by the Imax system (1.25).
The sound track runs down along the side of the filmstrip. The sound track may
be either magnetic or optical. In the magnetic type (1 .24),, one or more strips of
magnetic recording tape run along the film's edges. During projection, the film's
track is "read" by a sound head similar to that on a tape recorder. Magnetic tracks
are nearly obsolete in theaters today.
Most filmstrips have an optical sound track, which encodes sonic information
in the form of patches of light and dark running down along the fran'res. During production, electrical impulses from a microphone are translated into pulsations of
light, which are photographically inscribed on the moving filmstrip. When the film
is projected, the optical track produces varying intensities of light that are translated
back into electrical impulses and then into sound waves. The optical sound track of
l6mm film is on the right side (1 .21 ), whereas 35mm puts an optical track on the
left (1 .22, 1.23). In each, the sound is encoded as variable-area, a wavy contour of
black and white along the picture strip.
A film's sound track may be monophonic or ,stereophonic. The l6mm filmstrip
(1.21) and the first 35mm film strip (l .22) have monophonic optical tracks. Stereophonic optical sound is registered as a pair of squiggles running down the left side
(l .23). For digital sound, a string of dots and dashes running along the film's perforations, or between the perforations, or close to the very left edge of the frames
provides the soundtrack information. The projector scans these marks as if reading
a bar code.
It's odd to think that our memories of the films we love have their origins in
something as inert-looking as a strip of perforated celluloid. With all their appeals
to our emotions and imagination, movies depend on some very tangible materials
and machines. Without them, the filmmaker would be as lost as a painter without
paint. Much of the artistry we'll be examining in the chapters ahead depends on
how filmmakers choose to use the palette provided by technology.

Making the Movie: Film Production
Important as technology is, films are part of social institutions as well. Sometimes
the social context is very intimate, as when a family records their lives on film to
show friends and relations. But films that aim at the public enter a wider range of
institutions. A movie typically goes through three phases: production, distribution,
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and exhibition. A group or company makes the film, a distribution company rents
copies to theater chains, and local theaters exhibit the film. Later, the DVD version
is distributed to chain stores or rental shops, and it's exhibited on TV monitors,
computer screens, or portable displays. For video on demand and many amateur
videos, the Internet serves as a distribution medium.
The whole system depends on having movies to circulate, so let's start by considering the process of production. Most films go through four distinct phases:
I

.

2.

Scriptwriting and funding. The idea for the film is developed and a screenplay is written. The filmmakers also acquire financial support for the project.
Preparation fo, filming. Once a script is more or less complete and at least
some funding is assured, the filmmakers plan the physical production.

3. Shooting. The filmmakers create the film's images and sounds.
4. Assembly.The images and sounds are combined in their final form. This involves cutting picture and sound, executing special effects, inserting music or
extra dialogue, and adding titles.

The phases can overlap. Filmmakers may be scrambling for funding while
shooting and assembling the film, and some assembly is usually taking place during filming. In addition, each stage modifies rvhat went before. The idea for the film
may be radically altered when the script is hammered out; the script's presentation
of the action may be drastically changed in shooting; and the material that is shot
takes on new significance in the process of assembly. As the French director Robert
Bresson puts it, 'A film is born in my head and I kill it on paper. It is brought back
to life by the actors and then killed in the camera. It is then resurrected into a third
and final life in the editing room where the dismembered pieces are assembled into
their finished form."
These four phases include many particular jobs. Most films that we see in theaters result from dozens of specralized tasks carried out by hundreds of experts.
This fine-grained division of labor has proved to be a reliable way to prepare, shoot,
and assemble large-budget movies. On smaller productions, individuals perform
several roles. A director might also edit the film, or the principal sound recordist on
the set might also oversee the sound mixing. For Thrnation, a memoir of growing
up in a troubled family, Jonathan Caouette assembled 19 years of photographs, audiotape, home movies, and videotape. Some of the footage was filmed by his parents, and some by himself as a boy. Caouette shot new scenes, edited everything on
iMovie, mixed the sound, and transferred the result to digital video. In making this
personal documentary, Caouette executed virtually all the phases of film production
himself.

The Scriptwriting and Funding

Phase

Two roles are central at this phase: producer and screenwriter. The tasks of the producer are chiefly financial and organi zatronal. She or he may be an "independent"
producer, unearthing film projects and trying to convince production companies or
distributors to finance the film. Or the producer may work for a distribution company and generate ideas for films. A studio may also hire a producer to put together
a particular package.
The producer nurses the project through the scriptwriting process, obtains financial support, and arranges to hire the personnel who will work on the film. During shooting and assembly, the producer usually acts as the liaison between the
writer or director and the company that is financing the film. After the film is completed, the producer will often have the task of arranging the distribution, promotion, and marketing of the film and of monitoring the paying back of the money
invested in the production.
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A single producer may take on all these tasks, but in the contemporary American film industry, the producer's work is further subdivided. The executive producer

"The screenplay is only secondarily a

written thing; it is an elaborate
notation, or, put another way, a kind
of codified visuaIization."

-

Larry McMurtry, screenwriter, Brokebock
Mountain

is often the person who arranged the financing for the project or obtained the literary property (although many filmmakers complain that the credit of executive producer is sometimes given to people who did little work). Once the production is
under w&], the line producer oversees the day-to-day activities of director, cast, and
crew. The line producer is assigned by an a.r.r ociate produce4 who acts as a liaison
with laboratories or technical personnel.
The chief task of the screenwriter is to prepare the screenplay (or script).
Sometimes the writer will send a screenplay to an agent, who submits it to a production company. Or an experienced screenwriter meets with a producer in a "pitch
session," where the writer can propose ideas for scripts. The first scene of Robert
Altman's The Player satirizes pitch sessions by showing celebrity screenwriters
proposing strained ideas like "PretQ Woman meets Out of Africa." Alternatively,
sometimes the producer has an idea for a film and hires a screenwriter to develop
it. This approach is common if the producer has bought the rights to a novel or play
and wants to adapt it for the screen.
The screenplay goes through several stages. These stages includ e a treatment,
a synopsis of the action; then one or more full-length scripts; and a final version,
the shooting script. Extensive rewriting is common, and writers often must resign
themselves to seeing their work recast over and over. Several writers contributed to
the screenplay for Shadow of a Doubt, each working with Alfred Hitchcock. Interestingly, the dinner table scene we examined on pages 5-l was conceived quite
early in the planning phase. Hitchcock thought that it was pivotal and asked his
writers to rework the earlier table scenes to prepare for it.
Shooting scripts are constantly altered, too. Some directors allow actors to
modify the dialogue, and problems on location or in a set may necessitate changes
in the scene. In the assembly stage, script scenes that have been shot are often condensed, rearranged, or dropped entirely.
If the producer or director finds one writer's screenplay unsatisfactory, other
writers may be hired to revise it. Most Hollywood screenwriters earn their living by
rewriting other writers' scripts. As you can imagine, this often leads to conflicts
about which writer or writers deserve onscreen credit for the film. In the American
film industry, these disputes are adjudicated by the Screen Writers' Guild.
As the screenplay is being written or rewritten, the producer is planning the film's
finances. He or she has sought out a director and stars to make the package seem a
promising investment. The producer must prepare a budget spelling out above-the-line
costs (the costs of literary property, scriptwriter, director, and major cast) and belowthe-line costs (the expenses allotted to the crew, secondary cast, the shooting and assembly phases, insurance, and publicity). The sum of above- and below-the-line costs
is called the negative cost (that is, the total cost of producing the film's master negative). In 2005, the average Hollywood negative cost ran to about $60 million.
Some films don't follow a full-blown screenplay. Documentaries, for instance,
are difficult to script fully in advance. In order to get funding, however, the projects
typically require a summary or an outline, and some documentarists prefer to have
a written plan even if they recognize that the film will evolve in the course of film-

ing. When making a compilation documentary from existing footage, the filmmakers often prepare an outline of the main points to be covered in the voice-over
commentary before writing a final version of the text keyed to the image track.

The Preparation

Phase

When funding is more or less secure and the script is solid enough to start filming,
the filmmakers can prepare for the physical production. In commercial filmmaking,
this stage of activity is called preproduction. The director who may have come on
board the project at an earlier point, plays a central role in this and later phases. The
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director coordinates the staff to create the film. Although the director's authority
isn't absolute, he or she is usually considered the person most responsible for the

final look and sound of the film.

At this point, the producer and the director set up a production office, hire crew
and cast the roles, and scout locations for filming. They also prepare a daily schedule for shooting. This is done with an eye on the budget. The producer assumes that
the sep arate shots will be made out of continuity-that is, in the most convenient
order for production-and put in proper order in the editing room. Since transporting equipment and personnel to a location is a major expense, producers usually
prefer to shoot all the scenes taking place in one location at one time. For Jurassic
Park, the main characters' arrrval on the island and their departllre at the end of the
film were both shot at the start of production, during the three weeks on location in
Hawaii. A producer must also plan to shoot around actors who can't be on the set
every day. Many producers try to schedule the most difficult scenes early, before
cast and crew begin to tire. For Raging Bull, the complex prizefight sequences were
filmed first, with the dialogue scenes shot later. Keeping all such contingencies in
mind, the producer comes up with a schedule that juggles cast, crew, locations, and
even seasons most efficiently.
During preproduction, several things are happening at the same time under the
supervision of the director and producer. A writer may be revising the screenplay
while a casting supervisor is searching out actors. Because of the specialized division of labor in large-scale production, the director orchestrates the contributions of
several units. He or she works with the set unit, or production design unit, headed
by a production designer. The production designer is in charge of visualizing the
film's settings. This unit creates drawings and plans that determine the architecture
and the color schemes of the sets. Under the production designer's supervision, an
art directctr oversees the construction and painting of the sets. The set decorator
often someone with experience in interior decoration, modifies the sets for specific

filming purposes, supervising workers who find props and a set dresser who
arranges things on the set during shooting. The costume designer rs in charge of
planning and executing the wardrobe for the production.
Working with the production designer, a graphic artisl may be assigned to produce a storyboard, a series of comic-strip-like sketches of the shots in each scene,
including notations about costume, lighting, and camera work (1.26). Most directors do not demand a storyboard for every scene, but action sequences and shots using special effects or complicated camera work tend to be storyboarded in detail.
The storyboard gives the cinematography unit and the special-effects unit a preliminary sense of what the finished shots should look like. The storyboard images
may be filmed, cut together, and played with sound to help visuali ze the scene. This
is one form of animatics.
Computer graphics can take planning further. The process of previsualization,
or "prevtz," reworks the storyboards into three-dimensional animation, complete
with moving figures, dialogue, sound effects, and music. Contemporary software
can create settings and characters reasonably close to what will be filmed, and textures and shading can be added. Previsuali zation animatics are most often used to
plan complicated action scenes or special effects (1.27). For Star Wars Episode
Ill-Revenge of the Sith, George Lucas's previsuahzation team created 6500 detailed shots, a third of which formed the basis for shots in the finished film. In ad-

dition, previsualization helps the director test options for staging scenes, moving
the camera, and timing sequences.

The Shooting

Phase

Although the term production refers to the entire process of making a film, Hollywood filmmakers also use it to refer to the shooting phase. Shooting is also known
as

principal photo graphy.
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A page from the storyboard for
Hitchcock's The Birds.
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Animated previsualization from King Kong.

During shooting, the director supervises what is called the director's crew! consisting of these personnel:

.

"lf you wander unbidden onto a set,

you'll always know the AD because

o

he or she is the one who'll probably
throw you off. That's the AD yelling,
'Places!' 'Quiet on the set!'

'Lunch-

The script supervisor; known in the classic studio era as a "script girl." (Today one-fifth of Hollywood script supervisors are male.) The script supervisor
is in charge of all details of continuity from shot to shot. The supervisor
checks details of performers' appearances (in the last scene, was the carnation
in the left or right buttonhole?), props, lighting, movement, camera position,
and the running time of each shot.

first assistant director (AD), a jack-of-all-trades who, with the director,
plans each day's shooting schedule. The AD sets up each shot for the director's approval while keeping track of the actors, monitoring safety conditions,

The

and keeping the energy level high.

one-half hour!' and 'That's a wrap,
people!' lt's all very ritualistic, like

o

The second assistant director, who is the liaison among the first AD, the camera crew, and the electricians' crew.

reveille and taps on a military base,
at once groting and oddly
comforting."

o
.

The third assistant director; who serves as messenger for director and staff.

.

The second unit director; who films stunts, location footage, action scenes,
and the like, at a distance from where principal shooting is taking place.

-

Christine Vachon, independent producer, on
assistant directors

The dialogue coach, who feeds performers their lines and speaks the lines of
offscreen characters during shots of other performers.

The most visible group of workers is the cast. The cast may include stars, wellknown players assigned to major roles and likely to attract audiences. The cast also
includes supporting players, or performers in secondary roles; minor players,'and
extras, those anonymous persons who pass by in the street, come together for crowd
scenes, and fill distant desks in large office sets. One of the director's major jobs is
to shape the performances of the cast. Most directors spend a good deal of time explaining how a line or gesture should be rendered, reminding the actor of the place
of this scene in the overall film, and helping the actor create a coherent performance. The first AD usually works with the extras and takes charge of arranging
crowd scenes.
On some productions, there are still more specialized roles. Stunt artists will
be supervised by a stunt coordinator; professional dancers will work with a
choreographer If animals join the cast, they will be handled by a wrangler There
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On the set of Citi:en Kune, Orson Welles directs from his wheelchair on the far right,
cinematographer Gre-9g Toland crouches below the camera, and actress Dorothy Comingore
kneels at the left. The script supervisor is seated in the left background.

pig wranglers (Mad Max Beyond Thunder Dome), snake wranglers
(Raiders of the Lost Ark), and spider wranglers (Arachnophobia).
Another unit of specrahzed labor is the photography unit. The leader is the cinematographe4 also known as the director of photography (or DP). The cinematographer is an expert on photographic processes, lighting, and camera technique. The
cinematographer consults with the director on how each scene will be lit and filmed
(1.28). The cinematographer supervises the following:
have been

o
'
o

The camera operato4 who runs the machine and who may also have assistants to load the camera, adjust and follow focus, push a dolly, and so on.
The key grip,the person who supervises the grips. These workers carry and
arrange equipment, props, and elements of the setting and lighting.
The Baffer the head electrician who supervises the placement and rigging of
the lights.

Parallel to the photography unit is the sound unit. This is headed by the
production recordist (also called the sound mixer). The recordist's principal responsibility is to record dialogue during shooting. Typically the recordist uses a
tape or digital recorder, several sorts of microphones, and a console to balance and
combine the inputs. The recordist also tries to capture some ambient sound when
no actors are speaking. These bits of room tone are later inserted to fill pauses in
the dialogue. The recordist's staff includes the following:

o

The boom operato4 who manipulates the boom microphone and conceals ra-

dio microphones on the actors.

'

The third man, who places other microphones, lays sound cables, and is in
charge of controlling ambient sound.

Some productions also have a souncl designer who enters the process during the
preparation phase and who plans a sonic style appropriate for the entire film.
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Sculpting a model dinosaur for Jnrassic Park: The Lost
Worlcl. The model was scanned into a computer for digital

manipulation.

A visual-fficts unit, overseen by the visual-effects supervisor, is charged
with preparing and executing process shots, miniatures, matte work, computergenerated graphics, and other technical shots (1 .29). During the planning phase, the
director and the production designer will have determined what effects are needed,

and the supervisor consults with the director and the cinematographer on an ongoing basis. The visual-effects unit can number hundreds of workers, from puppetand model-makers to specialists in digital compositing.
A miscellaneous unit includes a makeup stalf, a costume staff, hairdre.s.ser.s, and
drivers who transport cast and crew. During shooting, the producer is represented
by a unit called the producer's crew. Central here is the line producer, who manages
daily organizattonal business, such as arranging for meals and accommodations. A
production accountant (or production auditor) monitors expenditureS, & productiort
secretary coordinates telephone communications among units and with the producer, and production assistants (or PAs) run errands. Newcomers to the film industry often start out working as production assrstants.
All this coordinated effort, involving perhaps hundreds of workers, results in
many thousands of feet of exposed film and recorded sound-on-tape. For every shot
called for in the script or storyboard, the director usually makes several takes, or
versions. For instance, if the finished film requires one shot of an actor saying a
line, the director may make several takes of that speech, each time asking the actor
to vary the delivery. Not all takes are printed, and only one of those becomes the
shot included in the finished film. Extra footage can be used in coming-attractions
trailers and electronic press kits.
Because scenes seldom ate filmed in story order, the director and crew must
have some way of labeling each take. As soon as the camera starts, one of the cinematographer's staff holds up a slate before the lens. On the slate is written the production, scene, shot, and take. A hinged arm at the top, the clapboard, makes a
sharp smack that allows the recordist to synchronize the sound track with the
footage in the assembly phase (1.30). Thus every take is identified for future reference. There are also electronic slates that keep track of each take automatically and
provide digital readouts.
In filming a scene, most directors and technicians follow an organrzed procedure. While crews set up the lighting and test the sound recording, the director rehearses the actors and instructs the cinematographer. The director then supervises
the filming of a master shot. The master shot typically records the entire action and

1.30 A slate shown at the beginning

of

shot in Jean-Luc Godard's La Chinoise.

a

dialogue of the scene. There may be several takes of the master shot. Then portions
of the scene are restaged and shot in closer views or from different angles. These
shots are called coverage, and each one may require many takes. Today most

Making the Mouie: FiIm Production

directors shoot a great deal of coverage, often by using two or more cameras filming at the same time. The script supervisor checks to ensure that details are consistent within all these shots.
For most of film history, scenes were filmed with a single camera, which was
moved to different points for different setups. More recently, under pressure to finish principal photography as fast as possible, the director and the camera unit might
use two or more cameras. Action scenes are often shot from several angles simultaneously because chases, crashes, and explosions are difficult to repeat for retakes.
The battle scenes tn Gladiator were filmed by 7 cameras, whereas l3 cameras were
used for stunts in XXX. For dialogue scenes, a common tactic is to film with an A
camera and a B camera, ?fl arrangement that can capture two actors in alternating
shots. The lower cost of digital video cameras has allowed some directors to experiment with shooting conversations from many angles at once, hoping to capture
unexpected spontaneity in the performance. Some scenes in Lars von Trier's
Dancer in the Dark employed 100 digital cameras.
When special effects are to be included, the shooting phase must carefully plan
for them. In many cases, actors will be filmed against blue or green backgrounds so

that their figures may be inserted into computer-created settings. Or the director
may film performers with the understanding that other material will be composited
into the frame (1.31).

The Assembly Phase
Filmmakers call the assembly phase postproduction. (If something goes wrong,
someone may promise to "fix it in post.") Yet this phase does not begin after the
shooting is finished. Rather, postproduction staff members work behind the scenes
throughout shooting.
Before the shooting begins, the director or producer probably hires an editor
(also known as the supervising editor). This person catalogues and assembles the
takes produced during shooting. The editor also works with the director to make
creative decisions about how the footage can best be cut together.
Because each shot usually exists in several takes, because the film is shot out
of story order, and because the master-shot/coverage approach yields so much
footage, the editor's job can be a huge one. A 1OO-minute feature, which amounts
to about 9000 feet of 35mm film, may have been carved out of 500,000 feet of film.
For this reason, postproduction on major Hollywood pictures often takes up to
7 months. Sometimes several editors and assistants are brought in.
Typically, the editor receives the processed footage from the laboratory as
quickly as possible. This footage is known as the dailies or the rushes. The editor
inspects the dailies, leaving it to the assistant editor to synchrontze image and

l.3l

For the climax of Jurassic Park, the actors were shot in the
set of the visitor's center, but the velociraptors and the
Tvrannosaurus rex were computer-generated images added later.
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Some Terms and Roles

in Film Production

The rise of packaged productions, pressures from unionized workers, and other
factors have ted producers to credit
everyone who worked on a film. Meanwhile, the speciatization of large-scale
filmmaking has created its own jargon.
Some of the most cotorful terms are

explained in the text. Here are some
other terms that you may see in a films
cred its.

Cinema Editors, a professional
association.
ASC: After the name of the director
of photography; abbreviation
for the American Society of
Ci

the

is

BSC.

for leading roles

(principal characters) and character
parts (fairty standardized or
stereotyped roles). She or he may
also cast extras (background or
nonspeaking roles).

Concept artist: Designer who
creates itlustrations of the settinSs
and costumes that the director has
in mind for the fitm.

Dialogue editor: Sound editor
specializing in making sure recorded
speech is audibte.

principal photography supervised by

Dolly grip: Crew member who
pushes the dotly that carries the
camera, either from one setup to
another or during a take for moving

the director of photography.

camera shots.

Additional photography: Crew
shooting footage apart from the

Best boy: Term

from the classic

studio years, originally applied to
the gaffers assistant. Today film
credits may list both a best boy
electric and a best boy grip, the
assistant to the k"y grip.

7.2

performers for the film, and
suggests actors

Clapper boy: Crew member who
operates the clapboard (slate) that
identifies each take.

ACE: After the name of the editor;
abbreviation for the American

nematographers, a professional
association. The British equivalent

Casting director Member who
for and auditions

searches

Foley artist: Sound-effects speciaI st
who creates sounds of body
movement by walking or by moving
materials across large trays of
different substances (sand, earth,
glass, and so on). Named for )ack
i

sound and to sort the takes by scene. The editor meets with the director to examine
the dailies, or if the production is filming far away, the editor informs the director
of how the footage looks. Since retaking shots is costly and troublesome, constant
checking of the dailies is important for spotting any problems with focus, exposure,
framing, or other visual factors. From the dailies, the director selects the best takes,
and the editor records the choices. To save money, dailies are often shown to the
producer and director on video, but since video can conceal defects in the original
footage, editors check the original shots before cutting the film.
As the footage accumulates, the editor assembles it into a rough cut-the shots
loosely strung in sequence, without sound effects or music. Rough cuts tend to run
long. The rough cut for Apocalypse Now ranJ%hours. From the rough cut, the editor, in consultation with the director, builds toward a fine cut or final cut. The unused shots constitute the outtakes. While the final cut is being prepared, a second
unit may be shooting inserts, footage to fill in at certain places. These are typically
long shots of cities or airports or close-ups of objects. At this point, titles are prepared and further laboratory work or special-effects work may be done.
Until the mid- 1980s, editors cut and spliced the work prinf, footage printed from
the camera negative. In trying out their options, editors were obliged to rearrange the
shots physically. Now virtually all commercial films are edited electronically. The

Foley, a pioneer in postproduction
sound.

Greenery man; Crew member who
chooses and maintains trees, shrubs,
and grass in settings.
Lead man: Member

of set crew

responsible for tracking down
various props and items of decor for

promotional material regarding the
production. The publicist may
for press and television
interviews with the director and
stars and for coverage of the
arrange

production in the mass media.

of set crew
responsible for painting surfaces of

Scenic ortist: Member

the set.

set.

Loader Member of photography
unit who loads and unloads camera
magazines, as well as logging the
shots taken and sending the film to
the laboratory.

Strll photographer: Member of crew
who takes photographs of scenes

Matte artist: Member of specialeffects unit who paints backdrops
that are then photographically or
digitalty incorporated into a shot in
order to suggest a particular setting.
Model moker: (1) Member of
production design unit who
prepares architectural models for
sets to be built. (2) Member of the
special-effects un it who fabricates
scale models of locales, vehicles, or
characters to be fitmed as
substitutes for full-size ones.
Property master: Member of set
crew who supervises the use of all
props, or movabte objects in the film.
Publicist, Unit publicisf; Member
producer's crew who creates

and behind-the-scenes shots of cast
members and others. These
photographs may be used to check
lighting or set design or color, and
many will be used in promoting and
pubticizing the film.
Timer, Color timer: Laboratory
worker who inspects the negative
film and adjusts the printer light to
achieve consistency of cotor across
the finished product.

Video assist: The use of a video
camera mounted alongside the
motion picture camera to check
tighting, framing, or performances. ln
this way, the director and the
cinematographer can try out a shot

or scene on tape before committing
it to film.

of

dailies are transferred first to tape or disc, then to a hard drive. The editor enters notes
on each take directly into a computer database. Such electronic editing systems, usually known as nonlinear systems, permit random access to the entire store of footage.
The editor can call up any shot, paste it alongside any other shots, trim it, or junk it.
Some systems allow special eftects and rnusic to be tried out as well. Although nonlinear systems have greatly speeded up the process of cutting, the editor usually asks
for a work print of key scenes in order to check for color, details, and pacing.
Once the shots are arranged in something approaching final form, the sound editor takes charge of building up the sound track. The director, the composer, the picture editor, and the sound editor view the film and agree on where music and effects
will be placed, a process known as spotting. The sound editor may have a staff
whose members specialize in mixing dialogue, music, or sound effects.
Surprisingly little of the sound recorded during filming winds up in the finished
movie. Often half or more of the dialogue is rerecorded in postproduction, using a
process known as uutrnruted diulogue repluL'ement (ADR). ADR usually yields better quality than location sound does. With the on-set recording serving as a guide
truck, the sound editor records actors in the studio speaking their lines (called dubbing or looping). Nonsynchronized dialogue such as the babble of a crowd (known
in Hollywood as "walla") is added by ADR as well.

"IADR for Apocalypse NowJ was
tremendously wearing on the octors
because the entire film is looped, and
of course all of the sound for
everything had to be redone. So the
actors were locked in a room for
days and days on end shouting. Either
they're shouting over the noise of the
helicopter, or they're shouting over
the noise of the boat."

-

Walter Murch, sound designer
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Similarly, very few of the noises we hear in a film were recorded during filming.
A sound editor adds sound effects, drawing on the library of stock sounds or creating
particular effects for this film. Sound editors routinely manufacture footsteps, car
crashes, pistol shots, and fists thudding into flesh (often produced by whacking a watermelon with an axe) .ln Tbrminator 2, the sound of the T: 1000 cyborg passing through
jail cell bars is that of dog food sliding slowly out of a can. Sound-effects technicians
have sensitive hearing. One veteran noted the differences among doors: "The bathroom
door has a little air as opposed to the closet door. The front door has to sound solid; you
have to hear the latch sound. . . . Don't just put in any door, make sure it's right."

Like picture editing, sound editing relies on computer technology. The editor
can store recorded sounds in a database, classifying and rearranging them in any way
desired. A sound's qualities can be modified digitally<lipping off high or low frequencies and changing pitch, reverberation, equalization, or speed. The boom and
throb of underwater action in The Hunt fo, Red October were slowed down and reprocessed from such mundane sources as a diver plunging into a swimming pool,

water bubbling from a garden hose, and the hum of Disneyland's air-conditioning
plant. One technician on the film called digital sound editing "sound sculpting."
During the spotting of the sound track, the film's composer enters the assembly phase as well. The composer compiles cue sheets that list exactly where the music will go and how long it should run. The composer writes the score, although she
or he will probably not orchestrate it personally. While the composer is working,
the rough cut is synchronized with a temp dub, accompaniment pulled from
recorded songs or classical pieces. Musicians record the score with the aid of a click
track, a taped series of metronome beats synchronized with the final cut.
Dialogue, effects, and music are recorded on different tracks, and each bit of
sound may occupy a separate track. At a final mixing session, the director, editor, and
sound editor put dozens of such tracks together into a single master track. The sound
specialist who performs the task is the rerecording mixen Often the dialogue track is
organized first, then sound effects are balanced with that, and finally music is added to
create the final mix. There may be a need for equalization, filtering, and other adjustments as well. Once fully mixed, the master track is transferred onto 35mm soundrecording film, which encodes the magnetic sound as optical or digital information.
The film's camera negative, which was the source of the dailies and the work
print, is too precious to serve as the source for final prints. Traditionally, from the
negative footage, the laboratory draws an interpositive, which in turn provides an
internegative. The internegative is then assembled in accordance with the final cut,
and it serves as the primary source of future prints. An alternative is to create a digital intermediate. Here the negative is scanned digitally, frame by frame, at high
resolution. The result is then recorded back to film as an internegative. The digital
intermediate allows the cinematographer to correct color, remove scratches and
dust, and add special effects easily.
Once the internegative has been created, the master sound track is synchronized with it. The first positive print, complete with picture and sound, is called the
answer print After the director, the producer, and the cinematographer have approved an answer print, release prints are made for distribution.
The work of production does not end when the final theatrical version has been
assembled. In consultation with the producer and the director, the postproduction
staff prepares airline and broadcast television versions. For a successful film, a director's cut or an extended edition may be released on DVD. In some cases, different versions may be prepared for different countries. Scenes in Sergio Leone's
Once upon a Time in America were completely rearranged for its American release.
European prints of Stanley Kubrick's Eyes Wide Shut featured more nudity than did
American ones, in which some naked couples were blocked by digital figures added
to the foreground. Once the various versions are decided upon, each is copied to a
master videotape or hard drive, the source of future versions. This video transfer
process often demands new judgments about color quality and sound balance.

Modes of Productton

Many fictional films have been made about the process of film production. Federico Fellini's BI/z concerns itself with the preproduction stage of a film that is
abandoned before shooting starts. Frangois Truffaut's Day fo, Night takes place
during the shooting phase of a project interrupted by the death of a cast member.
The action of Brian De Palma's Blow Out occurs while a low-budget thriller is in
sound editing. Singin' in the Rain follows a single film through the entire process,
with a gigantic publicity billboard filling the final shot.

Artistic Implications of the Production

Process

Every artist works within constraints of time, money, and opportunity. Of all arts,
filmmaking is one of the most constraining. Budgets must be maintained, deadlines
must be met, weather and locations are unpredictable, and the coordination of any
group of people involves unforeseeable twists and turns. Even a Hollywood blockbuster, which might seem to offer unlimited freedom, is actually confining on many
levels. Big-budget filmmakers sometimes get tired of coordinating hundreds of staff
and wrestling with million-dollar decisions, and they start to long for smaller projects that offer more time to reflect on what might work best.
We appreciate films more when we realize that in production, every film is a
compromise made within constraints. When Mark and Michael Polish conceived
their independent film Twin Falls ldaho, they had planned for the story to unfold in
several countries. But the cost of travel and location shooting forced them to rethink
the film's plot: "We had to decide whether the film was about twins or travel." Similarly, the involvement of a powerful director can reshape the film at the screenplay
stage. In the original screenplay of Witne,s^r, the protagonist was Rachel, the Amish
widow with whom John Book falls in love. The romance and Rachel's confused
feelings about Book formed the central plot line. But the director, Peter Weir,
wanted to emphasize the clash between pacifism and violence. So William Kelley
and Earl Wallace revised their screenplay to stress the mystery plot line and to
center the action on Book and the introduction of urban crime into the peaceful
Amish community. Given the new constraints, the screenwriters found a new form

for Witness.
Some filmmakers struggle against their constraints, pushing the limits of
what's considered doable. The production of a film we'll study in upcoming chapters, Citizen Kane, was highly innovative on many fronts. Yet even this project had
to accept studio routines and the limits of current technology. More commonly, a
filmmaker works with the same menu of choices available to others. In our Shadow
of a Doubt scene, Hitchcock made creative choices about framing, cutting, and
sound that other filmmakers of his day could have made-except that most of them

didn't realize how powerful these simple options could be.
Everything we notice on the screen in the finished movie springs from decisions made by filmmakers during the production process. Starting our study of film
art with a survey of production allows us to understand some of the possibilities offered by images and sounds. Later chapters will trace out the artistic consequences
of decisions made in production, everything from storytelling strategies to techniques of staging, shooting, editing, and sound work. By choosing within production constraints, filmmakers create film form and style.

Modes of Production
Large - Scale Production
The fine-grained division of labor we've been describing is characteristic of studio
filmmaking. A studio is a company in the business of manufacturing films. The most
famous studios flourished in Hollywood from the 1920s to the 1960s-Paramount,
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Warner Bros., Columbia, and so on. These companies owned equipment and extensive physical plants, and they retained most of their workers on long-term contracts.
Each studio's central management planned all projects, then delegated authority to
individual supervisors, who in turn assembled casts and crews from the studio's
pool of workers. Organized as efficient businesses, the studios created a tradition of
carefully tracking the entire process through paper records. At the start, there were
versions of the script; during shooting, reports were written about camera footage,
sound recording, special-effects work, and laboratory results; in the assembly phase,
there were logs of shots catalogued in editing and a variety of cue sheets for music,
mixing, looping, and title layout. This sort of record keeping has remained a part of
large-scale filmmaking, though now it is done mostly on computer.
Although studio production might seem to resemble a factory's assembly line,
it was always more creative, collaborative, and chaotic than turning out cars or TV
sets is. Each film is a unique product, not a replica of a basic design. In studio
filmmaking, skilled specialists collaborated to create such a product while still adhering to a blueprint prepared by management (1.32\.
The centralized studio production system has virtually disappeared. The giants
of Hollywood's golden age have become distribution companies, although they often initiate, fund, and oversee the making of films they distribute. The old studios
had stars and staff under contract, so the same group of people might work together
on film after film. Now each film is planned as a distinct package, with director, actors, staff, and technicians brought together for this project alone. The studio may
provide its own soundstages, sets, and offices for the project, but in most cases, the
producer arranges with outside firms to supply cameras, catering, locations, special
effects, and anything else required.
Still, the detailed production stages remain similar to what they were in the
heyday of studio production. In fact, filmmaking has become vastly more complicated in recent years, largely because of the expansion of production budgets and
the growth of computer-based special effects. Titanic listed over 1400 names in its
final credits.

E*ploitation and Independent Production
"Deep down inside, everybody in the
United States has a desperate need

to believe that some doy, if the
breaks fall their way, they can quit
their jobs as claims adjusters, legal
secretaries, certified publi c
accountants, or mobsters, and go out
and make their own low-budget

movie. Otherwise, the future

is

too bleak."
-

Joe Queenan,

filmmaker

critic and independent

just

Not all lilms using the division of labor we have outlined are big-budget projects financed by major companies. There are also low-budget exploitation products tailored to a particular market-in earlier decades, fringe theatres and drive-ins; now,
video rentals and sales. Troma Films, maker of The Tbxic Avenge4 is probably the
most famous exploitation company, turning out horror movies and teen sex comedies for $ 100,000 or even less. Nonetheless, exploitation filmmakers usually divide
the labor along studio lines. There is the producer's role, the director's role, and so
on, and the production tasks are parceled out in ways that roughly conform to massproduction practices.
Exploitation production often forces people to double up on jobs. Robert Rodriguez made El Mariachi as an exploitation film for the Spanish-language video
market. The 2l-year-old director also functioned as producer, scriptwriter, cinematographer, camera operator, still photographer, and sound recordist and mixer.
Rodriguez's friend Carlos Gallardo starred, coproduced, and coscripted; he also
served as unit production manager and grip. Gallardo's mother fed the cast and
crew. El Mariachi wound up costing only about $7000.
Unlike El Mctriachi, most exploitation films don't enter the theatrical market,
but other low-budget productions, loosely known as independent films, may. Independent films are made for the theatrical market but without major distributor financing. Sometimes the independent filmmaker is a well-known director, such as
Spike Lee, David Cronenberg, or Joel and Ethan Cohen, who prefer to work with
budgets significantly below the industry norm. The lower scale of investment allows the filmmaker more freedom in choosing stories and performers. The director
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Studio production was charracterized by a larr-9e number of hi-ehly specialized production
roles. Here several units prepare a moving-canrera shot for Well,s Fargo (1937).

with a prodLlcer to get it realized. Financing ofien comes from European television firms, with major U.S. distributors buying the rights if the project seems to have good prospects. For example, David
Lynch's low-budget The Straight Ston'was financed by French and British television betore it was bought for distribution by Disney.
As we would expect, these industry-based independents organize production in
ways very close to the full-fledged studio mode. Nonetheless, because these projects require less financing, the directors can demand more control over the production process. Woody Allen, for instance, is erllowed by his contract to rewrite and
reshoot extensive portions of his film after he has assembled an initial cut.
The category of independent production is a roomy one, and it also includes
more modest projects by less well-known filmmakers. Examples are Victor Nuflez's
Ulee',s Golcl and Miranda July's Me andYou and Ever),one We Know. Even though
LrsLrally initiates the project and partners

their bud-qets are much smaller than for most commercial films, independent
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Another Girl on the

IRT, independent director Leslie Harris
used locations and available lighting in
order to shoot quickly; she finished
filming in just l7 days.

1.34 In The Ricldle

of Lumen, Stan
Brakhage turned shadows and everyday
objects into vivid distant pattterns.

1.35 ln Mesltes

of the Afternoon,
multiple versions of the protagonist were

played by the fihnmaker, Maya Deren.

1.36

ln Harlut Count\,, U.S.A., the
driver of a passing truck fires at the crew.

productions face many obstacles (1.33). Filmmakers may have to finance the project themselves, with the help of relatives and friendly investors; they must also find
a distributor specializing in independent and low-budget films. Still, many filmmakers believe the advantages of independence outweigh the drawbacks. Independent production can treat subjects that large-scale studio production ignores. No
film studios would have supported Jim Jarmusch's Stranger Than Paraclise or
Kevin Smith's Clerks. Because the independent film does not need as large an audience to repay its costs, it can be more personal and controversial. And the production process, no matter how low-budget, still relies on the basic roles and phases
established by the studio tradition.

Small-Scale Production
In large-scale and independent production, many people work on the film, each one
a specialist in a particular task. But it is also possible for one person to do everything: plan the film, finance it, perform in it, run the camera, record the sound, and
put it all together. Such films are seldom seen in commercial theatres, but they are
central to experimental and documentary traditions.
Consider Stan Brakhage, whose films are among the most directly personal
ever made. Some, such as Window Water Bablt Moving, are lyrical studies of his
home and family (1.34). Others, such as Dog Star Man, are mythic treatments of
nature; still others, such as 23rd Psalm Branch, are quasi-documentary studies of
war and death. Funded by grants and his personal finances, Brakhage prepared,
shot, and edited his films virtually unaided. While he was working in a fihn laboratory, he also developed and printed his footage. With over 150 films to his credit,
Brakhage proved that the individual filmmaker can become an artisan, executin-e all
the basic production tasks.
The 16mm and digital video formats are customary for small-scale production.
Financial backing often comes from the filmmaker, from grants, and perhaps from
obliging friends and relatives. There is very little division of labor: the filmmaker
oversees every production task and performs many of them. Although technicians
or performers may help out, the creative decisions rest with the filmmaker. Experimentalist Maya Deren's Meshes of the Afternoon was shot by her husband, Alexander Hammid, but she scripted, directed, and edited it and performed in the central
role (1.35).
Such small-scale production is also common in documentary filmmaking. Jean
Rouch, a French anthropologist, has made several films alone or with a small crew
in his efforts to record the lives of marginal people living in alien cultures. Rouch
wrote, directed, and photographed Les Mattres fous ( 1955), his first widely seen
film. Here he examined the ceremonies of a Ghanaian cult whose members lived a
double life: most of the time they worked as low-paid laborers, but in their rituals,
they passed into afrenzied trance and assumed the identities of their colonial rulers.
Similarly, Barbara Koppel devoted four years to making Harlan County,
U.S.A., a record of Kentucky coal miners' struggles for union representation. After
eventually obtaining funding from several foundations, she and a small crew spent
l3 months living with miners during the workers' strike. During filming, Koppel
acted as sound recordist, working with cameraman Hart Perry and sometimes also
a lighting person. A large crew was ruled out not only by Koppel's budget but also
by the need to fit naturally into the community. Like the miners, the filmmakers
were constantly threatened with violence from strikebreakers (1.36).
Sometimes small-scale production becomes collective production. Here, instead of a single filmmaker shaping the project, several film workers participate
equally. The group shares common goals and makes production decisions democratically. Roles may also be rotated: the sound recordist on one day may serve as
cinematographer on the next. A recent instance is the Canadian film Atanarjuat: The
Fast Runner Three Inuits (Zacharias Kunuk, Paul Apak Angilirq, Paul Qulitalik)
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1.37

The hero of Atanarjuat: The Fast Runner pauses in his
flight across the ice.

and one New Yorker (Norman Cohn) formed Igloolik Isuma Productions in 1990.
After making several video shorts and a television series, the group composed a
screenplay based on an oral tale about love, murder, and revenge. With funding from
television and the National Film Board, cast and crew spent six months shooting in
the Arctic, camping in tents and eating seal meat. "We don't have a hierarchy," Cohn
explained. "There's no director, second, third or fourth assistant director. We have a
team of people trying to figure out how to make this work." Because of the communal nature of Inuit life, the Igloolik team expanded the collective effort by bringing local people into the project. Some had to relearn traditional skills for making
tools and clothes from bone, stone, and animal skins. "The Inuit process is very horizontal" Cohn explained. "We made our film in an Inuit wa], through consensus and
collaboration." Showcasing the strengths of digital Beta video (1.37), Atanarjuat:
The Fast Runner won the prize for best first film at the 2002 Cannes Film Festival.
That, said Cohn, convinced people "that a bunch of Eskimos from the end of the
world could be sophisticated enough to make a movie."
Small-scale production allows the filmmakers to retain tight control of the project. The rise of digital video formats has made small-scale production more visible.
The Gleaners and I, The Corporation, The Yes Men, and other recent releases indicate that the theatrical market has room for works made by single filmmakers or
tiny production units.

We categorrze films on the basis of how they were made. We can distinguish a documentary film from a fiction film on the basis of production phases. Usually, the
documentary filmmaker controls only certain variables of preparation, shooting,

and assembly. Some variables (such as script and rehearsal) may be omitted,
whereas others (such as setting, lighting, and behavior of the figures) are present
but often uncontrolled. In interviewing an eyewitness to an event, the filmmaker
typically controls camera work and editing but does not tell the witness what to say
or how to act. For example, there was no script for the documentary Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomslqt and the Media. Filmmakers Mark Achbar and Peter
Wintonick instead shot long interviews in which Chomsky explained his ideas. The
fiction film, in contrast, is charactenzed by much more control over the preparation
and shooting phases.
Similarly, a compilation film assembles existing images and sounds that
provide historical evidence on a topic. The compilation filmmaker may minimize

the shooting stage and create a story from archival footage. For The Power of
Nightmares, Adam Curtis gathered newsreel and television footage, television
commercials, and clips from fiction films to track the rise of fundamentalist politics
and religion after World War II.
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CONVERGENCES: Film and Video
Traditional photographic film is stil[ employed for most of the wortd's theatrical
motion pictures, but digital video (DV) is
becoming important in all phases of production, distribution, and exhibition.
People makinS a film on DV follow the
stages of movie production, and most
general issues of artistic choice are comparable across the two media. An artist
working in either medium must make all
the decisions about large-scale form and

and detail. One frame

of

broadcast-

quality video (not HD) can display about
350,000 pixels, whereas a DVD frame of a
wide-screen film yields about half a million. Various versions of HD video yield
about 2 million pixels per frame. The
widest range of colors possible in video is
about 17 million hues, a staggering number untiI we realize that film can display

technique we'lt be tracing in the chapters
to come. The basic differences between

over 800 miltion. For these reasons,
archivists prefer to preserve movrng rm-

the media involve both technology and

ages on

the way that filmmakers use it.

On photographic film, a landscape
shot containing little movement gets
the same amount of "storage space" as
a car chase, because the molecules on

ln photographic cinema, light reflected from the scene creates an image
by triggering chemical changes on the
film stock. Those changes register in the

motecular structure

of the emulsion.

Video, by contrast, translates Iight waves
into electrical pulses and records those
on maSnetic tape, disc, or hard drive. DV
uses a computer chip behind the camera
lens to capture light reflected from the
scene. As in any digital medium, the information is encoded as a string of ls and
0s. The pinnacle of quality in digital
video is the high-definition (HD) format,
which yields a clean, crisp image. Several
different versions of HD are competing
for use in production and exhibition.
No pictures can capture the vast range
of information that our eyes can detect,
but analog photography makes a powerful try. One frame of 35mm motion pic-

ture fitm can contain the equivalent of

1.38 In the chase through
30

over 12 million pixels (picture elements).

This creates extremely high resolution

film whenever possible.

the filmstrip register differences in Iight
and color everywhere in the frame.
Frame by frame, d feature film contains
many terabytes of data, so most digital
storage must compress picture information. The most sophisticated formats
compress rmagery selectively, a[[otting
more processrnS power to whatever

changes

in the picture. Typicatly, the

landscape shot would receive less bit-

by-bit encoding and storage than the
car chase, because the lack of change rn
the sky or the forest doesn't need to be
repeated every frame. As a result, static
scenes on DVDs can sometimes seem to

hang like stilI pictures, lacking that
slight shimmer that film images have.

Big-budget films are increasingty
using high-resolution digital imagery in

the airways of Coruscant in Attack of the Clones, backgrounds and
motion were created through CGI.

postproduction. By scanning the camera negative, datacine machines can
produce a digital intermediate, which

claimed that if an actor blinked at the
wrong time, he would digitally erase the
btink. He is convinced that the lower cost

can be used in editing, sound postproduction, and adjustment of color vatues. The intermed iate can then be

the format of the future. Rodriguez

scanned back to film for retease prints,
and it can also serve as a master source
for DVDs. Digital intermediates can contain up to 4 kilobytes of resolution per

frame and may come to rival photographic film for theater projection. Di8ital film versions can be distributed to
theaters on hard drives or via satellite
or the lnternet.
During the 1990s, low-budget filmmakers were drawn to the low costs and
ftexibitity of DV. Lit by an experienced
cinematographer, even consumer format video can look attractive, as in

and greater flexibitity

of DV will make it

aSrees: "l've abandoned

film forever. You
can't go back. lts like trying to go back to
vinyl after you've got recordable DVD."

Even fitmmakers committed to
analog moviemaking have turned to
CGI for special effects. By transferring
photographed film to a digital format,
one can now easily delete distracting
background elements or buitd a crowd
out of a few spectators. Flying characters can be filmed suspended from cables, which are digitatly erased at a later

time. CGI can also create imagery that
would be virtually impossible with pho-

Spike Lee's Bamboozled, shot by Ellen

tographic film. The bullet-time sequences of The Matrix leave characters

Kuras. Perhaps most important, audiences don't notice shortcomings in im-

hovering in space white the camera spirals around them (1.391. Computers can

age quatity if the story is engrossing.
Strong plots and performances helped
carry Chuck and Buck, Pieces of April,
Personal Velocity: Three Portroits, and
other independent films shot on DV.
taken advantage of the economies offered by DV. A string of animated fea-

conjure up photorealistic characters
such as Gotlum in The Lord of the Rings.
Fantasy and science fiction have fostered the development of CGl, but all
genres have benefited, from the comic
iterations of a singte character in Multiplicity to the grisly reatism of the digitally enhanced Omaha Beach assault in

ture fitms, launched by Toy

Saving Private Ryan.

Bigger-budget filmmakers have

Story,
bypassed the time-consuming process
of cel animation (see p. 373) and created

cartoon characters directly on computer. The characters' roundness and re-

alistic texture led this format to be
called 3D animation in contrast to the
two-dimensionality of cel animation. ln
live-action cinema, George Lucas filmed

the final two installments of the Star
Wars series entirety with Sony's HD

of dotlars. A
comparable system was used for Sin
City, which combined HD footage of
the actors with graphic landscapes created in postproduction. Basing the entire project on digital technology
allowed director Robert Rodriquez to
edit, mix sound, and create special efcameras, saving millions

fects in his home studio in Austin, Texas.
Lucas also embraces digital cinema
for the control it offers. ln Attack of the
Clones, computer-generated imagery
(CGll creates futuristic landscapes teeming with dynamic movement (1.381. Lucas

Directors are starting

to

exploit

DV's distinctive pictorial qualities. Lars
von Trier's Dancer in the Dark uses saturated DV imagery to suggest the fantasy
world of a young mother going blind.
Harmony Korine shot julien donkey-boy
with mini-DV consumer cameras, transferred the footage to film, and
reprinted it several times. ln the final resutt, pixels and grain create a unique

texture, and the high contrast exaggerates pure colors and shapes (t.401. Most
of Michael Manns Col lateral, which follows a hitman and a cabdriver through
Los Angeles in one night, was shot on
uncompressed HD. The format was very
sensitive to iflumination, and so actors'
faces could be picked out of a murky
darkness speckled with city lights and
hard-edged focal planes (I.411.

Video formats and photographic
cinema are mingling, and the possibilities of giving images a fresh look has
stimulated filmmakers' imaginations.

3t

The choice is like that facing a painter
who uses oil-based paints for one picture and acrytics for another-or per-

haps combines both techniques

1.39 "Bullet-time" in The Matrix was achieved by using a ring of still cameras

in

a

single piece. As usual, the artist must
choose the pictoriaI qualities that wi[[
fit the fitm s budget, SUbject matter,
form, and style.

capturing the figures and sending the results to a computer,

which blended the different viewpoints into a smooth circling motion.

1.40

In

julien donkey-

boy,transferring lowfidelity video to film
creates hallucinatory
rmages.

1.41 High-definition,
3Z

uncompressed video allowed Collateral to be shot in the low

illumination of nocturnal Los Angeles.

Modes of Production
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One more kind of film is distinguished by the way it's produced. The animated
film is created frame by frame. Images may be drawn directly on the film strip, or
the camera may photograph drawings or three-dimensional models, as in the Wallace and Gromntit movies. Corpse Bride was created without using motion picture
cameras; instead, each frame was registered by a digital still camera and transferred
to film. Today most animated films, both on theater screens and on the Internet, are
created directly on computer with imaging software.

Production and Authorship Production practices have another implication for
film as an art form. Who, it is often asked, is the "author," the person responsible
for the film? In individual production, the author must be the solitary filmmakerStan Brakhage, Louis Lumidre, you. Collective film production creates collective
authorship: the author is the entire group. The question of authorship becomes difficult to answer only when asked about large-scale production, particularly in the
studio mode.
Studio film production assigns tasks to so many individuals that it is often difficult to determine who controls or decides what. Is the producer the author? In the
prime years of the Hollywood system, the producer might have had nothing to do
with shooting. The writer? The writer's script might be completely transformed in
shooting and editing. So is this situation like collective production, with group authorship? No, because there is a hierarchy in which a few main players make the
key decisions.
Moreover, if we consider not only control and decision making but also individual style, it seems certain that some studio workers leave recognizable and
unique traces on the films they make. Cinematographers such as Gregg Toland, set
designers such as Hermann Warffi, costumers such as Edith Head, choreographers
such as Gene Kelly-the contributions of these people stand out within the films
they made. So where does the studio-produced film leave the idea of authorship?
Most people who study cinema regard the director as the film's primary "author." Although the writer prepares a screenplay, later phases of production can

modify it beyond recognition. And although the producer monitors the entire
process, he or she seldom controls moment-by-moment activity on the set. It is the
director who makes the crucial decisions about performance, staging, lighting,
framing, cutting, and sound. On the whole, the director usually has most control
over how a movie looks and sounds.
This doesn't mean that the director is an expert at every job or dictates every
detail. The director can delegate tasks to trusted personnel, and directors often work
habitually with certain actors, cinematographers, composers, and editors. In the
days of studio filmmaking, directors learned how to blend the distinctive talents of
cast and crew into the overall movie. Humphrey Bogart's unique talents were used
very differently by Michael Curtiz rn Casablanca, John Huston in The Maltese Falcotr, and Howard Hawks in The BiS Sleep. Gregg Toland's cinematography was
pushed in different directions by Orson Welles (Citizen Kane) and William Wyler
(The Best Years of Our Lives).

Today well-established directors can control large-scale production to a remarkable degree. Steven Spielberg and Ethan and Joel Coen can insist on editing
manually, not digitally. Both Robert Altman and Martin Scorsese dislike ADR and
use much of the on-set dialogue in the finished film. In the days of Hollywood's studio system, some directors exercised power more indirectly. Most studios did not
permit the director to supervise editing, but John Ford would often make only one
take of each shot. Precutting the film "in his head," Ford virtually forced the editor
to put the shots together as he had planned.
Around the world, the director is generally recognized as the key player. In Europe, Asia, and South America, directors frequently initiate the film and work
closely with scriptwriters. In Hollywood, directors usually operate on a freelance
basis, and the top ones select their own projects. For the most part, it is the director

"The thing that makes me sad is that
there's tons of kids that I meet all the

time . . . who don't know anything

about film history. . . . The number
who couldn't say that Orson Welles
directed Citizen Kane was staggering.

infatuated with the
of the
business, and not filmmaking."

. . . They were

business and the glamour

-

Stacy Sher, producer, Pulp Fiction and Erin
Brockovich
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who shapes the film's unique form and style, and these two components are central
to crnema as an art.

Bringing the Film to the Audience:
Distribution and Exhibition
We've spent some time considering film production because that is where film art
begins. What of the other two phases of filmmaking? As in production, money plays
a significant role in both distribution and exhibition. We'll see as well that these
phases have effects on film art and viewers' experiences of particular films.

Disffibution: The Center of Power
Distribution companies form the core of economic power in the commercial film
industry. Filmmakers need them to circulate their work; exhibitors need them to
supply their screens. Europe and Asia are home to some significant media companies, but six Hollywood firms remain the world's major distributors. The names are
familiar: Warner Bros., Paramount, Walt Disney/Buena Vista, Sony/Columbia,
Twentieth Century Fox, and Universal.
These firms provide mainstream entertainment to theaters around the world.
The films they release account for 95 percent of ticket sales in the United States and
Canada, and more than half of the international market. In world capitals, the majors own branch offices that advertise films, schedule releases, and arrange for
prints to be made in local languages (either dubbing in the dialogue or adding subtitling). With vigorous marketing units in every region, the majors can distribute
non-U.S. films as well as Hollywood titles. For example, Hayao Miyazakt's popular animated films (Spirited Away, Howl's Moving Castle) are distributed on video
by Disney's Buena Vista arm-even in Miyazakr's homeland of Japan.
The major distributors have won such power because large companies can best
endure the risks of theatrical moviemaking. Filmmaking is costly, and most films
don't earn profits in theatrical release. Worldwide, the top l0 percent of all films released garners 50 percent of all box office receipts. The most popular 30 percent of

films accounts for 80 percent of receipts. Typically, a film breaks even or shows a
profit only after it has been released on cable, satellite, and home video.
In the United States, theater owners bid for each film a distributor releases, and

"selling food is my job. I just happen
to work in a theater."

-

Theater manater in upstate New York

in most states, they must be allowed to see the film before bidding. Elsewhere in the
world, distributors may force exhibitors to rent a film without seeing it (called blind
booking), perhaps even before it has been completed. Exhibitors may also be pressured to rent a package of films in order to get a few desirable items (block booking).
Once the exhibitor has contracted to screen the film, the distributor can demand
stiffterms. The theater keeps a surprisingly small percentage of total box office receipts (known as the gross or grosses). One standard arrangement guarantees the
distributor a minimum of 90 percent of the first week's gross, dropping gradually
to 30 percent after several weeks. These terms aren't favorable to the exhibitor. A
failure that closes quickly will yield almost nothing to the theater, and even a successful film will make most of its money in the first two or three weeks of release,
when the exhibitor gets less of the revenue. Averaged out, a long-running success
will yield no more than 50 percent of the gross to the theater. To make up for this
drawback, the distributor allows the exhibitor to deduct from the gross the expenses
of running the theater (a negotiated figure called the house nut). In addition, the exhibitor gets all the cash from the concession stand, which may deliver up to 70 percent of the theater's profits. Without high-priced snacks, movie houses couldn't
survive.
Once the grosses are split with the exhibitor, the distributor receives its share

(the rentals) and divides

it further. A

major U.S. distributor typically takes
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percent of the rentals as its distribution fee. If the distributor helped finance the
film, it takes another percentage off the top. The costs of prints and advertising are
deducted as well. What remains comes back to the filmmakers. Out of the proceeds,
the producer must pay all profit participants-the directors, actors, executives, and
investors who have negotiated a share of the rental returns.
For most films, the amount returned to the production company is relatively
small. Once the salaried workers have been paid, the producer and other major
players usually must wait to receive their share from video and other ancillary markets. Because of this delay, and the suspicion that the major distributors practice
misleading accounting, powerful actors and directors have demanded "first-dollar"
participation, meaning that their share will derive from the earliest money the picture returns to the distributor.

Minors The major distributors all belong to multinational corporations devoted to leisure activities. For example, Time Warner owns Warner Bros.,
which produces and distributes films while also controlling subsidiary companies
New Line Cinema, Picturehouse, and Warner Independent Pictures. In addition,
Time Warner owns the Internet provider America On Line. The conglomerate owns
broadcast and cable services such as CNN, HBO, and the Cartoon Network, publishing houses and magazines (Time, Life, Sports lllustrctted, People, and DC
Comics), music companies (Atlantic, Elektra), theme parks (Six Flags), and sports
teams (the Atlanta Braves and the Atlanta Hawks). Since distribution firms are
constantly acquiring and spinning off companies, the overall picture can change
unexpectedly. In late 2005, for instance, DreamWorks SKG, a production company that was strongly aligned with Universal, was purchased by Paramount. The
major media companies'current holdings are presented on our website:

Majors and

mcgrawhill.com/sites/001 248455 I /information center viewO.
Independent and overseas filmmakers usually don't have access to direct funding from major distribution companies, so they try to presell distribution rights in

hi ghered.

order to finance production. Once the film is finished, they try to attract distributors' attention at film festivals. In 2005, after strong reviews at the Cannes Film Fes-

tival, Woody Allen's Match Point was picked up for U.S. distribution

by

DreamWorks SKG. In the same year, the South African production Tsotsi won the
People's Choice Award at the Toronto International Film Festival, and its North
American rights were bought by Buena Vista.
Speciahzed distributors, such as the New York firms Kino and Milestone, acquire rights to foreign and independent films for rental to art cinemas, colleges, and
museums. As the audience for these films grew during the 1990s, major distributors
sought to enter this market. The independent firm Miramax generated enough lowbudget hits to be purchased by the Disney corporation. With the benefit of Disney's
funding and wider distribution reach, Miramax movies such as Pulp Fictictn,
Scream, Shakespeare in Love, and Hero earned even bigger box office receipts. Sony
Pictures Classics funded art house fare that sometimes crossed over to the multiplexes, as Crouching Tige4 Hidden Dragon did. More recently, Time Warner created
Warner Independent Pictures, which had its first hit with the documentary March of
the Penguins.

By belonging to multinational conglomerates, film distributors gain access to
bank financing, stock issues, and other sources of funding. Branch offices in major
countries can carry a film into worldwide markets. Sony's global reach allowed it
to release I I different soundtrack CDs for Spider-Man 2, each one featuring artists
familiar in local territories. Just as important, media conglomerates can build synergy-the coordination of sectors within the company around a single piece of content, usually one that is "branded." Batmctn and The X-File.r are famous instances of
how film, television, publishing, and music wings of a firm can reinforce one another. Every product promotes the others, and each wing of the parent company
gets a bit of the business. One film can even advertise another within its story

"Our underlying philosophy is that all
media are one."

-

Rupert Murdoch, owner of News Corp. and
Twentieth Century Fox
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(1.42). Although synergy sometimes fails, multimedia giants are in the best position to take advantage of it.
Distributors arrange release dates, make prints, and launch advertising campaigns. For big companies, distribution can be efficient because the costs can be
spread out over many units. One poster design can be used in several markets, and
a distributor who orders a thousand prints from a laboratory will pay less per print
than the filmmaker who orders one. Large companies are also in the best position
to cope with the rise of distribution costs. Today, the average Hollywood film is
estimated to cost around $60 million to make and an additional $35 million to
distribute.

The risky nature of mass-market filmmaking has led the majors to two distribution strategies: platfurming and wide release. In the platforming strategy, the film
opens first in a few big cities. It's then gradually expanded to theaters around the
country, though it may never play in every community. If the strategy is successful,
anticipation for the film builds, and it remains a point of discussion for months. The
major distributors tend to use platforming for unusual films, such as Munich and
Brokeback Mountain, which need time to accumulate critical support and generate
positive word-of-mouth. Smaller distributors use platforming out of necessity, since
they can't afford to make enough prints to open wide, but the gradual accumulation
of buzz can work in their favor, too.
In wide release, a film opens at the same time in many cities and towns. In the
United States, this requires that thousands of prints be made, so wide release is
available only to the deep-pocketed major distributors. Wide release is the typical
strategy for mainstream films, with two or three new titles opening each weekend
on 20004000 screens. A film in wide release may be a midbudget one-a comedy,
an action picture, a horror or science fiction film, or a children's animated movie.
It may also be a very big-budget item, a tentpole ptcture such as War of the Worlds
or the latest Harry Potter installment.
Distributors hope that a wide opening signals a "must-see" film, the latest big
thing. Just as important, opening wide helps recoup costs faster, since the distributor gets a larger portion of box office receipts early in the run. But it's a gamble. If
a film fails in its first weekend, it almost never recovers momentum and can lose
money very fast. Even successful films usually lose revenues by 40 percent or more
every week they run. So when two high-budget films open wide the same weekend,
the competition is harmful to all. Companies tend to plan their tentpole release

1.42 In Lethal Weapon, as Murtaugh

and Riggs leave a hot-dog
stand, they pass in front of a movie theater advertising The Lost
Boys, another Warner Bros. film (released four months after
Lethal Weapon). The prominence of Pepsi-Cola in this shot is an

example of product plocement-featuring well-known brands in
film in exchange for payment or cross-promotional services.

a
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dates to avoid head-to-head conflict. On the weekend in May 2005 when the final
installment of Fox's S/ar Wors saga opened on nearly 3700 U.S. screens, other distributors offered no wide releases at all. Episode lll-Revenge of the Sith grossed
nearly $ 160 million in four days.
Wide releasing has extended across the world. As video piracy spread, distribution companies reahzed the risks of opening wide in the United States and then
waiting weeks or months before opening overseas. By then, illegal DVDs would be
available. As a result, U.S. companies have begun experimenting with day-and-date
releasing for their biggest tentpole pictures . Matrix: Revolutions opened simultaneously on 8000 screens in the United States and 10,000 screens in 107 other coun-

tries. In a stroke of showmanship, the first screening was synchronized to start at
the same minute across all time zones.

Selling the Film The distributor provides not only the movie but a publicity campaign. The theater is supplied with a trailer, a short preview of the upcoming film.
Many executives believe that a trailer is the single most effective piece of advertising, since it gets the attention of confirmed moviegoers. Sound track albums are an-

if a music video can be built around the film.
Publicists make the stars available for on-set interviews and talk show appearances.
"Infotainment" TV programs build audience awareness, and a cable channel may
run a "Making-of . . ." piece. Special premieres are coordinated to draw press attention (1.43). For journalists, the distributor provides electronic press kits (EPKs),
cornplete with photos, background information, star interviews, and clips of key
scenes. Even a modestly budgeted production such as Waitirtg to Exltale had heavy
promotion: five separate music videos, star visits to the Oprah Winfrey show, and
displays in thousands of bookstores and beauty salons . My BiS Fat Greek Wedcling
cost $5 million to produce, but the distributors spent over $10 million publicrzingrt.
In 1999, two young directors found their target audience by creating a website
purporting to investigate sightings of the Blair Witch. "The movie was an extension
of the website," noted a studio executive. When The BlairWitch Project earned over
other proven vehicle, especially

1.43 A press conf-erence held at Te Papa Museum in Wellington,
December l, 2003, world premiere of The Lorcl of the Rings: The

New Zealand, as part of the
Returu of the Kirtg.
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$ 130 million in the United States, distributors woke up to the power of the Internet.
Now every film has a web page, enticing viewers with plot information, star biographies, games, screen savers, and links to merchandise. Distributors have realized

that web surfers will eagerly create "viral marketing" if they're allowed to participate in getting the word out. Fan sites such as Harry Knowles's Ain't It Cool News
can publicize upcoming films through steady leaks and exclusive access. Online
contests can harvest email addresses for promotion of products and other films.
Building on the thriving Lord of the Rings web culture, Peter Jackson sent nearly
90 Production Diaries of King Kong to a fan site. Wireless communication became
the next logical step, with trailers downloaded to cell phones and text-messaging
campaigns such as that for Cry Wolf.
Merchandising is a form of promotion that pays back its investment directly.
Manufacturing companies buy the rights to use the film's characters, title, or images
on products. These licensing fees defray production and distribution costs, and if the
merchandise catches on, it can provide the distributor long-term income from an alldience that might never have seen the film. Although Tron did poorly in theatrical release in 1982, the Discs of Tron video game became a popular arcade attraction.
Today nearly all major motion pictures rely on merchandising, if only of a novelization or a sound track CD, but children's films tend to exploit the gamut of possibilities: toys, games, clothing, lunch boxes, and schoolbags. There were Shrek ring tones,
bowling balls, and hospital scrubs. The basis for George Lucas's entertainment empire came from his retention of the licensing rights for Star Wars merchandise.
A similar tactic is cross-promotion, or brand partnering, which allows a film
and a product line to be advertised simultaneously. The partner companies agree to
spend a certain amount on ads , a practice that can shift tens of millions of dollars

in publicity costs away from the studios. MGM arranged for the stars of the James
Bond film Tomorrow Never Dies to appear in advertisements for Heineken,
Smirnoff, BMW Visa, and Ericsson. The five partner companies spent nearly $ 100
million on the campaign, which publicized the film around the world. As payback,
the film included scenes prominently featuring the products. For Shrek 2, several
companies committed to cobranded ads, including Burger King, Pepsi-Cola, General Mills, Hewlett-Packard, and Activision. Baskin-Robbins stores featured cardboard stand-up figures of Shrek, Donkey, and Puss-in-Boots grouped around a giant
"Shrek's Hot Sludge Sundae." The U.S. Postal Service was drawn into the act,
stamping billions of letters with a postrnark featuring Shrek and Donkey. Less
mainstream fare has relied on cross-promotion too. Starbucks filled its stores with
posters, coffee cup sleeves, and other promotional material for Akeelah ancl the Bee.
The documentary Hoop Dreants was promoted by Nike and the National Basketball Association.

Ancillary Markets When a film

leaves theatrical exhibition, it lives on. Since
the late 1970s, video has created a vast array of ancillary markets, and these typically return more money than the theatrical release. Distribution companies carefully plan the timing of their video release, putting the film first on airline flights
and hotel television systems, then on pay-per-view television, then on DVD release,
and eventually on cable broadcast, network broadcast and cable reruns. Video has
proved a boon to smaller distributors, too. Foreign and independent films yield slim
theatrical returns, but video markets can make these items profitable.
The new frontier of video distribution is cyberspace, with video on demand as
the ultimate goal. As broadband delivery increases its capacity, films of any length
could be available online. Video on demand promises huge profits and can limit
consumers' access by blocking copying. The distributors' aim is to create a system
depending less on buying or renting an object than on purchasing a service.
Will the major distributors control online distribution to the degree that they
control theatrical distribution? A step toward "crtrzen filmmaking" was taken in January 2006 when Google announced that it would establish a site allowing anyone to
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upload a video for sale. The filmmaker would set the price, and Google would take
a percentage. Although the primary content on the Google Video Store would be
films, sports, and television shows supplied by the media conglomerates, sites like
this and YouTube could provide global distribution for innovative work, too. Perhaps
a future Memento or Blair Witch Projecr will emerge as an online movie.
Once a film has been distributed, it can continue its life in adjacent media. Star
Wars spawned best-selling paperback novels, while Brfly the Vampire Slayer was
spun off as a comic book and TV series. Universal's theme park offers a ride based
on Back to the Future. The Lion King and The Producers were adapted into Broadway shows, Beetlejuice became a TV cartoon, and many films have been the basis of

video games.
With the rise of digital distribution and the boom in ancillary markets, the conglomerates police their products vigilantly. They are alert for piracy all along the
"value chain" and demand licensing fees for what has become defined as intellectual
property. Thanks to cable and satellite television, DVD, and the Internet, distributors
can squeeze more money out of movies than ever before. But the same technology
has allowed films to be freely copied and circulated without authortzation While major distributors struggle to provide movies on demand, hundreds of sites already offer illegal copies of recent releases. Piracy has proved to be as efficient a way
to distribute movies as the system presided over by the media companies.

Exhibition: Theatrical and Nontheatrical
We're most familiar with the exhibition phase of the business, the moment when we
pay for a movie ticket or drop in a DVD or download a movie. Theatrical exhibition involves screening to a public that pays admission, as in commercial movie
houses. Other theatrical sites are city arts centers, museums, film festivals, and cinema clubs . Nontheatrical exhibition includes all other presentations, such as home
video, cable and satellite transmissions, and screenings in schools and colleges.

Some fiction films, documentaries, and experimental works are made for
nontheatrical showing. A vigorous example is the international movement known
as Kino. Kino was born in Montr6al in 1998 with the motto "Do well with nothing,
do better with little, and do it right now !" The movement's activities are organized
around rnonthly screenings that allow filmmakers total freedom of content, an audience for their short films, and a network of like-minded colleagues who encourage them to make more films. By 2005, the network of Kino cells spanned over 50
groups on four continents. The first Kino cell in the United States, Wis-Kino,
emerged in Madison, Wisconsin, in 2002. Once or twice a year, each cell hosts
Kino Kabarets, the movement's signature events. During a Kabaret, a local group
hosts visiting Kino filmmakers, and participants collaborate to make short films in
only 48 hours.
Public movie exhibition, however, centers on the commercial theater. Most
theaters screen wide releases from the major distributors, while others specialize in
foreign-language or independent films. In all, the theatrical movie-going audience
is not a colossal one. In the United States, admissions average around 30 million
per week, which sounds like a huge number until we realize that the weekly television audience numbers about 200 million. Only about a fifth of the population visits movie theaters regularly.
Then what keeps the theatrical market going? Television, in one form or another. During the 1960s, the U.S. television networks began supporting Hollywood
production by purchasing broadcast rights to the studios' output. Lower-budget
filmmakers depended on sales to European television and U.S. cable outlets. When
videocassette rentals became popular in the 1980s, studios reaped large rewards,
and even smaller distribution companies benefited. The arrival of the DVD format
supplied a new burst of income. In 2004, the major U.S. distributors earned about
$10 billion worldwide in theaters, whereas home video generated over $23 billion.

Gus VnN SnNr: Your films have
dominated the museum circuit in

America-Minneapolis, Columbus

..

.

Drnrr JlnulN: Yes, Minneapolis in
particular. That's where the films
have actually had their life. They've
crept into the student curriculumwhich is a life. And now they go on
through video. I never really feel shut
out.

-

Gus Van Sant, director, interviewing Derek
Jarman, independent filmmaker
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Most of the video income came from DVD sales, which yield higher profits to
distribution companies than rentals do.
Today the DVD market sustains most of the world's theatrical filmmaking, but
movie theaters remain central to the exhibition system. A theatrical screening focuses public interest. Critics review the film, television and the press pubhcize rt,,
and people talk about it. The theatrical run is the film's launching pad, usually determining how successful it will be in ancillary markets. Theatrical hits may account for as much as 80 percent of a video store's rentals.
The most heavily patronized theaters belong to chains or circuits, and in most
countries, these circuits are controlled by a few companies. Until the 1980s, most theaters housed only one screen, but exhibitors began to realizethat several screens under
one roof could reduce costs. The multiplex the ater, containing three or more screens,
and the megaplex, with l6 or more, lured far bigger crowds than a single-screen cinema could. Centralized projection booths and concession stands also cut costs. The
boom in building multiplexes allowed exhibitors to upgrade the presentation, offering
stadium seating and digital sound. Multiplexes are now the norrn in North America,
Europe, and parts of Asia, with snacks adjusted to local tastes-popcorn and candy
nearly everywhere, but also beer (in Europe) and dried squid (in Hong Kong).
The United States is the most lucrative theatrical market, contributin g 40 percent of global box office receipts. (See chart.) By nation, Japan comes in second,
chiefly because ticket prices are very high. Western European and Asian-Pacific
countries follow. Providing about 25 percent of the global box office, western Europe (including the lJnited Kingdom and the Nordic countries) is the most important regional market outside North America. For these reasons, filmrnakers around
the world aim for distribution in these prosperous countries.
The less significant markets are Latin America, eastern Europe, mainland
China, India, the Middle East, and Africa. The multiplex strategy has been the
wedge opening up these territories. They have few screens per head of population,
and entrepreneurs have launched ambitious multiplex projects in Russia and China.
Hollywood distributors see overseas multiplexes as a golden opportunity. By investing in theaters overseas, they are guaranteed an outlet for their product. (U.S.
antitrust law blocks them from owning theaters at home.) Historically, Hollywood
distributors have withheld films from many countries when the local ticket prices
have been too low to yield much profit. In 2000, the average ticket price in the
Philippines hovered around 70A; in India, 20A. As underdeveloped countries expanded their middle class, comfortable multiplexes began to attract upscale viewers who wouldn't visit aging single-screen cinemas. By 2004, thanks largely to
multiplex expansion, the global average ticket price was $3.1 6, an all-time high.
While theaters are starting to convert from film-based projection to digital projection, the nontheatrical market is already driven by a digital technology, the DVD.
Consumers embraced the format eagerly. The disc was portable, took up less storage space than a VHS tape, and offered good picture and sound quality. It could be
played on tabletop players, portable players, game consoles, and computers. It became the mainstay of home theater systems. And it was very widely available. In
the United States, the Wal-Mart chain became the main purveyor of DVDs, accounting for over a third of all sales.
Earlier, when cable transmission and VHS videocassettes became popular, exhibitors worried that theirbusiness would suffer. It didn't. During the 1990s, worldwide film attendance increased significantly. Not even the arrival of the DVD drew
people away from movie theaters. But while new markets grow, U.S. and European
attendance may dwindle. Commercial theaters are competing with home theaters,
video games, and Internet entertainment. Since the early 2000s, exhibitors have
worried especially about shrinking windows-the time between a film's theatrical
release and its release on DVD and other platforms. The concern is that if the DVD
comes out soon after the theatrical run, people will simply wait for the DVD. Dis-

tributors hope to offer films via the Internet, complete with bonus tracks and
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A 2OO4 Profile of

ovies on Screens:

Theatrical Exhibition
Worldwide procluctiort of theatrical motion pictures: 4100 features
Worlclw,ide

ottendonce: 7.6 billion admissions

Worlclwide bo-r
USA box

offir,

gross receipts: $24 billion

offir, receipts: $8.75 billion

Westent Eur"ope box office receipts: $0.2 billion

Japan box office receipts;

$I

.9 billion

Countries and numbers of screens
Highest: China38,496; USA 36.,652; India 10,500; France 5302; Germany
4870; Spain 4390; Italy 3762; UK 3415; Mexico 3248; Canada 3190
Lowest: Luxembourg 24;Kenya22; Nicaragua Z2: Qatar l0
Screens

per mill,ion

peopl,e

Highest: Iceland 154
Lowest: Kenya 0.7

Others: Sweden 131;USA 125; Spain 104: Canada 100; Australia 95; UK 58;
China 30:

Jap

an 22; Russia I 3; India

9 .5

Frequency of annual attendnnce per capita
Highest: Iceland 5.4
Lowest: Moldava 0.05
Others: USA 5.3; Singapore 5.1;Australia 4.6; UK 2.84; Russia 0.52

Average ticket prices
Highest: Switzerland $11.52; Japan $l1.47; Sweden $10.43; Denmark $10.21
Lowest: Philippines $1.33; China $1.32; Egypt $0.60; India $0.20
Others: UK $8.24; Australia

Annual average box

ffice

$7

.31; France $7.24; USA $6.21; Canada $5.91

reuenues

per screert

Highest: Japan $690,000; Hong Kong $621,000; Singapore $483,000; South
Korea $483,000; Luxembourg $446,000

Lowest: Serbia $40,000; Uruguay $34,000; Slovakia $29,000; China $5000
Others: UK $406,000; Australia $350,000; USA $260,000; Russia $135,000

commentary. Some companies are experimenting with simultaneously releasing a
film to theaters, on DVD, and on cable television, a practice that would eliminate
the window that protects the exhibitor. Exhibitors are trying to keep audiences loyal
by building Imax screens and occasionally playing studio tentpole pictures in that
immersive format . The Polar Express, Chicken Little, and other releases earned a
large portion of their returns in Imax and Imax 3-D.
Despite the swift success of the format, DVDs caused distributors some worries as well. The discs were easy to copy and manufacture in bulk, So piracy took
off worldwide. A bootleg DVD of a Hollywood movie could sell for as little as 809
in China. Moreover, with nearly 60,000 titles available at the end of 2005, shelf
space was at a premium, so discount chains dumped slow-moving titles into bargain bins. DVD retail prices began to drop. The distributors hoped that a new format, the high-definition DVD, would block piracy and recharge the market,
coaxing viewers into buying their favorite titles yet again. In the long run, they
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hoped, consumers would start to bypass packaged n-redia. Far better to purchase
films online and, r-rsing a convergence device such as XBox 360 or PlayStation,
watch them on the farnily television monitor. But then the movie theater would be
even more jeopardized.

Artistic I-plications of Distribution and Exhibition
Grosses, synergy, ticket prices, and movies on video game consoles might seem
very remote from issues of film as an art. Yet film is a technological mediLlm LlsLlally aimed at a broad public, So the ways in which movies are circulated and shown
can affect viewers' experiences. Home video turns viewing into a srnall-group or
individual activity, but seeing a film in a packed theater yields a different response.
Comedies, most people feel, seem funnier in a theater, where infectioLls larughter
can ripple through a crowd. Filmmakers are aware of this difference, and they try
to pace comedies slowly enough that crowd laughter doesn't drown out a key line.

Video distribution and exhibition have created new choices in the realm of
storytelling. Until the 1980s, people couldn't rewatch a movie whenever they
wished. With videot?pe, and especially DVD, viewers can pore over a film. Bonus
materials encourage them to rerun the movie to spot things they rnissed. Some filmmakers have taken advantage of this opportunity by creating pu:,:,le filnts like Mentento and Donnie Darko, which fans scrutinize for clues to plot enigmas (1.44.
1.45). Video versions can complicate the theatrical release version, ?S the extra ending of The Butterflt, Effecl does. Some interactive DVD movies pennit the viewers

1.44

In Mugrtolia, the extraordinary meterological event at the climax is predicted by the
recnrring numerals 82, referrin-s to chapter and verse in the biblical book of E,xodr.rs.

1.45 ln Mugnolia, the fi-eure 82 appears as coils in the roofiop hose.
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to choose how the plot develops. The DVD of Greg Marks's I I : l4 allows you to
enter parallel story lines at various points, in effect recasting the film's overall form.
As the Internet becomes a platform for distribr-rtion, we should expect variations in narrative form. Short-form storytelling is already at home online, in
cartoons and comedy. We're likely to find movies designed specifically for mobile
phones; television series like 24 are already creating "mobisodes" branching off the
broadcast story line. The web is the logical place for interactive films that use hyperlinks to arnplify or detour a line of action.
Marketing and merchandisin-q can extend a theatrical filrn's story in intriguing
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'The Matrix is entertainment for the
age of media convergence, integrating
multiple texts to create a narrative so
large that it cannot be contained

within a single medium."
-

Henry Jenkins, media analyst

ways. The Star Wars novels and video games give the characters more adventures
ar-rd expand spectators' engagement with the movies. The Memertto website hinted
at ways to interpret the film. The Mutri-r video games supplied key information for
the films'plots, while the second movie in the trilogy sneaked in hints for winnin-9
the garnes. As a story world shifts from platform to platfonn,, a multimedia saga is
created, and viewers' experiences will shift accordingly. Matrix viewers who've
never played the games understand the story somewhat differently from those who
have.

Style carn be affected by distribution and exhibition, &S is evident in irnage size.
From the 1920s through the 1950s, films were designed to be shown in large venLres (1.46). A typical urban movie house seated 1500 viewers and boasted a screen
50 feet wide. This scale gave the image great presence, and it allowed details to be
seen easily. Directors coLlld stage dialogue scenes showing several characters in the
frame, all of whom wolrld be prominent (1.47). In a theater of that time, the tight
close-up of Uncle Charlie in Shaclotr rlf a Doubt (1 .7) would have had a powerful
rmpact.

When television became popular in the 1950s, its image was rather unclear and
very small, in some cases only l0 inches diagonally. Early TV shows tended to rely
on close shots (1.48), which could read easily on the small monitor. In the 1960s

1.47

On the large screen of a picture
palace, all the figures and faces in this shot

from Tlte Thirt Man (1934) wor"rld have
been quite visible.
a0

1.46

The interior of the Parart-ror.rrtt Theater in Portland. Oregon, built in 1928. Capatcity was
3000 seats. at a tinte when the city popr.rlation was about 300,000. Note the elaborate
decoratiotr on the walls ancl ceilings, typical of the "picture palaces" of the era.

I.48

Dragnet (1953): Early television
relied heavily on close-Llps because of the
srnall screen size.
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1.49

Recl E)'r: Extreme close-ups of actors' faces are common in modern cinerna, due partly
to the fact that most viewing takes place on video formats.

1.50 In Flow'er,s

o.f Shangltni, director Hou Hsiao-hsien builds every scene out of full shots of
several characters. The result loses information on a small display and is best seen on a theater

screen.

and 1970s, movie attendance dropped and theaters became smaller. As screens
shrank, filmmakers began to rely more on close-ups in the TV manner. This tendency has continued until today. Although modern multiplex screens can be fairly
large, audiences have become accustomed to scenes that consist chiefly of big faces
(1.49). Now that most films are viewed on video, and many will be watched on
handheld devices, it seems likely that commercial films will continue to treat
conversation scenes in tight close-ups. In this respect, technology and exhibition
circumstances have created stylistic constraints. Yet some contemporary filmmak-

ers have stuck to the older technique (1.50), in effect demanding that audiences
view their films on a large theater screen
There's also the matter of image proportions, and here again, television exhibition exercised some influence. Since the mid- 1950s, virtually all theaters have
shown films on screens that were wider than the traditional TV monitor. For
decades, when movies were shown on television, they were cropped, with certain
areas simply left out (1.51-1.53). In response, some filmmakers composed their
shots to include a "safe area," placing the key action in a spot that could fit snugly
on the television screen. This created subtle differences in a shot's visual effects
(1.541 1.55). Relying on the safe area often encouraged filmmakers to employ more
singles, shots showing only one player. In a wide-screen frame, a single can compensate for the cropping that TV would demand (1.56).
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1.51 In Otto Preminger's Advise

1.52

ancl Consenr, a single shot in the original

. . . becomes a pair of shots in the

televisionversion...
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1.53 . . . thus losing

the sense of actors
simultaneously reacting to each other.

Today most cable and DVD versions of films are letterboxed. Dark bands at the
top and bottom of the screen approximate the film's theatrical proportions. The
great majority of filmmakers approve of this, but Stanley Kubrick preferred that
video versions of some of his films be shown "full frame." This is why we've reproduced the shots from The Shining ( I .12-l . l3) full-frame, even though nobody
who watched the movie in a theater saw so much headroom. Almost no commercial theaters can show films full-frame today, but Jean-Luc Godard usually composes his shots for that format; you couldn't letterbox 1.57 without undermining the
composition. In these instances, distribution and theatrical exhibition initially constrained the filmmakers' choices, but video versions expanded them.
Even product placement offers some artistic opportunities. We're usually distracted when a Toyota truck or a box of Frosted Flakes pops up on the screen, but
Back to the Future cleverly integrates brands into its story. Marty McFly is catapulted from 1985 to 1955. Trapped in a period when diet soda didn't exist, he asks
for a Pepsi Free ata soda fountain, but the counterman says that it's not free-he'll
have to pay for it. Later, buying a bottle of Pepsi from a vending machine, Marty
tries frantically to twist off the cap, but his father-to-be George McFly casually
pops it off at the machine's built-in opener. Pepsi soft drinks weave through the
movie, reasserting Marty's comic inability to adjust to his parents' s1a-and perhaps stirring some nostalgia in viewers who remember how bits of everyday life
have changed since their youth.

"What about a mobile version of
every film? Maybe in the future there

will be four versions-film,

TV, DVD,

and mobile. No one knows yet."

-

Arvind Ethan David, managing director of
multimedia company Slingshot

'Nof until seeing fNorth by
Northwest] again on the big screen
did I realize conclusively what a
gigantic difference screen size does
make. . . . This may be yet another
reason why younger people have a
hard time with older pictures: they've
only seen them on the tube, and that
reduces films' mystery and mythic
impact."

-

Peter Bogdanovich, director, The Last Picture
Show and Mosk
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1.54 As Rose, the heroine of Titculic', feels

the exhilaration

of "flying" on the ship s prow, the

1.55 In the video
sense

horizon

disappearred.

.

1.56

Cutc'h Me If You Can.'As with malty modern wide-screen films, the essential inforrnation
on screen left would fit within a traditional television frame. Still, cropping this image wor,rld
lose a secondary piece of information-the pile of take-out food cartons that implies that A-eent
Hanratty has been at his desk tor days.

1.57 A very dense shot
from the clirnax of
Godard's Detective.
Although Godard's fihns
are sometimes cropped
for theater screenings and
DVD versions, the

compositions show to best
advantage in the older,
squarer format.

version, nearrly all

of the horizontal cornposition

strongly horizontal composition ernphasizes her outstretched arms as win,us a-uainst a wide

has
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The art of film depends on technology, from the earliest experiments in apparent
motion to the most recent computer programs. It also depends on people who use
that technology, who come together to make films, distribute them, and show them.
As long as a film is aimed at a public, however small, it enters into the social dynamic of production, distribution, and exhibition. Out of technology and work
processes, filmmakers create an experience for audiences. Along the way, they inevitably make choices about form and style. What options are available to them?
How might filmmakers organi ze the film as a whole? How might they draw on the
techniques of the medium? The next two parts of this book survey the possibilities.

Film's Roots in Technology
Andr6 Bazin suggests that humankind dreamed of cinema long before it actually appeared: "The concept men
had of it existed so to speak fully armed in their minds, as
if in some platonic heaven" (What /s Cinema? vol. I
[Berkeley: University of California Press, 196]1, p. ll).
Still, whatever its antecedents in ancient Greece and the
Renaissance, the cinema became technically feasible
only in the l9th century.
Motion pictures depended on many discoveries in
various scientific and industrial fields: optics and lens
making, the control of light (especially by means of arc
lamps), chemistry (involving particularly the production

of cellulose), steel production, precision machining, and
other areas. The cinema machine is closely related to
other machines of the period. For example, engineers in
the 19th century designed machines that could intermittently unwind, advance, perforate, advance again, and
wind up a strip of material at a constant rate. The drive
apparatus on cameras and projectors is a late development of a technology that had already made feasible the
sewing machine, the telegraph tape, and the machine gun.

The l9-century origins of film, based on mechanical and
chemical processes, are particularly evident today, since
we've become accustomed to electronic and digital
media.

On the history of film technology, see Barry Salt's
Film Style and Technology: History and Analysis (London: Starword, 1983); and Leo Enticknap, Moving Image
Technology: From Zoetrope to Digital (London: Wallflower, 2005). Douglas Gomery has pioneered the eco-

nomic history of film technology: For a survey, see
Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomer), Film History: Theory and Practice (New York: Knopf, 1985). The most
comprehensive reference book on the subject is Ira
Konigsberg, The Complete Film Dictionary (New York:
Penguin, 1997). An entertaining appreciation of film
technology is Nicholson Baker's "The Projector," in his

The

Siz,e

of Thoughts (New York: Vintage,

1994),

pp. 36-50.

Film Distribution and Exhibition
For comprehensive surveys of the major "content
providers" today, see Benjamin M. Compaine and Douglas Gomery, Who Owns the Media? Competition and
Concentration in the Mass Media Industry (Mahwah, NJ:

Erlbaum, 2000); B any R. Litman, The Motion Picture
Mega-lndustfy (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1998); and Edward S. Herman and Robert W. McChesney, The Global

Media: The New Missionaries of Global Capitalism
(London: Cassell, l99l).
Edward J. Epstein offers an excellent overview of the
major distributors' activities in The Big Picture: The New
Logic of Money and Power in Hollywood (New York:
Random House, 2005). Douglas Gomery's The Hollywood Studio Systent: A History (London: British Film Institute, 2005) traces the history of the distributors,
showing their roots in vertically integrated studios, which
controlled production and exhibition as well.
On moviegoing, see Bruce A. Austin's Immediate Seating: A Look at Movie Audiences (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 1988). Douglas Gomery's Shared Pleasures: A
History of Moviegoing in America (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1992) offers a history of U.S. exhibition.

Film Production
A very good survey of production is Stephen Asch and
Stages of

Edward Pincus's The Filmmaker's Handbook (New York:
Plume,, 1999). For the producer, see Paul N. Lazarus III,
The Film Producer (New York: St. Martin's Press, I99l)
and Lynda Obst's acerbic memoir, Hello, He Lied (New
York: Broadwa!, 1996). Art Linson, producer of The Untouchables and Fight Club, has written two entertaining
books about his role: A Pound of Flesh: Perilous Tales of
How, to Produce Movies in Hollywood (New York: Grove
Press, 1993) and What Just Happened? Bitter Hollywood
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Thles from the Front Line (New York: Bloomsbury, 2002).
The details of org anizing preparation and shooting are
explained in Alain Silver and Ehzabeth Ward's The Film
Director's Team: A Practical Guide fo, Production Managers, Assistant Directors, and All Filmrnakers (Los An-

geles: Silman-James, 1992). For a survey of directing, see
Tom Kingdon, Total Directing: Integrating Camera and
Performance in Filnt and Television (Beverly Hills, CA:
Silman-James, 2004). Many "making-of" books include
examples of storyboards; see also Steven D. Katz, Film
Directing Shot by Shor (Studio City, CA: Wiese, l99l).
On setting and production design, see Ward Preston,
What an Art Director Does (Los Angeles: Silman-James,
1994). Norman Hollyn's The Film Editing Room Handbook (Los Angeles: Lone Eagle, 1999) offers a detailed

account of image and sound editing procedures.
Computer-based methods are discussed in Gael Chandler,
Cut by Cut: Editing Your Film or Video (Studio City, CA:
Michael Wiese, 2004). A wide range of job titles, from
Assistant Director to Mouth/Beak Replacement Coordinator, is explained by the workers themselves in B arbaru
Baker, Let the Credits Roll: Interviews with Film Crew
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2003).
Several books explain how independent films are financed, produced, and sold. The most wide-ranging are
David Rosen and Peter Hamilton, Off-Hollywood: The
Making and Marketing of Independent Films (New York:
Grove Weidenfeld, 1990), and Gregory Goodell, Independent Fectture Film Production: A Complete Guicle
from Concept Through Distribution, 2d ed. (New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1998). Billy Frolick's What I Really
Want to Do Is Direcl (New York: Plume, 1997) follows
seven film-school graduates trying to make low-budget
features. Christine Vachon, producer of Boys Don't Cry
and Far from Heaven, shares her insights in Shooting to
Kill (New York: Avon, 1998). See also Mark Polish,
Michael Polish, and Jonathan Sheldon, The Declaratiort
of Independent Filnunaking: An Insicler's Guide to Making Movies Outsicle of Hollyvvso4 (Orlando, FL: Harcourt, 2005).
In How I Made a Hundred Movies in Hollywood ancl
Never Lost a Dime (New York: Random House, 1990),
Roger Corman reviews his career in exploitation cinema.
A sample passage: "In the first half of 1957 I capitahzed
on the sensational headlines following the Russians'
launch of their Sputnik satellite. . I shot War of the
Satellites in a little under ten days. No one even knew
what the satellite was supposed to look like. It was whatever I said it should look like" (pp. 44-45). Corman also

supplies the introduction

to Lloyd

Kaufman's

All I

l,'leecled to Knovv about Filnunaking I Leanted from the
Toxic Avenger: The Shocking True Story of Trorna Studios

(New York: Berkeley, 1998), which details the making of
such Troma classics as The Class of lr'htke 'Ent High and
Chopper Chicks in Zontbietovvrt. See as well the inter-

views collected in Philip Gaines and David J. Rhodes,

Micro-Budget Hollywood: Budgeting (and Making) Feature Films fo, $50,000 to $500,000 (Los Angeles: Silman-James, 1995).

John Pierson, a producer, distributor, and festival
scout, traces how Clerks; She's Gotta Have It; sex, lies,
and videotape; and other low-budget films found success
in Spike, Mike, Slackers, and Dykes (New York: Hyperion
Press, 1995). Emanuel Levy's Cinema of Outsiders: The
Rise of Anterican Independent Film (New York: New
York University Press, 1999) provides a historical survey.
The early history of an important distributor of independent films, Miramax, is examined in Alissa Perren, "sex,
lies and marketing: Miramax and the Development of the
Quality Indie Blockbuster," Film Quarterly 55, 2 (Winter
200t-2002): 30-39.
We can learn a great deal about production from
careful case studies. See Rudy Behlmer, America's Favorite Movies: Behind the Scenes (New York: Ungar,
1982); Aljean Harmetz, The Making of "The Wizard of
Oz" (NewYork: Limelight, I984); John Sayles,Thinking

in Pictures:

of the Movie " Mateyvan"
Mifflin,l98l); Ronald Haver,"A Star

The Making

(Boston: Houghton

Is Born": The Making of the 1954 Movie ancl lts I9B5
Restoration (New York: Knopf, 1988); Stephen Rebello,
Alfred Hitchcock and the Making of " Psvcl"to" (New
York: Dembuer, 1990); Paul M. Sammon, Future Noir:
The Making of " Blade Runner" (New York: HarperPrism, 1996); and Dan Auiler, "Vertigo": The Making of
a Hitchcock Classic (New York: St. Martin's, 1998). John
Gregory Dunne's Monster: Living off the Big Screen
(New York: Vintage, 1997) is a memoir of eight years
spent rewriting the script that became Up Close ancl Personal. Many of Spike Lee's productions have been documented with published journals and production notes;
see, for example, " Do The Right Thing" : A Spike Lee
Joint (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1989). For the independent scene, Vachon's Shootirtg to Kill, mentioned
above, documents the making of Todd Haynes's Velvet
Goldntine.

Moviemakers Speak
Collections of interviews with filmmakers have become

common in recent decades. We will mention
interviews with designers, cinematographers, editors,
sound technicians, and others in the chapters on individual film techniques. The director, however, supervises
the entire process of filmmaking, so we list here some of
the best interview books: Peter Bogdanovich, Who the
Devil Macle It (New York: Knopf, l99l); Mike
Goodrich, Directing (Crans-Pr6s-C6ligny, 2002) ; Jeremy
Kagan, Directors Close Up (Boston: Focal Press, 2000);
Andrew Sarris, ed., Interviews with Film Directot's (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 196l); and Gerald Duchovna), Filnt Voices: Interviews from Post Script (Albany:
SUNY Press, 2004). Paul Cronin has collected the writings of Alexander Mackendrick in On Filnunaking

Where

co

Go from Here
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(London: Faber & Faber, 2004). Mackendrick was a fine

Theater ancl Television Fihrzs (New York: New American

director and a superb teacher, and the book offers incisive advice on all phases of production, from screenwriting ("Use coincidence to get characters into trouble, not
out of trouble") to editing ("The geography of the scene
must be immediately apparent to the audience"). See
also Laurent Tirard, Moviemakers' Master Class: Private Lessons from the World's Foremost Directors (New
York: Faber & Faber,2002). Since 1992, Faber & Faber
(London) has published an annual collection of interviews called Projections. Two important Hollywood di-

Library, 197 4).
Roger Ebert provides an entertaining collection of
overworked storytelling conventions in Ebert's Little
Movie Glossarv (Kansas City: Andrews & McMeel,
1994). Learn about The Fallacy of the Talking Killer and
The Moe Rule of Bomb Disposal.

rectors have written books on their craft: Edward
Dmytryk's On Screen Directing (Boston: Focal Press,
1984) and Sidney Lumet's Making Movies (New York:
Knopf, 1995).
Rick Lyman had the intriguing idea of asking
a director or performer to choose a film and comment
on it as it was screening. The results are in Watclting
Movies: The Biggest lt{ames in Cinema Talk About the
Films That Matter Most (New York: Henry Holt,
2003). Nicole Kidman's remarks on The Shining (p. 9)
are taken from this book. See also Mark Cousins's
Scene bv Scene: Film Actors and Directors Discr,tss
Their Work (London: Laurence King,2002).
Screenwriting and Rules

In mass-production filmmaking, the screenwriter is

expected to follow traditional storytelling patterns. For several decades, Hollywood has called for scripts about
strong central characters who struggle to achieve welldefined goals. According to most experts, a script ought

to have a three-act structure, with the first-act climax
coming about a quarter of the way into the film, the second-act climax appearing about three-quarters of the way
through, and the climax of the final act resolving the protagonist's problem. Writers will also be expected to include plot points, twists that turn the action in new
directions.
These formulas are discussed in Syd Field, Screen-

play: The Founclations of Screenwriting (New York:
Delta, l9l9); Linda Seger, Making a Good Script Great
(New York: Dodd, Mead, 1987); and Michael Hauge,
Writing Screenplays That Sell (New York: HarperCollins,
1988). Kristin Thompson has argued that many finished
films have not three but four major parts, depending on
how the protagonist defines and changes important goals.
See her Storytelling in the IVew Hollywoocl: Unclerstanding Classical Narrative Technique (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1999). See also David Bordwell , The Way Hollywood Tells It: Storv and Snle in

Modern Movies (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2006). Older but still useful books on screenwriting are Eugene Vale, The Technique of Screenplay Writing (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1972), and Lewis
Herman, A Practical Manual of Screen Playwriting fo,

Small-Scale Production
There are few studies of artisanal and collective film production, but here are some informative works. On Jean

Rouch, see Mick Eaton, ed., Anthropology-RealityCinenta: The Films of Jean Rouch (London: British Film
Institute, l9l9). The makers of Harlan County, U.S.A.
and other independent documentaries discuss their production methods in Alan Rosenthal, The Documentary
Conscience: A Casebook in Film Making (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980). Maya Deren's work is
analyzed in P. Adams Sitney, Visionary Filnt: The American Avant-Garde, 1943-2000, 3rd ed. (New York: Oxford

University Press, 2002). Stan Brakhage ruminates on his
approach to filmmaking in Brakhage Scrapbook: Collected Writings (New Paltz, NY: Documentext, 1982).
For information on other experimentalists, see Scott
MacDonald, A Critical Cinema: Interviews with Independent Filmmakers (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1988), and David E. James, Allegories of Cinema:
American Filnt in the Sixties (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1989).

Collective film production is the subject of Bill
Nichols, Ir,lewsreel: Documentary Filmmaking on the
American Left (New York: Arno, 1980), and Michael
Renov, "Newsreel: Old and New-Towards an Historical
Profile," Film Quarterly 41, I (Fall I98l): 20-33. Collective production in film and other media is discussed in
John Downing, Radical Media: The Political Experience
of Alternative Comntunication (Boston: South End Press,
l e84).

Production Stills Versus Frame Enlargements
A film may live in our memory as much through photographs as through our experiences of the movie. The
photograph may be a copy of a single frame taken from
the finished film; this is usually called a frame enlargement. Most movie photographs we see in books and magazines, however, are procluction stills, images shot by a
still photographer on the set.
Production stills are usually photographically clearer
than frame enlargements, and they can be useful for
studying details of setting or costume. But they differ
from the im age on the filmstrip. Usually, the still photographer rearranges and relights the actors and takes the
shot from an angle and distance not comparable to that
shown in the finished film. Frame enlargements therefore
offer a much more faithful record of the finished film.
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For example, both 1.58 and 1.59 have been used to illustrate discussion of Jean Renoir's Rules of the Game. In
1.58, a production still, the actors have been posed for the
most balanced composition and the clearest view of all
three. It is not, however, faithful to the finished film. The
actual shot from the film is shown in 1.59. The frame enlargement shows that the composition is looser than that

of the production still. The frame enlargement also

reveals that Renoir uses the central doorway to suggest ac-

tion taking place in depth. Here, as often happens, a
production still does not capture important features of the
director's visual style.
Virtually all of the photographs in this book arc
frame enlargements.

ebsites
General Reference

www.imdb.com/ A

basic reference for films, people, and
companies worldwide. The Power Search is particularly
helpful. Not infallible, so double-check on other sites.

www.afi.chadwyck.c om/ The American Film Institute
catalogue of U.S. motion pictures. Offers detailed filmby-film information, including extensive plot synopses.
Proprietary site accessed through libraries.

www.fii.chadwyck.com/ A Film Index International

site

containing bibliographical information about films and
people. Accessed through libraries.

On the Film Industry
www.c jr.org/tools,/owners/ The

Col

untbia Journalism

Review site on media conglomerates, with up-to-date lists

of holdings.

www.boxofficemoj o.com/ Lists U.S. and international
gross receipts for current films, as well as records of
films released in previous decades.

www.indiewire.com/ Provides current information on U.S.
independent cinema.

www.wis-kino.com /kano.htm./ Offers links to the
worldwide Kino movement.

1.58 A production still from Renoir's
The Rules of the Game.

www.aintitcoolnews.com/ A popular film fansite hosted
by Harry Knowles.

www.mpaa.org/ The official

site of the major distribution
companies, with heavy emphasis on antipiracy activities.

www.natoonline.org/ The official

site of the National
Association of Theatre Owners, with some statistics.

Recommended DVDs
Sunday Morning Shootout: Best of Season 1. Peter Bart,
editor of Variety,and Peter Guber of Mandalay Pictures
discuss current industry trends. Our marginal quotation
from Stacy Sher comes from the third disc in this set.

1.59 A frame from
Game.

The Rules of the

Recommended

DVD S.tpplements

Before laser discs and DVDs, making-of documentaries
weren't common, but some documentaries on older films

have been put together using modern cast and crew
interviews, finished footage, still photography, and other
material. Excellent examples of these include "The Making of American Grffiti," "The Making of Jaws," "The
Making of Amadeus," "Guns for Hire: The Making of The
Magnificent Seven," and "Destination Hitchcock: The
Making of North by Northwest." The supplements for
Alien are grouped in "pre-production," "production," and
"post-production" sections, and a particularly good example of a screen test (Sigourney Weaver) is included.
"The Making of 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" is one of
several supplements on the DVD for that film, making it
an unusually thorough treatment of an older film (1954).

Where to Go from Here

Once the laser disc and especially the DVD age began, supplements came to be a part of the filmmaking
process, with on-set footage and interviews planned in
advance. A good early example is "The Making of Jurassic Park," with its accompanying supplements. As the
popularity of DVD supplements became apparent, longer
and more systematic supplements were concocted. An
outstanding example is "The Hundred Days" documen-

tary for Master and Commanden The extended-edition
DVDs for The Lord of the Rings raised the bar for indepth coverage, with two supplemental discs for each entry in the trilogy.
Supplements often include storyboard images as galleries. Director Ridley Scott trained in painting and design, and some of the impressive storyboard images that
he created for A lien are covered in its supplements. The

"Story" section of Toy Story's documentaries
scenes

of

shows
a storyboard artist explaining the action to the

main filmmakers, with the sketches shown side-by-side
with his presentation. Later the storyboard images are
compared with the final images.
Many making-ofs stick to the most prominent parts of
filmmaking: design, musical composition, casting. Occasionally, however, unusual aspects of the process receive
coverage. Thke animal wrangling. Horses are the obvious
topic, and the "Home of the Horse Lords" track of the
Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King deals with them.
"Inside the Labyrinth ," a making-of for The Silence of the
Lambs, includes a moth wrangler. One of the funniest of
such segments must be 'Attack of the Squirrels" on the
Charlie and the Chocolate Factoay DVD.
Some unusual supplements include an unconventional production diary for the independent film Magnolia and an evocative 8-minute compilation, "T2: On the
Set," of footage from the shooting of Terminator 2: Judg-

ment Day. "The Making

of My Own Private ldaho"
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demonstrates well how cost-cutting can be done on a lowbudget indie.

As previsualization becomes more common, DVD
supplements are beginning to include selections: "Previsualization" on the War of the Worlds disc (where the animatics run in split screen, beside finished footage),
animatics for each part of The Lord of the Rings, and the
"Day 2l: Previsualization" entry in King Kong: Peter
Jackson's Production Diaries, as well as a featurette on

previz, "The Making of a Shot: The T:Rex Fight" (including the scene in l.2l).
The marketing of a film seldom gets described on
DVD, apart from the fact that trailers and posters come
with most discs. There are rare cases of coverage of the
still photographer making publicity shots on-set: "Taking
Testimonial Pictures" (A Hard Day's Night) and "Day

l2l: Unit Photography" (King Kong: Peter Jackson's
Production Diaries). The same two DVDs include "Dealing with 'The Men from the PreSS,"' an interview with the
Beatles' publicist, and "Day 53: International Press Junket," where King Kong's unit publicist squires a group of
reporters around a working set.
In general, the King Kong: Peter Jackson's Prutduction Diaries discs deal with many specifics of filmmaking
and distribution that we mention in this chapter: "Day 25:
Clapperboards," "Day 62: Cameras" (where camera operators working on-set open their machines to show how
they work), "Day 113: Second [Jnit," and "Day I l0:
Global Partner Summit," on a distributors' junket.

Agnbs Varda includes a superb film-essay on the
making of Vagabond in the French DVD, which bears the
original title Sans toit ni loi. (Both the film and the supplements have English subtitles.) Director Varda's charm-

ingly personal making-of covers the production,
marketing, and showcasing of Vagabond at international

film festivals.

The Significance of
Film Form
he experience that art offbrs us can be intensely involvin-e. We saty that
movies clrctvv' r/.r itt or inurrcrse r/.r. We get absorbed in a book or lost in a
song. When we can't finish a novel, we sety, "l couldn't _get into it," and
we say that rnLlslc we don't like "doesn't speak to rne," ils if it were Ll slu_e-9isl-r
conversational partner.
All these ways of terlking sLl-g-qest that artworks involve Lls by en_ua_eing oLlr
senses, feelings, and rnind in a process. That process sharpens our interest. ti.-ghtens
our involvetnent, Llrges Lls forwatrd. How does this happen'? Beceruse the artist
has created a pattern. Artworks aroLlse and gratity our hurnan cravin-e for fonn.
Artists design their works-they -eive them fslm-so that we catr have ar structured
expenence.
For this reason, fornt is of centrarl importance in any artwork. regardless of its
rnediLrm. The idea of arrtistic form has occupied the thinking of philosophers, artists,
and critics for centuries. We can't do justice to it here, but sotne well-established
ideas about form are very helpful for understanding films. This chapter reviews
some of them.

The eoncept of Form in Film
Form

?ls Syrteln

Artistic form is best thou-9ht of in relation to the humarn being who wartches the play,
reads the novel, listens to the piece of rnusic, or views the film. Perception in all
phases of life is an actit,itt: As yoLl walk down the street, yoLl scan yollr sllrroLlndings for salient atspectq-a friend's ferce, a familiar landmark' a si-qn of rain. The
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mind is never at rest. It is constantly seekin-9 order and significance, testin,--g the
world for breaks in the habitr.ral pattern.
Artworks rely on this dynamic, nnifying quality of the human rnind. They provide or-eanized occasions in which we exercise and develop our ability to pay
attentron, to antrcrpate upcomlng events, to construct er whole out of parts and to
feel an emotionatl response to that whole. Every novel leaves somethin..g to the
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imagination; every song asks us to expect certain developments in the melody;
every film coaxes us to connect sequences into a larger whole. But how does this
process work? How does an inert object, the poem on a piece of paper or the sculpture in the park, draw us into such activities?
Some answers to this qr-restion are clearly inadequate. Ourr activity cannot be irr
the artwork itself. A poem is only words on paper; a song, just acoustic vibrations;
a film, rnerely patterns of light and dark on a screen. Objects do nothing. Evidently,
then, the artwork and the person experiencing it depend on each other.
The best answer to our question would seem to be that the artwork cues us to
perform a specific activity. Without the artwork's prompting, we couldn't start the
process or keep it going. Without our playing along and picking Llp the cues, the artwork remains only an artifact. A painting Llses color, lines, and other techniqr"res to
invite us to imagine the space portrayed, to compare color and texture, to run our
eye over the composition in a certain direction. A poem's words may guide us to
imagine a scene, to notice a break in rhythm, or to expect a rhyme. In oLlr Shaclow
rlf a Doubt sequence (pp. 3-l), the dialogue and camerawork during Uncle Charlie's reflection on idle women cued us to see, very starkly, his cold menace, and this
created dramatic tension. In general, any work of art presents cues that can elicit
our involvement.
We can go further in describing how an artwork cues us to perform activities.
These cues are not simply random; they are organized into s\lstents. Let us take a
system as any set of elements that depend on and affect one another. The human
body is one such system; if one component, the heart, ceases to function, all of the
other parts will be in danger. Within the body, there are individual, smerller systems,
such as the nervoLls system or the optical system. A single small malfunction in a
car's workings may bring the whole machine to a standstill; the other parts may not
need repair, but the whole system depends on the operation of each part. More abstract sets of relationships also constitute systems, such as a body of laws governing a country or the ecological balance of the wildlife in a lake.
As with each of these instances, a film is not simply a random batch of elements. Like all artworks, a film has form. By film form, in its broadest sense, we
mean the overall system of relations that we can perceive among the elements in
the whole film. In this part of the book and in Part Three (on film style), we shall
be sllrveying the elements that interact with one another. Since the viewer makes
sense of the film by recogntzrng these elements and reacting to them in various
ways, we'll also be considering how form and style participate in the spectator's
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"screenplays are structure."

-

William Goldman, scriptwritel Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid

expenence.

This description of form is still very abstract, so let's draw some examples from
one movie that many people have seen. In The Wiz,arcl o.f Oz, the viewer can notice
many particr-rlar elements. There is, most obviously, a set of narrotive elements;
these constitute the film's story. Dorothy dreams that a tornado blows her to Oz,
where she encoLlnters certain characters. The narrative continues to the point where
Dorothy awakens from her dream to find herself home in Kansas. We can also pick
out a set of sfy/istic elements: the way the camera moves, the patterns of color in
the fraffie, the use of music, and other devices. Stylistic elements depend on the varior-rs fihn techniqr-res we'll be considering in later chapters.
Becau se The Wi:,arcl rlf Oz is a system and not just a hodgepodge, we actively
relate the elements within each set to one another. We link and compare narrative
elements. We see the tornado as causing Dorothy's trip to 04 we identify the characters in Oz as similar to characters in Dorothy's Kansas life. Various stylistic elements can also be connected. For instance, we recognize the "We're Off to See the
Wizard" tune whenever Dorothy picks up a new companion. We attribute unity to
the fihn by positing two organi zing principles-a narrative one and a stylistic onewithin the larger system of the total film.
Moreover, oLlr minds seek to tie these systems to one another. In The Wi:,urcl of
Oi., the narrative development can be linked to the stylistic patterning. Colors

"Because

of my character, I have
always been interested in the
engineering of direction. I loved
hearing about how [director] Mark
Sandrich would draw charts of Fred
Astaire's musicals to work out where
to put the dance numbers. What do
you want the audience to
understand? How do you make things
clear? How do you structure
sequences within a film?
Afterwards-what have you got
away with?"
-

Stephen Frears, director, The Grifters
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identify prominent landmarks, such as Kansas (in black and white) and the Yellow
Brick Road. Movements of the camera call our attention to story action. And the
music serves to describe certain characters and situations. It is the overall pattern of
relationships among the various elements that makes up the form of The Wizard

of Oz.

ttFormtt

rsus

ttContenttt

Very often people think of "form" as the opposite of something called "content."
This implies that a poem or a musical piece or a film is like a jug. An external shape,
the j ug, contains something that could just as easily be held in a cup or a pail. Under this assumption, form becomes less important than whatever it's presumed to
contarn.

We don't accept this assumption. If form is the total system that the viewer attributes to the film, there is no inside or outside. Every componentfunctionr c.r part
of the overall pattern that engages the viewer. So we'll treat as formal elements
many things that some people consider content. From our standpoint, subject matter and abstract ideas all enter into the total system of the artwork. They may cue
tus to frame certain expectations or draw certain inferences. The viewer relates such
elements to one another dynamically. Consequently, subject matter and ideas become somewhat different from what they might be outside the work.
Consider a historical subject, such as the American Civil War. The real Civil
War may be studied, its causes and consequences disputed. But in a film such as
D. W. Griffith'sThe Birth of a I{ation, the Civil War is not neutral content. It enters

into relationships with other elements: a story about two families, political ideas
about the Reconstruction, and the epic film style of the battle scenes. Griffith's film
depicts the Civil War in a way that is coordinated with other elements in the film.
A different film by another filmmaker might draw on the same subject matter, the
Civil War, but there the subject would play a different role in a different formal system. ln Gone vvith the Wind, the Civil War functions as a backdrop for the heroine's
rornance, but in The Good, the Bad, and the U gly, the war aids three cynical men
in their search for gold. Thus subject matter is shaped by the film's formal context
and our perceptions of it.

Formal Expectations
We're now in a better position to see how film form guides the audience's activity.
Why does an interrupted song or an uncompleted story frustrate us? Because of our
urge for form. We reahze that the system of relationships within the work has not
yet been completed. Something more is needed to make the form whole and satisfying. We have been caught up in the interrelations among elements, and we want
to develop and complete the patterns.
One way in which form affects our experience, then, is to create the sense that
"everything is there." Why is it satisfying when a character glimpsed early in a film
reappears an hour later, or when a shape in the frame is balanced by another shape?
Because such relations among parts suggest that the film has its own organizing
laws or rules-its own system.
Moreover, an artwork's form creates a special sort of involvement on the part
of the spectator. In everyday life, we perceive things around us in a practical way.
But in a film, the things that happen on the screen serve no such practical end for
us. We can see them differently. In life, if someone fell down on the street, we
would probably hurry to help the person up. But in a film, when Buster Keaton or
Charlie Chaplin falls, we laugh. We shall see in Chapter 5 how even as basic an act
of filmmaking as framing a shot creates a particular way of seeing. We watch a pattern that is no longer just "out there" in the everyday world; it has become a calculated part within a self-contained whole. Film form can even make us perceive
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things anew, shaking us out of our accustomed habits and suggesting fresh ways of
hearing, seeing, feeling, and thinking.
To get a sense of the ways in which purely formal features can involve the au6A" is the first letter of a series.
dience, try the following experiment. Assume that
What follows?

AB
('A))

was a cue, and on this basis, )ou made a formal hypothesis, probably that the
letters would run in alphabetical order. Your expectation was confirmed. What
followsAB? Most people say "C." But form does not always follow our initial expectatron:

ABA
Here form takes us a little by surprise. If we are puzzled by a formal development,
we readjust our expectations and try again. What follows ABA?

ABAC
Here the main possibilities were either ABAB or ABAC. (Note that your expectations limit possibilities as well as select them.) If you expected ABAC, your expectation was gratified, and you can confidently predict the next letter. If you expected
ABAB, )ou still should be able to make a strong hypothesis about the next letter:

ABACA
Simple as this game is, it illustrates the involving power of form. You as a viewer
or listener don't simply let the parts parade past you. You enter into an active participation with them, creating and readjusting expectations as the pattern develops.
Now consider a story in a film. The Wizarcl qf Oz. begins with Dorothy rlrnning
down a road with her dog (2.1). Immediately, we form expectations. Perhaps she
will meet another character or arrive at her destination. Even such a simple action
asks the ar-rdience to participate actively in the ongoing process by wondering about
what will happen next and readjusting expectations accordingly. Much later in the

film. we come to expect that Dorothy will get her wish to return to Kansas. Indeed,
the settings of the film give The Wizarcl of Oz a large-scale ABA form: Kansas-OzKansas.

Expectation pervades our experience of art. In reading a rnyster!, we expect
that a solution will be offered at some point, usually the end. In listening to a piece
of music, we expect repetition of a melody or a motif. (Songs that alternate verses
and refrain follow theABACA pattern we have just outlined.) In lookingat a paintin,*e. we search for what we expect to be the most significant features, then scan the
less prominent portions. From beginning to end, our involvement with a work of art
depends lar..9ely on expectations.
This does not mean that the expectations must be immediately satisfied. The
satisfaction of our expectations may be delayed. In our alphabet exercise, instead
of presenting ABA, we might have presented this:

A8...
The ellipsis puts off the revelation of the next letter, and you must wait to find it
out. What we normally call suspense involves a delay in fulfilling an established expectation. As the term implies, suspense leaves something suspended-not only the
next element in a pattern but also our urge for completion.
Expectations may also be cheated, as when we expect ABC but get ABA. In
general, surprise is a result of an expectation that is revealed to be incorrect. We do
not expect that a gangster in 1930s Chicago will find a rocket ship in his garage; if
he does, our reaction may require us to readjust our assumptions about what can
happen in this story. (This example suggests that comedy often depends on cheating expectations.)
One more pattern of our expectations needs tracing. Sometimes an artwork will
cue us to hazard guesses about what has come before this point in the work. When

2.1

Dorothy palrses while fleein-9 with

Toto at the beginning of The Wi:,urcl of O:.
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Dorothy runs down the road at the beginning of Tlte Wi:.arcl of Oz, we wonder
not only where she is going but where she's been and what she's fleeing from. Sirnilarly, a painting or photograph may depict a scene that asks the viewer to speculate on some earlier event. Let us call this ability of the spectator to wonder about
prior events curiosin,. As Chapter 3 will show, curiosity is an important factor in
narrative form.

Already we have several possible ways in which the artwork can actively engage us. Artistic form may cue us to make expectations and then gratify them, either quickly or eventually. Or form may work to disturb our expectations. We often
associate art with peace and serenity, but many artworks offer us conflict, tension,
and shock. An artwork's form may even strike us as unpleasant because of its imbalances or contradictions. For example, experimental films may jar rather than
soothe us. Viewers frequently feel puzzled or shocked by Eat, Sc'orpio Risirtg, and
other avant-garde works (pp. 351-372). And we'll encounter similar problems
when we examine the editing of Eisenstein's October (Chapter 6) and the style of
Godard's Breathless (Chapter I I ).
Yet even in disturbing us, such films still arouse and shape formal expectations.
For example, on the basis of our experience of most movie stories, we expect that the
main characters introduced in the first half of a film will be present in the second half.
Yet this does not happen in Wong Kar-wai's Chungking Express (pp. 406109).
When our expectations are thwarted, we may feel disoriented, but then we adir-rst
them to look for other, more appropriate, ways of engaging with the film's form.

If

we can adjust our expectations to a disorienting work,

it rnay involve us

deeply. Our uneasiness may lessen as we get accustomed to a work's LlnLlsual formal
system. Hollis Frampton's Zonts Lentnla, for example, slowly trains the viewer to
associate a series of images with the letters of the alphabet. Viewers often becorne
quite absorbed in watching the series take shape as a cinematic picture puzzle. As
Chungking Expres.r and Zoms Lentnra also suggest, a disturbing work can reveal to
us our normal expectations about form. Such films are valuable because they coax
us to reflect on oLlr taken-for-granted assumptions about how a movie must behave.
There is no limit to the numberof ways in which a film can be organized. Some
films will ask us to recast our expectations in drastic werys. Still, our enjoyrlent of
the cinema can increase if we welcome the unfamiliar experiences offered by
formally challenging fi lms.

eonventions and E*perience
Our ABAC example illustrates still another point. One guide to yor-rr hunches was
prior experience. Your knowledge of the English alphabet makes ABA an unlikely

form is not a pLlre activity isolated from
experiences.
other
Precisely because artworks are human creations and because the artist lives in
history and society, he or she cannot avoid relating the work, in some way, to other
works and to aspects of the world in general. A tradition, & dominant style, a popular form-some sLlch elements will be common to several different artworks. These
common traits are usually called conventions. We looked briefly at one convention
in a shot from The Shining (1 .12), in which Kubrick prepared the audience for the
Lrse of the knife at the film's climax. Genres, as we shall see in Chapter 9, depend
heavily on conventions. It's a convention of the musical film that characters sing and
dance, as in The Wi:,ard rf Oz. It's one convention of narrative form that the conclusion solves the problems that the characters confiont, and Wi:.ard likewise accepts
this convention by letting Dorothy return to Kansas.
From the spectator's standpoint, the perception of artistic form will arise
seqLlence. This fact slrggests that aesthetic

from cues within the work and from prior experiences-experiences derived from
everyday life and from other artworks. You were able to play the ABAC game becaLrse you had learned the alphabet. You may have learned it in everyday life (in a
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classroom or frorn your parents) or from an artwork (as some children now learn
the alphabet from television cartoons). Similarly, we are able to reco gntze the joLlrney patterrr in The Wi:ard of'Oz. We've taken trips and we've seen other films organized around this pattern (such as Sragecoach or North by Northwest), and the
pattern is to be for"rnd in other artworks, such as Homer's OclvssetL or J.R.R.
Tolkien's The Lord of the Ring^s. Our ability to spot clles, to see them as forming
systems, and to create expectations is guided by our real-life experiences and oLlr
knowledge of artistic conventions.
In recognrzing film form, then, the audience must be prepared to understand
formal cues through knowledge of life and of other artworks. But what if the two
principles come into conflict? In ordinary life, people don't simply start to sing and
dance, as they do in The Wiz,arcl r1f Oz. Very often conventions demarcate art from

life, saying implicitly, "In artworks of this sort the laws of everyday reality don't
operate. By the rules of this game, something 'unreal' can happen." All stylized art,
from opera, ballet, and pantomime to slapstick comedy, depends on the audience's
willingness to suspend the laws of ordinary experience and to accept particular conventions. It is simply beside the point to insist that such conventions are unreal or
to ask why Tristan sings to Isolde or why Buster Keaton doesn't smile. Very often
the most relevant prior experience for perceiving form is not everyday experience
but previoLrs encounters with works having similar conventions.
Further, artworks can create new conventions. A highly innovative work can at
first seem odd because it refuses to conform to the norms we expect. Cubist painting, the French "New Novel" of the 1950s, and ambient music seemedbrzane initially because of their refusal to adhere to conventions. But a closer look may show
that an LlnllsLlal artwork has its own rules, creating an unorthodox formal system
that we can learn to reco gnize and respond to. Eventually, the new systems offered
by such unLrsLral works may themselves furnish conventions and thus create new

"To a

story-teller

a
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journey is a

marvelous device, lt provides a strong
thread on which a multitude of
things that he has in mind may be
strung to make a new thing, various,
unpredlctable, and yet coherent. My
chief reason for using this form was
technical."

-

J.R.R.Tolkien

expectatrons.

Form anrl Feeling
Certainly, emotion plays a large role in our experience of fon-r-r. To understand this
role, let's distinguish between emotions representecl in the artwork and an emotional
respottse .felt b), the spectator. If an actor grimaces in agony, the emotion of pain is
represented within the film. If, however, the viewer who sees the painful expression
laughs (as the viewer of a comedy might), the emotion of amusement is felt by the
spectator. Both types of emotion have formal implications.
Emotions represented within the film interact as parts of the film's total system.

For example, that grimace of pain might be consistent with the character's
response to bad news. A character's sly expression may prepare us for the later revelation of his or her villainoLls side. Or a cheerful scene might stand in contrast to
a mournful one. A tragic event might be undercut by light-hearted music. All emotions present in a film may be seen as systematically related to one another throu..{h

that film's form.

The spectator's emotional response to the film is related to form as well. We
just seen how cLles in the artwork interact with our prior experience, especially
oLrr experience of artistic conventions. Often form in artworks appeals to readymade reactions to certain images (for example, involvin-g sexuality, race, or social
class). Br"rt form can creerte new responses instead of harping on old ones. Just as
formal conventions often lead us to suspend our normal sense of real-life experience, so form rnay lead us to override our everyday emotional responses. People
whom we would despise in lif-e may become spellbinding as characters in a film.
We can be enthralled by a film about a subject that normally bores us. One caLlse
of these experiences lies in the systematic way we become involved in form. In
The Wizctrcl o.f' Oz,, we might, for example, find the land of Oz far more attractive
than Kansas. But because the fihn's form leads us to sympathize with Dorothy in
have
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her desire to go home, we feel great satisfaction when she finally returns to
Kansas.
"lf my film makes one more person
feel miserable, l'll feel l've done my
job."

-

Woody Allen, director, Hannah and Her
Sisters

It is first and foremost the dynamic aspect of form that engages our feelings.
Expectation, for instance, spurs emotion. To have an expectation about "what happens next" is to invest some emotion in the situation. Delayed fulfillment of an expectatron-sLlspense-may produce anxiety or sympathy. (Will the detective find
the criminal? Will boy get girl? Will the melody return?) Gratified expectations
may produce a feeling of satisfaction or relief. (The detective solves the myster!,
boy does get girl; the melody returns one more time.) Cheated expectations and
curiosity about past material may produc e puzzlement or keener interest. (So he
isn't the detective? This isn't a romance story? Has a second melody replaced the
first one?)
Note that all of these possibilities ma\ occur. There is no general recipe for
concocting a novel or film to produce the "correct" emotional response. It is all a
matter of context-that is, of the particular system that is each artwork's overall
form. All we can say for certain is that the emotion felt by the spectator will emer..ee
from the totality of formal relationships she or he perceives in the work. This is one
reason why we should try to notice as many formal relations as possible in a film;
the richer our perception, the deeper and more complex our response may become.
Taken in context, the relations between the feelings represented in the film and
those felt by the spectator can be quite complicated. Let's take an example. Many
people believe that no more sorrowful event can occur than the death of a child. In
most films, this event would be represented so as to summon Llp the sadness we
would also feel in life. But the power of artistic form can alter the emotional tenor
of even this event. In Jean Renoir's The Crime of M. Lange, the cynical publisher
Batala rapes and abandons Estelle, a young laundress. After Batala disappears,
Estelle becomes integrated into the neighborhood and returns to her former fiancd.
But Estelle is pregnant by B atala and bears his child.
The scene when Estelle's employer, Valentine, announces that the child was
born dead is one of the most emotionally complex in cinema. The first reactions
represented are solemnity and sorrow; the characters display grief. Suddenly,
Batala's cousin remarks, "Too bad. It was a relative." In the film's context, this is
taken as a joke, and the other characters break out in smiles and laughter. The shift
in the emotion represented in the film catches us off guard. Since these characters
are not heartless, we must readjust our reaction to the death and respond as they
do-with relief. Estelle's sLlrvival is far more important than the death of Batala's
child. The film's formal development has rendered appropriate a reaction that might
be perverse in ordinary life. This is a daring, extreme example, but it dramatically
illustrates how both emotions onscreen and our responses depend on the context
created by form.

Form

and

eaning

Like emotion, meaning is important to our expenence of artworks. As an alert perceiver, the spectator is constantly testing the work for larger significance, for what
it says or suggests. The sorts of meanings that the spectator attributes to a film
may vary considerably. Let's look at four things we might say about the meaning
of Tlrc Wiz,arcl of Oz.

1.

Referential meaning. During the Depression, ct tonrctclo takes o girl from her
.fanilv's Konsas.fann to the ntt,thical lancl of Oz.. A.fter ct series of aclt,entures,
she retunts home.

This is very concrete, close to a bare-bones plot summary. Here the meaning depends on the spectator's ability to identify specific items: the American Depression
of the 1930s, the state of Kansas, features of Midwestern climate. A viewer unacquainted with such information would miss some of the meanings cued by the film.

The Concept of Form in FiLm

We can call such tangible meanings referential, since the film refers to things or
places already invested with significance.

A film's subject matter-in The Wizard of Oz, American farm life in the
1930s-is often established through referential meaning. And, &s you might expect,
referential meaning functions within the film's overall form, in the way that we
have argued that the subject of the Civil War functions within The Birth of a lt{ation. Suppose that instead of having Dorothy live in flat, spare, rural Kansas, the
film made Dorothy a child living in Beverly Hills. When she got to Oz (transported
there, perhaps, by a hillside flash flood), the contrast between the crowded opulence
of Oz and her home would not be nearly as sharp. Here the referential meanings of
Kansas play a definite role in the overall contrast of settings that the film's form
creates.

2.

Explicit meaning. A girl dreants of leaving home to escape her troubles.
Only after she leaves does she realize how much she loves her family and
friends.

This assertion is still fairly concrete in the meaning it attributes to the film. If someone were to ask you the point of the film-what it seems to be trying to get acrossyou might answer with something like this. Perhaps you would also mention
Dorothy's closing line, "There's no place like home," as a summary of what she
learns. Let us call this sort of openly asserted meaning an explicit meaning.
Like referential meanings, explicit meanings function within the film's overall
form. They are defined by context. For instance, we might want to take "There's no
place like home" as a statement of the meaning of the entire film. But, first, why do
we feel that as a strongly meaningful line? In ordinary conversation, it's a clich6.
In context. however, the line gains great force. It's uttered in close-up, it comes at
the end of the film (a formally privileged moment), and it refers back to all of
Dorothy's desires and ordeals, recalling the film's narrative development toward
the achievement of her goal. It is the fornt of the film that gives the homily an
unfamiliar weight.
This example suggests that we must examine how explicit meanings in a film
interact with other elements of the overall system. If "There's no place like home"
adequately and exhaustively summarizes the meaning of The Wizard of Oz, no one
need ever see the film; the summary would suffice. But like feelings, meanings are
born from the dynamics of form. They play a part along with other elements to
make up the total system.

Usually, we can't isolate a particularly significant moment and declare it to be
tlte meaning of the whole film. Even Dorothy's "There's no place like home," however stron,_q as a summary of one meaningful element in The Wizard of Oz, must be
placed in the context of the film's entire beguiling Oz fantasy. If "There's no place
like home" were the whole point of the film, why is there so much that is pleasant
in Oz? The explicit meanings of a film arise from the whole film and are set in
dynamic formal relation to one another.
In trying to see the meaningful moments of a film as parts of a larger whole,
it's useful to set individually significant moments against one another. Thus
Dorothy's final line could be juxtaposed to the scene of the characters getting
spruced up after their arrival at the Emerald City. We can try to see the film as
about, not one or the other, but rather the relation of the two-the delight and risk
of a fantasy world versus the comfort and stability of home. Thus the film's total
system is larger than any one explicit meaning we can find in it. Instead of asking,
"What is this film's meaning?" we can ask, "How do all the film's meanings relate
to one another?"

3.

Implicit meaning. An adolescent who must soot't face the adult world yearns
fo, a return to the simple world of childhood, but she eventually accepts the
demands of growing up.

6r
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This is more abstract than the first two statements. It goes beyond what is explicitly stated in the film, suggesting that The Wizard of Oz. is in some sense about the
passage from childhood to adulthood. In this view, the

film suggests or implies that,

in adolescence, people may desire to return to the apparently uncomplicated world
of childhood. Dorothy's frustration with her aunt and uncle and her urge to flee to
a place "over the rainbow" become examples of a general conception of adolescence. unlike the "no place like home" line, this meaning isn't stated directly. We
can call this suggestion an intplicit meaning. When perceivers ascribe implicit
meanings to an artwork, they're usually said to be interpreting rt.
Clearly, interpretations vary. One viewer might propose that The Wizard of Oz,
is really about adolescence. Another might suggest that it is really about courage and
persistence or that it is a satire on the adult world. One of the appeals of artworks is
that they ask us to interpret them, often in several ways at once. Again, the artwork
invites us to perform certain activities-here, building up implicit meanings. But
once again, the artwork's overall form shapes our sense of implicit meanings.
Some viewers approach a film expecting to learn lessons about life. They may
admire a film because it conveys a profound or relevant message. Important as
meaning is, though, this attitude often errs by splitting the film into the content portion (the meaning) and the form (the vehicle for the content). The abstract quality
of implicit meanings can lead to very broad concepts, often called themes. A film
may have as its theme courage or the power of faithful love. Such descriptions have
some value, but they are very general; hundreds of films fit them. To summartze The
Wizard of Oz as being simply about the problems of adolescence does not do justice to the specific qualities of the film as an experience. We suggest that the search
for implicit meanings should not leave behind the particular and concrete features
of a film.
This is not to say that we should not interpret films. But we should strive to
make our interpretations precise by seeing how each film's thematic meanings are
suggested by the film's total system. In a film, both explicit and implicit meanin-es
depend closely on the relations between narrative and style. In The Wi:,arcl qf O*,
the Yellow Brick Road has no meaning in and of itself. But if we examine the function it fulfills in relation to the narrative, the music, the colors, and so on, we can
argue that the Yellow Brick Road does indeed function meaningfully. Dorothy's
strong desire to go home makes the road represent that desire. We want Dorothy to
be successful in getting to the end of the road, as well as in getting back to Kansas;
thus the road participates in the theme of the desirability of home.
Interpretation need not be an end in itself. It also helps in understanding the
overall form of the film. Nor does interpretation exhaust the possibilities of a device. We can say many things about the Yellow Brick Road other than how its
meaning relates to the film's thematic material. We could note that the road marks
Oz as a fantastical land, since real-world bricks are a brownish-red color. We could
analyze how the road becomes the stage for dances and songs along the way. We
could see how it is narratively important because her indecision at a crossroads allows Dorothy to meet the Scarecrow. We could work out a color scheme for the
film, contrasting the yellow road, the red slippers, the green Emerald City, and so
forth. From this standpoint, interpretation may be seen as one kind of formal analysis, one that seeks to reveal a film's implicit meanings. Those meanings should be
constantly tested by placing them within the concrete texture of the whole film.

4.

Symptomatic meaning. In a society in which human worth is measured by
money, the home and the family may seem to be the last refuge of human valLtes. This belief is especially strong in times of economic crisis, such as that
in the United States in the 1930s.

Like the third statement, this is abstract and general. It situates the film within

a

trend of thought that is assumed to be characteristic of American society during the
1930s. The claim could apply equally well to many other films, ?S well as to many
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novels, plays, poems, paintings, advertisements, radio shows, political speeches,
and a host of cultural products of the period.
But there is something else worth noticing about the statement. It treats an explicit meaning in The Wiz,ard o.f Oz ("There's no place like home") as a manifestation of a wider set of values characteristic of a whole society. We could treat
implicit meanings the same way. If we say the film implies something about adolescence as a crucial time of transition, we could suggest that emphasis on adolescence as a special period of life is also a recurrent concern of American society. So,
it's possible to understand a film's explicit or implicit meanings as bearing traces of
a particular set of social values. We can call this svntptomatic nteaning, and the set
of values that get revealed can be considered a social ideology.
The possibility of noticing symptomatic meanings reminds us that meaning,
whether referential, explicit, or implicit, is largely a social phenomenon. Many meanings of films are ultimately ideological; that is, they spring from systems of culturally
specific beliefs about the world. Religious beliefs, political opinions, conceptions of
race or sex or social class, even our most deeply seated notions of life-all these constitute our ideological frame of reference. Although we may live as if our beliefs were
the only true and real explanations of how the world is, we need only compare our
own ideology with that of another group or culture or era to see how historically and
socially shaped many of those views are. In other times and places, home and
adolescence don't carry the meanings they carry in 2l st-century America.
Films, like other artworks, can be examined for their symptomatic meanings.
Again, however, the abstract and general quality of such meanings can lead us away
from the concrete form of the film. As when analyzing the implicit meanings, the
viewer should strive to ground symptomatic meanings in the film's specific aspects.
A film enacts ideological meanings through its particular and unique formal system. We'll see in Chapter I I how the narrative and stylistic system of Meet Me in
St. Louis can be analyzed for ideological implications.
To sum up: Films have meaning because we attribute meanings to them. We
cannot therefore regard meaning as a simple content to be extracted from the film.
Sometimes the filmmaker guides us toward certain meanings; sometimes we find
meanings the filmmaker didn't intend. Our minds will probe an artwork for significance at several levels. One mark of our engagement with the film as an experience
is our search for referential, explicit, implicit, and symptomatic meanings. The
more abstract and general our attributions of meaning, the more we risk loosening
our grasp on the film's specific formal system. In analyzing fllms, we must balance
our concern for that concrete system with our urge to assign it wider significance.

Evaluation
In talking about an artwork, people often evaluate rt; that is, they make claims about
its goodness or badness. Reviews in newspapers and magazines and on the Internet
exist almost solely to tell us whether a film is worth seeing; our friends often urge
us to go to their latest favorite. But all too often we discover that the film that someone else esteemed appears only mediocre to us. At that point, we may complain that
most people evaluate films only on the basis of their own, highly personal, tastes.
How, then, are we to evaluate films with any degree of objectivity? We can start
by realizing that there is a difference between personal taste and evaluative jud7ment. To say "I liked this film" or "I hated it" is not equal to saying "It's a good
film" or "It's wretched." Very few people in the world limit their enjoyment only to
the greatest works. Most people can enjoy a film they know is not particularly good.
This is perfectly reasonable-unless they start trying to convince people that these
pleasant films actually rank among the undying masterpieces. At that point others
will probably stop listening to their judgments at all.
So personal preference need not be the sole basis for judging a film's quality.
Instead, the critic who wishes to make a relatively objective evaluation will use
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specific criteria. A criterion is a standard that can be applied in the judgment of
many works. By using a criterion, the critic gains a basis for comparing films for
relative quality.
There are many different criteria. Some people evaluate films on realistic crrteria, judging a film good if it conforms to their view of reality. Aficionados of military history might judge a film entirely on whether the battle scenes use historically
accurate weaponry; the narrative, editing, characterization, sound, and visual style
might be of little interest to them.
Other people condemn films because they don't find the action plausible. They
dismiss a scene by saying, "Who'd really believe that X would meet Y just at the
right moment?" We have already seen, though, that artworks often violate laws of
reality and operate by their own conventions and internal rules.
Viewers can also use moral criteria to evaluate films. Most narrowly, aspects of
the film can be judged outside their context in the film's formal system. Some viewers might feel any film with nudity or profanity or violence is bad, while other
viewers might find just these aspects praiseworthy. So some viewers might condemn the death of the newborn baby in The Crime of M. Lange, regardless of the
scene's context. More broadly, viewers and critics may employ moral criteria to
evaluate a film's overall significance, and here the film's complete formal system
becomes pertinent. A film might be judged good because of its overall view of life,
its willingness to show opposing points of view, or its emotional range.
While realistic and moral criteria are well suited to particular purposes, this
book suggests criteria that assess films as artistic wholes. Such criteria should allow
us to take each film's form into account as much as possible. Coherence is one such
criterion. This quality, often referred to as unity, has traditionally been held to be a
positive feature of artworks. So, too, has intensity of ffict. If an artwork is vivid,
striking, and emotionally engaging, it may be considered more valuable.
Another criterion rs complexity. We can argue that, all other things being equal,
complex films are good. A complex film engages our interest on many levels.
creates a multiplicity of relations among many separate formal elements, and tends
to create intriguing patterns of feelings and meanings.
Yet another formal criterion is originality. Originality for its own sake is
pointless, of course. Just because something is different does not mean that it is
good. But if an artist takes a familiar convention and uses it in a way that makes it
a fresh experience, then (all other things being equal) the resulting work may be
considered good from an aesthetic standpoint.
Note that all these criteria are matters of degree. One film may be more complex than another, but the simpler film may be more complex than a third one. Moreover, there is often a give-and-take among the criteria. A film might be very complex
but lack coherence or intensity. Ninety minutes of a black screen would make for an
original film but not a very complex one. A slasher movie may create great intensity
in certain scenes but may be wholly unoriginal, as well as disorganrzed and simplistic. In applying the criteria, the analyst often must weigh one against another.
Evaluation can serve many useful ends. It can call attention to neglected artworks
or make us rethink our attitudes toward accepted classics. Butjust as the discovery of
meanings is not the only purpose of formal analysis, we suggest that evaluation is
most fruitful when it is backed up by a close examination of the film. General statements ("The Wizard of Oz is a masteqpiece") seldom enlighten us very much. Usually,
an evaluation is helpful insofar as it points to aspects of the film and shows us relations and qualities we have missed: "The Wizard of Oz subtly compares characters in
Kansas and Oz, as when Miss Gulch's written order to take Toto is echoed by the
Wicked Witch's fiery skywriting to the citizens of the Emerald City, 'Surrender
Dorothy."'Like interpretation, evaluation is most useful when it drives us back to the
film itself as a formal system, helping us to understand that system better.
In reading this book, you'll find that we have generally minimrzed evaluation.
We think that most of the films and sequences we analyze are more or less good
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based on the artistic criteria we mentioned, but the purpose of this book is not to
persuade you to accept a list of masterpieces. Rather, we believe that if we show in
detail how films may be understood as artistic systems, you will have an informed
basis for whatever evaluations you wish to make.

Principles of Film Form
film form is a system-that is, a unified set of related, interdependent elemsn[s-there must be some principles that help create the relationships among the
parts. In disciplines other than the arts, principles may be sets of rules or laws. In
the sciences, principles may take the form of physical laws or mathematical propositions. In research and invention, such principles provide firm guidelines as to what
is possible. For example, engineers designing an airplane must obey fundamental
laws of aerodynamics.
Because

In the arts, however, there are no absolute principles of form that all artists must

follow. Artworks are products of culture. Thus many of the principles of artistic
form are matters of convention. In Chaptet 9, we shall examine how various genres
can have very different conventions. A Western is not in error if it does not follow
the conventions of classic Westerns. The artist obeys (or disobeys) nonns-bodies
of conventions, not laws.
But within these social conventions, each artwork tends to set up its own specific formal principles. The forms of different films can vary enormously. We
can distinguish, however, five general principles that we notice in experiencing a
film's formal system: function, similarity and repetition, difference and variation,
development, and unity/disunity.

Function
If form in cinema is the overall interrelation among various systems of elements, we
can assume that every element has one or more functions. That is, every element
will be seen as fulfilling roles within the whole system.
Of any element within a film we can ask, What are its functions? In The Wizard of Oz, every element in the film fulfills one or more roles. For instance, Miss
Gulch, the woman who wants to take Toto from Dorothy, reappears in the Oz section as the Wicked Witch. In the opening portion of the film, Miss Gulch frightens
Dorothy into running away from home. ln Oz, the Witch prevents Dorothy from returning home by keeping her away from the Emerald City and by trying to seize the
ruby slippers.
Even an element as apparently minor as the dog Toto serves many functions.
The dispute over Toto causes Dorothy to run away from home and to get back too
late to take shelter from the tornado. Later, when Dorothy is about to leave Oz,
Toto's pursuit of a cat makes her jump out of the ascending balloon. Toto's gray
color, set off against the brightness of Oz, creates a link to the black and white of
the Kansas episodes at the film's beginning. Functions, then, are almost always
multiple. Both narrative and stylistic elements have functions.
One useful way to grasp the function of an element is to ask what other elements demand that it be present. For instance, the narrative requires that Dorothy
run away from home, so Toto functions to trigger this action. Or, to take another example, Dorothy must seem completely different from the Wicked Witch, so costume, lge, voice, and other characteristics function to contrast the two.
Additionally, the switch from black-and-white to color film functions to signal the
arrival in the bright fantasy land of Oz.
Note that the concept of function does not always depend on the filmmaker's
intention. Often discussions of films get bogged down in the question of whether the
filmmaker really knew what he or she was doing by including a certain element. In
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asking about function, we do not ask for a production history. From the standpoint

of intention, Dorothy may sing "Over the Rainbow" because MGM wanted Judy
Garland to launch a hit song. From the standpoint of function, however, we can say
that Dorothy's singing that song fulfills certain narrative and stylistic functions. It
establishes her desire to leave home, its reference to the rainbow foreshadows her
trip through the air to the colorful land of Oz, and so forth. [n asking about formal
function, therefore, we ask not, "How did this element get there?" but rather, "What
is this element cloing there?" and "How does it cue us to respond?"
One way to notice the functions of an element is to consider the element's
motivation. Because films are human constrLlcts, we can expect that any one element in a film will have some justification for being there. This justificartion is the
motivation for that element. For example, when Miss Gulch appears as the Witch
in Oz, we justify her new incarnation by appealing to the fact that early scenes in
Kansas have established her as a threat to Dorothy. When Toto jumps from the balloon to chase a cat, we motivate his action by appealing to notions of how do-es are
likely to act when cats are around.
Sometimes people use the word "motivation" to apply only to reasons for characters'actions, as when a murderer acts from certain motives. Here, however. we'll
use "tnotivation" to apply to any element in the film that the viewer justifies on
some grounds. A costume, for example, needs motivation. If we see a man in beggar's clothes in the middle of an elegant society ball, we will ask why he is dressed
in this way. He could be the victim of practical jokers who have deluded him into
believing that this is a masqLlerade. He cor"rld be an eccentric rnillionaire out to
shock his friends. Such a scene does occur rn My Man Goclfrev The nrotivation for
the beggar's presence at the ball is a scavenger hunt; the yoLlng society people have
been assigned to bring back, among other things, a beggar. An event, the hunt.
ntotit,ctles the presence of an inappropriately dressed character.
Motivation is so common in films that spectators take it for granted. Shadowy,
flickering light on a character may be motivated by the presence of a candle in the
room. (We rnight remember that in production the light is provided by offscreen
lamps, br-rt the candle pulports to be the source and thus rnotivates the pattern of li,_sht. )
A character wandering across a room may motivate the moving of the caunera to follow the action and keep the character within the frame. When we study principles of
narrative form (Chapter 3) and various types of films (Chapters 9 and l0)' we will
look more closely at how motivation works to give elements specific furnctions.
"You can take a movie, for example,
/ike Angels with Dirty Faces, where
James Cagney is a child and says to
his pal Pat O'Brien,'What do you
hear, what do you say?'-cocky kid-

and then as a young rough on the
way up when things are going great
for him he says,'What do you hear,
what do you say?'Then when he is
about to be executed in the electric
chair and Pat O'Brien is there to hear
his confession, he says, 'What do you
hear, what do you say?' and the
simple repetition of the last line of
dialogue in three different places

with the same characters brings
home the dramatically changed
circumstances much more than any
extensive diatribe would."
-Robert Towne, screenwriter,

Chi natow n

Similarity and Repetition
In our example of the ABACA pattern, we saw how we were able to predict the next
steps in the series. One reason for this was a regLllar pattern of repeated elements.
Like beats in music or meter in poetry, the repetition of the A's in ollr pattern
established and satisfied formal expectations. Sirnilarity and repetition, then,
constitute an important principle of film form.
Repetition is basic to our understanding any film. For instance, we must be able
to recall and identify characters and settings each tirne they reappear. More sr-rbtly,
throughout any film, we can observe repetitions of everything from lines of dialogue
and bits of music to camera positions, characters' behavior, and story action.
It's useful to have a term to describe formal repetitions, and the most common
term is motif. We shall call onv significant repeatecl elernent in a .film a motif. A
rnotif may be an object, a color, a place o person, a sollnd, or even a character trait.
',
We may call a pattern of lighting or camera position a rnotif if it is repeated through
the course of a film. The form of The Wiz,arcl o.f Oz, Llses all these kinds of motifs.
Even in such a relatively simple film, we can see the pervasive presence of
similarity and repetition as formal principles.
Film form Llses general similarities as well as exact duplication. To understand
The Wi:,arcl qf O:,, we mLlst see the similarities between the three Kansas farmhands
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2.2

The itinerant Kansas f ortune-teller.

Prof'essor Merrvell, bears

a strikin_e

2.1

2.4

. . . the old charlatarr known as the
Wizarrd of Oz.
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Miss Gulch's bicycle in the opening

sectionbecomes...

resernblanceto...

the Witch's broom in Oz.

2.5

2.6

As the Lion describes his tirnidity,
the characters are lined up to form a
mirror reversal of . . .

2.7

. . . the earlier scene in which the
others teased Zeke for being afraid of pigs.

and the Scarecrow, the Tin Man, and the Cowardly Lion. We must notice additional
echoes between characters in the frame story and in the fantasy (2.2-2.5). The du-

plication isn't perfect, but the similarity is very strong. Such similarities are called
purallelisnt, the process whereby the film cues the spectator to compare two or more
distinct elements by highlighting some similarity. For example, at one point,
Dorothy says she feels that she has known the Scarecrow, the Tin Man, and the Cowardly Lion before. At another point, the staging of a shot reinforces this familiarity
(2.6, 2.7).

Motifs can assist in creating parallelism. The viewer will notice, and even come
to expect, that every time Dorothy meets a character in Oz, the scene will end with
the song "We're Off to See the Wizard." Our recognition of parallelism provides
part of our pleasure in watching a film, much as the echo of rhymes contributes to
the power of poetry.

Di

rence and Variation

The form of a filrn could hardly be composed only of repetitions. AAAAAA

is

rather boring. There must also be some changes, or variatiot'ts, however small. Thus
difference is another fundamental principle of film form.
We can readily understand the need for variety, contrast, and change in films.
Characters must be differentiated, environments delineated, and different times or
activities established. Even within the image, we must distinguish differences in
tonality, texture, direction and speed of movement, and so on. Form needs its stable background of similarity and repetition, but it also demands that differences be
created.
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This means that although motifs (scenes, settings, actions, objects, stylistic devices) may be repeated, those motifs will seldom be repeated exactly. Variation will
appear. In The Wizard of Oz, the three Kansas hired hands aren't exactly the same
as their "twins" in Oz. Parallelism thus requires a degree of difference as well as
striking similarity. When Professor Marvel pretends to read Dorothy's future in a

2.8

Throu-eh her crystal ball, the Wicked

Witch mocks Dorothy.

2.9 Centered in the upper half of the
frame. the Ernerald City creates a striking
contrastto...

small crystal ball, we see no images in it (2.2). Dorothy's dream transforms the
crystal into alarge globe in the Witch's castle, where it displays frightening scenes
(2.8). Similarly, the repeated motif of Toto's disruption of a situation changes its
function. In Kansas, it disturbs Miss Gulch and induces Dorothy to take Toto away
from home, but rn Oz, his disruption prevents Dorothy from returning home.
Differences among the elements may often sharpen into downright opposition
among them. We're most familiar with formal oppositions as clashes among characters. In The Wizarcl of Oz,, Dorothy's desires are opposed, at various points, by the
differing desires of Aunt Em, Miss Gulch, the Wicked Witch, and the Wizard, so that
our experience of the film is engaged through dramatic conflict. But character conflict isn't the only way the formal principle of difference may manifest itself. Settings, actions, and other elements may be opposed. The Wiz,arcl of Oz, presents color
oppositions: black-and-white Kansas versus colorful Oz, Dorothy in red, white, and
blue versus the Witch in black; and so on. Settings are opposed as well-not only Oz
versus Kansas but also the various locales within Oz (2.9r 2.10). Voice quality,, mllsical tunes, and a host of other elements play off against one another, demonstratin-e
that any motif may be opposed by any other motif.
Not all differences are simple oppositions, of course. Dorothy's three Oz
friends-the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman, and the Lion-are distinguished not
only by external features but also by means of a three-term comparison of what they
lack (a brain, ? heart, courage). Other films may rely on less sharp differences. sll-ggesting a scale of gradations among the characters, &s in Jean Renoir's Tlte Rule.s
of the Game. At the extreme, an abstract film may create minimal variations amon-q
its parts, such as in the slight changes that accompany each return of the same
footage in J. J. Murphy's Print Generation (p. 359).
Repetition and variation are two sides of the same coin. To notice one is to
notice the other. In thinking about films, we ought to look for sin-rilarities urtcl
differences. Shuttling between the two, we can point out motifs and contrast the
changes they undergo, recognize parallelisms as repetition, and still spot crucial
variations.

Development
2.10

. . . the sirnilar composition
slrowin-9 the castle of the Wicked Witch of

the West.

2.11 Dorothy pr,rts her feet on

the literal
be,uinning of the Yellow Brick Road, as it
widens out fiom a thin line.

One way to keep ourselves aware of how similarity and difference operate in film
form is to look for principles of development from part to part. Development constitutes some patternin-e of similar and differing elements. Our pattern ABACA is
based not only on repetition (the recurring motif of A) and difference (the varied insertion of B and C) but also on a principle of progression that we could state as a
rule: alternate A with successive letters in alphabetical order. Though simple, this
is a principle of clevelopnTent, governing the form of the whole series.
Think of formal development as o progression rttoving from beginning tltrouglt
micldle to encL The story of The Wizarcl of Oz, shows development in many ways. It
is, for one thing, a journey: from Kansas through Oz to Kansas. The good witch
Glinda emphasizes this formal pattern by telling Dorothy that "It's always best to
start at the beginning" (2.11). Many films possess such a journey plot. The Wiz,arcl
of Oz, is also a search, begrnning with an initial separation from home, tracing a series of efforts to find a way home, and ending with home being found. Within the
film, there is also a pattern of nrystet)i, which usually has the same beginningmiddle-end pattern. We begin with a question (Who is the Wrzard of Oz?), pass
through attempts to answer it, and conclude with the question answered. (The Wizard is a fraud.) Most feature-length films are composed of several developmental
patterns.

Principl"es

In order to analyze a film's pattern of development, it is usually a good idea to
make a segmentation. A segmentation is simply a written outline of the film that
breaks it into its major and minor parts, with the parts marked by consecutive numbers or letters. If a narrative film has 40 scenes, then we can label each scene with
a number running from I to 40. It may be useful to divide some parts further (for
example, scenes 6a and 6b). Segmenting a film enables us not only to notice similarities and differences among parts but also to plot the overall progression of the
form. Following is a segmentation for The Wizard of Oz. (In segmenting films, we'll
label the opening credits with a "C," the end title with an "E," and all other segments with numbers.)

THEWIZARD OF OZ: PLOT SEGMENTATION

C.
1.

Credits
Kansas

v. Dorothy is at home, worried about Miss Gulch's threat to Toto.
b. Running away, Dorothy meets Professor Marvel, who induces her to return
home.

2.

3.

4.

c. A tornado lifts the house, with Dorothy and Toto, into the sky.
Munchkin City
?. Dorothy meets Glinda, and the Munchkins celebrate the death of

the

Wicked Witch of the East.
b. The Wicked Witch of the West threatens Dorothy over the Ruby Slippers.
c. Glinda sends Dorothy to seek the Wi zard' s help.
The Yellow Brick Road

a. Dorothy meets the Scarecrow.
b. Dorothy meets the Tin Man.
c. Dorothy meets the Cowardly Lion.
The Emerald City
a. The Witch creates a poppy field near the city, but Glinda rescues the
travelers.

5.

6.

b. The group is welcomed by the city's citizens.
c. As they wait to see the Wi zard, the Lion sings of being king.
d. The terrifying Wizard agrees to help the group if they obtain the Wicked
Witch's broomstick.
The Witch's castle and nearby woods
a. In the woods, flying monkeys carry off Dorothy and Toto.
b. The Witch reahzes that she must kill Dorothy to get the ruby slippers.
c. The Scarecrow, Tin Man, and Lion sneak into the Castle; in the ensuing
chase, Dorothy kills the Witch.
The Emerald City
a. Although revealed as a humbug, the Wizard grants the wishes of the
Scarecrow, Tin Man, and Lion.
b. Dorothy fails to leave with the Wi zard' s hot-air balloon but is transported
home by the ruby slippers.

7. Kansas-Dorothy describes Oz to her family
E. End credits

and friends

Preparing a segmentation may look a little fussy, but in the course of this book,
we'll try to convince you that it sheds a lot of light on films. For now, just consider
this comparison. As you walk into a building, your experience develops over time.
In many cathedrals, for example, the entryway is fairly narrow. But as you emerge

into the open area inside (the nave), space expands outward and upward, your sense

of your body seems to shrink, and your attention is directed toward the altar, centrally located in the distance. The somewhat cramped entryway makes you feel a
contrast to the broad and soaring space. Your experience has been as carefully
planned as any theme park ride. Only by thinking back on it can you realize that the
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planned progression of the building's different parts shaped your experience. If you
could study the builder's blueprints, you'd see the whole layout at a glance. It

would be very different from your moment-by-moment experience of it, but it
would shed light on how your experience was shaped.
A film isn't that different. As we watch the film, we're in the thick of it. We fbllow the formal development moment by moment, and we may get more and more
involved. If we want to study the overall shape of things, though, we need to stand
back a bit. Films don't come with blueprints, but by creating a plot segmentation,
we can get a comparable sense of the film's overall design. In a way, we're recovering the basic architecture of the movie. A segmentation lets us see the patterning
that we felt intuitively in watching the film. In Chapters 3 and 10, we'll consider
how to segment different types of films, and several of our sample analyses in
Chapter I I will use segmentations to show how the films work.
Another way to size r"rp how a film develops formally is to cott'tpore the beginning with the encling.By looking at the similarities and the differences between the
beginning and the ending,, we can start to understand the overall pattern of the fihn.
We can test this advice on The Wiz,ard of Oz. A comparison of the beginning and
the ending reveals that Dorothy's journey ends with her return home; the journey, a
search for an ideal place "over the rainbow," has turned into a search for a way back
to Kansas. The final scene repeats and develops the narrative elements of the opening. Stylistically, the beginning and ending are the only parts that use black-andwhite film stock. This repetition supports the contrast the narrative creates between
the dreamland of Oz and the bleak landscape of Kansas.
At the film's end, Professor Marvel comes to visit Dorothy (2.12), reversing
the situation of her visit to him when she had tried to run away. At the beginnin-e,
he had convinced her to return home; then, oS the Wizard in the Oz section, he had

2.12

The visits of the final scene.

also represented her hopes of returning home. Finally, when she recognizes Professor Marvel and the farmhands as the basis of the characters in her dream, she
rernembers how much she had wanted to come home from Oz.
Earlier, we suggested that fihn form engages our emotions and expectations in
a dynamic way. Now we are in a better position to see why. The constant interplay
between similarity and difference? and repetition and variation, leads the viewer to
an active, developing engagement with the film's formal system. It may be handy
to visualize a movie's development in static terms by segmenting it, br-rt we ou-9ht
not to forget that formal development is a proc'ess. Form shapes our experience of
the film.

tJnity/Disunity
All of the relationships among elements in a film create the total filmic system.
Even if an element seems utterly out of place in relation to the rest of the film, we
cannot really say that it isn't part of the film. At most, the unrelated element is enig-

matic or incoherent. It may be a flaw in the otherwise
film-but it does affect the whole film.

integrated system of the

When all the relationships we perceive within a film are clear and economically
interwoven, we say thatthe film has unity. We call a unified film tight, because there
seem to be no gaps in the formal relationships. Every element present has a specific
set of functions, similarities and differences are determinable, the form develops
logically, and no element is superfluous. In turn, the film's overall unity gives our
experience a sense of completeness and fulfillment.
Unity is, however, a matter of degree. Almost no film is so tight as to leave no
ends dangling. For example, at one point in The Wiz,arcl of Oz, the Witch refers to
her having attacked Dorothy and her friends with insects, yet we have never seen
them, and the mention becomes puzzhng. In fact, a sequence of a bee attack was
originally shot but then cut from the finished film. The Witch's line about the insect
attack now lacks motivation. More striking is a dangling element at the film's end:
we never find out what happens to Miss Gulch. Presumably, she still has her legal

Summary

order to take Toto away, but no one refers to this in the last scene. The viewer may
be inclined to overlook this disunity, however, because Miss Gulch's parallel character, the Witch, has been killed off in the Oz fantasy, and we don't expect to see
her alive again. Since perfect unity is scarcely ever achieved, we ought to ex-

pect that even a unified film may still contain a few unintegrated elements or
unanswered questions.
If we look at unity as a criterion of evaluation, we may judge a film containing
several unmotivated elements as a failure. But unity and disunity may be looked at
nonevaluatively as well, ?S the results of particular formal conventions. For example, Pulp Fiction lacks a bit of closure in that it never reveals what is inside a briefcase that is at the center of the gangster plot. The contents, however, give off a
golden glow, suggesting that they are of very great value (as well as evoking the
"whatsit" in Kiss Me Deadlv, a classical film noir). By not specifying the goods, the
film invites us to compare characters' reactions to them
t notably, in the last
scene in the diner, when Pumpkin gazes at it lustfully and the newly spiritual
hitman Jules calmly insists that he will deliver it to his boss. In such ways,
momentary disunities contribute to broader patterns and thematic meanings.

If one issue has governed our treatment of aesthetic form, it might be said to be concreteness. Form is a specific system of patterned relationships that we perceive in
an artwork. Such a concept helps us understand how even elements of what is normally considered content-subject matter, or abstract ideas-take on particular
functions within any work.
Our experience of an artwork is also a concrete one. Picking up cues in the work,
we frame specific expectations that are aroused, guided, delayed, cheated, satisfied,
or disturbed. We undergo curiosity, suspense, and surprise. We compare the particular aspects of the artwork with general conventions that we know from life and from
art. The concrete context of the artwork expresses and stimulates emotions and enables us to construct many types of meanings. And even when we apply general criteria in evaluating artworks, we ought to use those criteria to help us discriminate
more, to penetrate more deeply into the particular aspects of the artwork. The rest of
this book is devoted to studying these properties of artistic form in cinema.
We can summartze the principles of film form as a set of questions that you can
ask about any film:

1. For any element in the film, what
is it motivated?

are its functions in the overall form? How

2. Are elements

or patterns repeated throughout the film? If so, how and at what
points? Are motifs and parallelisms asking us to compare elements?

3. How are elements contrasted

and differentiated from one another? How are
difterent elements opposed to one another?

4.

What principles of progression or development are at work throughout the
form of the film? More specifically, how does a comparison of the beginning
and ending reveal the overall form of a film?

5.

What degree of unity is present in the film's overall form? Is disunity
subordinate to the overall unity, or does disunity dominate?

In this chapter, we examined some major ways in which films as artworks can engage us as spectators. We also reviewed some broad principles of film form. Armed
with these general principles, we can press on to distinguish more specifi c types of
form that are central to understanding film art.
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Form in Film and the Other Arts
Many of the ideas in this chapter are based on ideas of
form to be found in other arts. All of the following constitute helpful further reading: Monroe Beardsley, Aesthetics (New York: Harcourt Brace & World, 1958),
especially chaps . 4 and 5; Rudolf Arnheim, Art and Vis-

ual Perception (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1974), especially chaps. 2, 3, and 9; Leonard
Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956); and E. H. Gombrich, Art
and lllusion (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1e6l ).
On the relation of form to the audience, see the book
by Meyer mentioned above. The ABACA example is borrowed from Barbara Herrnstein Smith's excellent study

of literary form, Poetic Closure (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1968). Compare Kenneth Burke's claim:
"Form is the creation of an appetite in the mind of the auditor and the adequate satisfying of that appetite." (See

Kenneth Burke, "Psychology and Form," in CounterStatement [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 195]1,

pp.2914.)
This chapter presupposes that any filmmaker uses
basic formal principles. But is the filmmaker fully aware
of doing so? Many filmmakers use formal principles intuitively, but others apply them quite deliberately. Spike
Lee's cinematographer Ernest Dickerson remarks, 'A
motif we used throughout [School Daze/ was two people
in profile, 'up in each other's face.' That was a conscious
decision" (Upltft the Race: The Construction of "School
Daze" [New York: Simon & Schuster, 1988], p. 110).
Sidney Lumet decided to give Twelve Angry Men a strict
progression by shooting from different camera positions
as the story developed. 'As the picture unfolded I wanted
the room to seem smaller and smaller. . . . I shot the first
third of the movie above eye level, the second third at eye
level, and the last third from below eye level. In that way,
toward the end, the ceiling began to appear" (Sidney
Lumet, Making Movies [NewYork: Knopf, 1995], p. 81).

Form, MeaniilB, and Feeling
How does cinema evoke emotion? It's actually a bit of a
puzzle. If a giant ape were lumbering toward us on the
street, we'd run away in fright. But if King Kong is lumbering toward us on the screen, we feel frightened, but
we don't flee the theater. Do we feel real fear but somehow block our impulse to run? Or do we feel something
that isn't real fear but is a kind of pretend-fear? Similarly, when we say that we identtfy with a chancter, what
does that mean? That we feel exactly the same emotions

that the character does? Sometimes, though, we feel
some emotions that the character isn't feeling, as when
sympathy for her is mixed with pity or anxiety. Can we

identify with a character and not have the same feelings
she has?

In the 1990s, philosophers and film theorists tried to
shed light on these issues. For a sampling, see Carl
Plantinga and Greg M. Smith, eds., Passionate Views:
Film, Cognition, and Emotion (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins

University Press, 1999). The essays in this collection
grew out of debates around some influential books: Noel
Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror; or, Paradoxes of the
Heart (London: Routledge, 1990); Murray Smith, Engaging Characters: Fiction, Emotion and the Cinema
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995); Joseph Anderson, The Reality of lllusion: An Ecological Approach to
Cognitive Film Theory (Carbondale: University of Southern Illinois Press, 1996); and Torben Grodal, Moving Pictures: A New Theory of Film Genres, Feelings, and
Cognition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997). See
also Greg M. Smith, Film Structure and the Emotion S.ystem (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003).
An alternative approach to understanding spectators'
response to films has been called reception studies. For
an overview, see Janet Staiger, Media Reception Studies

(New York: New York University Press, 2005). Often
scholars working in this tradition seek to understand how
specific social groups, such as ethnic groups or historically located audiences, respond to the films offered to
them. Influential examples are Kate Brooks and Martin
Barker's Judge Dredd: Its Friends, Fans, and Foes (Luton: University of Luton Press, 2003) and Melvin Stokes
and Richard Maltby, eds., American Movie Audiences:
From the Turn of the Century to the Early Sound Era
(London: British Film Institute, 1999). In Perverse Spectators: The Practices of Film Reception (New York: New
York University Press, 2000), Janet Staiger discusses
how audiences and critics can respond to films in ways
that the filmmakers could not have anticipated.
Many critics concentrate on ascribing implicit and
symptomatic meanings to films-that is, interpreting
them. A survey of interpretive approaches is offered in
R. Barton Palmer, The Cinematic kxt: Methods and Approaches (New York: AMS Press, 1989). David Bordwell's Making Meaning: Inference and Rhetoric in the
Interpretation of Cinema (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989) reviews trends in film interpretation.

Linear Segmentation and Diagramming
Dividing a film into sequences in order to analyze its
form is usually called segmentation. It is usually not
difficult to do, though most often we do it intuitively.
Usually, t feature-length film will have no more than
40 sequences and no fewer than 5, so if you find yourself
dividing the film into tiny bits or huge chunks, you may
want to shift to a different level of generality. Of course,

Summary

sequences and scenes can also be further subdivided into
rubttgments. In segmenting any film, use an outline for-
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such as special-effects and music were accomplished'
Sometimes, though, such descriptions analyze formal

mat oi u linear diagram to help you visualize formal rela-

tions (beginnings and endings, parallels, patterns of
development).We employ an outline format in discussing
Citizen Kane in the next chapter and in discussing modes
of filmmaking in ChaPter 10.

Websites
www.uca.edu /org/ccsmi/ A site devoted to the Center for
Cognitive Studies of the Moving Image, which examines
various aspects of psychological and emotional responses
to film.

http:/ /en.wi

ki

ped ta.org/wi ki,/Art. A helpful introductory

essay on the role of form in different art media.

Recommended

DVD

SnPPlements

DVD supplements tend to focus on behind-the-scenes
production information and on exposing how techniques

as a result of the two protagonists' interaction,
contrasting types of music, and So on. In "Sweet
Sounds," itt. supplement on the music in Charlie and

the Chocolate Factory, composer Danny Elfman discusses how the musical numbers that follow the dis appearance of each of the obnoxious children created
parallels among them and yet achieved variety by being
derived from different styles of music.
"Their Production Will Be Second to None," on the
Hard Day's lr{ighl DVD, includes an intelligent interview
with director Richard Lester in which he talks about the
overall form of the film. He remarks, for example, that in
the first third, he deliberately used confined spaces and
low ceilings to prepare for the extreme contrast of the
open spaces into which the Beatles escape'

Naffative as a
Foffnal System
Principles of Narrative Construction
Stories surround us. In childhood, we learn fairy tales and myths. As we grow up,
we read short stories, novels, history, and biography. Religion, philosophy, and science often present their doctrines through parables and tales. Plays tell stories, &S
do films, television shows, comic books, paintings, dance, and many other cultural
phenomena. Much of our conversation is taken up with telling tales-recalling a
past event or telling a joke. Even newspaper articles are called stories, and when we

ask for an explanation of something, we may sa), "What's the story?" We can't
escape even by going to sleep, since we often experience our dreams as little
narratives. Narrative is a fundamental way that humans make sense of the world.
The prevalence of stories in our lives is one reason that we need to take a close
look at how films may embody narrative form. When we speak of "going to the
movies," we almost always mean that we are going to see a narrative film-a film
that tells a story.
Narrative form is most common in fictional films, but it can appear in all other
basic types. For instance, documentaries often employ narrative form. Printary tells
the story of how Hubert Humphrey and John F. Kennedy campaigned in the Wisconsin presidential primary of 1960. Many animated films, such as Disney features
and Warner Bros. short cartoons, also tell stories. Some experimental and avantgarde films use narrative form, although the story or the way it is told may be quite
unusual, as we shall see in Chapter 10.
Because stories are all around us, spectators approach a narrative film with definite expectations. We may know a great deal about the particular story the film will
tell. Perhaps we have read the book on which a film is based, or we have seen the
film to which this is a sequel. More generally, though, we have anticipations that
are characteristic of narrative form itself. We assume that there will be characters
and some action that will involve them with one another. We expect a series of incidents that will be connected in some way. We also probably expect that the prob-

course of the action will achieve some final
state-either they will be resolved or, at least, a new light will be cast on them. A
spectator comes prepared to make sense of a narrative film.

lems
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or conflicts arising in the

Principles of N arr atiq,te Cons t ruction

As the viewer watches the film, she or he picks up cues, recalls information,
anticipates what will follow, and generally participates in the creation of the film's
forrn. The film shapes particular expectations by summoning up curiosity, sus-

of satisfying or cheating the expectations prompted by the film as a whole. The ending may also activate memory by
cueing the spectator to review earlier events, possibly considering them in a new
light. When The Sixth Sense was released in 1999, many moviegoers were so intrigued by the surprise twist at the end that they returned to see the film again and
trace how their expectations had been manipulated. As we examine narrative form,
we consider at various points how it engages the viewer in a dynamic activity.
pense, and surprise. The ending has the task
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"Narrative is one of the ways in which

knowledg, is organized. I have always
thought it was the most important
way to transmit and receive
knowledgu. I am less certain of that
now-but the craving for narrative
has never lessened, and the hunger
for it is as keen as it was on Mt. Sinai

or Calvary or the middle of the fens."
-

Toni Morrison, author, Beloved

What Is Narrative?
We can consider a narrative to be a chain of events irt cause-ffic't relationship occurring in time ancl space. A narrative is what we usually mean by the term storlt,
although we shall be usin g story in a slightly different way later. Typically, a narrative begins with one situation; a series of changes occurs according to a pattern
of cause and effect; finally, ? new situation arises that brings about the end of the
narrative. Our engagement with the story depends on our understanding of the
pattern of change and stability, cause and effect, time and space.
All the components of our definition-causality, time, and space-are important to narratives in most media, but causality and time are central. A random string
of events is hard to understand as a story. Consider the following actions: 'A man
tosses and turns, unable to sleep. A mirror breaks. A telephone rings." We have trouble grasping this as a narrative because we are unable to determine the causal or
temporal relations among the events.
Consider a new description of these same events: 'A man has a fight with his
boss; he tosses and turns that night, unable to sleep. In the morning, he is still so
angry that he smashes the mirror while shaving. Then his telephone rings; his boss
has called to apologrze."
We now have a narrative. We can connect the events spatially: The man is in the
office, then in his bed; the mirror is in the bathroom; the phone is somewhere else in
his home. More important, we can understand that the three events are part of a series of causes and effects. The argument with the boss causes the sleeplessness and
the broken mirror. The phone call from the boss resolves the conflict; the narrative
ends. In this example, time is important, too. The sleepless night occurs before the
breaking of the milror, which in turn occurs before the phone call; all of the action
runs from one day to the following rnorning. The nan ative develops from an initial
situation of conflict between employee and boss, through a series of events caused
by the conflict, to the resolution of the conflict. Simple and minimal as our example
is, it shows how important causality, space, and time are to narrative form.
The fact that a narrative relies on causality, time, and space doesn't mean that
other formal principles can't govern the film. For instance, a narrative may make
Lrse of parallelism. As Chapter 2 pornts out (p. 67), parallelism presents a similarity among different elements. Our example was the way that The Wiz,arcl ,rf O:, made
the three Kansas farmhands parallel to Dorothy's three Oz companions. A narrative
may cue us to draw parallels among characters, settings, situations, times of day, or
any other elements. In Vei6 Chytilov6's Sonrcthing Dffirent, scenes from the life
of a housewife and from the career of a gymnast are presented in alternation. Since
the two women never meet and lead entirely separate lives, there is no way that we

can connect the two stories causally. Instead, we compare and contrast the two
women's actions and situations-that is, we draw parallels.
The documentary Hoop Dreams makes even stronger use of parallels. Two
high school students from Chicago's black ghetto dream of becoming professional basketball players, and the film follows as each one pursues his athletic

"l had actually trapped myself in a
story that was very convoluted, and
would have been able to cut more

I

later if l'd simplified it at the script
stage, but l'd reached a point where
was up against a wall of story logic,

lf I had cut too much at that stage,
the audience would have felt lost."
-

James Cameron, director, on Aliens

I
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career. The film's form invites us to compare and contrast their personalities, the
obstacles they face, and the choices they make. In addition, the film creates parallels between their high schools, their coaches, their parents, and older male relatives who vicariously live their own dreams of athletic glory. Parallelism allows

the film to become richer and more complex than it might have been had it
concentrated on only one protagonist.
Yet Hoop Dreanzs, like Sontething Dffirent, is still a narrative film. Each of the
two lines of action is organi zed by time, space, and causality. The film suggests
some broad causal forces as well. Both young men have grown up in urban poverty,
and because sports is the most visible sign of success for them, they turn their hopes
in that direction.

Plot and Story
We make sense of a narrative, then, by identifying its events and linking them by
cause and effect, time, and space. As viewers, we do other things as well. We often
infer events that are not explicitly presented, and we recognize the presence of material that is extraneous to the story world. In order to describe how we manage to
do these things, we can draw a distinction between story and plot (sometimes called
story and discourse).This isn't a difficult distinction to grasp, but we still need to

3.1 Hurrying Manhattan pedestrians in
North by Northvvest.

examine it in a little more detail.
We often make assumptions and inferences about events in a narrative. For instance, at the start of Alfred Hitchcock's North by Northwest, we know we are in
Manhattan at rush hour. The cues stand out clearly: skyscrapers, bustling pedestrians,
congested traffic (3.1). Then we watch Roger Thornhill as he leaves an elevator with
his secretary, Maggie, and strides through the lobby, dictating memos (3.2). On the
basis of these cues, we start to draw some conclusions. Thornhill is an executive who
leads a busy life. We assume that before we saw Thornhill and Maggie, he was also
dictating to her; we have come in on the middle of a string of events in time. We also
assume that the dictating began in the office, before they got on the elevator. In other
words, we infer causes, ? temporal sequence, and another locale even though none of
this information has been directly presented. We are probably not aware of having
made these inferences, but they are no less firm for going unnoticed.
The set of all the events in a narrative, both the ones explicitly presented and
those the viewer infers, constitutes the story. In our example, the story would consist of at least two depicted events and two inferred ones. We can list them, putting
the inferred events in parentheses:
(Roger Thornhill has a busy day at his office.)
Rush hour hits Manhattan.

(While dictating to his secretary, Maggie, Roger leaves the office and they
take the elevator.)

3.2

Maggie takes dictation from Roger

Thornhill.

Still dictating, Ro ger gets off the elevator with Maggie and they stride
through the lobby.
The total world of the story action is sometimes called the film's diegesis (the
Greek word for "recounted story"). In the opening of ltlorth by lt{orthwest, the traffic,
streets, skyscrapers, and people we see, ?S well as the traffic, streets, skyscrapers,
and people we assume to be offscreen, are all diegetic because they are assumed to
exist in the world that the film depicts.
The term plot is used to describe everything visibly and audibly present in the
film before us. The plot includes, first, all the story events that are directly depicted.
In our North by l{orthwest example, only two story events are explicitly presented
in the plot: rush hour and Roger Thornhill's dictating to Maggie as they leave the
elevator.
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Note, though, that the film's plot may contain material that is extraneous to the
story world. For example, while the opening of North by Nortlnvest is portraying
rush hour in Manhattan, we also see the film's credits and hear orchestral music.
Neither of these elements is diegetic, since they are brought in from outside the
story world. (The characters can't read the credits or hear the music.) Credits and
such extraneous music are thus nondiegetic elements. In Chapters 6 and J, we'll
consider how editing and sound can function nondiegetically. At this point, we need
only notice that the film's plot-the totality of the film-can bring in nondiegetic
material.

Nondiegetic material may occur elsewhere than in credit sequences. In The
Band Wagon, we see the premiere of a hopelessly pretentious musical play. Eager
patrons file into the theater (3.3), and the camera moves closer to a poster above the
door (3.4). There then appear three black-and-white images (3.5-3.7) accompanied
by a brooding chorus. These images and sounds are clearly nondiegetic, inserted
from outside the story world in order to signal that the production was catastrophic
and laid an egg. The plot has added material to the story for comic effect.
In sum, story and plot overlap in one respect and diverge in others. The plot explicitly presents certain story events, so these events are common to both domains.
The story goes beyond the plot in suggesting some diegetic events that we never
witness. The plot goes beyond the story world by presenting nondiegetic images
and sounds that may affect our understanding of the action. A diagram of the
situation would look like this:

3.3

A hopeful investor in the play enters

thetheater...

Story
Presumed and inferred

Explicitly presented

events

events

Added nondiegetic
material

Plot
We can think about these differences between story and plot from two perspectives. From the standpoint of the storyteller-the filmmaker-the story is the
sum total of all the events in the narrative. The storyteller can present some of these
events directly (that is, make them part of the plot), can hint at events that are not
presented, and can simply ignore other events. For instance, though we learn later
in North by Nortltwest that Roger's mother is still close to him, we never learn what
happened to his father. The filmmaker can also add nondiegetic material, as in the
example from The Bancl Wagon In a sense, then, the filmmaker makes a story into
a plot.
From the perceiver's standpoint, things look somewhat different. All we have
before us is the plot-the arrangement ozf material in the film as it stands. We create the story in our minds on the basis of cues in the plot. We also recognize when
the plot presents nondiegetic material.
The story-plot distinction suggests that if you want to give someone a synopsis of anarrative film, you can do it in two ways.You can summarize the story, starting from the very earliest incident that the plot cues you to assume or infer and
running straight through to the end. Or you can tell the plot, starting with the first
incident you encountered in watching the film.
Our initial definition and the distinction between plot and story constitute a set

1.4 . . . and the camera moves in on a
poster predicting success for the musical

. . but three comic nondiegetic
lmages reveal it to be a flop: ghostly
3.5

figr-rres

onaboat...

of tools for

analyzing how narrative works. We shall see that the story-plot
distinction affects all three aspects of narrative: causality, time, and space.

Cause and

E

ct

If narrative depends so heavily on cause and effect, what kinds of things can function as causes in a narrative? Usually, the agents of cause and effect are characters.
By triggering and reacting to events, characters play roles within the film's formal
system.

3.6

a skull in a desert
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Most often, characters are persons, or at least entities like persons-Bugs
Bunny or E.T. the extraterrestrial or even the singing teapot in Beauh, and the

1.7

and an egg.

Beast. For our purposes here, Michael Moore is a character in Rog er and Me no less
than Roger Thornhill is rn North by ltlorthwest, even though Moore is a real person
and Thornhill is fictional. In any narrative film, either fictional or documentary,
characters create causes and register effects. Within the film's formal systeffi, they
make things happen and respond to events. Their actions and reactions contribute
strongly to our engagement with the film.
Unlike characters in novels, film characters typically have a visible body. This
is such a basic convention that we take it for granted, but it can be contested. Occasionally, a character is only a voice, ?S when the dead Obi-Wan Kenobi urges the
Jedi master Yoda to train Luke Skywalker in The Empire Stikes Back. More disturbingly, in Luis Bufluel's That Obscure Object of Desire, one woman is portrayed
by two actresses, and the physical differences between them may suggest different
sides of her character. Todd Solondz takes this innovation further in Palinclromes,
in which a l3-year-old girl is portrayed by male and female performers of different
ages and races.
Along with a body, a character has traits. Traits are attitudes, skills, habits,
tastes, psychological drives, and any other qualities that distinguish the character.
Some characters, such as Mickey Mouse, may have only a few traits. When we say
a character possesses several varying traits, some at odds with one another, we tend
to call that character complex, or three-dimensional, or well developed. A memorable character such as Sherlock Holmes is a mass of traits. Some bear on his
habits, such as his love of music or his addiction to cocaine, while other traits reflect his basic nature: his penetrating intelligence, his disdain for stupidity, his professional pride, his occasional gallantry.
As our love of gossip showS, we're curious about other humans, and we bring
our people-watching skills to narratives. We're quick to assign traits to the characters onscreen, and often the movie helps us out. Most characters wear their traits far
more openly than people do in real life, and the plot presents situations that swiftly
reveal them to us. The opening scene of Raiders of the Lost Ark throws Indiana
Jones's personality into high relief. We see immediately that he's bold and resourceful. He's courageous, but he can feel fear. By unearthing ancient treasures for
museuffis, he shows an admirable devotion to scientific knowledge. In a few minutes, his essential traits are presented straightforwardly, and we come to know and
sympathrze with him.
It's not accidental that all of the traits that Indiana Jones displays in the opening scene are relevant to later scenes rn Raiclers. In general, a character is given
traits that will play causal roles in the overall story action. The second scene of Alfred Hitchcock's The Man Who Knew Too Much (1934) shows that the heroine, Jill,
is an excellent shot with a rifle. For much of the film, this trait seems irrelevant to
the action, but in the last scene, Jill is able to shoot one of the villains when a police marksman cannot do it. This skill with a rifle is not a natural part of a person
named Jill; it is a trait that helps make up a character named Jill, and it serves a
particular narrative function.
Not all causes and effects in narratives originate with characters. In the socalled disaster movies, an earthquake or tidal wave may precipitate a series of actions on the parts of the characters. The same principle holds when the shark in
Jaws terrorizes a community. Still, once these natural occurrences set the situation
up, human desires and goals usually enter the action to develop the narrative. A man
escaping from a flood may be placed in the situation of having to decide whether
to rescue his worst enemy. In Javvs, the townspeople pursue a variety of strategies
to deal with the shark, propelling the plot as they do so.
In general, the spectator actively seeks to connect events by means of cause and
effect. Given an incident, we tend to imagine what might have caused it or what it
might in turn cause. That is, we look for causal motivation. We have mentioned an
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instance of this in Chapter 2: In the scene from My Man Godfrey, a scavenger hunt
serves as a cause that justifies the presence of a beggar at a society ball (see p. 66).
Causal motivation often involves the planting of information in advance of a
scene, as we saw in the kitchen scene of The Shining ( I .12, I . l3). In L.A. Confidential, the idealistic detective Exley confides in his cynical colleague Vincennes
that the murder of his father had driven him to enter law enforcement. He had privately named the unknown killer "Rollo Tomasi," a name that he has turned into
an emblem of all unpunished evil. This conversation initially seems like a simple

bit of psychological insight. Yet later, when the corrupt police chief Smith shoots
Vincennes, the latter mutters "Rollo Tomasi" with his last breath. When the puzzled Smith asks Exley who Rollo Tomasi is, Exley's earlier conversation with Vincennes motivates his shocked reali zatron that the dead Vincennes has given him a
clue identifying his killer. Near the end, when Exley is about to shoot Smith, he
says that the chief is Rollo Tomasi. Thus an apparently minor detail returns as a
major causal and thematic motif. And perhaps the unusual name, Rollo Tomasi,
functions to help the audience remember this important motif across several
scenes.

Most of what we have said about causality pertains to the plot's direct presentation of causes and effects. In The Man Who Knew Too Much, Jill is shown to be a
good shot, and because of this, she can save her daughter. But the plot can also lead
us to infer causes and effects, and thus build up a total story. The detective film
furnishes the best example of how we actively construct the story.

A murder has been committed. That is, we know an effect but not the causesthe killer, the motive, and perhaps also the method. The mystery tale thus depends
strongly on curiosity-on our desire to know events that have occllrred before the
events that the plot presents to us. It's the detective's job to disclose. at the end, the
missing causss-ts name the killer, explain the motive, and reveal the method. That
is, in the detective film, the climax of the plot (the action we see) is a revelation of
prior incidents in the story (events we did not see). We can diagram this:

a. Crime conceived
b. Crime planned
c. Crime cornmitted
d. Crime discovered
e. Detective investigates

f. Detective reveals z, b, and c
Although this pattern is most common in detective narratives, any film's plot can
withhold causes and thus arouse our curiosity. Horror and science fiction films often leave us temporarily in the dark about what forces lurk behind certain events.
Not until three-quarters of the way through Alien do we learn that the science officer Ash is a robot conspiring to protect the alien. In Cachd, a married couple receive an anonymous videotape recording their daily lives. The film's plot shows
them trying to discover who made it and why it was made. In general, whenever
any film creates a mystery, it suppresses certain story causes and presents only
effects in the plot.
The plot may also present causes but withhold story fficts, prompting suspense and uncertainty in the viewer. After Hannibal Lecter's attack on his guards in
the Tennessee prison rn The Silence of the Larnbs, the police search of the building
raises the possibility that a body lying on top of an elevator is the wounded Lecter.

After an extended suspense scene, we learn that he has switched clothes with a dead
guard and escaped.

A plot's withholding of effects is perhaps most disruptive at the end of a film.
A famous example occurs in the final moments of FranEois Truffaut's The 400
Blows. The boy Antoine Doinel, having escaped from a reformatory, runs along the
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The final ima-9e of Tlte 400 Blotrs leaves Antoine's tirture uncertain.

seashore. The camera zooms in on his face, and the frame freezes (3.8). The plot
does not reveal whether he is captllred and brought back, leaving us to speculate olr

what rni.,ght happen in Antoine's futnre.

Tirne
Causes and their effects are basic to narrative, but they take place ir-r time. Here
again ollr story-plot distinction helps clarify how time sl-rapes ollr understanding of
narratrve actron.
As we watch a film, we construct story time on the basis of what the plot presents. For example. the plot may present events ont of chronological order. In Citi:,ert
Korte, we see a rrran's death before we see his youth, and we mLlst build Llp a chronolo-gical version of his life. Even if events are shown in chronolo.-9ical order. n-lost plots
don't show every detail from beginnin-g to end. We assume that the chararcters spend
Llneventful time sleeping, traveling from place to place, eating, and the like. but tl-re
story duration containing irrelevant action has sirnply been skipped over. Another
possibility is to have the plot present the same story event more than once. as when a
character recalls a traumatic incident. In John Woo's The Killer an accident in the
opening scene blinds a singer, and later we see the same event a._gain and a-eain as the
prota-eonist regretfully thinks back to it.
Sr-rch options mean that in constructing the film's story out of its plot, the
viewer is engaged in trying to pr-rt events in chronological orcler and to assi-9n
tlrem some cluratiort and.frecluenc\'. We can look at each of these temporal factors

separately.

Order We are quite accustomed to filrns that present events out of
story order. A flasl-rback is sirnply a portion of a story that the plot presents out of
chronological order. In Echvarcl Scisso rhartcl* we first see the Winona Ryder character as an old woman telling her granddau-9hter a bedtime story. Most of the film
then shows events that occLlrred when she was a high school girl. Such reordering
doesn't confuse Lls because we mentally rearrange the events into the order in which
they would lo-eically have to occur: childhood comes before adulthood. Frorn the
plot order, we infer the story order. If story events can be thought of as ABCD, then
the plot that uses a flashback presents something like BACD. Sirr-rilarly, a flashforward-that is, moving from present to future then back to the present-would
also be an instance of how plot can shr-rffle story order. A flash-forward could be

Temporal

represented as ABDC.
One cornrnon pattern for reordering story events is an alternation of past and
present in the plot. In the first half of Terence Davies'Dis/cutthices, Still Lives, we
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see scenes set in the present during a young woman's wedding day. These alternate
with flashbacks to a time when her family lived under the sway of an abusive, mentally disturbed father. Interestingly, the flashback scenes are arranged out of chronological story order: Childhood episodes are mixed with scenes of adolescence,

further cueing the spectator to assemble the story.
Sometimes a fairly simple reordering of scenes can create complicated effects. The plot of Quentin Tarantino's Pulp Fiction begins with a couple deciding to rob the diner in which they're eating breakfast. This scene takes place
somewhat late in the story, but the viewer doesn't learn this until near the end of
the film, when the robbery interrupts a dialogue involving other, more central,
characters eating breakfast in the same diner. Just by pulling a scene out of order and placing it at the start, Tarantino creates a surprise. Later in Pulp Fiction,
a hired killer is shot to death. But he reappears alive in subsequent scenes, which
show him and his partner trying to dispose of a dead body. Tarantino has shifted
a block of scenes from the middle of the story (before the man was killed) to the
end of the plot. By coming at the film's conclusion, these portions receive an
emphasis they wouldn't have if they had remained in their chronological story
order.

Temporal

Duration

The plot of North by l{orthwest presents four crowded

days and nights in the life of Roger Thornhill. But the story stretches back far before
that, since information about the past is revealed in the course of the plot. The story
events include Roger's past marriages, the [J.S. Intelligence Agency's plot to create
a false agent named George Kaplan, and the villain Van Damm's series of smuggling
actrvrtres.

In general, a film's plot selects certain stretches of story duration. This could
involve concentrating on a short, relatively cohesive time span, ?S North by l{orthwest does. Or it could involve highlighting significant stretches of time from a period of many years, as Citiz,en Kane does when it shows us the protagonist in his
youth, skips over some time to show him as a young man, skips over more time to
show him middle-aged, and so forth. The sum of all these slices of story duration
yields an overall plot duration.
But we need one more distinction. Watching a movie takes time-20 minutes
or two hours or eight hours (as in Hans Jtirgen Syberberg's Our Hitler: A Film from
Germany). There is thus a third duration involved in a narrative film, which we can
call screen duration. The relationships among story duration, plot duration, and
screen duration are complex (see "Where to Go from Here" for further discussion),
but for our purposes, we can say this: the filmmaker can manipulate screen duration independently of the overall story duration and plot duration. For example,
lllorth by lr{orthwest has an overall story duration of several years (including all relevant prior events), an overall plot duration of four days and nights, and a screen
duration of about 136 minutes.
Just as plot duration selects from story duration, so screen duration selects from
overall plot duration. In North by lr'lorthwest, only portions of the film's four days
and nights are shown to us. An interesting counterexample is Twelve Angry Men,
the story of a jury deliberating a murder case. The 95 minutes of the movie
approximate the same stretch of time in its characters' lives.
At a more specific level, the plot can use screen duration to override story time.
For example, screen duration can expand story duration. A famous instance is that
of the raising of the bridges in Sergei Eisenstein's October. Here an event that takes
only a few moments in the story is stretched out to several minutes of screen time
by means of the technique of film editing. As a result, this action gains a tremendous emphasis. The plot can also use screen duration to compress story tlme, as
when a lengthy process is condensed into a rapid series of shots. These examples
suggest that film techniques play a central role in creating screen duration. We shall
consider this in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Temporal Frequency Most commonly, a story event is presented only once in
the plot. Occasionally, however, a single story event may appear twice or even
more in the plot treatment. If we see an event early in a film and then there is a
flashback to that event later otr, we see that same event twice. Some films use
multiple narrators, each of whom describes the same event; again, we see it occllr
several times. This increased frequency may allow us to see the same action in
several ways. The plot may also provide us with more infonnation, so that we understand the event in a new context when it reappears. This occurs in Pulp Fictiort,
when the robbery of the diner, triggered at the start of the film, takes on its full significance only when it is repeated at the climax. In Run Lola Run, a single event is
repeated many times after it first occurs: Lola's boyfriend reports by phone that he
has lost a bag (Tasche) full of drug money, and we hear him and Lola shouting
"Tasche" several times, even though we reahze that they really say it only once or
twice each. The repetition of their shouts underlines their terror in a way characteristic of this hyperkinetic movie. In our examination of Citizen Kane, we shall see
another example of how repetition can recontextualize old information.
The various ways that a film's plot may manipulate story order, dr"rration, and
frequency illustrate how we actively participate in making sense of the narrative
film. The plot supplies cues about chronological seqLlence, the time span of the actions, and the number of times an event occurs, and it's up to the viewer to make
assumptions and inferences and to form expectations. In some cases, understandin.-e
of temporal relations can get quite complicated. In The Usual Suspecls, a seemin-ely
petty crirninal spins an elaborate tale of his gang's activities to an FBI agent. His
recounting unfolds in many flashbacks, some of which repeat events we witnessed
in the opening scene. Yet a surprise final twist reveals that some of the flashbacks
must have contained lies, and we must piece together both the chronology of events
and the story's real cause-effect chain. Such time scrambling has become n-lore
common in recent decades. (See 'A Closer Look", p. 83.)
Often we must motivate manipulations of time by the all-important principle of
cause and effect. For instance, a flashback will often be caused by some incident
that triggers a character's recalling some event in the past. The plot may skip over
years of story duration if they contain nothing important to the chains of cause and
effect. The repetition of actions may also be motivated by the plot's need to communicate certain key causes very clearly to the spectator.

Space
In some media, a narrative might emphasize only causality and time. Many of the
anecdotes we tell each other don't specify where the action takes place. In film narrative, however, space is usually an important factor. Events occur in well-defined
locales, such as Kansas or Oz; the Flint, Michigan, of Roger and Me; or the Manhattan of lr'lorth by l{orthwest. We shall consider setting in more detail when we examine mise-en-scene in Chapter 4, but we ought briefly to note how plot and story
can manipulate space.
Normally, the place of the story action is also that of the plot, but sometimes the
plot leads us to infer other locales as part of the story. We never see Roger Thornhill's
office or the colleges that kicked Kane out. Thus the narative may ask us to imagine
spaces and actions that are never shown. In Otto Preminger's Exodrl.s, one scene is devoted to Dov Landau's interrogation by a terrorist organization he wants to join. Dov
reluctantly tells his questioners of life in a Nazi concentration camp (3.13). Although
the film never shows this locale through a flashback, much of the scene's emotional
power depends on our using our imagination to fill in Dov's sketchy description of
the camp.

Further, we can introduce an idea akin to the concept of screen duration. Besides story space and plot space, cinema employs screen space: the visible space

PLAYING GAMES WITH STORY TIME
For a spectator, reconstructing story order from the plot might be seen as a

sort of game. Most Hollywood films
make this Same fairty simple. Stitl, just
as we enjoy learning the rules of new
games rather than playing the same one
over and over, in unusuat fitffis, we can

enjoy the cha[lenge of unpredictable
presentations of story events.
Since the

.l980s,

occasional films have
exploited that enjoyment by using techniques other than straightforward ftashbacks and flash-forwards to te[[ their
stories. For instance, the story events
might be reordered in novel ways. Pulp
Fiction (1994) begins and ends with
stages of a restaurant holdup-seemingly a conventional frame story. Yet in
fact the final event to occur in the
story-the Bruce Willis character and his
girlfriend fleeing Los Angeles-happens
wel after the last scene. The reordering
of events is startling and confusing at
first, but it is dramatically effective in

the way the conclusion forces us to
rethink events we have seen eartier.
The success of Pulp Fiction made

such a play with story order more acceptable in American filmmaking. GO

Mainstream films may also use sci-

to present alternative futures, often cailed
"what if?" narratives. (The film industry
website Box Office Mojo even lists
ence fiction or fantasy premises

"What lf" as a separate genre and defines
it as "Comedies About Metaphystical
Questions That Come to Pass by Fantastical Means but in Realistic SettingsJ')
Such films typically present a situation at

the beginning, then show how it might
proceed along different cause-effect
chains if one factor were to be changed.
Sliding Doors (Peter Howitt,

.l998),

for example, shows the heroine, Helen, fired
from her job and heading home to her
apartment, where her boyfriend is in bed
with another woman. We see Helen entering the subway and catching her train,

but then the action runs backward and
she enters again, this time bumping into
a child on the stairs and missing the train.
The rest of the films plot moves between two alternative futures for Helen.
By catching the train, Helen arrives in
time to discover the affair and moves
out. By missing the train, she arrives after
the other woman has left and hence she
stays with her faithless boyfriend. The

(Doug Liman, 1999) presents the actions
of a single night three times, each time
from a different character's point of
view. We cannot futty figure out what
happened until the end, since various
events are withhetd from the first version and shown in the second and third.
Pulp Fiction and GO were independent films, but more mainstream Holtywood movies have also played with the
temporal relations of story and ptot.
Steven Soderberghs Out of Sight (1998)
begins with the story of an inept bank
robber who fa[[s in love with the FBI

plot moves back and forth between
these mutually exclusive cause-effect

agent who pursues him despite her obvious attraction to him. As their oddball
romance proceeds, there is a string of
flashbacks not motivated by any character's memory. These seem to involve a
quite separate ptotline, and their purpose is puzzling until the fitms second
hatf, when the final flashback, perhaps a
character's recollection, loops back to
the action that had begun the film and
thus helps explain the main plot events.

3.10), and later trying

chains before neatly dovetailing them at
the end.
Groundhog Day (Harold Ramis, 1993)
helped to popularize "what if?" plots.
On February l, an obnoxious weatherman, Phil, travels to Punxsutawney to
cover the famous Groundhog Day ceremonies. He then finds himself trapped
in February 2, which repeats over and
over, with variants depending on how

Phit acts each d^y,sometimes frivolously, sometimes breaking laws (3.9,

to improve his [ife.

Only after many such days does he become an admirable character, and the
repetitions mysteriously stop.
Neither Sliding Doors nor Groundhog
Day provides any explanation for the
forking of its protagonist's Iife into various paths. We simpty must assume that
some higher power has intervened in order to improve his or her situa-

tion. Other films may provide

some
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again travel back to 1955 to stop Biff
from changing events. By the end of Part
ll, he becomes trapped there, while Doc
is accidentally sent back to 1885. Marty
joins him there in Part lll for another set
of threatened changes to the future. lf
a[[ this sounds complicated, it is. Atthough the narrative maintains a remark-

During one

repetition of February
2 in Groundhog Day,
Phil tests whether he
can get away with
crimes, getting himself
tossed in

jail in the

evenlng . .

.

ably unified series of cause-effect
chains, it becomes so convoluted that at

one point Doc diagrams events for
Marty (and us) on a blackboard!

Not surprisingly, such narrative games
were influenced by . similar trend in Eu.l98.l,

3.10 ...onlytofind
himself waking up,

ropean films.

on other Groundhog
Days, back in bed at
the bed-and-breakfast

lnn.

Polish director

or not. Unlike Sliding Doors, however,
Blind Chance presents these alternative
futures as setf-contained stories, one after the other. The same approach appears in Run Lola Run (Tom Tykwer,1998,
Germany), where the heroines desperate attempts to replace a large sum that
her inept boyfriend owes to drug deaters are shown as three stories that end
very differently after smalI changes of
motivation for the changes, such as a
time machine. The three Back to the Fu-

action on Lolas part. Alternative versions of events based on characters'
conflicting reco[[ections had already

ture films (Robert Zemekis, 1985, 1989,
1990) posit that Martys friend Doc has
invented such a machine, and in the first

sawa's Rashomon (.l950) and Alain
Resnais's Last Year at Marienbad (.l96.l).

film, it accidentally transports Marty

back to 1955, a time just before his parents felI in love. By accidentally changing the circumstances that caused their
romance, Marty endangers his own exis.l985.
Despite being comedies
tence in
aimed primarily at teenagers and despite

providing the time machine motivation
for the changes, the three films, and particutarly Parts I and ll, created complex
crisscrossings of cause and effect. Marty
induces his parents to fatt in love and returns safely to 1985 (where his life has
been improved as a result of his first
time trip). But events that take place in
his Iife in 2Ol5 have effects in
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Krzysztof Kieslowski mad e Blind Chonce,
which showed three sets of consequences depending on whether the protagonist caught a train at the beginning

as

.l955,

as

the

villain Biff uses the time machine to
travel back and change what happened
then in yet another way-one that ends
with terrible consequences for Doc and
for Martys whole family. Marty must

been used, most famously in Akira Kuro-

Although temporal scrambting and
"what if?" premises make it more difficult for us to piece story events to-

gether, filmmakers usua[[y give us
enough clues along the way to keep us
from frustration. Usualty, the film does
not provide a huge number of alternative futures-perhaps onty two or three.
Within these futures, the cause-effect
chain remains linear, so that we can
piece it together. The characters and
settings tend to remain quite consistent

for alI the alternative story Iinesthough often sma[[ differences
pearance are introduced

to help

of apus keep

track of events (3.11, 3.121. The individual
story lines tend to para[[e[ one another.
ln atl three presentations of events in
Run Lola Run, the goal is the same, even
though the progression and outcomes
are different. The final presentation of

3.ll

In one story line of Sliding Doors,
Helen helpfully gets her hair cut short so
that we can distinguish her from . . .

3.12

. . . the Helen of the other story
line, who keeps her hair long. (A bandage
on her forehead was a crucial clue before
the haircut, when the two Helens were
otherwise identical.)

events tends

to give

us

the impression

of being the rea[, final one, and so "what
if?" films usually achieve a sense of closure. Characters sometimes even talk
about the events that have changed
their lives, as with Docs blackboard explanation in Back to the Future //. ln Sliding Doors, Helen remarks, "lf only I had
just caught that bloody train, itU never

move backward through time, so the
first plot event we see is the final story
event, the second plot event is the nextto-last story event, and so on. This tactic reflects the heros loss of short-term
memory, but

have happened."

These films appeal

to the way we

think in ordinary life. We sometimes
speculate about how our lives would
change if a single event had been differ-

ent. We easily understand the sort of
game that these films present, and we're
willing to play it.
More and more, however, puzzle films
have denied us this degree of unity and

clarity. Here filmmakers create perplexing patterns of story time or causality,
trusting that viewers will search for
clues by rewatching the movie. An early
example was Christopher Nolan s Memento (.1998), which presents the hero's

investigation along

Brief black-and-white scenes show an
ongoing present, with story action moving forward chronologically. The more
expanded scenes, which are in colol

two time

tracks.

to

it also challenges

viewers

piece everything together. At the

same time, there are enough uncertain-

ties about the hero's memories to lead
viewers to speculate that some mysteries remain unresolved at the close.
The DVD format, which allows random access to scenes, encouraged filmmakers along this path, ds did the

lnternet. Websites and chatrooms
with speculations about what

buzzed

realty happened in Donnie Darko (200.l),

ldentity (2003), Primer (2004), and The
Butterfly Effect (2004). Like other films
that twist or break ,p story time, puzzle
movies try to engross us in the dynamics of narrative form.
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3.13 ln E.rocht,s, Dov Landau recounts

his traumatic stay in a concentration catnp. Instead of
presenting this through a flashback, the narration dwells on his f-ace. leaving us to visr,ralize his
ordeal.

within the frame. We'll consider screen space and offscreen space in detail in
Chapter 5, when we analyze framing as a cinematographic technique. For now,
it's enough to say that, just as screen duration selects certain plot spans for
presentation, so screen space selects portions of plot space.

Openings, Closings, and Patterns of Developmenr
In Chapter 2, our discussion of formal development in general within the film su,_9gested that it's often useful to compare beginnings and endings. A narrative's Llse
of causality, time, and space usually involves a change from an initial sitr"ration to a
final situation.
A film does not just start, itbegins. The opening provides a basis for what is to
come and initiates us into the narrative. In some cases, the plot will seek to arouse
curiosity by bringing us into a series of actions that has already started. (This is
called opening in medias res, a Latin phrase meaning "in the middle of things.")
The viewer speculates on possible causes of the events presented. The Usuol Sa^spec'ts begins with a mysterious man named Keyser Soze killing one of the main
characters and setting fire to a ship. Much of the rest of the film deals with how
these events came to pass. In other cases, the film begins by telling us about the
characters and their situations before any major actions occur.
Either wa), some of the actions that took place before the plot started will be
stated or suggested so that we can start to connect up the whole story. The portion
of the plot that lays out important story events and character traits in the opening
situation is called the exposition In general, the opening raises ollr expectations by
setting up a specific range of possible causes for and effects of what we see. Indeed,
the first quarter or so of a film's plot is often referred to as the setup.
As the plot proceeds, the causes and effects will define narrower patterns of development. There is no exhaustive list of possible plot patterns, but several kinds
crop up frequently enough to be worth mentioning.
Most patterns of plot development depend heavily on the ways that causes and
effects create a change in a character's situation. The most common general pattern
is a c'hange in knowledge. Very often, a character learns something in the course of
the action, with the most crucial knowledge comin g at the final turning point of the
plot. In Witness, when John Book, hiding out on an Amish farm, learns that his
partner has been killed, his rage soon leads to a climactic shoot-out.
A very common pattern of development is the goal-oriented plot, in which a
character takes steps to achieve a desired object or state of affairs. Plots based on
searches would be instances of the goal plot. In Raiders of the Lost Ark, the

Principles of N arratiue Consnuction

protagonists try to find the Ark of the Covenant; rn Le Million, characters search for
a missing lottery ticket; in North by Northwest, Roger Thornhill looks for George Kaplan. A variation on the goal-oriented plot pattern is the investigation, So typical of
detective films, in which the protagonist's goal is not an object, but informatlon, usually about mysterious causes. In more strongly psychological films, such as Fellini's
81/2, the search and the investigation become internalized when the protagonist, a
noted film director, attempts to discover the source of his creative problems.
Time or space may also provide plot patterns. A framing situation in the present may initiate a series of flashbacks showing how events led up to the present situation, oS inThe Usual Suspecls'flashbacks. Hoop Dreams is organized around the
two main characters' high school careers, with each part of the film devoted to a
year of their lives. The plot may also create a specific duration for the action, a
deadline. In Back to the Future, the hero must synchronize his time machine with
a bolt of lightning at a specific moment in order to return to the present. This creates a goal toward which he must struggle. Or the plot may create patterns of repeated action via cycles of events: the familiar "here we go again" pattern. Such a
pattern occurs in Woody Allen's Zelig, in which the chameleon-like hero repeatedly
loses his own identity by imitating the people around him.
Space can also become the basis for a plot pattern. This usually happens when
the action is confined to a single locale, such as a train (Anthony Mann's The Tall
Thrget) or a home (Sidney Lumet's Long Day's Journey into Night).
A given plot can, of course, combine these patterns. Many films built around a
journey, such as The Wizard of Oz or North by Northwest, involve deadlin es. The Usual
Suspecls puts its flashbacks at the service of an investigation. Jacques Thti's Mr. Hulot's Holiday uses both spatial and temporal patterns to structure its comic plot. The
plot confines itself to a beachside resort and its neighboring areas, and it consumes one
week of a summer vacation. Each day certain routines recur: morning exercise, lunch,
afternoon outings, dinner, evening entertainment. Much of the film's humor relies on
the way that Mr. Hulot alienates the other guests and the townspeople by disrupting
their conventional habits (3.14). Although cause and effect still operate in Mr. Hulot's
Holiday, time and space are central to the plot's formal patterning.
For any pattern of development, the spectator will create specific expectatrons.
As the film trains the viewer in its particular form, these expectations become more
and more precise. Once we comprehend Dorothy's desire to go home, we see her
every action as furthering or delaying her progress toward her goal. Thus her trip
through Oz is hardly a sightseeing tour. Each step of her journey (to the Emerald

City, to the Witch's castle, to the Emerald City again) is governed by the same
principle-her desire to go home.
In any film, the pattern of development in the middle portion may delay an expected outcome. When Dorothy at last reaches the Wizard, he sets up a new

3.14 ln Mn Hulot's
Holidav, Hulot's aged,
noisy car has a flat tire
that breaks up a funeral.
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obstacle for her by demanding the Witch's broom. Similarly, in North by Northwest, Hitchcock's journey plot constantly postpones Roger Thornhill's discovery of
the Kaplan hoax, and this, too, creates suspense. The pattern of development may
also create surprise, the cheating of an expectation, as when Dorothy discovers that
the Wizard is a fraud or when Thornhill sees the minion Leonard fire point-blank at
his boss Van Damm. Patterns of development encourage the spectator to form longterm expectations that can be delayed, cheated, or gratified.
A film doesn't simply stop; it ends. The narrative will typically resolve its
causal issues by bringing the development to a high point, or climax. In the climax,
the action is presented as having a narrow range of possible outcomes. At the climax of North by Northwest, Roger and Eve are dangling off Mount Rushmore, and
there are only two possibilities: They will fall, or they will be saved.
Because the climax focuses possible outcomes so narrowly, it typically serves
to settle the causal issues that have run through the film. In the documentary Primary, the climax takes place on election night; both Kennedy and Humphrey await
the voters' verdict and finally learn the winner. In Jaws, several battles with the
shark climax in the destruction of the boat, the death of Captain Quint, the apparent death of Hooper, and Brody's final victory. In such films, the ending resolves,
or closes off, the chains of cause and effect.
Emotionally, the climax aims to lift the viewer to a high degree of tension or
suspense. Since the viewer knows that there are relatively few ways the action can
develop, she or he can hope for a fairly specific outcome. In the climax of many
films, formal resolution coincides with an emotional satisfaction.
A few narratives, however, are deliberately anticlimactic. Having created ex-

pectations about how the cause-effect chain will be resolved, the film scotches
them by refusing to settle things definitely. One famous example is the last shot of
The 400 Blows (p. 80). In Michelangelo Antonioni's L'Eclisse ("The Eclipse"), the
two lovers vow to meet for a final reconciliation but aren't shown doing so.
In such films, the ending remains relatively open. That is, the plot leaves us uncertain about the final consequences of the story events. Our response becomes less
firm than it does when a film has a clear-cut climax and resolution. The form may
encourage us to imagine what might happen next or to reflect on other ways in
which our expectations might have been fulfilled.

Narration: The Flow of Story Information
A plot presents or implies story information. The opening of North by l{orthw,est
shows Manhattan at rush hour and introduces Roger Thornhill as an advertising executive; it also suggests that he has been busily dictating before we see him. Filmmakers have long reahzed that the spectator's interest can be aroused and
manipulated by carefully divulging story information at various points. In general,

when we go to a film, we know relatively little about the story; by the end, we know
a lot more, usually the whole story. What happens in between?
The plot may arrange cues in ways that withhold information for the sake of
curiosity or surprise. Or the plot may supply information in such a way as to create
expectations or increase suspense. All these processes constitute narration, the
plot's way of distributing story information in order to achieve specific effects. Narration is the moment-by-moment process that guides us in building the story out of
the plot. Many factors enter into narration, but the most important ones for our
purposes involve the range and the depth of story information that the plot presents.

Range of Story Information
The plot of D. W. Griffith's The Birth of a lt{ation begins by recounting how slaves
were brought to America and how people debated the need to free them. The plot

Narration: The FIow of Story Information

then shows two families, the northern Stoneman family and the southern Camerons.
The plot also dwells on political matters, including Lincoln's hope of averting civil
war. From the start, then, our range of knowledge is very broad. The plot takes us
across historical periods, regions of the countr/, and various groups of characters.
This breadth of story information continues throughout the film. When Ben
Cameron founds the Ku Klux Klan, we know about it at the moment the idea strikes
him, long before the other characters learn of it. At the climax, we know that the
Klan is riding to rescue several characters besieged in a cabin, but the besieged people do not know this. On the whole, in The Birth of a l{ation, the narcation is very
unrestricted: We know more, we see and hear more, than any of the characters can.
Such extremely knowledgeable narration is often called omniscient narration.
Now consider the plot of Howard Hawks's The BiS Sleep. The film begins with
the detective Philip Marlowe visiting General Sternwood, who wants to hire him.
We learn about the case as he does. Throughout the rest of the film, Marlowe is
present in every scene. With hardly any exceptions, we don't see or hear anything
that he can't see and hear. The narration is thus restricted to what Marlowe knows.
Each alternative offers certain advantages. The Birth of a Nation seeks to present
a panoramic vision of a period in American history (seen through peculiarly racist
spectacles). Omniscient narration is thus essential to creating the sense of many destinies intertwined with the fate of the country. Had Griffith restricted narration the
way The BiS Sleep does, we would have learned story information solely through one
character-say, Ben Cameron. We could not witness the prologue scene, or the scenes
in Lincoln's office, or most of the battle episodes, or the scene of Lincoln's assassination, since Ben is present at none of these events. The plot would now concentrate
on one man's experience of the Civil War and Reconstruction.
Similarly, The Big Sleep derives functional advantages from its restricted narration. By limiting us to Marlowe's range of knowledge, the film can create curiosity and surprise. Restricted narration is important to mystery films, since the fllms
engage our interest by hiding certain important causes. Confining the plot to an investigator's range of knowledge plausibly motivates concealing other story information . The BiS Sleep could have been less restricted by, say, alternating scenes of
Marlowe's investigation with scenes that show the gambling boss, Eddie Mars,
planning his crimes, but this would have given away some of the mystery. In each
of the two films, the narration's range of knowledge functions to elicit particular
reactions from the viewer.
Unrestricted and restricted narration aren't watertight categories but rather are
two ends of a continuum. Range is a matter of degree. A film may present a broader
range of knowledge than does The BiS Sleep and still not attain the omniscience of
The Birth of a Nation In North by Northwest, for instance, the early scenes confine
us pretty much to what Roger Thornhill sees and knows. After he flees from the
United Nations building, however, the plot moves to Washington, where the members of the U.S. Intelligence Agency discuss the situation. Here the viewer learns
something that Roger Thornhill will not learn for some time: the man he seeks,
George Kaplan, does not exist. Thereafter, we have a greater range of knowledge
than Roger does. In at least one important respect, we also know more than the
Agency's staff: we know exactly how the mix-up took place. But we still do not
know many other things that the narration could have divulged in the scene in
Washington. For instance, the Agency's staff do not identify the real agent they
have working under Van Damm's nose. In this way, any film may oscillate between
restricted and unrestricted presentation of story information. (For more on narration
in l{orth by Northwest, see pp. 81-82.)
In fact, across a whole film, narration is never completely unrestricted. There is
always something we are not told, even if it is only how the story will end. Usually,
therefore, we think of a typical unrestricted narration as operating in the way that it
does in The Birth of a lr,latiow The plot shifts constantly from character to character
to change our source of information.
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"ln the first section fof Reservoir
Dogs/ up until Mr. Orange shoots Mr.
Blonde, the characters have far more

information about what's going on
than you have-and they have
conflicting information. Then the Mr.
Orange sequence happens and that's
great leveller. You start getting
caught up with exactly what's going
a

on, and in the third part, when you
go back into the warehouse for the
climax you are totally ahead

of

everybody-you know far more than
any one of the characters."
-

Quentin Tarantino, director

Similarly, a completely restricted narration is not common. Even if the plot rs
built around a single character, the narration usually includes a few scenes that the
character is not present to witness. Though Tootsie's narration remains almost
entirely attached to actor Michael Dorsey, a few shots show his acquaintances
shopping or watching him on television.
The plot's range of story information creates a hierarchy of knowledge. At any
given moment, we can ask if the viewer knows more than, less than, or as much as
the characters do. For instance, here's how hierarchies would look for the three
films we have been discussing. The higher someone is on the scale, the greater his
or her range of knowledge:

Birth of a lllation

The BiS Sleep

North bv Northwest

(unrestricted narration)

(restricted)

(mixed and fluctuating)

viewer

viewer-Marlowe

the Agency

The

all characters

viewer

Thornhill
An easy way to analyze the range of narration is to ask, Who knows what wlten

The spectator must be included among the "whos," not only because we may

?

-qet

more knowledge than any one character but also because we may get knowledge that
no character possesses. We shall see this happen at the end of Citizen Kane.
Our examples suggest the powerful effects that narration can achieve by ma-

nipulating the range of story information. Restricted narration tends to create
greater curiosity and suqprise for the viewer. For instance, if a character is exploring a sinister house, and we see and hear no more than the character does,, a sudden
revelation of a hand thrusting out from a doorway will startle us. In contrast. as
Hitchcock pointed out, a degree of unrestricted narration helps build suspense. He
explained it this way to FranEois Truffaut:
We are now having a very innocent little chat. Let us sLlppose that there is a bomb underneath this table between Lls. Nothing happens, and then all of a sudden. "Booln!"
There is an explosion. The public is surprised, but prior to this surprise, it has seen an
absolutely ordinary scene, of no special consequence. Now, let us take a suspense situation. The bomb is underneath the table and the public knows it, probably because they
have seen the anarchist place it there. The public is aware that the bomb is -eoing to explode at one o'clock and there is a clock in the decor. The public can see that it is a
quarter to one. In these conditions this innocuous conversation becomes fascinating because the public is participating in the scene. The audience is longing to warn the characters on the screen: "YoLl shouldn't be talking about such trivial matters. There's a
bomb beneath yoLr and it's about to explode!"
In the first case we have given the public fifteen seconds of surprise at the moment
of the explosion. In the second case we have provided them with fifteen minutes of slrspense. The conclusion is that whenever possible the public must be inforrned. (FranEois
Truffaut. Hitchcoc'k [New York: Simon & Schuster, 1967], p. 52)

Hitchcock put his theory into practice. In Psycho, Lila Crane explores the Bates
mansion in much the same way as our hypothetical character is doing above. There
are isolated moments of surprise as she discovers odd information about Norman
and his mother. But the overall effect of the sequence is built on suspense because
we know, as Lila does not, that Mrs. Bates is in the house. (Actually, as rn North by
l{orthwest, our knowledge isn't completely accurate, but during Lila's investi gation, we believe it to be.) As in Hitchcock's anecdote, our superior range of knowledge creates sLlspense because we can anticipate events that the character cannot.

Depth of Story Information
A film's narration not only manipulates the range of knowledge but also manipulates the depth of our knowledge. Here we are referring to how deeply the plot
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plunges into a character's psychological states. Just as there is a spectrum between
restricted and unrestricted narration, there is a continuum between objectivity and
subjectivity.
A plot might confine us wholly to information about what characters say and
do: their external behavior. Here the narration is relatively objective. Or a film's plot
may give us access to what characters see and hear. We might see shots taken from
a character's optical standpoint, the point-of-view shot, as we saw in our very first
example from Shodow of a Doubt (pp. 3-l ). Or we might hear sounds as the character would hear them, what sound recordists call sound perspective. Visual or auditory point of view offers a degree of subjectivity, one we might call perceptual
subjectivity.
There is the possibility of still greater depth if the plot plunges into the character's mind. We might hear an internal voice reporting the character's thoughts, or we
might see the character's inner images, representing memory, fantasy, dreams, or
hallucinations. This can be termed mental subjectiviry. In such ways, narrative films
can present story information at various depths of the character's psychological life.
Does a restricted range of knowledge create a greater subjective depth? Not
necessarily. The Big Sleep is quite restricted in its range of knowledge, 3s we've
seen. Still, we very seldom see or hear things from Marlowe's perceptual vantage
point, and we never get direct access to his mind. The BiS Sleep uses almost completely objective narration. The omniscient narration of The Birth of a lr{ation, however, plunges to considerable depth with optical point-of-view shots, flashbacks,
and the hero's final fantasy vision of a world without war. Hitchcock delights in
giving us greater knowledge than his characters have, but at certain moments, he
confines us to their perceptual subjectivity (as we've seen, relying on point-of-view
shots). Range and depth of knowledge are independent variables.
Incidentally, this is one reason why the term point of view is ambiguous. It can
refer to range of knowledge (as when a critic speaks of an "omniscient point of
view") or to depth (as when speaking of "subjective point of view"). In the rest of

this book, we

will

use point
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3.15 One of the early flashbacks in
Sansho the Bailiff starts with the mother
now living in exile with her children,
kneeling by a stream.

3.16

Her image is replaced by a shot of
her husband in the past, about to surnmon
his son Zushio.

of view only to refer to perceptual subjectivity, as in

the phrase "optical point-of-view shot."
Manipulating the depth of knowledge can achieve many purposes. Plunging to
the depths of mental subjectivity can increase our sympathy for a character and can
cue stable expectations about what the characters will later say or do. The memory
sequences in Alain Resnais's Hiroshima mon amour and the fantasy sequences in
Fellini's Bl/z yield information about the protagonists'traits and possible future actions that would be less vivid if presented objectively. A subjectively motivated
flashback can create parallels among characters, as does the flashback shared by
mother and son in Kenji Mizoguchi's Saresho the Bailiff(3.15-3.18). A plot can create curiosity about a character's motives and then use some degree of subjectivityfor example, inner commentary or subjective flashback-to explain the cause of the
behavior. In The Sixth Sense, the child psychologist's odd estrangement from his
wife begins to make sense when we hear his inner recollection of something his
young patient had told him much earlier.
On the other hand, objectivity can be an effective way of withholding information. One reason that The Big Sleep does not treat Marlowe subjectively is that
the detective genre demands that the detective's reasoning be concealed from the
viewer. The mystery is more mysterious if we do not know his hunches and conclusions before he reveals them at the end. At any moment in a film, we can ask,
"How deeply do I know the characters' perceptions, feelings, and thoughts?" The
answer will point directly to how the narration is presenting or withholding story
information in order to achieve a formal function or a specific effect on the viewer.
One final point about the depth of knowledge that the narration presents: Most

films insert subjective moments into an overall framework of objectivity. For instance, in North by l{orthwest, point-of-view editing is used as we see Roger

1.17 At the climax of the scene in the
past, the father gives Zushio an ima-ge of
the goddess of mercy and admonishes him
always to show kindness to others.
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Thornhill crawl up to Van Damm's window (3.19-3.21). Similarly, a dream
sequence will often be bracketed by shots of the sleeper in bed.

3.18 Normal procedure would come out
of the flashback showing the mother again,
emphasizing it as her memory. Instead, we
return to the present with a shot of Zushio,
bearing the goddess's image. It is as if he
and his mother have shared the memory of
the father's gift.

Flashbacks offer a fascinating instance of the overarching power of objective
narration. They are usually motivated as mental subjectivity, since the events we see
are triggered by a character's recalling the past. Yet, once we are inside the flashback, events will typically be presented from a wholly objective standpoint.
They will usually be presented in an unrestricted fashion, too, and may even
include action that the remembering character could have no way of knowing.
In other words, most films take objective narration as a baseline from which
we may depart in search of subjective depth but to which we will return. There
are, however, other films that refuse this convention. Fellini's 8l /2, Bufluel's

Belle de jour and Haneke's Cach6, Resnais's Last Year at Marienbad, and
Nolan's Memento mix objectivity and subjectivity in ambiguous ways. Here, as
elsewhere, the manipulation of story information is not just a matter of what action takes place in the film. Any choice about range or depth affects how the
spectator thinks and feels about the film as it progresses.

The Narrator

3.19 ln North by Northwesf, Roger
Thornhill looks in Van Damm's window
(objective narration).

3.20 A shot from Roger's point of view
follows (perceptual subjectivity).

3.21

This is followed by another shot of
Roger looking (objectivity again).

Narration, then, is the process by which the plot presents story information to the
spectator. This process may shift between restricted and unrestricted ranges of
knowledge and varying degrees of objectivity and subjectivity. Narration may also
use a narcator some specific agent who purports to be telling us the story.
The narrator may be a character in the story. We are familiar with this convention from literature, as when Huck Finn or Jane Eyre recounts a novel's action. In
Edward Dmytryk's film Murder, My Sweet, the detective tells his story in flashbacks, addressing the information to inquiring policemen. In the documentary
Roger and Me, Michael Moore frankly acknowledges his role as a character narrator. He starts the film with his reminiscences of growing up in Flint, Michigan, and
he appears on camera in interviews with workers and in confrontations with
General Motors security staff.
A film can also use a noncharacter narraton Noncharacter narrators are
common in documentaries. We never learn who belongs to the anonymous
"voice of God" we hear in The River Primar!, or Hoop Dreams. A fictional film
may employ this device as well. Jules and Jim uses a dry, matter-of-fact commentator to lend a flavor of objectivity, while other films might call on this device to lend a sense of realism, as in the urgent voice-over we hear during The
Naked City.

A film may play on the character/noncharacter distinction by making the
source of a narrating voice uncertain. ln Film About aWomanWho . .. , we might
assume that a character is the narrator, but we cannot be sure because we cannot
tell which character the voice belongs to. In fact, it may be coming from an external commentator.
Note that either sort of narrator may present various sorts of narration. A
character narrator is not necessarily restricted and may tell of events that she or
he did not witness, as the relatively minor figure of the village priest does in John
Ford's The Quiet Man. A noncharacter narrator need not be omniscient and
could confine the commentary to what a single character knows. A character narrator might be highly subjective, telling us details of his or her inner life, or
might be objective, confining his or her recounting strictly to externals. A noncharacter narrator might give us access to subjective depths, &S in Jules and Jim,
or might stick simply to surface events, as does the impersonal voice-over commentator in The Killing. In any case, the viewer's process of picking up cues, developing expectations, and constructing an ongoing story out of the plot will be
partially shaped by what the narrator tells or doesn't tell.

I'Jarration: The Fl.ow o/ Story Information

Summing LJp Narration
We can summarrze the shaping power of narration by considering George Miller's
The RoaclWarrior (also known as Macl Max II). The film's plot opens with a voiceover commentary by an elderly male narrator who recalls "the warrior Max." After
presenting exposition that tells of the worldwide wars that led society to degenerate into gangs of scavengers, the narrator falls silent. The question of his identity is
left unanswered.
The rest of the plot is organtzed around Max's encounter with a group of peaceful desert people. They want to flee to the coast with the gasoline they have refined,
but they're under siege by a gang of vicious marauders. The plot action involves
Max's agreement to work for the settlers in exchange for gasoline. Later, after a
brush with the gang leaves him wounded, his dog dead, and his car demolished,
Max commits himself to helping the people escape their compound. The struggle
against the encircling gang comes to its climax in an attempt to escape with a tanker
truck, with Max at the wheel.
Max is at the center of the plot's causal chain; his goals and conflicts propel the
developing action. Moreover, after the anonymous narrator's prologue, most of the
film is restricted to Max's range of knowledge. Like Philip Marlowe in The Big
Sleep, Max is present in every scene, and almost everything we learn gets funneled
thror"rgh him. The depth of story information is also consistent. The narration provides optical point-of-view shots as Max drives his car (3.22) or watches a skirmish
thror"rgh a telescope. When he is rescued after his car crash, his delirium is rendered
as mental subjectivity, using the conventional cLles of slow motion, superimposed
imagery, and slowed-down sound (3.23). All of these narrational devices encourage
us to sympathrze with Max.

3.22

A point-of-view shot

Warrior

3.23

as

Max drives up to an apparently abandoned -9yro in The Road

The injured Max's drzzy view of his rescLler Llses double exposLlre.
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3.24 As the camera tracks away from Max, we hear the narrator's voice: 'And the Road
Warrior? That was the last we ever saw of him. He lives now only in my memories."

At certain points, however, the naffation becomes more unrestricted. This occurs principally during chases and battle scenes, when we witness events Max probably does not know about. In such scenes, unrestricted narration functions to build
up suspense by showing both pursuers and pursued or different aspects of the battle. At the climax, Max's truck successfully draws the gang away from the desert
people, who escape to the south. But when his truck overturns, Max-and we-

learn that the truck holds only sand. It has been a decoy. Thus our restriction to
Max's range of knowledge creates a surprise.
There is still more to learn, however. At the very end, the elderly narrator's voice
returns to tell us that he was the feral child whom Max had befriended. The desert
people drive off, and Max is left alone in the middle of the highway. The film's final

image-a shot of the solitary Max receding into the distance

as

we pull back

(3.24)-

suggests both a perceptual subjectivity (the boy's point of view as he rides away from

Max) and a mental subjectivity (the memory of Max dimming for the narrator).
In The Road Warrior then, the plot's form is achieved not only by causality,
time, and space but also by a coherent use of narration. The middle portion of the
film channels our expectations through an attachment to Max, alternating with
more unrestricted portions. And this middle section is framed by the mysterious
narrator who puts all the events into the distant past. The narrator's presence at the
opening leads us to expect him to return at the end, perhaps explaining who he is.
Thus both the cause-effect organization and the narrational patterning help the film
give us a unified experience.

The Classical Hollywood Cinema
The number of possible narratives is unlimited. Historically, however, fictional
filmmaking has tended to be dominated by a single tradition of narrative form.
We'll refer to this dominant mode as the "classical Hollywood cinema." This mode
is "classi cal" because of its lengthy, stable, and influential history, and "Hollywood" because the mode assumed its most elaborate shape in American studio
films. The same mode, however, governs many narrative films made in other
countries. For example,The RoadWarrior though an Australian film, is constructed
along classical Hollywood lines. And many documentaries, such as Primary, rely
on conventions derived from Hollywood's fictional narratives.
This conception of narrative depends on the assumption that the action will
spring primarily from individual characters as causal agents. Natural causes (floods,
earthquakes) or societal causes (institutions, wars, economic depressions) may affect

the action, but the narrative centers on personal psychological causes: decisions,
choices, and traits of character.

The

Often an important trait that functions to get the narrative moving is a desire.
The character wants something. The desire sets up a goal, and the course of the narrative's development will most likely involve the process of achieving that goal. In
The Wizard of Oz, Dorothy has a series of goals, as we've seen: first to save Toto
from Miss Gulch, then to get home from Oz. The latter goal creates short-term
goals along the way: getting to the Emerald City and then killing the Witch.
If this desire to reach a goal were the only element present, there would be nothing to stop the character from moving quickly to achieve it. But there is a counterforce
in the classical narrative: an opposition that creates conflict. The protagonist comes up
against a character whose traits and goals are opposed to his or hers. As a result, the
protagonist must seek to change the situation so that he or she can achieve the goal.
Dorothy's desire to return to Kansas is opposed by the Wicked Witch, whose goal is
to obtain the Ruby Slippers. Dorothy must eventually eliminate the Witch before she
is able to use the slippers to go home. We shall see in His Girl Friday how the two
main characters' goals conflict until the final resolution (pp. 401-402).
Cause and effect imply change. If the characters didn't desire something to be
different from the way it is at the beginning of the narrative, change wouldn't occur. Therefore characters'traits and wants are a strong source of causes and effects.
But don't all narratives have protagonists of this sort? Actually, no. In 1920s
Soviet films, such as Sergei Eisenstein's Potemkin, October, and Strike, no individual serves as protagonist. In films by Eisenstein and Yasuj iro Ozu, many events are
seen as caLlsed not by characters but by larger forces (social dynamics in the former, an overarching nature in the latter). In narrative films such as Michelangelo
Antonioni's L'Avventltra, the protagonist is not active but passive. So the active,
goal-oriented protagonist, though common, doesn't appear in every narrative film.
In the classical Hollywood narrative, the chain of actions that results from predominantly psychological causes tends to motivate most other narrative events.
Time is subordinated to the cause-effect chain in a host of ways. The plot will omit
significant durations in order to show only events of causal importance. (The hours
Dorothy and her entourage spend walking on the Yellow Brick Road are omitted,
but the plot dwells on the moments during which she meets a new character.) The
plot will arrange story chronology so as to present the cause-effect chain most
strikingly. For instance, in one scene of Hannah and Her Sisters, Mickey (played
by Woody Allen) is in a suicidal depression. When we next see him several scenes
later, he is bubbly and cheerful. Our curiosity about this abrupt change enhances his
comic explanation to a friend, via a flashback, that he achieved a serene attitude
toward life while watching a Marx Brothers film.
Specific devices make plot time depend on the story's cause-effect chain. The
appointment motivates characters' encountering each other at a specific moment.
The deadline makes plot duration dependent on the cause-effect chain. Throughout, motivation in the classical narrative film strives to be as clear and complete as
possible-even in the fanciful genre of the musical, in which song-and-dance numbers become motivated as either expressions of the characters' emotions or stage
shows mounted by the characters.
Narration in the classical Hollywood cinema exploits a variety of options, but
there's a strong tendency for it to be objective in the way discussed on pages90-92.
It presents a basically objective story reality, against which various degrees of perceptual or mental subjectivity can be measured. Classical cinema also tends toward
fairly unrestricted narration. Even if we follow a single character, there are portions
of the film giving us access to things the character does not see, hear, or know.
ltlorth by lr{orthwest and The Road Warrior remain good examples of this tendency.
This weighting is overridden only in genres that depend heavily on mystery, such
as the detective film, with its reliance on the sort of restrictiveness we saw at work
rn The BiS Sleep.
Finally, most classical narrative films display a strong degree of closure at the
end. Leaving few loose ends unresolved, these films seek to complete their causal
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"Movies to me are about wanting
something, a character wanting
something that you as the audience

desperately want him to have. You,
the writer, keep him from getting it
for as long as possible, and then,
through whatever effort he makes, he
gets it."

-

Bruce Joel Rubin, screenwriter, Ghost
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chains with a final effect. We usually learn the fate of each character, the answer to
each mystery, and the outcome of each conflict.
Again, none of these features is necessary to narrative form in general. There
is nothing to prevent a filmmaker from presenting the dead time, or narratively unmotivated intervals between more significant events. (Frangois Truffaut, Jean-Luc
Godard, Carl Dreyer, and Andy Warhol do this frequently, in different ways.) The
filmmaker's plot can also reorder story chronology to make the causal chain more
perplexing. For example, Jean-Marie Straub and Danible Huillet's Not Reconcilecl
moves back and forth among three widely different time periods without clearly
signaling the shifts. Du5an Makavejev's Love Affaia or the Case of the Missing
Switchboard Operator uses flash-forwards interspersed with the main plot action;
only gradually do we come to understand the causal relations of these flashforwards to the present-time events. More recently, puz,zle films tease the audience
to find clues to enigmatic narration or story events.
The filmmaker can also include material that is unmotivated by narrative cause
and effect, such as the chance meetings in Truffaut's films, the political monologues
and interviews in Godard's films, the intellectual montage sequences in Eisenstein's
films, and the transitional shots in Ozu's work. Narration may be completely subjective, &S in The Cabinet of Dn Caligari, or it may hover ambiguously between objectivity and subjectivity, as in Last Year at Marienbad. Finally, the filmmaker need
not resolve all of the action at the close; films made outside the classical tradition
sometimes have quite open endings.
We'll see in Chapter 6 how the classical Hollywood mode also makes cinematic space serve causality by means of continuity editing. For now we can simply note that the classical mode tends to treat narrative elements and narrational
processes in specific and distinctive ways. For all of its effectiveness, the classical

Hollywood mode remains only one system among many that can be used for
constructing narrative films.

Naffative Form in CttizenKane
With its unusual organi zatronal style, Citizen Kane invites us to analyze how principles of narrative form operate across an entire film. Kane's investigation plot carries us toward analyzing how causality and goal-oriented characters may operate in
narratives. The film's manipulations of our knowledge shed light on the story-plot
distinction. Kane also shows how ambiguity may arise when certain elements aren't
clearly motivated. Furthermore, the comparison of Kane's beginning with its ending indicates how a film may deviate from the patterns of classical Hollywood narrative construction. Finally, Kane clearly shows how our experience can be shaped
by the way that narration governs the flow of story information.

Overall Narrative Expectations in Ct tizen

ne

We saw in Chapter 2 that our experience of a film depends heavily on the expectations we bring to it and the extent to which the film confirms them. Before you saw
Citizen Kane, you may have known only that it is regarded as a film classic. Such
an evaluation would not give you a very specific set of expectations. A l94l audience would have had a keener sense of anticipation. For one thing, the film was rumored to be a disguised version of the life of the newspaper publisher William
Randolph Hearst. Spectators would thus be looking for events and references keyed

to Hearst's life.
Several minutes into the film itself, the viewer can form more specific expectations about pertinent genre conventions. The early "News on the I\{arch" sequence suggests that this film may be a fictional biography, and this hint is

I'J

confirmed once the reporter, Thompson, begins his inquiry into Kane's life. The
film does indeed follow the conventional outline of the fictional biography, which
typically covers an individual's whole life and dramatizes certain episodes in the
period. Examples of this genre would be Anthony Adverse (1936) and The Power
and the Glory (1933). (The latter film is often cited as an influence on Citizen Kane
because of its complex use of flashbacks.)
The viewer can also quickly identify the film's use of conventions of the
newspaper reporter genre. Thompson's colleagues resemble the wisecracking reporters in Five Star Final (193 l), Picture Snatcher (1933), and His Girl Friday
(1940). In this genre, the action usually depends on a reporter's dogged pursuit of
a story against great odds. We are therefore prepared to expect not only Thompson's investigation but also his triumphant discovery of the truth. In the scenes
devoted to Susan, there are also some conventions typical of the musical film:
frantic rehearsals, backstage preparations, and, most specifically, the montage of
her opera career, which parodies the conventional montage of singing success in
films like Maytime (1931). More broadly, the film evidently owes something to
the detective genre, since Thompson is aiming to solve a mystery (What is Rosebud?), and his interviews resemble those of a detective questioning suspects in
search of clues.
Note, however, that Kane's use of genre conventions is somewhat equivocal.
Unlike many biographical films, Kane is more concerned with psychological states
and relationships than with the hero's public deeds or adventures. As a newspaper
film, Kane is unusual in that the reporter fails to get his story. An d Kane is not exactly a standard mystery, since it answers some questions but leaves others unanswered. Citizert Kane is a good example of a film that relies on genre conventions
but often thwarts the expectations they arouse.
The same sort of equivocal qualities can be found in Kane's relation to the classical Hollywood cinema. Even without specific prior knowledge about this film, we
expect that, as an American studio product of 1941 , it will obey norms and rules of
that tradition. In most ways, it does. We'll see that desire propels the narrative,
causality is defined around traits and goals, conflicts lead to consequences, time is
motivated by plot necessity, and narration is objective, mixing restricted and unrestricted passages. We'll also see some ways in which Citizen Kane is more ambiguous than most films in this tradition. Desires, traits, and goals are not always
spelled out; the conflicts sometimes have an uncertain outcome; at the end, the nar-

ration's omniscience is emphasized to a rare degree. The ending in particular
doesn't provide the degree of closure we would expect in a classical film. Our
analysis will show how Citizen Kane draws on Hollywood narrative conventions
but also violates some of the expectations that we bring to a Hollywood film.

Plot and Story in

Cttizen

ne

In analyzrng a film, it's helpful to begin by segmenting it into sequences. Sequences
are often demarcated by cinematic devices (fades, dissolves, cuts, black screens,
and so on). In a narrative film, the sequences constitute the parts of the plot.
Most sequences in a narrative film are called scenes. The term is used in its theatrical sense, to refer to distinct phases of the action occurring within a relatively
unified space and time. Our segmentation of Citizen Kane appears below. In this
outline, numerals refer to major parts, some of which are only one scene long. In
most cases, however, the major parts consist of several scenes, and each of these is
identified by a lower-case letter. Many of these segments could be further divided,
but this segmentation suits our immediate purposes.
Our segmentation lets us see at a glance the major divisions of the plot and how
scenes are organi zed within them. The outline also helps us notice how the plot
organizes story causality and story time. Let's look at these factors more closely.
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CITIZEN KANE: PLOT SEGMENTATION
C. Credit title

1.
2.

Xanadu: Kane dies
Projection room:

3.
4.

a. "News on the March"
b. Reporters discuss "Rosebud"
El Rancho nightclub: Thompson tries to interview Susan
Thatcher library:
s and reads Thatcher's manuscript
ends the boy off with Thatcher

nd buys the Inquirer
he Inquirer's attack on big business

Kane sells Thatcher his newspaper chain

5.

f.

Thompson leaves the library

Bernstein's office:
a. Thompson visits Bernstein
the Inquirer
quirer's growth

r celebrates getting the Chronicle staff
stein discuss Kane's trip abroad
th his fianc6e Emily
g. Bernstein concludes his reminiscence

6.

Nursing home:

Third
I
flashback
Third
flashback
(cont. )

7.

a. Thompson talks with Leland
b. Breakfast table montage: Kane's marriage deteriorates
c. Leland continues his recollections
d. Kane meets Susan and goes to her room
e. Kane's political campaign culminates in his speech
f. Kane confronts Gettys, Emily, and Susan
g. Kane loses the election, and Leland asks to be transferred
h. Kane marries Susan

i.
j.

Susan has her opera premiere
Because Leland is drunk, Kane finishes Leland's review
Leland concludes his reminiscence

k.
El Rancho nightclub:
a. Thompson talks with Susan
b. Susan rehearses her singrng
c. Susan has her opera premiere
d. Kane insists that Susan go on slnglng
e. Montage: Susan's opera career
Fourth

f.

Susan attempts suicide and Kane promises she can quit

singing

flashback

g. Xanadu: Susan is bored

h. Montage: Susan plays with jigsaw puzzles

i.
j.

Xanadu: Kane proposes a picnic
Picnic: Kane slaps Susan
k. Xanadu: Susan leaves Kane

8.

l.

Susan concludes her remlnlscence

Xanadu:
Frfth

flashback

E. End credits

a. Thompson talks with Raymond
b. Kane destroys Susan's room and picks up a paperweight,
murmuring "Rosebud"

c. Raymond concludes his reminiscence; Thompson talks
with the other reporters; all leave
d. Survey of Kane's possessions leads to a revelation of
Rosebud; exterior of gate and of castle; the end
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In Citiz.en Kane, two distinct sets of characters cause events to happen. On the one
hand, a groLlp of reporters seeks information about Kane. On the other hand, Kane
and the characters who know him provide the subject of the reporters' investigations.

The initial causal connection between the two groups is Kane's death, which
leads the reporters to make a newsreel summing up his career. But the newsreel is
already finished when the plot introduces the reporters. The boss, Rawlston, supplies the cause that initiates the investigation of Kane's life. Thompson's newsreel
fails to satisfy him. Rawlston's desire for an angle for the newsreel gets the search
for Rosebud under way. Thompson thus gains a goal, which sets him delving into
Kane's past. His investigation constitutes one main line of the plot.
Another line of action, Kane's life, has already taken place in the past. There,
too, a group of characters has caused actions to occur. Many years before, a povertystricken boarder at Kane's mother's boardinghouse has paid her with a deed to a
silver mine. The wealth provided by this mine causes Mrs. Kane to appoint Thatcher
as young Charles's guardian. Thatcher's guardianship results (in somewhat
Llnspecified ways) in Kane's growing up into a spoiled, rebellious young man.
Citizen Karrc is an unusLlal film in that the object of the investigator's search is
not an object but a set of character traits. Thompson seeks to know what aspects of
Kane's personality led him to say "Rosebud" on his deathbed. This mystery motivates Thornpson's detective-like investigation. Kane, a very complex character, has
many traits that influence the other characters' actions. As we shall see, however,
Citizen Kane's narrative does not ultimately define all of Kane's character traits.
Kane himself has a goal; he, too, seems to be searching for something related
to Rosebud. At several points, characters speculate that Rosebud was something
that Kane lost or was never able to get. Again, the fact that Kane's goal remains so
vague makes this an unusual narrative.
Other characters in Kane's life provide causal material for the narrative. The
presence of several characters who knew Kane well makes Thompson's investigation possible, even though Kane has died. Significantly, the characters provide a
range of information that spans Kane's entire life. This is important if we are to be
able to reconstruct the progression of story events in the film. Thatcher knew Kane
as a child; Bernstein, his manager, knew his business dealings; his best friend, Leland, knew of his personal life (his first marriage in particular); Susan Alexander, his
second wife, knew him in middle age; and the butler, Raymond, managed Kane's affairs during his last years. Each of these characters has a causal role in Kane's life,
as well as in Thompson's investigation. Note that Kane's wife Emily does not tell a
story, since Emily's story would largely duplicate Leland's and would contribute no
additional information to the present-day part of the narrative, the investigation.
Hence the plot simply eliminates her (via a car accident).

Time in CttizenKane
The order, duration, and frequency of events in the story differ greatly fiom the way
the plot of Citiz,ett Kcme presents those events. Much of the film's power to enga..qe our
interest arises from the complex ways in which the plot cues us to construct the story.
To understand this story in its chronological order and assumed duration and
frequenc!, the spectator must follow an intricate tapestry of plot events. For example, in the first flashback, Thatcher's diary tells of a scene in which Kane loses con-

trol of his newspapers during the Depression (4e). By this time, Kane is

a

middle-aged man. Yet in the second flashback, Bernstein describes young Kane's
arrival at the Incluirer and his engagement to Emily (5b, 5f). We mentally sort these
plot events into a correct chronological story order, then continue to rearrange other
events as we learn of them.
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Similarly, the earliest story event about which we learn is Mrs. Kane's acquisi-

tion of a deed to a valuable mine. We get this information during the newsreel, in
the second sequence. But the first event in the plot is Kane's death. Just to illustrate
the maneuvers we must execute to construct the film's story, let's assume that
Kane's life consists of these phases:
Boyhood

Youthful newspaper editing

Life as a newlywed
Middle age
Old age
Significantly, the early portions of the plot tend to roam over many phases of
Kane's life, while later portions tend to concentrate more on particular periods. The

"News on the March" sequence (2a) gives us glimpses of all periods, and
Thatcher's manuscript (4) shows us Kane in boyhood, youth, and middle age. Then
the flashbacks become primarily chronological. Bernstein's recounting (5) concentrates on episodes showing Kane as newspaper editor and fianc6 of Emily. Leland's
recollections (6) run from newlywed life to middle age. Susan (7) tells of Kane as
a middle-aged and an old man. Raymond's perfunctory anecdote (8b) concentrates
on Kane in old age.
The plot becomes more linear in its ordering as it goes along, and this aids the
viewer's effort to understand the story. If every character's flashback skipped
around Kane's life as much as the newsreel and Thatcher's account do, the story
would be much harder to reconstruct. As it is, the early portions of the plot show us
the results of events we have not seen, while the later portions confirm or modify
the expectations that we formed earlier.
By arranging story events out of order, the plot cues us to form specific anticipations. In the beginning, with Kane's death and the newsreel version of his life, the plot
creates strong curiosity about two issues. What does "Rosebud" mean? And what
could have happened to make so powerful a man so solitary at the end of his life?
There is also a degree of suspense. When the plot goes back to the past, we already have quite firm knowledge. We know that neither of Kane's marriages will
last and that his friends will drift away. The plot encourages us to focus our interest on how and when a particular thing will happen. Thus many scenes function to
delay an outcome that we already know is certain. For example, we know that Susan will abandon Kane at some point, so we are constantly expecting her to do so
each time he bullies her. For several scenes (lb-7j), she comes close to leaving
him, though after her suicide attempt he mollifies her. The plot could have shown
her walking out (7k) much earlier, but then the ups and downs of their relations
would have been less vivid, and there would have been no suspense.
This process of mentally rearranging plot events into story order might be quite
difficult in Citizen Kane were it not for the presence of the "News on the March"
newsreel. The very first sequence in Xanadu disorients us, for it shows the death of
a character about whom we so far know almost nothing. But the newsreel gives us a
great deal of information quickly. Moreover, the newsreel's own structure uses parallels with the main film to supply a miniature introduction to the film's overall plot:

A.
B.
C.
f).
E.
E,

Shots of Xanadu

Funeral; headlines announcing Kane's death
Growth of financial empire
Silver mine and Mrs. Kane's boardinghouse
Thatcher testimony at congressional commrttee

Political career

N arratiue

G.
H.
f.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Private life; weddings, divorces
Opera house and Xanadu

Political campaign
The Depression
1935: Kane's old age

Isolation of Xanadu
Death announced

A comparison of this outline with the one for the whole film shows some striking similarities. "News on the March" begins by emphasizing Kane as "Xanadu's
Landlord"; a short segment (A) presents shots of the house, its grounds, and its
contents. This is avartation on the opening of the whole film (l), which consisted
of a series of shots of the grounds, moving progressively closer to the house. That
opening sequence had ended with Kane's death; now the newsreel follows the shots
of the house with Kane's funeral (B). Next comes a series of newspaper headlines
announcing Kane's death. In a comparison with the plot diagram of Citizen Kane,
these headlines occupy the approximate formal position of the whole newsreel
itself (2a). Even the title card that follows the headlines ("To forty-four million
U.S. news buyers, more newsworthy than the names in his own headlines was
Kane himself. .") is a brief parallel to the scene in the projection room, in which
the reporters decide that Thompson should continue to investi gate Kane's
"newsworthy" life.
The order of the newsreel's presentation of Kane's life roughly parallels the order of scenes in the flashbacks related to Thompson. "News on the March" moves
from Kane's death to a summary of the building of Kane's newspaper empire (C),
with a description of the boardinghouse deed and the silver mine (including an old
photograph of Charles with his mother, as well as the first mention of the sled).
Similarly, the first flashback (4) tells how Thatcher took over the young Kane's
guardianship from his mother and how Kane first attempted to run the Inquiren The
rough parallels continue: The newsreel tells of Kane's political ambitions (F), his
marriages (G), his building of the opera house (H), his political campaign (I), and
so on. In the main plot, Thatcher's flashback describes his own clashes with Kane
on political matters. Leland's flashback (6) covers the first marrizge, the affair with
Susan, the political campaign, and the premiere of the opera Salammbo.
These are not all of the similarities between the newsreel and the overall film.
You can tease out many more by comparing the two closely. The crucial point is
that the newsreel provides us with a map for the investigation of Kane's life. As we
see the various scenes of the flashbacks, we already expect certain events and have
a rough chronological basis for fitting them into our story reconstruction.
Kane's many flashbacks allow us to see past events directly, and in these portions
story and plot duration are close to the same. We know that Kane is 75 years old at
his death, and the earliest scene shows him at perhaps 10. Thus the plot covers
roughly 65 years of his life, plus the week of Thompson's investigation. The single
earlier story event of which we only hear is Mrs. Kane's acquisition of the mine deed,
which we can infer took place a short time before she turned her son over to Thatcher.
So the story runs a bit longer than the plot-perhaps closer to 70 years. This time span
is presented in a screen duration of almost 120 minutes.
Like most films, Citizen Kane uses ellipses. The plot skips over years of story
time, as well as many hours of Thompson's week of investigations. But plot duration also compresses time through montage sequences, such as those showing the
Inquirer's campaign against big business (4d), the growth of the paper's circulation
(5c), Susan's opera career (7e), and Susan's bored playing with jigsaw pvzzles (7h).
Here long passages of story time are condensed into brief summaries quite different from ordinary narrative scenes. We will discuss montage sequences in more
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detail in Chapter 8, but we can already see the value of such segments in condensing story duration in a comprehensible way.
Citizen Kane also provides a clear demonstration of how events that occur only
once in the story may appear several times in the plot. In their respective flashbacks,
both Leland and Susan describe the latter's debut in the Chicago premiere of
Salantmbo. Watching Leland's account (6i), we see the performance from the front;
we witness the audience reacting with distaste. Susan's version (7 c) shows us the
performance from behind and on the stage, to suggest her humiliation. This repeated presentation of Susan's debut in the plot doesn't confuse us, for we understand the two scenes as depicting the same story event. ("News on the March" has
also referred to Susan's operacareer, in parts G and H.) By repeating scenes of her
embarrassment, the plot makes vivid the pain that Kane forces her to undergo.
Overall, Citizen Kane's narrative dramatizes Thompson's search by means of
flashbacks that encourage us to seek the sources of Kane's failure and to try to identify "Rosebud." As in a detective film, we must locate missing causes and arrange
events into a coherent story pattern. Through manipulations of order, duration, and
frequeocy, the plot both assists our search and complicates it in order to provoke
curiosity and suspense.

Motivation in Cttizen

ne

Some critics have argued that Welles's use of the search for "Rosebud" is a flaw in
Citizen Kane, because the identification of the word proves it to be a trivial gimmick. If indeed we assume that the whole point of Citizen Kane is really to identify
Rosebud, this charge might be valid. But in fact, Rosebud serves a very important
motivating function in the film. It creates Thompson's goal and thus focuses our
attention on his delving into the lives of Kane and his associates . Citiz.en Kane becomes a mystery story; but instead of investigating a crime, the reporter investigates
a character. So the Rosebud clues provide the basic motivation necess ary for the
plot to progress. (Of course, the Rosebud device serves other functions as well; for
instance, the little sled provides a transition from the boardinghouse scene to the
cheerless Christmas when Thatcher gives Charles a new sled.)
Citizen Kane's narrative revolves around an investigation into traits of character.
As a result, these traits provide many of the motivations for events. (In this respect,
the film obeys principles of the classical Hollywood narrative.) Kane's desire to prove
that Susan is really a singer and not just his mistress motivates his manipulation of
her opera career. His mother's overly protective desire to remove her son from what
she considers to be a bad environment motivates her appointment of Thatcher as the
boy's guardian. Dozens of actions are motivated by character traits and goals.
At the end of the film, Thompson gives up his search for the meaning of Rose-

bud, saying he doesn't think "any word can explain a man's life." Up to a point
Thompson's statement motivates his acceptance of his failure. But if we as spectators
are to accept this idea that no key can unlock the secrets of a life, we need further motivation. The film provides it. In the scene in the newsreel projection room, Rawlston
suggests that "maybe he told us all about himself on his deathbed." Immediately, one
of the reporters says, "Yeah, and maybe he didn't." Already the suggestion is planted
that Rosebud may not provide any adequate answers about Kane. Later Leland scornfully dismisses the Rosebud issue and goes on to talk of other things. These brief references to Rosebud help justify Thompson's pessimistic attitude in the final sequence.
The presence of the scene in which Thompson first visits Susan at the El Rancho nightclub (3) might seem puzzhng at first. Unlike the other scenes in which he
visits people, tro flashback occurs here. Thompson learns from the waiter that Susan knows nothing about Rosebud; he could easily learn this on his later visit to her.
So why should the plot include the scene at all? One reason is that it evokes cu-

riosity and deepens the mystery around Kane. Moreover, Susan's story, when she
does tell it, covers events relatively late in Kane's career. As we've seen, the

N arratiue F orm

flashbacks go through Kane's life roughly in order. If Susan had told her story first,
we would not have all of the material necess ary to understand it. But it is plausible
that Thompson should start his search with Kane's ex-wife, presumably the surviving person closest to him. In Thompson's first visit, Susan's drunken refusal to
speak to him motivates the fact that her flashback comes later. By that point, Bernstein and Leland have filled in enough of Kane's personal life to prepare the way
for Susan's flashback. This first scene functions partly to justify postponing Susan's
flashback until a later part of the plot.
Motivation makes us take things for granted in narratives. Mrs. Kane's desire
for her son to be rich and successful motivates her decision to entrust him to
Thatcher, a powerful banker, as his guardian. We may just take it for granted that
Thatcher is a rich businessman. Yet on closer inspection, this feature is necessary to
motivate other events. It motivates Thatcher's presence in the newsreel; he is powerful enough to have been asked to testify at a congressional hearing. More important, Thatcher's success motivates the fact that he has kept ajournal now on deposit
at a memorial library that Thompson visits. This, in turn, justifies the fact that
Thompson can uncover information from a source who knew Kane as a child.

Despite its reliance on psychological motivation, Citizen Kane also departs
somewhat from the usual practice of the classical Hollywood narrative by leaving
some motivations ambiguous. The ambiguities relate primarily to Kane's character.
The other characters who tell Thompson their stories all have definite opinions of
Kane, but these do not always tally. Bernstein still looks on Kane with sympathy
and affection, whereas Leland is cynical about his own relationship with Kane. The
reasons for some of Kane's actions remain unclear. Does he send Leland the
$25,000 check in firing him because of a lingering sentiment over their old friendship or from a proud desire to prove himself more generous than Leland? Why does
he insist on stuffing Xanadu with hundreds of artworks that he never even unpacks?
By leaving these questions open, the film invites us to speculate on various facets
of Kane's personality.

Ct tizen Kane's Parallel ism
Parallelism doesn't provide a major principle of development in Citizen Kane's
narrative form, but it crops up more locally. We've already seen important formal
parallels between the newsreel and the film's plot as a whole. We've also noticed a
parallel between the two major lines of action: Kane's life and Thompson's search. In
different sense, both men are searching for Rosebud. Rosebud serves as a summary
of the things Kane strives for through his adult life. We see him repeatedly fail to find
love and friendship, living alone at Xanadu in the end. His inability to find happiness
parallels Thompson's failure to locate the significance of the word "Rosebud." This
parallel doesn't imply that Kane and Thompson share similar character traits. Rather,
it allows both lines of action to develop simultaneously in similar directions.
Another narrative parallel juxtaposes Kane's campaign for the governorship
with his attempt to build up Susan's career as an opera star. In each case, he seeks
to inflate his reputation by influencing public opinion. In trying to achieve success
for Susan, Kane forces his newspaper employees to write favorable reviews of her
performances. This parallels the moment when he loses the election and the Inquirer automatically proclaims a fraud at the polls. In both cases, Kane fails to realize that his power over the public is not great enough to hide the flaws in his
projects: first his affair with Susan, which ruins his campaign, then her lack of
singing ability, which Kane refuses to admit. The parallels show that Kane
continues to make the same kinds of mistakes throughout his life.

Patterns of Plot Develnpment in Cl tizen Kane
The order of Thompson's visits to Kane's acquaintances allows the series of flashbacks to have a clear pattern of progression. Thompson moves from people who knew
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told, loved only his

mother-only his newspaper-only
his second

wife-only

himself. Maybe

he loved all of these, or none. lt is for
the audience to judge. Kane was
selfish and selfless, an idealist, a
scoundrel, a very big man and a very

little one. lt depends on who's talking
about him. He is never judged with
the objectivity of an author, and the
point of the picture is not so much
the solution of the problem as its
presentation."

-

Orson Welles, director

Kane early in his life to those who knew him as an old man. Moreover, each flashback contains a distinct type of information about Kane. Thatcher establishes Kane's
political stance; Bernstein gives an account of the business dealings of the newspaper. These provide the background to Kane's early success and lead into Leland's stories of Kane's personal life, where we get the first real indications of Kane's failure.
Susan continues the description of his decline with her account of how he manipulated her life. Finally, in Raymond's flashback, Kane becomes a pitiable old man.
Thus, even though the order of events in the story varies greatly from that given
in the plot, Citizen Kane presents Kane's life through a steady pattern of development. The present-day portions of the narrative-Thompson's scenes-also follow
their own pattern of a search. By the ending, this search has failed, as Kane's own
search for happiness or personal success had also failed.
Because of Thompson's failure, the ending of Citizen Kane remains somewhat
more open than was the rule in Hollywood in 1941 . True, Thompson does resolve
the question of Rosebud for himself by saying that it would not have explained
Kane's life. To this extent, we have the common pattern of action leading to greater
knowledge. Thompson has come to understand that a life cannot be summed up in
one word. Still, in most classical narrative films, the main character reaches his or
her initial goal, and Thompson is the main character of this line of action.
The line of action involving Kane himself has even less closure. Not only does
Kane apparently not reach his goal, but the film never specifies what that goal is to
start with. Most classical narratives create a situation of conflict. The character
must struggle with a problem and solve it by the ending. Kane begins his adult life
in a highly successful position (happily running the Inquirer), then gradually falls
into a barren solitude. We are invited to speculate about exactly what, if anything,
would make Kane happy. Citizen Kane's lack of closure in this line of action made
it a very unusual narrative for its day.
The search for Rosebud does lead to a certain resolution at the end. We the audience discover what Rosebud was. The ending of the film, which follows this discovery, strongly echoes the beginning. The beginning moved past fences toward the
mansion. Now a series of shots takes us away from the house and back outside the
fences, with the "No Trespassing" sign and large K insignia.
But even at this point, when we learn the answer to Thompson's question, a degree of uncertainty remains. Just because we have learned what Kane's dying word referred to, do we now have the key to his entire character? Or is Thompson's final
statement corcect-that no one word can explain a person's life? Perhaps the "No
Trespassing" sign hints that neither Thompson nor we should have expected to explore
Kane's mind. It is tempting to declare that all of Kane's problems arose from the loss
of his sled and his childhood home life, but the film also suggests that this is too easy
a solution. It is the kind of solution that the slick editor Rawlston would pounce on as
an angle for his newsreel.
For years critics have debated whether the Rosebud solution does give us a key
that resolves the entire narrative. This debate itself suggests the ambiguity at work
rn Citizen Kane. The film provides much evidence for both views and hence avoids

complete closure. You might contrast this slightly open ending with the tightly
closed narratives of His Girl Friday and I{orth by l{orthwest in Chapter 1 l.
You might also compare Citizen Kane's narrative with that of another somewhat
open-ended film, Do The Right Thing, also discussed in Chapter I l.

Narration in Citizen Kane
In analyzing how Kane's plot manipulates the flow of story information, it's useful
to consider a remarkable fact: The only time we see Kane directly and in the present is when he dies. On all other occasions, he is presented at one remove-in the
newsreel or in various characters' memories. This unusual treatment makes the film
something of a portrait, z study of a man seen from different perspectives.

I'J

The film employs five narrators, the people whom Thompson tracks down:
Thatcher (whose account is in writing), Bernstein, Leland, Susan, and the butler,
Raymond. The plot thus motivates a series of views of Kane that are more or less
restricted in their range of knowledge. In Thatcher's account (4b-4e), we see only
scenes at which he is present. Even Kane's newspaper crusade is rendered as
Thatcher learns of it, through buying copies of the Incluirer. In Bernstein's flashback (5b-5f), there is some deviation from what Bernstein witnesses, but in general
his range of knowledge is respected. At the Inquirer party, for example, we follow
Bernstein and Leland's conversation while Kane dances in the background.
Similarly, we never see Kane in Europe; we merely hear the contents of Kane's
telegram, which Bernstein delivers to Leland.
Leland's flashbacks (6b, 6d-6j) deviate most markedly from the narrator's
range of knowledge. Here we see Kane and Emily at a series of morning breakfasts, Kane's meeting with Susan, and the confrontation of Kane with Boss Gettys
at Susan's apartment. In scene 6j, Leland is present but in a drunken stupor most
of the time. (The plot motivates Leland's knowledge of Kane's affair with Susan
by having Leland suggest that Kane told him about it, but the scenes present detailed knowledge that Leland is unlikely to possess.) By the time we get to Susan's
flashback (7b-7k), however, the range of knowledge again fits the character more
snugly. (There remains one scene, 7f , in which Susan is unconscious for part of
the action.) The last flashback (8b) is recounted by Raymond and plausibly accords with his range of knowledge; he is standing in the hallway as Kane wrecks
Susan's room.

Using different narrators to transmit story information fulfills several funcIt offers itself as a plausible depiction of the process of investigation, since

tions.

we expect any reporter to hunt down information through a series of inquiries. More
deeply, the plot's portrayal of Kane himself becomes more complex by showing
somewhat different sides of him, depending on who's talking about him. Moreover,
the use of multiple nanators makes the film like one of Susan's jigsaw puzzles. We
must put things together piece by piece. The pattern of gradual revelation enhances

curiosity-what is it in Kane's past that he associates with Rosebud?-and
suspense-how will he lose his friends and his wives?
This strategy has important implications for film form. While Thompson uses
the various narrators to gather data, the plot uses them both to furnish us with story
information and to conceal rnformation. The narration can motivate gaps in knowledge about Kane by appealing to the fact that no informant can know everything
about anyone. If we were able to enter Kane's consciousness, we might discover the
meaning of Rosebud much sooner-but Kane is dead. The multiple-narrator format
appeals to expectations we derive from real life in order to motivate the bit-by-bit

transmission of story information, the withholding of key pieces of information,
and the arousing of curiosity and suspense.

Although each narrator's account is mostly restricted to his or her range of
knowledge, the plot doesn't treat each flashback in much subjective depth. Most of
the flashbacks are rendered objectively. Some transitions from the frarning episodes
use a voice-over commentary to lead us into the flashbacks, but these don't represent the narrators' subjective states. Only in Susan's flashbacks are there some attempts to render subjectivity. In scene 7 c, we see Leland as if from her optical point
of view on stage, and the phantasmagoric montage of her career (7 e) suggests some
mental subjectivity that renders her fatigue and frustration.
Against the five character narrators, the film's plot sets another purveyor of
knowledge, the "News on the March" short. We've already seen the crucial function of the newsreel in introducing us both to Kane's story and to its plot construction, with the newsreel's sections previewing the parts of the film as a whole. The
newsreel also gives us a broad sketch of Kane's life and death that will be filled in
by the more restricted behind-the-scenes accounts offered by the narrators. The
newsreel is also highly objective, even more so than the rest of the film; it reveals
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nothing about Kane's inner life. Rawlston acknowledges this: "It isn't enough to
tell us what a man did, you've got to tell us who he was." In effect, Thompson's aim
is to add depth to the newsreel's superficial version of Kane's life.
Yet we still aren't through with the narrational manipulations in this complex
and daring film. For one thing, all the localized sources of knowledge-"\sws on
the March" and the five narrators-are linked together by the shadowy reporter
Thompson. To some extent, he is our surrogate in the film, gathering and assembling the puzzle pieces.
Note, too, that Thompson is barely characteized; we can't even identify his

3.25 The elusive image of the
paperweight in Citir,en Kane.

face. This, as usual, has a function. If we saw him clearly, if the plot gave him more
traits or a background or a past, he would become the protagonist. But Citizen Kane
is less about Thompson than about his search. The plot's handling of Thompson
makes him a neutral conduit for the story information that he gathers (though his
conclusion at the end-"I don't think any word can explain a man's life"-suggests
that he has been changed by his investigation).
Thompson is not, however, a perfect surrogate for us because the film's narration
inserts the newsreel, the narrators, and Thompson within a still broader range of
knowledge. The flashback portions are predominantly restricted, but there are other
passages that reveal an overall narrational omniscience.
From the very start, we are given a god's-eye-view of the action. We move into
a mysterious setting that we will later learn is Kane's estate, Xanadu. We might have
learned about this locale through a character's journey, the way we acquaint ourselves
with Ozby means of Dorothy's adventures there. Here, however, an omniscient narration conducts the tour. Eventually, we enter a darkened bedroom. A hand holds a
paperweight, and over this is superimposed a flurry of snow (3.25).
The image teases us. Is the narration making a lyrical comment, or is the image
subjective, a glimpse into the dying man's mind or vision? In either case, the narration reveals its ability to command a great deal of story information. Our sense of ornniscience is enhanced when, after the man dies, a nurse strides into the room.
Apparently, no character knows what we know.
At other points in the film, the omniscient narration calls attention to itself, as
when, during Susan's opera debut in Leland's flashback (6i), we see stagehands
high above reacting to her performance. (Such omniscient asides tend to be associated with camera movements, oS we shall see in Chapter 8.) Most vivid, however,
is the omniscient narration at the end of the film. Thompson and the other reporters

leave, never having learned the meaning of Rosebud. But we linger in the vast
storeroom of Xanadu. And, thanks to the narration, we learn that Rosebud is the
name of Kane's childhood sled (see 8.13). We can now associate the opening's
emphasis on the paperweight with the closing scene's revelation of the sled.
This narration is truly omniscient. It withheld a key piece of story information
at the outset, teased us with hints (the snow, the tiny cottage in the paperweight),
and finally revealed at least part of the answer to the question posed at the outset.
A return to the "No Trespassing" sign reminds us of our point of entry into the film.
Like The Road Warrior then, the film derives its unity not only from principles of
causality and time but also from a patterned narration that arouses curiosity and
suspense and yields a surprise at the very end.

10i

Summar^,1

Not every naffative analysis runs through the categories of cause-effect, story-plot
differences, motivations, parallelism, progression from opening to closing, and narrational range and depth in that exact order, as we have done here. Our purpose in
this examination of Citiz,en Kane has been as much to illustrate these concepts as
to analyze the film's narrative. With practice, the critic becomes more familiar with
these analytical tools and can use them flexibly, suiting his or her approach to the
specific film at hand.
In looking at any narrative film, such questions as these may help in understanding its formal structures:

l.

Which story events are directly presented to us in the plot, and which must
we assume or infer? Is there any nondiegetic material given in the plot?

2. What

is the earliest story event of which we learn? How does it relate to later
events through a series of causes and effects?

3. What is the temporal relationship of story events?

Has temporal order, frequency, or duration been manipulated in the plot to affect our understanding

of events?

4.

Does the closing reflect a clear-cut pattern of development that relates it to the
opening? Do all narrative lines achieve closure, or are some left open?

5. How does the narration present story information to us? Is it restricted to one
or a few characters' knowledge, or does it range freely among the characters
in different spaces? Does it give us considerable depth of story information
by exploring the characters' mental states?

6. How closely does the film follow the conventions of the classical Hollywood
cinema? If it departs significantly from those conventions, what formal
principle does it use instead?
Most films that we see employ narrative form, and the great majority of theatrical movies stick to the premises of Hollywood storytelling. Still, there are other
formal possibilities. We'll consider aspects of non-narrative form in Chapter 11.
In the meantime, other matters will occupy us. In discussing form, we've been
examining how we as viewers engage with the film's overall shape. The film, however, also presents a complex blend of images and sounds. Art designers, actors,
camera operators, editors, sound recordists, and other specialists contribute to the
cues that guide our understanding and stimulate our pleasure. In Part Three, we'll
examine the technical components of cinematic art.

Woods (Cambridge,

Narrative Form
The best introduction to the study of narrative is H. Porter
Abbott's Cambridge Introduction to Narrative (Cam-

bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002). For an
overview of narrative in history and culture, see Robert
Scholes and Robert Kellogg, The Nature of lttrarrative
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1966).
Most conceptions of narrative are drawn from liter-

ary theory. Umberto Eco's Srx Walks

in the Fictional

MA: Harvard University Press,

1994) provides an entertaining tour. A more systematic
introduction is offered by Seymour Chatman in Story and

Discourse: Narrative Structure

in Fiction and

Filnt

(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 197 8). See also the

journal Narrative and the anthology edited by MarieLaure Ryan, It{arrative Across Media: The Languages of
Storytelling (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2004).
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The Spectator
What does the spectator do tn making sense of a narrative?

Richard J. Gerrig proposes what he calls a "sideparticipant" model in Experiencing Narrative Worlds: On
the Psychological Activities of Reading (New Haven, CT:
Yale University Press, 1993). Meir Sternberg emphasizes
expectation, hypotheses, and inference in his Expositional
Modes and Temporal Ordering in Fiction (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978). David Bordwell
proposes a model of the spectator's story-comprehending
activities in chap. 3 of Narration in the Fiction Filnt
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985). Compare Edward Branigan, Narrative Comprehension in Film
(New York: Routledge, 1992).
Narrative Time
Most theorists agree that both cause-effect relations and
chronology are central to narrative. The books by Chatman and Sternberg cited above provide useful analyses of
causation and time. For specifically cinematic discussions, see Brian Henderson, "Tense, Mood, and Voice in
Film (Notes After Genette)," Film Quarterly 26,4 (Summer 1983) : 4-17; and Maureen Turim , Flashbacks in
Film: Memory and History (New York: Routledge, 1989).
Our discussion of the differences between plot duration, story duration, and screen duration is necessarily
simplified. The distinctions hold good at a theoretical
level, but the differences may vanish in particular cases.
Story duration and plot duration differ most drastically at
the level of the whole film, as when two years of action
(story duration) are shown or told about in scenes that occur across a week (plot duration) and then that week is itself rendered in two hours (screen duration). At the level
of a smaller part of the film-say, a shot or a scene-we
usually assume story and plot duration to be equal, and
screen-duration may or may not be equal to them. These
nuances are discussed in chap. 5 of Bordwell, Narration
in the Fictional Film (cited above).

ration and Subjectivity in Classical Film (New York:
Mouton, 1984).
As we'd expect, filmmakers are particularly interested in narration. They must decide what the audience
should know at various points and how to present that information in the most striking way. Just as important, the
filmmakers must decide how to keep information back
and let the audience's curiosity ripen. Gus van Sant's
Elephant, whose story traces events leading up to a high
school shooting, has a plot that shifts backward and forward in time, as scenes are attached to what different
characters know. "The multiple points of view replaced
the linear story," van Sant explains. "Watching a repeated
action or an intersection happen again and again . . . they
hold the audience in the story. It's like watching a puzzle
unfold."

Is the Classical Hollywood Cinema De adl
Since the early 1990s, some film historians have claimed
that the classical approach to Hollywood narrative faded
away during the 1970s, replaced by something variously
termed postclassical, postmodern, or post-Hollywood
cinema. Contemporary films are thought to be characterrzed by extremely simple, high-concept premises, with
the cause-effect chain weakened by a concentration on
high-pitch action at the expense of character psychology.
Tie-in merchandising and distribution through other media have also supposedly fragmented the filmic narrative.
Other historians argue that the changes are superficial
and that in many ways underlying classical principles
endure.

For important early texts arguing for postclassicism,
see Thomas Schatz, "The New

Hollywood," rn Filnt Theory Goes to the Movies, ed. Jim Collins, Hilary Radner,
and Ava Preacher Collins (New York: Routledge, 1993),
pp. 8-36, and Justin Wyatt, High Concept: Movies and
Marketing in Hollywood (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1994). Contemporary Hollywood Cinema, ed.
Steven Neale and Murray Smith (New York: Routledge,

Narration

1998), contains essays supporting (by Thomas Elsaesser,

One approach to narration has been to draw analogies between film and literature. Novels have first-person narration ("Call me Ishmael") and third-person narration

James Schamus, and Richard Maltby) and opposing
(Murray Smith, Warren Buckland, and Peter Kriimer) this
notion. For arguments that Hollywood cinema still adheres to its traditions, see Kristin Thompson, Storytelling
in the l{ew Hollywood: Understanding Classical Narrative Technique (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1999), and David Bordwell, The Woy Hollywood
Tells It: Story and Style in Modern Movies (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2006).

("Maigret puffed his pipe as he walked along slowly,
hands clasped behind his back"). Does film have firstperson or third-person narration, too? The argument for
applying the linguistic category of "person" to cinema is
discussed most fully in Bruce F. Kawin, Mindscreen:
Bergman, Godard, and First-Person Film (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1918).
Another literary analogy is that of point of view. The
best survey in English is Susan Snaider Lanser, The Narrative Act: Point of View in Prose Fiction (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 198 l). The applicability of
point of view to film is discussed in detail in Edward
Branig an, Point of View in the Cinenta: A Theory of Nar-

Screenwriting teachers have also argued that the best
modern moviemaking continues the classic studios' approach to structure. The two most influential script gurus
are Syd Field, Screenplay: The Foundations of Screenwriting (New York: Delta, 2005), and Robert McKee,
Story: Sr,tbstance, Structure, Style, and the Principles of
Screenwriting (New York: HarperCollins, 1997).

Where ro Go from Here

ttRosebudtt

Critics have scrutinized Citizen Kane very closely. For

w
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site of the magazine Written By, published by Writers
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sampling, see Joseph McBri de, Orson Welles (New York:

Viking, 1972); Charles Higham, The Filnts of Orson
Welles (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1910);
Robert Carringer, "Rosebud, Dead or Alive: Narrative
and Symbolic Structure in Citizen Kane," PMLA (March
197 6): 185-93; James Naremore, The Magic World of

Orson Welles (New York: Oxford University Press,
1978); and Laura Mulvey, Citizen Kane (London: British
Film Insrirure, 1993).
Pauline Kael, in a famous essay on the making of the
film, finds Rosebud a nalve gimmick. Interestingly, her
discussion emphasizes Citizen Kane as part of the journalist film genre and emphasizes the detective story aspect. See The " Citizen Kane" Book (Boston: Little,
Brown, I97 l), pp. 1-84. In contrast, other critics find
Rosebud an incomplete answer to Thompson's search;
compare particularly the Naremore and Carringer analyses above. In "Interpreting Citizen Kane," in Interpreting
the Moving Image (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1998), pp. 155-65, Noel Carroll argues that the
film stages a debate between the Rosebud interpretation
and the enigma interpretation. Robert Carringer's Making

of "Citizen KAne," rev. ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), offers the most extensive account of
the film's production.

Websites
www.screenwritersutopia.com/ Contains discussion of
screenwriting problems, including debates about classic
screenplay structure.
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www.creativescreenwriti ng.com /index.htm[,2 Another
magazine, Creative Screenwriting, that publishes selected
articles and interviews online.

Recommended

DVD

S,rpplements

Discussions of narrative form are rare in DVD supplements. In "Making of Tituts," director Julie Taymor
talks about such narrative elements as motifs, point of
view, tone, and emotional impact, as well as the functions of film techniques such as music, setting, editing,

In an unusual supplement for The Godfather "Francis Coppola's Notebook," the director shows how he worked by making
detailed annotations in his copy of Mario Puzo's origicinematography, and lighting.

nal novel. Coppola discusses rhythm, emphasis, and the
of various techniques. The "Star
Beast: Developing the Story" section of A lien's supplements traces the story as it went through a series of

narrative functions

very different versions.

The Shot: Mise-en-Scene

f all the techniques of cinema, mise-en-scene is the one with which we

are

most familiar. After seeing a film, we may not recall the cutting or the camera movements, the dissolves or the offscreen sound. But we do remember
the costumes rn Gone with the Wind and the bleak, chilly lighting in Charles Foster
Kane's Xanadu. We retain vivid impressions of the misty streets in The Big Sleep
and the labyrinthine, fluorescent-lit lair of Buffalo Bill in The Silence of the Lambs.
We recall Harpo Marx clambering over Edgar Kennedy's peanut wa-gon (Duck

Soup), Katharine Hepburn defiantly splintering Cary Grant's -eolf clubs (The
Philadelphia Ston), and Michael J. Fox escaping hi-eh-school bullies on an improvised skateboard (Back to the Future).In short, many of our most sharply' etched
memories of the cinema turn out to center on mise-en-scene.

\7hat Is Mise-erl-Scene

?

In the original French, mise en sc\ne (pronounced meez-ahn-sen) means "putting
into the scene;' and it was first applied to the practice of directing plays. Film scholars, extending the term to film direction, use the term to signify the director's control over what appears in the film frame. As you would expect, mise-en-scene
includes those aspects of film that overlap with the art of the theater: setting, lighting, costume, and the behavior of the figures. In controlling the mise-en-scene, the
director stages the event for the camera.
Mise-en-scene usually involves some planning, but the filmmaker may be open

to unplanned events as well. An actor may add a line on the set, or an unexpected
change in lighting may enhanc e a dramatic effect. While filming a cavalry procession through Monument Valley for Sh e Wore a Yellow Ribbon, John Ford took advantage of an approaching lightning storm to create a dramatic backdrop for the
action (4.1). The storm remains part of the film's mise-en-scene even though Ford
neither planned it nor controlled it; it was a lucky accident that helped create one
of the film's most affecting passages. Jean Renoir, Robert Altman, and other directors
have allowed their actors to improvise their performances, making the films' mise-en-

rt7

scene more spontaneous and unpredictable.

The Power of Mise-en-Scene
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4.1

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon' a thunderstorm in Monument
Valley.

Realism
Before we analyze mise-en-scene in detail, one preconception must be brought to
light. Just as viewers often remember this or that bit of mise-en-scene from a film,
so they often judge mise-en-scene by standards of realism. A car may seem to be
realistic for the period the film depicts, or a gesture may not seem realistic because
"real people don't act that way."
Realism as a standard of value, however, raises several problems. Notions of
realism varv across cultures, over time, and even among individuals. Marlon
Brando's acclaimed realist performance in the 1954 film On the Waterfrorlr looks
st1 lized today. American critics of the 1910s praisedWilliam S. Hart'sWesterns for
bein'e realistic, but equally enthusiastic French critics of the 1920s considered the
same films to be as artificial as a medieval epic. Most important, to insist rigidly on
realism for all films can blind us to the vast range of mise-en-scene possibilities.
Look, for instance, at the frame from The Cabinet of Dn Caligari (4.2). Such
a depiction of rooftops certainly does not accord with our conception of normal reality. Yet to condemn the film for lacking realism would be inappropriate, because
the film uses stylization to present a madman's fantasy. The Cabinet of Dn Caligari
borrows conventions of Expressionist painting and theater, and then assigns them
the function of su-ggesting the madman's delusion.
It is best. then, to examine the functions of mise-en-scene in the films we see.
While one film might use mise-en-scene to create an impression of realism, others
might seek very different effects: comic exaggeration, supernatural terror, understated beauty, and any number of other functions. We should analyze mise-enscene's function in the total film-how it is motivated, how it varies or develops,
how it works in relation to other film techniques.

The Power of Mise-en-Scene
Confining the cinema to some notion of realism would impoverish mise-en-scene.
This technique has the power to transcend normal conceptions of reality, as we can
see from a glance at the cinema's first master of the technique, Georges M6lids.
M6lids's mise-en-scene enabled him to create a totally imaginary world on film.
A caricaturist and magician, Mdlids became fascinated by the Lumibre brothers'demonstration of their short films in 1895. (For more on the Lumidres, see
pp. 182-1 83.) After building a camera based on an English projector, M6lids began filming unstaged street scenes and moments of passing daily life. One day,

4.2

An Expressionist rooftop scene

created from jagged peaks and slanted
chimneys in The Cctbinet of Dn Caligari.
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"When Bunuel was preparing The
Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie,
he chose a tree-lined avenue for the
recurring shot of his characters

' I' ; :,0:::::,!;-; ;'J!i,,
:in'
open country and it perfectly
suggested the idea of these people
coming from nowhere and going
nowhere. Bufiuel's assistant said, 'You
can't use that road. lt's been used in
at least ten other movies.' 'Ten other
movies?' said Buituel, impressed.
'Then it must be good."'

4.1

Georges M6lids's desi-en for the

rocket-launchin._q scene in

Moon

the story goes, he was filming at the Place de I'Op6ra, and his camera jammed as
a bus was passing. After some tinkering, he was able to resume filming, but by
this time, the bus had gone and a hearse was passing in front of his lens. When
M6libs screened the film, he discovered something unexpected: a moving bus
seemed to transform instantly into a hearse. Whether or not the anecdote is true,
it at least illustrates Mdlids's recognition of the magical powers of mise-en-scene.
He would devote most of his efforts to cinematic conjuring.
To do so wollld require preparation, since M6lids could not count on lucky accidents like the bus-hearse transformation. He would have to plan and stage action
for the camera. Drawing on his experience in theater, M6lids built one of the first
small, crammed affair bristling with theatrical machinery, balfilm studios
-a and sliding backdrops. He sketched shots beforehand and deconies, trapdoors,
signed sets and costumes. The correspondence between his detailed drawings and
the finished shots is illustrated in 4.3 and 4.4. As if this were not enough, M6lids
starred in his own films (often in several roles per film). His desire to create magical effects led Mdlibs to control every aspect of his films' mise-en-scene.
Such control was necessary to crcate the fantasy world he envisioned. Only in a studio could M6lids produce The Mennaid (4.5). He could also sulround hirnself (playin-e
an astronomer) with a gigantic amay of caftoonish cut-outs in kt Lune (1 tut nfttre (4.6).

A Trip to

the

and...
4.4

the scene in the fihn.

4.5

The Merntoicl created an undersea world by placing a fish
tank between the camera and an actress, some backdrops, and
"carts for monsters."

4.5

The telescope,, globe, and blackboard are all flat, painted
cnt-onts tn Lo Lurte ci urte nfttre.

Aspecrs of Mise-en-Scene

M6libs's "Star-Film" studio made hundreds of short fantasy and trick films
based on such a control over every element in the frame, and the first master of
mise-en-scene demonstrated the great range of technical possibilities it offers. The
legacy of M6lids's magic is a delightfully unreal world wholly obedient to the whims
of the imagination.

Arpects of Mise-eo-Scene
What possibilities for selection and control does mise-en-scene offer the filmmaker?
We can mark out four general areas: setting, costumes and makeup, lighting, and
stagrng.

Setting
Since the earliest days of cineffi&, critics and audiences have understood that setting
plays a mol€ active role in cinema than it usnally does in the theater. Andr6 Bazin writes,
The human being is all-important in the theatre. The drama on the screen can exist without actors. A ban-ein-e door. a leaf in the wind, waves beatin.,g on the shore can heighten
the dramatic effect. Some film masterpieces use man only as an accessory, like an extra. or in counterpoint to nature, which is the true leading character.

Cinema setting can come to the forefront; it need not be only a container for human
events but can dynamically enter the narrative action. (See 4.124, 4.127, 6.114,
6.124.6.125. 8.135, and 8.136 for examples of settings without characters.)

The filmrnaker may control settin-e in many ways. One way is to select

an

already existin-e locale in which to sta-ee the action, a practice stretching back to the
earliest films. Louis Lumidre shot his short comedy L'Arroseur arrosd ("The WatererWatered." 4.7 ) in a garden, and Jean-Luc Godard filmed the exteriors for Contentpt on the resort island of Capri, off the coast of Italy (4.8). At the close of World
War II. Roberto Rossellini shot Germany Year Zero in the rubble of Berlin (4.9). Toda)' filmnrakers often -qo on location to shoot.
Alternatively, the filmmaker may construct the setting. M6libs understood that
shooting in a studio increased his control, and many filmmakers followed his lead.
In France, Germany, and especially the United States, the possibility of creating a
wholly artificial world on film led to several approaches to setting.
Some directors have emphasized authenticity. For example, Erich von Stroheim prided himself on meticr"rlous research into details of locale for Greecl (4.10).
All the Presiclent's Mert (1976) took a similar tack, seeking to duplicate the Washirtgtort Post office on a soundstage (4.11). Even wastepaper from the actual office

4.8

The filmmakers constructed none of the setting in this shot from Contentpf, but control
character placement and framing turn it into a nearly abstract composition.

4.7

L'Arroseur arrosd.

4.9

Gennatty Yeor Zerc.

of
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4.ll

4.10

Replicatin-9 an etctt-titl newsroonr in

A

ll

tlrc Pre.siclent's Mert.

Details like han-ein-e flypaper and posters create a tavern

scene tn Greecl.

4.13

In lyurt the Ten'ible, Part 2, the
decor merkes the characters seem to
wri-9.-9le from one space to another.

412 The Babylonian seqLlences of Intolerctn('e conbined
influences from Assyrian history, 19th-century biblical
illustration, and modern dance.

4.14 ln Wings o.f Desire, busy, colorful

graffiti on a wall draw
attention away from the man lyin-e on the gror"rnd.

4.15 ln Brant
settin-e

Stoket"s Drac'ulu, apart from the candles, the
of this scene has been obliterated by darkness.

Aspects of Mise-en-Scene

IT7

was scattered around the set. Other films have been less committed to historical accuracy. Though D. W. Griffith studied the various historical periods presented rn Intolerance, his Babylon constitutes a personal image of that city (4.12). Similarly, in
Ivan the Terrible, Sergei Eisenstein freely stylized the decor of the czar's palace to

harmonize with the lighting, costume, and figure movement, so that characters
crawl through doorways that resemble mouseholes and stand frozen before allegorical murals (4.13).
Setting can overwhelm the actors, as in Wim Wender's Wings of Desire (4.14),,
or it can be reduced to nothing, as in Francis Ford Coppola's Bram Stoker's

Dracula (4.15).
The overall design of a setting can shape how we understand story action. In Louis
Feuillade's silent crime serial The Vampires, & criminal gang has killed a courier on his
way to a bank. The gang's confederate, Irma Vep, is also a bank employee, and just as
she tells her superior that the courier has vanished, an imposter, in beard and bowler
hat, strolls in behind them (4.16). They turn away from us in surprise as he comes forward (4.17). Working in a period when cutting to closer shots was rare in a French
film, Feuillade draws our attention to the man by centering him in the doorway.
Something similar happens in a more crowded setting in Juzo Itami'sTampopo.
The plot revolves aroLlnd a widow who is trying to improve the food and service she
offers in her restaurant. In one scene, a truck driver (in a cowboy hat) helps her by
takin.-e her to another noodle shop to study technique. Itami has staged the scene so
that the kitchen and the counter serve as two arenas for the action. At first, the widow
watches the noodle-man take orders, sitting by her mentor on the edge of the kitchen
(4.18). Quickly, the counter fills with customers calling out orders. The truck driver
challen_ses her to match the orders with the customers, and she steps closer to the center of the kitchen (4.19). After she calls out the orders correctly, she turns her back to
us. and our interest shifts to the customers at the counter, who applaud her (4.20).
As the Tantpopo example showS, color can be an important component of settin-es. The dark colors of the kitchen surfaces make the widow's red dress stand out.
Robert Bresson's L'Argent creates parallels among its various settings by the recurrence of drab sreen back..grounds and cold blue props and costumes (4.21-4.23). In
contrast, JacqLles Tati's P/al Time displays sharply changing color schemes. In the
first portion of Plat, Tirrte, the settings and costumes are mostly gray, brown, and
black-cold, steely colors. Later in the film, however, beginning in the restaurant
scene, the settings start to sport cheery reds, pinks, and greens. This change in the
settin,_9s' colors supports a narrative development that shows an inhuman city landscape that is transformed by vitality and spontaneity.
A full-size settin-e need not always be built. Through much of the history of the
cinema, filmmakers used miniature buildings to create fantasy scenes or simply to
economtze. Parts of settin-qs could also be rendered as paintings and combined photo-eraphically with full-sized sections of the space. Now, digital special effects are
used to fill in portions of the setting, such as cities in The Phantom Menoce and The
Frfth Elenrcrt (4.24). Since such special effects also involve cinematography, we
look at them in the next chapter.

In manipulating a shot's setting, the filmmaker may create props-short for
propet'ru This is another term borrowed from theatrical mise-en-scene. When an object in the setting has a function within the ongoing action, we can call it a prop.
Films teem with examples: the snowstorm paperweight that shatters at the beginning
of Citizen Kane, the little girl's balloonin M, the cactus rose in The ManWho Shot
Liberty Valonce, Sarah Connor's hospital bed turned exercise machine in krminator 2: Judgrnent Day. Comedies teem with props used for humorous purposes (4.25).
In the course of a narrative, a prop may become a motif. The shower curtain in
Psycho is at first an innocuous part of the setting, but when the killer enters the
bathrooffi, the curtain screens her from our sight. Later, after the murder, Norman
Bates uses the curtain to wrap up the victim's body.
Alexander Payne created a story motif by repeating one type of prop in Election. The fussy, frustrated high-school teacher begins his day by cleaning out the

4.16

In Les Vctmpires, a background
fiame created byalargedoorway...

4.17

. . . emphasizes the importance
an entering character.

',,

of

"Th€ best sets are the simplest, most
'decent' ones; everything should

, cotltribute to the feeling of the story
, and anything that does not do this

' has no place. Reality is usually too
' complicated. Real locations contain
, too much that is extreme or
contradictory and always require
some simplifying: taking things away,
unifying colors, etc. This strength

'

through simplicity is much easier to
achieve on a built set than in an
existing location."

-

Stuart Craig, art director, Notting Hill
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4.18 In kunl)opo, at the start of the scene. the noodle cor-rnter,
with orrly two custorners. occr-rpies the center of the action. The
widow and her trr"rck driver mentor stand inconspiciously at the

419 Afier the counter is full. the drauratic enrphasis shifis to
the kitchen when the widow rises and takes the challenge to nalne
the customel s' orciers. Her recl dress helps draw attention to her.

lefi.

4.2O

When she has triumphantly rnatched the orders, she ,gets il
round of applaLlse. By turnin-e her erwery from us, Itarmi once nrore
eurpharsizes the counter alea, now filled with customers.

4.21

4.22

4.21

to the school

Color links the home in L'Argent

.

. . and later to the prison.

facnlty refrigerator (4.26). Soon afterward, he picks up hallway litter (4.27). At a
major turning point in the plot, he decides to conceal a decisive ballot, which he
crllmples and secretly drops into a wastebasket (4.28). Payne calls this the rnotif of
trash, "of throwing things away, since that's in fact the climax of the film. . So
we establish it early on."
When the filmmaker uses color to create parallels among elements of setting,
a color motif may become associated with several props, ?S in Souleymane Ciss6's

Aspccts of Mise-crr-Sccne

4.24

Tlte Fi.fih Elemerrl creates a collagelike city using computer graphics to join images

from various sorlrces.

4.25

The irresponsible protagonist of Grounclhog Duy eats an
enormous breakfast made up of props that dominate the
foreground of the diner setting.

Finye (Tlte Wincl, 4.29-4.31). In these and other scenes, the recLlrrent use of orange
creates a cluster of nature motifs within the narrative. Later in this chapter, we shall
examine in more detail how elements of setting can weave through a film to form

motifs within the narrative.

Costume and Makeup
Like setting, costume can have specific functions in the total film, and the range of possibilities is huge. Erich von Stroheim, for instance, was as passionately committed to
authenticity of dress as of setting, and he was said to have created underwear that would
instill the proper mood in his actors even though it was never to be seen in the fihn. In
Griffith'sThe Birth of a Nation, apoignant moment occurs when the Little Sisterdecorates her dress with "ermine" made of cotton dotted with spots of soot (4.32). The
costume displays the poverty of the defeated Southemers at the end of the Civil War.
In other films, costumes may be quite stylized, calling attention to their purely
graphic qualities. Throughout lvan the Terrible, costumes are carefully orchestrated
with one another in their colors, their textures, and even their movements. One
shot of Ivan and his advers ary gives their robes a plastic sweep and dynamism
(4.33). In Freak Orlanclo, tllrike Ottinger (herself a costume designer) boldly
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4.26

In Elec'tiort, as he discards spoiled leftovers, the teacher is suspicior-rsly watched by the

custodian-who will play an important role in his downtall.

4.27

He tosses a scrap of paper into the corridor trash bin.

4.28

A close-up of the teacher's hand discarding the crucial vote for student council

president.

As/recrs

rf

Misc-ctr-Scorc

4.30
4.29
as the

Firtye begins with a woman carrying an oran-qe calabash
wind rustles through weeds.

Later, the vengeful -grandfather prepares to stalk his
grandson's persecutor by dressin.e in oran-ge and nrakin-9 ma-uic
before a fire.

4.32

In The Birth qf u ltlutiort, the Little
Sister realizes how shabby her dress
remains despite her attempts to add festive
trtntmtn_9.

4.31 At the errcl. the little boy passes his bowl to someone
offscreen-llossiblr the colrple

4.33

seen earlier.

The sweepin-e folds of a priest's

with the
heavy cloak ancl train of the czar's finery
li-ghtwei_uht black robe contrast

in Ivan the Tert'ible

.

4.14

tzr

Stylized costumes in Frectk Orlanclo.
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4.35 ln Bt/z, sun-glasses shield Marcello from the world.
uses costLlmes to display the spectrum's primary colors in maximLrm intensit\/
(4.34).
Costumes can play important motivic and callsal roles in narratives. The film

4.36

Hildv's stylish hut with u lowdipping hrinr worn c-ar'lv in Hi,s Girl

Fridn\'...

4.37

. . . is rcpllrcccl hv ir "nrascr.rline"
hat with its hrin'l puslrr'cl up..journaliststvlr-. when she re-trrnrs to work.

director Guido in Fellini's B1/z persistently uses his derrk -elasses to shield himself
from the world (4.35). To think of Dracula is to recall how his billowing cape enwraps his victims. When Hildy Johnson, in His Girl Fridav su,itches from her role
of aspiring housewife to that of reporter, her hats chan-ee as well (4.36, 4.37). In the
rLrnaway bus section of Speecl, during a phone conversation w'ith Jack, the villain
Howard refers to Annie as a "Wildcat"; Jack sees Annie's University of Arizona
sweater and realizes that Howard has hidden a video canreril aboard the bus. A costume provides the clue that allows Jack to outwit Howard.
As we have already seen in Tarnpopo and L'Argert (p. 118). costume is often
coordinated with settin-{. Since the filmmaker r"rsually wants to emphasize the human figures, settin.-q may provide a more or less neutral background, while costllme
lrelps pick out the characters. Color desi..en is particularly important here. The Freuk
Orlando costumes (4.34) stand out boldly against the neutral gray background of
an artificial lake. In The Night of the Shooting Sturs, luminous wheat fields set off
the hard black-and-bh"re costumes of the fascists and the pearsants (4.38). The director may instead choose to match the color values of settin-e and costume more
closely. One shot in Fellini's Casanovo creates a color -eradation that rLlns frorn
bri,_eht red costumes to paler red walls, the whole composition capped by a small
white accent (4.39). This "bleeding" of the costume into the setting is carried to a
kind of limit in the prison scene of THX I l38, in which George Lucas strips both
locale and clothing to stark white on white (4.40).
Ken Russell's Wornen in Love affords a clear example of how costume and settin-g can contribute to a film's overall narrative progression. The opening scenes
portray the characters' shallow middle-class life by means of saturated primary and
complementary colors in costume and setting (4.41).In the middle portions of the
film, as the characters discover love on a country estate, pale pastels predorninate
(4.42). The last section of Wornen irt Love takes place around the Matterhorn, and
the characters'ardor has cooled. Now the colors have become even paler, dominated by pure black and white (4.43). By integratin..q with settin_e, costume may
function to reinforce narrative and thematic patterns.
Many of these points about costume apply equally to a closely related area of
mise-en-scene, the actors' makeup. Makeup wers originally necessary because actors' faces would not register well on early film stocks. Up to the present, it has
been used in variolls ways to enhAnce the appearance of actors on the screen. Over

Aspecs

4.38

The clirnactic skirrnish of The Niglt o.f'the Shootirtg, S/cr'.r.

4.39

rf

Mise-err-Scene

Casartoln.' subtle color gradations and a drarnatic accent

in the distance.

4.40

Heads seem to float in space as white costnmes and
settings Lrlend in THX II38.

4.41

Bri-eht colors in an early scene of
Wtrtten irt Loye -give way . .
.

4.42
fields .

4,44

to the softer hues t-lf tree's

arnd

.

Li-uht, blank back-{rouncls focus
attention on the actors' faces in many
shots of La Pus.siott tle Jeurtrte cl'Arc.

4.43

. . . and finally to a predominantly
white-ancl-bIack schente.

4.45 In lyart tlte Terrible,

Parrt

l.

nrarkeup shapes the eyebrows and hollolvs

the eye sockets to empharsize lveln's

plercrng gaze.
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the course of film history, a wide range of possibilities has emerged. Dreyer's La
Passion cle Jeanne d'Arc was famous for its complete avoidance of makeup (4.44).
This film relied on close-ups and tiny facial changes to create an intense religious

drama. On the other hand, Nikolai Cherkasov did not look particularly like
IV so he wore a wig and false beard, nose, and
eyebrows for lvan the Terrible (4.45). Changing actors to look like historical
personages has been one common function of makeup.
Today makeup usually tries to pass unnoticed, but it also accentuates expressive qualities of the actor's face. Since the camera may record cruel details that
would pass unnoticed in ordinary life, any unsuitable blemishes, wrinkles, and
Eisenstein's conception of Czar Ivan

sagging skin will have to be hidden. The makeup artist can sculpt the face, making
it seem narrower or broader by applying blush and shadow. Viewers expect that female performers will wear lipstick and other cosmetics, but the male actors are often wearing makeup, too (4.46, 4.47).
Film actors rely on their eyes to a very great extent (see box, p. 134), and
makeup artists can often enhance eye behavior. Eyeliner and mascara can draw attention to the eyes and emphasize the direction of a glance. Nearly every actor will
also have expressively shaped eyebrows. Lengthened eyebrows can enlarge the face,
while shorter brows make it seem more compact. Eyebrows plucked in a slightly rising curve add gaiety to the face, while slightly sloping ones hint at sadness. Thick,
straight brows, commonly applied to men, reinforce the impression of a hard, serious gaze. Thus eye makeup can assist the actor's performance (4.481 4.49).
In recent decades, the craft of makeup has developed in response to the poplllarity of horror and science fiction genres. Rubber and plasticine compounds create
bumps, bulges, extra organs, and layers of artificial skin in such films as David Cronenberg's The Fly (4.50). In such contexts, makeup, like costume. becones important in creating character traits or motivating plot action.

Lighting
Much of the impact of an image comes from its manipulation of lighting. In cinema, lighting is more than just illumination that permits us to see the action. Lighter
and darker areas within the frame help create the overall composition of each shot
and thus guide our attention to certain objects and actions. A bri-ehtly illuminated
patch may draw our eye to a key gesture, while a shadow may conceal a detail or
build up suspense about what may be present. Lighting can also articulate textures:
the curve of a face, the grain of a piece of wood, the tracery of a spider's web, the
sheen of glass, the sparkle of a gem.

4.47
4.46

ln Heot, Al Pacino's maker-rp gives him sli-ehtly rounded
eyebrows and, with the help of the lighting, minimizes the bags
under his eyes.

In The Goclfather Part III, made
five years before Heat, Pacino looks older.
Not only has his hair been whitened, but the
makeup, again assisted by the lighting, gives
him more sunken and baggy eyes, more
hollow cheeks, and a longer, flatter chin.

Aspecrs of Mise-en-Sccne

4.50

r75

Jeff Goldblum, nearly
Llnrecognizable under .-grotesque makeLlp,
during his transforrnartion into Tlte Fly.

4.48

In Speerl, Sandra Bullock's eyeliner, shadow, and arched brows make her eyes vivid and

-9ive her an alert expression.

4.51 ln The Cheat, Cecil B. DeMille
suggested a jail cell by castin-9 a bri-uht
light on a man's face and body throu-eh
Llnseen barrs.

4.49

For the sal-ne scene. the eyeliner on Keanu Reeves makes the upper edges of his eyes
stand out. Note also the somewhat fierce curve of the eyebrows, accentuating his slight frown.

4.52
Li,_ehtin._s shapes objects by creating highlights and shadows. A highlight is a patch
of relative brightness on a surface. The man's face in 4.51 and the edge of the fingers

in 4.52 display highlights. Highlights provide impor-tant cues to the texture of the surface. If the surface is srnooth, like glass or chroffie, the highlights tend to gleam or
sparkle; a rougher surface, like a coarse stone facing, yields more diffuse highlights.
There are two basic types of shadows, each of which is important in film composition: attached shadows, or shading, and cast shadows. An attached shadow occurs when li.-qht fails to illuminate part of an object because of the object's shape or
surface features. If a person sits by a candle in a darkened room, patches of the face
and body will fall into darkness. Most obviously, the nose often creates a patch of
darkness on an adjoining cheek. This phenomenon is shading, or attached shadow.
But the candle also projects a shadow on the wall behind. This is a cast shadow, because the body blocks out the light. The shadows in 4.51, for example, are cast
shadows, made by bars between the actor and the light source. But in 4.52, the
small, dark patches on the hand are attached shadows, for they are caused by the
three-dimensional cLlrves and ridges of the hand itself.

Robert Bresson's

P

icklxtcket.
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"Light is everything. lt expresses
ideology, emotion, colour, depth,

style. lt can efface, narrate, describe.
With the right lighting, the ugliest
face, the most idiotic expression can
radiate with beauty or intelligence."

-

Frederico Fellini, director

4.53 Attlrched shadows on firces crearte ir
dramatic composition in John Huston's
Asphalt Jungle.

As these examples suggest, highlights and shadows help create our sense of a
scene's space. In 4.51, a few shadows imply an entire prison cell. Lighting also
shapes a shot's overall composition. One shot from John Huston's Aspholt Jungle
welds the gang members into a unit by the pool of light cast by a hanging
lamp (4.53). At the same time, it sets up a scale of importance, emphasizing the
protagonist by making him the most frontal and clearly lit figure.
A shot's lighting affects our sense of the shape and texture of the objects depicted. If a ball is lit straight on from the front, it appears round. If the same ball is
lit from the side, we see it as a half-circle. Hollis Frampton's short film Lemon consists primarily of light moving around a lemon, and the shifting shadows create dramatically changing patterns of yellow and black. This fihn almost seems designed
to prove the truth of a remark made by Josef von Sternberg, one of the cinema's
masters of film lighting: "The proper use of light can embellish and dramatrze every
object."
For our purposes, we can isolate four major features of film lighting: its quality, direction, source, and color.
Lightin g quali4, refers to the relative intensity of the illuminati on. Harcl lighting
creates clearly defined shadows, crisp textures, and sharp edges, whereas soft lighting creates a diffused illumination. In nature, the noonday sLln creates hard light,
while an overcast sky creates soft light. The terms are relative, and many lighting situations will fall between the extremes, but we can usually recognize the differences
(4.541 4.55).

The direction of lighting in a shot refers to the path of light from its source or
sources to the object lit. "Every light," wrote von Sternberg, "has a point where it
is brightest and a point toward which it wanders to lose itself completely. . The
journey of rays from that central core to the outposts of blackness is the adventure
and drama of light." For convenience we can distinguish among frontal lightin._e.
sidelighting, backlighting, underlighting, and top lighting.
Frontal lighting can be recognized by its tendency to eliminate shadows. In
4.56, from Jean-Luc Godard's La Chinoise, the result of such frontal li-ehtin-e is a
fairly flat-looking image. Contrast 4.57, from Touch of Evil, in which Orson Welles
uses a hard sidelight (also called a crosslight) to sculpt the character's features.
Backlighting, oS the name suggests, comes from behind the subject filmed. It
can be positioned at many angles: high above the figure, at various angles off to the
side, pointing straight at the camera, or from below. Used with no other sollrces of
light, backlighting tends to create silhouettes, as in 4.58. Combined with more
frontal sources of light, the technique can create an unobtrusively illuminated contour. This use of backlighting is called edge lighting or rint lighting (4.59).
As its name implies, underlighting suggests that the light comes from below
the subject. In 4.60, the underlighting suggests an offscreen flashli-eht. Since

4.54 In this shot from Satyajit Ray's
Apttrr4jilo, Apu's rlother and the globe she
holcls are ernphasizecl by hard lighting.
wlrile . .
.

4.55

4.56

film. sofier lighting

makes the actress's shadow fall directly
behind her, where we cannot see it.

. . . in another shot from the same
bh"rrs contours and
textures and makes for more diftusion and
gentler contrasts between li_qht and shade.

ln La Chinoise, fiontal lighting

Aspects of Mise-en-Scene

4.57

In Touc'lt

r1f

Evil, sidelight creates

sharp attached shaclows by the charzlcter's
nose, cheek, and lips, while long cast shadows appear on the file cabinets at the lefi.

4.58

In Godard's Passiort, the lamp and
window provide backlighting that presents
the woman almost entirely in silhouette.

r27

4.59

In Wings, a narrow line of light
makes each actor's body stand out from
the background.

4.61

Top lighting in Josef von Sternberg's
Slrunghoi E.rpr?.s.s.

4.60

ln Tlte Si.vr/r Sertse, a flashlight lights the boy's face trom below,
enhancin-s our enrpathy rvith his fright as he feels the presence of a ghost.

underlighting tends to distort features, it is often used to create dramatic horror
effects, but it may also simply indicate a realistic light source, such as a fireplace.
As usual. a particular technique can function differently according to context.
Top lighting is exemplified by 4.61, where the spotlight shines down from almost directly above Marlene Dietrich's face. Von Sternberg frequently used such
a high frontal light to bring out the line of his star's cheekbones. (Our earlier
example from Aspholt Jungle rn Figure 4.53 provides a less glamorous instance of

top lighting.)

Lighting can also be characterized by its source. In making a documentary, the
filmmaker may be obliged to shoot with the light available in the actual surroundings. Most fictional films, however, use extra light sources to obtain greater control
of the image's look. In most fictional films, the table lamps and streetlights you see
in the mise-en-scene are not the principal sources of illumination for the filming.
Br.rt these visible sollrces of light will motivate the lighting decisions made in production. The filmmaker will usually strive to create a lighting design that is consistent with the sources in the setting. In 4.62,, from The Miracle Worker the window
in the rear and the lantern in the right foreground are purportedly the sources of illumination, but you can see the many studio lights used in this shot reflected as tiny
white dots in the glass lantern.
Directors and cinematographers manipulating the lighting of the scene will
start from the assumption that any subject normally requires two light sources:

4.62

Apparent and hidden li-eht sources

in The Mirac'le Wtrken
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4.6,

4.64

Strong key and soft fill light
combined in The Bodl,guard.

Bezhin Meadow.

a key light and a fill light. The key light is the primary source, providing the
dominant illumination and casting the strongest shadows. The key light is the most
directional light, and it usually corresponds to the motivating light source in the setting. A fill is a less intense illumination that "fills in," softening or eliminating
shadows cast by the key light. By combining key and fill, and by adding other
sources, lighting can be controlled quite exactly.
The key lighting source may be aimed at the subject from any angle, as our examples of lighting direction have indicated. As one shot from lvan the Terrible
shows (4.11), underlighting may be the key source, while a softer and dimmer fill
falls on the setting behind the figure.
Lights from various directions can be combined in any way. A shot may Llse
key and fill lights without backlighting. In the frame from The Boclyguarcl (4.63). a
strong key light from offscreen left throws a dramatic shadow on the u,all at the
right. The dim fill light inconspicuously shows the back wall and ceilin-e of the set.
but leaves the right side of the actor's head dark.
In 4.64, from Bezhin Meaclovv, Eisenstein uses a number of light sources and
directions. The key light falling on the figures comes from the left side, but it is hard
on the face of the old woman in the foreground and softened on the face of the man
because a fill light comes in from the right. This fill light falls on the woman's forehead and nose.

"When taking close-ups in a colour
picture, there is too much visual
information in the background, which
tends to draw attention away from
the face. That is why the faces of the
actresses in the old black and white
pictures are so vividly remembered.
Even now, movie fans nostalgically
recall Dietrich . . . Garbo . . . Lamarr . .
Why? Filmed in black and white,

those figures looked as if they were
lit from within. When a face
appeared on the screen over'

exposed-the high-key technique,
which also erased imperfections-it
was as if a bright object was
emerging from the screen."

-

Nestor Almendros, cinematographer

.

Classical Hollywood filmmaking developed the custom of usin g at least three
light sources per shot: key light, fill light, and backlight. The most basic arrangement of these lights on a single figure is shown rn 4.65. The backlight comes from
behind and above the figure, the key light comes diagonally from the front, and a
fiU light comes from a position near the camera. The key will usually be closer to
the figure or brighter than the fill. Typically, each major character in a scene will
have his or her own key, fill, and backlight. If another actor is added (as in the dotted figure in 4.65), the key light for one can be altered slightly to form the backlight
for the other, and vice versa, with a fill light on either side of the camera.
ln 4.66, the Bette Davis character in Jezebel is the most important figure, and
the three-point lighting centers attention on her: a bright backlight from the rear
upper right highlights her hair and edge-lights her left arm. The key light is off left,
making her right arm brightly illuminated. A fill light comes from just to the right
of the camera. It is less bright than the key. This balanced lighting creates mild
shading, modeling Davis's face to suggest volume rather than flatness. (Note the
slight shadow cast by her nose.) Davis's backlight and key light serve to illuminate
the woman behind her at the right, but less prominently. Other fill lights, called
background or set lighting, fall on the setting and on the crowd at the left rear.
Three-point lighting emerged during the studio era of Hollywood filmmaking, and
it is still widely used, as in 4.67, from Steven Spielberg's Catch Me IfYou Can.
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bock

4.65

The three-point system's effect as it looks on the screen in

Jez,ebel.

co mero

4.65

Three-point lighting, one of the basic techniques of

Hollywood cinema.

4.67

ln Cutclt Me If

Wru Cart, the

ne'er-do-well father can't

sLlppress a -9rin at his son s impersonation, and the high-key
lightin-e accentuates the upbeat tone of the scene.

You may have already noticed that this three-point lighting system demands
that the larnps be rearranged virtually every time the camera shifts to a new framing
of the scene. In spite of the great cost involved, most Hollywood films have a different lighting arrangement for each camera position. Such variations in the light
sources do not conform to reality, but they do enable filmmakers to create clear
compositions for each shot.
Three-point lighting was particularly well suited for the high-key lighting used
in classical Hollywood cinema and other filmmaking traditions. High-key lighting
refers to an overall lighting design that uses fill light and backlight to create low
contrast between brighter and darker areas. Usually, the light quality is soft, making shadow areas fairly transparent. The frames from Jez,ebel (4.66) and from Catclt
Me If You Can (4.67) exemplify high-key lighting. Hollywood directors and cinematographers have relied on this for comedies, adventure films, and most dramas.

4.68

4.69

Bac'k to the Future: day

versLrs ni-ght.
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4.7O ln Kanctl,
a harsh

low-key lighting creates
highlight on one side of the

woman's face,, a deep shadow on the other.

.

"When I started watching films in the
1940s and 1950s, lndian
cinematography was completely
under the influence of Hollywood
aesthetics, which mostly insisted on
the 'ideal light' for the face, using
heavy diffusion and strong backlight.
I came to resent the complete
disregard of the actual source of light
and the clichdd use of backlight.
Using backlight all the time is like
using chili powder in whatever you

', cook."

-

Subrata Mitra, cinematographer

4.71

High-key lighting is not used sirnply to render a brightly lit situation, such as a
dazzling ballroom or a sunny afternoon. High-key lighting is an overall approach to
illurnination that can suggest different lighting conditions or times of day. Consider,
for example, two frames from Bock to the Future. The first shot (4.68) uses high-key
illumination matched to daylight and a brightly lit malt shop. The second frame (4.69)
is from a scene set in a room at night, but it still Llses the high-key approach, as can
be seen from the lighting's softness, its low contrast, and its detail in shadow areas.
Low-key illumination creates stronger contrasts and sharper, darker shadows.
Often the lighting is hard, and fill light is lessened or eliminated altogether. The effect is of chiaroscuro, or extremely dark and light regions within the image. An example is 4.70, from Andrzej Wajda's Kanal. Here the fill light and background li,_qht
are significantly less intense than in high-key technique. As a result, shadow areas
on the left third of the screen remain hard and opaque. In 4.71, a low-key shot from
Leos Carax's Mauvais scu7g, the key light is hard and comes from the side. Carax
eliminates both fill and background illumination, creating very sharp shadows and
a dark void around the characters.
As our examples indicate, low-key lighting has usually been applied to somber
or mysterious scenes. It was common in horror films of the 1930s and films noirs
(dark films) of the 1940s and 1950s. The low-key approach was revived in the
1980s in such films as Blacle Runner and Rumble Fish and continued in the 1990s
in films noirs like SeTen and The Usual Suspects. In El Srtr (4.72). Victor Erice's
low-key lighting yields dramatic chiaroscuro effects that portray the adult world as
a child imagines it.
When the actors move, the director must decide whether to alter the lightin-e.
By overlapping several different key lights, the filmmaker can maintain a constant
intensity as actors move around the set. Although constant lighting is not particularly realistic, it has advantages, the main one bein._e that distracting shadows and
highlights do not move across actors. At the end of Fellini's ^A/iglrts of Cabiria, tor
example, the heroine moves diagonally toward uS, accompanied by a band of
singing young people (4.7314.74). Alternatively, the filmmaker may have his or her
figures move through patches of light and shadow. The sword fight in Rn.s ltontort rs
intensified by the contrast between the ferocious combat and the cheerfully dappled
lighting pouring into the glade (4.7 5).
We tend to think of film lighting as limited to two colors-the white of sunlight
or the soft yellow of incandescent interior lamps. h-r practice, filmmakers who
choose to control lighting typically work with as purely white a light as they can.
By use of filters placed in front of the light source, the filmmaker can color the
onscreen illurnination in any fashion. There may be a realistic source in the scene

ln Mauvctis setrg, a sin-ele key light without any
actress's f'ace leaves her expression nearly invisible.

fill

on the

4.72

Low-key lighting in El Sur suggests a child's view of the

adult world as full of mystery and danger.
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4.71

In Niglr t,s r1f Cabiria, the heroine is
surounded by a band young street
mLlslclans.

4.74

As she walks, the lighting on her
face does not change, enabling us to notrce
sli-eht changes in her expression.

4.75

Dappled lighting in Rashonnn.

4.77

ln Ivurt tlte 'lbrt'ilile,

t'ear registers 0n his fercc . .
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a character's
.

4.76

An orange filter su-e-eests that all the li-eht in this scene
from The Greert Roon l comes from candles.

to motivate the hue of the light. For example, cinematographers often use filters
over lighting equipment to suggest the orange tint of candlelight, as in FranEois
Truffaut's Tlte Greert Roont (4.76). But colored light can also be unrealistic in its
motivation. Eisenstein's lvan the Terrible,Part 2, uses a blue light suddenly cast on
an actor, nondie-eetically., to suggest the character's terror and uncertainty (4.77,
4.78). Such a shift in stylistic function-using colored light to perform a function
usually confined to actin-q-is all the more effective because it is so unexpected.
Most film lighting is applied during shooting, but computer-generated imagery
allows filmmakers to create virtual lighting designs. Powerful 3D programs enable
filmmakers to add broad overall illumination or strongly directional effects. Spotli-ehts can sprinkle highlights on shiny metal, while "shader" tools rnodel objects
with attached shadows. In normal filn-ring, filmmakers must reduce the vast amount
of visual information in front of the camera,, using lighting to clarify and simplify
the space. In contrast, digital lighting is built up little by little from simple elements.
For this reason, it is very time-consuming; a program may need a day and a night
to render moving cast shadows in a single shot. Still, new software and faster computers are likely to accelerate the work process.
We are used to ignoring the illumination of our everyday surroundings, so film
lighting is also easy to take for granted. Yet the look of a shot is centrally controlled
by light quality, direction, source, and color. The filmmaker can rnanipulate and
combine these factors to shape the viewer's experience in a great many ways. No
component of mise-en-scene is more important than "the drama and adventure
of light."

4.78

. . . but a blue light also suddenly
and briefly shines on it until it disappealrs
and the scene continues.
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4.79

ln Tlte Hud,suc'ker Pro-rrl when the rnailboy Norville
proposes his new toy idea. the clicking balls on his boss's desktop
sr"rddenly and inexplicably stop.

4.80

The abstract film Parabolc uses lighting and a pLlre
background to errph astze sculptural forms.

Staging: Movement and Performance

4.81

The actors strike weary poses ln

Seven Sarnurai.

4.82

ln Wltite Herft, Cody Jarrett (Jarnes

from the prison lness
table after learnin-9 of his mother's death.

Ca.-eney) bursts up

The director may also control the behavior of various figures in the mise-en-scene.
Here the word figures covers a wide range of possibilities,, since the figure may
represent a person but could also be an anirnal (Lassie, the donkey Balthasar'.
Donald Duck), a robot (R2D2 and C3PO in the StarWars series), &r object (4.791.
or even a pure shape (4.80). Mise-en-scene allows such figures to express feelings
and thoughts; it can also dynamize them to create various kinetic patterns.
In 4.81, from Seven Sanrurai, the samurai have won the battle with the bandits.
Virtually the only movement in the frame is the drivin-e rain. but the slouchin-s postures of the men leanin-g on their spears express their tense wearirtess. In colttrast.
in Wltite Heat, explosive movement and ferocious facial expression present an irnage of psychotic rage (4.82).
In cinema, facial expression and movement are not restricted to human figures. Chapter 10 will discuss animation's flexibility in combining abstract drawings
or three-dimensional objects with highly dynamic movement. For example, in science fiction and fantasy films, monsters and robots may be given expressions and
gestures through the technique of stop-ctction (also called stolt-ntotiort). Typically.
a small-scale model is made with articulated parts. In filming, it is posed as desired,
and a frame or two is shot. Then the figure is adjusted slightly and another frame
or two is exposed, and so on. The result on screen is a continuous, if sometimes
jerky, movement. The horrendous onslaught of ED-209,, the crime-fi-ghting robot in
Robocop, was created by means of a 12-inch miniature filmed in stop-action (4.83).
(A full-scale but unmoving model was also built for long shots.) Stop-action can
also be used for more abstract and unrealistic purposes, as in Jan Svankmajer's Dintensions of Dialogue (4.84).
The filmmaker can stage action without three-dimensional objects moving in
real space. Drawings of characters who never existed, like Aladdin or Daffy Duck,
can be used in animated films. Dinosaurs and fabulous monsters created only as
models can be scanned and made to move in a lifelike fashion through computergenerated imagery (see | .29).

Acting and Actuality Although abstract

shapes and animated figures can become important in the mise-en-scene, the most intuitively familiar cases of figure
expression and movement are actors playing roles. Like other aspects of mise-enscene, the performance is created in order to be filmed. An actor's performance
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4.84
4.83

A miniature

used rn Robocop.

consists of visual elements (appearance, gestures, facial expressions) and sound
(voice, effects). At times, of course, an actor may contribute only visual aspects, as
in the silent era. Similarly, an actor's performance may sometimes exist only on the
sound track of the film; in A Letter to Three Wives, Celeste Hohn's character, Addie Ross, speaks a narration over the images but never appears on the screen.
Actin.-e is often approached as a question of realism. But concepts of realistic
actin-e have chan-9ed over film history. Today we may think that the performances of
Russell Crowe and Renee Zellweger in Cinderella Man or those given by Heath
Led-eer and Jake Gyllenhaal rn Brokeback Mountain arc reasonably close to people's
real-life behavior. Yet in the early 1950s, the New York Actors Studio style, as exemplified by Marlon Brando's performances in On the Waterfront and A Streetcar
Nantecl Desire, was also thou-eht to be extremely realistic. Fine though we may still
find Brando's work in these films, it seems deliberate, heightened, and quite unrealistic. The same might be said of the performances, by professional and amateur actors alike, in post-World War II Italian neorealist films. These were hailed when they
first appeared as almost documentary depictions of Italian life, but many of them
now seem to us to contain polished performances suitable to Hollywood films. Already. rnajor naturalistic performances of the 1970s, such as Robert De Niro's protagonist in Taxi Driver seem quite stylized. Who can say what the acting in The
Insider In the Bedroom, and other recent films will look like in a few decades?
Changing views of realism are not the only reason to be wary of this as a concept for analyzing acting. Often, when people call a performance unrealistic, they
are evaluating it as bad. But not all films try to achieve realism. Since the performance an actor creates is part of the overall mise-en-scene, films contain a wide variety of acting styles. Instead of assuming that acting must be realistic, we should
try to understand what kind of acting style the film is aiming at. If the functions of
acting in the film are best served by a nonrealistic performance, that is the kind that
the skillful actor will strive to present. Obvious examples of nonrealistic acting
style can be found in The Wizard of Oz, for fantasy purposes. (How would a real
Wicked Witch behave?) Moreover, realistic performance will always be only one
option in film acting. In mass-production filmmaking from Hollywood, India, Hong
Kong, and other traditions, overblown performances are a crucial source of the audience's pleasure. Viewers do not expect narrowly realistic acting from Jim Carrey
or from martial-arts stars such as Jet Li or Jackie Chan.
Finally, when we watch any fictional film, we are to some degree aware that the
performances on the screen are the result of the actors' skills and decisions. (See 'A
Closer Look.") When we use the phrase "larger than life" to describe an effective
performance, we seem to be tacitly acknowledging the actor's deliberate craft. In
analyzing a particular film, it is usually necessary to go beyond assumptions about
realism and consider the functions and purposes that the actor's craft serves.

A conversation between clay
figures de-eenerates as they begin to claw
each other to bits in Dimertsiorts o.f
Dialogue.

"l get

impatient with many
Hollywood films because there's this
assumption that meaning or emotion
is contained in those few square

inches of an actor's face and I just
don't see it that way at all. I think
there's a power in withholding
i nformati on, reveali ng thi ngs
gradually, Letting the audience
discover things within the frame in
time, in the way they stand."

-

Alison Mactean, director, Crush

THE FILM ACTOR'S TOOLKIT
We might think that the most important task facinS an actor is reading dialogue in a convincing and stirring way.
Certainly,voice and delivery are very
important in cinema, but considered in
terms of mise-en-scene, the actor is always part

of the overalI visual

design.

Many film scenes contain littte or no dialogue, but at every moment onscreen,
the actor must be in character. The actor and director shape the performance
pictoriatty.

At all times, film actors use their

confirmed when )erry says, "Uh-huh,"
and studies her skeptically, his fixed

faces. This was most evident before
movies had sound, and theorists of the
silent film were futt of praise for the subtte facial acting of Charlie Chaplin, Greta

than Senuine pride (4.861. This encounter sets up one premise of the
fitm-that Jerry's ideatistic impulses wi[[

Garbo, and Littian Gish. Since some basic
facial expressions (happiness, fear, anger)
are understood easi[y across cultures, it's
not surprising that silent film coutd become popular around the world. Today,

with mainstream fiction films

using

many close-ups (see pp. 43-44), actor's
faces are hugely enlarged, and the performers must control their expressions
minutely.

The most expressive parts of the
face are the brows, mouth, and eyes. A[[
work together to signal how the character is responding to the dramatic situa-

tion. ln Jerry Maguire, the accountant

4.85

Perky and sincere, Dorothy
pledges allegiance to Jerry Maguire's
idealistic memo.

134

Dorothy Boyd accidentally meets )erry
at an airport baggage conveyor. She has
a crush on him, partly because she admires the couraSeous mission statement he has issued to the sports agency
they work for. As he starts to back off
from the statement, she eagerty quotes
it from memory; Renee Zellwegger's
earnest smile and steady gaze suggest
that she takes the issues more seriously
than )erry does (4.851. This impression is

smile signaling social potiteness rather

need constant shoring up, for he might
at any moment stip back into being "a
shark in a suit."
The eyes hotd a special place in film.
ln any scene, crucial story information is
conveyed by the direction of a characters gtance, the use of eyelids, and the
shape of the eyebrows. One of Chaplin's

most heartrending moments comes in
City Lights, when the btind flower girt,
now sighted, suddenly reatizes that he's
her benefactor. Chaptin twirts a flower
in his teeth, so we can't see the shape of
his mouth; we must read yearning in his
brows and rapt, dark gaze (4.871.

4.86

Jerry smiles politely, but his
sideways glance and brows suggest that he

is a bit put off by her earnestness.

Normally, we don't stare intent[y at

the people we tatk with. We glance
away about half the time to gather our
thoughts, and we btink 10-.12 times a
minute. But actors must [earn to look
directly at each other, locking eyes and
seldom blinking. lf an actor gtances
away from the partner in the conversation, it suggests distraction or evasion.
lf an actor bIinks, it suggests a reaction
to what is happening in the scene (surprise, or anxiety). Actors ptaying force-

fuI

characters often stare fixedly.
Anthony Hopkins said this of ptaying
Hannibal Lecter: "lf you don't blink you
can keep the aud ience mesmeri zed."
.l0.3.)
(See 10..l,
ln our Jerry Maguire
scene, the protagon ists watch each
other fixedty. When )erry does close his

to Dorothys praise, it
indicates his nervousness about con-

eyes in response

fronting the issues that his mission
statement raised.
Actors act with their bodies as we[[.
How a character walks, stands, or sits
conveys a great deal about personality
and attitude. ln fact, during the l8th and

lgth centuries, attitude was used to refer to the way a person stood. Stage
acting gave early film a repertoire of
postu res that cou [d express a character s state of m ind. In the 1916 ltalian
film Tigre Reale (The Royal Tigress), the
diva Pina Menichelli plays a countess

with a shady past. At one point, she
confesses this in a florid attitude that
expresses noble suffering (4.881. White
few actors today would resort to this
stylized posture, early film audiences
would have accepted it as vividly expressive, like a movement in dance.
Menichelti plays the rest of the scene
more quietty, but she stitI employs expressive attitudes f4.89, 4.901.
Chaplins and Menichellis gestures
show that hands are important toots of
the film actor. Hands are to the body
what eyes are to the face: They focus
our attention and evoke the character's

thoughts and feelings. Actress Maureen
O'Hara said of Henry Fond?, 'Att he had

to do

was wag his little finger and he
could steal a scene from anybody." A
good exam p [e can be seen in the
doomsday thri[[er Fail-Safe. Henry
Fonda plays the U.S. president, who has
learned that an American warplane has
been accidentally sent to bomb the Soviet Union. Fonda stands erect at the
phone as he hears d istressing news
about the planes progress, and he hangs
up with his left hand 14.91-4.941.By
keeping most of the shot sti[[ and bare,
director Sidney Lumet has given Fondas
fingers the main rote, letting them express the president's measured prudence but also suggesting the strain of
the crisis.

4.88
4.87

In the climax of City Lights, by
concealing his mouth with the flower he
twirls nervolrsly, Chaplin obliges us to find
his hope expressed in the upper part of his

In Tigre Reale, Menichelli's right

hand seizes her hair, as if pulling her head
back in agony; but her body still expresses
defiance, thrust forward and standing firm
as the left hand grips her waist.

face.
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4.89

As Menichelli begins to feel

4.9O

She keeps her back to the camera

shame, she retreats toward the fireplace,
turning from us and slumping in a way
that suggests regret.

as she withdraws, now a pathetic figure.

4.92

4.91

The president pauses and rubs his
fingers together thoughtfully . . .

. . . then he taps into the intercom

with his right hand.

491

In Foil-Safe, the president stands
erect at the phone as he hears distressing
news about the plane's progress, and he
hangs up with his left hand.

4.94

As he u'aits. for a brief moment
his left fin-9ers wag-ele anxioush'.

Acting: Functions and Motivation In 1985, Hollywood observers were surprised that Steve Martin wasn't nominated for an Academy Award for A ll of Me. In
that film, Martin portrays a man whose body is suddenly inhabited on the ri-eht side
by the soul of a woman who has just died. Martin used sudden chan'ees of voice.
along with acrobatic pantomiffie, to suggest a split body. In 1999, a similar outcry
occurred when Jim Carrey was not nominated for an Oscar for Tlte Tnurtart Sltow,
a comedy about a man who is unaware that his entire life has been broadcast as a
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sitcom on television. Neither Martin nor Carrey could be expected to perform
realistically in the naffow sense of the word, since the situations they portray could
not exist in the real world. Yet in the context of each of these fantasy-comedies, the
performance is completely appropriate.
In films like All of Me and The Truman Show, a more muted and superficially
realistic performance would clearly be inappropriate to the context established by
the genre, the film's narrative, and the clverall mise-en-scene. This suggests that a
performance, realistic or not, should be examined according to rts fiinctiort in the
context of the film.
We can consider performance along two dimensions. A performance will be
more or less individualizecl, and it will be more or less stltlizecl. Often we have both
in mind when we think of a realistic performance: it creates a unique character, and
it does not seem too exaggerated or too underplayed. Marlon Brando's portrayal of
Don Vito Corleone in The Godfather is quite individualized. Brando gives the Godfather a complex psychology, z distinctive appearance and voice, and a string of facial expressions and gestures that make him significantly different from the
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standard image of a gang boss. As for stylization, Brando keeps Don Vito in the
middle range. His performance is neither flat nor flamboyant; he isn't impassive,
but he doesn't chew the scenery either.
But this middle range, which we often identify with realistic performance,
isn't the only option. On the individuality scale, films may create broader, more
anonymous types.Classical Hollywood narrative was built on ideologically stereotyped roles: the Irish cop on the beat, the black servant, the Jewish pawnbroker, the
wisecracking waitress or showgirl. Through Qpecasting, actors were selected and
directed to conform to type. Often, however, skillful performers gave these conventions a freshness and vividness. In the Soviet cinema of the 1920s, several directors
used a similar principle, called typage. Here the actor was expected to portray a typical representative of a social class or historical movement (4.951 4.96).
Whether more or less typed, the performance can also be located on a continuum of stylrzatron A long tradition of film acting strives for a resemblance to what
is thought of as realistic behavior. This sense of realism may be created by giving
the actors small bits of business to perform while they speak their lines. Frequent
gestures and movelnents by the actors add plausibility to the humor of Woody
Allen's films (4.97). More intense and explicit emotions dominate Winchester 73,
in which James Stewart plays a man driven by a desire for revenge (4.98).
Psychological motivation is less important in a film like Trouble in Paradise, a
sophisticated comedy of manners in which the main concern is with more stereotypical characters in a comic situation. In 4.99, two women competing for the same
man pretend to be friendly. Again, the performances are perfectly appropriate to the
genre. narrative. and overall style of the film.

4.97

4.95

The opening of Sergei Eisenstein's
Strike presents the cartoonish clichd of the
top-hatted capitalist . .
.

4.96

. . . while in contrast the workers
are later presented as earnest and resolute.

Verisimilitude in

actin-u: N{ia Farrou'
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as

Hannah. Diane Wiest as
her sister Holly. and
Carrie Fisher as their
friend April set a table,
chatting about the other
guests tn Hurtrtah arrcl Her
Si.srers.

4.98

ln

Winc'hester 73,

Jinmy Stewart's

mild manner occasionally erupts into
explosions of anger, revealing hirn as on
the brink of psychosis.

4.99

4.100 Nikolai

gestures

raised arm and thrown-back head are
appropriate to the hei-ehtened style of lvcut
the Tert'ible.

The exaggerated smiles and
in Zra uble in Porctclise are
amusing because we know that each
woman is trying to deceive the other.

Cherkasov's dramatically
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Comedy doesn't provide the only motivation for greater stylization. Ivan the
Terrible is a film that heightens every element-music, costume, setting-to create
a larger-than-life portrait of its hero. Nikolai Cherkasov's broad, abrupt gestures fit
in perfectly with all of these other elements to create an overall unity of composi-

tion (4.100).
Some films may combine different degrees of stylization . Amadeus contrasts a
grotesque, giggling performance by Tom Hulce as Mozart with Murray Abraham's
suave Salieri. Here the acting sharpens the contrast between the older composer's
decorous but dull music and the young man's irrepressible but offensive genius.

Films like Caligari, Ivan the Terrible, and Amadeus create stylized performances through extroversion and exaggeration. The director can also explore the
possibilities of very muted performances. Compared to normal practice, highly restrained acting can seem quite stylized. Robert Bresson is noted for such restrained
performances. Using nonprofessional actors and drilling them in the details of the
characters' physical actions, Bresson makes his actors quite inexpressive by conventional standards (4.101 ,4.102). Although these performances may upset oLlr expectations, we soon realize that such restraint focuses our attention on details of
action we never notice in most movies.

Acting in the Context of Other Techniques By examining how an actor's
performance functions in the context of the overall film, we can also notice how
acting cooperates with other film techniques. For instance, the actor is always a

4.101

Playing the heroine of Au Hasarcl Bulthasar Anna
Wiazemsky looks without expression at her would-be seducer,
who wants her to get in his car . . .

4.102 ...and glances

downward, still without re-gisterin-e her
thoughts, before gettrng into the car.

4.103 ln The Cabinet qf Dn Caligari,

4.104

Cesare's body echoes the tilted tree trunks.
his arms and hands their branches and

inexpressive performance or an enigmatic

leaves.

one?

Jean Seberg in Brectthless, an
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graphic element in the film, but some films underline this fact. In The Cabinet of
Dn Caligori, Conrad Veidt's dancelike portrayal of the somnambulist Cesare makes
him blend in with the graphic elements of the setting (4.103). As we shall see in
ollr examination of the history of film styles, the graphic design of this scene in
Coligari typifies the systematic distortion characteristic of German Expressionism.
In Breathless, director Jean-Luc Godard juxtaposes Jean Seberg's face with a
print of a Renoir paintin g (4.104). We might think that Seberg is giving a wooden
performance, for she simply poses in the frame and turns her head. Indeed, her acting in the entire film may seem flat and inexpressive. Yet her face and general demeanor are visually appropriate for her role, a capricious American woman
unfathomable to her Parisian boyfriend.
The context of a performance may also be shaped by the technique of film editing. Because a film is shot over a period of time, actors perform in bits. This can
work to the filrnmaker's advantage, since these bits can be selected and combined
to br-rild up a performance in ways that could never be accomplished on the stage.
If a scene has been filmed in several shots, with alternate takes of each shot, the editor may select the best gestures and expressions and create a con-lposite performance better than any one sustained performance could be. Through the addition
of sound and the combination with other shots, the performance can be built up still
further. The director may simply tell an actor to widen his or her eyes and stare offscreen. If the next shot shows a hand with a gun, we are likely to think the actor is

4.105

In this long shot fron The
stitf, upright wety
in which the heroine holds her parasol is
one of the main facets of the actress's
Spicler',s Strategem, the

performance . .

.

depictin._e fear.

Camera techniques also create a controlling context for acting. Fihn acting, as
most r,'iewers know, differs from theatrical acting. At first glance, that suggests that
cinema alr,vays call for more underplaying, since the camera can closely approach
the actor. But cinema actually calls for a stronger interplay between restraint and
emphasis.

In

theater. we are usually at a considerable distance from the actor on the
We
certainly can never get as close to the theater actor as the camera can put
stage.
us in a filrn. But recall that the camera can be at anv distance from the figure.
Filmed trom very far away, the actor is a dot on the screen-much smaller than an
actor on stage seen from the back of the balcony. Filmed from very close, the
actor's tiniest eye movement may be revealed.
Thus the film actor must behave differently than the stage actor does, but not
always by being more restrained. Rather, she or he must be able to acljttst to each
O'pe o.f ccurtero distance. If the actor is far from the camera, he or she will have to
or move around to be seen as acting at all. But if the camera and
-qestLlre broadly
actor are inches apart, a twitch of a mouth muscle will colne across clearly.
Between these extremes, there is a whole range of adjustments to be made.
Basically, a scene can concentrate on either the actor's facial expression or on
pantomimic -gestLlres of the body. Clearly, the closer the actor is to the camera, the
more the facial expression will be visible and the more important it will be (although the fihnmaker may choose to concentrate on another part of the body, excluding the face and emphasizing gesture). But if the actor is far away from the
carnera, or turned to conceal the face, his or her gestures become the center of the
performance.
Thus both the staging of the action and the camera's distance from it determine
how we will see the actors'performances. Many shots in Bernardo Bertolucci'sThe
Spicler's Stratagem show the two main characters from a distance, so that their
manner of walking constitutes the actors' performances in the scene (4.105). In
conversation scenes' however, we see their faces clearly, &S in 4.106.
Lr

4.106 . . . while in a conversation scene
we can see details of her eye and lip
movements.

"You can ask a bear to do something
like, let's say, 'Stand up,' and the bear
stands up, But you cannot say to a
bear, 'Look astonished.' So you have
him standing up, but then you have
to astonish hlm. I would bang two

saucepans, or get a chicken from a
cage, then shake it so it squawked,

and the bear would think,'What was
that?' and 'click' I'd have that
expression."

-

Jean-Jacques Annaud, director, The Bear

Such factors of context are particularly important when the performers are
not actors, or even human beings. Framing,editing, and other film techniques can
make trained animals give appropriate performances. Jonesy,, the cat in Aliens,
seems threatening because his hissing rnovement has been emphasized by light-

ing, framing, editing, and the sound track (4.107). [n animated films,

the
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filmmaker's manipulation must go further, as in Ladislav Starevich's The Mascot.
There a conversation between a devil and a thief includes subtle facial expressions and gestures, all created through the frame-by-frame manipulation of
puppets (4.108).
As with every element of a film, acting offers an unlimited range of distinct
possibilities. It cannot be judged on a universal scale that is separate from the concrete context of the entire film's form.

Putting It
4.108

Devil and thief puppets rn The

Mctsc'ot.

4lO9

A strikin-e instance of frontality in
characters alternate . .
.

All Together:

Mise-eo-Scene in Space and Time
Sandro and Claudi a are searching for Anna, who has mysteriously vanished. Anna
is Claudia's friend and Sandro's lover, but during their search, they've begun to drift
from their goal of finding her. They've also begun a love affair. In the town of Noto,
they stand on a church rooftop near the bells, and Sandro says he regrets givin,_e up
architectural design. Claudia is encouraging him to return to his art when suddenly
he asks her to marry him.
She's startled and confused, and Sandro comes toward her. She is turned away
from us. At first, only Sandro's expression is visible as he reacts to her plea "Why
can't things be simpler?" (4.109). Claudia twists her arms around the bell rope, then
turns away from him, toward us, grasping the rope and fluttering her hand. Now we
can see that she's quite distraught. Sandro, a bit uneasy, turns away as she says anxiously, "I'd like to see things clearly" (4.110).
Brief though it is, this exchange in Michelangelo Antonioni's L'Avventura ("The
Adventure") shows how the tools of mise-en-scens-sstting, costume, lighting, performance, and staging-can work together smoothly. We've considered them separately in order to examine the contribution each one makes, but in any shot, they
mesh. They unfold on the screen in space and time, fulfilling several functions.
Most basically, the filmmaker has to guide the audience's attention to the most
important areas of the image. We need to spot the items important for the ongoin-e
action. The filmmaker also wants to build up our interest by arousing curiosity and
suspense. And the filmmaker tries to add expressive qualities, giving the shot an
emotional coloration. Mise-en-scene helps the filmmaker achieve all these purposes.
How did Antonioni guide our attention in the Claudia-Sandro exchan ge? First,
we're watching the figures, not the railing behind them. Based on the story so far,
we expect Sandro and Claudia to be the objects of interest. At other points in the
film, Antonioni makes his couple tiny figures in massive urban or seaside landscapes. Here, however, his mise-en-scene keeps their intimate interchange foremost
in our minds.

L'Atvertura: The

4.110

turning their backs on the camera.

Putting
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Consider the first image merely as a two-dimensional picture. Both Sandro and
Claudia stand out against the pale sky and the darker railing. They're also mostly
curved shapes-heads and shoulders-and so they contrast with the geometrical
regularity of the rails. In the first frame, light strikes Sandro's face and suit from the
right, picking him out against the rails. His dark hair is well positioned to make his
head stand out against the sky. Claudi ?, v blonde, stands out against the railing and
sky less vividly, but her polka-dot blouse creates a distinctive pattern. And considered only as a picture, the shot roughly balances the two figures, Sandro in the left
half and Claudia in the right.
It's hard to think of the shot as simply two-dimensional, though. We instinctively see it as portraying a space that we could move around in. Claudia seems
closer to us because her body masks things farther away, a spatial cue called overIap. She's also somewhat larger in the frame than Sandro, which reinforces our
sense that she's closer. The rope slices across the bottom third of the frame, separating her from him (overlap again). Sandro himself overlaps the railing, which in
turn overlaps the sky and the town. We get a sense of distinct planes of space, layers lying closer to or farther from us. Elements of mise-en-scene like costume,
lighting, setting, and figure placement create this sense of a three-dimensional
arena for the action.
Antonioni has used mise-en-scene to emphasize his characters and their interaction. But that interaction unfolds in time, and it gives him an opportunity to guide
our attention while building up suspense and expressing emotion. Claudia is turned
away from us when Sandro presses her to marry him, and the rope is taut between
them (4.109). How will she respond?
Antonioni starts by giving Claudia a bit of business. She twists the rope around
her arms and slips it over her back. This could be a hint that she's drawn to Sandro's proposal. At the same time, she hesitates. For as soon as he presses her, she

turns away from him (4.110).
We know that faces give us access to characters' thoughts and emotions. Another filmmaker might have had Claudi a already facing us when Sandro asked, so
we'd see her response immediately. Antonioni instead makes things uncertain for a
moment. He has concealed Claudia's reaction and then lets her turn toward us. To
make sllre that we watch her and not Sandro at this moment, Antonioni has him turn
away when she gestures and speaks ("I'd like to see things clearly"). Our attention
is riveted on her.
Soon enough, Sandro turns back toward the camera,, so we can see his reaction,

but already Claudia's anxiety has flashed out at us. Her complex relation to Sandro-attraction (sliding under the bell rope) and uncertainty (turning away

tensely)-has been presented to us concretely.
This is only one moment in a complex scene and complex film, but it shows
how various elements of mise-en-scene can cooperate to create a specific effect-

4.111 Narrative expectations guide our

eye to the main characters in Tootsie.

in

Space and Time
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4.112 A lirlitecl palette ellphasizes this synrnretrical
conrposition in Li.fe on u Strirtg.

the delayed revelation of a character's emotion. That revelation coLlldn't have occurred without the director's choices about what to show Lts art particular poirrts.
When we look at an image, we look pLlrposefully. What we notice is gLlided by our
expectations arbout what rni_eht be significatnt.
Often the form of the whole filrn sets Lrp ollr expectittions. If a shot shows ir
crowd, we will tend to sceln it lookin-e for a character we recognize frorn earlier
scenes. In 4.lll, althou.-qh there are several people in the fore-ground of this shot
from Tootsie, we will likely notice Julie (Jessica Lan_ee) and Dorothy Michaels
(Dustin Hofflneln) quickly, since they are oLlr rnain charercters. Similarly,we notice
Les, seen here for the first titne, because he and Dorothy are exchangin-9 srniles.
Sirnilarly, sound cetn becotne eln important factor controlling oul'attention. Lls \\e
shall see in Chapter 7.In addition to the filrn's stclry context. there are several u'ar s
directors can guide our expectations about what to notice. In the spirit of tryilts to
..qrasp all the options on the mise-en-scene menu. let's look in nrore detail at the spatial and ternporal possibilities.
"The audience is only going to look
at the most overriding thing in the
frame. You must take charge of and

direct their attention. lt's also the
principle of magic: what is the single
important thing? Make it easy for
them to see it, and you're doing your

job
-

"

Space
Screen Space In many respects, a filrr-r sl-rot resembles a paintin_e. It presents er
flat an'ay of colors and shapes. Before we even start to read the inrage as a threedimensional space, mise-en-scene offers melny cLres for -guiding oLu'attention

David Mamet, director

4.113

ancl

emphasizing elernents in the frame.
Take something as simple as balancing the shot. Filmrnakers ofien try to distribute verrioLls points of interest evenly around the frarne. They assunre that viewers will concentrarte ntore olt the Ltpper half of the franre' probably becaurse thart's

Mrtr,s Anut'k.r/.' centerin-9 a single character'

4114

and balancin-sti two.
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where we tend to find characters'faces. Since the film frame is ahorizontal rectangle, the director usually tries to balance the right and left halves. The extreme type
of such balancing is bilateral symmetry. In the battle scene in Life on a String, Chen
Kaige stages the action symmetrically (4.112).

More common than such near-perfect symmetry is a loose balancing of the
shot's left and right regions. The simplest way to achieve compositional balance is
to center the frame on the human body. Filmmakers often place a single figure at
the center of the frame and minimize distracting elements at the sides, as in 4.113.
Many of our earlier illustrations display this flexible balance. Other shots may
counterweight two or more elements, encouraging our eye to move back and forth,
as in 4.114 and our L'Avventura dialogue (4. 109,4. I l0).
Balanced composition is the norffi, but unbalanced shots can also create strong
effects. In Bicycle Thieves, the composition emphasizes the father's new job by
massing most of the figures on the right. They don't balance the son, but he seems
even more vulnerable by being such an ineffective counterweight (4.115). A more

drastic example occLrrs in Michelangelo Antonioni's Il Griclo (4.116), where two
strong elements, the hero and a tree trunk, are grouped on the right side of the shot.
One could argue that the shot creates a powerful urge for the audience to see the
woman's hidden face.
Sometimes the filmmaker will leave the shots a little unbalanced, in order to
prin-re our expectation that something will change position in the frame. The cinema of the l9 l0s offers intriguing examples. Very often a doorway in the back of
the set allowed the director to show that new characters were entering the scene, but

4.115 This composition

from Bicycle

Thieves emphasizes the father's new job
by rnassing rnost of the figures on the
ri_eht.

4.118

She admires herself in a minor. in
a notably decentered f}aming.

4.116 ln Il

Griclo, instead of balancinq
the couple, the composition centers the
man. If there were no tree in the frarne,
the shot wor"rld still be somewhat
weighted to the right, but the unexpected
vertical of the trunk makes that side even

4.117 From quite

heav ier.

adrn irer.

4119 As the ballerina lowers her arm.
the door opens and her father appears.

Her father comes to the front area
and balances the cornposition.

early in cinemir
history, filmmakers used unbalanced
compositions to prepare the viewer for
new narrative developments. ln Yevgenii
Bauer's The Dyirrg Su'nn (1916), the
yoLrng ballerina receives a tiara f}orn an
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then figures closer to the camera had to be rearranged to permit a clear entrance.

The result was a subtle unbalancing and rebalancing of the composition
(4.117-4.120). In Chapter 6, we'll see how cutting can create a balance between

4.121 In V. I. Pudovkin's Motltcr; the
spectator concentrates on the nreln's fhce
rather than on the darkness sLlrroLrndin-e it.

two shots with relatively unbalanced composrtrons.
The filmmaker can guide our attention by use of another time-tested strategy,
principle
the
of contrast. Our eyes are biased toward registering differences and
In
most
changes.
black-and-white films, light costumes or brightly lit faces stand
out while darker areas tend to recede (4.121). If there are several light shapes in the
frame, we'll tend to look from one to the other. But if the background is light, black
elements will become prominent, as Sandro's hair does in our L'Avventura scene
(4.109). The same principles work for color. A bright costume element shown
against a more subdued setting is likely to draw the eye. Jir.i Menzel exploits this
principle in Larks on a String (4.122). Another pertinent principle is that when
lightness values are equal, warm colors in the red-orange-yellow range tend to attract attention, while cool colors like purple and green are less prominent. In Yilmaz Gtiney's Yol, for example, the setting and the characters' outfits are already
quite warm in hue, but the hot pink vest of the man in the central middle ground
helps make him the primary object of attention (4.123).
Color contrasts don't have to be huge, because we're sensitive to small differences. What painters call a limited palette involves a few colors in the same range.
as in our earlier example from Fellini's Casanovct (4.39). Peter Greenaway's The
Draughtsnmn's Contract employs a limited palette from the cooler end of the spectrum (4.124). An extreme case of the principle is sometimes called monochromatic
color design. Here the filmmaker emphasizes a single color, varying it only in purity or lightness. We've already seen an example of monochromatic mise-en-scene
in the white ddcor and costumes of THX I 138 (4.40). In a monochromatic design.
even the slightest fleck of a contrasting color will catch the viewer's attention. The
color design of Aliens is dominated by metallic tones, so even a din-ey yellow can
mark the stiltlike loader as an important prop in the narrative (4.125).
Film has one resource that painting lacks. Our tendency to notice visual differences shifts into high gear when the image includes ntovenrcnt. In the L'At'retturct
scene, the turning of Claudia's head became a major event, but we are sensitive to far

smaller motions in the frame. Normally, for instance we ignore the movement of
scratches and dust on a film. But in David Rimmer's Watching for the Queen, in which
the first image is an absolutely static photograph (4.126), the jumping bits of dust on
the film draw our attention. In 4.127, from Yasujiro Ozu's Record of a knentent
Gentlenran, many items compete for our attention. But the moment that a scrap of

4.122

In Lark.s on a String, the junkyard settin-e provides earthy
grays and blacks a-eainst which the characters' lighter clothes
stand out sharply.

4.121

Warm colors guide the eye in ktl.

Putting
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The Drctughtsmctn's Contract uses a limited palette
green. black, and white.

newspaper flaps,
frame.
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like yellow sparingly.

it immediately attracts the eye because it is the only motion in the

When several moving elements appear on the screen, 3S in a ballroom dance,
we are likely to shift our attention among them, according to other cues or depending on our expectations about which one is most salient to the narrative action. In
4.128. from John Ford's Young Mr. Lincoln, Lincoln is moving much less than the
dancers we see in front of him. Yet he is framed centrally, as the major character,
and the dancers pass rapidly through the frame. As a result, we are likely to concentrate on his ..eestures and facial expressions, however slight they might be compared to the ener,_qetic action in the foreground.

4126

Space

Lookin-s at a film image as a two-dimensional picture helps us appreciate the artistry of filmmakers, but it requires some effort. We find it easier to
immediately see the edges and masses on the screen as a three-dimensional space,
like the one we live in. The elements of the image that create this impression are

Scene

called clepth cues.
Depth cues are what enabled us to understand the encounter of Sandro and
Claudia as taking place in a realistic space, with layers and volume. We develop our
understanding of depth cues from our experience of real locales and from our earlier experience with pictorial media. In cineffi?, depth cues are provided by lightin-9. settin.-9. costumes, and staging-that is, by all the aspects of mise-en-scene.
Depth clles suggest that a space has both volume and several distinct plarles.
When we speak of an object as having volume, we mean that it is solid and occupies a three-dimensional area. A film suggests volume by shape, shading, and
movement. ln 4.104 and 4.129, we do not think of the actors'faces as flat cutouts,
like paper dolls. The shapes of those heads and shoulders suggest solid people. The

4.128

Emphasizing a background figure

in Yowtg Mn Lincoln.

4129

Shading and shape suggest volume
ltt Passion de Jeanne d'Arc'.

in Dreyer's

Watc'hirtg.frtr the Queen
ernphasizes scratches and dr,rst.

4.127 A tiny
Te tt e nt e tt G rt
e

rnovenrent in Ret'orcl o.f ct
Ie

rnu rt.

4.130 A flat composition

in Norrnan

Mclaren's Begone, Dull Cure.
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attached shadows on the faces suggest the curves and recesses of the actors'feattures and give a modeling effect. We assLlme that if the actor in 4.104 turned her
head, we would see a profile. Thus we use oLlr knowledge of objects in the world
to discern volume in filmic space.
An abstract film. because it can Llse shapes that are not everyday objects, can
create compositions without a sense of volume. The shapes in 4.130 give us no
depth cLles for volume-they are unshaded, do not have a recognizable shape, and
do not move in such a way as to reveal new views that sLlggest roundness.
Depth cLles also pick out planes within the image. Planes are the layers of
space occupied by persons or objects. Planes are described according to how
close to or far away from the camera they are: foreground, rniddle ground,
background.
Only a colnpletely blank screen has a single plane. Whenever a shape-even
an abstract one-appeal's, we will perceive it as being in front of a background. In
4.130, the four red S shapes are actually painted right on the frame surface, nS is the
lighter, textured area. Yet the textured area seems to lie behind the four shapes. The
space here has only two planes, as in an abstract painting. This example, like oLlr
L'Avventrtro scene, sLlggests that one of the most basic depth cues is overlap. The
curling S shapes have edges that overlap the background plane, block oLlr vision of
it, and thus seem to be closer to us. In 4.115, the people overlap the ladders, so we
understand that they are closer to the camera than the ladders are, while in 4.116.
the tree overlaps the figure of the woman.
Through overlap, a .-qreat many planes can be defined. In 4.56, from Jean-Luc
Godard's Lct Chinoise, three distinct planes are displayed: the background of fashion cutouts, the woman's face that overlaps that background, and her hand, which
overlaps her lower face. In the three-point lightin-q approach, edge-lighting accelttuates the overlap of planes by emphasizing the contour of the object, thr-rs sharpll'
distinguishing it from the background. (See again 4.59, 4.64, and 4.66.)
Color differences also create overlapping planes. Because cool or pale colors
tend to recede, filmmakers commonly use them for background planes such as setting. Similarly, because warm or saturated colors tend to come forward, such httes
are often employed for costumes or other foreground elements. as in Sarah Maldoror's Sambiz,anga (4.131). (See also 4.29,4.34, and 4.125.)
Animated films can achieve brighter and more saturated color thart most liveaction filming, So depth effects can be correspondingly more vivid. In Chuck
Jones's One Frogglt Evening (4.132), the luminous yellow of the umbrella and the

4.131 ln Sambi:,ctrtg,ct, the heroine's
pale back-gror-rnd.

witrm and
nctly a-gainst the

dress has very

fairly saturated colors. making it stand out

di sti

4.112 Vivid

colors ernphasize the sense of extreme depth in
Orte Fntggt' Evenirtg.
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frog's brilliant green skin make him stand out against the darker red of the curtain
and the earth tones of the stage floor.
Because of the eye's sensitivity to differences, even quite muted color contrasts
can suggest three-dimensional space. ln L'Argent (4.214.23), Robert Bresson uses
a limited, cool palette and relatively flat lighting. Yet the compositions pick out several planes by means of overlapping slightly different masses of black, tan, and
light blue. Our shot from Casanova (4.39) articulates planes by means of slightly
differing shades of red. In The Draughtsman's Contract (4.124), much of our sense
of distant space is created by strong black verticals and by horizontal strips of various shades of green. Together these colors define distinct layers in this scene.
In cineffi?, tnovetnent is one of the most important depth cues, since it strongly
suggests both planes and volumes (4.128). Aerial perspective, or the hazing of
more distant planes, is yet another depth cue. Typically, our visual system assumes
that sharper outlines, clearer textures, and purer colors belong to foreground elements. In landscape shots, the blurring and graying of distant planes can be caused
by actual atmosphen c haze, oS in Gtiney's The Wall (4.133). Even when such haze
is a minor factor, our vision typically assigns strong color contrasts to the foreground, &S in the Santbi:,onga shot (4.13 I ). In addition, very often lighting is maniptrlated in conjunction with lens focus to blur the background planes (4.134).
In 4.135, the mise-en-scene provides several depth cues: overlap of edges, cast
shadows, and size diminution. That is, figures and objects farther away from us are
seen to get proportionally smaller; the smaller the figure appears, the farther away

4.133

Fog emphasizes
the distance between the
foreground and background trees in The Woll.

4lt4 In Michael Curtiz's The Cltorge of the Light Brigade,
aerial perspective is artificially created through diffused lighting
of the background and a lack of clear focus beyond the
f ore-gro u n d c h arac te r.

4.135

Depth cues in Strar-rb and Huillet's The Chrcnic'le
Magdalenu Bach.

o.f Annct
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we believe it to be. This reinforces our sense of there being a deep space with considerable distances between the various planes.
The same illustration dramatically displays linear perspective. We will consider perspective relations in more detail in the next chapter, since they derive as
much from properties of the camera lens as they do from mise-en-scene. For now,
we can simply note that a strong impression of depth emerges when parallel lines
converge at a distant vanishing point. Off-center linear perspective is illustrated in
4.135; note that the vanishing point is not the geometrical center. Central perspective is exemplified rn 4.124 from The Draughtsman's Contract.
In many of the examples already given, you may have noticed that mise-enscene serves not simply to direct our attention to foreground elements but rather to

create a dynamic relation between foreground and background. In 4.56, for instance, Godard keeps our attention on the whole composition by using prominent
backgrounds. Here the pictures behind the actress's head lead us to scan the various small shapes quickly.
The La Cltinoise shot is a shallow-space composition. In such shots. the miseen-scene suggests comparatively little depth, and the closest and most distant
planes seem only slightly separated. The opposite tendency is deep-space composition, in which a significant distance seems to separate planes. Our earlier example from The Chronicle of Anna Magclalena Boch (4.135) exemplifies deep-space
mise-en-scene. Often a director creates a deep-space composition by making the
foreground plane quite large and the back-eround plane quite distant (4.136).
Shallow and deep mise-en-scene are relative. Most compositions present a
moderately deep space, falling between the extremes we have just considered.
Sometimes a composition manipulates depth cues to make a space appear deeper
or shallower than it really is-creating an optical illusion (4.137).
At this point, you might want to return to shots illustrated earlier in this chapter. You will notice that these images use depth cues of overlap. moven-lent. cast
shadows, aerial perspective, size diminution, and linear perspective to create distinctive foreground/background relations.
The fact that our vision is sensitive to differences allows filmmakers to -euide
our understanding of the mise-en-scene. All the cues to story space interact with
one another, working to emphasize narrative elements, direct our attention, and set
up dynamic relations among areas of screen space. We can see this interaction
clearly in two shots from Carl Dreyer's Day of Wrath.
In the first shot, the heroine, Anne, is standing before a -grillwork panel (4.138).
She is not speaking, but since she is a major character in the film. the narrative
already directs us to her. Setting, lighting, costume, and figure expression create

4.116

Several scenes of Wajda's Asftes ancl Diamonrls create
large foreground and distant backgror,rnd planes.

4lI7

Leo Carax flattens space in Bo.r' Meets Girl by making
the actor in the foreground seem to blend into the advertisement
on the wall behind.
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pictorial cues that confirm our expectations. The setting yields a screen pattern of
horizontal and vertical lines that intersect in the delicate curves of Anne's face and
shoulders. The lighting yields a patch of brightness on the right half of the frame
and a patch of darkness on the left, creating pictorial balance. Anne is the meeting
point of these two areas. Her face becomes modeled by the relatively strong key
lighting from the right, a little top lighting on her hair, and relatively little fill light.
Coordinated with the lighting in creating the pattern of light and dark is Anne's costurns-n black dress punctuated by white collar, and a black cap edged with

white-that again emphasizes her face.
The shot is comparatively shallow, displaying two major planes with little distance between them. The background sets off the more important element, Anne.
The rigid geometrical grid in the rear makes Anne's slightly sad face the most expressive element in the fraffie, thus encouraging our eye to pause there. In addition,
the composition divides the screen space horizontally, with the grid pattern running
across the top half and the dark, severe vertical of Anne's dress dominating the
lower half. As is common, the upper zone is the stronger because the character's
head and shoulders occupy it. Anne's figure is positioned slightly off center, but
with her face turned so as to compensate for the vacant area on the right. (Imagine
how unbalanced the shot would look if she were turned to face us squarely and the
same amount of space were left empty on the right.) Thus compositional balance
reinforces the shot's emphasis on Anne's expression. In all, without using motion,
Drever has channeled our attention by means of lines and shapes, lights and darks,
and the fore-.srollnd and back,_ground relations in the mise-en-scene.
Irr the second erample. also from Da1, of Wrath, Dreyer coaxes our attention
into a to-and-tro movement (4.139). Again, the plot -guides us, since the characters
and the cart are crLlcial narrative elements. Sound helps too, since Martin is at the
moment explainin-9 to Anne what the cart is used for. But mise-en-scene also plays
a role. Size diminution and cast shadows establish basic foreground/background relations, with Anne and Martin on the front plane and the cart of wood in the back-

ground. The space

is

comparatively deep (though the foreground

4.138 Day of Wrutft.'

concentr:rtin.-q on a

single figr-rre.

4.119

Day of'Wratft; dividin-e attentiott
between fore-ground and back-ground
fi-gures.

is not as

exaggeratedly close as that rn Ashes and Diamonds, 4.136). The prominence of the
couple and the cart is reinforced by line, shape, and lighting contrasts. The figures
are defined by hard edges and by dark costumes within the predominantly bright
setting. Unlike most shots, this puts the human fi-eures in the lower half of the
frame, which gives that zone an unusual importance. The composition thus creates
a vertical balance, counterweightin-9 the cart with the couple. This encourages us to
glance up and down between the two objects of our attention.
Sinrilar processes are at work in color films. In one shot of Yasujiro Ozu's An
Auturrtrt Aftentoon (4.140), our attention is concentrated on the bride in the center
foreground. Here many depth cues are at work. Overlap locates the two figures in
two foreground planes, setting them against a series of more distant planes. Aerial
perspective makes the tree foliage somewhat out of focus. Movement creates depth
when the bride lowers her head. Perspective diminution makes the more distant objects smaller. The figure and the bright silver, red, and gold bridal costume stand out
strikin,_ely against the muted, cool colors of the background planes. Moreover, the
colors bring back a red-and-silver motif that began in the very first shot of the film
(4.141).
In all these cases, compositional elements and depth cues have functioned to
focus our attention on the narrative elements. But this need not always be the case.
Bresson's Lancelot du Lac uses a limited palette of dark and metallic hues, and
warmer colors tend to stand out (4.142). Such a distracting use of color becomes a
stylistic motif in the film.

Time
Cinema is an art of time as well as space. So we shouldn't be surprised to find that
many of our examples of two-dimensional composition and three-dimensional

4l4O A simple shot from An Autuntrt
A.ftentoon etnploys several depth cLles.

4.141 The striped smokestercks
a

establish

color motif for Art Autunut Aftentoon.
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scenic space have unfolded over time. The director's control over mise-en-scene
governs not only what we see but when we see it, and for how long. In our L'Avt,entura scene between Sandro and Clar-rdia on the rooftop, the timing of the characters'
movemsnts-Sandro turning away just as Claudia turns toward us-contribr-rtes to
the effect of a sudden, sharp revelation of her anxiety.
The director shapes the speed and direction of moven-lent within the shot. Since
our eyes are attuned to noticing changes, we cern pick Lrp the slightest cLres. In
4.143., from Chantal Akerman's Jeanne Dielrrtctrt, 23 quui clu Corrtrrterce, 1080
Bru.relles, the protagonist simply peels potatoes. This feminist film traces. in
painstaking detail, the everyday routines of a Belgiarn house\\'if-e. The composition
of this shot strongly centers Jeanne, and no competin-s nrovenrents distract us from
her steady and efficient preparation of a meal. The selme rhvthnr is carrried throughout the film, so that when she does start to vary her habits. ue are prepared to notice even the sli,_eht errors she makes under emotional pressLlre.
A far busier shot is 4.144. from Busby Berkeley's 42tul Streer. This overhead
view presents strongly opposed r-r-rovernents. The central and outer rin_es of clartce'r's
circle in one direction, while the second ring turns in a contrarl,' direction. The
dancers also swing strips of shiny cloth back and forth. The result is a partially abstract composition, br"rt it's easy to -srasp because the movement of the wheels
within wheels has a ..qeometrical clarity.
The dancers in 42nd Street are synchronized to a considerable degree. but
4.145, from Jacques Tati's PlalTime, contains nrovenrents of differin-q speeds, u ith
diffbrent visual accents. Moreover, they occLlr on difterent pletnes and follou

4.142

In Luncelot clu Lac, a groLlp of conversing kni-ehts is
centered and balanced in the fore-eround planes, yet a pinkishpr,rrple saddle blanket on a passing horse momentarily draws oLlr
eyes away from the action.

4.144
Street.

Synchronized rhythrn rn 42rtcl

4.141

Slow, quiet mo\/en-rent in Jeanrte Dielrnan, 23 clttui dtt

Crntutterc'e, I 080 Bnrrel

4.145 Competin-9
Plav Tinte.

le,s.

rhythms of movement in a busy shot from

Putting

It
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contrasting trajectories. These diverse movements accord with Tati's tendency to
cram his compositions with gags that compete for our attenhon.
As we have already seen, we scan any film frame for information. This scanning brings time sharply into play. Only a very short shot forces us to try to take in
the image all at once. In most shots, we get an initial overall impression that creates formal expectations. These expectations are quickly modified as our eye roams
around the frame.
As we'd expect, our scanning of the shot is strongly affected by the presence of
movement. A static composition, such as our first shot from Day of Wrath (4.138),
may keep pulling our attention back to a single element (here, Anne's face). In contrast, a composition emphasizing movement becomes more time-bound because our
glance may be directed from place to place by various speeds, directions, and
rhythms of movements. In the second image from Day of Wrath (4.139), Anne and
Martin are turned from us (so that expression and gesture are minimized), and they
are standing still. Thus the single movement in the frame-the cart-catches our attention. But when Martin speaks and turns, we look back at the couple, then back at
the cart, and so on, in a shuttling, dynamic shift of attention.
Our time-bound process of scanning involves not only looking to and fro across
the screen but also, in a sense, looking into its depths. A deep-space composition
will often use background events to create expectations about what is about to happen in the foreground. "Composing in depth isn't simply a matter of pictorial richness." British director Alexander Mackendrick has remarked. "It has value in the
narrative of the action. the pacing of the scene. Within the same frame, the director
can organize the action so that preparation for what will happen next is seen in the
back.-uround of what is happening now."
Our example from The Dying Swan (4.117-4.120) illustrates MacKendrick's
point. The same principle is used rn 4.146-4.148, from Three Kings. Here the frame
starts off unbalanced, and the fact that it includes a background doorway prepares

us for the scene's dramatic development. In addition, any movement from

4.146

In this shot from Three Kings, Chief Elgin comes in to
tell the partying GIs that their superior is coming. Normally,
when a character is looking offscreen left, he or she is set a little
off center toward the right. But Elgin is set to the left, leaving the
tent flap behind him prominent. Without being aware of it, we

4.147
Confirming Elgin's warning, the superior officer bursts
into the background.

expect soure action to develop there.

4.148

The officer comes forward, which is always a powerful
way to command the viewer's attention. He moves aggressively
into close-up, ramping up the conflict as he demands to know
where the men got alcohol.
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background to foreground is a strong attention-getter. At moments like these, the
mise-en-scene is preparing us for what will happen, and by arousing ollr expectations, the style engages us with the unfolding action.
The Dving Swan and Three Kings examples also illustrate the power of frontali4r In explaining one five-minute shot in his film Adam's Rib, George Cukor si-snaled this. He remarked how the defense attorney was positioned to focus our
attention on her client, who's reciting the reasons she shot her husband (4.149).
Katharine Hepburn "had her back to the camera almost the whole time. but that had
a meaning: she indicated to the audience that they should look at Judy Holliday. We
did that whole thing without a cut."
All other things being equal, the viewer expects that more story information will
come from a character's face than from a character's back. The viewer's attention
will thus usually pass over figures that are turned away and fasten on figures that are
positioned frontally.A more distant view can exploit frontality. too. In Hou Hsiaohsien's Citu of Sadness, depth staging centers the Japanese woman coming to visit
the hospital, and a burst of bright fabric also draws attention to her (4.150). Just as
important, the other characters are turned away from us. It's characteristic of Hou's
style to employ long shots with small changes in figure movement. The subdued.
delicate effect of his scenes depends on our seeing characters'faces in relation to
others' bodies and the overall setting.
Frontality can change over time to guide our attention to various parts of the shot.
We've already seen alternating frontality at work in our L'Avventura scene, when
Sandro and Claudia turn to and away from us (4. 109, 4.110). When actors are in dialogue, a director may allow frontality to highlight one moment of one actor's performance, then give another performer more prominence (4.151 ,4.152). This device
reminds us that mise-en-scene can borrow devices from theatrical staging.

4.149

ln Aclarn's Rib, the wife who has
shot her husband is given the greatest
emphasis by three-point lighting, her
animated gestures, and her frontal
positioning. Interestin-91y, the exact center
of the frame is occurpied by a nurse in the
background, but Cukor keeps her out of
focus and unmoving so that she won't

4.150

Although she is farther frorn the
camera, the woman visiting the hospital in
Citl' of Sadness draws our eye partly
because she is the only one facing front.

distract from Judy Holliday's
performance.

4.152

. . . but when the producer turns to
the camera, his centered position and
frontal posture emphasize him.

4.I5I

In a conversation rn The Bad arul tlrc

Beoutiful, our attention f'astens on the studio
executive on the right because the other tr,l'o
characters are turned away

fiom

Lls . .

.
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4.153

Mise-en-scene in the widescreen frame in Rebel Without

4154 Jim comes forward, drawing our attention and arousing
expectations of a dramatic exchange.

Jim offers Plato his jacket, his action centered and his

4.156

a Cause.

4.155
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brightly lit white shirt making him the dominant player. Judy
remains a secondary center of interest, segregated by the office
window and hi-ehlighted by her bright red coat.

Judy turns abruptly, and her face's frontal position

signals her interest in Jim.

A flash of frontality can be very powerful. In the opening scene of Rebel Without a Cause, three teenagers are being held at the police station (4.153). They don't
know one another yet. When Jim sees that Plato is shivering, he drunkenly comes
forward to offer Plato his sport coat (4.1541 4.155). Jim's frontality, forward movement, bright white shirt, and central placement emphasize his gesture. Just as Plato
takes the coat, Judy turns and notices Jim for the first time (4.156). Like Claudia's
sudden turn to the camera in our first example, this sudden revelation spikes our interest. It prepares us for the somewhat tense romance that will develop between
them in later scenes. Overall, the scene's setting, lighting, costume, and staging cooperate to develop the drama.
The director can also achieve a strong effect by denying frontality, keeping us
in suspense about what a character's face reveals. At a climactic moment in Kenji
Mizoguchi's lVaniwa Elegy, some of the cues for emphasis are reversed (4.157,
4.158). We get a long shot rather than a closer view, and the character is turned from
us and moving away from the camera, through patches of darkness. Ayako is confessing to her suitor that she's been another man's mistress. Her withdrawal conveys a powerful sense of shame, and we, like her friend, have to judge her sincerity
based on her posture and voice. In this and our other examples, several techniques
of mise-en-scene dovetail from moment to moment in order to engage us more
vividly with the action.

Narrative Functions of Mise-er)-Scene
in Our Hospitality
Our Hospitality, like most of Buster Keaton's films, exemplifies how mise-en-scene
can economically advance the narrative and create a pattern of motifs. Since
the film is a comedy, the mise-en-scene also creates gags . Our Hospitality,then,

4.157 At the height of the drama in
Naniwa Elegy,, Kenji Mizogr,rchi has the
heroine move away from us, into depth

4.158

. . . and as she passes through
patches of distant darkness, our curiosity
about her emotional state intensifies.
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"The most striking aspect of the
Keaton pictures was the enormous
amount of trouble lavished over
every gag. Production value on such a
scale requires more than a simple
desire to make people laugh. lt is not
surprising that Keaton's childhood
aim was to be a civil engineer."

-

Kevin Brownlow, film historian

exemplifies what we will find in our stLrdy of every filrn technique: An individr"ral
element almost always has severctl functions, not Just one.
Consider, for example, how the settings function within the plot of Our
Hospitolin'. For one thing, they help divide the film into scenes and to contrast
those scenes. The film begins with a prologLre showing how the feud between the
McKays and the Canfields results in the deaths of the yoLlng Canfield and the hr-rsband of the McKay family. We see the McKays living in a shack and are left in
suspense about the fate of the baby, Willie. Willie's mother flees with her son fronl
their southern home to the North (action narrated to us mainly by an intertitle).
The plot jumps ahead many years to begin the rnain action, with the .-{rown-Llp
Willie living in New York. There are a number of gags concerning early l9thcentury life in the metropolis, contrasting sharply with the prologue scene. We are
led to wonder how this locale will relate to the southern scenes, and soon Willie receives word that he has inherited his parents'home in the South. A series of amusing short scenes follows as he takes a primitive train back to his birthplace. Dr-rring
these scenes, Keaton Llses real locales, but by laying out the railroad tracks in different ways, he exploits the landscapes for surprising and unusLlal comic effects we
shall examine shortly.
The rest of the film deals with Willie's movements in and around the southern
town. On the day of his arrival, he wanders around and gets into a number of comic
sitr-rations. That night he stays in the Canfield house itself. Finally, &r extended chase
occurs the next day, moving through the countryside and back to the Canfield house
for the settling of the feud. Thus the action depends heavily on shifts of setting that
establish Willie's two journeys, as baby and as man, and later his wanderings to escape his enemies' pursLlit. The narration is relatively unrestricted once Willie reaches
the South, shifting between him and members of the Canfield family. We usually
know more about where they are than Willie does, and the narrative -generates suspense by showing them coming toward the places where Willie is hidin_e.
Specific settings fulfill distinct narrative functions. The McKay estate. rvhich
Willie envisions as a mansion,, turns out to be a tumbledown shack. The McKay
house is contrasted with the Canfield's palatial plantation home. In narrative ternrs.
the Canfield home gains even more functional importance when the Canfield father
forbids his sons to kill Willie on the premises: "Our code of honor forbids Lrs to
shoot him while he is a guest in our house." (Once Willie overhears this. he determines nerler to leave.) Ironically, the home of Willie's enemies becomes the orrly
safe spot in town, and many scenes are organized around the Canfield brothers'attempts to lure Willie outside. At the end of the film, another settin-e takes on significance: the landscape of meadows, mountains, riverbanks, rapids. and waterfalls
across which the Canfields pursue Willie. Finally, the feud ends back in the Canfield house itself, with Willie now welcomed as the daughter's husband. The pattern of development is clear: from the opening shootout at the McKay house that
breaks up Willie's family to the final scene in the Canfield house with Willie becoming part of a new family. In such ways, every setting becomes highly motivated
by the narrative's system of causes and effects, parallels and contrasts. and overall
development.

The same narrative motivation marks the film's use of costume. Willie is characterized as a city boy through his dandified suit, whereas the southern gentility of
the elder Canfield is represented through his white planter's suit. Props become important here: Willie's sr-ritcase and umbrella succinctly sLlmmarrze his role as visitor and wanderer, and the Canfields' ever-present pistols remind us of their goal of
continr-ring the feud. Note also that a change of costume (Willie's disguising himself ils a woman) enables him to escape from the Canfield hor-rsehold. At the end,
the putting aside of the varioLls .-qllns by the characters signals the end of the feud.
Like setting, lighting in Our Ho,sltitality has both general and specific functions. The filrn alternates scenes in darkness with scenes in daylight. The feuding
in the prologue takes place at night; Willie's trip Sor"rth and wanderings through the
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town occur in daylight; that night Willie comes to dinner at the Canfield's and stays
as a guest; the next day, the Canfields pursLre him; and the film ends that night with
the marriage of Willie and the Canfield daughter. More specifically, the bulk of the
film is evenly lit in the three-point method. Yet the somber action of the prologue
takes place in hard sidelighting (4.159r4.160). Later, the murder scene is played out
in flashes of light-lightning, gunfire-that fitfully punctuate the overall darkness.
Because this sporadic lighting hides part of the action frorn us, it helps build suspense. The gunshots themselves are seen only as flashes in the darkness, and we
must wait to learn the or"rtcome-the deaths of both opponents-until the next flash
of lightning.
Most economically of all, virtually every bit of the acting functions to support
and advance the caLrse-effect chain of the narrative. The way Canfield sips and savors his julep establishes his southern ways; his southern hospitality in turn will not
allow him to shoot a guest in his house. Similarly, Willie's every move expresses
his diffidence or resourcefulness.
Even rlore concise is the way the film uses staging in depth to present two narrative events simultaneously. While the engineer drives the locomotive, the other
cars pass him on a parallel track (4.161).In other shots, Willie's awareness or ignorance of a situation is displayed through planes of depth (4.162, 4.163). Thanks
to such spatial arrangements, Keaton is able to pack together two story events, resultin-9 in a tight narrative construction and in a relatively unrestricted narration. In
4.162. we know what Willie knowS, and we expect that he will probably flee now
that he r-rnderstands the sons'plans. But in4.163, we are aware, as Willie is not, that
dan-eer lurks around the corner; sLlspense results, ?S
Canfield boys' ambush will succeed.

4:159

we wonder whether

In Ottr Ho,sltitulity, Wlren the
elder McKay flin-ss off his hat to clor,rse the
lamp, the illumination chan-ues from ar sofi
blend of key. fill. and backlight . .

4.160

4.152

4.163 While Willie

to a stark key li-sht from the

fireplace.

.

The Canfield boys in the
fore-ground make plans to shoot Willie,
who overhears them in the background.

ambles along
LlnsLrspectingly in the back._ground, one
Canfield waits in the foreground to
ambr,rsh him.

the

4161 Within the same trarne, we see
both caLlse-the engineer's cheerful
ignorance, made visible by frontality-arrd
ef1ect-the runaway cars.
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All of these devices r narrative economy considerably unify the film, but
some other elements of mise-en-scene function as specific motifs. For one thing,
there is the repeated squabble between the anonymous husband and wife. On his
way to his estate, Willie passes a husband throttling his wife. Willie intervenes to
protect her; the wife proceeds to thrash Willie for butting in. On Willie's way back,
he passes the same couple, still fighting, but studiously avoids them. Nevertheless,
the wife aims a kick at him as he passes. The mere repetition of the motif strengthens the film's narrative unity, but it functions thematically, too, as another joke on
the contradictions surrounding the idea of hospitality.
Other motifs recur. Willie's first hat is too tall to wear in a jouncing railway
coach. (When it gets crushed, he swaps it for the trademark flat Keaton hat.)
Willie's second hat serves to distract the Canfields when Willie coaxes his do-9 to
fetch it. There is also a pronounced water motif in the film. Water as rain conceals
from us the murders in the prologue and later saves Willie from leaving the Canfield home after dinner ("It would be the death of anyone to go out on a night like
this!"). Water as a river functions significantly in the final chase. And water as a waterfall appears soon after Willie's arrival in the South (4.164). This waterfall initially protects Willie by hiding him (4.1651 4.166) but later threatens both him and
the Canfield daughters as they are nearly swept over it (4.172).
Two specific motifs of setting help unify the narrative. First there is the recLrrrence of an embroidered sampler hanging on the Canfield wall: "Love Thy Neighbor." It appears initially in the prologue of the film, when seeing it motivates
Canfield's attempt to stop the feud.

4164 After an explosion dernolishes
dam, the water spills over a cliff and
creates a waterfall.

4.165
Willie

a

The new waterfall begins to hide
fishing . . .

as he sits

scuds down the river, leaping out

4.156

. . . and by the time the Canfields
rush into the foreground, he is invisible.

It then plays a significant role in linking

the

ending back to the beginning. The sampler reappears at the end when Canfield, enraged that Willie has married his daughter, glances at the wall, reads the inscription,
and resolves to halt the years of feuding. His change in attitude is motivated by the
earlier appearance of the motif.
The film also uses gun racks as a motif. In the prologue, each feuder goes to
his mantelpiece to get his pistol. Later, when Willie arrives in town, the Canfields
hurry to their gun rack and begin to load their pistols. Near the end of the film. when
the Canfields return home after failing to find Willie, one of the sons notices that
the gun rack is now empty. And, in the final shot, when the Canfields accept the
marriage and lay down their arms, Willie produces from all over his person a sta._egering assortment of pistols taken as a precaution from the Canfields' own supply.
Thus mise-en-scene motifs unify the film through their repetition. variation, and
development.
Yet Our Hospitality is more than a film whose narrative system relates economically to patterns of mise-en-scene. It is a comedy, and one of the funniest. We
should not be surprised to find, then, that Keaton uses mise-en-scene for gags. Indeed, so unified is the film that most of the elements that create narratrve economy
also function to yield comic effects.
The mise-en-scene bristles with many individually comic elements. Settings are
exploited for amusement-the ramshackle McKay estate, the Broadway of 1830, the
specially cut train tunnel that just fits the old-fashioned train and its smokestack
(4.167). Costume gags also stand out. Willie's disguise as a woman is exposed by a
gap in the rear of his skirt; later, Willie puts the same costume on a horse to distract
the Canfields. Most strongly, comedy arises from the behavior of the figures. The
railroad engineer's high kick unexpectedly swipes off his conductor's hat (4.168).
The elder Canfield sharpens his carving knife with ferocious energy, just inches from
Willie's head. When Willie lands at the bottom of the river, he stands there looking
left and right, his hand shading his eyes, before he reahzes where he is. Later, Willie

of the water like a fish and skidding

across

the rocks.
Perhaps the only aspect of mise-en-scene that competes with the comic brilliance of the figures' behavior is the film's use of deep space for gags. Many of the
shots we have already examined function to create comedy as well: The engineer
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stands firmly oblivious to the separation of train cars from the engine (see 4.161)
as Willie is unaware that the Canfield boy is lurking murderously in the foreground (4.163).
Even more striking, though, is the deep-space gag that follows the demolition of
the dam. The Canfield boys have been searching the town for Willie. In the meantime, Willie sits on a ledge, fishing. As the water bursts from the dam and sweeps
over the cliff, it completely engulfs Willie (4.165). At that very instant, the Canfield
brothers step into the foreground from either side of the frame, still looking for their
victim (4.166). The water's concealment of Willie reduces him to a neutral background for the movement of the Canfields. This sudden eruption of new action into
the scene surprises us, rather than generating suspense, since we were not aware that
the Canfield sons were so close by. Here surprise is crucial to the comedy.
However appealing the individual gags are, Our Hospitality patterns its comic
aspects as strictly as it does its other motifs. The film's journey pattern often
arranges a series of gags according to a formal principle of theme and variations.
For instance, during the train trip South, a string of gags is based on the idea of people encountering the train. Several people turn out to watch it pass, a tramp rides
the rods, and an old man chucks rocks at the engine. Another swift series of gags
takes the train tracks themselves as its theme. The variations include a humped
track, a donkey blocking the tracks, curled and rippled tracks, and finally no tracks
at all.
But the most complex theme-and-variations series can be seen in the motif of
"the fish on the line." Soon after Willie arrives in town, he is angling and hauls up
a minuscule fish. Shortly afterward, a huge fish yanks him into the water (4.159).
Later in the film, through a series of mishaps, Willie becomes tied by a rope to one
of the Canfield sons. Many gags arise from this umbilical-cord linkage, especially
one that results in Canfield's being pulled into the water as Willie was earlier.
Perhaps the single funniest shot in the film occurs when Willie realizes that
since the Canfield boy has fallen off the rocks (4.170), so must he (4.171). But even
after Willie gets free of Canfield, the rope remains tied around his waist. So in the
film's climax, Willie is dangling from a log over the waterfall (4.172). Here again,
one element fulfills multiple functions. The fish-on-the-line device advances the
narrative, becomes a motif unifying the film, and takes its place in a pattern of parallel gags involving variations of Willie on the rope. In such ways, Our Hospitality
becomes an outstanding example of the integration of cinematic mise-en-scene
with narrative form.
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4.167 The tunnel cut to fit the oldfashioned train.

4.168

As the engineer, Keaton's f-ather,
Joe, used his farnous high-kick vaudeville
stunt for this gag.

4169 The motif begins as Willie is
jerked into the water.

4l7O

Tied to Willie, the Canfield boy

falls off the cliff . .

.

4:171

. . . and
be pulled after.

Willie braces himself to

4.172 Willie
end of a pole.

dangles like a fish on the
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The viewer who wants to study mise-en-scene should look for it systematically. We
should watch, first of all, for how setting, costuffie, lighting, and the behavior of the
figures present themselves in a given film. As a start, we should try to trace only
one sort of element-say, setting or lighting-through a scene.
We should also reflect on the patterning of mise-en-scene elements. How do
they function? How do they constitute motifs that weave their ways through the entire film? In addition, we should notice how mise-en-scene is patterned in space and
time to attract and guide our attention through the process of watching the film and
to create suspense or surprise.
Finally, we should try to relate the system of mise-en-scene to the large-scale
form of the film. Hard-and-fast prejudices about realism are of less value here than
an openness to the great variety of mise-en-scene possibilities. Awareness of those
possibilities will better help us to determine the functions of mise-en-scene.

On the Origins

of

ise-en-Scene

As a concept, mise-en-scene dates back to the l9th-century
theater. For a historical introduction that is relevant to film,
see Oscar G. Brockett and Robert R. Findlay, Century of

Innovation (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, l9l3).
The standard film works are Nicolas Vardac, Stage to
Screen (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1949),
and Ben Brewster and Lea Jacobs,, Theatre to Cinema:
Stage Pictorialism and the Early Feature Film (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1997).

On Realism

in

ise-en-Scene

Many film theorists have seen film as a realistic medium
par excellence. For such theorists as Siegfried Kracauer,
Andrd Bazin, and V. F. Perkins, cinema's power lies in its
ability to present a recognizable reality. The realist theorist thus often values authenticity in costume and setting,
naturalistic acting, and unstylized lighting. "The primary
function of decor," writes V. F. Perkins, "is to provide a
believable environment for the action" (Film as Film
[Baltimore: Penguin, 1972], p. 94). Andrd B azin praises
the Italian neorealist films of the 1940s for "faithfulness
to everyday life in the scenario, truth to his part in an
actor" (What Is Cinema? vol. 2 [Berkeley: University of
California Press, 19701, p. 25).
Though mise-en-scene is always a product of selection and choice, the realist theorist may value the filmmaker who creates a mise-en-scene that appears to be
reality. Kracauer suggests that even apparently unrealistic
song-and-dance numbers in a musical can seem impromptu (Theory of Film [New York: Oxford University
Press, 1965]), and Bazin considers a fantasy film such as

The Red Balloon realistic because here "what is imaginary

on the screen has the spatial density of something real"
(What Is Cinema? vol. 1 [Berkeley: University of California Press, 19661, p. 48).
These theorists set the filmmaker the task of repre-

senting some historical, social,

or

aesthetic reality

through the selection and arrangement of mise-en-scene.
Though this book postpones the consideration of this
problem-it lies more strictly in the domain of film theory-the realist controversy is worth your examination.
Christopher WilliaffiS, in Realism and the Cinemc (Lon-

don: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980), reviews many
issues in the area.

Computer Imaging

and

ise-en-Scene

Digital, or 3D, animation typically involves a few widely
used prograffiS, such as Maya for creating movement and
Renderman for adding surface texture. Animators deal
with specific needs of their projects by developing new
software for such effects as fire, water, and moving foliage. The figures to be animated are created either by
scanning every surface of a maquette (a detailed model,
such as the dinosaur in 1.29) or by using motion capture
("mocop"), filming actors or animals in neutrally colored
costumes covered with dots, which are the only things
visible to the camera. The dots are connected by lines to
create a "wire-frame" moving image, and the computer
gradually adds more detailed layers to build a textured,
three-dimensional, moving figure. Backgrounds can also
be created digitally, using matte-painting programs. For
figure animation, see The Art of Maya: An Introduction to
3D Computer Graphics, 3d ed. (Alias Systems, 2005),
which includes a CD-ROM with introductory material.

Where to Go frorn Herc

For fiction feature films, 3D animation became viable with digital conxpositing, used for the T:1000 cyborg
in Terntinator 2: Judgment Day.Here a grid was painted
on the actor's body, and the actor was filmed executing
movements. As the film was scanned, the changing grid
patterns were translated into a digital code similar to that
used on compact discs. Then new actions could be created on the computer frame by frame. For a discussion,
see Jody Duncan, 'A Once and Future War," Cinefex 47
(August 199 I ): 4-59. Since Terminator 2, sophisticated
software programs have enabled directors to create "actors" wholly from models that can be scanned into a computer and then animated. The most famous early example
is the gallimimus herd rn Jurassic Park. The phases of the
imaging process for this film are explained in Jody Dun-

can, "The Beauty in the Beasts," Cinefex 55 (August
1993): 42-95. Both analog image synthesis and digital
compositing were used in The Matrix; for background,
see Kevin H. Martin, "Jacking into the Matrix," Cinefex
79 (October 1999): 66-89. The rendering of realistic human and humanlike characters depended on finding a
way to create the elusively translucent quality of skin.
Such figures as Jar Jar Binks rn Star Wars Episode I : The
Phantom Menace and especially Gollum in The Lord of
the Rings finally achieved this goal. See Cinefex 78 (July
1999), completely devoted to The Phantom Menace;Joe
Fordham, "Middle-Earth Strikes Back," Cinefex 92 (January 2003): 70-142; and Joe Fordham, "Journey's End,"
Cinefex 96 (January 2004): 55-142.

The combination of live-action filming with computer animation has created a fresh range of cinematic
effects. Mdlids' urge to dazzle the audience with the magical powers of mise-en-scene continues to bear fruit.

Particular Aspects of Mise-eo-Scene
On costume, see Eli zabeth Lees, Costume Design in the
Movies (London: BCW, 1976),, and Edward Maeder, ed.,
Hollywood and Historv: Costume Design in Film (New
York: Thames & Hudson, 1987). See also Vincent J.-R.
Kehoe, The Technique of the Professional Make-Up Artist
(Boston: Focal Press, 1995).
L6on Barsacq, with careful assistance by Elliott
Stein, has produced the best history of setting to date,
Caligari's Cabinet and Other Grand lllusions: A History
of Film Design (New York: New American Library,
1976). Other major studies of decor in the cinema are
Charles Affron and Mirella Jona Affron, Sets in Motion:

Art Direction and Film l{arrative (New Brunswick,

NJ:

Rutgers University Press, 1995); Dietrich Meumann, ed.,
Film Architecture: Set Designs from "Metropolis" to
"

Blade Runner" (Munich:

Prestel

,

1996); and

C.

S.

Tashiro, PretQ Pictures: Production Design and the History of Film (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1998).
For insightful interviews with set designers, see Vincent
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LoBrutto, By Design (New York: Praeger, 1992), and
Peter Ettedgui, Production Design & Art Direction
(Woburn, MA: Focal Press, 1999). An excellent overview
is offered by Vincent LoBrutto in The Filntmaker's Guide
to Production Design (New York: Allworth, 2002). Pascal
Pinteau's gorgeously illustrated Special Effects: An Oral
History (New York: Abrams, 2003) covers not only models and digital effects but also make-up, setting, and even
theme park rides.

A wide-ranging analysis of performance in film is
Richard Dyer, Stars (London: British Film Institute,
1979). This book is complemented by Charles Affron,
Star Acting: Gish, Garbo, Davis (New York: Dutton,
1977), and James Naremore, Acting in the Cinema
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988). Useful
practical guides are Patrick Tucker, Secrets of Screen Acting (New York: Routledge, 1994), and Tony Barr, Acting
fo, the Camera (NewYork: Perennial, 1986). The ways in
which a performance can be integrated with a film's overall form are considered in two other manuals, The Film
Director's Intuition: Script Analysis and Rehearsal Techniques, by Judith Wilson (Studio City, CA: Michael
Wiese,2003), and Delia Salvi's Friendly Enemies: Maximizing the Director-Actor Relationship (New York: Billboard, 2003). Michael Caine's Acting in Film: An Actor's
Take on Movie Making (New York: Applause Books) offers excellent and detailed discussion; see also the accompanying video, Michael Caine on Acting in Film.
Two fine surveys of lighting are Kris Malkiewicz,

Film Lighting: Talks with Hollywood's

Cinematogra-

phers and Gaffirs (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1986); and
Gerald Millerson, Lighting for Television & Film, 3d ed.
(Boston: Focal Press, 1999). John Alton's Painting with
Light (New York: Macmillan, 1949) and Gerald Millerson's Technique of Lighting fo, Television and Motion
Pictures (New York: Hastings House, l9l2) are useful
older discussions, with emphasis on classical Hollywood
practices. A useful reference book is Richard K. Ferncase's Film and Video Lighting Terms and Concepts
(Newton, MA: Focal Press, 1995).

Depth
Art historians have long studied how a two-dimensional
image can be made to suggest a deep space. A comprehensive introductory survey is William V. Dunning,
Changing Images of Pictorial Space: A History of Spatial
Illusion in Paintins (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press,
1991). Dunning's history of Western painting emphasizes
the manipulation of five techniques we have considered
in this chapter: linear perspective, shading, the separation
of planes, atmospheric perspective, and color perspective.
Though film directors have of course manipulated
the image's depth and flatness since the beginning of cinema, critical understanding of these spatial qualities did
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not emerge until the 1940s. It was then that Andr6 Bazin
called attention to the fact that certain directors staged
their shots in unusually deep space. Bazin singled out
F. W. Murnau (for Nosferatu and Sunrise), Orson Welles

(for Citizen Kane and The Magnificent Ambersons),
William Wyler (for The Little Foxes and The Best Years of
Our Lives), and Jean Renoir (for practically all of his
1930s work). By offering us depth and flatness as analyt-

1974), and his The Power of the Center: A Study of Composition in the Visual Arts, 2d ed. (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1988).
Andr6 Bazin suggested that shots staged in depth and
shot in deep focus give the viewer's eye greater freedom
than do flatter, shallower shots: The viewer's eye can
roam across the screen. (See Bazin, Orson Welles [New
York: Harper & Row, 19781.) Noel Burch takes issue:

ical categories, Bazin increased our understanding of

'All

mise-en-scene. (See "The Evolution of the Language of

as equal

Cinema,"

in

What

/s

Cinema?

vol. 1.) Interestingly,

Sergei Eisenstein, who is often contrasted with Bazin, explicitly discussed principles of deep-space staging in the
1930s, as recorded by his faithful pupil, Vladimir Nizhny,
in Lessons with Eisenstein (New York: Hill & Wang,
1962). Eisenstein asked his class to stage a murder scene
in a single shot and without camera movement; the result
was a startling use of extreme depth and dynamic movement toward the spectator. For a discussion, see David

the elements in any given film image are perceived
in importance" (Noel Burch, Theory of Film

Practice [Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
19811, p. 34). Psychological research on

Press,

pictorial percep-

Bordwell, The Cinema of Eisenstein (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1993), chaps. 4 and 6. For a
general historical overview of depth in mise-en-scene,
see David Bordwell's On the History of Film Style (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997), chap. 6.

tion suggests, however, that viewers do indeed scan images according to specific cues. In cineffi&, static visual
cues for "when to look where" are reinforced or undermined by movement of figures or of camera, by sound
track and editing, and by the overall form of the film. The
psychological research is outlined in Robert L. Solso,
Cognition and the Visual Arts (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1994), pp. 129-156. In Figures Traced in Light:
On Cinematic Staging (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), David Bordwell studies how the filmmaker uses staging and frame composition to guide the
viewer's scanning of the shot.

Color Design

Websites

Two clear and readable discussions of color aesthetics in

www.thescenograph er.com/ Website for The
Scenographer magazine, which deals with production

general are Luigina De Grandis, Theory and Use of
Color trans. John Gilbert (NewYork: Abrams, 1986), and
Paul Zelanski and Mary Pat Fisher, Colour fo, Designers
and Artists (London: Herbert Press, 1989).
For general discussion of the aesthetics of film color,
see Raymond Durgnat, "Colours and Contrasts," Films
and Filming 15, 2 (November 1968): 58-62; and William
Johnson, "Coming to Terms with Color," Film Quarterly
20,, 1 (Fall 1966): 2-22. The most detailed analysis of
color organi zation in films is Scott Higgin s, Harnessing
the Rainbow: Technicolor Design in the 1930s (Austin:

design and costume design; has some online articles.

www.makeupm ag.com/ Website for Make-Up Artist
Magazine, professional journal for film and television
workers; has some online articles.

www.l 6-9.dk/2}03-O5/sidell minnelli.htm,z In a wellillustrated article, "Medium Shot Gestures: Vincente

Minnelli and Some Came Running," Joe McElhaney
provides a very good example of close analysis of longtake staging. The page is hosted by the Danish online
magazine 16:9.

University of Texas Press, 2006).

Frame Composition and the

Vewerts Ey"
The film shot is like the painter's canvas: It must be filled
up, and the spectator must be cued to notice certain things
(and not to notice others). For this reason, composition in
film owes much to principles developed in the graphic

arts. A good basic study of composition is Donald L.
Weismann, The Visual Arts as Human Experience (En-

glewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall , 1974), which has
many interesting things to say about depth as well. More
elaborate discussions are to be found in Rudolf Arnheim,
Art and Visual Perception: A Psychology of the Creative
Eye, rev. ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press,

Recommended

DVD

S,rpplements
DVDs often include galleries of designs for sets,

cos-

tumes, and occasionally make-up. Documentaries on the

subject include Pulp Fiction's "Production Design Featurette." The unusually large, labyrinthine, enclosed
spaceship interior in Alien, as well as the film's other sets,
are discussed in the "Fear of the Unknown" and "The
Darkest Reaches" segments. (The former also deals with
costume design.) Speed's "On Location" supplement
deals with the 12 different buses that appeared at various
stages of the film's action, as well as how the freeway
locations were used.

Lighting is an area of mise-en-scene that receives relatively little coverage. An exception is "Painting with

Where to Go from Here

Light," a documentary on cinematographer Jack Cardiff 's
work on the extraordinary color film Black lr,.larcisszs. A
brief but informative look at lighting comes in the
"Shooting on Location: Annie's Office" supplement for
Collateral. In the "Here to Show Everybody the Light"
section of the "Working like a Dog" supplement for A
Hard Day's Night, director of photography Gilbert
Taylor talks about how high-key lighting on the Beatles
achieved the characteristic look of the images and about
such challenges as rigging lighting equipment in a real
train. Toy Story's "Shaders and Lighting" section reveals

how computer animation can simulate rim and key
lighting.
Auditions are commonly included in DVD supplements, such as those for "The Making of American Grafrtfi" and especially The Godfather-where 72 minutes
cover the casting, including many screen tests ! Some
discs go more deeply into aspects of acting. Collateral's
extras include a short segment, "Tom Cruise & Jamie Fox
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Rehearse." "The Stunts," included with Speed, shows
how the drivers' maneuvers with the vehicles involved in
the accidents and near-misses were choreographed using

models, as well as covering how decisions are made
about whether to let stars do their own stunts. "Becoming
an Oompa-Loompa" details the training Deep Roy un-

derwent to play all the Oompa-Loompas in Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory. A detailed exploration of the distinctive acting in the films of Robert Bresson is offered by
Babette Mangolte's "The Models of Pickpocket," including lengthy interviews with the three main performers recalling the director's methods.
The Dancer in the Dark supplement "Choreography:
Creating Vincent Paterson's Dance Sequences" takes an
unusually close look at this particular type of staging.
(This section can be best appreciated if you have watched
the whole film or at least the musical numbers "Cvalda"
[Track 9] and

"I

Have Seen It

All" fTrack 13].)

The Shot: Cinematography

The Photographic Image
Cinematography (literally, writing in movement) depends to alarge extent on photography (writing in light). Sometimes the filmmaker eliminates the camera and
simply works on the film itself; but even when drawing, painting, or scratching directly on film, punching holes in it, or growing mold on it, the filmmaker is creating patterns of light on celluloid. Most often, the filmmaker uses a camera to
regulate how light from some object will be photochemically registered on the sensitized film. In any event, the filmmaker can select the range of tonalities, manipulate the speed of motion, and transform perspective.

The Range of Tonalities
An image may seem all grays or stark black and white. It may display a range of
colors. Textures may stand out clearly or recede into a haze. The filmmaker may
control all these visual qualities by manipulating the film stock, exposure, and developing procedures.
Types of film stocks are differentiated by the chernical qualities of the emulsion. The choice of film stock has many artistic implications. For one thing, the image will have more or less contrasl depending partly on the stock used. Contrast
refers to the degree of difference between the darkest and lightest areas of the
frarne. A high-contrast image displays bright white highlights, stark black areas,
r67
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and a narrow range of grays in between. A low-contrast image possesses a wide
range of grays with no true white or black areas.
As we have already seen in Chapter 4, human vision is highly sensitive to differences in color, texture, shape, and other pictorial properties. Contrasts within the image enable filmmakers to guide the viewer's eye to important parts of the frame.
Filmmakers control the degree of contrast in the image in various ways.
In general, a very fast film stock, one that is very sensitive to reflected light, will
produce a contrasty look, while a slower, less light-sensitive one, will be low in contrast. The amount of light used on the set during shooting will also affect the image's
degree of contrast. Moreover, the cinematographer may use particular developing
procedures that increase or decrease contrast. For example, the strength and temperature of the chemicals and the length of time the film is left in the developing bath affect contrast. By manipulating the film stock, lighting factors, and developing
procedures, filmmakers can achieve enormous variety in the look of the film image
(5.1-5.3). Most black-and-white films employ a balance of grays, blacks, and whites.
Jean-Luc Godard's Les Carabiniers (5.4) offers a good example of what postfilming manipr"rlations of film stock can accomplish. The shot's newsreel-like quality is heightened by both the film stock and lab work that increased contrast. "The
positive prints." Godard has explained, "were simply made on a special Kodak high
contrast stock Several shots, intrinsically too gray, were duped again sometimes
two or three times, always to their highest contrast." The effect suggests old combat foota-ee that has been recopied or shot under bad lighting conditions; the highcontrast look suited a film about the grubbiness of war.

5.1

N{ost black-and-white films employ
of grays, blacks, and whites, as
in this shot from CasablanL'ct.

"Both [cinematographer] Floyd
[Crosby] and I wanted fHigh NoonJ
to look like a documentary, or a
newsreel from the period of the

lBB)l if film had existed at that
time-which, of course, it did not. I
believe that we came close to our
goal by using flat lighting, a grainy
texture in the printing and an
unfiltered white sky."

-

Fred Zinnemann, director

5.2 ln Brectking the Wcttes, color n'ranipr-rlation created
bleached-out images.

a balance

5.3

The dream sequence early in Ingmar
Ber-grrran's Wilcl Strav:'berries uses a
comlrination of film stock, overexposure,
and laboratory processin-e to create a

5.4 This shot from Les Curctbiniers achieves a newsreel-like
quality heightened by both the fihn stock and lab work that

bleached-out look.

increased contrast.
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5.5 The trolley scene in Meet Me in St.
Louis shows off the vivid colors possible
with the Technicolor process.

5.6

The use of blues in Stalker makes
the action almost seem to be taking place
underwater.

5.7

Lye manipulated Gasparcolor paper
stock to create pure, saturated silhouettes
that split and recombine in Rairbov' Durtt'e.

Different color film stocks yield varying color contrasts. Technicolor became famous for its shaqply distinct, heavily saturated hues, as seen in such films as Meet Me
in St. Louis (5.5). The richness of Technicolor was achieved by means of a specially
designed camera and sophisticated printing process. To take another example, Soviet
filmmakers used a domestically made stock that tends to lower contrast and give the
image a murky greenish-blue cast. Andrei Thrkovsky exploited just these qualities in
the monochromatic color design of his shadowy Stalker (5.6). Len Lye's abstract
Rainbow Dance uses specific features of the English stock Gasparcolor (5.7).
The tonalities of color stock may also be altered by laboratory processes. The
person assigned the role of color timer or grader has a wide choice about the color
range of a print. A red patch in the image may be printed as crimson, pink, or almost
any shade in between. Often the timer consults with the director to select a key tone
that will serve as a reference point for color relations throughout the film. In addition, some prints can be made for purposes that require a different color balance. Today, most prints made for 35mm exhibition are printed somewhat dark, to create rich
shadows and darker colors. But prints struck for transfer to video are made on spe-

cial low-contrast stock in order to compensate for television's tendency to heighten
contrast. The resulting image often has a lighter, brighter color ran.-qe than seen in
any theatrical print. Increasingly, cinematographers are using computer grading for
selected shots or even an entire film. (See 'A Closer Look," pp. Il9-181 .)
Certain procedures may also add color to footage originally shot in black and
white. Before 1930, filmmakers often used tinting and toning. Tinting is accomplished by dipping the already developed film into a bath of dye. The dark areas remain black and gray, while the lighter areas pick up the color (5.8) . Toning worked
in an opposite fashion. The dye was added during the developing of the positive
print. As a result, darker areas are colored, while the lighter portions of the frame
remain white or only faintly colored (5.9).
Certain conventions grew up around tinting and toning. Night scenes, &S in 5.9
(from Cenere, a 1916Italian film) were often colored blue. Firelight was frequently
colored red, while interiors were commonly amber. The Wrath of the Gods (1914)
uses a pink tint to suggest the glow of an erupting volcano (5.8). Some later filmmakers revived these processes. Vera Chytilova employs a crimson toning in
Daisies (5.10).
A rarer method of adding color is the difficult process of hand coloring. Here
portions of black-and-white images are painted in colors, frame by frame. The
ship's flag in Sergei Eisenstein's Potemkin was originally hand colored red against
a blue sky.A modern use of hand coloring may be seen in Makavejev's Innocence
Unprotected (5.11).
There are many other ways in which the filmmaker can manipulate the image's
tonalities after filming. In Reflections on Black, Stan Brakhage scratched off the

The Photographic Image

5.8

Tintin-e creates a pinkish color across the entire frame in the

l9l4 film
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The Wrath of the

Gocls.

5.9

ln Certere,

areas and nearly

the deep blue of the dark
white patches are

5.10

Toning in Daisies.

characteristic of toning.

emulsion in certain parts of the shot (5.12). Lars von Trier shot Breaking the Waves
on 35mm film, then transfeffed the footage to video and used digital manipulation
to drain out much of the color. He transferred the result back to film, resulting in
desaturated images that tremble and shimmer (5.2).
The range of tonalities in the image is most crucially affected by the exposure
of the image during filming. The filmmaker usually controls exposure by regulating how much light passes through the camera lens, though images shot with correct exposure can also be overexposed or underexposed in developing and printing.
We commonly think that a photograph should be well exposed-neither underexposed (too dark, not enough light admitted through the lens) nor overexposed (too
bright, too much light admitted through the lens). But even correct exposure usually offers some latitude for choice; it is not an absolute.
The filmmaker can manipulate exposure for specific effects. American film noir
of the 1940s sometimes underexposed shadowy regions of the image in keeping
with low-key lighting techniques. In Vidas Secas, Nelson Pereira dos Santos overexposed the windows of the prison cell to sharpen the contrast between the

5.ll

ln Innocence Urtprotectecl, stylized
images are created by painting multiple
colors within a shot.

5.12 By scratching the emulsion,
Brakhage emphasizes the eye motif that
rlrns throu-eh Reflectiotrs otl Black.
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prisoner's confinement and the world of freedom outside (5.13). In the Moria
sequence, The Lorcl of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring used overexposure in
several shots. In 5.14, the white glare was achieved by digital grading that simulated photographic overexposure.
Choices of exposure are particularly critical in working with color. For shots of
Kasba, Kumar Shahani chose to emphasize tones within shaded areas, and so he
exposed them and let sunlit areas bleach out somewhat (5.15,5.16).
Exposure can in turn be affected by filters-slices of glass or gelatin put in

front of the lens of the camera or printer to reduce certain frequencies of light
reaching the film. Filters thus alter the range of tonalities in quite radical ways. Before modern improvements in film stocks and lighting made it practical to shoot
most outdoor night scenes at night, filmmakers routinely made such scenes by using blue filters in sunlight-a technique called clatt for night (5.17). Hollywood cinematographers since the 1920s have sought to add glamour to close-ups, especially
of women, by means of diffusion filters and silks. Filters applied during shooting
or during printing can also alter the color lmage.
Digital cinematography doesn't employ film stock; the image is captured on an
electrically charged sensor and recorded to tape or a hard drive. Still, the filmrnakers must make choices about color, exposure, and tonal contrast that are comparable to those offered by film. All the other techniques we'll survey in this chapter
have their equivalents in digital moviemaking.

Speed of Motion
A gymnast's performance

seen in slow motion, ordinary action accelerated to
comic speed, a tennis serve stopped in afreeze-frame-we are all familiar with the
effects of the control of the speed of motion. Of course, the filmmaker who stages
the event to be filmed can (within limits) dictate the pace of the action. But that
pace can also be controlled by a photographic power unique to cinema: the control
of the speed of movement seen on the screen.
The speed of the motion we see on the screen depends on the relation between
the rate at which the film was shot and the rate of projection. Both rates are calcLllated in frames per second. The standard rate, established when synchronizedsound cinema came in at the end of the 1920s, was 24 frames per second. Today's
35mm cameras commonly offer the filmmaker a choice of anything between 8 and
64 frames per second (fps), with speciahzed cameras of-fbring still wider range of
choice.

5.13 Deliberate overexposLlre of
windows in Vidcts Sec'as.

5.14 In The
Fellowship

a

Fellowsltip o.f' tlte Rirtg, the overexposLrre of the wizard's staff nrakes the
bright island threatened by countless orcs in the sLlrroundin-g darkness.

Tlrc Phtn tg'ul>hic Irnnge

5.15 ln Ka.sbah, the vibrant hues of the store's welres stalnd out,
while the countryside behind isoverexposed...

517

ln The Searcheru, this scene of the protagonists spying on
an Indian carrp from a bluff was shot in sunli-eht using day-forni-sht filters.
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5.16 . . . while at other nloments underexposLrre fclr the shaded
porches ertrphasizes the central outdool' area.

5.18

Cars beconre blr-rrs

Kovctctrtisc1ctt,si.

If the movement is to look accLlrate on the screen, the rate of shooting should
correspond to the rate of projection. That's why silent films sometimes look jerky
today: Films shot at anywhere from 16 to 20 frames per second are speeded Lrp
when shown at24 frames per second. Projected at the conect speed, silent films can
look as smooth as movies made today.
As the silent films indicate, if a film is exposed at fewer frames per second than
the projection, the screen action will look speeded up.This is the.fast-ntotiort effect
sometimes seen in comedies. But fast motion has long been used for other pLlrposes. In F. W. Murnall's No.sferotlt, the vampire's coach rushes skittishly across the
landscape, suggesting his supernatural power. In Godfrey Reggio's Koycrcutisclcttsi,
a delirious fast motion renders the hectic rhythrns of urban life (5.18). More recent
films have used fast motion to grab ollr attention and accelerate the pace, whiskin-g
us through a setting to the heart of the actlon.
The more frames per second shot, the slower the screen action will appear. The
resulting slow-ntotiort effect is used notably in Dziga Vertov's Man vt,ith a Mot,ie
Cumera to render sports events in detail, a tunction that continues to be important
today. The technique can also be used for expressive purposes. In Rouben Mamoulian's Love Me Tonight, the members of a hunt decide to ride quietly home to avoid
waking the sleeping deer; their ride is filmed in slow motion to create a cornic
depiction of noiseless movement. Today slow-motion footage often functions to
sllggest that the action takes place in a dream or fantasy, to express a lyrical quality, or to convey enormous power,, &s in a martial-arts film. Slow motion is also

of light when shot in fast rnotion for
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increasingly used for emphasis, becoming a way of dwelling on a moment of spectacle or high drama.
To enhance expressive effects, filmmakers can change the speed of motion in
the course of a shot. Often the change of speed helps create special effects. In Die
Hard a fireball bursts up an elevator shaft toward the camera. During the filming,
the fire at the bottom of the shaft was filmed at 100 fps, slowing down its progress,
and then shot at faster speeds as it erupted upward, giving the impression of an explosive acceleration. For Bram Stoker's Dracula, director Francis Ford Coppola
wanted his vampire to glide toward his prey with supernatural suddenness. Cinematographer Michael Ballhaus used a computer program to control the shutter and
the speed of filming, allowing smooth and instantaneous changes from 24 fps to
8 fps and back again.
Digital postproduction allows filmmakers to create the effect of variable shooting speeds through ramping, shifting speed of movement very smoothly and rapidly. In an early scene of Michael Mann's The Insider researcher Jeffrey Wigand
leaves the tobacco company that has just fired him. As he crosses the lobby toward
a revolving door, his brisk walk suddenly slows to a dreamlike drifting. The point
of this very noticeable stylistic choice becomes apparent only in the film's last shot.
Lowell Bergman, the TV producer who has helped Wigand reveal that addictive
substances are added to cigarettes, has been dismissed from CBS. He strides across
the lobby, and as he passes through the revolving door, his movement glides into
extreme slow motion. The repetition of the technique points out the parallels between two men who have lost their livelihoods as a result of telling the truth-two
insiders who have become outsiders.
Extreme forms of fast and slow motion alter the speed of the depicted material
even more radically. Time-lapse cinematography permits us to see the sun set in
seconds or a flower sprollt, bud, and bloom in a minute. For this, a very low shooting speed is required-perhaps one frame per minute, hour, or even day. For highspeed cinematography, which may seek to record a bullet shatterin-e glass, the
camera may expose hundreds, even thousands, of frames per second. Most cameras
can be used for time-lapse shooting, but high-speed cinematography requires spe-

cially designed cameras.

5.19 ln Don't

Look l/oul as tlte camera
swivels to follow the walking character,
the wide-angle lens makes a street lamp he
passes elppear to lean rightward . . .

After filming, the filmmaker can still control the speed of movement on the screen
through various laboratory procedures. LJntil the early 1990s, the most common means
used was the optical printer. This device rephotographs a film, copying all or paft of
each original frame onto another reel of film. The filmmaker can use the optical printer
to skip frames (accelerating the action when projected), reprint a frame at desired intervals (slowing the action by stretch printing), stop the action (repeating a frame over
and over, to freeze the projected image for seconds or minutes), or reverse the action.
Some silent films are stretch-printed with every other frame repeated, so that they may
run more smoothly at sound speed. We are familiar with freeze-framing, slow-motion,
and reverse-motion printing effects from the instant replays of sports coverage and investigative documentaries. Many experimental films have made striking Llse of the optical printer's possibilities, such as Ken Jacobs's Tbm Tbm the Piper's Son, which
explores the images of an early silent film by enlarging portions of its shots. The optical printer has largely been replaced by digital manipulations of the speed of movement.

Perspective
You are standing on railroad tracks, looking toward the horizon. The tracks not only
recede but also seem to meet at the horrzon. You glance at the trees and buildings
along the tracks. They diminish by simple, systematic rule: the closer objects look
larger, the farther objects look smaller-even if they are actually of uniform size.

5.20

and then leftward.

The optical system of your eye, registering light rays reflected from the scene,
supplies a host of information about scale, depth, and spatial relations among parts
of the scene. Such relations are called perspective relations.
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The lens of a photographic camera does roughly what your eye does. It gathers light from the scene and transmits that light onto the flat surface of the film to
form an image that represents size, depth, and other dimensions of the scene. One
difference between the eye and the camera,, though, is that photographic lenses may
be changed, and each type of lens will render perspective in different ways. If two
different lenses photograph the same scene, the perspective relations in the resulting images could be drastically different. A wide-angle lens could exaggerate the
depth you see down the track or could make the foreground trees and buildings
seem to bulge; atelephoto lens could drastically reduce the depth, making the trees
seem very close together and nearly the same size.

The Lens: Focal Length Control of perspective in the image is very important to the filmmaker. The chief variable in the process is the focal length of the
lens. In technical terms, the focal length is the distance from the center of the lens
to the point where light rays converge to a point of focus on the film. The focal
length alters the perceived magnification, depth, and scale of things in the image.
We usually distinguish three sorts of lenses on the basis of their effects on

5.21 Wide-angle distortion in Mikhail
Kalatozov's The Cranes Are Flyipg.

perspective:

1.

The short-focal-length (wide-angle) lens.

In 35mm-gauge cinematography, a lens of less than 35mm in focal length is
considered a wide-angle lens. Such lenses tend to distort straight lines lying near
the edges of the frame, bulging them outward. Note the distortion in two frames
from a shot in Nicholas Roeg's Don't Look Now (5.19, 5.20). When a wide-angle
lens is used for a medium shot or close-up, the distortion of shape may become very
evident (5.21).
The lens of short focal length has the property of exaggerating depth (5.22).
Because distances between foreground and background seem greater, the wideangle lens also makes figures moving to or from the camera seem to cover ground
more rapidly.

2.

5.22 In this scene from The Little Fo-res,
the lens makes the characters seem farther
from one another than we would expect in
so relatively tight a grolrping.

The middle-focal-length (normal) lens.
A lens of medium focal length is 35 to 50mm. This normal lens seeks to avoid

noticeable perspective distortion. With a normal lens , horizontal and vertical lines
are rendered as straight and perpendicular. (Compare the bulging effect of the wideangle lens.) Parallel lines should recede to distant vanishing points, as in our railroad tracks example. Foreground and background should seem neither stretched
apart (as with the wide-angle lens) nor squashed together (as with the telephoto
lens). A normal lens was used for 5.23; contrast the sense of distance among the figures achieved in 5.22.

3.

The long-focal-length (telephoto) lens.
Whereas wide-angle lenses distort space laterally, longer lenses flatten the
space along the camera axis. Cues for depth and volume are reduced. The planes
seem squashed together, much as when you look through a telescope or binoculars.
In 5,24, from Chen Kaige's Ltfe on a String, the long lens pushes the crowd members almost to the same plane. It also makes the rapids behind the men virtually a
two-dimensional backdrop.
Today, the focal length of long lenses typically ranges from around 7 5 to
250mm or more. They are commonly used in the filming or televising of sports
events, since they allow the cinematographer to magnify action at a distance. (For
this reason, long lenses are also called telephoto lenses.) In a base-ball game there
will invariably be shots taken from almost directly behind the umpire. You have
probably noticed that such shots make catcher, batter, and pitcher look unnaturally
close to one another. What a very long lens can do to space is dramatically illustrated throughout Godfrey Reggio's Koyaanisqatsi (5.25).
A long-focal-length lens also affects subject movement. Because it flattens
depth, a figure moving toward the camera takes more time to cover what seems to

5.23 A shot made with

a nonnal lens in

His Girl Friday.

"l'm standing around waiting to see
where the 50mm is going to be, or

what size lens they're putting on, and
in that unwritten book in my brain, I
said, 'Don't ever let them shoot you

full

face, on

a wide-angle

lens,

end up looking like Dumbo."'

-

Tony Curtis, actor

you'll
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"/n New York, New York, we shot
only with a 32mm lens, the whole
movie. We tried to equate the old

style of framing, the old style
meaning 1946-53."

-

the introduction of Michael Dorsey disguised as Dorothy Michaels occurs in a
lengthy telephoto shot in order for Lls to recognize his altered appearance and to
notice that none of the people around hirn finds "her" unusuell (5.26-5.28).

Martin Scorsese, director

"l tend to rely on only two kinds of
to compose my frames: very
wide angle and extreme telephoto. I
use the wide angle because when I
lenses

want to see something, I want to see
it completely, with the most detail
possible. As for the telephoto, I use it

for close-ups because I find it creates
a real "encounter" with the actor. lf
you shoot someone's face with a
200-millimeter lens, the audience will
feel like the actor is really standing in
front of them. lt gives presence to the
shot. So I like extremes. Anything in
between is of no interest to me."

-

be a small distance. The rurulirtg-in-ploce shots inThe Grucluute and other films of
the 1960s and 1970s were produced by lenses of very long focal len-eth. In Tootsie,

John Woo, director

Lens length can distinctly affbct the spectator's experience. For example, expressive qualities can be sr-rggested by lenses that distort objects or characters. We
tend to see the ntan in 5.29 as loorning' even a.-q.-qressive. Moreover, choice of the
lens can merke a character or object blend into the settin.-e 6.26) or stand out in
sharp relief (5.29). Fihnrnakers may exploit the flattenin-e effects of the lon-e-focallen.-eth lens to create solid rnasses of space (5.30)', as in etn abstract paintin'9.
A director can use lens length to surprise us, as Kurosatwa does in Retl Beurcl.
When the rnad patient conres into the intern's roorn, a long-tocal-length lens filtttin-Q
from behind hirn initially makes her seern to be quite close to him (5.31).But a cut
to a ntore perpendicular angle shows that the patient and the intern are actr"rerlly several feet apart and that he is not yet in danger (5.32).
There is one sort of lens thart ofters the director a chance to ntanipr"rlate focal
length and to transfonn perspective relations during a single shot. A zoom lens
is optically designed to permit the continLroLls varying of focal len,_eth. Ori-einally
crearted for aerial and l'econnaissance photography, zootlt lenses gratdually becal't'te
a statndard tool for newsreel filnring. It was not, however, tl-re getleral practice ttl
zooln dr,rrin.-9 shootirrg. The canrera operator vetried the tocal len-gth as desired artd
then starrted filrnin-g. In the late 1950s, however, the increitsed portability of catrleras led to a trend toward zoolniu.-9 while filrning.
Since then, the zooln has sometilnes been used to substitute for tttovitt.-e the
can-rera forwarrd or backward. Although the zoom shot presents it nrobile fratnin-e,
the carnera remarins fixed. Dr-rring a zoom, the carnera retnains stittiottelry. atnd the
lens sirnply increarses or decreases its focerl length. Onscreelt. the zooln shot ttlagnifies or deuragnifies the obiects filrned, excluding or includin-g sLlrroundilt-s space,
as in 5.33 and 5.34, from Francis Ford Coppola's The Convensutiort The zoottt can
produce interestin-9 and pecLlliar transformations of scale and depth. as we shall see
when we examine Michael Sttow's Wavelertgth.
The intpact that tocal len-eth can have on the image's perspective qualities is
dramatically illustrated in Ernie Gehr's abstract experirnental fihn Sererte Velocin'.
The scene is an ernpty corridor. Gehr shot the film with a zootn lens. but he did rlot
zoolrr while fihning the shot. Instead, the zoorn permitted him to change the letts's
tocal length between takes. As Gehr explaitrs,

5.24 The long lens in Chen Kai-ee's Li.fe ott u Srrirlg.

5.25 ln Kot'cturti.sclutsi, aln airport is filmecl from a great
clistance, and the long leus rnakes it appear that a plarre is lartclirr-u
tln a crowdecl hi-uhway.

Thc Phok sg'ulthic lrnc,qc

5.26 In Trtrfisie, Dorothy
visible au'non_g the crowcl
distance fronr the carnterir

5.27

17

becortres

at a considerable
.

. . . and afier takin-u 20 steps seents

only sli-ehtly closer until . .

.

5.28

"she" finally grows sontewhat
larger. arfter a total of abor"rt 36 steps.

5.30 In Eterrtitt'urtd
D(t\', a long Ielrs ltrakes
the beach and sea appeal'
as two vertical blocks.
u

5.29 In Ilya Trauber'_u's C/rirttt E-rpt?.s.T, il
wide-angle lens creartes fclre_ur'ound
distortiorr.

1
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5.31

In Kurosawa's Recl Beorcl, the mad patient in the background seelns threatenin-uly to

approach the intern . .

r"rntil a cut reveals that she is across the room

5.32

tll

5.33 In the opening of The Conve rsatiort,
a long, slow zoom-in arollses considerable
uncertainty about its target .

.

.

from him.

divided the mm range of the zoom lens in half and starting from the middle I

recorded changes in mm positions. . . . The camera was not moved at all. The zoom lens
was not moved during recording either. Each frame was recorded individually as a still.
Four frames to each position. To give an example: I shot the first four frames at 50mrn.
The next four frames I shot at 55mm. And then, for a certain duration, approximately
60 feet, I went back and forth, four frames at 50mm, four frames at 55mm; four frames
at 50mm, four frames at 55mm; etc. . . . for about 60 feet. Then I went to 45-60 [mm]
and did the same for about 60 feet. Then to 40-65, and so on.

The resulting film presents an image whose perspective relations pulsate rhythmically-first with little difference in size and scale, but gradually with greater
tension between a telephoto image and a wide-angle image (5.35). In a sense
Serene Veloci4r takes as its subject the effect of focal length on perspective.

The Lens: Depth of Field and Focus Focal length not only

affects how

It also affects the lens's depth of fieldthe range of distances before the lens within which objects can be photographed in
sharp focus. A lens with a depth of field of 10 feet to infinity will render any object
in that range clearly, but the sharpness of the image will decrease when the object
moves closer to the lens (say, to 4 feet). All other things being equal, a short-focallength (wide-angle) lens has a relatively greater depth of field than does a longshape and scale are magnified or distorted.

5.34

. . . r-rntil it finally centers on a
mirne and our protagonist, surveillance
technician Harry Caurl.

focal-length (telephoto) lens.
Depth of field should not be confused with the concept of deep space, discussed
in Chapter 4. Deep space is a term for the way the filmmaker has staged the action

The Photogaphic Image

on several different planes, regardless of whether all of these planes ore inJocuts. In
the case of Our Hospitality,those planes usually are in sharp focus, but in other films,
not every plane of deep space is in focus. In this shot from Sintple Men (5.36), we can
see three planes of depth, but deep focus isn't used. The robber and the security guard
she holds at pistol point in the middle ground are in focus. But the yellow railing
forming a distinct foreground plane is out of focus. In the distant background, visible
between the rails, stands the female robber's partner. He's out of focus, too. The
example shows that deep space is a property of mise-en-scene, the techniques that
affect what is placed in front of the camera. Depth of field depends on the camera
itself, with the lens determining what layers of the mise-en-scene are in focus.
As the Simple Men example suggests, selective focus is often used to call attention to the main action and to deemphasize less significant parts of the sLlrroundings. Often this involves centering the main character in the foreground and
throwing the background out of focus (5.37). Deep space is a property of mise-enscene, depending on how the image is composed. Depth of field is a property of the
photographic lens, affecting what planes of the image are in focus.
If depth of field controls perspective relations by determining which planes
will be in focus, what choices are open to the filmmaker? He or she may opt for
what is usually called selective focus-choosing to focus on only one plane and
letting the other planes blur. This is what director Hal Hurtley does in the Sirnple
Men example. Selective focus typically draws the viewer's attention to the main
character or object (5.37). The technique can be used for a more abstract compositional effect as well (5.38).
In Hollywood during the 1940s, paftly due to the influence of Citiz,en Kane, filmmakers began using faster film, shorter-focal-length lenses, and more intense lighting
to yield a greater depth of field. The contract-signing scene from Citizen Kane (5.39)
offers a famous example. This practice came to be called deep focus.
Deep-focus cinematography became a major stylistic option in the 1940s and
1950s. A typical usage is illustrated in 5.40. The technique was even imitated in anin-rated cartoons (4. 132,, from Chuck Jones's One Froggv Evenirlg). During the 1970s
and 1980s, deep-focus cinematography was revived in Steven Spielberg's work, ilotably Javvs and Close Encoutnters of the Third Kincl, and in the films of Brian De Palma
(5.41). Today, extreme deep-focus effects can also be achieved digitally (5.42).
The filmmaker may also have the option of adjusting perspective while filming

by racking focus, or pulling focuts. A shot may begin with an object in

the

foreground sharply visible and the rear plane fvzzy, then rack focus so that the
background elements come into crisp focus and the foreground becomes blurred.
Alternatively, the focus can rack from background to foreground, as in 5.43 and
5.44, from Bernardo Bertolucci's Last Thngo in Paris.

Special Eff ects The image's perspective relations may also be created by
of special effects. We have already seen (p. ll7) that the filmmaker can
create setting by use of models and computer-generated images. Alternatively,
means

5.36
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5.35 In Sererte Veloc.ifrl telephoto shots
of a hallway are juxtaposed to wide-angle
shots taken from the same spot.

"lf I made big-budget films, I would

do what the filmmakers of twenty
years ago did: use 35, 40, and 50mm

flensesl with lots of light so I could
have that depth of field, because it
plays upon the effect of surprise, lt
can give you a whole series of little
tricks, little hiding places, little hooks

in the image where you can hang
surprises, places where they can
suddenly appear, just like that, within
the frame itself. You can create the
off-frame within the frame,"

-

Benoit Jacquot, director

In the first shot of

Simple Men, the

foreground railing and the
lnan in the distance are
or-rt of focus, emphasizing
the drama in focus in the
middle ground.

5.17
ni loi).

A-ends Varda's Vagaboncle (Sttn,s

toi
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Leos Carax's Bny Meets Girl.

5.39 ln Citi:,ert Kane, from one plane

hll

5.40

Anthony Mann's The

5.42

The small size of the chip in a
video calrera yields extreme depth

Turget.

llear the lens (Bernstein's head) throu-9h
several planes in the rniddle ground to the
wall far in the distance, everythin,e is in
sharp focns.

di,_eital

of field. If this shot. fl'on-r A-enbs Varda's

5.41 ln The

Untouc'hables, a conversation scene is played in the foreground while setting and
distant figures are also kept in focus.

The Gleoners arrcl 1, had been tnade on
fiIm,, either Varda's hand or the truck
wor-rld have been far more out of focus.

separately photographed planes of action may be combined on the same strip of film
to create the illusion that the two planes are adjacent. The simplest way to do this is
through superimposition. Either by double exposure in the camera or in laboratory
printing, one image is laid over another. Superimpositions have been used since the

earliest years of the cinema. One cornmon function is to render ghosts, which
appear as translucent figures. Superimpositions also frequently provide a way of
conveying dreams, visions, or memories. Typically, these mental images are shown
against a close view of a face (5.45).
More complex techniques for combining strips of film to create a single shot
are usually called process, or contposite, shots. These techniques can be divided
into projection process work and matte process vvork.
In projection process work, the filmmaker projects footage of a setting onto a
screen, then films actors performing in front of the screen. Classical Hollywood
filmmaking began this process in the late 1920s, as a way to avoid taking cast and
crew on location. The Hollywood technique involved placing the actors against a
translucent screen and projecting a film of the setting from behind the screen. The
whole ensemble could then be filmed from the front (5.46).
Rear projection, as this system was known, seldom creates very convincing
depth cues. Foreground and background tend to look starkly separate, partly becaLlse of the absence of cast shadows from foreground to background and partly
because all background planes tend to seem equally diffuse (5.47).

The Phoro.E

5.43
and

In this shot fronr Lrtst Ttutgo irt Puris, the wortan, bench,

wall in the distance are in focus, while the nran in the

fore-grournd is not . .

a1>hic
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5.44 . . . but atier the camera racks filcr-rs, the man in the
toreground becornes sharp atnd the back_9rcund fuzzy.

.

5.45

In the openitr-e of Qr-rentin Tarantino's Kill Bill, Wtl. /, the
Bride sees the first victim of her reven.-qe, and her memory of a
violent strug-9le is sr-rperimposed over a tight framing of her eyes.

5.47

In Hitchcock's Ve rtigrr, the
in the rear plane wers shot

seascape

tFd

5.46

dd

separrately and used as a back-pl'ojected
settin-9

Boom Tov'tt.

for an ernbrace filnred under stlrdio

li-ehtin_e.
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Front proiection, which came into use in the late 1960s, projects the setting
onto a two-way mirror, angled to throw the im age onto a high-reflectance screen.
The camera photographs the actors against the screen by shooting through the mirror (5.48). The results of front projection can be clearly seen in the "Dawn of Man"
sequence of 2001: A Space Odyssey, the first film to use front projection extensively. (At one moment, a saber-toothed tiger's eyes glow, reflecting the projector's
light.) Because of the sharp focus of the projected footage, front projection blends
foreground and background planes fairly smoothly. The nonrealistic possibilities of
front projection have been recently explored by Hans-Jiirgen Syberberg. In his film
of Wagner's opera Parstful front projection conjures up colossal, phantasmagoric
landscapes (5.49). Front and rear projection are rapidly being replaced by digital
techniques. Here action is filmed in front of a large blue or green screen rather than
a film image, with the background later added by digital manipulation.

non-reflective screen

mirror ongled
of 45o to comero

comero

/l\{

\/\

proiector

5.48

high-reflectonce
screen

\\

\
5.49 In Syberberg's film of Wagner's
Parsifal, front projection conjures Llp
colossal, phantasmagoric landscapes.

A front-projection system.

Composite filming can also be accomplished by matte work. A matte is a portion of the setting photographed on a strip of film, usually with a part of the frame
empty. Through laboratory printing, the matte is joined with another strip of film
containing the actors. One sort of matte involves a painting of the desired areas of
setting, which is then filmed. The footage is combined with footage of action, segregated in the blank portions of the painted scenery. In this w?], a matte can create
an entire imaginary setting for the film. Station ary mattes of this sort have made
glass shots virtually obsolete and were so widely used in commercial cinema that
until the late 1990s the matte painter was a mainstay of production. In recent years,
matte paintings have been made using computer programs, but they are used in the
same way to create scenery (5.50).

With a matte painting, however, the actor cannot move into the painted portions
of the frame without seeming to disappear. To solve this problem, the filmmaker
can use a traveling matte. Here the actor is photographed against a blank, usually
blue, background. In laboratory printing, the moving outline of the actor is cut out
of footage of the desired background. After further lab work, the shot of the actor
is jigsawed into the moving gap in the background footage. It is traveling mattes
that present shots of Superman's flight or of spaceships hurtling through space
(5.51). In 4.83, the robot is combined with live action in the background by means
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5.50

In this shot from The Fellowship of the Ring, the distant part of the buildin-e, the cliffs,
and the sky are all on a matte painting created by computer.

5.51 ln Star Wars: Epi.socle IV-A Nevv Hope, the take-off of the
Millenniunt Fulcon was fihned as a model against a blue screen
and matted into a shot of a building with imperial stormtroopers
firing upward.

5.52 In Who Franrccl Roger Rabbit? a hr-rman director inhabits
the same world as the cartoon characters starrin-e in his fihn.
of a traveling matte. The animated figures in our shot from Who Framed Roger
Rabbit? (5.52) were matted into live-action footage shot separately.
Before the perfecting of computer-generated imagery, traveling mattes were
commonly used in all genres of mainstream cinema. Usually, they function to
create a realistic-looking locale or situation. But they can also generate an abstract,
deliberately unrealistic, image (5.53).
For many films, different types of special effects will be combined. The above
illustration from The Fellowship of the Ring (5.50) includes a partial full-size set
with an actor at the left, a miniature set in the middle ground, a matte painting of
the background elements, and computer-animated waterfalls and falling leaves. A
single shot of a science fiction film might animate miniatures or models through
stop action, convey their movements by a traveling matte, and add animated ray
bursts in superimposition while a matte painting supplies a background. For the
train crash in The Fugitive, front and rear projection were used simultaneously
within certain shots.
You may have noticed that superimpositions, projection process work, and
matte work all straddle two general bodies of film techniques. These special effects
all require arrangement of the material before the camera, so to some extent they
are aspects of mise-en-scene. But they also require control of photographic choices
(such as refilming and making laboratory adjustments) and affect perspective
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5.53 ln Rtrntble Fish, a black-and-white film, Francis Ford
Coppola Llses trarvel i n-el mattes to color the fish in an aquerrium.

5.54

Contputer-generated ima-eery created a -sap in the f}eeway tor the bus to leap in Speed.

relations, so they involve cinematography as well. We have considered them here
becatuse, Llnlike effects employin-q models and miniatures, these effects are created

5.55

The firre-groutrcl plane of this shot
Ch trntit'le ,t' Anno Mugdalertct
Baclt shows Betch, shot stratight on,

frorn Thc

playin-q a

harpsichord-yet the back-

projected building behind hirn is shot front
er

low angle.

throu-eh specifically photographic tricks. The general term for thetn, optical
e.fJect.s, stresses their photo-qraphic nature.
With the rise of compllter-generated effects. the fusion of rnise-en-scene and
cinematography became even more seamless. Digital compositing allows the filrnmaker to shoot some action with performers and then add backgrounds, shatdows.
or movement that would previously have required photographed mattes, mr-rltiple
exposLlres, or optical printing. In Speecl, the audience sees a city bus leap a broken
freeway. The stunt was performed on a ramp designed for the jump, and the hi..qhway background was drawn digitally as a matte painting (5.54). With the proliferation of specialized programs, compLlter-generated ima-gery (CGf) increasin.-{ly
provides col'lvincing effects that have all br"rt replaced traditional optical printing.
(See 'A Closer Look.")
Like other film techniqlles, photographic manipr-rlations of the shot are not ends
in themselves. Rather, they function within the overall context of the fihn. Specific
treatments of tonalities, speed of motion, or perspective should be judged less on criteria of realism than on criteria of function. For instance, most Hollywood filmmakers try to make their rear-projection shots unnoticeable. But in Jean-Marie Straub
and Danidle Huillet's The Chronicle of Anno Mcrgclaleno Bach, the perspective relations are yanked out of kilter by eln inconsistent rear projection (5.55). Since the
film's other shots have been filmed on location in correct perspective, this blatantly
artificial rear projection calls oLrr attention to the visual style of the entire film.

FROM MONSTERS TO THE MUNDANE:
Computer-Generated Imagery in The Lord of the Rings
The films adapted from J. R. R. Tolkiens
trilogy The Lord of the Rings (The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two Towers,
and The Return of the King) show how
CGI can be used for impressive special
effects: huge battle scenes, plausible
monsters, and magical events. Less ob-

required in each case to make them
appear real or to altow camera movements through them. Computer paint
programs could generate matte paintings (often based on location stitl photographs) for the sky,clouds, distant
cliffs, and forests that appeared behind

viously, the films atso indicate how,
more and more, CGI shapes many aspects of production, from the spectacular to the mundane.
The directot Peter Jackson, started

the miniatures.

his career in horror and fantasy fitms in
New Zealand, where he and his partners
Jamie Setkirk and Richard Taylor formed
a CGI firm, Weta Digita[, in 1993. Most of
the digital work for Rings was done at
the Weta facitity, although the film in-

volved so much CGI that a few sequences were commissioned from
other effects firms.
CGI was used at every stage of production. In preproduction, a sort of animated storyboard (a previz, f or
"previsuaIization") was made, consisting of animatics, or rough computergenerated versions of the scenes. Each
of the three previzes was roughly as
long as each finished fitm and hetped to
coordinate the work of the huge staff
involved in both the digital and physical
work of production.

During production of the three
films, CGI helped create portions of
the mise-en-scene. Many shots digitally stitched together disparate ele-

Rings also drew on the rapidty developing capacity of CGI to create charac-

ters. The war scenes were staged with a
sma[[ number of actual actors in costumes, while vast crowds of CGI so[d iers appeared in motion alongside
them. Like many companies working on
digitatly sophisticated fitms, the Weta

team had to develop its own proprietary software programs. A crucial program was Massive (for "Multipte Agent
Simulation System in Virtual Environment"). Using motion capture on a few
agents (costumed actors), the team
could build a number of different military maneuvers, assigning all of them to

the thousands of crude, digitally generated figures. By giving each figure a rudi-

mentary artificial intelligence-such as
the ability to see an approaching soldier
and identify it as friend or foe-Massive

could generate a scene with figures
moving in unpredictable patterns.
(Many options were given to the digital
soldiers, and the considerable variety
resulted in more realistic crowds than
had the earlier method of simply re-

ments, blending futt-size settings,
miniature sets, and matte paintings

peating the movements of a smalI number of agents.) Another new program,
Grunt, rendered these figures into pho-

total of 68 miniature sets were
built, and computer manipulation was

torealistic soldiers, again by creating a
variety of options as to weight, height,

(5.50). A
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5.56 Vast crowds of soldiers with individu alized movements were generated by the Massive
program for The Two Towers.

and so on and letting these combine
randomly for each figure (5.56f.
The monsters encountered by the
characters during their quest were more

elaborately designed and executed

than the troops. A

deta i led th reedimensional model of each creature was
constructed and captured with a new
scanning wand that could read into re-

to create a complete
image from all angles. Obtaining rea[istic movement from these figures
demanded further computer manipulation, however. A new system, Character
Mapper, captured motion from a human
actor, then adjusted the mass and muscesses and folds

culature to imaginary skeletons. This was
used notably in the cave-trolI sequence
to give an impression of the large, squat
creature swinging its Iimbs and flexing its
musctes in a betievable fashion.

Most of the speaking characters
(with the important exception of the
skeletal Gottum) were played by actors,
but even here CGI was used. The main

characters had digital look-alikes who
served as stunt doubtes, performing ac-

tions that were dangerous or impossibte. ln the cave-troll fight, the actors
ptaying Legolas, Merry, and Pippin were
doubtes

a[[ replaced by their digitaI
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when they climbed or jumped on the
trolls shoulders. A requirement specific
to this story was the juxtaposition of
fu[l-size actors playing three-foot-talI

hobbits with other characters considerably talter than themselves. The size
difference was often created during
filming by using sma[[ doubtes or by
placing the hobbits farther from the
camera in fa[se-perspective sets. Some
scenes combining talt and short characters required camera movement, which,
to avoid destroying the false perspective, was accomplished through motion

control. Motion control uses a camera
guided by computer calcu lations, and
here it moved the foreground and background figures at different rates, proportionate to their size and distance
from the [ens.
ln many cases, CGI created the kinds
of speciaI effects formerly Senerated on
an optical printer. In The Fellowship of
the Ring, such effects include Gandalf s
fireworks, the flood at the Fords of Bruinen, the avalanche that hits the Fe[lowship on the mountain pass, and
the flaming Eye of Sauron. The Elf Legolass superhuman speed in archery was
achieved by adding digital arrows to the
actor's pantomime of firing.
Cinematography atso depended on
CGl. For the cave-trolI scene, Jackson

donned a virtual-reality helmet and
planned camera positions by moving
around a virtual set and facing a virtual troll. The camera positions were
motion-captured and reproduced in the
actuat fitming of the sequence-which

has a rough, hand-held style quite different from the rest of the scenes.
CGI was required in postproduction
as wet[. Filmmakers erased telephone
potes in location shots and helicopter
blades dipping into the aerial shots of
the Fettowships voyage across mountains. Specialized proSrams added de-

tails, such as the ripples caused by
drops of dew fal[ing rnto the water in
the Mirror of Galadriel and the distant
waterfalts seen behind Rivendel[.

Perhaps most important, digital
grading after filming manipulated 70
percent of the shots in Fellowship and
100 percent in The Two Towers and The
Return of the King, Grading coutd alter
the color of shots, giving each major

location a distinctive Iook, such as the
autumnaI shades used for Rivendelt.
The faces of the characters were made
to look pattid in the Mines of Moria,
while the early scenes in the Shire

were given a yellow glow that enhanced the sunshine and green fields.
The grad ing also utilized a speciatty
designed program, 5D Colossus, which
a[[owed artists to adjust the color va[-

ues

of

individual elements within

a

shot. Thus in the Lorien scene in which

GaladrieI shows Frodo her mirror, she
glows bright wh ite, contrasting with
the deep blue tones of Frodos figure
and setting. This was achieved not only
by aiming bright [ights at her (which
brightened nearby parts of the set as

we[[), but atso by digitatty brightening

only her figure in postproduction
(5.571. Thanks to digital gradinS,CGl
techniques can go beyond the creation

of imaginary creatures and Iarge
crowds to shape the visuaI style of an
entire film.
Commenting on the special effects
in the hobbit party scene in Fellowship,
Visual Effects Supervisor Jim Rygie[ and
Weta Animation Design Supervisor Randatt Witliam Cook emphasize the range
of uses for CGl. The party was shot on a
set in a studio, but the treetops and sky
were added by computer: "So we ended
up reptacing that whole sky and some
of those trees and obviousty adding the
fireworks dragon and the smoke elements. So the showy stuff is obviously
effects, but there s a lot of stuff that s
hidden, like just the background behind
lan [Hotm] and Etijah [Wood], which is
every bit as much of a cha[[enge."

Such ambitious apptications of CGI
required enormous technical facilities.
At the end of Fellowship, Weta had 700
processors devoted solely to rendering
images 24 hours a day. By the end of Re-

turn, there were 4200. The amount of
digita[ information saved for the entire
project was around 500 terabytes. As
computer memory and speed continue

to develop, the applicatlons of CGI to
many aspects of filmmaking-and not
just on effects-he avy fi lms like The Lord

of the Rings-will expand as wet[.

5.57 In The Felloyvship of the Ring, selective digital color grading makes one figure bright
white while the rest of the scene has a uniform muted blue tone.
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Similarly,5.58 looks unrealistic unless we posit the man as being about two
feet lon..e. Br"rt director Vera Chytilova has used setting, character position, and deep
focus to make a comic point about the two women's treatment of men. Such trick
perspective was designed to be unnoticeable in The Lorcl of the Rings, where an
adult actor playing a three-foot-tall hobbit might be placed considerably farther
from the camera than an actor playing a taller character, yet the two appeared to be

talking face to face. (See 'A Closer Look;' p. ll9) The filmmaker chooses not only
how to register light and movement photographically br-rt also how those photographic qualities will function within the overarll formal system of the film.

5.58
a comic

5.59

ln Duisie,r, perspective cues
optical illusion.

The Lunribre

cetn-leral

flexibility in framing.

creatte

prclvided

Framing
In any image, the frame is not simply a neutral border; it imposes a certain votltoge
point onto the material within the image. In cinema, the frame is important because

it actively defrnes the image for us.
If we needed proof of the power of framing, we need only turn to the first majo. filmmaker in history, Louis Lumibre. An inventor and businessman, Lumibre
and his brother Augurste devised one of the first practical cinema cameras (5.59).
The Lumibre camera, the most flexible of its day, also doubled as a projector.
Whereas the bulky American camera invented by W.K.L. Dickson was about the
size of an office desk (5.60), the Lumibre camera weighed only l2 pounds and was
small and portable. As a result of its lightness, the Lumibre camera could be taken
outside and could be set up quickly. Louis Lumidre's earliest films presented simple events-vvorkers leaving his father's factory, a game of cards, a family rneal.
But even at so early a stage of film history,, Lumidre was able to Llse framin-e to
transform everyday reality into cinematic events.
Consider one of the most famous Lumibre films, The Arrivcrl rlf a Truirt at Lct
Ciotat ( 1897). Had Lumiere followed theatrical practice, he might have framed the
shot by setting the camera perpendicular to the platform, lettin.-e the train enter the
frame from the right side, broadside to the spectator. Instead, Lumiere positioned
the camera at ern oblique angle. The result is a dynamic composition, with the train
arriving from the distance on a diagonal (5.61). If the scene had been shot perpendicurlarly, we would have seen only a string of passengers'backs climbin_e aboard.
Here, however, Lumibre's oblique angle brings out many aspects of the passen-eers'
bodies and several planes of action. We see some figures in the fore-ground, and
some in the distance. Simple as it is, this single-shot fihn' less than a minute long,
aptly illustrates how choosing a position for the camera makes a drastic difference
in the framing of the image and how we perceive the filmed event.
Consider another Lumidre short, Bobv's Mectl (1895). Lumidre selected a camera position that would emphasize certain aspects of the event. A long shot wor-rld
have situarted the family in its garden, but Lumiere framed the figures at a medium
distance, which downplays the setting br-rt ernphasizes the family's gestures and
facial expressions (5.62). The frame's control of the scale of the event has also controlled or-rr understanding of the event itself.

5.60

The bulky camera of
W.K.L. Dickson.

5.61

Louis Lumidre's dia-eonal

in

Arrivul r2f'a Truirt ut Lu

The

f)'arr-rin-e

Ciotctt.

5.62 Buby',s Meul.

Frruttirrg

Framing can powerfully affect the image by means of ( I ) the size and shape of
the fr-ame; (2) the way the frame defines onscreen and offscreen space; (3) the way
frerming imposes the distance, angle, and height of a vantage point onto the image;
and (4) the wery fl'arming can move in relation to the mise-en-scene.

Frame Dirnensions and Shape
We are so etccustomed to the frame as a rectangle that we should rernember that it
need not be one. In painting and photography, of course' irnages have frames of various sizes and shapes: narrow recterngles, ovals, vertical panels, even triangles atnd
parallelogralns. In cineffi?, the choice has been more limited. The prirnary choices
involve the width of the rectangular image.
The ratio of frame width to frame height is called the aspect ratio. The rough
dimensions of the ratio were set quite early in the history of cinema by Thomas
Edisorl, Dickson, Lumibre, and other inventors. The proportions of the rectangular

frame were approximately four to three, yielding an aspect ratio of I .33: I
Nonetheless, in the silent period, some filmmakers felt that this standard was too
limiting. Abel Gance shot and projected sequences of l,,lultoleon (1921) in a format
.

he called trip4,c'lts. This wets a wide-screen effect composed of three normal frames
placed side by side. Gance used the effect sometimes to show a single huge expanse
and sotnetimes to put three distinct images side by side (5.63). In contrast, the Soviet director Sergei Eisenstein argLled for a sqLlare frame,, which would make cornpositions along horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions eqllally feasible.
The coming of sound in the late 1920s altered the frame somewhat. Adding the
sound trerck to the filrnstrip required adjusting either the shape or the size of the image. At first, soltle films were printed in an almost a sqLlare format, usually about
I .ll:l (5.64). But in the early 1930s, the Hollywood Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences established the so-called Academy ratio of 1.33:l (5.65). The
Academy ratio was standardized throughout the world until the rnid- 1950s. For
decades, standerrd television screens have also been in the 1.33:l ratio, but widescreen TVs are -qradually gaining populanty.
Since the mid-1950s, a variety of wide-screen rattios has dominated 35mm fihnrnaking. The rnost common format in North America today is 1.85:l (5.66). The
1.66: I rati o (5.67) is more frequently used in Europe than in North America. A less
comnron rattio, also widely used in European films,, is l.l5:l (5.68). A2.35:l ratio
(5.69) wels standardized by the CinemaScope anamorphic process dr-rrin..{ the 1950s.

The 2.2:1 ratio was chiefly used for 70mm presentation (5.70), thor-rgh as film
stocks have improved, 70mm filrning and projecting have largely disappeared.
The simplest way to create a wide-screen image is by masking it at some stage
in production or exhibition (5.71). This masking is LrsLrally called a harcl matte. Alternatively, many contemporarry films are shot full-frame (that is, between 1.33:l
and l.l7:l) in the expectation that they will be masked when the film is shown.

5.63 A panoreunic

view fronr 1lltrpoler.,n joined irnages shot with three canreri.ls.

lB3

COMMON ASPECT RATIOS OF 35MM FILM
I.I7:l
1.85:1

1.33 ( 1.37): I

5.64

Public Enemy shows the squarish
aspect ratio of early sound films.

5.65

The Rules of the Gante was shot in
Academy ratio.

5.66 Me and You and Everyone We Know uses a common
North American ratio.

1.66:l
1.7

5.67

Une chamber en ville.

5:l

5.68

Last Tango in Paris.

2.35:l
(35mm anamorphic)

2.2:l
(70mm)

5.69

Anamorphic widescreen in The Valiant Ones.

TB4

5.7O

Ghostbusters.

Frcrnirrg

5.71

This f}anre frorl A-9nbs Varrcla's
Vtgaborlrl was masked durin-9 filmin_9 or
pnntrng.

5.72

Martin Scorsese's Rrrging Bull. Note the rnicrophone
visible at the top ed_ee.

5.71

A frame from Nicholas Ray's

CinemaScope filn-r Bigger Tlturt Life
sqLreezed . .

5.74

and as projected.

.

Sometimes this reslllts in lights or soLlnd eqllipment being visible in the full-frame
5.72you can clearly see the microphone bobbin-9 down into the shot. This
would not be seen in the theater, where the top and bottom of the frame would be
masked by the apertLrre plate in the projector. The colored lines in our illustration
show a projection framing at 1.85:1.
Another way to create a wide-screen ima-ee is by using an anamorphic
process. Here a special lens sqlleezes the image horizontally, either dr-rring filming
or in printing. A comparable lens is necessary to unsqlleeze the image during projection. The image on the 35mm fihnstrip is shown in 5.73, while the image as projected on the screen is shown in 5.74. The anamorphic aspect ratio, established by
CinemaScope was 2.35: l., until the 1970s; for technical reasons. it was adjusted to
2.40: I . This is the aspect ratio of Panavision, today's most frequently used anamorima-ee. In

phic system.
Wide-screen cinema, either masked or anamorphic. has significant visr-ral effects. The screen becomes a band or strip, ernphasizing horizontal compositions.

The format was initially associated with genres of spectacle-Westerns, travelo-glles, mllsicals, historical epics-in which sweepin..e settings were important. But
directors quickly learned that wide-screen has value for more intimate sr"rbjects, too.
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The frame from Kurosawa's Sanjuro (5.75) shows how an anamorphic process (Tohoscope, the Japanese equivalent of CinemaScope) can be used to create significant
fore-eround and background areas in a confined setting.
In some wide-screen compositions, the mise-en-scene draws the aurdience's attention to only one area of the image. A common solution is to put the important
infornration slightly off center (5.76), or even sharply off center (5.77). Or the director may Llse the wide-screen format to multiply points of interest. Many scenes
in Irn Kwon-Taek's Chunhtang fill the frame with bustle and movement (5.78).

5.75

Akira Kurosawa's Snryltt'o.

5.76

Souleynrare Cisse's Yeelert.

5.77

John McTiernan's Die Hurcl.

Frnrrtirtg

1Bi

5.78 In this busy scene
front Clturtht'(utg, our eye
shuttles around the
wiclescreen fratme
accordin-q to who is

speaking. who is fircin-rl
us, alncl whrl resp<lncls to
the speakcr'.

5.79 (liurcc's I-tt Rrtttt,.
The rectangular t}ame. while by far the most common, has not prevented filmmelkers from experimenting with other irnage shapes within the rectilngular frame.
This has usually been done by attaching masks over either the camera's or the
printer's lens to block the passage of light. Masks were quite common in the silent
cinema. A moving circular mask that opens to reveal or closes to conceal a scene is
called an iris. In La Roue, Gance ernployed a variety of circnlar and oval masks

(5.79). In 5.80, a shot from Griffith's Intolerctnce, most of the frame is boldly
blocked or-rt to leave only a thin vertical slice, emphasizing the soldier's fall from
the rampart. A nurnber of directors in the sound cinema have revived the use of
irises and masks. In Tlte Magrtific'ent Arnbersot'ts (5.81)., Orson Welles used an iris
to close a scene, the old-fashioned device adds a nostalgic note to the sequence.
We also should mention experiments with ntultiple-.frante imagery, often called
,split-,screen inta-eery. In this process, two or rnore irnages, each with its own fi'ame
dimensions und shape, appear within the lar.-qer frame. From the early cinema onward, this device has been used to present scenes of telephone conversations (5.82).
Split-screen phone scenes were revived for phone conversations in rgle By, Birdie
(5.83) and other 1960s wide-screen comedies. Multiple-frame ima-eery is also useful for building sLrspense, els Brian De Palma has shown in sr-rch films as Si.srer^s. We
gerin a godlike omniscience as we watch two or more actions at exerctly the same
moment. Peter Greenaway used split screen more experimentally in Pro,spero',s
Book,s,.juxtaposin-9 images suggested by Shakespeare's The Tempe.rr (5.84).
As usual, the filmmAker's choice of screen format can be an important factor in
shaping the viewer's experience. Frame si ze and shape can guide the spectator's attention. It cern be concentrated through compositional pattel'ns or masking, or it can
be dispersed by use of varrious points of interest or solrnd cues. The same possibilities exist with rnultiple-frame imagery,, which must be carefully coordinatecl either
to focus the viewer''s notice or to send it ricocheting from one image to another.

5.80

Grilfith's 1nlrtlcruncc.

5.81

We

lles's The Mrtgrti.ficertt

Atttb<'r,son,\.

Onscreen and Offscreen Space
Whatever its shape, the frarne makes the image finite. The film imatge is bounded,
limited. From ern implicitly continuous world, the frame selects a slice to show us,
leavin-g the rest of the space offscreert. If the camera leaves an object or person and
moves elsewhere, we assLrme that the object or person is still there, outside the
frarne. Even in an abstract film, we cannot resist the sense that the shapes and patterns that burst into the frame come frorn somewhere.
Film aesthetician Noel Burch has pointed out six zones of offscreen space: the
space beyond each of the tour edges of the frame, the space behind the set, and the
space behind the carnera. It is worth considering how many ways a filrnmaker can
irnply the presence of things in these zones of offscreen space. A character can aim
looks or gestures at somethin.-g offscreen. As we'll see in Chapter 7, sound can offer potent clues about offscreen spilce. And, of course' something from offscreen
can protrude partly into the frame. Virtr-rally any film could be cited for exarnples

5.82

Philips Snralley's

uses a three-way

split

l9l3 Sttspertse

sc:r'een.
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5.83

Teena-uers discltss the latest gossip

in Bye B),, Birclie's split-screen conversation.

5.84 The actor playing Ariel in Prutspero's Books hovers over
the scene in a separate space.
of all these possibilities, but attractive instances are offered by films that
screen space for surprise effects.

5.85

ln Je:,ebel, the heroine, Julie,
greets some friends in medium shot

5.86 ...

when suddenlyahugefist

holdin,e a glass appears in the lefi
f oreground.

Llse off--

In a party scene in William Wyler's Jezebel, the heroine, Julie, is the rnain focus of attention until a man's hand comes abruptly into the frame (5.85-5.88). The
intrusion of the hand abruptly signals us to the man's presence; Julie's glance, the
camera movement, and the sound track confirm our new awareness of the total
space. The director has used the selective powers of the frame to exclude something
of great importance and then introduce it with startling effect.
More systematically, D. W. Griffith's Musketeers of Pig Allev makes use of
sudden intrusions into the frame as a motif developing across the whole film. When
a gangster is trying to slip a drug into the heroine's drink, we are not aware that the
Snapper Kid has entered the room until a plume of his cigarette smoke wafts into
the frame (5.89). At the film's end, when the Snapper Kid receives a payoff, a mysterious hand thrusts into the frame to offer him money (5.90). Griffith has exploited
the surprise latent in our sudden awareness that figures are offscreen.
The Llse of the fifth zone of offscreen space, that behind the rear plane, is of
collrse common; characters go out a door and are now concealed by a wall or a
staircase. Somewhat rarer is the use of the sixth zone-offscreen space behind and
near the camera. One lengthy example occurs in Abbas Kiarostami's Uncler the
Olive Trees. The crew is shootin g a film scene, and we watch through the lens of
the camera. As the tensions between two young actors spoil take after take, the action is repeated many times (5.91). Eventually, shots begin to show the director and
his crew behind the camera (5.92). After several repetitions, the director walks in
from that offscreen space behind the camera and tries to resolve the problem (5.93).
Because of our awareness of the space behind the camera, throughout the many

Framing

5.87

Julie looks off at its owner and

cornesforward...

5.88 . . . and the camera retreats slightly
to frame her with the man who had toasted

5.89
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The Musketeers r1f Pig Alley.

her.

5.90

The Mu.sketeers of Pig Alley.

5.91 The actors return to their positions for one of many retakes
of a shot for the film-within-a-fihn in Uncler the Olit'e Tree.s.

5.92 Finally, a reverse shot reveals the crew behind the camera,
trying to figr-rre out what is causing the problem.

5.93 Eventually, the director walks into camera range and tries
to talk the actors into playing their roles as he wants thern to.
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retakes, we remarn aware of the crew's growing frustration. In such ways, a filmmaker can turn the necessary limitations of the frame edge to advantage.

A.rg1., Level, Height, and Distance of Framing
The frame implies not only space outside itself but also a position fronr which the material in the image is viewed. Most often, such a position is that of the camera filming
the event. Even in an animetted film, the shots may be frarned as hi-eh or low erngles,
or long shots or close-ups, all of which simply result frorn the perspective of drawings selected to be photographed.

5.94
C

A straight-on angle in

ltnm it'l e

o.f'

Atulo

The

M ugclulena Boc'h.

Angle

The frame positions Lls at some angle looking onto the shot's mise-enscene. The number of such angles is infinite, since the camera might be placed anywhere. In practice, we typically distinguish three general categories: ( I ) the
straight-on angle, (2) the high angle, and (3) the low angle. The straight-on angle is

the most common (5.94). The high-angle positions

Lrs

looking down at the material
Lrs as lookin'9 up at the

within the frame (5.95). The low-angle framing positions
frarned materials (5.96).

Level

The frame can be more or less level-that is, parallel to the horizon If the
framing is tipped to one side or the other, it's said to be canted. Canted frarnin,_e is
relatively rare, althor-rgh a few films make heavy use of it, such as Orson Welles's
Mn Arkoclin, Carol Reed's The Third Man, and Wong Kar-wai's Fullen Artgels
(5.97). In Christopher Maclaine's The Encl, a canted f}aming makes a steep street

5.95

A hi-sh-angle framing f}orn

Se 7ert.

in the foreground

appear level and renders the houses

in the back-eround

grotesquely out of kilter (5.98).

Height

The framing usually -eives us a sense of bein.-g stationed at a certerin
height in relation to the settings and figures. Camera elngle is, of course. partly related to height: To frame from a high angle entails being at er vantage point hi,_eher
than the material in the image.
But camera height is not sirnply a matter of camera angle. For instance. the
Japanese filmmaker Yasuj rro Ozu often positions his camera close to the ground to
film characters or objects on the floor (4.140, 6.129, and 6. 130). Note that this is
not a martter of camera angle, for the angle is straight on; we still see the ground or
floor. Filnring from such a low height with a straight-on an.-ele is an important quality of Ozu's distinctive visual style.

5.96

A lcrw-angle

framin-9 fron't Bube.

Distance

The framin..9 of the image stations us not only at a certain angle and
height and on a level plerne or at a cant but also at a certain distance. Framing supplies a sense of being far away or close to the mise-en-scene of the shot. This aspect

5.98
5.97

A startling canted framin-e in

Tlte Ertcl.

F-r'rnn lrrg

5.99

5.102

Thc Thinl Mrut.' cxtt'ctttc'

Mecli

u

l<-rt'tg slrot.

rtt shot.

5.100

[-ong shot.

5.101 Mediunt long

5.103

Mecliunr closc-up.

5.104

Close-up.

5.105

Extt'etrte close-u1-r.

5.106

Itt

shot.

LrsLlally called curneru distctnc'e. In presenting the terms Lrsed for various distances. we'll use the standard meilsure: the huffriul body. Our exulr-nples atre
all from The Tltird Murt.
In the extreme long shot. the hLunein fi-qure is barely visible (5.99). This is the
franrin-g for landscapes, hird's-eye views of cities, and other vistas. In the long shot,
fi-9ures are more prominent, but the back-9r'ound still dominates (5.100). Slrots in
which the human fi-rlure is frarned f}om about the knees up are called medium long
shots (5.101). These are common, since they perrnit a nice balance of fi-qLrre and

of framing is

sLln'oLlndings.

The medium shot franres the human body tl'orn the waist up (5.102). Gesture
and expressir-xr now become nrore visible. The medium close-up franrcs the body
frorn the chest Lrp (5.103). The close-up is traditionally the shot showing just the
head, hands. feet, or il small oQiect. It enrphasizes facial expression. the details of a
ot'a si,_enificunt obiect (5.104). The extreme close-up singles out a portion
-qestLrre.
of the face (ofien eyes or lipr) or isolates and magnifies an obiect (5.105).
Note that the size of the photo-eraphed rnaterial within the frame is aIS irnportant as any real carnera distance. Frorn the same camera distance, yoLr could film el
long shot of a person or a close-up of Kin-g Kon-e's elbow. We would not call the
shot in 5.106 (frorn Lu Pussiorr rle Jertnrre cl'Arc) a close-up just because only
Jeatnne's head appears in the frame, the frarning is that of a lon-[ shot because in
scetle her head is relatively srnall. (lf the franrin-9 were sirlply ad.iusted downward.
her whole body wolrld be visible.) Injud-eing carnerel distance, the relative proportion of the nraterial framed determines how we identify the shot.
Cate-eories of framing are ohviously nratters of degrcc. There is no uni-

versal measure

of

canrera angle

or

distance.

No precise cut-off point distin-

guishes between et lon-e shot and an cxtreme long shot, or zl slightly low anglc'und a
strai-ght-on angle. Moreover. filmnrakers are not bound by terminology.They don't
worry if a shot does not fit into traditional categories. (Nevertheless abbreviations
like MS for nreclium shot and CIJ for close-up are regularly used in screenplays. so

Ptt,s,siott

tle ,lcttttttt, tl'An'.
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filmmakers do find these terms useful in their work.) In most cases, the concepts
are clear enough for us to use them in talking about films.

Functions of Framing Sometimes we're tempted to assign absolute meanings
to angles, distances, and other qualities of framing. It is easy to claim that framing
from a low angle automatically presents a character as powerful and that framing
from a high angle presents him or her

5.107 ln Citi:.en Kane, the low angle
functions to isolate Kane and his friend
against an empty background, his deserted
carnpaign headquarters.

"l don't Iike c/ose-ups unless you can
get a kick out of them, unless you
need them. lf you can get away with
attitudes and positions that show the
feeling of the scene, I think you're
better off using the close-up only for
absolute punctuation-that's the
reason you do it. And you save itnot like TV where they do everything
in close-up."

-

Howard Hawks, director, His Girl Friday

5.108 North by Nortltwest.

5.109 A dramatic
October.

canted framing from

as dwarfed and defeated. Verbal analogies are
especially seductive: A canted frame seems to mean that "the world is out of kilter."
The analysis of film as art would be a lot easier if technical qualities automatically possessed such hard-and-fast meanings, but individual films would thereby
lose much of their uniqueness and richness. The fact is that framings have no absolute or general meanings. In sonle films, angles and distance carry such meanings
as mentioned above, but in other films-probably most films-they do not. To rely
on formulas is to forget that meaning and effect always stem from the film, from its
operation as a system. The context of the film determines the function of the framings, just as it determines the function of mise-en-scene, photographic qualities,
and other techniques. Consider three examples.
At many points in Citizen Kane, low-angle shots of Kane do convey his looming power, but the lowest angles occur at the point of Kane's most humiliatin-e defeat-his miscarried gubernatorial campaign (5.107). Note that angles of framing
affect not only our view of the main figures but also the background against which
those figures may appear.
If the clich6 about high-angle framings were correct, 5.108, a shot from North by
Northwest, would express the powerlessness of Van Damm and Leonard. In fact, Van
Damm has just decided to eliminate his mistress by pushing her out of a plane. and
he says, "I think that this is a matter best disposed of from a great height." The an-ele
and distance of Hitchcock's shot wittily prophesy how the murder is to be carried out.
Similarly, the world is hardly out of kilter in the shot from Eisenstein's Oc'tober shown in 5.109. The canted frame dynamizes the effort of pr-rshin-e the cannon.
These three examples should demonstrate that we cannot reduce the richness
of cinema to a few recipes. We must, as usual, look for the.fiutctions the technique
performs in the particular context of the total film.
Camera distance, height, level, and angle often take on clear-cut narrative functions. Camera distance can establish or reestablish settings and character positions,
as we shall see in the next chapter when we examine the editing of the first sequence of The Maltese Falcon. A framing can isolate a narratively important detail

(5.110,5.111).
Framing also can cue us to take a shot as subjective. In Chapter 3, we saw that
a film's narration may present story information with some degree of psychological
depth (p. 90), and one option is a perceptual subjectivity that renders what a character
sees or hears. When a shot's framing prompts us to take it as seen through a

5.110 The tears of Henriette in A Day in
the Cotufir\: are visible in extreme close-up.

5.111 In Day .for Night, a close frarning
emphasizes the precision with which the
film director positions an actor's hands.
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5.112 ln Fury,

the hero in his jail cell is
from a slightly low

seen through the bars

angle . .

.

5.113 . . . while the next shot, a high
angle through the window toward the street
outside, shows us what he sees, from his
point of view.

5.114 In The Maltese

Falcon, Kasper

Gr-rtman is frequently photographed

low angle, emphasizing his obesity.

character's eyes, we call it an optically subjective shot, or a point-of-view (POV shot).
Frrtz Lang's Fury provides a clear example (5.112, 5.113).
Framings may serve the narrative in yet other ways. Across an entire film, the
repetitions of certain framings may associate themselves with a character or situation. That is, framings may become motifs unifying the film (5.114). Throughout
La Passion cle Jeanne cl'Arc Dreyer returns obsessively to extreme close-up shots
of Jeanne (4.129).
Alternatively, certain framings in a film may stand out by virtue of their rarity.
The ominously calm effect of the shot of the birds descending on Bodega Bay in
Hitchcock's film The Birds arises from the abrupt shift from straight-on medium

shots to an extreme long shot from very high above the town (6.34 and 6.35,
p. 227 ). In a film composed primarily of long shots and medium shots, an extreme
close-up will obviously have considerable force. Similarly, the early scenes of Ridley Scott's A lien present few shots depicting any character's point of view. But
when Kane approaches the alien egg, we see close views of it as if through his eyes,
and the creature leaps straight out at us. This not only provides a sudden shock; the
abrupt switch to framings that restrict us to one character's range of knowledge emphasizes a major turning point in the plot.
Apart from their narrative significance, framings can add a visual interest of
their own. Close-ups can bring out textures and details we might otherwise ignore.
We can see the surreptitious gestures of a thief in the medium close-up from Robert
Bresson's Pickpocker (5.115); a string of similar close shots makes up a dazzling,
balletlike scene in this film. Long shots can permit us to explore vistas. Much of the
visual delight of Westerns, of David Lynch's The Straight Story, or of Werner Herzog's documentary Lessons of Darkness (5.116) arises from long shots that make
huge spaces manifest. By including a range of information, the long-shot framing
encourages us to explore details or discover abstract patterns (5.117).

5.116 In Less ons of
Darkness, helicopter shots
give the desolate burning
oilfields of Kuwait after
the l99l Gulf War an
eerie,

honifying grandeur.

5.115

Bresson's Pickpocket.

from

a
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5.118 Reni Clair

tn Erttr'ut'te fl'attres it
na fro nr strai -ght be l ow, tran sf untt i n-Q
the fi-uure into an expandin-9 and
contractin-g flower.
ba l le ri

5.117 In Hou

Hsiao-hsien's Srlllll te r ut Grarulprl'.r, the boy fi'ont the city visits his disgraced
uncle. and the nei-ghborhood is presented ars il welter of roottops shelteriug a spot of bri-eht red.

5.119

Lu Pus',sirnt de Jeurtrte rl'An'.

Our eye also enjoys the fornlal play presented by LrnLrsual angles on farniliar
objects (5.118). In Lu Pussiott tle Jeunne cl'Arc', the upside-down framin-ss (5.119)
erre not urotivated as a charracter's point of view; they exist as an exploration of
franring in its own ri..ght. "By reprodurcing the object fl'orn an Lrnusual and strikin-e
angle," writes Rr-rdolf Arnheirn, "the artist forces the spectator to take a keerter interest, which goes beyond mere noticing or acceptallce. The object thus photo._eraphed sometimes gains in reality, and the impression it makes is livelier and
nrol e arresting."
Framin-e may be used for cornic effect, as Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton. and
Jacques Tati have all shown. We have seen that in Our Hospitulity Kearton sta._qes
many..qags in depth. Now we can see that well-chosen ciul'rera an-qles arnd disturtces
are also vital to the gags'sLlccess. For example, if the railroad scene shown in 4.161
were shot frclm the side and in extrerne long shot, we would not see so clearly that
the two parts of the train are on parallel tracks. Moreover, we coLlld not see the engineer's Llllconcerned posture, which indicates his failure to realize whart has happened.
Similarly, the use of traming to create oftscreen space is vital to the gag shown in 4. 170
and 4.11 I . Here the gag is laid out in tirne rather than space. First Willie tugs on the
rope; then an Lulseen eftect of that tug becomes visible as the Canfield son hurtles pitst
and disappeeus. Finally, Willie reacts and is hirnself dragged down irtto the abyss below tlre frarneline. Try to ima.-gine these rnornents and others inOur Hospitulity fratmed
in a diff'erent way, and yoLr will see how our reaction to Keattort's hutttor depends on
the careful cornbinatior-r of rnise-en-scene and framirtg.
Sirnilarly, in Tati's Plu\,,Titne, nrise-en-scene and canrera positiou cooperate to
create pictorial jokes (5.120). The visual pLrn issues frorn the precisely chosen camera angle and distance, as well as frorn the mise-en-scene: the maln's stooping posture as well as the door handles make hirn look like a goart. We cannot classify all
the non-narrative functions of framing, we can only suggest that carnera angle,
level, height, atnd distance have the constant possibility of sharpening our awelreness of purely visual qualities.

The Mobile Frame
All of the featLlres of frarning we herve examined are present in paintings, photographs, conric strips, and other sclrts of pictLlres. All intages funtislt itrstitttces of
aspect ratios, in-frartre and out-of-frarnre relations, etngle, level, height, and distance
of the franre's vaulta,_ge point. But there is one resoLu'ce of f}anring that is specilic to

Ft

5.120 Itt P/rry

crtttittg
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Tinte,

M. Hulot reacts with

a

start when he notices that
a mau lockin_q a door
seenrs suddenly to have
sprcluted horns (the door
handles ).

5.121 During a shot in Dreyef s Ortlet,
tlte cantcra pans ri-uht . .
.

cinema (and video). In filrn, it is possible for the fralr"te to ntorle with respect to the
frarned rnaterial.
Mobile J'runring n'leans that the framing of the object changes. The rnobile
frame changes the camera angle, level, height, or distance during the shot. Further,
since the framin-9 orients urs to the rnaterial in the il'nage, we often see ourselves as
moving alortg vt'itlr the frarne. Thror-rgh such frarning, we rnay approach the object
or retreat fronr it' circle it, or lltove past it.

Typ"t of Mobile Framing We usually refer to the ability of the frame to be
rrrobile als cunter(t ntoverrtent A rnobile frame is usually achieved by moving the
camera physically during production. There are several kinds of camera moventent,
each a specific effect onscreen.
The pan (short for punorum(r) movenrent rotartes the camera on a vertical axis.
The camera as a whole does not move to a new position. Onscreen, the pan gives
the impression of a frame horizontally scanning space. It is as if the camera "turns
its head" right or lefi (5.121, 5.122).
The tilt rnoventent rotates the can'lera on a horizontal axis. It is as if the calnera's head were swiveling up or down. Again, the entire camera does not change
position. Onscreen, the tilt rnovement yields the impression of unrolling a space
fronr top to bottoln or bottorn to top (5.123r 5.124).
In the tracking or dolly shot, the camera as a whole does change position,
traveling in any direction along the ground-forward, backwarrd, circularly, diagonally, or frotn side to side (5.125r 5.126). Note how the figures remain in the same
basic relationship to the frarne as they stroll along a sidewalk, while the front of the
house that they hope to br-ry rernains visible behind them.
In the crane shot, the carnera nloves above ground level. Typically, it rises or
descends, ofien thanks to a mechanical errm that lifts and lowers it. The mourning
scene in lvun the Terrible begins with a crarle downward (5.1271 5.128). A crane
shot rnay lnove not only up and down, like an elevator, but forward and backward
or frotn side to side (5.129, 5.130). For The Thin Recl Line, Terence Malick used a
crane with a l2-foot arm to let the camera slither over tall grass during battle
scenes. Variatiorts of the crane shot are helicopter and airplane shots.
Pans, tilts, tracking shots, artd crane shots are the most cotnmon framing movelnents, but virlually any kind of carnera movelnent can be irnagined (sornersaulting,
rolling, and so on). And as we shall see, types of camera movelnents can be cornbined.
Cantera lnovements have held an appeal for filmmakers and audiences since
the beginnings of cinetna. Why? Visually, carnera movements have several arrestin.-e effects. They ofien increase information about the space of the irnage. Objects
become sherrper and lnore vivid than in stationary frarnings. New objects or figures
are usually revealed. Tracking shots and crane shots supply continually changing

perspectives

on passin,_q objects as the f rarne constantly shifts its orientation.

5.122 . . . to keep the fi-9ures in franre
they cross a room.

as

"l realized that if I could just get to
the really good scripts, I could

approach it the way I approach
literature-why the camera moves
this way because of this motif-and
then it became fascinating."
-Jodie

Foster, director, Little Man Tote

"lt's a compulsion of mine to move
the camera, and I now know why. lt
enhances three-dimensionality. lt puts

you in the space, and if you move the
camera the audience becomes aware
of the space."

-

George Miller, director, The Road Warrior
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Frangois Truffaut's The Bricle

Wore Bluck begins

with a tilt down

a

churchspire...

5124

to the church door.

5.125 During this lateral tracking shot in
Erich von Stroheim's Greecl, the camera
movesrightward...

5.125

along with the two characters.

5.127 In lvcut the Tert"ible, from a highangle view of the bier, the camera cranes
down...

5.128 . . . to end with a straight-on
framing of Ivan seated at the bier's base.

Objects appear more solid and three-dimensional when the camera arcs (that is,
tracks along a curved path) around them. Pan and tilt shots present space as continuous, both horizontally and vertically.
Moreover, it is difficult not to see camera movement as a substitute fot our
movement. The objects do not seem to swell or shrink. We seem to approach or
retreat from them. We are not, of course, completely fooled. We never for-get that
we are watching a film in a theater. But camera movement provides several convincing cues for movement through space. Indeed, so powerful are these cLles that
filmmakers often make camera movements subjective-motivated narratively to
represent the view through the eyes of a moving character. That is, camera movement can be a powerful cue that we are watching a point-of-view shot.
In commercial film production today, many camera movements are made with
the camera on a dolly. Before the 1970s, it was standard practice to mount the dolly
on rails for lengthy movements (hence the term tracking). In recent decades. however, a simple and popular means has been a gimbal-balanced camera mount
patented as the Steadicam. This mount attaches the camera to the operator's body
by means of a brace. The operator can walk with the camera, guiding the framing
by minimal hand movements while viewing the image on a video monitor. Another
operator adjusts focus by remote control.
The balancing mechanism allows the Steadicam to produce smooth mobile
shots. It enables fluidity in tracking with actors climbing stairs, entering rooms, and
riding bicycles or motorcycles (5.131 , 5.132). Recently, directors have used a
Steadicam on the set to supplement the principal camera by providing moving shots
that can be cut into longer views. Some directors have taken advantage of the
Steadicam to create elaborate moving shots lasting several minutes and traversing a
series of spaces, as in the openings of Brian De Palma's The Bonfire of the Vanities
and Paul Thomas Anderson's Boogie Nights. (For a Steadicam in use, see Fig . 5.206.)
Sometimes the filmmaker does not want smooth camera movements, preferring a
bumpy, jiggling image. Commonly, this sort of image is achieved through use of the
hand-held camera. That is, the operator does not anchor the machine on a tripod or
dolly, but instead uses his or her body to act as the support without benefit of compensating equipment (5.133). This sort of camera movement became common in the
late 1950s, with the growth of the cindma-vdritd documentary. One of the most famous
early handheld traveling shots was rn Primarr, when a cameraman held the camera
above his head and followed John F. Kennedy through a milling crowd (5.134).
Handheld shots have appeared in many fiction films as well. Because the technique originated in documentary filming, it can lend an air of ar-rthenticity to pseudodocumentaries like The Blair Witch Projecf. In other instances, the handheld camera
movement functions to create subjective point of view (5.135). Sometimes the handheld shot intensifies a sense of abrupt movement, as if the action were glimpsed on
the fly. For julien donkev-boy,Harmony Korine used lightweight, bouncy, mini-Dv
cameras to shoot Julian shuffling through his neighborhood (5.136).

Framing

5.129 At the end of Karel
Morgan

Reisz's

/ the camera moves diagonally

up...

5.130 . . . and back to reveal that the
hero's apparently innocuous flower garden
proclaims his Communist sympathies.
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5.131 In Martin Scorsese's Raging Bull,
the Steadicam follows the protagonist out
of his dressing room . . .

?*'.Jt

5.133 Don Pennebaker
hand-holds the camera
while filming hrs Keep on
Rocking.

. . . and through a crowd up to the
5.132
boxing nng.

5.134 John Kennedy greeting
Wisconsin crowd in Printary.

a

5.135 In Samuel Fuller's

The Naked

Kiss, a handheld subjective camera
heightens the impact of a fight.

A static camera can simulate frame mobility. In animation, the actual camera
stays in one position, but by filming individual cels frame by frame, the animator
can create the effect of camera movement (5.137-5.139). Alternatively, a mobile
frame effect can be achieved by photographing a still picture or a stopped frame of
film and gradually enlarging or reducing any portion of that image, as is frequently
done in optical printing or with CGI. Iris masking can open up to reveal a vista or
close down to isolate a detail. The zoom lens can also be used to provide a mobile
framing while the camera stays fixed.
How can we as viewers distinguish between a zoom and a tracking or craning
movement? In general, animation, special effects, and the zoom lens reduce or blow
up some portion of the image. Although the tracking shot and the crane shot do
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As Jr"rlien walks.

the hanclheld clunerit's
jerky pace ccnrplen-rcnts
the explosiorts of color'
createcl by printing vicleo
Lrp to 35urnr.

5.137 A pan shot sinttlittecl by aniutatiort

5.138

tn Petet' Purr bc-uius with Pcter ancl Captain
Hook neal' ar nrarst. Peter swin-es irt to kick

as the twt-l

Hook...

. . . arnd tlte fraruitt-u puns to follow
fly ri-uhtwarcl . .

5.139

across the deck.

.

enlarge or redLrcc portions of the fraune, this is not ull tltat they do. In the -senuine
cameli.r urovenrent, static objects in different plaues pass one aurother at difterent
rates. We see ditferent sides of objects, and backgroLrncls gain volunre ancl depth.
Irr Alain Resnais's Lrr Guerre est Jirrie, a tracking shot (5.140,,5.141) -sires the
objects considerable volume. The wall has lost none of its bulk ot'solidity. Moreover, the street sign has not sinrply been enlarged. We also see it fronr a clistinctly

dilt'erent angle.

In contrast,, with a zoonr enlargement, the rnobile f}arle does not alter the asor positions clf the objects filnred. In 5.142 and 5.143, from Theo An.-gelopoulos's Ulysses'Gu:,e, a zoonr enlar.-gcs our view of a lar-ue., broken stattLtc- of
pects

ar barge. Our vantage point on the startue is the sanre at the ertd of
the shot as at the beginning: The top of the statue is still seen against the bottorn of
a row of snrall trees, and its feet are in exactly the sarne place in relation to the railing on the ship's prow. As the zoom occurs, the barge gradually looks closer to the
line of trees than it had at the beginning. In sunl, when the canlera nloves, we sense
oLlr own movenrent through the space. In er zoonr', a bit of the spirce seenrs r-r-lagni-

Lenin floating on

5.140 ln Lu Gttct're e.st fittie,

a street

sign tiltecl sli-uhtly Llp on its right sicle

.

5.141 . . . is tiltccl up clistine tly at the lctt
by the cnrl of the track-in.

fied or denra-qnified.

5.142 A clistartt vicw of it stittue
bar-ue irr

U/r'.1.s'e.s''

Gu:.e . .

.

on

rl

5.I43

is cnlrrrgcd by u zoortt-irt.
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So far, we have isolated these different sorts of mobile framings in fairly pure
states. But filmmakers frequently combine such framings within a single shot: The
camera may track and pan at the same tirne or crane up while zooming. Still, every
instance can be identified as a combination of the basic types.

Functions of Frame Mobility Our catalogue of the types of mobile framin-es
is of little Lrse without a consideration of how such framing strategies function systematically within films. How does mobile framing relate to cinematic space and
time'l How do mobile framings create patterns of their own? In short, how does
mobile framing interact with the form of the film?

1.

The mobile .frume ancl splce

The mobile frarne affects onscreen and offscreen space considerably, as we've
already seen in ourearlierexarnple from Jezebel (5.85-5.88).Afterthe hand with the
glass intrudes into close-up, the camera tracks back to frame the man standing in the
foreground. The rnobile fiame also continually affects the angle, level, height, or distance of the framing. A crane up may change the angle from a low one to a high one;
a track-in may change the distance from long shot to close-up.
We can, in general, ask several questions about how the rnobile frarne relates
to space. Do the frame's rnovernents depend on figure movement? For exalnple, one
of the cornrnonest functions of camera movement is reframing. If a character
moves in relation to another cherracter, ofien the frame will slightly pan or tilt to adjust to the movement. In His Girl Friclav director Howard Hawks strives to balance
his cornpositions through reframing (5.144-5.146). Since reframings are motivated
by figule movement, they tend to be relatively unnoticeable. When you do start to
notice them, you nray be surprised at how frequently they appear. Almost any modern lilm is constantly refrarning characters in conversation scenes.
Refranring is only one way that the mobile frame may depend on figure rllovement. The catnera nlay also displace itself in order to follow figures or moving
A carnera nlovenrent that is more than just a reframing and that tollows a

objects.

figure's movernent is called-logically enough-a following shot (see
5.201-5 .202, 5.208-5.209, and 5.213-5 .222). A pan may keep a racing car
centered, A tracking shot may follow a character from rooffr to room, or a crane shot
may pursue a rising balloon. In such cases frame nrobility functions prirnarily to
keep our attention fastened on the subject of the shot, and it subordinates itself to
that subject's movement.
The mobile frame can rnove independently of the figules, too. Often, of course,
the carnera moves away from the characters to reveal sonrething of significance to
the narrative. A canrera rnovement can point out an overloclked clue, a sign that
comments on the action, an unnoticed shadow, or a clutching hand. The moving
camera can establish a locale the characters will eventually enter. This is what

5.144 In Hi.s Girl I.ritluy,
closses from the

lefi . .

.

wlten Hildy

5.145 . . . to sit on a desk, the carnera
pans right to reframe her . . .

5146 . . . artd when Walter swivels his
chair to face her, the canrera retl'anres
slightly leftward.
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happens at the start of Otto Preminger's Laura, when the camera glides through
Waldo Lydecker's sitting room, establishing him as a man of wealth and artistic
tastes, before revealing the detective MacPherson. Similarly, at the beginning of
Back to the Future, the camera prowls through Doc's empty house, hinting at his
character and the narrative to come. In Jean Renoir's Crinte o.f M. Lange, the moving camera characterizes Lange by leaving him and panning around to survey his
room (5.147-5.151). Lange is shown to be a fantasist, living in the world of Western lore he draws on for his cowboy stories.
Whether dependent on figure movement or independent of it, the mobile frame
can profoundly affect how we perceive the space within the frame and offscreen.
Different sorts of carnera movements create different conceptions of space. In Last
Year at Marienbacl, Resnais otten tracks into corridors and through doorways, turning a fashionable resort hotel into a maze. Alfred Hitchcock has produced some of
the most famous single camera movements in film history. One track-and-crane
shot moves from a high-angle long shot of a ballroom over the heads of the dancers
to an extreme close-up of a drummer's blinking eyes (Young and Innoc'ent).InVertigo, an especially tricky combination track-out and zoom-in plastically distorts the
shot's perspective and conveys the protagonist's dtzztness. The device reappears in
Spielberg's Jaws, when Sheriff Brody at the beach suddenly realizes that the shark
has attacked a child. Simultaneously tracking and zooming in opposite directions
has become common in modern Hollywood filmmaking (what director Sam Raimi
calls the "warp-o cam"). In films such as The Red and the White, Mikl6s Jansc6
speciahzed in lengthy camera movements that roam among groups of people rnoving across a plain. His shots use all of the resources of tracking, panning,, craning,
zooming, and racking focus to sculpt ever-changing spatial relations.
All of these examples illustrate various ways in which frame rnobility affects
our sense of space. Of any mobile framing, we can ask, How does it function to reveal or conceal offscreen space? Is the frame rnobility dependent on figure

5.147 ln The Crime o.f M. Lcutge,
althou-9h the camera begins on Lange at

. . . it soon leaves him to show his
5.148
cowboy pistols and hat . .
.

work...

5.150

pans past more guns

5.151 . . . before returning to the excited
author writing his Western tales

5.149 . . . keeps going

to show a map

with Arizona outlined . .

.
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movement or independent of it'? What particular trajectory does the ceurera pLtrsue?
Such questions will best be answered by considerin-e how spatierl effects of the
cell'nera nrovernent function with respect to the filnr's overall forrn.

2.

Tlte rrtobile .f)'arrte artcl tirrre

Frarne rnobility involves tirne as well as space, and filnrmakers have realized
that oLlr sense of duratior-r arnd rhythrl is affected by the mobile fl'ame. The in-rportance of duration in camera rnovement. for exar-nple, can be sensed by comparin-9
two Japanese directors, Yasr-rjiro Ozu and Kenji Mizo-euchi. Ozu prefers short car-nera nrovenrents in a sirt-9le direction, as in Eur'lr' Srantner and Tlte Flaror o.f Greert
Teu over Ric'e. Mizo-9uchi, alternatively, cultivates the leisurely, drawn-out trarckin-e
shot, ofien combinin-9 it with parnning. That calnera nrovements sirnply take less
tirue in Ozu's filnrs than in Mizogr-rchi's constitutes a major ditfbrence between the

"One thing I hate in films is when the
camera starts circling characters. lf
three people are sitting at a table
talking, you'll often see the camera
circling them. I can't explain why, but
I find it totally fake."

-

Takeshi Kitano, director, Sonotine

two directors' styles.
Since a celnrera movement consLlmes tinre on screen. it ciln create eln arc of expectation and fr"rlfillnrent. In the pern shot across M. Lan-ue's study. Renoir rlatkes Lls
wonder why the can-lera strays frorn the main character, then answel's the question
by indicatin-9 Lan-e:e's fascination with the Arnerican West. Larter in this chapter, we
shall examine how our expectertions are mernipulated over time in the openin-e
callera movenrents of Welles's Touclt r1f' Evil.
The velocity of frame nrobility is important. too. A zooll or a cat-nera movernent may be relatively slow or fast. Richard Lester's A Hurtl Duy '.s l/iglr/ and Help.t
started a fard in the 1960s for very fast zoom-ins and -outs. In compilrison, one of
the nrost impressive eerrly cermera movements' D. W. Griffith's monunrentatl creute
shot in Belshazzafs feast tn lrttolerutnce,.-eains majesty and sLrspense thron-gh its inexorably slow descent toward the imrnense Babyloniarn set (1.12).
In -generarl, a cLunera nrovement r-nay create particularr ef-fects of its own. If the
cilllera pans quickly fron-l arl event, we n-lay be prompted to wonder what has happened. If the camera abruptly tracks back to show Lls somethirr-9 in the fol'e-ground
tlrat we had not expected, as in oLrr earrlrer Je:.ebel example (5.85-5.88), we Llre
taken by sr-rrprise. If the camera slowly rnoves in or-r a detail, -gradually enlar-ein-9 it
but delayin-e the fulfillment of our expectatior-rs. the car-nera movement hats contributed to sLlspense. In a narrative filrn, the velocity of n-robile framin-9 can be motivated by narrartional needs. A quick track-in to a significant object celn underline
a key piece of story informartiorr.
Sornetimes the speed of the n-robile framin-9 functions rhythrnically. In Will
Hirrdle's Ptt.storule tl'dtd a gentle. bouncing beat is crearted by zoornin-e in and
slightly tiltin-e up arnd down in time to Hone-9-ger's rnLlsic. Ofien nlusical films nrake
Llse of the speecl of camera rnovement to underline qualities of a son-g or dance.
Drrrirr-e the "BroLldway Rhythr-n" number in Singirt'irt rlte Ruirt, the camera cranes
quickly back from Gene Kelly several tirnes, and the speed of the nrovernent is
tinrecl to arccentuate the lyrics. Franre velocity can also create expressive quarlitiesrr calnera r-novement can be fluid, staccato, hesitant, eurd so forth. In short, the duration and speed of the mobile frarne can si.-enificantly control our perception of the
shot over time.

3.

Puttulr,s

o.f'

5.152

The opening shot of P.slt'lto.

5.153

The seconcl shot cortcentrutes orr

onebuilding...

5.154

. . . irs the carnera nroves lower
aud closer to a wirtclow . .
.

rnobile .frurrtirtg

The nrobile franre can create its own specific nrotifs within a filn-r. For example,Hitchcock's P,l-\'c'lrr,,begirts arnd ends with a forward lnovenrent of the franre. In
the film's first three shots, the can-lerll pans ri._eht and then zoonrs in on a building in
a cityscape (5.152). Two forward movenrents finally carry Lls urrder a window blind
and into the clarkness of a cheap hotel roonr (5.153-5.155). The ctunera's nrovement inward, the penetration of an interior. is repeated throu-uhout the film, often
motivated as a subjective point of view as when variolls characters l'nove deeper and
deeper into Nonnetn Bettes's nriursion. The next-to-last shot of the filnr shows

5.155 . . . ancl reveuls the heroirre ancl
her bovfriencl in a lunchtirne tryst.
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er

-x
5.156

P.r.t'c'/to's rtext-to-litst shot begirrs

at a clistitrtce fl-ont Norrtran . .

.

Nortnan sitting against a blank white wall, while we hear his interior ntonologr-re
(5.156). The cantera again rnoves forward into a close-up of his ferce (5.157). This
shot is the clirnax of the forwau'd nrovement initiated at the starrt of the filnr: the filrn
hats tratced a ntoventeltt into Norrnarrt's rnind. Another filln that relies hearvily on el
pattern of forwat'd, penetrattin'q movements is Citi:.ert Kurte, which depicts the same
ittexorable drive towatrd the revelation of a charracter's secret.
Other kinds of ltroventents can repeat and develop across ar filnr. Max Ophuls's
Lolu Morrt?.s Llses both 360'trerckin-9 shots and collstant upwarrd and downwatrd
cretne shots to contritst the circus at'ena with the world of Lolar's past. In Michael
Sltow's € (t"tsuatlly called Brrt'k urrd Frtrth). the constant pannin-9 to and fl'o act'oss
et clitssroont. Pin-u-Pon-q fashion, deternrines the barsic fclnnerl pattern of the filnr. It
aIS a surprise whert, neelr the very end, the nrovenrent suddenly becolltes a repeatecl tiltir-r.-g Llp ancl dowtt. In these and nrany clther filrns, the nrobile franre sets up

contes

nrarked repetitions arnd variartions.

Functions of Mobile Framing: Grand Illusion and Wavelength By way
of sLllntlrllry, we ciln look att two contrastin,,-g filrns that illustl'arte possible relartiot-rs
of the nrobi le frartre to natrrittive f clrrn. One Lrses the nrobile frarnre in order to
5.157 . . . :.urcl nroves in so that we see
his e,rprcssiort as we lrear' his thou-{hts.

stretr.-uthen aurd sLlpport the narrative' whereas the other subordinartes nnt'l'ative fornr

to

arn

overall frarnre nrobility.
Renoir's Grzuttl Illu.siorr is

at wrlr filnr in which we alnrost never see the wru'.
artd doorued battalions. the staple of the -{cnre, Lrre absent. Worlcl War'
I renratirts clbstinattely offscreen. Insteard, Renoir concentrates on lit'e in a Gennan
POW calntp to sll.-q.-qest how relertior-rs between nations and social clarsses are affected

Jeetn

Heroic

5.158 A cart uscd us rr si-unal
secn sitting on a shelf . .

5.159
a

pillow

is initiitlly

.

. . . thcn is l)ullecl ovcr'. lt lirrrcls orr
ancl so rrr:lkcs no sourrcl . .
.

chau'-ues

by war. The prisoners Mar6chal and Boeldieu are both French; Raruffenstein is a
Gerrnan oflicer. Yet the aristocrat Boeldieu has r-nore in col'r'unon with Rauttensteirr
thetn with the nrecharnic Mar6chal. The film's nirrrative form traces the dearth of the
Bcleldieu-Rauffettstein Lrpper clatss atnd the precarious survival of Marechal ancl his
pal Rosentharl-their fli.-eht to Elsa's farrn, their interlude of pearce there. erncl their'final escape back to Frarnce and presumably back to the warr.
Within this frartrework, camera movement hars several functions. all clirectly
sLlpportive of the narrrative. First,, arnd most typical., is its tendency to adhere to fi_9Llre rnovement. When a charetcter or vehicle moves., Renoir ofien palns ol' tracks to
tollow. The ceunera follows Mar6chal and Rosenthal walkin-e to.-eether afier their escape; it trarcks back when the prisoners arre drawn to the window by the sound of
tnarchirrg Gentlans below. But it is the nlovements of the canlera irttleperrclent of
fi-gurc- movement that marke the film nlore LlnLlsuarl.
When the citrnera rnoves or-r its own in Grurrtl Illu.siort, we are collscior,rs of it
actively interpreting the action, creertin.-q sLlspelrse or._givin-e us infonnation that the
chat'etcters do not hetve. For exatmple, in one scene, ar prisoner is di-g-gin-g in an escerpe tunrtel and tu-es a strir-t-9 si-enalin-9 that he needs to be pr"rlled out (5.158). Independent camera rnoventent builds sLlspense by showing that the other charracters
harve ntissed the signal and do not reerlize that he is sr"rffocating (5.159,5.160). Calnerel lnovernent thus lrelps create er sornewhat Llnrestricted nau'r'artion.
Sontetittres the catnlera is such arn active ergent that Renoir used repeated canrera ntovenlettts to creette patttents of narrertive si-gnificance. One such parttent is the
ntoventent to lirtk characters with cletails of their environnrent. Oftelt a sequence bewith a close-up of sonre detail, and the calnera nroves back tu anchor this
-gins
detail in its lar._ger spatial and nan'ative context (5.161,5.162).
More conrplicated is the scene of the Christrnas celebrartion art Elsa's that bewith ar close-up of the crdche ernd tracks back to show, in several stir-9es, the
-girts
interplay of rearcticlrts alnton-q the cherracters. Such canrera nrovenrents erre not sinrply decoration; be-uinnirrg on a scenic detail before nroving to the larger context
rnetkes ttarrattive poirtts econontically, constatntly enrphasizing relationships anlon-q
elernertts of Renoir's tttise-en-scene. So does the rarrer track-in to a detail at the errcl

20j

Frcnnhry

5.160

. . . and the can'lera pans left to reveal that the chararcters have not noticed it.

5.161

Renoir begins the scerre of
Boeldieu and Mardchal discussing escape
plarts by franring a close-up of a ca-ued
squirrel . . .

5162 . . . before tracking back to reveal
the rtren beside the cage, thus creating a
clear narrartive parallel.

of a scene, as when after Boeldieu's death, Rauf1enstein cuts the geranium, the one
flower in the prison (5.163, 5.164).
Characters are tied to their environment by some even rnore ambitious movingcamera shots. These stress important narrative parallels. For example, tracking
shots compare actions in two officers' bars-one French (5.165-5.167), one Gerrnan (5.168-5.170). Through his camera movements, Renoir indicates a similarity
between the two warring sides, blurring their national differences and stressing
common desires. The camera moventents, repeated in a systematic pattern, create
the narrative parallel.
Or consider how two parallel tracking shots compare the war of the aristocrats
and the war of the lower-class people. We are introduced to Rauff-enstein's new position as commatnder of a POW camp through a lengthy tracking shot (5.1715.178). During this movement, Renoir presents, wordlessly, the rnilitary mystique
of grace on the battlefield that characterizes the euistocrat's war.
Late in the film, however, a parallel shot criticizes this one (5.179-5.181). That
Elsa's war has none of Rauffenstein's glory is conveyed chiefly through a parallel
created by the repeated camera rnovement. Moreover, these camera movements
work together with nrise-en-scene, as the narrative parallel is reinforced by the subtle use of objects as motifs-the crucifixes in 5.11 I and 5.181, the photographs in
5.112 and 5.119., and the tables that end both shots. (Note the subtle use of the
empty chairs upended on the table to reinforce the absence of Elsa's husband.)
Moving the camera independently of figure ntovement also links characters
with one another. Again and again in the POW camp, the camera moves to join
one man to his comrades, spatially indicating their shared condition. When the
prisoners ransack the collection of women's clothes, one man decides to dress Llp

5.163 As Rauftenstein nroves to the
gerarnium in the window . . .

5.164 . . . Renoir

tracks in to

shot of the flower as he cuts it.

5.165 In the first scene,
learves

as Marichal

the French officers 'bar. .

.

5.166 . . . Renoir pans and tracks lefi
from the door to reveal pinups (just
conring into the ti'arne at the right) . . .

5167

and a poster'.

ar

close
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5.168 One scene later, in the German
officers' bar, a similar celmera rnovement,
this time toward the ri-eht' leaves the
characters . .

5.171

5.169

and explores on its own

5.170 . . . discovering some similar
decorations.

.

Renoir begins on a crucifix and

5174 . . . to a servant preparing
Rar.rffenstein's gloves.

5.172 . . . tilts down to a military portrait
on an altar, underlining the irony of a
chapel commandeered as a bivor-rac.

5.173

5.175 He then walks away from the
camera to close a window before

5.176 . . . into the foreground as the
camera pans left and tracks back to

returnrng . .

reveal . .

.

The camera tracks past whips.
spurs, and swords . .
.

.
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Framing

5.177

a breakfast table

5.178 ...at which Rauflenstein

is

revealed to be srttrng.

5.180 . . . before trackin,_e left past
Elsa. who remarks, "Now the table is too
large" . . .

5.181 . . . to reveal the kitchen table.
where her dar-rghter Lotte sits alone.

in them. When he appears, a stillness falls over the men. Renoir tracks silently
over the prisoners' faces, each one registering a reticent longing.
A more elaborate linking movement occurs in the scene of the prison vaudeville show, when the men learn that the French have recaptured a city. Renoir presents the shot as a celebration of spatial unity, with the camera moving among the
men as they begin defiantly to sing the "Marseillaise" (5.182-5.188). This complex
camera movement circulates freely among the prisoners, suggesting their patriotic
courage and unity in disobeying their captors.
In Elsa's cottage as well as in the prison, camera movement links characters.
After feeding a cow, Mar6chal enters the house, and a pan with him reveals Elsa
scrubbing the floor. The culmination of the linking movement comes near the film's
end, when Renoir pans from the Germans on one side of the border (5.189) to the
distant French escapees on the other (5.190, 5.191). Even on this scale, Renoir's
camera refuses to honor national divisions.
The French film critic Andr6 B azin remarked: "Jean Renoir found a way to reveal the hidden meaning of people and things without destroying the unity that is
natural to them." By placing emphasis and making comparisons, the mobile frame
in Grand lllusiort becomes as important as the mise-en-scene. The camera movements carve into space to create connections that enrich the film's narrative form.
In Michael Snow's experimental film Wavelength, the relation of narrative to
the mobile frame is quite different. Instead of supporting narrative form, frame mobility dominates narrative, even deflecting our attention from narrative. The film begins with a long-shot frarning of a loft apartment, facing one wall and window
(5.192). In the course of the film, the camera zooms in abruptly a short distance and
then holds that framing. It zooms in a bit more and then holds that (5.193). And so

5:,79

This shot also begins on an object,
of Elsa's dead husband . . .

a photograph

5.182

As the lead "female" sin-9er whips

off his wig and requests the "Marseillaise"
fiom the mnsicians . .
.

5.183

. . . the camera n-loves right as the

sin-9er turns toward the audience . .

.
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right as others

5.185 A tilt down

shows two worried

Gernrangr-rards...

sing along.

5.187 The camera tracks forward past
thenr to the musicians and srnger agelln

5.188 . . . then pans quickly
the entire ar-rdience.

lefi to fnce

5.186 . . . and a track back to the left
reveals a row of French prisoners in the
audience on their feet, singing.

5.189 As the Germans realize tlrat
Mardchal and Rosenthal have crossed over
intoSwitzerland...

5.190 . . . Renoir pans to the ri-eht across
the invisible border . .
.

5.191

. . . to the two escapees. tiny dots
in the hu-ee landscape.

5.192 Early in Wut,elengtlt,

much of the

apartment is visible.

it goes throughourt the filrn's 45-minute length. By the end, a photograph of ocean
waves on the distant wall fills the frame in close-up.
Thr-rs Wuvelength is structulred primarily around a single kind of frame
mobility-the zoom-in. Its pattern of progression and development is not a narrative one, but one of exploration, through deliberately limited means, of how the
zoom transfbrms the space of the loft. The sudden zooms create frequent abrupt
shifis of perspective relations. In excluding parts of the room, the zoom-in also
magnifies and flattens what we see; every change of focal length gives us a new
set of spatial relations. The zoom places more and nlore space offscreen. The
sound track, for the most part, reinforces the basic formal progression by enritting
er sin._gle humlning tone that rises consistently in pitch as the zoom magnifies the
space rnore artd more.

Durutior-t

Within Wuvelength's basic pattern, though, there are two contrasting systems.
The first is a series of filtered tints that plays across the image as abstract fields of
color. These tints often work against the depth represented in the shot of the loft.
A second system evokes a sketchy narrative. At various intervals, characters
enter the loft and carry on certain activities (talking, listening to the radio, making
phone calls). There is even a mysterious death (a body lies on the floor in 5.194).
But these events remain unexplained in cause-effect terms and inconclusive as to
closure (although at the film's end we do hear a sound that resembles a police
siren). Furthermore, none of these actions swerves the mobile framing from its predetermined course. The jerkily shifting and halting zoom continues, even when it
excludes important narrative information. Thus Wavelength pulls in bits and pieces
of narrative, br"rt these fragments of action remain secondary, operating within the
ternporal progression of the zoom.
From the standpoint of the viewer's experience, Wavelength's use of frarne mobility arouses, delays, and gratifies unusual expectations. What plot there is briefly
arouses curiosity (What are the people up to? What has led to the man's death, if
he does die?) and surprise (the apparent murder). But in general, a story-centered
suspense is replaced by a sr.y/isric suspense: what will the zoom eventually fiame?
From this standpoint, the colored tints and even the plot work with the spasmodic
qualities of the zoom to delay the forward progress of the framing. When the zoom
finally reveals its target, our stylistic anticipations have come to fulfillment. The
film's title stands revealed as a multiple pun, referring not only to the steadily rising pitch of the sound track but also to the distance that the zoom had to cross in
order to reveal the photo-a "wave length."
Gruncl lllusiorr and Wav,elength illustrate, in ditferent ways, how frame mobility can guide and shape our perception of a film's space and time. Frame mobility
may be motivated by larger formal purposes, as in Renoir's film, or it may itseif become the principal formal concern, motivating other systems, as in Snow's film.
What is important to realize rs that by examining how filmmakers use the mobile
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5.193

Near the end, the sporadic zoonrins harve rnade details of the far wall
v is

ible.

5194 The zoom-ins in Wuvelettgtlt will
soon elirninarte the body on the floor ll'onr
the f rarrre.

frame within specific contexts, we can gain a fuller understanding of how our
experience of a film is created.

Duration of the Image: The Long Take
In our consideration of the film image, we have emphasized spatial qualities-how
photographic transformations can alter the properties of the image, how framing
defines the image for our attention. But cinema is an art of time as well as space,
and we have seen already how mise-en-scene and frame mobility operate in ternporal as well as spatial dimensions. What we need to consider now is how the duration of the shot affects oLrr understanding of it.
There is a tendency to consider the shot as recording real duration. Suppose a

5.195 A scene in Tlrc Ortly Sott n'roves
fnlnrnight...

runner takes three seconds to clear a hurdle. If we film the runner, our projected film
will also consume three seconds-or so the assumption goes. One film theorist, Andr6 B azin, made it a rnajor tenet of his aesthetic that cinema records real time. But
the relation of shot duration to the time taken by the filmed event is not so sirnple.
First, obviously, the duration of the event on the screen may be nranipulated
during filrning or post-production, as we discussed earlier in this chapter. Slowmotion or fast-motion techniques mery present the runner's jump in20 seconds or
2. Second, narrative films often pennit no simple equivalence of real duration with
screen dr-rration, even within one shot. As Chapter 3 pointed out (pp. 80), story duration will usually differ considerably from plot duration and screen duration.

Consider a shot from Yasajiro Ozu's The Only Son. It is well past midnight,
and we have just seen a family awake and talking; this shot shows a dim corner of
the family's apartrnent, with none of the characters onscreen (5.195). Br-rt soon the
light changes. The sun is rising. By the end of the shot, it is morning (5.196). This

5.196

to day irt a single shot.
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of screen time. It plainly does not
record the duration of the story events; that duration would be at least five hours.
To put it another w?), by manipulating screen duration, the film's plot has condensed a story duration of several hours into a minute or so.
More recent films use tracking movements to compress longer passages of
time in a continuous shot (5.197, 5.198). The final shot of Signs moves away from
an autumn view through a window (itself an echo of the opening shot's track-back
from a window) and through a room, to reveal a winter landscape outside another
window. Months of story time have passed during the tracking movement.
transitional shot consumes about a minute

Functions of the Long Take
Every shot has some measurable screen duration, but in the history of cinema, directors have varied considerably in their choice of short or lengthy shots. In .,{eneral, early cinema (1895-1905) tended to rely on shots of fairly long duration, since
there was often only one shot in each film. With the emergence of continuity editing in the period 1905-1916, shots became shorter. In the late 19lOs and early
1920s, an American film would have an average shot length of about 5 seconds.
After the coming of sound, the average stretched to about l0 seconds.
Throughout the history of the cinema, some filmmakers have consistently preferred to use shots of greater duration than the average. In various countries in the
mid- 1930s, directors began to experiment with very lengthy shots. These filmrnakers' usually lengthy shots-long takes, as they're called-represented a powerfr-rl
creative resoLlrce.

5.197 In Roger Michell's l/orfing Hill, the protagonist's walk through
market moves thror"rgh autumn . .

5.198

winter, and sprin-9.

.

the Portobello street

Duration of the hnage: The Long Takc

Long take is not the same as long shot, which refers to the apparent distance
between camera and object. As we saw in examining film production (p. 20) , a take
is one run of the camera that records a single shot. Calling a shot of notable length
a long take rather than a long shot prevents ambiguity, since the latter term refers
to a distanced framing, not to shot duration. In the films of Jean Renoir, Kenji Mizoguchi, Orson Welles, Carl Dreyer, Mikl6s Jansc6, Hou Hsiao-hsien, and Bdla
Tarr, a shot may go on for several minutes, and it would be impossible to analyze
these films without an awareness of how the long take can contribute to form and
style. One long take in Andy Warhol's My Hustler follows the seductive exchange
of two gay men as they groom themselves in a bathroom (5.199). The shot, which
runs for about 30 minutes, constitutes much of the film's second half.
Usually, we can regard the long take as an alternative to a series of shots. The
director may choose to present a scene in one or a few long takes or to present
the scene through several shorter shots. When an entire scene is rendered
in only one shot, the long take is known by the French term plan-sdcluence, or

5.199

709

A long take tn Mv Hustler

secluettce shot.

Most commonly, filmmakers use the long take selectively. One scene may rely
heavily on editing, while another is presented in a long take. This permits the director to associate certain aspects of narrative or non-narrative form with the different stylistic options. A vivid instance occurs in the first part of Fernando Solanas
and Octavio Getino's Hour of the Furnctces. Most of the film relies on editing of
newsreel and staged shots to describe how European and North American ideologies penetrate developing nations. But the last shot of the film is a slow zoom-in to
a photograph of the corpse of Che Guevera, symbol of guerrilla resistance to imperialism. Solanas made the shot a long take, holding it for three minutes to force
the viewer to dwell on the cost of resistance (5.200).
Mixing long takes and shorter shots also creates parallels and contrasts among
scenes . Bazin pointed out that Citizen Kane oscillates between long takes in the
dialogue scenes and rapid editing in the "News on the March" newsreel and other
sequences. Hitchcock, Mizoguchi, Renoir, and Dreyer often vary shot duration, depending on the scene's function in the entire film.
Alternatively, the filmmaker may decide to build the entire film out of long
takes. Hitchcock's Rope is famous for containing only eleven shots, most running
between four and ten minutes. Similarly, each scene in Wintemvincl, Agnus Dei, Red
Psalnt, and other films by Mikl6s Jancs6 is a single shot. In such cases, the long
take becomes a large-scale part of a film. And in such a context, editing can have
great force. After a seven- or eight-minute shot, an elliptical cut can prove quite
disorienting. Gus van Sant's Elephant traces events around a high-school shooting
rampage, and it presents most scenes in very long takes following students through
the hallways. Moreover, Elephant's plot doesn't present the events in chronological
order. The narration flashes back to show other school days, the boys' lives at home,
and their preparations for the killings. So when a cut interrupts a long take, the audience must reflect for a moment to determine how the new shot's action fits into
the plot. The effect of the editing is unusually harsh, because the cuts tend to break
the smooth rhythm of the sustained traveling shots (5.201-5.203).
Could a feature-length movie consist of one long take? Many directors have
dreamed of this possibility, but the lengths of film reels have prevented it. A 35mm
camera reel typically runs for only I I minutes, so Hitchcock tried to hide some of
Rope's obligatory cuts. Extended 16mm reels of the type Warhol used in My Hustler (5.199) can run up to 30 minutes. With digital video, however, it is possible to
shoot for over two hours on a single tape, and the Russian director Aleksander
Sokurov seized this opportunity in his RussianArk.The film consists of a single shot
nearly 90 minutes long, as a Steadicam follows over 2000 actors in period costume
through St. Petersburg's immense Winter Palace. Russian Ark takes us through several eras of Russian history, culminating in a stupendous ballroom dance and a

5.200
H ou

The final three-minute shot of

r o.f' the Funtac'es.
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5.201 Itt u sltot lasting two ntirtrrtcs. the
cilnrela follows Michelle into tlre lihlarV.
u'hcrc slte starts rcshclvilrg lrooks. Mart-y
of'tlrc lortg takcs irt [:lcplrttrtt ll'unrc tlrc
vu'alking chanrctcrs frorn hehirrcl. This
eortceuls their' ['ircial c'x1lrc'ssiolrs ll'orrr rrs
lutcl ertrphirsizes tltc school envir-oruncnt
thcy nrovc through.

5.202
be

i

ng coc

Michelle
kecl

5.203

we heur a rifle

tru'r'rs us

We expect a reverse shot to reveal

what she sees. Insteucl. we get a flaslrback
to earlier that clav when the two boys
showerecl to-uether lrefilre going to school
rln their cleacllv nrissit'rn.

.

crowd ch'ifiirt-u off into a wirrtry ni-sht (5.204-5.206). SokLrrov rehearsed Rrr.r.rirrrt Ark
for several nronths and conrpletecl the take Lrsed in the filrn on the fourth try.

The Long Take and thc Mobile Frame
Tlre Eleltltttrtt r-xan-rple sLlg-gests that a lon.-g take is likely to rely on cantet'a n-lo\/er-nent. Pannin-q, tritcking, crilnin-g, or zoorning to present continually chan-ging v'anta-ee points that ilre conrparable in sonre welys to the shifts of view sLlllpliecl by
ed itin_9.

Very otien. fraule ntobility breaks the lon-e-take shot into si_sl-rificant snralier
In Mizctglrchi's Si.s/er'.s rf Giorr, one lon-g take shows a yoLln-g wolnan.
Orrrocher, luring a busirtessmiln into becomin-9 her patron (5.207-5.212l.Though
thet'e is no cuttin-9, the calncril artd fi-gure nrovements denrarcate ilnportant stages
r-tttits.

of the scene's acticln.
As in this example. lorr-9 takes terrd to be frarnecl in rnediunr ol'long shots. The
ci-lnterll lirtgers on a farirly clertse visual field, and the spectator has nrol'e opportunity to scun the shot for particular points of interest. Tlris is reco,_enized by Steven
Spielberg, a clirector who has occilsionally exploited lengthy takes:
I'cl love to see clircctors start trustin-{ the auclicnce to be thc filnr cclitor with tlrcir eyes.
the way you are sorttetinrcs with:.1 stage play. where the auclience selects who they
woulcl choose to look at while a scene is being playecl There s so lnuch cutting ancl
so nriury close-Lrps beirt-e. shot toclay I think clirectly as an influence fronr television.

5.204

Irt /lrr.s,r itur AIA', onc c;tisoclc takcs place in the palacc
thcuter'. u,ith Catherine the Greut pr'onoLurcing the rehearsul
s:,rt isf uctorv.

5.205 Att hr-rur'()r

so later.

still withirr the sar-nc shot.

hunclrccls

<lf aristocrats ancl officers clescend a staircilse torvarcl tlrc
i

rttpc'rtcli

n

g clevastation

tlf

thc- Russiarr Rcvt-ll trtit-rrr.

[)tratirn't rl' rhc lrnrrgc : Thc l-ott,q

5.206

Crew nrembers n-loving thruru-srh the Herrnitage Museunl. filrning Russiurt Ark with

a

cli-eital cilnreril nrounted on a Steadicernr (photography by Alexancler Bclerrkiy).

As we have seen in the previous chapter, however, the director can guide tlre audience's scanning of the frarne through all of the technical resources of rnise-enscene. This is another way of saying that using the long take ofien pLrts nrore
emphasis on perforrnance, setting, lighting, and other mise-en-scene factors.
The example fronr Si^srers r1f'Giort illustrates another irnporternt feature of the
long take. Mizo.-quchi's shot reveals a complete internarl logic-a be-9innin.,9,, middle, and end. As a part of a fiIm., the lon-g take ciln have its own formal pattern. its
own development, its own trajectory and shape. Suspense develops; we start to ask
how the shot will continue and when it will end.
The classic example of how the lon-e terke carl constitute a formal pattern in its
own ri-eht is the openin-e sequence of Welles's Touc'h rfi'Evil (5.213-5.224). This
openin-e shot merkes plain most of the features of the long take. It offers an alternative to building the seqLlence out of many shots, and it stresses the cut that finally
cornes (occurring at the sound of the explosion of the car).
Most important. the shot has its own internal pattern of development. We expect that the bomb shown at the be-{inning will explode art some point, and we wetit
for that explosion thror-rgh the duration of the lon-{ take. The shot estarblishes the
(the border between Mexico and the United States). The
-qeo-qraphy of the scene
carrera movement, alternately picking up the car arnd the walking cor"rple, weelves
to-gether two separarte lines of narrative callse and eflect that intersect at the border station. Var-9as and Susan are thus drawn into the erction involving the bornbing. Our expectation is fulfilled when the end of the shot coincides with the
explosion (otfscreen) of the bonrb. The shot has guided oLrr response by taking Lrs
through et suspenseful development. The lon-9 take can present, in a sin-ele chunk
of time, a complex pattern of events moving toward a -9oal, and this ability shows
that shot duration can be as importernt to the image as photo-eraphic qualities and
frarming are.

Tir/<c
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5.2OT In Sis/e rs of Gion, the long take
begins with Omocha and the businessrlan
seated. The camera follows as . . .

5.210 A second phase of the shot begins
as she begins to appeal

.

5.211

and sits down to console her.

to his sympathy

and he moves to the table . .

5.209 . . . and sits at a small table
facing him.

5.212 Finally, the camera lnoves into a
tighter shot as she sits beside hirn and he
sLlccumbs to her advances.

.

5.213 The opening shot of Tbuch of Ev,il
begins with a close-up of a hand settin.-e
the timer of a bornb.

5.208 . . . she moves to the opposite
end of the room . .

5.214

The camera tracks immediately

right to follow first the shadow . .

.

5.215 . . . and then the figure of an
unknown assassin planting the bomb in a
car.

Duration of rhe Image: The LongTake

5.216 The camera then cranes up to a
high angle as the assassin flees and the
victims arrive and set out in the car.

5.217

As the camera rounds the corner,

it plans to rejoin the car, and tracks back
to follow it.

5.218

zt3

The car passes Vargas and his

wife, Susan, and the camera starts to

follow them, losing the car and tracking
diagonally backward with the couple
through the crowd.

5.279 The camera tracks backward until
both the occupants of the car and Susan
and Vargas meet again . .

5.220 . . . and a brief scene with the
border guard ensues.

5.222

5.223 Their embrace is interrupted by
the offscreen sound of an explosion, and
they turn to look leftward.

.

. . . bringing them into medium
shot as they begin to kiss.

5.221 After tracking left with the car, the
camera again encounters Susan and Vargas
and tracks forward toward thern . . .

5.224

The next shot zooms in to show

the car in flames.
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The filrn shot, then, is a very complex unit. Mise-en-scene fills the image with material, arranging setting, lighting, costume, and staging within the fonnal context of
the total film. Within that fonnal context, the filmmaker also controls the cinematographic qualities of the shot-how the image is photographed and framed, how long
the image lasts on the screen.
You can sensitize yourself to these cinematographic qualities in much the same way
that you worked on mise-en-scene. Trace the progress of a single technique-say, camera distance-through an entire scene. Notice when a shot begins and ends, observing
how the long take may ftrnction to shape the film's form. Watch for camera movements,
especially those that follow the action (since those are usually the hardest to notice).
Once you are aware of cinematographic qualities, you can move to an understanding of
their various possible functions within the total film.
Film art offers still other possibilities for choice and control. Chapters 4 and 5
focused on the shot. The filmmaker may also juxtapose one shot with another
through editing, and that's the subject of Chapter 6.

General Works

NY: Documentext, 1982), pp. 53-ll;DzigaVertov, KinoEye: The Writings of DzigctVertov, ed. Annette Michelson

The standard contemporary references on cinematography are Rob Hummel, ed., The Americen Cinentatographer Manual, 8th ed. (Hollywood: American Society of
Cinematographers, 2001), and Kris Malki ewicz, Cinematography: A Guide .fn, Film Makers and Film kach-

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984); and
Maya Deren, 'An Anagram of Ideas on Art, Form, and
Film" and "Cinematography," in George Amberg, ed.,
The Art of Cinema (New York: Arno, 1912).

ers,3d ed. (New York: Fireside, 2000). Cinematographers
can be articulate about their craft, and we can learn a lot

Color Versus Black and White

from their interviews. See Vincent LoBrutto, Principal
Photography: Interviews with Feature Film Cinentatographers (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1999); Pauline Rogers,
Contemporury Cinematogralthers on Their Art (Boston:
Focal Press,, 1999); Benjamin Bergery, Re.flec'tions:
Twenty-One Cinentatographers at Work (Hollywood:
ASC Press, 2002); and Peter Ettedgui, Cinentatography:
Screencraft (Hove, England: RotoVision, 1998). In the
Rogers collection, Dean Cundey recalls that the camera

Today most films are shot on color stock and most viewers have come to expect that movies will be in color. At
many points in film history, however, color and blackand-white film have been used to carry different meanings. In 1930s and 1940s American cinema, color tended
to be reserved for fantasies (for example, The Wiz,ard of
Oz,), historical films or films set in exotic locales (Becl<y
Sharp, Blood and Sand), or very lavish musicals (Meet
Me in Sr. Louis). Black and white was then considered
more realistic. But now that most films are in color, filmmakers can call on black and white to suggest a historical
period (as witnessed by two such different films as Straub

movements in Who Framecl Roger Rctbbit? posed problems for adding animation. "If Roger was to go from one
part of the room to another, hopping onto a chair, we had
to find a way for the camera operator to track that movement. We developed full-size rubber characters to stage
the action. The operator could then see movement in real
time. He would associate movement with dialogue." A
monthly mag azine, Ame ricon C inematograph,e r contains

detailed articles on current cinematography around the
world.
Alternative points of view on cinematography may
be found in Stan Brakhage, 'A Moving Picture Giving
and Taking Book," in Brakhage Scrapbook: Collected
Writings 1964-1980, ed. Robert A. Haller (New Paltz,

and Huillet's Chronicle of Anna Magdalena Bach and
Tim Burton's Ed Wood). Such rules of thumb as "color
for realism" have no universal validityl as always, it is a
matter of context, the function of color or black-andwhite tonalities within a specific film.
A basic history is R. T. Ryan, A History of Motion
Picture Color Technolngy (New York: Focal Press, 1977).
The most influential early process is considered in Fred
E. Basten's Glorious Technicolor: The Movies' Magic
Rainbow (Camarillo, CA: Technicolor, 2005). Len Lye
explains the elaborate process behind the color design of

Where to

Rctinbow Danc'e in Wystan Curnow and Roger Horrocks,
eds., Figures rf'Motion: Len Lye/Selec:tecl Writings
(Auckland: Auckland University Press, 1984), pp.47-49.
Film theorists have debated whether color film is artistically less pure than black and white. One argument
against color may be found in Rudolf Arnheim, Film as
Art (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957). Arnheim's argument is disputed by V. F. Perkins in Film a,s

Film (Baltimore: Penguin, l9l2).

(io from Here
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.fect,s (Hollywood: American Society of Cinematographers, 1983). See also Mark Cottar Yaz and Patricia Rose

Dui-qnan, Inclu:;trial

Light & Mugic: Into the Digitul

Realm (New York: Ballantine Books, 1996). An extensive
and well-illustrated history of matte paintings, including
the move to the digital creartion of environments, is Mark
Cotta Yaz and Craig Barron's The Invisible Art: The Legends of Movie Mutte Puirttirtg (San Francisco: Chronicle
Books ,2002), this book includes a CD-ROM with exam-

ples of matte paintings. Articles on particular films' use
of special effects appear regularly in Artrcricon Cirte-

Special-Effects Cinematography
Part of the reason that major film studios tout thernselves
as the "magic factories" is that special-effects cinematography demands the complexity and expense that

only a big firm can support. Special effects require the
time, patience, and rehearsal afforded by control over
mise-en-scene. It is, then', ilo surprise that Melibs, the
first person to exploit fully the possibilities of studio
filmmarking, excelled at special-effects cinematography.
Nor is it surprising that when UFA, the gigantic German
firm of the 1920s, became the best-equipped film studio
in Europe, it invested heavily in new special-effects
processes. Sirnilarly, as Hollywood studios grew from
the mid- l9l0s on, so did their special-effects departments. E,ngineers, painters, photographers, and set designers collaborated to contrive fantastic visual
novelties. In these magic factories, most of the history of
special effects has been made.
But such firms were not motivnted by sheer cr-rriosity.

The costs of elaborate back projection and matte work
were usually investments. First, expensive as they were,
such tricks often saved money in the long rlln. Instead of
br-rilding a huge set, one could photograph the actors
through a glass with the setting painted on it. Instead of
taking players to the desert, one could film thern against
a back projection of the pyramids. Second, special effects
made certain film genres possible. The historical epicwhether set in Rome, Babylon, or Jerusalem-was Llnthinkable unless special effects were devised to create
huge vistas and crowds. The fantasy film, with its panoply of ghosts, flying horses, and invisible or incredibly
shrinking people, demanded that superimposition and
matte processes be improved. The science fiction film
genre could scarcely exist without a barrage of special
effects. For the major studios, the "factory" principle was
responsible for the "magic."
The best survey of the surbject is Richard Rickitt's
sumptuously illustrated Special Effec't,s: The Histon and
the Tec'hniclue (New York: Billboard, 2000). flluminating
ca se studies can be found in Linwood G. Dunn and
George E. Turner, eds., The ASC Treasun: rf Visual Ef-

m.otographer and Cinefex.

Aspect Ratio
The aspect ratio of the film irnage

hers

been debated since

the inception of cinema. The Edison-Lumidre ratio
(1.33:l) was not generally standardized until l9ll, and
even after that other ratios were explored. Many cinematographers believed that 1.33:l was the perfect ratio
(perhaps not aware that it harks back to the "golden section" of academic painting). With the large-scale innoveltion of widescreen cinema in the early I 950s, cries of
distress were heard. Most camera operators hated it.
Lenses often were not sharp, lighting becante more cornplicated, and as Lee Garmes put it, "We'd look through
the camera atnd be startled at what it was taking in." Yet
some directors-Nicholas Ray, Akira Kurosaw&, Satmuel
Fuller, FranEois Truflaut,, Jean-Luc Godard-created fascinating compositions in the wide-screen ratio. The systems are exherustively surveyed in Robert E. Catrr and
R. M. Hayes's Wide Screen Mrnie.s: A Hi,stort, rrrtd Filnrograph r- rf Wicle Gauge Filmntaking (Jeffbrson,, NC:
McFarland, 1988).
The most detailed defense of the aesthetic virtues of
the widescreen image remains Charles Betrr's "CinentaScope: Before and After'" Fihn Quarterly 16.,4 (Sulnnter
1963): 4-24. The Velver Light Trup 2l (1985) contatins

several articles

on the history and aesthetics of

widescreen cinema, including an article olt Barr's essay
and second thoughts by Barr.
Dr-rring the 1980s, two variants on traditional film
gauges were designed in response to widescreen demands. One innovation is Super 35rnm, which expands
the irnage area within the traditional 35mm format. It
allows filrnmakers to make a release print at either 2.40:l
(anamorphic) ratio or 1.85:l matted. For small-budget
projects, there is Super l6mm, which can be blown up to
merke 35mm release prints more easily than from normal
l6mm. Super I 6mm provides 40 percent more image
area and creates a wider frame that can be matted to the
I .85:l aspect ratio favored in 35rnm exhibition.
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The Subjective Shot
Sometimes the camera, through its positioning and movements, invites us to see events through the eyes of a character. Some directors (Howard Hawks, John Ford, Kenji
Mizoguchi, Jacques Tati) seldom use the subjective shot,
but others use it constantly. Hitchcock relies on it often,
as we indicated when we examined the dinner table scene
in Shadow of a Doubt back in Chapter I (pp. 3-7). As
5.135 indicated, Samuel Fuller's ^f/cked Kiss starts with
shocking subjective shots:
We open with a direct cnt. In that scene, the actors utilized
the camera. They held the camera; it was strapped on them.
For the first shot, the pimp has the camera strapped on his
chest. I say to [Constance] Towers, "Hit the camera!" She
hits the camera, the lens. Then I reverse it. I put the camera on her, and she whacks the hell out of him. I thought it
was effective. (Quoted in Eric Sherman and Martin Rubin,
The Director's Evenr [New York: Signet, 1969], p. 189)

Filmmakers began experimenting with the "firstperson camera" or the "camera as character" quite early.
Grandnxa's Reading Glass (1901) features subjective pointof-view shots. Keyholes, binoculars, and other apertures
were often used to motivate optical point of view. In 1919,
Abel Gance used many subjective shots in /'accuse. The
1920s saw many filmmakers taking an interest in subjectivity, seen in such films as E. A. Dupont's Varietv (1925),
F. W. Murnau's The Last Laugh (1924) with its famous
drunken scene, and Abel Gance's l{apoleon (1927). Some
believe that in the 1940s, the subjective shot<specially
subjective camera movement-got completely out of hand
in Robert Montgomery's Indv in the Inke (1946). For almost the entire film, the camera represents the vision of the
protagonist, Philip Marlowe; we see him only when he
glances in mirrors. "Suspenseful! Unusual!" proclaimed the
advertising. "YOU accept an invitation to a blonde's apartment! YOU get socked in the ja* by a murder suspect!"
The history of the technique has teased film theorists
into speculating about whether the subjective shot evokes
identification from the audience. Do we think we are
Philip Marlowe? The problem of audience identification
with a point-of-view shot remains a difficult one in film
theory. A useful discussion is Edward Branigan's Point of
View in the Cinenta: A Theory of l,'larration and SubjectiviN in Classical Film (New York: Mouton, 1984).

Real Time and the Long Thke
When the camera is running, does it record real time? If
so, what artistic implications follow from that?
Andr6 Bazin argued that cinema is an art that depends on actual duration. Like photography, Bazrn
claimed, cinema is a recording process. The camera registers, photochemically, the light reflected from the object. Like the still camera, the movie camera records
space. But unlike the still camera, the movie camera can

also record time. "The cinema is objectivity in time. .
Now, for the first time, the im age of things is likewise the
image of their duration, change mummified as it were"
(What Is Cinema? vol. 1 [Berkeley: University of California Press, 19661, pp. I4-15). On this basis,Bazin saw
editing as an intrusive interruption of the natural continuity of duration. He thus praised long-take directors such

as Jean Renoir, Orson Welles, William Wyler,

and

Roberto Rossellini as artists whose styles respected concrete moment-to-moment life.
Bazin should be credited with calling our attention to

the possibilities latent in the long take at a time when
other film theorists considered it theatrical and uncinematic. Yet the problem of real time in film seems
more complicated than Bazin thought. For example, a
five-minute long take may not present five minutes in the
story. The shot that tracks the protagonist of lt{otting HiU
through changing seasons lasts about 100 seconds on the
screen, but it covers about a year of story time. The 9Iminute shot that constitutes Russian Ark shifts the viewer
backward and forward through Russian history. Mise-enscene cues can override the camera's recording of real
duration, giving the film a flexible time frame. As usual,
a film's overall formal context assigns concrete functions
to particular stylistic elements.

Websites

om/ The official site of the Arnerican Society
of Cinematographers, tied to this association's activities
a n C i n e n a t o g, o p h e r I n c I u d e s

www.theasc.c

t

l:* J :fi ,H :h !,';"::"

www.soc.org /magazine.html/ The official site of the
Society of Operating Cameramen. with an archive of
many articles. Especially good are Rick Meyer's essays
on the history of wide-screen processes.

www.cinematography.net/ An

extensive discussion site
about professional cinematography.

www.widescreenmuseum.com/

A vast site (950 pages,
3000 images) devoted to wide-screen processes, past and

present, as well as color and sound technology.

Recommended

DVD

S,rpplements

The 1993 documentary Visions of Light: The Art of Cinenxatography, which includes numerous interviews with cinematographers and brief clips from a wide variety of films, is
available on DVD (Image Entertainment). In "Painting with
Light," cinematographer Jack Cardiff talks about his use of
Technicolor in Black lllarcis.ru.r. Raoul Coutard discusses
anamorphic wide-screen and color processes in an interview
on the Contenryt DVD (which also includes a "Widescreen
vs. Full-Frame Demonstration") . Oklaltonta!'s disc contains
a very good comparison featurette, "CinemaScope vs. ToddAO," as well as a short originally shown in theaters before
Oklahonm! to introduce the new wide-screen process, "The
Miracle of Todd-AO."

Where ro Go from Here

A

rare demonstration

"Day 66: Journey of

of laboratory work comes in

Roll of Film," in King Kong: Peter
Jackson's Production Diaries, which includes the use of a
Telecine machine to make a digital intermediate. The
process of selective digital grading, which we discuss on
page 181, is explained in "Digital Grading," on the Lord
a

of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring supplements.
The "Outward Bound" chapter on the Alien drsc provides a clear demonstration of how models were shot to
look realistic in the pre-CGI, pre-green-screen era.
Speed's "Visual Effects" track covers motion control, the
digital matte work and other tricks showing the bus jumping the freeway gap, and a huge miniature used for the final train crash. The "Special Effects Vignettes" for Cast
Away do a particularly good job of tracing through the
various layers that build up as CGI shots are created. "Visual FX: MTA Train" gives a brief but informative look at
green-screen work in Collateral's train scene; it shows
how effects can be used not only for flashy action but also
for such subtle purposes as varying the colors and lights
seen through the windows as the mood of the scene shifts.
"Designing the Enemy: Tripods and Aliens" (War of the
Worlds) reveals how computers can be used to design digital figures. Each of the Lord of the Rings DVD sets con-

tains extensive special-effects descriptions, and

The

Return of the King supplements include a segment on one
of the most complex CGI scenes ever created: "Visual Effects Demonstration: 'The M0makil Battle."'
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"No Feat But What We Make," a Terminator 2: Judgment Day supplement, offers an excellent history of the
early development of digital special effects in The Abyss
and Terminator 2, and includes director James Cameron
discussing perspective. "The Making of Jurasslc Park"
covers some of the same material and moves forward to
the transitions from animation of shiny surfaces to the creation of realistic dinosaurs.
With the recent increase in multiple-camera shooting

in epic films, DVD supplements

sometimes include se-

quences juxtaposing the views from those cameras shown

in split-screen. These tend not to provide much information about the process, but the "Interactive Multi-Angle
Battle Scene Studies" for Master and Commander helpfully give readouts of lens length and shooting speed (revealing how common it has become for shots of violent
action to be done with varying degrees of slow motion).
Similarly, Speed's 'Action Sequences: Multi-angle
Stunts," provides a frames-per-second readout in its demonstration. Dancer in the Dark's extreme use of multiplecamera shooting for the music numbers is explained in
"100 Cameras: Capturing Lars von Trier's Vision."
The ultimate supplement dealing with long takes is
"In One Breath," which documents the filming of the single elaborate shot that makes up Rzs sian Ark.

The Relation of Shot to
Shot: Editing
ince the 1920s, when film theorists be..ean to realize what editing caln achieve,
it has been the most widely discussed film technique. This hasn't been all to
the good, for some writers have mistakenly found in editing the key to -eood
cinema (or even all cinema). Yet many films, particr,rlarly in the period before 1904,
consist of only one shot and hence do not depend on editing at all. Experimental
films sometimes deemphasize editing by making each shot as long as the armount
of film a cilmera will hold, &S with Michael Snow's Lo Rdgiort centt'ule and Andy
Warhol's Ectt, Sleep, and Empire. Such films are not necessarily less "cinemrrtic"
than others that rely heavily on editing.
Still, we can see why editing has exercised such an enormoLrs fascination for
film aestheticians, for as a technique it's very powerful. The ride of the Klan inThe
Birtlt qf o Natiore, the Odessa Steps sequence in Potentkin, the hunt sequrence inThe
Rules of the Gome, the shower murder in Psvc'ho, the diving sequence in Olympict,
Clarice Starling's discovery of the killer's lair inThe Silenc'e of the Lamb.s, the tournament sequence in Lanc'elot clu Lctc', the reconstruction of the Dallas asserssination
in JFK-all of these celebrated moments derive much of their ef1ect trom editing.
Perhaps even more important, however, is the role of editing within an entire
film's stylistic system. An ordinary Hollywood film typically contains between 1000
and 2000 shots; an action-based movie can have 3000 or more. This fact erlone sLlggests that editing strongly shapes viewers'experiences, even if they aren't aware of it.
Editing contributes a great deal to a film's organization and its effects on spectators.

\7hat Is Editing?

218

Editing may be thought of as the coordination of one shot with the next. As we have
seen, in film production, a shot is one or more exposed fi'anres in a series on a continuous len-eth of film stock. The film editoreliminates unwanted footage, usually by
discardin-e all hut the best terke. The editor also cuts superfluolts trames, such as
those showing the clapboard (p. 20), from the beginnings and endin-qs of shots. She
or he then joins the desired shots. the end of one to the be-einning of another.
These joins can be of different sorts. A fade-out gradually darkens the end of
a shot to black, and a fade-in accordin.-9ly lightens a shot fronr black. A dissolve

WIvr

l.s

Eclirirr,g/ Zl9

briefly superiniposes the end of shot A and the beginning of shot B (6.1-6.3). In a
wipe, shot B replaces shot A by meilns of a bounclary line moving across the screen
(6.4). Here both irnuges are briefly on the screen at the same time' but they do not

"Editing is the basic creative force,
by power of which the soulless
photographs (the separate shots)

blend, as in a dissolve. In the procluction process, fades, dissolves, and wipes are
opticarl effects and are marked as such by the editor. They are typically execr.rted in
the laboratory or, rnore recently, through digital manipulation.
The most conmron rneans of joining two shots is the cut. Until the rise of'di-eital editin..g in the 1990s, a cut wals made by splicing two shots to-eether by n'reans
of cement or tape. Some filmrnakers "clrt" during filmin-g by plannin-e for the film
to emerge frorn the camera ready tor final showin-e. Here the physical junction from
shot to shot is created in the act of shootin-e. Such ecliting irr the camera, however.
is rarre alrd is rnainly confinecl to experimental and arnnteur filnrmaking. Editing after shootin-g is the non-n. Toclay most editin-e is done on conlputer, usin-g footit.-ge
stored on discs or a harcl drive, so that the cuts (or erlits, in video terminolo-ey) can
be rnade without touching filrn. The final version of the film is prepared for printing by cr-rtting and splicing the negative toota.-qe.
As viewers, we perceive el shot as an uninterrupted segnrent of screen time,
space, or graphic configurations. Fades, dissolves, and wipes are perceived as gradually one shot and replacin-9 it with another. Cuts elre perceived as instantaneoLrs
changes frorr-t one shot to another.
Consider an exarrnple of cuttin-e-four shots from the first attack on Bodegzr
Bay in Alfred Hitchcock's The Birrl,s (6.5-6.8):

are engineered into living, cinematographic form."

l.

Mediturt ,shot, .strrtigltt-ort rtrtgle. Melanie, Mitch, and the Captain standin,_g by
the restaurant window talkin-e. Melanie on extren-re right, bnrtender in backgrolrnd (6 5).

2. Metliurn

clrt.se-up. Melanie by the Captain's shoulder. She looks to right (or-rt
otfscreen winclow) and Lrp, as if following with her eyes. Pan right with her as
she turns to window and looks out (6.6).

3.

E-rtrerrte lortg .shrfi. Melanie's point of view. Gas station across street, phone
booth in left fore_qround. Birds dive-bomb attendant, right to lefi (6.71.

4.

Mecliurn clo,se-up. Meletnie, profile. The Captain moves ri-qht into shot,, blocking out bartender; Mitch moves right into extreme foreground. All in profile
look out window (6.8).

-

V. l. Pudovkin,

director

"You can definitely help performances in the cuttlng room, by
intercutting reaction, maybe re-

recording lines, adding lines over
reaction shots. And you can help a
film's structure by moving sequences
about and dropping scenes that hotd
up pacing. And sometimes you can
use bits and pieces from different
takes, which also helps a lot. What
you can do in the editing room to
help a film is amazing."

-

Jodie Foster, actor and director

Each of these four shots presents a different segment of time, spalce, and pictorial
information. The first shot shows three people talking.An instantaureoLrs chan-een sut-shitis Lrs to a mediunr close-up shot of Melarnie. Here space hers changed
(Melanie is isolated and lar-qer in the frame), time is continLloLrs, arnd the graphic
configurations have changed (the arrangements of the shapes arnd colors vary).Another cut tarkes us instantly to what she sees. The gas station shot (6.1) presents a
very diffbrent space, a sLrccessive bit of time, ernd a different graphic confi-guration.

6.1 Tlre first shot <>f Tlte Mtrlre.se
leadsto...

Frtlt'rtrr

6.2

a dissolve

tcr

6.3

the seconcl shrlt.
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6.5

The Bitrls: shot

l.

6.6

The Bircls.' shot 2.

Another cut returns us to Melanie (6.8), and again we are shifted instantly to another space, the next slice of time, and a different graphic configLlration. Thus the
four shots are joined by three cuts.
Hitchcock could have presented the Birds scene without editing-as Jean
Renoir might in a similar situation (5.168-5.170). Imagine a camera moverlent thart
frames the for"rr people talking, tracks in and rightward to Melanie as she turns. pans
rightward to the window to show the dive-bombing gull, and pans leflwarrd back to
catch the group's expressions. This would constitute one shot. The camera ntovements, no matter how fast, would not present the marked and abrupt shifts that cuts
produce. Now imagine a deep-space composition of the sort that Orson Welles
might Lrse (5.39), presenting Mitch in the foreground, Melanie and the window in
the middle ground, and the gull attack in the distance. Again, the scene could now
be played in one shot, for we would have no abrupt change of time or space or
graphics. And the movements of the figures would not yield the jllmps in time,
space, and composition provided by editing.
Although many films today are shot with several cameras runnin-9 simultaneously, throughout film history most sequences have been shot with only one camera.
In the Bircls scene, for example, the shots were taken at different times and placesone (shot 3) outdoors, the others in a sound stage (and these perhaps ot-l different
days). A film editor thus must assemble a large and varied batch of foota_qe. To ease
this task, most filmmakers plan for the editing phase during the preparation and
shooting phases. Shots are taken with an idea of how they will eventually fit to..eether.
In fictional filming, scripts and storyboards help plan editing, while documentary
filmmakers often shoot with an eye to how the footage will be cut.

Dimensions of Film Editing
Editing offers the filmmaker four basic areas of choice and control:

l.

Graphic relations between shot A and shot B

2. Rhythmic relations between shot A and shot B
3. Spatial relations between shot A and shot B
4. Temporal relations between shot A and shot B
Graphic and rhythmic relationships are present in the editing of any film. Spatial
and temporal relationships may be irrelevant to the editing of films using abstract
form, but they are present in the editing of fihns built out of nonabstract irnages
(that is, the great majority of motion pictures). Let's trace the range of choice and
control in each area.

Dimensions of FiIm Editing
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Graphic Relations Between Shot A and Shot B
The four shots from The Bircls may be considered purely as graphic configurations,
as patterns of light and dark, line and shape, volumes and depths, movement and
stasis-independent of the shots'relation to the time and space of the story. For instance, Hitchcock did not drastically alter the overall brightness from shot to shot,
because the scene takes place during the day. But if the scene had been set at night,
he could have cut from the uniformly lit second shot in the bar (6.6, Melanie turning to the window) to a shot of the gas station swathed in darkness. Moreover,
Hitchcock r"rsually keeps the most important part of the composition roughly in the
center of the frame. (Compare Melanie's position in the frame with that of the gas

station in 6.1 .) He could, however, have cut from a shot in which Melanie was
in, sa!, upper frame left to a shot locating the gas station in the lower right of the
frame.

Hitchcock also plays off certain color differences. Melanie's hair and outfit
make her a predominantly yellow and green figure, whereas the shot of the gas station is dominated by drab bluish grays set off by touches of red in the gas pumps.
Alternatively, Hitchcock could have cut from Melanie to another figure composed
of similar colors. Furthermore, the movement in Melanie's shot-her turning to the
window-does not blend into the movements of either the attendant or the gull in
the next shot, but Hitchcock could have echoed Melanie's movement in speed, direction, or frame placement by movement in the next shot.
In short, editing together any two shots permits the interaction, through similarity and difference, of the purely pictorial qualities of those two shots. The four
aspects of mise-en-scene (lighting, setting, costlrffie, and the behavior of the figures
in space and time) and most cinematographic qualities (photography, framing, and
camera mobility) all furnish potential graphic elements. Thus every shot provides
possibilities for purely graphic editing, and every cut creates some sort of graphic
relationship between two shots.
Graphics may be edited to achieve smooth continuity or abrupt contrast. The
filmmaker may link shots by graphic similarities, thus making what we can call a
graphic match. Shapes, colors, overall composition, or movement in shot A may
be picked up in the composition of shot B. A minimal instance is the cut that joins
the first two shots of David Byrne'sTrue Stories (6.91 6.10). More dynamic graphic
matches appear in Akira Kurosawa's Seven Samurai. After the samurai have first arrived at the village, ?r alarm sounds and they race to discover its source. Kurosawa
cuts together six shots of different running samurai, which he dynamically matches
by rneans of composition, lighting, setting, figure movement, and panning camera
movement. (We show the first three in 6.11-6.13.)
Filmmakers often call attention to graphic matches at transitional moments
(6.14-6.16). Such precise graphic matching is relatively rale. Still, an approximate
graphic continuity from shot A to shot B is typical of most narrative cinema. The
director will usually strive to keep the center of interest roughly constant across the
cut, to maintain the overall lighting level, and to avoid strong color clashes from
shot to shot. In Juzo Itami's Tantpopo,an aspiring cook is trying to learn the secret
of good noodles, and she questions a sLlccessful cook. Their confrontation is presented through head-on framings. Alternating shots keep each main character's face
in the right center of each frame (6.17r 6.18).
Editing need not be graphically continuous. Mildly discontinuous editing may
appear in wide-screen compositions organi zed around characters facing one another. A scene from Quentin Tarantino's Pu.lp Fictiore places the two hitmen opposite each other in a restaurant booth, each framed distinctly off-center (6.19r 6.20).
Compared to the Tantpopo example, the cut here creates greater graphic discontinuity. Note, however, that the cut does balance the frame areafiom shot to shot: each
man fills the space left empty in the previous shot. In addition, each man's face is
just above the horizontal center of each frame, so that the spectator's eye can easily

6.9

A shot from True Stories with the
Texas horizon midway urp the frame is
graphically matched . .

.

6.10 . . . with a shot where the waterline
of ancient seas is in the same position.
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the curved outline of

Ripley's sleeping firce . .
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6.13

Severt Sunturui.

6.15

. is -eraphically matched by
means of a dissolve . . .

The woman and her fl'iend, the cowboy truck driver

6.16

Seyert Sumurui.

to tlre outline of the earth.

6.18 ...

conli'ont the enragecl cook and his assisternts. The key
characters al'e made prominent by bein,e placed in the selme elrea
of each shot.

to the changing composition. If asked afterwetrd, many viewers would
probably not recall that these compositions were unbalanced.
Graphically discontinuous editing can be more noticeable. Orson Welles freqLrently sought a clash from shot to shot, as in Citiz,en Kan e when the dark long shot
of Kane's bedroom is followed by the bright opening title of the "News on the
March" reel. Similarly, in Touc'h of Evil, Welles dissolves from a shot of Menzies
looking out a window on frarne right (6.21) to a shot of Susan Vargas looking out
a different window on frame letl (6.22). The clash is further accentuated by the
contrasting screen positions of the window reflections. Alain Resnais's Nig ht ancl
Fog began something of a fad by utilizing an extreme but arpt graphic conflict: color
footage of an abandoned concentration camp today is cut together with black-andwhite newsreel shots of the camps in the period 1942-1945. Resnais balanced such
adjust

Dhnensictns

6,19

6.20

6.21

As ?u'untino cuts hetweert Vincent and

.lules. oLrr L-ve rnust nrove back artd forth across the screen.

Touclt rf' Evil: graphic discontinuity.

6.22

Totrclr

rf

Et'il.

contrasts by finding striking similarities in shape, as when a trercking shot of fence
posts graphically matches a low-angle shot of marching Nazi legs.
A director rnay call on editin-9 to create a graphic conflict between color qLralities. In Pori,s,, Te.xcts, the protagonist discovers his wife working in an erotic
peepshow. Wim Wenders follows the couple's conversation by cuttin-g f}om the customer's side of the glass to the perforrner's (6.23, 6.24). Although both people are
visible in each shot, the cutting stresses their separation by harsh color contrasts.
Later in the Birds seqLrence discussed above, Hitchcock puts -qraphic conflict to
good Llse. Gasoline spurtin-{ frorn the pLrmp has flowed across the street to a parking lot, and Melanie, along with several other people at the restaurant window, has
seen a man accidentally set the gasoline ali-eht. His car ignites, and an explosion of
flame engulf-s him. What we see next is Melanie watching helplessly as the flame
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5.24

ln Puri.s, Te:as, the wif'e's li-eht-blue, almost washed-oLlt,

sta-ge settir-r-g. as seen

clashes . .

. . . with the blackness and the aluminum-foil reflections
in the next shot.

f}orn the husband's side of the glass,

.

races along the trail of gas toward the station. Hitchcock cuts the shots as shown in

6.25-6.35:
Shot

30

(Long

shot)

High angle. Melanie's POV. Flaming
car, spreading flames

Shot 3 I

(Medium
close-up)

Shot 32

(Medium
shot)

Shot 33

(Medium
close-up)

Shot 34

(Medium
shot)

Shot 35

(Medium
close-up)

Shot 36

Shot 37

(Long shot)

(Medium
close-up)

Shot 38
Shot 39
Shot 40

(Long shot)

(6.25).

73 frames

Straight-on angle. Melanie, immobile,
looking off left, mouth open (6.26).

20 frames

High angle. Melanie's POV. Pan with
flames moving from lower right to
upper left of trail of gasoline (6.21).

l8

as 31. Melanie, immobile,
down center (6.28).

I6 frames

starin-Q

High angle. Melanie's POV. Pan with
flames moving from lower right to
upper left (6.29).

14 frarnes

as 31. Melanie, immobile, looking off
right, staring aghast (6.30).

l2 frames

Melanie's POV. Gas station. Flames
rush in from right. Mitch, sheriff, and
attendant run out left (6.3 I ).

l0 frames

as 31. Melanie, immobile, stares
extreme right (6.32).

off

as 36. Melanie's POV. Cars at station
explode (6.33).

(Medium as 31. Melanie covers face with
close-up) hands (6.34).
(Extreme Extreme high angle on city, flaming
long

shot)

frarnes

8 frames
34 frames
33 frames

trail in center. Gulls fly into shot (6.35).

In graphic terms, Hitchcock has exploited two possibilities of contrast. First,
although each shot's composition centers the action (Melanie's head, the flaming
trail), the movements thrust in different directions. In shot 3 l, Melanie looks to the
lower left, whereas in shot 32,the fire moves to the Llpper left. In shot 33, Melanie
is looking down center, whereas in the next shot, the flames still move to the Llpper
left, and so on.
More importsnt-and what makes the sequence impossible to recapture on the
printed page-is a crucial contrast of mobility and stasis. The shots of the flames

I)iinerrsiorts of Filrn Eclirirrg

6.26

Tlte Birtl,s.' shot 31.

6.27

Tlte Birul,r: shot 32.

6.29

Tlte Bircl.s.' shot 34.

6.30

Tha Birtl.r.'shot 35.

6.12

Tlrc BircLs.' shot 37.

6.33

Tlre Birtl.s; slrot 38.

6.35

The Birtl.r.' shot 40.
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present movement of both the sr-rbject (the flarnes rushin-g along the gels) arnd the
carnera (which pans to follow). But the shots of Melanie could ahnost be still photographs, since they are absolutely stertic. She does not tLlrn her head in any shot,
and the camera does not track in or away frorn her. We rnust infer the progress of
her attention. By making movement conflict with cor-rntennovement and with stillness, Hitchcock has powerfully exploited the graphic possibilities of editing.

Rhythmic Relations Between Shot A and Shot B
Each shot, being a strip of {rlm, is of a certain length, nreasLlred in frames' feet, ol'meters. And the shot's physical length corresponds to a nleasLlrable duratiolt oltscreen.
As we know, ert sound speed,24 fl'anres last one second in projection. A shot catn be
as short as a single frarne, or it mery be thousatnds of fl'anres long,, rLlnnin-g for many
minutes when projected. Editing thus allows the filrnmaker to deternrine the durettion
of each shot. When the filmmaker adjusts the length of shots in relettion to one atnother, she or he is controlling the rhy,7l1,,lic'potential of editing.
Cinematic rhythm as a whole derives not only frorn editing but front other film
techniques as well. The filrnmaker relies on movement in the rnise-en-scene, caln-

"l noticed a softening in American
cinema over the last twenty years,
and I think it's a direct influence of
TV. I would even say that if you want

to make movies today, you'd be
better off studying television than
film because that's the market.
Television has diminished the
audience's attention span. lt's hard to
make a slow, quiet film today. Not
that I would want to make a slow,

quiet film anyway!"

-

Oliver Stone, director

era position and movernent, the rhythm of sound, and the overall context to deternrine the editing rhythm. Nevertheless, the patterning of shot len-uths contributes
coltsiderably to what we intuitively recognize as a film's rhythm.
Sornetirnes the filmmaker will r-rse shot dr"rration to creitte at stressed, accented,
monrent. In one seqLlence of The Routl Wurrior a ferocious gan-g nretttber butts his
head against that of a victim. At the moment of conterct, director Geor-qe Miller cuts
in a few trarnres of pr"rre white. The resLtlt is a sr-rdden flash that sLlg-qests violertt impact. Alternettively, a shot's duration can be used to deaccentuate aur arction. During
test screenings of Ruiclers rf'the Lost Arfr, Steven Spielberg discoverecl that afier h-rdiarra Jones shoots the gigantic swordsrnan, severarl seconds had to be adcled tcl allow the audience's reaction to die down before the atction could resLlnte.
More comlltonly, the rhythr-nic possibilities of editing enrer-ge when severarl
shot len-gths form a discernible pattern. A steady beat caur be established by rttakin,-.9
all of the shots approximately the same length. The filnrnr:tker can alscl create a dynarmic pace. Lengthening shots celn graduarlly slow the terttpo, while sLlccessively
shclrter shots celn accelerate it.
Consider how Hitchcock handles the tenrpo of the first gull arttarck in Tlrc Binls.
Shot 1,, the medium shot of the groLrp talking (6.5)., consLlnres almost a thousand trames,
or erbout 4l seconds. But shot 2 (6.6),, which shows Melanie lookittg out the window, is
nruch shorter-30g fraunes (abor"rt I 3 seconds). Even shofter is shot 3 (6.1),, which lasts
only 55 frantes (abor-rt 2h seconds). The for,rrth shot (6.8), showing Melanie joined by
Mitch and the Captain, lasts only 35 franres (arbor,rt lVz seconds). Clearly, Hitchcock is
accelerating the pace at the beginning of what will be it tense seqLrence.
In what fbllows,, Hitchcock nrakes the shots fairly short. but subordinates the
length of the shot to the rhythrn of the dialogr"re and the movenrent in the intages.
As a resLtlt, shots 5-29 (not shown here) have no fixed pattern of lengths. Blrt once
the essential coll'rponents of the scene have been established, Hitchcclck returtts to
strongly accelerating cutting.
In presenting Melanie's hon'ified realiz:rtion of the flanres racirtg frorn the parking lot to the -Has station,, shots 30-40 (6.25-6.35) clinurx the rhythrttic intensification of the seqLlence. As the description orl page 225 shows, afier the shot of the
spreading flalles (shot 30, 6.25), earch shot decreases in lertgth by 2 f}ames, frotn
20 fram es (a/s of a seconcl) to 8 frames ( t/t of a second). Two shots, 38 aud 39, then
punctuate the sequence with arlrnost identical durertiorts (a little less than lt/z seconds apiece). Shot 40 (6.35), a lon-g shot that lasts over 600 freuttes,' futtctions as
both a perLlse and ar sLrspenseful pleparratiotr lor the new attack. Thc'scene's variations in rhythrn alternarte between renderin-g the savagery of the attac:k itncl -{etterating suspense ars we await the ltext oltsli.rught.

I)irncnsions

We have had the luxury of counting frames on the actual strip of film. The theater viewer cannot do this, but she or he does feel the shifting tempo in this sequence because of the changing shot durations. In -9eneral, by controlling editing
rhythrrr, the filmmaker controls the amollnt of time we have to grasp and reflect on
what we see. A series of rapid shots, fbr exan-rple, leaves us little time to think about
what we're wartching. In the Bircl.s sequence, Hitchcock's editing irnpels the
viewer's perception to move at a faster and taster pace. Quickly graspin-e the
progress of the fire ernd understanding Melanie's changes in position become essential factors in the rising excitement of the scene.
Hitchcock is not, of course, the only director to use rhythmic editing. Its possibilities were initially explored by such directors as D. W. Griffith (especially in
Irttolerunce) and Abel Gance. In the 1920s, the French Irnpressionist filnrmakers
and the Soviet Montage school explored the rhythrnic possibilities of strings of
short shots (pp. 450-452, 453-456). When sound films became the nonn, pronolrnced rhythnric editing sLrrvived in dranras such as Lewis Milestone's A ll Qaiet
on the Westent Front and in musical comedies and fantasies such as Rend Clair's A
ltlous la libertd and Le Million, Rouben Maunoulian's Love Me kntiglfi, and Busby
Berkeley's dance seqLlences in 42rttl Streel and Rtotlight Purucle. Rhythm rernains
a fundamental resoLu'ce of the editor, rnost notably in the use of fast cutting to build up
exciternent durin-si an action sequence, a television advertisement, or a rnusic video.

Spatial Relations Between Shot

A and Shot B

Editing LrsLlally serves not only to control graphics and rhythm but also to construct
filrn space. Exhilerrattion in this newly discovered power can be sensed in the writ-

ings of such filmmakers ats the Soviet director Dzi-ga Vertov: "l arn Kino-eye. I am
burilder. I have placed yoLr . in an extraordinary roor]r which did not exist until
just now when I also created it. In this roonr there eu'e twelve walls, shot by rne in
varrious patrts of the world. In bringing to-eether shots of walls and details, I've rnana.-ged to arrarnge thern in an order that is pleasing."
Such elation is understandable. Editing perrnits the filnrnraker to juxtapose uny
two points in space aurd thus inrply sonre kind of relationship between them.
The director rnight, for instance, start with a shot that establishes a spatial
whole and follow this with a shot of a part of this space. This is what Hitchcock
does in shot I and shot 2 of the BircLr sequence (6.5,6.6): er medium long shot of
the -9roup of people followed by a medium shot of only one, Melanie. Such analytical breakdown is a very common editing pattern.
Alternatively, the filrnmaker colrld construct a whole space out of component
parts. Hitchcock does this later in the Birtl.s sequence. Note that in 6.5-6.8 and in
shots 30-39 (6.25-6.34), we do not see an establishing shot including Melanie urtcl
the gas station. In production, the restaurant window need not have been across
fronr the station at arll; they coLlld have been filmed in different towns or even coLultries. Yet we erre conrpelled to believe that Melanie is across the street from the.-uas
stertion. The bird cry offscreen and the mise-en-scene (the window and Melanie's
sideways glance) contribr-rte considerably as well. It is, however, primarily the editing that creates the spatial whclle of restaurant-and-gas-startion.
Sr"rch spatial manipr-rlation through cuttin-9 is fairly colrrnon. In documentaries
compiled from newsreel footage, for example, one shot rnight show a cannon firin-g,
and anotlter shot nri..ght show a shell hitting its target; we infer that the canllon fired
the shell, though the shots may show entirely different battles. Again, if a shot of a
speaker is followed by a shot of a cheering crowd, we assLlnte a spatial coexistence.
The possibility of sr-rch spatial rnanipulation was exarnrined by the Soviet filmtnaker Lev Kuleshov. During the 1920s, Kr"rleshov conducted infonnal experinrents
by assenrbling shots of separalte drarnatic elernents. The most famous of these experiments involved cutting neutral shots of ern actor's face with other shots (variously repclrted as shots of soup, nature scenes, a dead wolnan, and a baby). The
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"Editing is very interesting and
absorbing work because of the
illusions you can create. You can span

thirty years within an hour and a
half. You can stretch a moment in
slow motion. You can play with time
in extraordinary ways."
-

Pau[ Hirsch, editor

6.36

In The Legend of Fong

Lrpper body is

followed by . .

Sai - Yuk, a shot

reported result was that the audience immediately assumed that the actor's expression changed and that the actor was reacting to things present in the same space as
himself. Similarly, Kuleshov cut together shots of actors "lookin g at each other" but
on Moscow streets miles apart, then meeting and strolling together-and looking at
the White House in Washington. Although filmmakers had used such cutting before
Kuleshov's work, film scholars call the Kuleshov ffict any series of shots that in
the absence of an establishing shot prompts the spectator to infer a spatial whole
on the basis of seeing only portions of the space.
The Kuleshov effect can conjure up robust cinematic illusions. In Corey Yuen's
Legend of Fong Sai-Yuk, a martial-arts bout between the hero and an adept woman
begins on a platform but then moves into the audience-or rather, onto the audience. The two fight while balancing on the heads and shoulders of the crowd.
Yuen's rapid editing conveys the scene's point by means of the Kuleshov effect
(6.361 6.37). (In production, this meant that the combatants could be hung on wires
or bars suspended outside the fraffie, as in 6.37.) Across many shots, Yuen provides
only a few brief full-figure framings showing Fong Sai-Yuk and the woman.
While the viewer doesn't normally notice the Kuleshov effect, a few films call
attention to it. Carl Reiner's Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid mixes footage filmed in
the present with footage from Hollywood movies of the 1940s. Thanks to the
Kuleshov effect, Dead Men creates unified scenes in which Steve Martin converses
with characters who were originally featured in other films .ln A Movie, Bruce Conner makes a joke of the Kuleshov effect by cutting from a submarine captain peering through a periscope to a woman gazing at the camera, as if they could see each
other (6.38, 6.39).
In the Kuleshov effect, editing cues the spectator to infer a single locale. Editing can also emphasize action taking place in separate places. In Intoler"cutce, D. W.
Griffith cuts from ancient Babylon to Gethsemane and from France in l5l2 to

of the wotnan's

.

6.38

6.17

. . . a shot of her legs and feet, sr-rpported by unwilling
bystanders.

In A Movie, a shot from one fihn

leadsto...

6.t9 . . . a shot from another, creating
visual joke.

a

Ditnenslorrs

o/ Fihn Eclitirtg
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in 1916. Such parallel editing, or crosscutting, is a common way films
construct a variety of spaces.
More radically, the editing can present spatial relations as being ambiguous and
uncertain. In Carl Dreyer's La Passiort cle Jeanne d'Arc, for instance, we know only
that Jeanne and the priests are in the same room. Because the neutral white backgrounds and the nurnerous close-ups provide no orientation to the entire space, we
can seldom tell how far apart the characters are or precisely who is beside whom.
We'll see later how fihns can create even more extreme spatial discontinuities.

America

Temporal Relations Between Shot

A and Shot B

Like other film techniques, editing can control the time of the action denoted in the
fihn. In a naruative film especially, editing usually contributes to the plot's manipulation of story time. You will recall that Chapter 3 pointed out three areas in which plot
time can cue the spectator to construct the story time: order, duration, and frequency.
Our Bircls example (6.5-6.8) shows how editing reinforces all three areas of control.
First, there is the orcler of presentation of events. The men talk, then Melanie
turns away, then she sees the gull swoop, then she responds. Hitchcock's editing
presents these story events in the l-2-3-4 order of his shots. But he could have shuffled the shots into any order at all, even reverse (4-3-2-l). This is to say that the filmmaker may control temporal succession through the editing.
Sr"rch manipr"rlation of events leads to changes in story-plot relations. We are
most familiar with such manipulations in flashbacks, which present one or more
shots ont of their presumed story order. In Hiroshinta nlon omour Resnais uses the

protagonist's memory

to motivate a violation of

6.40 In Hirutshinta mon otnoun a view
of the protagonist's Japanese lover asleep
is followed by . .
.

temporal order. Three shots

(6.40-6.42) suggest visually that the position of her current lover's hand triggers a
recollection of another lover's death years before. In contemporary cinema, brief
flashbacks to key events may brutally interrupt present-time action. The Fugitive
uses this technique to return obsessively to the murder of Dr. Kimball's wife, the
event that initiated the story's action.
A much rarer option for reordering story events is the flash-forward. Here the
editing moves from the present to a future event and then returns to the present. A
small-scale instance occurs in The Goclfctthen Don Vito Corleone talks with his sons
Tom and Sonny about their upcoming meeting with Sollozzo, the gangster who is
asking them to finance his narcotics traffic. As the Corleones talk in the present,
shots of them are interspersed with shots of Sollozzo going to the meeting in the
future (6.43-6.45). The editing is used to provide exposition about Sollozzo while
also moving quickly to the Don's announcement, at the gangsters' meeting, that he
will not involve the family in the drug trade.
Filmmakers may use flash-forwards to tease the viewer with glimpses of the
eventual outcome of the story action. The end of They Shoot Horses, Don't They? is
hinted at in brief shots that periodically intemupt scenes in the present. Such flashforwards create a sense of a narration with a powerful range of story knowledge.
We may assume, then, that if a series of shots traces a I-2-3 order in the presentation of story events, it is because the filmmaker has chosen to do that, not
because of any necessity of following this order.
Editing also offers ways for the filmmaker to alter the duration of story events
as presented in the film's plot. Elliptical editing presents an action in such a way
that it consumes less time on the screen than it does in the story. The filmmaker can
create an ellipsis in three principal ways.
Suppose a director wants to show a man climbing a flight of stairs, but doesn't
want to show the entire duration of his climb. The director could use a conventional
ltttrtctuation shot change, such as a dissolve or a wipe or a fade. In the classical filmmaking tradition, such a device signals that some time has been omitted. Our director could simply dissolve from a shot of the man starting at the bottom of the
stairs to a shot of him reaching the top.

6.41

. . . a shot of her lookin-e at him,

leadin-eto...

6.42 ...

aflashbackof herdead

German lover's hand.

the Hero, the first film of
the Belgian ex-circus clown Jaco van
Dormael. What a brilliant debut. He
tells the story with the camera. His
compression and ellipses and clever
visual transitions make it one of the
most cinematic movies in a long time.
The story spans a lifetime and
"l saw Toto

kaleidoscopic events with such a
lightness and grace that you want to

get up and cheer."

-

John Boorman, director
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6.43

ln Tlrc GtxUitth cr, the Corleones cliscLrss their upconrin-u
nteeting with Sol loz.zo.

6.44

[rlirsh-tot'witrcl: Sollor.t.o arrivcs at tlrc nlcctin-9. -ereetecl

l-ly

Sorr ny.

6.45

The next slrot retunrs us to the farnily crlnversation. where
Don Vito ponders what he will tell Sc-rllozzo.

Alternatively. the filmmaker coLrld show the nran at the bottoln of the staircerse
and let him walk up out of the frame, hclld briefly on the etnpty ll'ame, then cut to
an empty frante of the top clf the stairs and let the l'naur enter the frante. The enrlttv
.fi'urrrcs on either side of the cut cover the elided tinre.
Also, the filmntatker can create eln ellipsis by nreans of a cutttllrl-\'.'a shot of
ttnother evetrt elsewhere that will not last as lon-e as the eliclecl action. In oLlr example, the director ltti-eht stau't with the r-nan clinrbing but then cut away tcl a
wolnan in her apelrtnrettt. We coLrld then cut back to the man ntLlch farthet'illon-g in
his ascent.
It's also possible to expand story tinre. If the action fi'oln the encl of clne shot is
partly repeated att the beginning of the next, we have overlapping editing. This
prolon-qs the action, stretchin.-u it or.rt pust its story duration. The Russi:rn filrnntakers of the 1920s made frequent use of tenrporal expansion throu-eh such overlappin-u
editing, and no one nrarstered it more thorou.qhly than Scrgei fiserrstein. In S/r'ifrr,,

Ccrrrtirrr,tity E ditutg

when factory workers bowl over a foreman with a large wheel hanging frotn

2)r

a

crane, two shots expand the action (6.46-6.48). In OctoberEisenstein overlaps several shots of rising bridges in order to stress the significance of the moment.

We're accustomed to seeing a scene present action only once. Occasionally,
however. a filmmaker may go beyond expanding an action to repeat it in its entirety.
The very rarity of this technique may make it a powerful editing resource. In Bruce
Conner's Rel)ort, there is a newsreel shot of John and Jacqueline Kennedy riding a
lirnousine down a Derllas street. The shot is systematically repeated, in part or in
whole, over and over, building up tension in our expectations as the shot seerns to
move by tiny increments closer to the moment of the inevitable assassination. Occasionally in Do The Right Tl'ting, Spike Lee cuts together two takes of the same action, as when we twice see a garbage can fly through the air and break the pizzeria
window at the start of the riot. Jackie Chan ofien shows his most virtuosic stunts
three or four tirnes in a row frorn diffbrent angles to allow the audience to marvel
at lris daring (6.49-6.51).
Graphics, rhythrn, space, and time, then, are at the service of the filrnmaker
through the technique of editing. They offer potentially unlimited creative possibilities.
Yet most films we see rnake use of a very narrow set of editing possibilities-so narrow, indeed, that we can speak of a dorninant editing style throughout fihn history. This
is what is usually called continuity editing. Still, the most farniliar way to edit a film
isn't the only way to edit a filnr, and so we'll also consider some altenratives to continuity editing.

6.46

In Srril<e, a wheel swings toward

theforclllan...

Conrinuity Editing
Around 1900-1910, as filnrmakers started to use editing, they sought to arrange
their shots so as to tell a story coherently and clearly. Thus editing, supported by
specific strategies of cinernatography and mise-en-scene, was used to ensure
nurrutiv,e c'orttirtuitt,. So powerful is this style that, even today, anyone working
in narrative filmmaking around the world is expected to be thoroughly familiar
with it.
As its name implies, the basic purpose of the continuity system is to allow space,
time, and action to continue in a smooth flow over a series of shots. All of the possibilities of editing we have already examined are turned to this end. First, graphic
qr-ralities are usually kept roughly continuous from shot to shot. The figures are balanced and symmetrically deployed in the fi'ame; the overall lighting tonality rernains
constant; the action occupies the central zone of the screen.
Second, the rhythm of the cutting is usually made dependent on the camera distance of the shot. Long shots are left on the screen longer than medium shots, and
medium shots are left on longer than close-ups. The assumption is that the spectator needs more time to take in the shots containing more details. In scenes of physical action like the fire in The Bircls, accelerated editing rhythms may be present,
but in general, shorter shots will tend to be closer views.
Since the continuity style seeks to present a stol!, it's chiefly through the handling of space and time that editing fr"rrthers narrative continuity.

Spatial Conrinuity: The 180" Syrrem
In the continuity style the space of a scene is constructed along what is called variously the axis of action, the center line, or the 180" line. The scene's action-a
person walking, two people conversing, a car racing along a road-is assumed to
take place along a clear-cut vector. This axis of action determines a half-circle, or
180" area, where the camera can be placed to present the action. Consequently, the

filmmaker will plan, film, and edit the shots so as to respect this center line. The
carnera work and mise-en-scene in each shot will be manipulated to establish and
reiterate the I 80' space.

6.47
a_gal ll

then swiugs toward hinr

6.48

and then again before striking

hirl.
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6.49

ln Polic'e Story, chasin-e the -gangsters

a pole several stories above thenr . .

6.50

"The way [Howard] Hawks constructs
a continuity of space is remarkable,
and generally holds you 'inside' it.
There is no possible way of escape,
unless the film decides to provide you
with one. My theory is that his films
are captivating because they build a
sense of continuity which is so strong

that it allows the complete
participation of the audience."
-

Slobodan Sijan, director

6.51

thror,rgh a shopping rnall,, Jackie Chan leaps onto

.

and slides down irt a shower of exploding li-ehts.

Cut to a new an-ele: Jackie leaps a-eain. leading to an instant replay of the risky stnnt.

Consider the bird's-eye view in 6.52. We have a girl and a boy conversing.
The axis of action is the ima.-einary line connecting the two people. Under the
continuity system, the director wor-rld arrange the mise-en-scene and camera
placement so as to establish and sllstain this line. The camera can be put at any
point as long as it stays on the same sicle of the line (hence the 180' tenn).A typical series of shots for coverage of the scene would be these: ( I ) a medium shot
of the girl and boy, (2) a shot over the girl's shoulder, favoring the boy, and (3) a
shot over the boy's shoulder, favoring the girl. But to cut to a shot frorn camera
position X, or from any position within the tinted area, wor"rld be considered a

Continuity Ecliting
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6.52

A conversation scene and the axis of action.

violation of the system because it crosses the axis of action. Indeed, some
handbooks of film directing call shot X flatly wrong. To see why, we need to examine what happens if a filmmaker follows the 180' system.
The I80" system ensures thctt relative positiorts in the frante remairt consistent.
In the shots taken from camera positions I, 2, and 3, the characters remain in the
same positions in the frame relative to each other. Even though we see them from
different angles, the girl is always on the left and the boy is always on the right. But
if we cut to shot X, the characters will switch positions in the frame. An advocate
of traditional continuity would claim that shot X confuses us: have the two characters somehow swiveled around each other?
The 180" system ensures consistent eyelines. In shots 1, 2,, and 3,, the girl is
looking right and the boy is looking left. Shot X violates this pattern by making the
girl look to the left.
The I80" system ensures consistent screen direction. Imagine now that the girl
is walking left to right; her path constitutes the axis of action. As long as our shots
do not cross this axis, cutting them together will keep the screen direction of the
girl's movement constant, from left to right. But if we cross the axis and film a shot
from the other side, the girl will now appear on the screen as moving from rigltt to
left. Such a cut could be disorienting.
Consider a similar situation to that in 6 .52, a standard scene of two cowboys
meeting for a shootout on a town street (6.53). Cowboy A and cowboy B form the
180" line, but here A is walking from left to right and B is approaching from right
to left, both seen in the shot taken from camera position l. A closer view, from
camera position 2, shows B still moving from right to left. A third shot, from camera position 3, shows A walking, as he had been in the first shot, from left to right.
But imagine that this third shot was instead taken from position X, on the
opposite side of the line. A is now seen as moving from right to left. Has he taken
fright and turned around while the second shot, of B, was on the screen? The
filmmakers may want us to think that he is still walking toward his adversary, but

what I call 'new brutalism' in
cinema . ., is a form of na|vete,
"..,

because it's made by people who I
think don't really have a grasp of
cinema's history. lt's the MTV kind of
editing, where the main idea is that
the more disorienting it is, the more
exciting. And you see it creeping into
mainstream cinema more and more.
You look at something like
Armageddon and you see all the
things that would have been
forbidden tn classical cinema, like
crossing the line, camera jumping
from side to side, lt is a way to

artificially generate excitement, but it
doesn't really have any basis to it.
And I find it kind of sad, because it's
like an old man trying to dress like a
teenager."

-

John Boorman, director
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6.53 A Westenr

shootor-rt and the axis

of arction.

the change itt screen directiotts could rnake us think just the opposite. A cut to a shot
taken fl'ollr any point in the colored area would create this chan-qe in directiop. Such

breaks in continuity can be confusing.

Even lnore disorienting wor.rld be crossing the line while establishing the
scelle's action. In our shootout, if the first shot shows A walking fl'orn leti to right
and the second shot shows B (fi'onr the othel'side tlf the line) also walking lefl to
I'ight, we would probably ttot be sLu'e that they wet'e walking toward eacft other. The
two ctlwboys would seern to be walkilt-{ in the sanle direction at clift'erent points orr
the street, as if one were following the other'. We would very likely be startled if
they suddenly caltre face to tace within the sanle shot.
The 180" system prides itself on delineating space clear'ly. The viewer should
always know w'here the c'hclru('ter',t urc in relation to otlc another and to the settipg.
More irnportant, the viewer always knows w,ltere he or ,she i.l with respect to the
story action. The space of the scene, clearly and unambi-guor-rsly unfolded, cloes ngt
jar or disorietlt, because such disorientation, it is felt, will clistract the viewer f}onr
the center of itttetttiort: the narrative chain of caruses and ett'ects.

Continuity Editing in

The

altese Falcon

We saw in Chapter'3 that the classical Hollywood nrode of narrative suboldipates
time, tnotivation, and other tactors to the cause-effect sequellce. We also saw how
tnise-ell-scetle attd canteret work ntay present narrative nraterial. Now we catr note
how, ott the basis of the 180' prirrciple, filrnrnakers herve develclped the continuity
system as a way to build up a stnoothly flowing space that renraills subgrdilate to
narrative action. Let's coltsider a concrete exarnple: the opening clf John Huston's

filrrr 'flte Multese Fulc'orr.
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The scene begins in the office of detective Sam Spade. In the first two shots,
this space is established in several ways. First, there is the office window (shot la,
6.54), fronr which the carnera tilts down to reveal Spade (shot 1b,6.55) rolling a
cigarette. As Spade says, "Yes, sweetheart'1" shot 2 (6.56) appears. This is irnportant in several respects. It is an establishing shot, delineating the overall space of
the office: the door, the intervening area, the desk, and Spade's position. Note also
that shot 2 establishes a I 80' line between Spade and his secretary, Etfie; Effie
could be the girl in 6.52, and Spade could be the boy. The first phase of this scene
will be built around staying on the sarne side of this 180' line.
Once laid out for us in the first two shots, the space is analyzed into its comportents. Shots 3 (6.57) and 4 (6.58) show Effie and Spade talking. Because the
180" line established at the outset is adhered to (each shot presents the two fl'oln the
sarne side), we know their location and spatial relaticlnshipr. In cutting together
medium shots of the two, however, Huston relies on two other col'nnlon tactics

within the 180" systeln.
The first is the shot/reverse-shot pattern. Once the 180" line has been established, we can show first one end point of the line, then the other. Here we cut
back artd forth from Effie to Spade. A reverse shot is not literally the reverse of
the flrst frarning. It's sirnply a shot of the opposite end of the axis of action, usually showing a three-quarters view of the subject. In our bird's-eye view diagrarn
(6.52), shots 2 and 3 fom't a shot/reverse-shot pattern, as 6.57 and 6.58 do here.
Earlier exantples in this chapter of shot/reverse-shot cutting are 6.17, 6. l8 and
,, 6.20.
The second tactic Huston uses here is the eyeline match. That is, shot A presents sonleone looking at something offscreen; shot B shows us what is beilrg looked
at. In neither shot are both looker and object present. ln the Multe,;e Fltlt'(/n opening,the cut from the shot of Effie (shot 3,6.57) to the shot of Spade at his desk (shot
4,6.58) is an eyeline match. The shots from T-he Birtl:; of Melanie watching the bird
attack and fire also create eyeline rnatches, as do the exalnples of editing balancing
frarrre cornpositions (6. lJ, 6.1 8 and 6.19, 6.20).
Note that shot/reverse-shot editillg need not employ eyeline matches. You could
film both ends of the axis in a shot/reverse-shot pattern without showing the characters looking at each other. (In 6.58, Spade is not looking at Effie.) On the whole,
however, nlost shclt/r'everse-shot cuts also utilize the eyeline match.
The eyeline rnatch is a sirnple idea but a powerful one, since the direc'tional
quality of the eyeline creates a strong spatial continuity. To be looked at, an object
t'ttust be near the looker. T'he eyeline match presunrably created the etfects
Kuleshov idelttified in his cortstruction of false spaces through editing. That is, the
expressionless actor seerns to be looking at whatever we see in the next shot, and
the audience assunres that the actor is reacting accordingly.
Within the 180" systern, the eyeline match, like constant screell direction,
can stabihze space. Note how in shot 3, Effie's glance off right reitel'ates Spade's

6. l9

6.56

T'he Multe.se Fctlcon: shot 2.

6.57

'l'he Multe.se F-ulutn.' shot

-3.

6.54

The Multese Fulcon: shot

6.55

The Multese F'ulcon: shot lb.

6.58

The Multe.se Fulcott.'shot 4.

I a.
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6.59

The Mctltese Falcon: shot 5a.

6.60

The Maltese Falcon: shot 5b.

6.61 The Maltese Falcon: shot 6a.

position even though he is not onscreen. And though Spade does not look up after
the cut to shot 4, the camera position remains adamantly on the same side of the
axis of action (indeed, the position is virtually identical to that in shot lb). We know
that Effie is offscreen left. Thus the breakdown of the scene's space is completely
consistent, this consistency ensured by adherence to the 180' system. Thanks to the
shot/reverse-shot pattern and the eyeline match, we understand the characters' locations even when they aren't in the same frame.
The spatial consistency is reaffirmed in shot 5, which presents the same framing as did shot 2. The office is shown again (shot 5a, 6.59), when the new character, Brigid O'Shaughnessy, enters. Spade stands to greet her, and the camera
reframes his movement by a slight tilt upward (shot 5b, 6.60). Shot 5 is a reestablishing shot, since it reestablishes the overall space that was analyzed into shots 3
and 4. The pattern, then, has been establishment/breakdown/reestablishment-one
of the most common patterns of spatial editing in the classical continuity style.
Let's pause to examine how this pattern has functioned to advance the natrative. Shot t has suggested the locale and, more important, has emphasized the protagonist by linking him to the sign on the window. Offscreen sound and Spade's
"Yes, sweetheart?" motivate the cut to shot 2. This establishing shot firmly anchors
shot 1 spatially. It also introduces the source of the offscreen sound-the new character, Effie. The shot changes at precisely the moment when Effie enters. We are
thus unlikely to notice the cut, because our expectations lead us to want to see what
happens next. The area near the door has been shown when the cause-effect chain
makes it important, not before.
Shots 3 and 4 present the conversation between Spade and Effie, and the
shot/reverse shot and the eyeline match reassure us as to the characters' locations.
We may not even notice the cutting, since the style works to emphasize the dramatic
flow of the scene-what Effie says and how Spade reacts. In shot 5, the overall view
of the office is presented again, precisely at the moment when a new character enters the scene, and this in turn situates her firmly in the space. Thus narrative elemsn[s-the dialogue, the entrance of new characters-are emphasized by adhering
to the 180" system. The editing subordinates space to action.
We can trace the same procedures, with one additional variation, in the shots
that follow. In shot 5, Brigid O'Shaughnessy enters Spade's office. Shot 6 presents
a reverse angle on the two of them as she comes toward him (shot 6a, 6.61). She
sits down alongside his desk (shot 6b,6.62).tJp to this point, the 180" line ran between Spade and the doorway. Now the axis of action runs from Spade to the
client's chair by his desk. Once established, this new line will not be violated.

The extra factor here is a third tactic for ensuring spatial continuity-the
match on action, a very powerful device. Assume that a person starts to stand up
in shot 1. We can wait until the character is standing up and has stopped moving

6.62

The Maltese Falcon: shot 6b.

before cutting to shot 2.But we can instead show the person's movement beginning
in shot l, and then we can cut to shot 2, which shows the continuation of the movement. We would then have a match on action, the editing device that carries a movement across the break between two shots.
To appreciate the skill involved in making a match on action, recall that most
films are shot with a single camera. In filming shots whose action will be matched
at the editing stage, it is possible that the first shot, in which the movement starts,
will be filmed hours or days apart from the second, in which the movement is continued. Thus matching action is not simply a matter of cutting together two complete versions of the same scene from different vantage points. The director and the
crew must keep notes about matters of camera work, mise-en-scene, and editing so
that all the details can be fitted together in the assembly phase of production.
In the Maltese Falcon scene, the cut from the end of shot 5 (6.60) to the beginning of shot 6 (6.61) uses a match on action, the action being Brigid's walk
toward Spade's desk. Again, the 180" system aids in concealing the match, since it
keeps screen direction constant: Brigid moves from left to right in both shots. As
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6.63

The Maltese Falcon: shot 7.

6.64

The Maltese Falcon: shot 8.

6.66

The Maltese Falcon: shot 10.

6.67

The Maltese Falcon: shot I

6.69

The Maltese Falcon: shot 13.

6.70

6.65

The Maltese Falcon: shot 9.

l.

6.68

The Mctltese Falcon: shot 12.

The Maltese Falcon: shot 14.

6.71

you'd expect, the match on action is a tool of narrative continuity. It takes a practiced eye to spot a smooth match on action; so powerful is our desire to follow the
action flowing across the cut that we ignore the cut itself.
Except for the match on action, the editing in the rest of the scene uses the same
tactics we have already seen. When Brigid sits down, a new axis of action has been
established (shot 6b,6.62). This enables Huston to break down the space into closer
shots (shots 7-13,6.63-6.69). All of these shots use the shot/reverse-shot tactic:
The camera frames, at an oblique angle, one end point of the 180' line, then frames
the other. (Note the shoulders in the foreground of shots 7, 8, and 10-6.63,6.64,
and 6.66.) Here again, the editing of space presents the dialogue action simply and
unambiguously.

Beginning with shot 12,Huston's cuts also create eyeline matches. Spade looks
off left at Brigid (shot 12,6.68). She looks off left as the door is heard opening (shot
13,6.69). Archer, just coming in, looks off right at them (shot 14,6.70), and they
both look off at him (shot 15,6.71). The 180" rule permits us always to know who
is looking at whom.
Huston could have played the entire conversation in one long take, remaining
with shot 6b (6.62). Why has he broken the conversation into seven shots? Most

The Mctltese Falcon: shot 15.
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Tlte Multese Fulcon.' shot l6a.

Tlte Multa:;e Fulcort: shot l6b.

6.74

Tlrc Multese F'ult'ott' shot l1
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evidently, the analytical cutting controls our attention. We'll look at Brigid or Spade
at exactly the moment Huston wants us to. In the long take and the more distant

raming, Huston would have to channel our attention in other ways, perhaps
through staging or sound.
Furthernrore, the shot/re,verse-shot pattern emphasizes the developmeut of
Brigid's story and Spade's reaction to it. As she gets into details, the cutting n-loves
from over-the-shoulder shots (6.63 , 6.64) to framings that isolate Brigid (6.65 and
6.61) and eventually one that isolates Spade (6.68). These shots come at the point
when Brigid, in an artificially shy manner, tells her story, and the rnedium close-ups
arouse our curiosity about whether she's telling the truth. The shot of Spade's reaction (6.68) suggests that he's skeptical. In short, the analytical editing cooperates
with framing and figure behavior to focus our attention on Brigid's tale, to let us
study her demeanor, and to get a hint as to Spade's response.
When Archer enters, the breakdown of the space stops for a rnoment, and Huston reestablishes the locale. Archer is integrated into the action by means of a rightward pan shot (shots l6a and l6b, 6.72 and 6.73). His path is consistent with the
scene's first axis of action, that running between Spade and the doorway. Moreover,
the framing on him is similar to that used for Brigid's entrance earlier. (Compare
shot l6b with 6aL6.73 and 6.611.) Such repetitions allow the viewer to concentrate
on the new information, not the manner in which it is presented.
Now firmly established as part of the scene, Archer hitches himself up onto
Spade's desk. His position puts hirn at Spade's end of the axis of action (shot lJ,
6.74). T'he rest of the scene's editing analyzes this new set of relationships without

f

6.75 In Ron Howard's Puretfiluxxl,
eyeline-rnatched shot/r'everse shots present
aconversatron...

6.76 ...withthewonlen in the
foregrourrd establishing the

ax

is

of action.

ever crossing the 180' line.
The viewer is not supposed to notice all this. Throughout, the shots present
space to ernphasi ze the cause-effect flow-the characters' actions, entrances, dialogue, reactions. The editing has econornically organized space to convey narrative
contrnurty.
The continuity systern., in exactly these tenns, remains in force today. Most
narrative films still draw on 180" principles (6.75,6.76).

Continuity Editing: Some Fine Points
The continuity system can be refined in various ways.

If

a director affanges several

characters in a circular pattenl-say, srttrng around a dinner table-then the axis of action will probably run between the characters of greatest imporlance at the moment. In
6.77 and 6.78, f}orn Howard Hawks's BrinS4ing Up Bubv, the irnportant interaction is
occurring between the two men, so we can cutfrom one side of the woman in the foteground to the other side in order to get consistent shot/reverse shots. When one man
leaves the table, however, a senricircular an'angement of figures in space is created, SO
that a new axis of action can be established between the two women. Now we can get
shot/reverse-shot exchanges running down the length of the table (6.791 6.80).

()nml;;,iry Edimry

6.77

ln Bringing Up Buby, the
shot/reverse shot between the man on the

right . .

leti gives

6.78
way to

and the one on the

6.80

arrd the one on the right.

.

6.79

. . . a shot/reverse shot between the
wonran on the leti . .'.

Both the Mcrltese Falcon and the Bringing Up Baby examples show that in the
course of a scene the 180" line may shift as the characters move around the setting. In
sorne cases, the filmmaker may create a new axis of action that allows the canrera to
take up a position that would have been across the line in an earlier phase of the scene.
The power of the axis of action and the eyelines it can create is so great that the
filmmaker may be able to eliminate an establishing shot, thus relying on the
Kuleshov effect. In Spike Lee's She's Gotta Have It, Nola Darling holds a Thanksgiving dinner frlr her three male friends. Lee never presents a shot showing all four
in the same frarrre. Instead, he uses medium long shots including all the men (tor
example, 6.81), over-the-shoulder shot/reverse shots among them (for exanrple,
6.82), and eyeline-rnatched mediurn close-urps of thenr. Nola is given her own
rnediurn close-ups (6.83).

Through eyelines and body orientations, Lee's editing keeps the spatial relations completely consistent. For example, each man looks in a different direction
when addressing Nola (6.84,6.85). This cutting pattern enhances the dramatic: action by making all the n'ren equal competitors for her. They are clustered at one end
of the table, and none is shown in the same frame with her. In addition, by organizing the angles around her overall orientation to the action (as in 6.86, an optical
point-of-view shot), Lee keeps Nola the pivotal character. Further, the longer shot
and her separate nredium close-ups intensify the progression of the scene: The lnen
are on display, and Nola is coolly judging each one's behavior.
Another felicity in the 180" system is the cheat cut. Sometimes a director may
not have perfect continuity from shot to shot because he or she has contposed each
shot for specific reasons. Must the two shots match perfectly? Again, nat'rative motivation decides the matter. Given that the 180' system emphasizes story action, the
director has some freedom to "cheat" mise-en-scene frorn shot to shot-that is, to
mismatch slightly the positions of characters or objects.
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6.81

She'.s Gottct Hove It.

6.82

She's Gotta Have It.

6.83

She's Gottct Have It.

5.84

S/re's Gottct Hctv'e It.

6.85

Sfte's Gottct Have It.

6.86

She's Gotta Have It.

Consider two shots from William Wyler's Jezebel. Neither character moves
during either shot, but Wyler has blatantly cheated the position of Julie (6.87,
6.88).Yet most viewers would not notice the discrepancy since it's the dialogue that
is of paramount importance in the scene; here agarn, the similarities between shots
outweigh the differences of position. Moreover, a change from a strai,_-eht-on an,_9le
to a slightly high angle helps hide the cheat. There is, in fact, a cheat in the Mctltese

7.In 6b (6.62), as Spade leans forward. the
back of his chair is not near him. Yet in shot I (6.63), it has been cheated to be just
behind his left arm. Here again, the primacy of the narrative flow overrides such a
cheat cut.
One more fine point in spatial continuity is particularly relevant to a film's narration. We have already seen that a camera framing can strongly suggest a character's optical point of view, as in our earlier example from Fury (5.112,5. 113). That
example depends on a cut from the person looking (5.112) to what he sees (5.113).
We have also seen an instance of POV cutting in the Birds sequence discussed on
pp. 225-228. Now we are in a position to see how optical POV is consistent with
Falcor? scene, too, between shots 6b and

6.87 In this shot from Je:,ebel, the top
of Julie's head is even with the man's
chin...

continuity editing, creating a variety of eyeline-match editing known

6.88 ...butinthe
seems

second shot she

to have -grown several inches.

as

point-of-

view catting.
Consider Alfred Hitchcock's Rear Window, which is built around the situation
of the solitary photographer Jeff watching events taking place in an apartment
across the courtyard. Hitchcock uses a standard eyeline-match pattern, cutting from
a shot of Jeff looking (6.89) to a shot of what he sees (6.90). Since there is no establishing shot that shows both Jeff and the opposite apartment, the Kuleshov effect
operates here: our mind connects the two images. More specifically, the second shot
represents Jeff's optical viewpoint, and this is filmed from a position on his end of
the axis of action (6.91). We are strongly restricted to what Jeff sees and what (he
thinks) he knows.
As Rear Window goes oil, the subjectivity of the POV shots intensifies. Becoming more eager to examine the details of his neighbor's life, Jeff begins to use
binoculars and a photographic telephoto lens to magnify his view. By using shots
taken with lenses of different focal lengths, Hitchcock shows how each new tool
enlarges what Jeff can see (6.92-6.95). Hitchcock's cutting adheres to spatial
continuity rules and exploits their POV possibilities in order to arouse curiosity and
suspense.

Continu"ity Editutg

6.89

In Rear Window, Jeff looks out his

6.90

. . . the next shot shows what he

windowand...

sees

5.93 . . . we see a telephoto POV shot of
his neighbor.

photographiclens...

from his optical POV.

6.94

When he employs a powerful

lI
I
6.91

An overhead diagram of the Rear Winclow POV shot.

z4r

6.92 When Jeff looks through his
binoculars . .
.

6.95

. . . the resr-rlting POV shot enlarges
his neighbor's activities even nlore.

z4?_
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More Refinernents: Crossing the Axis of Action

"l saw David Lynch and asked him:

'What's this about crossing the axis?'
And he burst out laughing and said,
'That always gets me. And I asked if

you could do it, and he gave me this
startled look and said, 'Stephen, yot)
can do anything. You're a director.'
Then he paused and said, 'But it
doesn't cut together."'

-

Stephen King, novelist, on directing his first
film, Maximum Overdrive

Most continuity-based filmmakers prefer not to cut across the axis of action. They
would rather move the actors around the setting and create a new axis. Still, can you
ever legitimately cut across an established axis of action? Yes, sometimes. A scene
occurring in a doorway, ofl a staircase, or in other symmetrical settings may occasionally break the line. Sometimes, too, the filmmakers can get across the axis by
taking one shot on the line itself and using it as a transition. This strategy is rare in
dialogue sequences, but it can be seen in chases and outdoor action. By filming on
the axis, the filmmaker presents the action as moving directly toward the camera (a
heacl-on shot) or away from it (a tail-on shot). The climactic chase of The Roacl Wtrrior of-fers several examples. As marauding road gangs try to board a fleeing gasoline truck, George Miller uses many head-on and tail-on shots of the vehicles
(6.96-6.100).
Also, we should note that continuity-based films occasionally violate screen direction without confusing the viewer. This Lrsually occurs when the scene's action
is very well defined. For example, during a chase in John Ford's Srngec'oqdu there
is no ambigr"rity about the Ringo Kid's leaping from the coach to the horses (6.101,
6.L02). We wouldn't be likely to assume that the coach had turned around suddenly,
as in the possible misinterpretation of the shootout scene with the two cowboys
(6.s3 ).

6.96

Near tlre climax of the chase in The Rrntl Wurrittr; Max is driving lefi to right alon-e

theroad...

6.97 ...and in later shots he is still driving towarcl the right. An arttacking thug perched
the tront of the truck turns and looks

otf right in horror . .

.

on

Contintdty Eclitmg

6.98 . .. realizing

that another vehicle. rnoving right to left. is coming toward them on

collision course.

6.99

6.100

Several quick shots farcing head-on to the vehicles show the crash

and a long shot shows the truck again, now moving right to lefi.

a
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6.101 In Stagecoach, in a long

shot

where all movement is toward the right,
the hero begins leaping from the driver's
seat down onto the horse team . . .

6.104

to a view inside the besieged

6.102

. . . and in the next shot both he
and the coach are moving leftward.

6.105

back to the cavalry

6.103 In The Battle of Elderbush Gulch,
Griffith cuts from a shot of the cavalry . .

6.105

.

and then back to the cabin.

cabin

Crosscutting
The continuity system shows that editing can endow the film's narration with a
great range of knowledge. A cut can take us to any point on the correct side of the
axis of action. Editing can even create omniscience, that godlike knowledge that
some films seek to present. The outstanding technical device here is crosscutting,
first extensively explored by D. W. Griffith in his last-minute rescue scenes. In The
Battle at Elderbush Gulch, a cavalry troop is riding to rescue some settlers trapped
in a cabin and battling the Indians outside (6.103-6.106). After I 1 additional shots
of the cavalry, various parts of the cabin interior, and the Indians outdoors, a lzth
shot shows the cavalry riding in from the distance behind the cabin.
Crosscutting gives us an unrestricted knowledge of causal, temporal, or spatial information by alternating shots from one line of action in one place with shots
of other events in other places. Crosscutting thus creates some spatial discontinuity, but it binds the action together by creating a sense of cause and effect and temporal simultaneity. In Jerry Maguire, for example, crosscutting interweaves the
action of sports agent Jerry and his rival racing to sign up the same clients
(6.107-6.110).
Frrtz Lang's M goes further, intercutting three lines of action. While the pol,;;
seek the child murderer, gangsters prowl the streets looking for him as well, and u'e
also occasionally see the murderer himself. Crosscutting ties together the different
lines of action, bringing out a temporal simultaneity and the causal process of the
pursuit. The crosscutting also gives us a range of knowledge greater than that of any
one character. We know that the gangsters are after the murderer, but the police and
the murderer do not. Crosscutting also builds up suspense, as we form expectations
that are only gradually clarified and fulfilled. It may create parallels as well, and

Continuiry Editing

6.10T In Jerry Maguire, from a shot of
Jerry seething with tension . . .

6.108

. . . there is a cut to his confident

rival and his assistant . .

.

6.110 ...andhisrival
doing the same.

Lang exploits this possibility by suggesting analogies between the police and the
crooks. Whatever other functions it may have, though, crosscutting remains primarily a means of presenting narrative actions that are occurring in several locales at
roughly the same time.
All the devices of spatial continuity show how film technique draws the spectator into an active process. We assume that setting, character movement, and character position will be consistent and coherent. Our prior knowledge of filmic
conventions lets us form strong expectations about what shot will follow the one we
are seeing. We also make inferences on the basis of cues, so that when Brigid and
Spade look off left, we infer that someone is entering the room, and we expect to
see a shot

of that person.

What makes the continuity system invisible is its ability to draw on a range of
skills that we have learned so well that they seem automatic. This makes spatial
continuity editing a powerful tool for the filmmaker who wishes to reinforce habitual expectations. In recent decades, Hollywood filmmakers have developed ways to
make traditional continuity techniques more forceful. (See 'A Closer Look.") Because continuity editing has been so widely used for so long, it also becomes a central target for the filmmaker who wants to use film style to challenge or change our
normal viewing activities.

Temporal Continuity: Order, Frequency, and Duration
In the classical continuity system, time, like space, is organrzed according to the development of the narrative. We know that the plot's presentation of the story typically involves manipulation of time. Continuity editing seeks to support and sustain
this temporal manipulation.

6.109 ...we

then cut back to Jerry

placing a phone call

...
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INTENSIFIED CONTINUITY: L.A. Confidential

and

Contemporary Editing
By the l930s,the continuity system was

the standard approach to editing in
most of the worlds commercial filmmaking. But it underwent changes over
the years. Today's ed iting practices
abide by the principles of continuity
but amplify them in certain

ways.

Most obviously, mainstream films are
now cut much faster than in the period
.1930

and 1960. Then, a film
typically consisted of 300-500 shots,
but in the years after 1960, the cutting
pace picked up. Todry a two-hour film
between

might have over 2000 shots, and action

films routinely contain 3000 or more.
The average shot in The Bourne Supremacy lasts less than two seconds.
Partly because of the faster editing,
scenes are built out of relatively close
views of individual characters, rather
than long-shot framings. Establishing
shots tend to be less common, sometimes appearing only at the end of a
scene. Telephoto lenses, which enlarge
faces, help achieve tight framings, and
modern widescreen formats allow two
or more facial close-ups to occupy the
screen, Also, the camera tends to move
very frequently, picking out one detail
after another.
The accompanying shots from L.A.
Confidential show several of these tendencies at work. After arresting three
black suspects, Lieutenant Ed Exley prepares to wring a confession from them.

6.lll Shot l: The scene begins by
presenting only a portion of the
spacc. A reflection shows Exley
waiting and his colleagues milling
ahout outside thc' intcrrogation
room. This irnage singles out the
core dramatic action to comeExley's brutal confrontation with
the suspects.
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The scene takes less than a minute but
employs nine shots, two with significant
camera movement. (The film contains
nearly 2000 shots, an average of four
seconds apiece.) Director Curtis Hanson
shifts the emphasis among severat key

characters by coordinating his editing
with anamorphic widescreen, staging in
depth, close-ups and medium-closeups, rack-focus, and mobile framing

(6.lll-6.1221. lnterestingly, the actors
make no expressive use of their hands
or bodies; the performances are almost
completety facial.
Why did this intensified form of continuity become so common? Some his-

torians trace it to the influence of
television. Movies were broadcast by
.l960s,
TV networks in the
transmitted
by cable and sate[[ite in the 197Os, and
available on home video in the 1980s
and 1990s. As people saw movies on
home screens rather than in theaters,
filmmakers reshaped their techniques.
Constantly changing the image by cutting and camera movement coutd keep
the viewer from switching channels or
picking up a magazine. On sma[ler
screens, faster cutting is easier to follow, and closer views look better than
long shots, which tend to lose detail. lntensified continuity was shaped by
many factors, such as the arrival of
computer-based editing, but television
was a major influence.

6.112 Shot 2. A rrtltch ort F.xley's action
of tru'ning gives us :r frrllcr vicw of the
policc-rne-rr ancl cstirhlisltcs tu'o other mitin

characters: Jack Vin('clrncs on tlre left arrcl
Burl White in thc hackgrorrncl. wutching.

This is only a partial cstlblishins shot: a
later calmera moverne-nt r,nrill acrltraint us
rvith tlre layout of the intcrrosutiorr r(x)r'ns.

6.113

Shot 3: Hanson untlct'scores
Whi[e-'s presence by crrtfing to a tr-lc-photo
shot of hirn sayin.u that the suspccts killecl
his partner.

6.114

Shot 4: In un echo ot'thc opcning
ing. Exley now stuncls rtt the seconcl
interrogatiort roonr. scetr in irnothcr'

franr

reflection. The shot ulso re-itcr-ittc-s
Vincennes's presence. which rvill pnrvicle'
rrn irnportant reactiort latcr.

6.115

The ciune ril tracks with E,x lc-y
rnoving right to study the suspect in the
third roonr. White's rcflection can he secn
in frarle center. The cilnte nl nlovctnent
has linked the tlrree rrain rletcctives on the
case while also establishing the tlrree
rooms as being side by sicle. At the e ncl
of the cameril rnovenrent. E,x ley tru'r-rs.
ancl

...
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6.115 Shot 5: . . a two-shot establishes
his superior, Smith, on the scene. As
Smith explains that the suspects' shotguns
put them at the murder scene, the camera
racks focus to him, putting Exley out of
focus.

6.117

Shot 6: A cutaway to White
listenin g-again, a tight facial shot taken
with a telephoto lens-reminds us of his
presence. He is only an observer in this
phase of the scene, but as the questioning
heats up, he will burst in to attack a
suspect.

6.118

Shot 7: Returning to the two-shot
shows Smith demanding that Exley make
the men confess.

6.119 Shot 8: A reverse-angle on Exley,
the first shot in the scene devoted to his
face alone, underscores his determination:
"Oh, I'll break them, sir."

z48

6.120

Shot 9: A cut back to the two-shot
supplies Smith's satisfied reaction.

6.121 Exley turns away. The lens shifts
focus to catch his grim face in the foreground, preparing us for the brutality he
will

display.

6.122 Exley walks out of the shot. The
camera tilts down slightly and racks focus
to display Vincennes's skeptical
expression. The telephoto lens,
accentuated by the rack-focus, has
supplied close views of Smith, then Exley,
and then Vincennes in a single shot.
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"Now nobody trusts the octor's
performance. lf an actor has a scene
where they are sitting in the distance,
everybody says, 'What are you
shooting? lt has to be close-up!' This
is rtdiculous You have the position of
the hand, the whole body-this is the
feeling of a movie. I hate movies
where everybody has big close-ups
oll the time. . . . This is television. I
hove talking heads on my television

set in my home all the time."

-

Miroslav Ondiiiek, editor

To get specific, recall our distinction among temporal order, freqLlency, and duration. Continuity editing typically presents the story events in a l-2-3 order. Spade
rolls a cigarette, then Effie conles in, then he answers her, and so on. The most comrnon violation of I -2-3 order is a flashback, signaled by a cut or dissolve. Furthermore,
classical editing also ofien presents only onc'e what happens once in the story; in
continuity style, it would be a gross mistake for Huston to repeat the shot of, say,,
Brigid sittin-e down (6.62). Again, though' flashbacks are the rnost common way of
motivating the repetition of a scene already witnessed. So chronological sequence
arnd one-for-one fl'equency are the standard methods of hanclling order and frequency within the continuity style of editing.There are occasional exceptions, ers
we saw in our examples from The Goclfrtther Do The Right Tltirzg and Polic'e Sror'\'
(pp . 231, 232).
What of duration? In the classical continuity system, story duration is seldorn
expanded; that is, screen time is seldom made greerter than story time. Usr"rally, duration is in complete continuity (plot time equaling story time) or is elided (story
time being grearter than plot tinre). Let's first consider complete continuity, the most
common possibility. Here a scene occlrpying five nrinutes in the story also occupies
five minutes when projected on the screen.
The first scene of The Multese Falc'on displays three cues for tentporul corttiruttitv. First, the narrative pro,--qression of the scene has no gaps. Every movernent by
the characters and every line of dialogue is presented. Second, there is the sound
track. Sound issuing frorn the story space (what we call cliegefic'sound) is a standard indicator of temporal continuity, especially when, as in this scene, the sound
bleeds over each cut. Third, there is the match on arction between shots 5 and 6. So
powerful is the match on action that it creates both spatial uncl temporal continuity.
The reason is obvious: If an action carries across the cut., the space and tirne are
assumed to be continLlous from shot to shot. In all, an absence of ellipses in the
story action, diegetic sound overlapping the clrts, and matching on action are three
primary indicators that the duration of the scene is continLrous.
Sonretimes, however, a second possibility will be explored: tentporul ellip,si,s.
The ellipsis may onrit seconds, minutes, hours, days. years,, or centuries. Sorne ellipses are t-lf no irnportance to the narrative development and so are concealed. A
classical narrative film doesn't show the entire time it takes a character to dress.
wash. an(l breakfast in the morning. Shots of the character going into the shower,
putting on shoes, ol'frying an egg might be cornbined so as to eliminate the Llnwanted hits of story tirne. As we saw on pp.229-231. optical punctuations, empty
frames, and cutaways are frequently used to cover short temporal ellipses.
But other ellipses are important to the narrative. The viewer must recognize
that time has passed. For this task, the continuity style has built Llp a varied repertoire of devices. Often, dissolves, fades, or wipes are used to indicate an ellipsis between shots, usually the end of one scene and the beginning of the next. The
Hollywood nrle is that a dissolve indicates a brief tirne lapse and a fade indicates a
much longer one. Contemporary filmrnakers Lrsually employ a cut for such transitions. For example, in 2001 , Stanley Kubrick cuts directly frorn a bone spinning in
the air to a space station orbiting the earth, one of the boldest graphic matches in
narrertive cinema. The cut eliminates millions of years of story time.
In other cases, it's necessary to show a large-scale process or a lengthy period-a city waking up in the rnornin-e, a welr, a child ,_growing up, the rise of a
sin.-gin.-g star'. Here classical continuity uses elnother device for temporal ellipsis: the
montage sequence. (This should not be confused with the concept of tnorttage in
Sergei E,isenstein's fihn theory.) Brief portions of a process, informative titles (for
example,, " 1865" or "San Francisco"), stereotyped images (such as the EifTel
Tower), newsreel footage, newspaper headlines, And the like can be joined by dissolves and music to create a quick, reglrlar rhythrn and to compress a lengthy series

of actions into a few moments.
American studio films of the 1930s established sorne rnontage cliches-calendar pages fluttering alwny, newspaper presses pounding out an Extrer-but in the

Alternntilc's fo Clorrtirrrritl Editmg

6.123 ln Muy Tinre.
Slavko Vrrkupich usc's
superi mpositions ( herc,
the sin-ger. sheet nrusic,
irnd a curterin rising) and
rapicl c'ditin-q to
surnrnan/.e an opcrir
si nger's triunrph s. Ci ti :ert
Krrrrt' ironically refers to
this passage in the

montagc sequences
showing Susan
A lexancler's fai I ures.

hands of deti editors, such seqlrences became snrall virtuoso pieces. The driving
pace of gangster filnts like Scar.face and The Roaring hyentie,s owes a lot to dynamic nrontage sequences. Slavko Vorkapich. an experin-lental filmmaker, created
sonrewhat abstract. alnrost delirious summaries of wide-ranging actions sLrch as
stock murket crershes, political carnpaigns, and an opera singer's career (6,123).
Montage sequences have been a mainstay of narrative filmmaking ever since. Jov,s
employs montage to summarize the start of tourist season through brief shots of vacationers arriving at the beach. A montage sequence in Spiclet'-Mon shows Peter
Parker sketchin-9 his superhero costume, inspired by visions of the -eirl he loves. All
these instances also remind Lrs that because montage seqLrences usuarlly lack dialogue, they tend to cotne wrapped in music. In Toot,sie, il song accompanies a series
of rnagaz,ine covers showing the hero's rise to success as a soap opera star.
ln sLrm, the continuity style uses the temporal dimension of editing primarily
for narrative purposes. Throu-9h prior knowledge, the spectator expects the editing
to present story events in chronological order, with only occasional rearrangement
through flashbacks. The viewer expects that editing will respect the frequency of
story events. And the viewer assLlmes that actions irrelevant to story causality will
be omitted or at least abridged by iudicious ellipses. All these expectations allow
the viewer to tollow the story with minimal effort.
At least, this is how the classical Hollywood continuity systenr has treated storytelling. Like graphics, rhythm., and space. time is organized to pernrit the unfolding
of cause and etTect, ancl the arousal of curiosity, suspense, and surprise. But there
are many alternatives to the continuity style of editing, and these are worth a look.

Alternatives to eontinuity Editing
Graphic and Rhythmic Possibilities
Powerful and pervatsive as it is, the continuity style remains only one style, and
nrany filnrmakers have explored other editing possibilities.
Films using abstract or associational form have frequently granted the graphic
and rhythmic dinrensions of editing great weight. Instead of joining shot I to shot 2
primarily on the basis of the spatial and temporal functions that the shot fulfills in
presenting a story. you could.ioin them on the basis of purely graphic or rhythmic
qualities-independent of the time and space they represent. In films such as Antit'iputiort o.f the Ni,qht, Scettes.f'rom Under Childhood, and We,stern Hi,story, exper-

imentalist Stan Brakhage uses purely graphic means of joining shot to shot:
Continuities and discontinuities of light' texture, and shape rnotivate the editing.
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Similarly, parts of Bruce Conner's Cosmic Ray, A Movie, and Reporl cut together
newsreel footage, old film clips, film leader, and black frames on the basis of
graphic patterns of movement, direction, and speed.
Many non-narrative films have completely subordinated the space and time
presented in each shot to the rhythmic relations among shots. Single-frame films (in
which each shot is only one frame long) are the most extreme examples of this
overriding rhythmic concern. Two famous examples are Robert Breer's Fisr Fight
(6.124) and Peter Kubelka's Schwechaten
As early as 1913, some painters were contemplating the pure-design possibilities offered by film, and many works of the European avant-grade movements of
the 1920s combined an interest in abstract graphics with a desire to explore rhythmic editing. Perhaps the most famous of these is the Fernand Ldger-Dudley Murphy film Ballet mdcanique. In Chapter 10, we'll see how Ballet mdcaniclue
juxtaposes its shots on the basis of graphic and rhythmic qualities.
The graphic and rhythmic possibilities of editing haven't been neglected in the
story film, either. Some narrative filmmakers occasionally subordinate narrative
concerns to graphic pattern. The most famous examples are probably the films for
which Busby Berkeley choreographed elaborate dance numbers. In 42nd Street,
Gold Diggers of 1933, Footlight Parade, Gold Diggers of 1935, and Domes, the
narrative periodically grinds to a halt and the film presents intricate dances that are
arranged, shot, and edited with a concern for the pure configuration of dancers and
background (4.144,, from 42nd Street).
More complexly related to the narrative is the graphic editing of Yasujiro Ozu.
Ozu's cutting is often dictated by a much more precise graphic continuity than we
find in the classical continuity style. In two scenes from An Aututnn Aftentoon, Ozu

creates graphic matches

6.124 The stretches

of single-frame

shots in Fisr Fight create a flickering effect

on the screen.

on men sitting opposite each other in

restaurants

(6.125-6.128). In Ohayu, Ozu uses color for the same purpose, cutting from laundry on a line to a domestic interior and matching on a red shape in the upper left of
each shot (a shirt, z lamp; 6.129, 6.130).
Some narrative films have momentarily subordinated spatial and temporal editing to rhythmic cutting. In the 1920s,, both the French Impressionist school and
the Soviet avant-garde frequently made story progression secondary to purely
rhythmic editing. In such films as Abel Gance's La Roue, Jean Epstein's Coeur
fidDIe and La Glace d trois faces, and Alexandre Volkoff's Kean, accelerated editing renders the tempo of an onrushing train, a whirling carousel, a racing automobile, and a drunken dance. Kuleshov's The Death Ray and, as we shall see,
Eisenstein's October occasionally make rhythm dominate narrative space and time.
We can find strong passages of rhythmic editing in Rouben Mamoulian's Love Me
Tonight, Ren6 Clair's Le Million, and several films of Ozu and Hitchcock, as well
as in Ass ault on Precinct I 3 and The Terminator. Pulsating rhythmic editing is
prominent in films influenced by music videos, such as The Crow and Romeo +
Juliet. As we saw with graphics, rhythmic editing may override the spatial and temporal dimensions; when this happens, narrative becomes less important.

Spatial and Temporal Discontinuity
How can you tell a story without adhering to the continuity rules? Let's sample
some ways filmmakers have created distinct editing styles by Llse of what might be
considered spatial and temporal discontinuities.

One option is to use spatial continuity in ambiguous ways. In Mon Oncle
d'Amdrique, Resnais intercuts the stories of his three main characters with shots of
each character's favorite star, taken from French films of the 1940s. At one point, as
Ren6's pesky office mate calls to him, we get the coworker in one shot (6.131). But
Resnais cuts to a shot of Jean Gabin in an older film, turning in reverse shot (6.132).
Only then does Resnais supply a shot of Rend turning to meet his questioner (6.133).
The film does not definitely present the Gabin shot as a fantasy image; we can't tell

Alternatives to Continuity Editing

6.125

In An Autumn Afternoon, Ozu cuts
from one man drinking sake directly . . .

6.128 . . . sit in nearly the same position
on frame left, their labels graphically
matched as well.

gesture.

6127 Later he cuts from one man to
another, maintaining very similar
compositions. Even their beer bottles .

6:129 In Ohayu, Ozu creates a playful

6.130 ...toan

graphic match by cutting from an outdoor
scene with a bright red sweater in the

lampshade in the same posrtron.

6.126 . . . to another caught in almost
exactly the same position, costume, and

upperleft...

whether Ren6 imagines himself as his favorite star confronting his coworker, or
whether the film's naffation draws the comparison independent of Ren6's state of
mind. The cut relies on the cues of shot/reverse shot but uses them to create a momentarily jarring discontinuity that triggers ambiguity.
More drastically, a filmmaker could violate or ignore the 180' system. The editing choices of filmmakers Jacques Tati and Yasujiro Ozu are based on what we
might call 360" space. Instead of an axis of action that dictates that the camera be
placed within an imaginary semicircle, these filmmakers work as if the action were
not a line but a point at the center of a circle and as if the camera could be placed
at any point on the circumference. In Mr. Hulot's Holiday, Play Time, and Trffic,
Tati systematically films from almost every side; edited together, the shots present
multiple spatial perspectives on a single event. Similarly, Ozu's scenes construct a
360' space that produces what the continuity style would consider grave editing errors. Ozu's films often do not yield consistent relative positions and screen directions; the eyeline matches are out of joint, and the only consistency is the violation
of the 180' line. One of the gravest sins in the classical continuity style is to match
on action while breaking the line, yet Ozu does this comfortably rn Early Summer
(6.L34, 6.135).
Such spatially discontinuous cutting affects the spectator's experience as well.
The defender of classical editing would claim that spatial continuity rules are necessary for the clear presentation of a narrative. But anyone who has seen a film by
Ozu or Tati can testify that no narrative confusion arises from their continuity violations. Though the spaces do not flow as smoothly as in the Hollywood style (this
is indeed part of the films' fascination), the causal developments remain intelligible. The inescapable conclusion is that the continuity system is only one way to tell
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6.132 Mon Onc'le cl'Anftr'ic1ue.

6.134 ln Earlv Sttmnter, Oz.tr cuts on the grandferther's gesture
of drinking. .

6.135

6.133 Mon

Onc'le cl'Amet'ic1ue.

directly to the opposite sicle of the characters.

.

a story. Historically, this system has been the dominant one. but artistically, it has
no priority over other styles.
There are two other notable devices of discontinuity. In Breathles,T, Jean-Luc
Godard violates conventions of spatial, temporal, and graphic continuity by his systematic use of the jump cut. Though this term is often loosely Lrsed, its primary
meaning is this: when two shots of the same subject are cut together but are not sufficiently different in camera distance and angle, there will be a noticeable jump on
the screen. Classical continuity avoids such jumps by generolls Lrse of shot/
reverse shots and by the 30" rule (advising that every camera position be varied by
at least 30' from the previous one). But an examination of shots from Breotltless
suggests the consequences of Godard's jump cuts (6.136r 6.137). Far from flowing
unnoticeably, such cuts are very visible, and they disorient the spectator.
A second violation of continuity is created by the nondiegetic insert. Here the
filmmaker cuts from the scene to a metaphorical or symbolic shot that is not part of
the space and time of the narrative. Clich6s abound here (6.138, 6.139). More complex examples occur in the films of Eisenstein and Godard. In Eisenstein's Srrike, the
massacre of workers is intercut with the slaughter of a bull. In Godard's La Chinoise,
Henri tells an anecdote about the ancient Egyptians, who, he claims, thought that
"their language was the langLlage of the gods." As he says this (6.140), Godard cuts
in two close-ups of relics from the tomb of King Tutankhamen (6.141, 6.142). As
nondiegetic inserts, coming from outside the story world, these shots construct a running, often ironic, commentary on the action, and they prompt the spectator to search
for implicit meanings. Do the relics corroborate or challenge what Henri says?
Though both the jump cut and the nondiegetic insert can be used in a narrative
context (as in the Fury example), they tend to weaken narrative continuity. The
ju*p cut interrupts the story with abrupt gaps,while the nondiegetic insert
suspends story action altogether. It is no accident that both devices have been

Alternatiues to Continuit",l Editn'tg

6.136 ln Brertthle.s,s, in the .jurnp cut
f}om this shot of Patricia . .

6.137 . . . to this one, the backgrournd has
changed and sonre story time has gone by.

.

6.138 In Frrru Lang cuts fiorn
housewives gossiping . .

.

prominently used by the contemporary filmmaker most associated with the challenge to classical narrative, Jean-Luc Godard. In Chapter ll, we'll examine the nature of this challenge by analyzing Breuthless.
There are still other alternatives to classical continuity, especially in the temporal dimension. Although the classical approach to order and frequency of story
events may seem the best option, it is only the most familiar. Story events do not
have to be edited in l-2-3 order. In Resnais's La Guerre est.finie, scenes cut in conventional continuity are interrupted by images that may represent flashbacks, or
fantasy episodes. or even future events. Editing can also play with variable frequency for narrative purposes; the same event can be shown repeatedly. In La
Guerre e,st.finie, the same funeral is depicted in different hypothetical ways, with
the protagonist either present or absent.
Again, Godard offers a striking example of how editing can manipulate both
order and frequency. In Pierrot le.fou, as Marianne and Ferdinand flee her apartment Godard scrambles the order of the shots (6.143-6.146). Godard also plays

6.139

to shots of clucking hens.

6142

and his golden mask.

with frequency by repeating one gesture-Ferdinand jumping into the car-but
showing it differently each time. Such manipulation of editing blocks olrr normal
expectations abor-rt story action and forces us to concentrate on the very process of
piecing together the film's narrative.
The editing may atlso take liberties with story duration. Although complete continuity and ellipsis are the most common ways of rendering dr,rration, expansionstretching a moment out, making screen time greater than story time-remains a
distinct possibility. FranEois Truffaut uses such expansions rn Jules ancl Jint to underscore naurative turning points, as when the heroine Catherine lifts her veil or
jumps off a bridge.
Filmmakers have found creative ways to rework the most basic tenets of the
continuity system. We've indicated,, for example, that a match on action strongly

6.140 A diegetic
followedby...

shot in La Chinoi,se

ts

6.141
bed

. . . nondiegetic shots of the lion

of King Tutankhamen . .

.
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6.141 In Pierrot le fou, initially,
Ferdinand jumps into the car as Marianne

pullsaway...

6.144 . . . but then the couple are seen
back in their apartment.

6.145

Next the car races down a street

6146 . . . and then Marianne and
Ferdinand climb onto a rooftop, an event
that occurred before they drove off.

Akernatiqtes to Continuity Editing

suggests that time continues across the cut. Yet Alain Resnais creates an impossible
continuous action in Last Year at Marienbad. Small groups of guests are standing
around the hotel lobby; one medium shot frames a blonde woman beginning to turn
away from the camera (6.147).In the middle of her turn, there is a cut to her, still
turning but in a different setting (6.148). The smooth match on action, along with the
woman's graphically matched position in the frame, imply that she is moving continuously,yetthe change of setting contradicts this impression. As we'll see in Chapter 10, experimental films push ambiguous or contradictory editing even further.
Our examples indicate that some discontinuities of temporal order, duration,
frequency
can become perfectly intelligible in a narrative context. On the other
and
hand, with the jump cut, the nondiegetic insert, and the inconsistent match on action, temporal dislocations can also push away from traditional notions of story
altogether and create ambiguous relations among shots.
As an example of the power of spatial and temporal discontinuities in editing,
let's look at a famous example: Sergei Eisenstein's October.

Functions of Discontinuity Editing: October
For many Soviet filmmakers of the 1920s, editing was a major means of organizing the entire form of the film; it did not simply serve the narrative progression, as
in the continuity system. Eisenstein's Strike, Potemkin, October and Old and New
tried to build a film on the basis of certain editing devices. Rather than subordinate
his editing patterns to the mapping out of a story, Eisenstein conceived of these
films as editing constructions.
Eisenstein deliberately opposed himself to continuity editing, seeking out and
exploiting what Hollywood would consider discontinuities. He often staged, shot,
and cut his sequences for the maximum collision from shot to shot, and sequence
to sequence, since he believed that only through being forced to synthesize such
conflicts could the viewer participate in actively understanding the film.
No longer bound by conventional dramaturgy, Eisenstein's films roam freely
through time and space to construct an intricate pattern of images calculated to
stimulate the viewer's senses, emotions, and thinking. A short passage from October can illustrate how he uses editing discontinuities.
The sequence is the third one in the film (and comprises no fewer than 125
shots). The story action is simple. The bourgeois Provisional Government has
taken power in Russia after the February Revolution, but instead of withdrawing
from World War I, the government has continued to support the Allies. This maneuver has left the Russian people no better off than under the czar. In classical
Hollywood cinema, this story might have been shown through a montage sequence
of newspaper headlines smoothly linked to a scene wherein a protagonist complains that the Provisional Government has not changed a thing. October's protagonist, though, is not one person but the entire Russian people, and the film does
not usually use dialogue scenes to present its story points. Rather, October seeks
to go beyond a simple presentation of story events by making the audience actively

6.147 In Last Year

at Marienbad, a match on action

across two settrngs.
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assemble those events. So the filrn confronts us with a disorienting and disjunctive
set of images.
The sequence begins with shots showing the Russian soldiers on the front casting down their rifles and fraternizing freely with German soldiers (6.149). Eisenstein
then cuts back to the Provisional Government, where a flunky extends a docurnent
to an unseen ruler (6.150); this docunrent pledges the governlnent to aid the Allies.
The soldiers'fraternization is suddenly disrupted by a bombardrnent (6.151). The
soldiers run back to the trenches and huddle as dirt and bomb fragrnents rain down
on them. Eisenstein then cuts to a series of shots of a cannon being lowered off a
factory assembly line. For a time, the narration crosscuts these images with the soldiers on the battlefield (6.1521 6.153). In the last section of the sequence, the shots
of the cannon are crosscut with hungry wornen and children standing in breadlines
in the snow (6.154). The sequence ends with two intertitles: 'All as before . "/
"Hunger and war."
Graphically, there are sorne continuities. When the soldiers fraternize, nlany
shots closely resemble one another graphically, and one shot of a bursting bonrb is
graphically matched in its movenlent with rnen bustling into a trench. But the r/i.lcontinuities are rnore noteworthy. Eisenstein cuts from a laughing Genllan soldier
facing right to a menacing eagle statue, facing left, at the governrnent headquar'ters (6.155r6.156). There is a bold jurnp cut: The flunky is bowing; then suddenly
he is standing up (6.157, 6.158). A static shot of rifles thrust into the snow cuts to
a long shot of a bursting shell (6.159,6.160). When the soldiers tace back to the
trenches, Eisenstein often opposes their direction of nlovenrent fronr shot to shot.
Moreover, the cutting contrasts shots of the cannon slowly clesc'ertcling with shots

of the men crouching in the trenches looking upward (6.152,6. 153). In the last
phase of the sequence, Eisenstein juxtaposes the misty, alnrost conrpletely static
shots of the women and children with the sharply defined, dynanrically nrovin'u

6149 ln October; Russian and Gernran
soldiers talk. drink, and lar-rgh to-uether on
the battlefield.

6.150 Octolrcr.' at the Provisional
Govern nrent's headquarrte rs.

6.152 ln Octobe\

6.153

rntercut . .

.

a cannon irt a tactory

with soldiers at the front.

6.151
f

October'.'

ar

bonrbarrdnrent at the

ront.

6.154 ln Ot'tobe r
with the wur scerles.

a breadline itttercut
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6.155

Octobe

r.

6.156 Octobe

r.

6.157

Octobe

6.158

Ocfttbe

r

6.159 Octobe r

6.160

Octoben

shots of factory workers lowering the cannon (6.16f ). Such graphic discontinuities
recur throughout the film, especially in scenes of dynamic action, and stimulate
perceptual conflict in the audience. To watch an Eisenstein film is to submit oneself to such percussive, pulsating graphic editing.
Eisenstein also makes vigorous use of temporal discontinuities. The sequence
as a whole is opposed to Hollywood rules in its refusal to present the order of events
unambiguously. Does the crosscutting of battlefield and government, and factory
and street indicate simultaneous action? (Consider, for example, that the women
and children are seen at night, whereas the factory appears to be operating in the
daytime.) It is impossible to say if the battlefield events take place before or after
or during the women's vigil. Eisenstein has sacrificed the delineation of l-2-3 order so that he can present the shots as emotional and conceptual units.
Duration is likewise variable. The soldiers fraternize in fairly continuous
time, but the Provisional Government's behavior presents drastic ellipses; this
permits Eisenstein to identity the governrnent as the unseen cause of the bombardment that ruptures the peace. At one point, Eisenstein uses one of his favorite
devices, a temporal expansion: there is an overlapping cut as a soldier drinks fl'onr
a bottle. The cut recalls the expanded sequence of the wheel knocking over the

foreman

in Strike (6.46-6.48). At another point, rhe gradual collapse of

the

women and children waiting in line is elided. We see them standing, then later lying on the ground. Even fi'equency is made discontinuous: It is difflcult to say
whether we are seeing several cannons lowered off the assembly line or only one
descetrding cannon shown several times. Again, Eisenstein seeks a specific juxtultositiort of elernents, not obedience to a time line. Editing's manipulation of order, duration, and frequency subordinates straighttorward story tinre to specific
conceptual relationshipt.Eisenstein creates these relations by juxtaposing disparate lines of action through editing.
Spatially, the Oc'tober sequence runs fl'onr rough continuity to extrell'le discontinuity. Although at tirnes the 180' rule is respected (especially in the shots of
wolnelt and children), never does Eisenstein begin a section with an establishing

6.161

Oc'tobc

r

r.
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shot. Reestablishing shots are rare, and seldom are the major components of the locales shown together in one shot.
Throughout, the classical continuity of space is broken by the intercutting of the
different locales. To what end? By violating space in this manner, the film invites us
to make emotional and conceptual connections. For example, crosscutting to the
Provisional Government makes it the source of bombardment, a meaning reinforced
by the way the first explosions are followed by the jump cut of the government
flunky.
More daringly, by cutting from the crouching soldiers to a descending cannon,
Eisenstein powerfully depicts the men being crushed by the warmaking apparatus of
the government. This is reinforced by a false eyeline match from soldiers looking
upward, as tf at the lowering cannon-false because, of course, the two elements are
in entirely separate settings (6.152,6.153). By then showing the factory workers
lowering the cannon (6.161), the cutting links the oppressed soldiers to the oppressed proletariat. Finally, ?s the cannon hits the ground, Eisenstein crosscuts images of it with the shots of the starving families of the soldiers and the workers.
They, too, are shown as crushed by the government machine. As the cannon wheels
come ponderously to the floor, Einstein cuts to the women's feet in the snow, and the
machine's heaviness is linked by titles ("one pound," "half a pound") to the steady
starvation of the women and children. Although all of the spaces are in the stor),
such discontinuities create a running political commentary on the story events.
In all, then, Eisenstein's spatial editing, like his temporal and graphic editing,
constructs correspondences, analogies, and contrasts that ask us to interprel the
story events. The interpretation is not simply handed to the viewer; rather, the editing discontinuities push the viewer to work out implicit meanings. This sequence,
like others in October, demonstrates that there are powerful alternatives to the principles of classical continuity.

When any two shots are joined, we can ask several questions:

1. How are the shots graphically continuous or discontinuous?
2. What rhythmic relations are created?
3. Are the shots spatially continuous? If not, what creates the discontinuity?
(Crosscutting? Ambiguous cues?) If the shots are spatially continuous, how
does the 180" system create the continuity?

temporally continuous? If so, what creates the continuity? (For
example, matches on action?) If not, what creates the discontinuity?
(Ellipsis? Overlapping cuts?)

4. Are the shots

More generally, we can ask the question we ask of every film technique: How
does this techniquefunction with respectto the film's narrative form? Does the film
use editing to lay out the narrative space, time, and cause-effect chain in the man-

ner of classical continuity? How do editing patterns emphasize facial expressions,
dialogue, or setting? Do editing patterns withhold narrative information? In general, how does editing contribute to the viewer's experience of the film?
Some practical hints: You can learn to notice editing in several ways. If you are
having trouble noticing cuts, try watching a film or TV show and tapping with a
pencil each time a shot changes. Once you recognize editing easily, watch any film
with the sole purpose of observing one editing aspect-sa], the way space is presented or the control of graphics or time. Sensitize yourself to rhythmic editing by
noting cutting rates; tapping out the tempo of the cuts can help.

Where to Go from Here
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Watching 1930s and 1940s American films can introduce you to classical continuity style; try to predict what shot will come next in a sequence. (You'll be surprised at how often you're right.) When you watch a film on video, try turning off
the sound; editing patterns become more apparent this way. When there is a violation of continuity, ask yourself whether it is accidental or serves a purpose. When
you see a film that does not obey classical continuity principles, search for its
unique editing patterns. Use the slow-motion, freeze, and reverse controls on a
videocassette machine or DVD player to analyze a film sequence as this chapter has
done. (Almost any film will do.) In such ways as these, you can considerably increase your awareness and understanding of the power of editing.

What Editing Is
Professional reflections on the work of the film editor include Ralph Rosenblum, When the Shooting Stops

A Film Editor's Story (New York:
Penguin, 1980); Edward Dmytryk, On FiIm Editing
The Cutting Begins:

(Boston: Focal Press, 1984); Vincent Lo Brutto, Selected
Takes: Film Editors on Film Editing (New York: Praeger,
1991); Gabriella Oldham, First Cut: Conversations with
Film Editors (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1992); and Declan McGrath, Editing and Post-Production
(Hove, England: RotoVision, 2001). See also Ken Dancyger, The Technique of Film and Video Editing (Boston:
Focal Press, 1993).

Walter Murch, one of the most thoughtful and creative editors in histor], provides a rich array of ideas in In
the Blink of an Eye: A Perspective on Film Editing, 2d ed.
(Los Angeles: Silman-James, 2001). Murch, who worked

Grffiti, The Godfather Apocalypse Now,
and The English Patient, has always conceived image and
sound editing as part of the same process. He shares his
thoughts in an extended dialogue with prominent novelist
on American

Michael Ondaatje in The Conversations: Walter Murch
and the Art of Editing Film (New York: Knopf, 2002).
Ever the experimenter, Murch tried using an inexpensive
digital program to edit a theatrical feature. The result is
traced in detail in Charles Koppelman, Behind the Seen:

How Walter Murch Edited Cold Mountain Using Apple's
Final Cut Pro and What This Means fo, Cinema (Berkeley, CA: New Riders, 2005). You can listen to Murch discussing his work on the National Public Radio program

sional editor Don Fairservice offers a thoughtful account
of editing in the silent and early sound eras tn Film Editing: History, Theory and Practice (Manchester: Man-

chester University Press,2001). Several sections of
Barry Salt's Film Style and Technology: History and
Analysis (London: Starword, 1992) are devoted to
changes in editing practices.
Documentary films characteristically rely on editing,
perhaps more than fictional films do. A set of cutting conventions has developed. For example, it is common to intercut talking-head shots of conflicting experts as a way
of representing opposing points of view. Interestingly, in
making The Thin Blue Line, Errol Morris instructed his
editor Paul Barnes, to avoid cutting between the two main
suspects. "He didn't want the standard documentary good
guylbad guy juxtaposition. . . . He hated when I intercut
people telling the same story, or people contradicting or
responding to what someone has just said" (Oldham,
First Cut, p. 144). Morris apparently wanted to give each
speaker's version a certain integrity, letting each stand as
an alternative account of events.

Dimensions of Film Editing
Very little has been written on graphic aspects of editing.
See Vladimir Nilsen, The Cinema as a Graphic Art (New
York: Hill & Wang, 1959), and Jonas Mekas, 'An Interview with Peter Kubelka," Film Culture 44 (Spring
1967):

4247.

tion of Film Langus5e," in What /s Cinema? vol. 1
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967), pp.
2340. Editing in early U.S. cinema is carefully analyzed by Charlie Keil in Early American Cinema in
Transition: Story, Style, and Filmmaking, 1907-1913

What we are calling rhythmic editing incorporates
the categories of metric and rhythmic montage discussed
by Sergei Eisenstein in "The Fourth Dimension in Cinema," in SelectedWorks, vol. I, pp. 181-94. For a sample
analysis of a film's rhythm, see Lewis Jacobs, "D. 'W.
Griffith," in The Rise of the American Film (New York:
Teachers College Press, 1968), chap. 11, pp. l7l-201.
Television commercials are useful to study for rhythmic
editing, for their highly stereotyped imagery permits the
editor to cut the shots to match the beat of the jingle on

(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2001). Profes-

the sound track.

Air available at www.npr.org.
We await a large-scale history of editing, but Andr6
Bazin sketches a very influential account in "The EvoluFresh
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The Kuleshov experinrents have been variously described. The two most authoritative accounts are in V. I.
Pudovkin, Film Technique (New York: Grove Press,
1960), and Ronald Levaco, trans. and ed., Kulesltov on

Filnt: Writirtgs of Lev Kulesltov (Berkeley: University
of California Press, l9J4),, pp. 5l-55. For a summary
of Kuleshov's work, see Vance Kepley, Jr., "The
Kuleshov Workshop," Iris 4, I (1986): 5-23. Can the
effbct actually suggest an expressionless character's
ernotional reaction? Two fllrn researchers tried to test
it, and their skeptical conclusions are set forth in
Stephen Prince and Wayne E. Hensley, "The Kuleshov
Eflect: Recreating the Classic Experiment," Cinema
Journal 31,2 (Winter 1992): 59-75. During the 1990s,
two Kuleshov experiments, one complete and one fragrnentary, were discovered. For a description and histor-

ical background on one of them, see Yuri Tsivian,
Ekaterina Khokhlova, and Kristin Thornpson, "The Rediscovery of a Kuleshov Experiment: A Dossier," Filnt
Hisrory 8,,3 (1996): 357-67.

Continuity Editing
For a historical discussion of continuity editing, see
Chapter 12 and the chapter's bibliography. The hidden selectivity that continuity editing can achieve is well summarized in a remark of Thom Noble, who edited
Fahrenheit 45 I and Witness: "What usually happens is
that there are maybe seven rnoments in each scene that
are brilliant. But they're all on different takes. My job is
to try and get all those seven moments in and yet have it
look seamless, so that nobody knows there's a cut in
there" (quoted in David Chell, ed., Moviemakers at Work
[Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press, 1987], pp. 8l-82).
Many sources spell out the rules of continuity. See
Karel Reisz and Gavin Millar,, The Technique rl' Filnt
Editing (New York: Hastings House, l9l3); Daniel Arijohn, A Grammar ofthe Film Language (New York: Focal Press, 1978); Edward Dmytryk, On Screen Direc'ting
(Boston: Focal Press, 1984); and Stuart Bass, "Editing
Structures," rn Transitions: Voices on the CraJt of Digitul
Editing (Birmingham, England: Friends of ED, 2002),
pp. 28-39. Our diagram of a hypothetical axis of action
has been adapted from Edward Pincus's concise discus-

sion in his Guide to Filtnntoking (New York: Signet,
1969), pp. 120-25.
For analyses of the continuity style, see Ramond Bellour, "The Obvious and the Code," Sc'reen 15,4 (Winter
197 4-7 5): I -ll ; and Andr6 Gaudreault, "Detours in Fihn
Narrative: The Development of Cross-Cutting," Cinernu
Journal 19, I (Fall 1919): 35-59. Joyce E. Jesionowski
presents a detailed study of Griffith's distinctive versiorr
of early continuity editing in Thinking in Pictures: Dru-

mutic Structure

in D.

W. Griftith's Biograph Filnts

(Berkeley: University of California Prcss, 1987). David

Bordwell's Planet Hong Kong: Populctr Cinemu und the

Art ofEntertuinrnent (Carnbridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2000) considers how Hollywood continuity
was used by another national cinertra.

Contemporary Editing and

Intensifi;d Continuity
Thught in filnt schools and learned on the job by beginning
filmmakers, the principles of cclntinuity editing still dclrninate cinenra around the world. As we suggested olt p.
246, however, there have been some changes in the systetn. Shots tertd to be shorter (Moulin Rouge contains over
4000) and frarned closer to the perfornlels. The nrediunt
shots in older filmmaking traditions display the hands and

upper body fully, but intensified continuity concentrates
on faces, particularly the actor's eyes. Filrn editor Walter
Murch says, "The determining factor for selecting a particular shot is frequently: 'Can you register the expression
in the actor's eyes'l'lf yoLr cau't, the editor will tend to use
the next closer shot, even tlrough the wider shot lltay be
more than adequate when seen cln the big screen."
There's sorne evidence that today's faster cutting
pace and frequent camel a nlovements allow directors to
be a bit loose in matchiug eyelines. In several scenes of
Hulk, Mystit' River; and Syriunu, the axis ol' action is
crossed, sotnetimes repeatedly. If viewers aren't confused
by these cuts, it's perhaps because the actors don't nrove
aroutrd the set very nruch and so the overall spartiitl layout
remains clear.
well

For more on intensified continuity, see David Bord, The Wuy Hollywood Tells It: Storv urul Sr.r'/e in

Mode rn Movies (Berkeley:
Press, 2006), pp. I l7-89.

University

of

Calif ornia

Alternatives to Continuity Editing
Eisenstein remains the chief source in this area. A
highly introspective filmrnaker, he bequeathed us a rich
set of ideas on the possibilities of non-narrative editing;
see the essays rn Selec:tecl Works, vol. l. For further discussion of editing in October, see the essays by Annette
Michelson, Noel Carroll, and Rosalind Krauss in the
special "Eisenstein/Brakhage" issue of A rtJrtrum I l, 5
(Jarruary 197 3): 30-3J, 56-65. For a nlore general view
of Eisenstein's editing., see David Bordwell, T-lte Cinemu oJ'Eisenstein (Cantbridge, MA: Harvard University
Press., 1993). The writings of another Russian, Dziga
Vertov, are also of interest. See Annette Michelson, ed.,
Kino-Eye: The Writirtgs oJ'Dziga Vertoy (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984). On Ozu's nranipulation of discontinuities, see David Bordwell, Ozu und the
Poetic's oJ'Cinetna (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1988).
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The DVD release of Lodge Kerrigan's Keutte in-

Websites
spx/ A website

www.editorsguild.com/v2/index.a

supportirrg Etlitors Guilel rnagazine, with nrany articles
and interviews discussin-g editin-9 in current lilms.

www.uemedia.com /CPC/editorsn
cortternporary problenrs ol'

c-di ti

et/

Ofters articles on

ng.

www.cinemetrics.Iv/

Want to study cutting rhythnrs in a
nrovie of your choice'l This nifty sofiware etllows you to
conre up with a profile of editing rates.

Recommended

tt,r

DVD S.tpplements

Watching people editing is not very exciting, and this
technique usuarlly gets short shrift in DVD supplentents.
Eaclr filnr in tlte Lortl o.l'the Ring.r trilogy, however, ltas
an "Editorial" section, atrtd 'f he F'ellow,sltip ofthe Ring inclr-rdes aut "Editorial Denronstratiotr," juxtaposing the raw
foota-ge fl'ortt six canreras irt an excerpt fronr the Council
of Elrond scene and showing how sections from each
were fitted to-9ether. (An instructive exercise in learning
to notice continuity editing would be to watch the Council of Elrond scene in the filnr itself with the sound tunred
off. Here a complex scene with many characters is
stitched together with nunteroLls col rect eyeline rnartches
and occasional nratches on arction. Irnagine how confusing the characters' conver-sations could have been if no
attention had beert paid to eyeline direction.)

cludes not only the theatricarl version but a corupletely recut version of the filnr by producer Stevert Soderberg.
Soderberg calls his cr-rt his "conlnrentarry track" for the
disc.

In "'l'ell Us What You Sce," the catntcra operator for
A Hurtl Duv 's Nigllr discusses continuity of screcn direction, and in "Every Head She's Had the Pleasure to
Know," the filrrr's hairdresser talks about having to keep
hair length cortsistent for continr-rity.
" I 5-Minute Filnr School with Robert Rodrig uez,"
one of the Sin C'irl supplements, provides a clear instance
of the Kuleshov etfect in use. Although Rodriguez does
not use that tenn, he demonstrates how he could cut together shots of charercters interacting with eaclt other via
eyeline nratches even though several ot'the actors never
worked together durirt-u tlte filrtring.
A brief section of T,,y S/orv's sr"rpplernents entitled
"Layout Tricks" demonstrates how continuity editing
principles are adhered to in aninration as wcll as liveaction filnrirrg. In a shot/reverse-shot sequence involving
Buzz and Woody. the filnrntakers diagrartr (as wc do tlrt
p.235) where a crunera can be placed to rttaintarirt the axis
of action (or "sta-ge line,' as it is terrtred here).-l'he segnrent also shows how a canlcra nrovenlertt cart be uscd ttr
shift the axis of action just before an inrportant charactcr
enters the scene.

Sound in the einerna
ost films create the impression that the people and things onscreen simply produce an appropriate noise. But, as we saw in Chapter l. in the
process of film production, the sound track is constructed separately from
the images, and it can be manipulated independently. This makes sound as flexrble and wide-ranging as other film techniques.
Yet sound is perhaps the hardest technique to study. We're accustomed to ignoring many of the sounds in our environment. Our primary information about
the layout of our surroundings comes from sight, and so in ordinary life, sound
is often simply a background for our visual attention. Similarly, we speak of
watching a film and of being movie viewers or spectators-all terms that suggest the sound track is a secondary factor. We're strongly inclined to think of
sound as simply an accompaniment to the real basis of cinema, the moving
images.

Moreover, we can't stop the film and freeze an instant of sound, as we can
study a frame to examine mise-en-scene and cinematography. Nor can we lay out
the sound track for our inspection as easily as we can examine the editing of a string
of shots. In film, the sounds and the patterns they form are elusive. This elusiveness
accounts for part of the power of this technique: sound can achieve very strong effects and yet remain quite unnoticeable. To study sound, we must learn to listen to
films.
Fortunately, filmgoers have become more sensitive . Star Wars and other hits
of the 1970s introduced the broad public to new technologies of sound recording and reproduction. Audiences came to expect Dolby noise reduction
processes, expanded frequency and dynamic range, and four- and six-track theater playback. During the early 1990s, digital sound became routine for bigbudget pictures, and now virtually all releases have crisp, dense sound tracks.
'An older film like Casablanca has an empty soundtrack compared with what
we do today," remarks sound designer Michael Kirchberger, supervising sound
editor for Lost in Translation. "Tracks are fuller and more of a selling point."
Multiplex theaters upgraded their sound systems to meet the challenge, and the
popularity of DVDs prompted consumers to set up home theaters with ravishing
sound. Not since the first talkies of the late 1920s have tilmgoers been so aware
of what they hear.
264
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The Powers of Sound
Whether noticed or not, sound is a powerful film technique for several reasons. For
one thing, it engages a distinct sense mode. Even before recorded sound was introduced in 1926,, silent films were accompanied by orchestra, organ, or piano. At a
minimuffi, the music filled in the silence and gave the spectator a more complete
perceptual experience. More significantly, the engagement of hearing opens the
possibility of what the Soviet director Sergei Eisenstein called "synchronization of
senses"-psking a single rhythm or expressive quality unify both image and
sound.

Also, sound can actively shape how we perceive and interpret the image. In one
sequence of Letter from Siberia (7.1-7.4), Chris Marker demonstrates the power of
sound to alter our understanding of images. Three times Marker shows the same
footage-a shot of a bus passin g a car on a city street, three shots of workers paving
a street. But each time the footage is accompanied by a completely different sound
track. Compare the three versions tabulated alongside the sequence (Table 7 .l).
The first one is heavily affirmative, the second is harshly critical, and the third
mixes praise and criticism. The audience will construe the same images differently,
depending on the sound track.
The Letter from Siberia sequence demonstrates another advantage of sound:
film sound can direct our attention quite specifically within the image. When the
commentator describes the "blood-colored buses," we are likely to look at the bus
and not at the car. When Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers are executing an intricate
step, chances are that we watch their bodies and not the silent nightclub spectators
looking on. In such ways, sound can guide us through the images, pointing to things
to watch.
This possibility becomes even more fertile when yoll consider that the sound
cue for some visual element may anticipate that element and relay our attention to
it. Suppose we have a close-up of a man in a room and hear the creaking of a door
opening. If the next shot shows the door, now open, our attention will probably shift
to that door, the source of the offscreen sound. But if the second shot shows the
door still closed, we will likely ponder our interpretation of the sound. (Maybe it
wasn't a door, after all?) Thus the sound track can clarify image events, contradict
them, or render them ambiguous. In all cases, the sound track can enter into an active relation with the im age track.
This example of the door opening suggests another advantage of sound. It cues
us to form expectations. If we hear a door creaking, we anticipate that someone has
entered a room and that we will see the person in the next shot. But if the film draws
on conventions of the horror genre, the camera might stay on the man, staring fearfully. We would then be in suspense awaiting the appearance of something frightful
offscreen. Homor and mystery films often use the power of sound from an unseen
source to engage the audience's interest, but all types of films can take advantage of
this aspect of sound. During the town meeting in Jaws, the characters hear a grating
sound and turn to look offscreen; a cut reveals Quint's hand scraping on a blackboardcreating a dramatic introduction to this character. We'll see as well several cases in
which the use of sound can creatively cheat or redirect the viewer's expectations.
In addition, sound gives a new value to silence. A quiet passage in a film can
create almost unbearable tension, forcing the viewer to concentrate on the screen
and to wait in anticipation for whatever sound will emerge. Just as color film turns
black and white into grades of color, so the use of sound in film will include all the
possibilities of silence.
One more advantage: Sound bristles with as many creative possibilities as editing. Through editing, one may join shots of any two spaces to create a meaningful relation. Similarly, the filmmaker can mix any sonic phenomena into a whole.
With the introduction of sound cinema, the infinity of visual possibilities was joined
by the infinity of acoustic events.

"The most exciting moment is the
moment when I add the sound. . . . At
this moment, I tremble."
Akira Kurosawa, director
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First Commentary

Second Commentary

Yakutsk, capitaI of the

Yakutsk is a dark city with

Yakutsk Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic, is a mod-

an eviI reputation The pop-

ern city in which comfortable buses made availabte
to the population share the

ulation is crammed into
btood-colored buses white
the members of the privileged caste brazenty display

streets with powerful Zyms,
the pride of the Soviet automobile industry ln the

the luxury of their Tyms
costly and uncomfortable
cars at best, Bending

joyfuI spirit of sociatist em-

to the task Iike

Third Commentary
ln Yakutsk, where modern
houses are gradua[[y replacing the dark older sections,
a bus, less crowded than its
London or New York equiv-

aIent at rush hour, passes a
Zym, an excetlent car reserved for pubtic utitities
departments on account of
its scarcity

slaves, the
miserable Soviet workers,
among them this sinisterlooking Asiatic,

With courage and tenacity
under extremety drfficutt

themselves

appty themselves to the
primitive labor

afflicted with an eye disorder, apply themselves to

to making Yakutsk an even

of grading with a drag beam.

improving the appearance
of their city, which could
certainty use it

ulation, happy Soviet workers, among them this
picturesque denizen

of the Arctic reaches, appty

better ptace to Iive

Or else:

Or simply:

conditions, Sovret workers,
among them this Yakut
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Fundamentals of Film Sound
Perceptual Properties
Several aspects of sound as we perceive it are familiar to us frorn everyday experience and are central to filrn's use of sound.

Loudness

The sound we hear results from vibrations in the air. The arnplitude, or
the
vibrations produces our sense of loudness, or volume. Film sound
of
breadth,
manipulates
volume. For example, in many films, a long shot of a busy
constantly
street is accompanied by loud traffic noises, but when two people meet and start to
speak, the volunre of the traffic drops. Or a dialogue between a sofi-spoken character and a blustery one is characterized as much by the difference in volurne as by
the substance of the talk.

7.5

ln lvurt tlrc Tert'ible, Eiseusteirt
ernphasizes chaurges in vocnl pitch by
cutting frorn a rttediurtt-long shot . .

Loudness is also related to perceived distance; often the louder the sound, the
closer we take it to be. This sort of assumption seems to be at work in the street traffic exanrple already mentioned: the couple's dialogue, being louder, is sensed as in
the acoustic foreground, while the traffic noise recedes to the background. In addition, a film nlay startle the viewer by exploiting abrupt and extreme shifls in volume (usually called changes rn dynctmic's), &S when a quiet scene is interrupted by
a very lor"rd noise.

Pitch

The ti'equency of sound vibrations affects ltitc'h, or the perceived highness

or lowness of the sclund. Certain instruments, such as the tuning fclrk, can produce
pure tones, but most sor-rrrds, in life and on film, are complex tones, batches of different t)'equencies. Nevertheless, pitch plays a useful role in helping us pick out distinct sounds in a filrr-r. It helps us distinguish music and speech frorn noises. [t also
serves to distinguish anrong objects. Thumps can suggest hollow objects, while
higher-pitched sounds (like those of jingle bells) suggest smoother or harder surfaces and denser objects.
Pitch can also serve more specific purposes. When a young boy tries to speak
in a man's deep voice and f-ails, as in How Green Was My Valley,, the joke is based
primarily on pitch. Marlene Dietrich's vocal delivery often depends on a long upward-gliding irttonation that makes a statement sound like a question. In the coronation scene of lvutt the Terrible,Part I, a court singer with a deep bass voice begins
a song of praise to lvan, and each phrase rises dramatically in pitch (7.5-7.7). When
Bernard Herrmann obtained the effects of shrill, birdlike shrieking in Hitchcock's
Psvcho, even rnany rttusicians could not recognize the source: violins played at extraordinari ly high pitch.

When Julianne Moore was planning her performance as the protagonist of
Todd Haynes's Sn/Z, she took pitch and other vocal qualities into account:
My first key to her was her voice, her vocal patterns. I started with a very typical
Southern Calitornia speech pattern. It's alrnost a sing-sollg rhythm, you Lnsw-i1's
refen'ed to as the "Valley quality" that travelled across the country and became a universal Anrerican vocal pattern. It was important to me that her voice would have that
kind of ntelody to it. And then I would put question marks at the end of the sentence
all the tinte-that way she never makes a statement; it makes her very unsure and
very undefined. I atlso went above nry own chords, because I wanted the sensation of
her voice not beirtg connected art all to her body-that's why her voice is so high.
This is sorneone who's cornpletely disconnected from any kind of physicality, from
any sertse of being herself, f}orn really knowing herself. In that sense, I guess the vocal choices are sonrewhat metaphorical.

Timbre The harntonic colnponents of sound give it a certain color, or tone
quality-what nrusicians call tirnbre. When we call someone's voice nasal or a
certain musical tone mellow, we're referring to timbre. Timbre is actually a less

7.6

to a nrediunr shot

7.7

to a cklse-up of the singer.

.
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"The Empire spaceship sounded a
certain way as compared to the
lmperial fleet; that was a deliberate
style change. Everybody in the Empire
had shrieking, howling, ghostlike,

frightening sounds. . . . You hear ityou jump with fear. Whereas the
rebel forces had more junky-sounding
planes and spaceships. They weren't
quite as powerful; they tended to pop
and sputter more."

-

Ben Burtt, sound editor, on Star Wars

fundamental acoustic parameter than amplitude or frequency, but it's indispensable
in describing the texture or "feel" of a sound. In everyday life, the recognition of a
familiar sound is largely a matter of various aspects of timbre.
Filmmakers manipulate timbre continually. Timbre can help articulate portions of the sound track, as when it differentiates musical instruments from one another. Timbre also comes forward on certain occasions, as in the clich6d use of
oleaginous saxophone tones behind seduction scenes. More subtly, in the opening
sequence of Rouben Mamoulian's Love Me Tonight, people starting the day on a
street pass a musical rhythm from object to object-a broom , a carpet beater-and
the humor of the number springs in part from the very different timbres of the objects. In preparing the sound track for Peter Weir's Witness, the editors drew on
sounds recorded 20 or more years before, So that the less modern timbre of the
older recordings would evoke the rustic seclusion of the Amish community.
Loudness, pitch, and timbre interact to define the overall sonic texture of a
film. For example, these qualities enable us to recognize different characters'
voices. Both John Wayne and James Stewart speak slowly, but Wayne's voice
tends to be deeper and gruffer than Stewart's querulous drawl. This difference
works to great advantage rn The Man Who Shot Liberh,Valance, where their characters are sharply contrasted. In The Wizard of Oz, the disparity between the public image of the Wizard and the old charlatan who rigs it up is marked by the
booming bass of the effigy and the old man's higher, softer, more quavering voice.
Loudness, pitch, and timbre also shape our experience of a film as a whole . Citizen Kone, for example, offers a wide range of sound manipulations. Echo chambers alter timbre and volume. A motif is formed by the inability of Kane's wife
Susan to sing pitches accurately. Moreover, in Citiz,en Kane, the plot's shifts between times and places are covered by continuing a sound thread and varying the
basic acoustics. A shot of Kane applauding dissolves to a shot of a crowd applauding (a shift in volume and timbre). Leland beginning a sentence in the street cuts to
Kane finishing the sentence in an auditorium, his voice magnified by loudspeakers
(a shift in voluffie, timbre, and pitch).
Recent noise reduction techniques, multi-track reproduction, and digital sound
yield wider ranges of frequency and volume, as well as crisper timbres than were
available to filmmakers in the studio years. Today sound editors can individualize
voice or noise to a surprising degree. For The Thin Red Line, every character's distinctive breathing sounds were recorded for use as ambient noise. Randy Thoms,
sound designer for Cast Away, sought to charactenze different sorts of windbreezes from the open sea, winds in a cave. Sound even announces a shift in wind
direction crucial to one of the hero's plans. "We can use the wind in a very musical
way," Thoms notes.

"Too many films seem essentially
designed to be heard in the mixing

Selection, Alteration, and Combination

studios. I always fight against
recording every single footstep, and

Sound in the cinema is of three types: speech, music, and noise (also called sound effects). Occasionally,, a sound may cross categories-Is a scream speech or noise? Is

would rather lose the sound of
people settling into armchairs, etc.,
and fade out a particular atmosphere
sound once the emotional impact has
been achieved, even at the cost of
realism. You have to know how to
play with silence, to treat sound like

electronic music also noise?-and filmmakers have freely exploited these ambiguities.
In Psycho, when a woman screams, we expect to hear a human voice and instead hear
screaming violins. Neveftheless, in most cases, the distinctions hold. Now that we have
an idea of some basic acoustic properties, how are speech, music, and noise selected
and combined for specific purposes?

music."

-

Bernard Tavernier, director

Choosing and Manipulating Sounds The creation of the sound track resembles
the editing of the image track. Just as the filmmaker may pick the best image from
several shots, he or she may choose what exact bit of sound will best serve the purpose. Just as footage from disparate sources may be blended into a single visual
track, so too sound that was not recorded during fihning may be added freely.

Moreover, a shot may be rephotographed or tinted

in color or jigsawed into

a

Fundamentals of FiIm Sound

composite image, and a bit of sound be processed to change its acoustic qualities.
And just as the filmmaker may link or superimpose images, so may he or she join
any two sounds end to end or place one over another. Though we aren't usually as
aware of sonic manipulations, the sound track demands as much choice and control
as does the visual track.
Sometimes the sound track is conceived before the image track. Studio-made
animated cartoons typically record music, dialogue, and sound effects before the
images are filmed, so that the figures may be synchronized with the sound frame by
frame. For many years, Carl Stalling created frantically paced jumbles of familiar
tunes, weird noises, and distinctive voices for the adventures of Bugs Bunny and
Daffy Duck. Experimental films also frequently build their images around a preexisting sound track. Some filmmakers have even argued that abstract cinema is a sort
of "visual music" and have tried to create a synthesis of the two media.
As with other film techniques, sound guides the viewer's attention. Normally,
this means clarifying and simplifying the sound track so that important material
stands out. Dialogue, as a transmitter of story information, is usually recorded and
reproduced for maximum clarity. Important lines should not have to compete with
music or background noise. Sound effects are usually less important. They supply
an overall sense of a realistic environment and are seldom noticed; if they were
missing, however, the silence would be distracting. Music is usually subordinate to
dialogue as well, entering during pauses in conversation or effects.
Dialogue doesn't always rank highest in importance, though. Sound effects are
usually central to action sequences, while music can dominate dance scenes, transitional sequences, or emotion-laden moments without dialogue. And some filmmakers have shifted the weight conventionally assigned to each type of sound. Charles
Chaplin's Cin, Lights and Modern Times eliminate dialogue, letting sound effects
and music come to the fore. The films of Jacques Tati and Jean-Marie Straub retain
dialogue but still place great emphasis on sound effects.Later in this chapter, we'll
consider how music and noise in Robert Bresson's A Man Escaped fill out a sparse
dialogue track by evoking offscreen space and creating thematic associations.
In creating a sound track, then, the filmmaker must select sounds that will fulfill a particular function. In order to do this, the filmmaker usually will provide a
clearer, simpler sound world than that of everyday life. Normally, our perception
filters out irrelevant stimuli and retains what is most useful at a particular moment.
As you read this, you are attending to words on the page and (to various degrees)
ignoring certain stimuli that reach your ears. But if you close your eyes and listen
attentively to the sounds around you, you will become aware of many previously
unnoticed sounds-traffic, footsteps, distant voices. Any amateur recordist knows
that if you set up a microphone and recorder in what seems to be a quiet environment, those normally unnoticed sounds suddenly become obtrusive. The microphone is unselective; like the camera lens, it doesn't automatically filter out what is
distracting. Sound studios, camera blimps to absorb motor noise, directional and
shielded microphones, sound engineering and editing, and libraries of stock sounds
all allow the filmmaker to choose exactly what the sound track requires. Unless a
filmmaker actually wants the ambient noise of a scene, simply holding out a microphone while filming will rarely be selective enough.
By choosing certain sounds, the filmmaker guides our perception of the image
and the action. In one scene from Jacques Tati's Mr Hulot's Holiday, vacationers at
a resort hotel are relaxing (7.8). Early in the scene, the guests in the foreground are
murmuring quietly, but Hulot's Ping-Pong game is louder; the sound cues us to
watch Hulot. Later in the scene, however, the same Ping-Pong game makes no
sound at all, and our attention is drawn to the muttering cardplayers in the foreground. The presence and absence of the sound of the Ping-Pong ball guides our
expectations. If you start to notice how such selection of sound shapes our perception, you will also notice that filmmakers often use sound quite unrealistically, in
order to shift our attention to what is narratively or visually important.
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"We were going for a documentary
feel. We came up with a way for the
loop group actors to say lines in a
way we called 'nondescript dialogue.'
They said lines, but they didn't say
the actual words. lf you put it behind
people speaking, you just think it's
people talking offscreen, but your ear
isn't drawn to it. lt would just lie
there as a bed, and you can play it
relatively loudly and it just fits in
with the scenes."
Waddell,
' -Hugh
Red Line

7.8

ADR supervisor, on The Thin

In Mn Hulot's Holiclctl in the

foreground, guests quietly play cards
while in the depth of the shot, Mr. Hulot is

frantically playing Ping-Pong.
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"ls

it better to say, 'l love you,'

bang,

then cut to the reaction? Or is it
better to say, 'l love you,' hang on it a
beat to show the emotion of the
person delivering the line, then go for
the reaction? lt's a matter of choice.
Either way, there's a different result
for the audience looking at it. Are
their sympathies with the guy who
said the line, or the girl who said the
line? Or is the audience saying, 'Don't
believe him, he's going to screw you
over!' . , . lf you find the frame to cut
on at that right moment, the
audience will be totally satisfied."

-

Tom Rolf, editor

Mr Hulot's

Holiclay also points up the importance of how

a

chosen sound may have its acoustic qualities transformed for a particular purpose.
Thanks to a manipulation of volume and timbre, the Pin-g-Pong game gains in
vividness and clarity. Similarly, a character speaking will usually sound nearly as
lor"rd in long shot as in close-up, even though this is a flagrant violation of realism.
At the limit, wholly new sounds may be made of old ones. The noises emitted
by the demonically possessed girl in The Exorcisr blended screams, animal thrashings, and English spoken backward. To create the roar of a Tyrannosaurus rex for
Jurassic' Park, sound engineers fused a tiger's roar, a baby elephant's trumpeting at
midrange frequencies, and an alligator's growl for the lower tones. On film, even
jet planes' roars typically include cries of animals-not only lions and elephants but
monkeys as well.
Nowadays, film sound is normally reprocessed to yield exactly the qualities desired. A clry rec'orcling of the sound in a fairly nonreflective space will be manipulated electronically to yield the desired effect. For instance, the voice of someone
on the telephone is typically treated with filters to make it more tinny and muffled.
(In Hollywood parlance, this is called "futzing" the sound.) The almost nonstop
rock-and-roll rnusic of Anterican Grqffiti used two recordings of the music. A dry
one was prepared for moments when the music was to dominate the scene and had
to be of high quality. A more ambient one for background noise was derived from
a tape recorder simply playing the tune in a backyard.

Sound Mixing Guiding the viewer's attention, then, depends on selectin-e and
reworking particular sounds. It also depends on mixing, or combining them. It is
useful to think of the sound track not as a set of discrete sound units but as an ongoing streont of auditory information. Each sonic event takes its place in a specific
pattern. This pattern both links events in time and layers them at any given moment.
We can earsily see how the sound track offers a stream of auditory information
by considering a scene cut according to classical continuity principles. When filmmakers edit conversations in shot/reverse shot, they often use a dialogue overlap
to smooth down the visual change of shot. In a dialogue overlap, the filrrrmaker continues a line of dialogLle across a cut. During a conversation in John McTiernan's
The Hunt.fn, Recl October we get the following shots and dialogue:

l.

(ms) Over the political officer's shoulder, favoring Captain Rarnir-rs (7.9)

Officer: "Captain Tupalev's boat."
Ramius: "You know Tupalev?"
Officer:

2.

"l

know he descends . . ."

(rns) Reverse angle over Ramius's shoulder, favoring the officer (7.10)

Officer (continuing): ". . . from aristocracy, and that he wars yoLlr student. It's
rLrmored he has a

3.

special

."

(mcu) Reverse angle on Ramius (7.11)

Officer (continuing): ". . . place in his heart for you."
Raunius: "There's

little roon-l in Tr-rpalev's heart for anyone but Tupatlev."

Here the political officer's chatter provides an ar-rditory continuity that distracts
from the shot chan-ges. Moreover, by cutting to a closer view of the listener before
a sentellce is finished, the sound and editing concentrate oLlr attention on Ramius's
response. As a Hollywood editor puts it, "The minute a telling word or a question
is posed. . .I -9o for a reaction to see. . . how they are tryin-e to fornrulate the answer in their face or dialogLle." The principle of dialogue overlap can be used with
noise as well. In the Hunt.for Retl Ot'ktber scene just mentioned, sounds of er spoon
clinking in a tea cLlp and of papers being riffled also carry over certain cuts, providin-q a continLlous strearn of sonic informatron.

Funclcnncrrtcrl.s

7.9

Tltc Httttt .fitr Retl Ockthet'.' shot

7.1O

I

of Filn

27r

.

Tltc Huttt.frtr Retl Octolrct'.' shot 2.

"For the last few
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Tlte Hurtt .fitr Red Ot'tober'.' shot 3.

This streant cat'l involve rnore than simply linking one line of dierlo-que or bit of
noise to another. We have already seen that in production, cofflbining sounds is usr-r-

ally done atter shootittg' in the rlixing process. For exalnple, in Juru,ssic'Purk,
Steven Spielberg nranipulates volume unrealistically for purposes of narrative clarity. Atier a live cow has been lowered into the velociraptors'pen, the South African
hunter gives important inforrnation about the habits of these predators, and his
voice colnes through louder than those of characters closer to the camera (7.12).

The tttixet'can precisely control the volurne, duration, and tone quality of each
sound. In modertt filnlttakin..g, a dozen or nrore separate trercks may be n-rixed in

Velvet, I

think-l

years-since Blue
have tried to do

most of the music before the shoot. I
discuss the story with my composer,
Angelo Badalamenti, and record all
sorts of music that I listen to as l'm
shooting the film, either on
headphones during dialogue scenes
or on loudspeakers, so that the
whole crew gets in the right mood.
It's a great tool. lt's like a compass
helping you find the right direction."

-

David Lynch, director
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ln Jurassic Park, although
Hammond and Ellie are closer to the
camera than is anything else in the shot,
their dialogue is an unintelligible murmur,
while the exposition about velociraptors
the hunter in the background is
-eiven by
clearly audible.

layers at any moment. The mix can be quite dense, as when an airport scene combines the babble of several distinct voices, footsteps, luggage trolleys, Muzak, and
plane engines. Or the mix can be very sparse, with an occasional sound emerging
against a background of total silence. Most cases will fall somewhere between these
extremes. In our Hunt for Recl October scene, a distant throbbing engine and slight
brushings of fabric form a muted background to the dialogue exchange.
The filmmaker may create a mix in which each sound blends smoothly with the
others. This is commonly the case when music and effects are mixed with speech.
In classical Hollywood cinema of the 1930s, the musical score may become prominent in moments in which there is no dialogue, and then it's likely to fade unnoticeably down just as the characters begin to talk. (In studio parlance, this is called
sneaking in and sneaking out.) Sometimes the mix will associate sounds evocatively. In The English Patient, when the nurse feeds the patient a plum, a distant
churchbell rings, suggesting a peaceful refuge from the war.

Alternatively, the acoustic stream may contain much more abrupt contrasts.
Contemporary Hollywood films often exploit the dynamic range of Dolby technology to fill chase sequences with startling shifts between low, rumbling engines and
whining sirens or squealing tires. In The Godfather just as Michael Corleone is
steeling himself to shoot the rival gangster Sollozzo, we hear a loud metallic
screech, presumably from a nearby elevated train. The sound suggests impending
danger, both for the victim and for Michael himself: after the murder, his life will
change irrevocably (7.13).

A Dramatic Sound Stream:

Samurai

The ways in which sounds may
information
is well illustrated by the final
combine to create an ongoing stream of
battle sequence of Akira Kurosawa's Seven Santurai. In a heavy rain, marauding
bandits charge into a village defended by the villagers and the samurai. The toment
and wind form a constant background noise throughout the scene. Before the battle, the conversation of the waiting men, the tread of footsteps, and the sound of

7.11 As Michael sits opposite Sollozzo,
the sudden rumble and whine of an
offscreen train sound all the more harsh
when compared with the cahn expression
on Michael's face.

Sec/en

swords being drawn are punctuated by long pauses in which we hear only the drumming rain. Suddenly distant horses' hooves are heard offscreen. This draws our attention from the defenders to the attackers. Then Kurosawa cuts to a long shot of
the bandits; their horses' hooves become abruptly louder. (The scene employs vivid
sound perspective: The closer the camera is to a source, the louder the sound.)
When the bandits burst into the village, yet another sound element appears-the
bandits' harsh battle cries, which increase steadily in volume as they approach.
The battle begins. The muddy, storm-swept mise-en-scene and rhythmic cutting
gain impact from the way in which the incessant rain and splashing are explosively
interrupted by brief noises-the screams of the wounded, the splintering of a fence
a bandit crashes through, the whinnies of horses, the twang of a samurai's bowstring,
the gurgle of a speared bandit, the screams of women when the bandit chieftain
breaks into their hiding place. The sudden intrusion of certain sounds marks abrupt
developments in the battle. Such frequent surprises heighten our tension, since the
narration frequently shifts us from one line of action to another.
The scene climaxes after the main battle has ended. Offscreen the pounding of
horses' hooves is cut short by a new sound-the sharp crack of a bandit's rifle shot,
which fells one samurai. A long pause, in which we hear only the driving rain, emphasizes the moment. The samurai furiously flings his sword in the direction of the
shot and falls dead into the mud. Another samurai races toward the bandit chieftain,
who has the rifle; another shot cracks out and he falls back, wounded; another pause,
in which only the relentless rain is heard. The wounded samurai kills the chieftain.
The other samurai gather. At the scene's end, the sobs of a young samurai, the distant whinnies and hoofbeats of riderless horses, and the rain all fade slowly out.
The relatively dense mix of this sound track gradually introduces sounds that turn
our attention to new narrative elements (hooves, battle cries) and then modulates these
sounds into a harmonious stream. This stream is then punctuated by abrupt sounds of
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unusual volume or pitch associated with crucial nanative actions (the archery, women's
screams, the gunshots). Overall, the combination of sounds enhances the unrestricted,
objective nanation of this sequence, which shows Lls what happens in various parts of
the village rather than confining us to the experience of a single participant.

Sound and Film Form The choice and combination of sonic materials can also
create patterns that rlrn through the film as a whole. We can study this most readily
by examining how the filmmaker uses a musical score. Sometimes the filmmaker
will select preexisting pieces of music to accompany the images, as Bruce Conner
does in using portions of Respighi's Pines of Rome as the sound track forA Movie.
(See pp. 3 65-370.) In other cases, the music will be composed for the film, and here
the filmmaker and the composer make several choices.
The rhythm, melody, harmony, and instrumentation of the music can strongly affect the viewer's emotional reactions. In addition, a melody or musical phrase can be
associated with a particular character, setting, situation, or idea. Local Hero, a film
about a confused yoLlng executive who leaves Texas to close a business deal in a remote Scottish village, uses two major musical themes. A rockabilly tune is heard in the
urban Southwest, while a slower, more poignantly folkish melody is associated with
the seaside village. In the final scenes, after the young man has returned to Houston,
he recalls Scotland with affection, and the film plays the two themes simultaneously.
In contrast, a single musical theme can change its quality when associated with
different situations. In Raising Arizona, the hapless hero has a terrifying dream in
which he envisions a homicidal biker pursuing him, and the accompanying music
is appropriately ominoLls. But at the film's end, the hero dreams of raising dozens
of children, and now the same melody, reorchestrated and played at a calm tempo,
conveys a sense of peace and comfort.

By reordering and varying musical motifs, the filmmaker can subtly

compare
scenes, trace pattems of development, and suggest implicit meanings. A convenient example is Georges Delerure's score for Frangois Truffaut's Jules ancl Jim. Overall, the
film's music reflects the Paris of 1912-1933, the years during which the action takes
place; many of the melodies resemble works by Claude Debussy and Erik Satie, two
of the most prominent French composers of that era. Virtually the entire score consists
of melodies in 3/+ meter, many of them in walt z ttme, and all the main themes are in
keys related to A major. These rhythmic and harmonic decisions help unify the film.
More specifically, musical themes are associated with particular aspects of the
narrative. For instance, Catherine's constant search for happiness and freedom out-

side conventional boundaries is conveyed by her singing the "Tourbillon" ("Whirlwind") song, which says that life is a constant changing of romantic partners.
Settings are also evoked in musical terms. One tune is heard every time the characters are in acaf€,.As the years go by,the tune changes from a mechanical playera jazzrer version played by a black pianist.
The characters' relations become more strained and complicated over time, and
the score reflects this in its development of major motifs. A lyrical melody is first
heard when Jules, Jim, and Catherine visit the countryside and bicycle to the beach
(7.14). This "idyll" tune will recLlr at many points when the characters reunite, but
as the years pass, it will become slower in tempo and more somber in instrumentation, and will shift from a major to a minor mode. Another motif that reappears in
different guises is a "dangerous love" theme associated with Jim and Catherine.

piano rendition to

This grave, shimmering waltz is first heard when he visits her apartment and
watches her pour a bottle of vitriol down the sink (7.15). (The acid, she says, is
"for lying eyes.") Thereafter, this harmonically unstable theme, which resembles
one of Satie's G),nmopdclies for piano, is used to underscore Jim and Catherine's
vertiginous love affair. At times it accompanies scenes of passion, but at other times
it accompanies their growing disillusionment and despair.
The most varied theme is a mysterious phrase first heard on the flute when Jules
and Jim encounter a striking ancient statue (7.16). Later they meet Catherine and

"lt's a lot like writing an opera.
lot of form and structure.
We're very conscious that LOIR is
one story that has been broken into
There's a

three parts, My score is a complex
piece that has to be structured

carefully, musically and thematically,
so that all the parts relate to one
another."

-

Howard Shore, composer,The Lord

the Rings

of
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714 ln .lttle,s urrtl .lim,

an idyllic bicycle ride in the country introcluces the main n.rusical
thenre associatecl with the three characters' relations.

715
"So,

given this mood-altering

potential of music, it becomes a great
source of fun, as well as a chance to
make a scene that works OK work a
whole lot better-to bring out the

point of a scene that you haven't
captured in the shooting of it, to
excite the audience, to create the
impression that something is
happening when something isn't, and
also to create little emotional
touchstones which you can draw
upon as the story changes-so that
the music that seemed so innocent
and sweet earlier, in new circumstances brings on a whole other set

of feelings."
-

Jonathan Demme, director

Catherine discards the vitriol, which she has said is "firr lyin-u

g-yeS."

discover that she has the statue's face; a repetition of the musical rnotif confirms the
cotnparison. Throughor-rt the film, this brief motif is associated with the eni._gmatic
side of Catherine. In the film's later scenes, this motif is developed in an intriguing
way. The bass line (played on harpsichord or strings) that sofily accompanied the
woodwind tune now comes to the fore, creating a relentless, often harsh, pulsation.
This "menace" waltz underscores Catherine's fling with Albert and accompanies her
final vengeance on Jim: driving her car, with him ers passen-qer, into the river.
Once musical motifs have been selected, they can be combined to evoke associations. During Jim and Catherine's first intimate talk afier the war,, the bass-linedominated version of the enigmawaltz is followed by the love theme, ars if the latter
cor"rld drown out the menacing side of Catherine's character. The love theme accompanies long tracking shots of Jirn and Catherine strolling through the woods.
But at the scene's end, as Jinr bids Catherine farewell, the original woodwind version of her theme recalls her mystery and the risk he is running by fhlling in love
with her. Sirnilarly, when Jim and Catherine lie in bed, facin-e the end of their atfair, the voice-over narrator says: "It was as if they were already deerd" as the dangerous love theme plays. This seqllence associates death with their ronrance and
foreshadows their fate at the film's end.
A similar sort of blendin..g can be found in the film's final scene. Catherine and
Jim have drowned, and Jules is overseeing the cremation of their bodies. As shots
of the coffins dissolve into detailed shots of the cremation process, the enigma
motif segues into its sinister variant, the menace motif. But ils Jules leaves the
cemetery and the narrator cornments that Catherine had wanted her ashes to be cast
to the winds, the string instruments glide into a sweeping version of the whirlwind
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7.16

The cAmela slowly arcs around the statlle as a new musical motif is introduced.

7.17

The sadness of the ending is undercut by the lilting whirlwind waltz.

waltz (7.17). The film's musical score thus concludes by recalling the three sides of
Catherine that attracted the men to her: her mystery, her menace, and her vivacious
openness to experience. In such ways, a musical score can create, develop, and
associate motifs that enter into the film's overall form.

Dimensions of Film Sound
We've seen what sounds consist of and how the filmmaker can take advantage of the
widely different kinds of sounds available. In addition, the way in which the sounds
relate to other film elements gives them several other dimensions. First, because sound
occupies a duration, it has a rhythm. Second, sound can relate to its perceived source
with greater or less er fidelirv. Third, sound conveys a sense of the spotial conditions in
which it occurs. And fourth, the sound relates to visual events that take place in a specific time, and this relationship gives sound a temporal dimension. These categories
reveal that sound in film offers many creative possibilities to the filmmaker.

Rhythrn
Rhythm is one of the most powerful aspects of sound, for it works on our bodies at
deep levels. We have already considered it in relation to mise-en-scene (p. 150) and
editing (p. 226). Rhythm involves, minimally, a beat, or pulse; a tetnpo, or pace;
and a pattern of accents, or stronger and weaker beats. In the realm of sound, all of
these features are naturally most recognizable in film music, since there beat,
tempo, and accent are basic compositional features. In our examples from Jules ancl
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Jim (pp. 273-215), the motifs can be characterized as having a 3/+ metrical pulse,
putting an accent on the first beat, and displaying variable tempo-sometimes slow,
sometimes fast.
We can find rhythmic qualities in sound effects as well. The plodding hooves
of a farmhorse differ from a cavalry mount galloping at full speed. The reverberating tone of a gong may offer a slowly decaying accent, while a sudden sne eze provides a brief one. In a gangster film ,, a machine gLln's fire creates a regular, rapid
beat, while the sporadic reports of pistols may come at irregular intervals.
Speech also has rhythm. People can be identified by voice prints that show not
only characteristic freqr"rencies and amplitudes but also distinct patterns of pacing
and syllabic stress. In His Girl Friclav, our impression is of very rapid dialogue, but
the scenes actually are rhythmically subtler than that. In the start of each scene, the
pace is comparatively slow, but as the action develops, characters talk at a steadily
accelerating rate. As the scene winds down, the conversational pace does as well.
This rise-and-fall rhythm matches the arc of each scene, giving Lls a bit of a rest before launching the next comic complication.

Rhythm in Sound and Image: Coordination Any consideration of the rhythmic
uses of sound is complicated by the fact that the movements in the images have a
rhythm as well, distinguished by the same principles of beat, tempo, and accent. In
addition, the editing has a rhythm. As we have seen, a succession of short shots helps
create a rapid tempo, whereas shots held longer tend to slow down the rhythm.
In most cases, the rhythms of editing, of movement within the image. and of
sound all cooperate. Possibly the most common tendency is for the filmmaker to
match visual and sonic rhythms to each other. In a dance sequence in a musical, the
figures move about at a rhythm determined by the music. But variation is always
possible. In the "Waltz rn Swing Time" number in Swing Tinte, the dancing of Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers moves quickly in time to the music. Br-rt no fast cutting
accompanies this scene. Indeed, the scene consists of a single long take fi'om a
long-shot distance.
Another prototype of close coordination between screen lnovement and sound
comes in the animated films of Walt Disney in the 1930s. Mickey Mouse and other
Disney characters often move in exact synchronization with the music, even when
they aren't dancing. (As we have seen, such exactness was possible because the
sound track was recorded before the drawings were made.) Matching movement to
music came to be known as Mickel'-Mousirtg.
Films other than musicals and cartoons exploit correspondences among musical and pictorial rhythms. Michael Mann's The Last of the Mohicotts culminates in
a chase and a fight along a mountain ridge. Alice has been captured by the renegade
Magr-ra, and Hawkeye, Uncas, and Chingachgook race up the trail to rescue her. We
might expect, then, the standard thunderous action score, but what we hear is a
quick, grave Scottish dance, initially played on fiddle, mandolin, and harpsichord.
The tune was heard in an earlier dance scene at the fort, so it functions to recall the
two couples' romances, but here it gives the scene a propulsive energy. Hand-tohand struggles stand out against the throbbing music. Eventually, the theme swells
to the full orchestra, but the same implacable beat governs the action. When Alice
hovers on the cliff edge, about to jurnp off, somber chords repeat a seesaw pulse, as
if time is standing still.
At the scene's climax, Chingachgook sprints urgently into the fray, and faster
musical figures played by stringed instruments recall the early dance tune. His attack on Maglla consists of four precise blows from his battle-axe; each blow coincides with the third beat in a series of musical measures. In the final moment of

combat, the two warriors stand frozen opposite each other. The shot lasts three
beats. On the fourth beat, Chingachgook launches the fatal blow. As Magua topples
over, the music's pulse is replaced by a sustained string chord. Tlte Lo,st of the Mohiccuts has synchronized dance music with visual rhythms, but the result doesn't
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feel like Mickey-Mousing. The throbbing a/+ meter, the accented beats, and the
leaping melody give the heroes' precise movements a choreographic grace.

Rhythm in Sound and Image: Disparities The filmmaker may also choose to
create a disparity among the rhythms of sound, editing, and image. One of the most
common options is to edit dialogue scenes in ways that cut against natural speech
rhythms. In our specimen of dialogue overlap from John McTiernan's The Hunt for
Red October (1 .9-1.11), the editing does not coincide with accented beats, cadences, or pauses in the officer's speech. Thus, the editing smoothes over the

changes of shot and emphasizes the words and facial expressions of Captain
Ramius. If a filmmaker wants to emphasize the speaker and the speech, the cuts
usually come at pauses or natural stopping points in the line. McTiernan uses this
sort of rhythmic cutting at other points in the film.
The filmmaker may contrast the rhythm of sound and picture in more noticeable
ways. For instance, if the source of sound is primarily offscreen, the filmmaker can utihze the behavior of onscreen figures to create an expressive countenhythm. Toward the
end of John Ford's She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, the aging cavalry captain, Nathan Brittles, watches his troops ride out of the fort just after he has retired. He regrets leaving
the service and desires to go with the patrol. The sound of the scene consists of two elements: the cheerful title song sung by the departing riders, and the quick hoofbeats of
their horses. Yet only a few of the shots show the horses and singers, who ride at a
rhythm matched to the sound. Instead, the scene concentrates our attention on Brittles,
standing almost motionless by his own horse. The contrast of brisk musical rhythm and
the static images of the solitary Brittles functions expressively to emphasize his regret
at having to stay behind for the first time in many years.
At times, accompanying music might even seem rhythmically inappropriate to
the images. At intervals in Four l{ights of a Dreanter Robert Bresson presents shots
of a large, floating nightclub cruising the Seine. The boat's movement is slow and
smooth, yet the sound track consists of lively calypso music. (Not until a later scene
do we discover that the music comes from a band aboard the boat.) The strange
combination of fast sound tempo with the slow passage of the boat creates a lan-

guorous, mysterious effect.
Jacques Tati does something similar rn Plalt Time. In a scene outside a Parisian
hotel, tourists climb aboard a bus to go to a nightclub. As they file slowly up the
steps, raucous jazzy music begins. The music startles us because it seems inappropriate to the images. In fact, it primarily accompanies action in the next scene, in
which some carpenters awkwardly carrying a large plateglass window seem to be
dancing to the music. By starting the fast music over an earlier scene of slower visual rhythm, Tati creates a comic effect and prepares for a transition to a new locale.
In Chris Marker's La Jetde, the contrast between image and sound rhythms
dominates the entire film . La Jetde is made Lrp almost entirely of still shots; except
for one tiny gesture, all movement within the images is eliminated. Yet the film utilizes voice-over narration, mllsic, and sound effects of a generally rapid, constantly
accented rhythm. Despite the absence of movement, the film doesn't seem Llncinematic, partly because it offers a dynamic interplay of audio-visual rhythms.
These examples suggest some of the ways in which rhythms may be combined.

But of course, most fihns also vary their rhythms from one point to another.
A change of rhythm may function to shift our expectations. In the famous battle on
the ice rn Alexancler lr{evsrc1\, Sergei Eisenstein develops the sound from slow tempos to fast and back to slow. The first 12 shots of the scene show the Russian army
anticipating the attack of the German knights. The shots are of moderate length, and

they contain very little movement. The music is comparably slow, consisting of
short, distinctly separated, chords. Then, &s the German army rides into sight over
the hortzon, both the visual movement and the tempo of the music increase quickly,
and the battle begins. At the end of the battle, Eisenstein creates another contrast
with a long passage of slow, lamenting music and majestic tracking shots but little
figure movement.
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Fidelity

7.18

Nondietetic sound eftects create
Million by creatin-9 a srlrt of
auclio-visual plln.

corrredy in Le

"[Sound] doesn't have to be in-yourface, traditional, big sound effects.
You can especially say a lot about

the film with ambiences-the sounds
for things you don't see. You can say
a lot about where they are
Beographically, what time of day it is,
what part of the city they're in, what
kind of country they're in, the season
it is. lf you're going to choose a
cricket, you can choose a cricket not
for strictly geographic reasons. lf
there's a certain cricket that has a
beat and a rhythm to it, it adds to
the tension of a scene.

-

Gary Rydstrom, sound editor

By,frdelit\', we don't mean the quality of recording. In our sense, fidelity refers to
the extent to which the soLlnd is faithful to the source els we conceive it. If a film
shows Lrs a barking dog and we hear a barking noise, that sound is faithful to its
soLlrce; the sound maintains fidelity. But if the image of the barking dog is accompanied by the sound of a cat meowing, there enters a disparity between sound and
image-a lerck of fidelity.
From oLrr standpoint, fidelity has nothing to do with what originally made the
sound in production. As we have seen, the filmrnaker nray manipulate sound independently of image. Accompanying the image of a dog with the meow is no rnore
difficult than accompanying the image with a bark. If the viewel'takes the sound to
be coming from its source in the diegetic world of the film, then it is taithful, regardless of its actual source in production.
Fidelity is thLls purely a matter of expectation. Even if our dog emits a bark on
screen, perhaps in production the bark came from a different dog or was electronically synthesized. We do not know what laser guns really sound like, but we accept
the whang they make in Retum o.f the Jecli as plausible. (ln production, their sound
wils made by hammerin..q gLry wires that anchored a radio tower.)
When we do become awelre that a soLlnd is unfaithful to its solrrce, that erwareness is usually used for comic effect. In JacqLles Thti's Mr. Hulot's Holid(n', much humor arises from the opening and closing of a dining roonl door. Instead of sinrply
recording a real door, Tati inserts a twanging sound like a plucked cello string each
time the door swings. Aside from being amusing in itself, this sound functions to emphasize the rhythmic patterns created by waiters and diners passing through the door.
Because many of the jokes in Mr. Hulot',s Holiclav and other Tati filnrs elre betsed on
quirkily unfaithful noises, his films are good specimens for the study of sound.
As with low- or high-angle framings, we have no recipe that will allow us to
interpret every manipulation of fidelity as comic. Some nonfaithful sounds have serious functions. In Alfred Hitchcock's The Thirty-Nine Srep,s, a landlady discovers
a corpse in an apartment. A shot of her screaming firce is acconrpanied by a train
whistle; then the scene shifts to an actual train. Though the whistle is not a farithful
sound for an irnage of a screaming person, it provides a dramatic transition.
In some cases, fidelity may be manipulated by a chan._qe in volume. A st-lund
may seem unreasonably loud or soft in relation to other sounds in the filrn. Curtis
Bernhardt's Po,T.se.s:;ecl alters volume in ways that are not faithful to the sollrces. The
central character is gradually falling deeper into mental illness. In one scene she is
alone. highly distrar"rght.in her room on a rainy ni-ght, and the narration restricts us
to her range of knowledge. But sound devices enable the nurration to achieve subjective depth as well. We begin to hear things as she does; a ticking clock and dripping raindrops gradually magnify in volume. Here the shift in fidelity functions to
sLtggest a psychological state, a movement from the charncter's heightened percep-

tion into sheer hallucinattion.

Space
Sor-rnd hers a spatial dimension because it comes from asout'ce. Our beliefs about
that soLlrce have a powerful effect on how we Llnderstand the sound.

Diegetic Versus Nondiegetic Sound For purposes of analyzing narrutive fornr,
we described events takin-9 place in the story world as cliegetic' (p.76). For this reelson, diegetic sound is soLlnd that has a soLlrce in the story world. The words spoken by the characters, sounds made by objects in the story, and music represented
as colning from instruments in the story space are all diegetic sound.
Diegetic sound is ofien hard to notice as such. It rnay seem tr-r come naturally
from the world of the film. Br"rt as we saw in the seqLrence of the Pin-g-Portg game
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in Mr. Hulot's Holiclay, when the game becomes abruptly quiet to allow us to hear
action in the foreground, the filmmaker may manipulate diegetic sound in ways that
aren't at all realistic.
Alternatively, there is nondiegetic sound, which is represented as coming from
a source outside the story world. Music added to enhance the film's action is the
most common type of nondiegetic sound. When Roger Thornhill is climbing Mount
Rushmore tn ltlorth by Northw,e.st and tense music comes up, we don't expect to see
an orchestra perched on the side of the mountain. Viewers understand that movie
rrutsic is a convention and does not issue from the world of the story. The same
holds true for the so-called omniscient narrator, the disembodied voice that gives us
information but doesn't belong to any of the characters in the film. An example is
The Magntficent Ambersons, in which the director, Orson Welles, speaks the
nondiegetic narration.
Nondiegetic sound effects are also possible. In Le Million, various characters
all pursue an old coat with a winning lottery ticket in the pocket. The chase converges backstage at the opera, where the characters race and dodge around one an-

other, tossing the coat to their accomplices. But instead of putting in the sounds
corning from the actr-ral space of the chase, director Ren6 Clair fades in the sounds
of a football game. Becallse the maneLlvers of the chase do look like a scrimmage,
with the coat serving as a ball, this enhances the comedy of the sequence (7.18). Although we hear a crowd cheering and a referee's whistle, we do not assume that the
characters present are making these sounds.
Entire films may be made with completely nondiegetic sound tracks. Conner's
A Movie, Kenneth Anger's Sc'orpio Rising, and Derek Jarman's War Recluiem use
only nondiegetic music. Similarly, many compilation documentaries include no
diegetic sound; instead, o niscient voice-over commentary and orchestral music
guide our response to the images.
As with fidelity, the distinction between diegetic and nondiegetic sound doesn't
depend on the real soLlrce of the sound in the filmmaking process. Rather, it depends on our understanding of the conventions of film viewing. We know that certain sounds are represented as coming from the story world, while others are
represented as coming from outside the space of the story events. Such viewing
conventtons are so common that we usually do not have to think about which type
of sound we are hearing at any moment.
At many times, however, a film's narration deliberately blurs boundaries between different spatial categories. Such a play with convention can be used to puzzle or surprise the audience, to create humor or ambiguity, or to achieve other

7J9 In Hi.s Girl

Fridtry. Hildy soes into
the pressroom to write her final strlry. As
she chats with the other reprlrters, a klucl
clunk comes f}orl an offscreen source, and
they -ulance to the lefi.

7.2O Hildy atnd another reporter wulk to
thewinclow...

purposes.

Resources of Diegetic Sound We know that the space of the narrative action
isn't limited to what we can see on the screen at any one moment. The same
thing holds true for sound. In the last shot of our The Hunt.for Recl Oc'tober
scene, we hear the officer speaking while we see a shot of just Captain Ramius,
listening (7.1 I ). Early in the attack on the village in The Seven Santurui, we,

along with the samurai, hear the hoofbeats of the bandits'horses before we see
a shot of them. These instances remind us that diegetic sound can be either onscreen or o.ffscreen, depending on whether its source is inside the frame or outside the frame.
Offscreen sound is crr-rcial to our experience of a film, and filmmakers know
that it can save time and money. A shot may show only a couple sittin-g together in
airplane seats, but if we hear a throbbing engine, other passengers chatting, and the
creak of a beverage cart, we'll conjure Llp a plane in flight. Offscreen sound can create the ilh"rsion of a bigger space than we will ever actually see. It can also shape
oLrr expectations about how a scene will develop (7.19-7.21). Used with opticarl
point-of-view shots, offscreen sound can create restricted nerrrertion, guiding us to
become awal'e of what characters are noticing. (See'A Closer Look.")
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7.21

. . . ancl see il -slalklws being
preparecl for a han-ciin.u.

OFFSCREEN SOUND AND OPTICAL POINT OF VIEW:
The Money Exchange in Jackie Br n
OpticaI point-of-view cutting can be

optical subjectivity and

very powerful, as we saw in examining
Shadow of a Doubt at the beginning of

sound, because these techniques are
crucial in making the triple play clear
to the aud ience. They also serve to

this book (pp. 3-7). Now we're in a posi-

tion to see-and hear-how it can be
coordinated with onscreen and off-

contrast the squabbling, inept gobetweens whom Ordell is relying on

screen sound. Quentin Tarantino's Jackie

and the self-possessed Jackie and Max.

Brown offers an itluminating example
because, somewhat in the spirit of our
sequence from Letter from Siberia (pp.
265-266), it runs the same sequence of

The first run-through confines us to
Jackies ranSe of knowledge. She tries

actions three times, with varying sound
tracks. Unlike Chris Markers film, however, Jackie Brown shows the scene as

different characters experience it.
Jackie is supposed to deliver over
hatf a miltion dollars in cash to the danSerous arms dealer Ordett. Ordelt has
sent his girlfriend, Melanie, and his
partner, Louis, to pick up the money

from a fitting room in a dress

shop.

Jackie, however, is playing her own
game. She's agreed to hetp federal
agents arrest Ordel[, but she's also recruited the baiI bondsman Max Cherry
to hetp her switch shopping bags and
leave Ordell with a few bitts and plenty

of

towels.

Th

is story action is

pre-

sented three times in the p[ot, each
time adding a layer to our understanding of whati realty happening. lt would
be worthwhile to study the careful au-

ditory touches in these three sequences, such as the replay of the
shop's Muzak and the delicate Foley
work on footsteps, fabric, and other
noises. Here we'[[ concentrate on

7.22

The first run-through: The sales clerk tells Jackie, "Wow,
you look really cool!"
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offscreen

7.21

on a pantsuit, and the saleswoman
says, "Wow, you took rea[[y coo[!"
17.221. Jackie goes back to the fitting
rooms and waits for Melanie. We hear
Melanie arrive offscreen, and Tarantino
shows us her shoes from Jackie's view-

point. After Melan ie has [eft, Jackie
repacks the money in a shopping bag
she leaves in the cubicle and hurries
out. She hastily pays the sales clerk,

who cal[s after her, "n/ait, your
change!" and waves her bitls

(7.231.

Jackie rushes out to the ma[[ and summons the federa[ agents, shouting that

Melanie stole the b.g from her.
Tarantino flashes back to an earlier
phase of the action, with Louis and
Melanie arriving at the shop. As the
camera follows them (7.24, 7.251, we
hear the saleswoman say from offscreen, "Wow, you look real[y coo[!"
The camera pans to Jackie and the clerk
17.261. The offscreen sound has motivated showing this dialogue again, and
its unnatura[ loudness assures that we

understand that we're entering the
at a point we've a[ready witnessed. Louis and Melanie try to look

scene

After Jackie has left the money in the fitting room, she
hurries aw&), pretending to be distraught. The clerk calls after
her, "Wait, your change!"

inconspicuous, with Melanie distracted

shifting attention between the two

by )ackie's striking outfit. When Melanie
teases Louis about his nervousness, he
twists her arm, and she b[urts out, "Hey,
would you let gol'.' lt^7.271.
Tarantino now uses offscreen sound

conversations.

to test Louis'dutt wits. Louis looks
down at the shirts hes riffling through
(7.281, and we hear an offscreen phone

ring. Louis doesn't look up, but we are
given a shot of the clerk answering
17.291, What does get Louis' attention is
Metanie, who abruptty strides into the
fitting rooms. Looking uneasily this way
and that, Louis sees Max, whom he
dimty recognizes, and the two men exchange glances in shot/reverse shot.
Then Melanie hustles out of the fitting
rooms, and Louis catches up with her.
They leave quarreting about who should
carry the b.g.
The scene runs again, this time attaching us to Maxs range of knowledge.

The second version hinted at his pres-

ence in the shop, when the tracking
shot following Melanie and Louis glided
past him in the foreground (7.24). We
see h im enter and browse, W? iting
calmly for the scam to begin. Once
more Jackie comes out wearing the outfrt, and the sa[es c[erk says, "Wow, you
look really cool!" but now the exchange
is observed from Max s point of view
(7.30, 7.3U. The sound track fades out
the diatogue between the clerk and
Jackie and fades up the quarrel between

Metanie and Louis. Max turns his atten-

tion to them, and then back to Jackie
and the cterk. Here the sound mixing
is quite subjective, conveying Max's

While Max is watching the action at
the counter, we hear Louis and Melanie
quarreling, and this motivates another

switch in Max s attention, in time f or
him to observe her exctaiming, "Hey,
would you let gol" 17.12, 7.331. The ringing phone drives his eyes back to the
clerk 17.14,7.351, but he keeps Metanie
in mind, too. A little before Louis notices, Max sees Melanie set off on her
mission. Louis clumsily scans the shop,
but Max is calm and purposeful. Each
offscreen sound snaps his attention to
what is cruciaI to the plan. After
Metanie and Louis teave, it's through
Max's eyes that we see Jackies departure, with the shopwoman calling,
"Wait, your change!" (7.36). Max pauses,

then heads for the fitting room to retrieve the shopping bag and the fortune.
By repeating key actions, noises, and
lines of dialogue, the reptays lay out the
mechanics of the exchange cogentty.
The variations between the second and

third sequences atlow Tarantino to
characterize the thieves. Max is more
alert than Louis and Metanie, and offscreen sounds prompt him to shift his

attention precise[y. Moreover, each version of story events is nested neatly inside the next one: Jackie and the clerk,
then Jackie and the clerk watched by
Melanie and Louis, then a[[ the others
watched by Max, who completes the

money exchange. Sound and image
work together to pee[ back each layer
and expand our appreciation of )ackie's
intricate double-cross.

7.24 The second version: As Melanie and Louis head toward
the shop, the camera tracks rightward with them, passing Max
Cherry in the foreground.

7.25 As Melanie and Louis approach, we hear, "Wow, you look
really cool!" fairly softly.
78r

The camera pans to pick up Jackie and tlre clerk, as Jackie
says she'll buy the outfit. Now the dialogue is louder and clearer,
emphasiz.ing that this is a repetition of the scene we've just
witnessed. Compare I .22.

7.27

7.28

a

7.29

killing tirne in the

7.11

7.26

Louis hrowses through shirts. At the end of the shot.
telephone rings otfscreen.

7.30

Third rtrn-through: Pretending to be
shop. Max turns his attention to Jackie . .
.

282

Quarreling at the garment racks, Louis grabs Melernie's
arm and she snaps, "Hey, would yoll let go!"

The clerk answers the phone, but this isn't Louis's point of
view; it's close to what he might have seen if he ltocl looked up.

just as the clerk cxclairns, "Wow, you look really
cool !" The repeated line anchors ns in action we know. The
framing from Max's optical point of view verries what we sitw in
I .22 and I .26.

7.12

After Jackie leaves for the changing room' Max shifts his
attention to Melanie and Louis, in time to hear her say, "Hey,

7.31

His switch in attention is conveyed through a point-ofview shot. Compare I .27
.

would yoLl let go!"

7.34 Max has been studying the couple. but the sound

of

a

ringing phone offscreen makes hirn shift his glance.

7.35

The clerk answers the phone. (Compare7.29). This
diversion impels Melanie to seize the moment and stride into the
changing room. watched by Max and, eventually, Louis.

7.36

Atier the bogus switch has been made. Jackie comes out
and hurries to the counter. Max watches the transaction, and from

his point of view we see Jackie rush off, with the clerk calling
after, "'Wait. your change!" Compare 7.23. Now Max walks to the
counter. His approach will be presented. in keeping with the rest
of the sequence, as his optical point-of-view.
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CHAPTER 7

Stagecoach.
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7.38

Stogecoach.

7,39

Stagecoach.

Sometimes offscreen sound can make the film's narration less restricted. In
John Ford's Stagecoach, the stagecoach is desperately fleeing from a band of
Indians. The ammunition is running out, and all seems lost until a troop of cavalry
suddenly arrives. Yet Ford does not present the situation this baldly. He shows a
medium close-up of one of the passengers, Hatfield, who has just discovered that
he is down to his last bullet (7.37). He glances off right and raises his gun (7.38).
The camera pans right to a woman, Lucy, praying. During all this, orchestral music, including bugles, plays nondiegetically. Unseen by Lucy, the gun comes into
the frame from the left as Hatfield prepares to shoot her to prevent her from being

7.4O

7.41

Stagecoach.

Stagecoac'h.

captured by the Indians (7.39). But before he shoots, an offscreen gunshot is heard,
and Hatfield's hand and gun drop down out of the frame (7.40). Then bugle music
becomes somewhat more prominent. Lucy's expression changes as she says, "Can
you hear it? Can yoLl hear it? It's a bugle. They're blowing the charge" (7.41). Only
then does Ford cut to the cavalry itself racing toward the coach.
Rather than showing the cavalry riding to the rescue, the film's narration uses
offscreen sound to restrict our awareness to the initial despair of the passengers and
their growing hope as they hear the distant sound. The sound of the bugle also
emerges imperceptibly out of the nondiegetic music. Only Lucy's line tells us that
this is a diegetic sound that signals their rescue , ?t which point the narration becomes far less restricted.
Diegetic sound harbors other possibilities. Often a filmmaker uses sound to
represent what a character is thinking. We hear the character's voice speaking his
or her thoughts even though that character's lips do not move; presumably, other
characters cannot hear these thoughts. Here the narration uses sound to achieve subjectivity, giving us information about the mental state of the character. Such spoken
thoughts are comparable to mental images on the visual track. A character may also
remember words, snatches of music, or events as represented by sound effects. In
this case, the technique is comparable to a visual flashback.
The use of sound to enter a character's mind is so common that we need to distinguish between internal and external diegetic sound. External diegetic sound is
that which we as spectators take to have a physical source in the scene. Internal
diegetic sound is that which comes from inside the mind of a character; it is subjective. Nondiegetic and internal diegetic sounds are often called sound over because they do not come from the real space of the scene. Internal diegetic sound
can't be heard by other characters.
In the Laurence Olivier version of Harnlet, for example, the filmmaker presents
Hamlet's famous soliloquies as interior monologues. Hamlet is the source of the
thoughts we hear represented as speech, but the words are only in his mind, not in
his objective sLlrroundings. David Lynch makes interior monologue a central device
in Dune, in which nearly every major character is given passages of internal

diegetic observations. These aren't lengthy soliloquies but rather brief phrases
slipped into pauses in normal conversation scenes. The result is an omniscient narration that unexpectedly plunges into mental subjectivity. The characters' voiced

Dimensions of FiLm Sound

thor"rghts sometimes interweave with the external dialogue so tightly that they
create a running commentary on a scene's action.
Recent films have reshaped the conventions of internal diegetic sound even
more. Now an inner monologue may not be signaled by close shots of a character
who's thinking, as rn Hantlet and Dune. Wong Kar-wai and Terrence Malick will
sometimes inject a character's voiced thoughts into scenes in which the character
isn't prominent, or even visible. As the voice of a paid killer reflects on his job in
Wong's Fallen Angels, we see distant shots of him mixed with several shots of the
woman who arranges his contracts. In Malick's The Thin Recl Line and The lllevv
World, characters are heard musing during lengthy montage sequences in which
they don't even appear. These floating monologues come to resemble a more traditional voice-over narration. This impression is reinforced when the inner monologue Llses the past tense, as if the action we're seeing onscreen is being recalled
from a later time.
A different sort of internal diegetic sound occurs in Wim Wenders's Wings of
Desire. Dozens of people are reading in a large public library (7.42). Incidentally,
this sequence also constitutes an interesting exception to the general rule that one
character cannot hear another's internal diegetic sound. The film's premise is that
Berlin is patrolled by invisible angels who can tune in to humans'thoughts. This is
a good example of how the conventions of a genre (here, the fantasy film) and the
film's specific narrative context can modify a traditional device.
To summarrze: sound may be diegetic (in the story world) or nondiegetic (outside the story world). If it is diegetic, it may be onscreen or offscreen, and internal

(subjective) or external (objective).

Playing with the Diegetic/Nondiegetic Distinction In most sequences, the
sources of the sounds are clearly diegetic or nondiegetic. But some films blur the
distinction between diegetic and nondiegetic sound, as we saw in the cavalry resclre scene from Stagecoach. Since we're used to identifying a sound's source easily, a film may try to cheat our expectations.
At the beginning of Mel Brooks's Blaz,ing Saddles, we hear what we think is
nondiegetic musical accompaniment for a cowboy's ride across the prairie-until he
rides past Count Basie and his orchestra. This joke depends on a reversal of our expectations about the convention of nondiegetic music. A more elaborate example is the
1986 musical version of Little Shop of Horrors. There a trio of female singers strolls
through many scenes, providing musical commentary on the action without any of the
characters noticing them. (To complicate matters, the three singers also appear in minor diegetic roles, and then they do interact with the main characters.)
More complicated is a moment in The Magnificent Ambersons when Welles
creates an unusual interplay between the diegetic and nondiegetic sounds. A prologue to the film outlines the background of the Amberson family and the birth of

7.42

As the carnera
tracks past the readers in
Wirtgs rf Desire, we hear
their thoughts as a
throbbing mLlrmur of
many volces rn many
languages.
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7.41 In this scc'ne fl'onr The Mogni.ficent
Arnber.s()n\, the woman with the teacup
rnukes a rcmar-k about Isabel Amherson's
futurechildren...

the son, George. We see a group of townswomen gossiping about the marriage of
Isabel Amberson, and one predicts that she will have "the worst spoiled lot of children this town will ever see" (7.43). This scene presents diegetic dialogue. After
this conversation ends, the nondiegetic narrator resumes his description of the family history. Over a shot of the empty street, he says, "The prophetess proved to be
mistaken in a single detail merely; Wilbur and Isabel did not have children. They
had only one." But at this point, still over the shot of the street, we hear the gossiper's voice again: "Only one! But I'd like to know if he isn't spoiled enough for
a whole carload" (7.44). After her line, the narrator goes on, 'Again, she for-rnd none
to challenge her. George Amberson Minifer, the Major's one grandchild, was a
princely terror." During this description, a pony cart comes up the street, and we see
George for the first time (7.45). In this exchange, the woman seems to reply to the
narrator, even though we must assume that she can't hear what he says. (After all,
she's a character in the story and he isn't.) Here Welles playfully departs from
conventional usage to emphasize the arrival of the story's main character and the
hostility of the townspeople to him.
This passage from The Magnfficent Ambersons juxtaposes diegetic and
nondiegetic sounds in a disconcerting way. In other films, a single sound may be
ambiguous because it could fall into either category. In the opening of Apocalypse
Now, the throbbings of the ceiling fan and the helicopter blades are clearly diegetic,
but Francis Ford Coppola accompanies these with The Doors' song "The End." This
might be taken either as a subjective part of the character's Vietnam fantasy or as
nondiegetic-an external commentary on the action in the manner of normal movie
mllslc.

7,44

. . .that the nondicgctic nirrriltor's
in the next sht'lt.

voicc- corrects

Similarly, at a major point in Paul Thomas Anderson's Magnolia, several characters are shown in different locations, each singing softly along with an Aimee
Mann song, "Wise Up." When the sequence begins in Claudia's apartment, the song
might be taken as diegetic and offscreen, since she has been listening to Aimee
Mann music in an earlier scene. But then Anderson cuts to other characters elsewhere singing along, even though they cannot be hearin-e the music in Claudia's
apartment. It would seem that the sound is now nondiegetic, with the characters accompanying it as they might do in a mLlsical. The sequence underlines the parallels
among several suffering characters and conveys an eerie sense of disparate people
for once on the same emotional wavelength. The sound also works with the crosscutting to pull the characters together before the climax, when their lives will

7.45

As the woman seeffls to reply to
the nrlrriltor'. Isahel's son moves into view.

converge more directly.
A more disturbing uncertainty about whether a sound is diegetic often crops Llp
in the films of Jean-Luc Godard. He narrates some of his films in nondiegetic voiceover, but in other films, such as Two or Three Things I Know About Her he seems
also to be in the story space, whispering questions or comments whose sound perspective makes them seem close to the camera. Godard does not claim to be a character in the action, yet the characters on the screen sometimes behave as though they
hear him. This uncertainty as to diegetic or nondiegetic sound sources enables
Godard to stress the conventionality of traditional sound usage.

Sound and Perspective One characteristic of diegetic sound is the possibility of
suggesting the sound perspective. This is a sense of spatial distance and location
analogous to the cues for visual depth and volume that we get with visr-ral perspective. "I like to think," remarks sound designer Walter Murch, "that I not only record
a sound but the space between me and the sound: The subject that generates the
sound is merely what causes the surroLlnding space to resonate."
Sound perspective can be suggested by volume. A loud sound tends to seem
near: a soft one, more distant. The horses'hooves in the Seven Sarnurai battle and
the bugle call from Stagecoach exemplify how rising volume suggests closer distance. Sound perspective is also created by timbre. The combination of directly registered sounds and sounds reflected from the environment creates a tirnbre specific

I)irnerrsiorts o/ Filrn Sor,urd

with echoes. In The Magthe conversations that take place on the baroqr"re staircase have
a distinct echo, giving the impression of hu-ee, empty spaces around the characters.
Multichannel recording and reproduction tremendor"rsly increase the filmrnaker's ability to su-9gest sound perspective. In most 35mm theaters equipped with
rnultitrack sound systerns, three speakers are located behind the screen. The center
speaker trarnsmits most of the onscreen dialo-gue, as well as the rnost important effects and nrusic. The left and right speakers are stereophonic, carryin.-e not only important dialoglre br-rt also sound effects, music' and minor dialogLle. These channels
can sug-qest a region of sound within the trame or jr-rst offscreen. Surround channels
principally carry rrinor sound effbcts and some music, and they are divided among
several speakers arran-eed along the sides arnd in the back of the theater.
By using stereophonic and surround tracks, a film can more strongly imply a
sorrnd's distance and placement. In farrcical comedies such as The Naked Gun and
Hot Shots, stereophonic sound can sLlggest collisions and falls or-rtside the frarne.
Withor"rt the -greater localization offbred by the stereophonic channels,, we might
scan the frame for sources of the sounds. Even the center channel can be used to localize an offscreen object. In the climactic scene of The Fugitive, Richard Kimble
is sneaking up on the friend who has betrayed him., and he reaches down past the
lower frerme line. As he slides his errm to the right, a rolling clank in the center track
tells us that there is an iron bar at his feet.
In addition, stereo reproduction cirn specify a moving sound's direction. In
David Lean's Lctvt'rence o.f'Arabia, for instarnce. the approach of planes to bomb a
camp is first suggested through a rumble occurring only on the right side of the
screen. Lawrence and an officer look off right. and their dialogue identifies the source
of the sound. Then, when the scene shifts to the besieged camp itself, the sound slides
from channel to chatnnel, sug-gestin.-g the planes swooping overhead.
With stereophonic and surround channels, a remarkably convincing threedirnensional sound environment may be created within the theater. Sound soLlrces
can alter in position as the camera pans or tracks through a locale. The Star War.s
series Llses multiple-channel sound to sLlggest space vehicles whizzing not only
across the screen but also above and behind the spectators.
Like other techniques, sound localization in the theater needn't be used for realistic purposes. Apocullp.se Now'divides its six-track sound among three channels
in the rear of the theater and three in the front. In the film's first seqllence,, mentioned
above, the protagonist Ben Willard is seen lying on his bed. Shots of his feverish face
are superirlposed on shots of U.S. helicopters dropping napalrn on the Vietnamese
jungle. The sound oscillates between internal and external status, ?S Willard's mind
turns the whoosh of a ceiling fern into the whir of helicopter blades. These subjective
sounds issue from both the front and back of the theater', en-qLllfin-g the audience.
Abruptly, a POV shot tracking toward the window suggests that Willard has
his feet etnd is walkin-e.As the camerel rnoves, the noises fade from all rear
-eotten to
speakers and become concentrated in the front ones at screen lefi. right, and center.
Then, nS Willard's hand opens the venetian blinds to reveal his vision of the street
ontsicle, the sound fzrdes out of the left and ri-9ht front speakers and cotnes only from
the center channel. Onr attention hars been narrowed: as we leave Willarrd's rnind.
the sound steers Lrs back to the outside world, which is rendered as Llnrealistically
tnonophonic. In additiorr, the disparity in acoustic dimensions suggests that the protagonist's wrelparound memory ofjungle destruction is more powerful than the palto

a._eiven distance. Timbre effects are most noticeable

rti.ftc'ent Arnberson,s,

lid environment of Saigon.

Time
Sor-rnd also pennits the filrnmaker to represent tirne in various ways. This is because
the titne represented on the sound track may or may not be the same as that represented in the irnage.
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The most straightforward audio-visual relations involve sound-image synchro-

nization. The matching of sound with image in projection creates synchronous
sound. In that case, we hear the sound at the same time as we see the source produce the sound. Dialogue between characters is normally synchronized so that the
lips of the actors move at the same time that we hear the appropriate words.
When the sound does go out of synchronization during a viewing (often through
an effor in projection or lab work), the result is quite distracting. But some filmmakers have obtained imaginative effects by putting asynchronous, or out-of-sync,
sound into the film itself. One such effect occurs in a scene in the musical by Gene
Kelly and Stanley Donen, Singin' in the Rain. ln the early days of Hollywood sound
filming, a patr of silent screen actors have just made their first talking picture, The
Dueling Cat,alien Their film company previews the film for an audience at a theater.
In the earliest talkies, sound was often recorded on a phonograph disc to be played
along with the film, and the sound sometimes fell out of synchroni zatron with the
picture. This is what happens in the preview of The Dueling Cavalier As the film is
projected, it slows down momentarily, but the record keeps running. From this point,
all the sounds come several seconds before their sources are seen in the image. A
line of dialogue begins , then the actor's lips move. A woman's voice is heard when
a man moves his lips, and vice versa. The humor of this disastrous preview rn Singin'
in the Rain depends on our realization that the synchroni zatron of sound and ima-ee
is an illusion produced by mechanical means.
A lengthier play with our expectations about synchronization comes in Woody
Allen'sWhat's U1t, Tiger Lily?Allen has taken anAsian spy film and dubbed a new
sound track on, but the English-language dialogue is not a translation of the original. Instead, it creates a new story in comic juxtaposition with the original images.
Much of the humor results from our constant awareness that the words are not perfectly synchronized with the actors' lips. Allen has turned the usual problems of the
dubbing of foreign films into the basis of his comedy.
Synchronization relates to screen duration, or viewing time. As we have seen in
Chapter 3, narrative films can also present story and plot time. To recall the distinction: story time consists of the order, duration, and frequency of all the events
pertinent to the narrative, whether they are shown to us or not. Plot time consists of
the order, duration, and frequency of the events actually represented in the film. Plot
time shows us selected story events but skips over or only suggests others.
Story and plot time can be manipulated by sound in two principal ways. If the
sound takes place at the same time as the image in terms of the story events, it is
simultaneous sound. This is by far the most common usage. When characters
speak onscreen, the words we hear ate occurring at the same moment in the plot's
action as in story time.
But it is possible for the sound we hear to occur earlier or later in the story than
the events we see in the image. In this manipulation of story order, the sound becomes nonsimultaneous. The most common example of this is the sonic flashback.
For instance, we might see a character onscreen in the present but hear another
character's voice from an earlier scene. By means of nonsimultaneous sound, the
film can give us information about story events without presenting them visually.
And nonsimultaneous sound may, like sirnultaneous sound, have either an external
or an internal source-that is, a source in the objective world of film or the subjective realms of the character's mind.

So temporal relationships in the cinema can get complicated. To help distinguish them, Table 7.2 sums up the possible temporal and spatial relationships that
image and sound can display.

Diegetic Sound Because the first and third of these possibilities

are rate, we start

by commenting on the second, most common, option.

2.

Souncl sinutltaneous in story vvith inmge. This is by far the most common
temporal relation that sound has in fiction films. Noise, music, or speech that
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Space

Diegetic
(Story space)

l. Nonsimultaneous; sound
from earlier in story than

2. Sound simultaneous in

External: dia[og, effects, music

Sound marked as simultaneous
with images put over images
(e.9., narrator describing events
in present tense)

lnternal: thoughts of character
heard
3. Nonsimultaneous; sound

Nondiegetic

(Nonstory space)

Sound marked as past put over
images (e.9., sound of John
Kennedy speech put over images of United States today)

story with image

from later in story than image

of Source

Sound flashback; image flashforward; sound bridge

rmage

Sound of flashforward; image
flashback with sound continuing in the present; character
narrates earlier events; sound
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Sound marked as later put
over images (e.9., reminiscing
narrator of fhe Magnificent
Ambersons)

bridge

comes from the space of the story almost invariably occurs at the same time
as the image. Like any other sort of diegetic sound, simultaneous sound can
be either external (objective) or internal (subjective).

l.

Sound earlier in story than image. Here the sound comes from an earlier
point in the story than the action currently visible onscreen. A clear example
occurs at the end of Joseph Losey's Accident. Over a shot of a driveway gate,
we hear a car crash. The sound represents the crash that occurred at the beginning of the film. Now if there were cues that the sound was internal-that
is, that a character was recalling it-it would not strictly be coming from the
past, since the ntemory of the sound would be occurring in the present. Late
rn The Sixth Sense, for example, the protagonist recalls a crucial statement
that his young patient had made to him, causing him to realize something that
casts most of the previous action in an entirely new light. The boy's voice is
clearly coming from the protagonist's mind at the moment of his recollection. But in the scene from Accident, no character is remembering the scene,
so we have a fairly pure case of a sonic flashback. In this film, an unrestricted
narration makes an ironic final comment on the action.
Sound may belong to an earlier time than the im age in another way. The
sound from one scene may linger briefly while the image is already presenting the next scene. This common device is called a sound bridge. Sound
bridges of this sort may create smooth transitions by setting up expectations
that are quickly confirmed, as in a scene change in Jonathan Demm e's The
Silence of the Lambs (7 .46, 7 .47).
Sound bridges can also make our expectations more uncertain. In Tim
Hunter's The River's Eclge, three high-school boys are standing outside
school, and one of them confesses to having killed his girlfriend. When his
pals scoff, he says, "They don't believe me." There is a cut to the dead girl
lying in the grass by the river, while on the sound track we hear one of his
friends respond to him by calling it a qazy story that no one will believe. For
an instant, we cannot be sure whether a new scene is starting or we are seeing
a cutaway to the corpse, which could be followed by a shot returning to the
three boys at school. But the shot dwells on the dead girl, and after a pause,

7.46 One scene of The Silence of the
Lantbs ends with Clarice Starling on the
telephone, as she mentions a location
called the "Your Self Storage facility . . ."

7.47

. . . and her voice continues,

right or"rtside central Baltimore" over the
first shot of the next scene, the sign for the
Your Self warehouse.
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we hear, with a different soLrnd arnbience, "If you brought us . . ." Then there
is a cut to a shot of the three yor-rths walking throu-qh the woods to the river,
as the same character continues, ". . . all the way out here for nothin,_.g. . . ."
The friend's rel-l-lark abor"rt the crazy story belongs to arn earlier time than the
shot of the corpse, and it is used as ern unsettling sound bridge to the new
scene.

3.

luter in.stort thurt irnuge. NonsirnultaneclLls soLrnd nray also occur at ar
time later than that depicted by the irnages. Here we are to take the in-rages ars
occuning in the past and the sound as occurring in the present or future.
A simple prototype occurs in nlany trial dranras. The testilnony of a witness in the present is heard on the sound track, while the inrage presents ar
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flashback to an earlier event. The seune eftect occLlrs when the film enrploys a
relniniscing narrator., as in John Ford's HovvGreerr Wu:; Mv Vtlley. Aside
from a glirttpse at the beginning, we do not see the protitgonist HLlw as rr
man, only als a boy, but his naln'ation acconlparnies the bulk of the plot, which
is set in the distant past. Huw's present-time voice on the sound track creates
a strong sense of nostalgia for the perst and constarntly reminds us of the pathetic decline that the characters will eventually suffer.
Since the late 1960s, it has becortre sornewhat c:onlnon for the sound
frorn the next scene to begin while the images of the last one arre still on the
screen. Like the instances mentioned above, this trarnsitional device is ar soturcl
briclge. In Wim Wenders's Anteri('un F'rierrcL a nighttirne shot of a little boy
riding in the back seatt of a car is accorrpar)ied by a harsh clackin-9. There is a
cr"rt to a railroad station, where the tinretable board flips through its rnetal
cards listing tirnes and destinations. Since the sound over the shot of the boy
comes from the later scene, this portion is l)onsimultaneous.
If the sound bridge isn't irnmediately identifiable, it can sr.rrprise or disorient the etudience, as in the Anrericutt F'rierttl transition. A lnore reco-sinizable
sonic lead-in can create n-role clear-cut expectations about what we will see in
the next scene. Federico Fellini's 8t/z takes place in ar town faunous for its
health spa and natural sprirlgs, and several scenes harve shown an outdool'orchestra playing to entertairt the guests. Midway thror"rgh the filnr, a scene ends
with the closing of a window on a steanr bath. Near the end of the shot, we
hear atn orchestral version of the song "Blr-re Moon."'fhere is :.r cr-rt to eur orchestra playing the tune in the center of the town's shopping area. Even before
the new scene has estatblished the exact locale of the action, we can reasonably
expect that the musical brid,_ee is bringing us back to the public life of the spa.
In principle, one coLlld also have a soLrnd.flu.slt-.forw,urtl. The filrnrnaker
could, say, use the sounds that belon-g with scene 5 to accon-rpany the inrages
in scene 2.ln practice, such at technique is alrnost unknown. In Godard's
Buncl ofOutsiclers, the sor-rnd of a tiger's roarr is heard as sound over, r-lot as
sound off, several scertes betore we see the tiger. A nrore arnbigLloLls cerse can
be for-rnd in Godard's Cnrrtenrpt A husband and wif'e quarrel, and the scene
ends with her swimming out to sea while he sits quietly on a rock fonnation.
On the sound track, we hear her voice, closely rniked, reciting a letter in which
she tells him she has driven barck to Rome with arnother ntan. Since the husband has not yet received the letter, and perhaps the wife has not yet written
it, the letter and its recitation presumably come t}om a later p<-lint in the story.
Here the sound flash-forward sets up strong expectartions that a later scene
confirrns: We see the wife and the husband's rival stopping for ,_gas on the
road. In fact, we never see a scene in which the husbarnd receives the letter.

Nondiegetic Sound Most nondie-9etic souncl has no relevaurt temporal relationship to the story. When mood rnusic conres up over ar tense scene, it wrluld be irrelevant to ask if it is happenirtg at the seune tinre ars the irnages, since the rrtusic has
no existence in the world of the action. But occasionerlly., the filrnrnarker Llses a type
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of nondiegetic sound that does have a defined temporal relationship to the story.
Welles's narration rn The Magnificent Arnbersons, for instance, speaks of the action
as having happened in a long-vanished era of American history.
As we watch a film, we don't mentally slot each sound into each of these spatial
and temporal categories. But our categories do help us understand our viewing experience. They offer us ways of noticing important aspects of films-especially
films that play with our expectations about sounds. By becoming aware of the rich
range of possibilities, we're less likely to take a film's sound track for granted and
likelier to notice unusual sound manipulations.
At the start of Alain Resnais's Providence, we see a wounded old man. Suddenly, we are in a courtrooffi, where a prosecutor is interrogating a young man
(7.48). The scene then returns to the hunt, during which the old man was apparently
nrurdered (7.49). A cut returns us to the courtroom, where the prosecutor continues
his sarcastic questioning (7.50). The young man justifies his act by saying that the
man was dying and turning into an animal (7.51); tn J .49 we had seen the man's
hairy face and clawlike hands, so now we begin to see the links between the scenes.
The prosecutor pauses, astonished, 'Are you suggesting some kind of actual metamorphosis?" He pauses again, and a man's voice whispers, 'A werewolf." The prosecutor then asks, 'A werewolf, perhaps?" (7.52).
The whispered words startle us, for we cannot immediately account for them.
Are they whispered by an unseen character oflscreen? Are they subjective, conveying the thoughts of the prosecutor or witness? Are they perhaps even nondiegetic,
coming frorn outside the story world? Only much later in the film do we find out
whose voice whispered these words, and why. The whole opening of Providence
provides an excellent extended case of how a fihnmaker can play with conventions
about sound sources.
In the Proviclence sequence, we are aware of the ambiguity irnmediately, and it
points our expectations forward, arousing curiosity as to how the whisperer can be identified. The fihnmaker can also use sound to create a retrospective awareness of how we
have misinterpreted something earlier. This occurs in Francis Ford Coppola's The Conversatiort, a fihn that is virtually a textbook on the n-ranipulation of sound and image.
The plot centers on Harry Caul, a sourtd engineer specializing in surveillance.
Harry is hired by a rtrysterious corporate executive to tape a conversaticln betweell
a young tnan atrd wolllan irt a nclisy park. Harry cleans up the garbled tape, but
when he goes to turu over the copy to his client, he suspects foul play aud refuses
to relinquish it.
Now Harry obsessively replays, refilters, and remixes all his tapes of the conversation. Flashback irnages of the couple-perhaps in his memory, perhaps not-

7.48

The prosecuting attorney in Pntviclertce qr-restions a miut
of nrurder . .

accused

.

7.49

. . . and we see the accr-rsed coufronting the old rrri.ul who
was killed.
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75O The prosecutor is seen again

7.51

and then the accused man, who explains his actions.

7.52

The prosecutor seems to respond to a mysterious
whispered voics-"{ werewolf'-that no one else hears.

accompany his reworking of the tape. Finally, Harry arrives at a good dub, and we
hear the man say, "He'd kill us if he could."
The overall situation is quite mysterious. Hany does not know who the young

couple are (is the woman his client's wife or daughter?). Nevertheless, Harry
suspects that they are in danger from the executive. Harry's studio is ransacked, the
tape is stolen, and he later finds that the executive has it. Now more than ever, Harry
feels that he is involved in a murder plot. After a highly ambiguous series of events,
including Harry's bugging of a hotel room during which a killing takes place, Harry
learns that the situation is not as he had thought.
Without giving away the revelation of the mystery, we can say that in The Conversation the narration misleads us by suggesting that certain sounds are objective
when at the film's end we are inclined to consider them subjective, or at least ambiguous. The film's surprise, and its lingering mysteries, rely on unsignaled shifts
between external and internal diegetic sound.
Providence and The Conversation show that distinguishing different types of
sound can help us analyze the patterns we find in movies. They and other examples
also suggest that our categories correspond fairly well to how viewers understand
what they hear. We tacitly learn to distinguish between diegetic and nondiegetic, internal and external, simultaneous and nonsimultaneous sound. We're surprised or
amused or puzzled when a sound crosses these boundaries. Because the distinctions
tally with our assumptions, the sound bumps in Providence, The Conversation, and
many other films can undermine our expectations, creating suspense or surprise or
ambiguity. The categories we've reviewed point to ways in which sound, often
without our awareness, shapes our experience of a film.

Functions of FiIm Sound:

A Man Escaped
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Functions of Film Sound: A ManEscaped
Robert Bresson's A Man Escaped (Un Condamnd d mort c'est 6chappi) illustrates
how a variety of sound techniques can function throughout an entire film. The story
takes place in France in 1943. Fontaine, a Resistance fighter arrested by the Germans, has been put in prison and condemned to die. But while awaiting his execution, he works at an escape plan, loosening the boards of his cell door and making
ropes. Just as he is ready to put his plan in action, a boy named Jost is put into his
cell. Deciding to trust that Jost is not a spy, Fontaine reveals his plan to him, and
they are both able to escape.
Throughout the film, sound has many important functions. As in all of his
films, Bresson emphasizes the sound track, rightly believing that sound may be just
as cinematic as images. At certain points in A Man Escaped, Bresson even lets his
sound technique dominate the image; throughout the film, we are compelled to /isten. Indeed, Bresson is one of a handful of directors who create a complete interplay
between sound and image.

Fontaine's Commentary
A key factor in guiding our perception of the action is the commentary spoken over
by Fontaine himself. The voice-over is nonsimultaneous, since it occurs at a time
later than the images. But it could be either internal or external sound, since we
never learn whether Fontaine is thinking back over these events or recounting them
to someone.
Fontaine's narration has several functions. The commentary helps clarify the
action, since certain temporal cues suggest how long Fontaine spends in prison. As
we see him workin g at his escape plan, his voice-over tells us, "One month of patient work and my door opened." At other points, he gives us additional indications
of time. His commentary is particularly important during the final escape scene,
where hours of action occupy only 15 minutes of viewing time and the narration is
narrowly limited to what Fontaine could know. Fontaine's voice calmly tells us of
his and Jost's patient, cautious progress toward freedom.
We receive other vital information through the commentary. Sometimes the
narration simply states facts: that the pin Fontaine obtains came from the women's
wing of the prison, or that certain prison officials' quarters were at various places
in the building. More strikingly, Fontaine often tells what his thoughts had been.
After being beaten and put in his first cell, he wipes the blood from his face and lies
down. On the track, we hear his voice sa!, "f'd have preferred a quick death." Often the actor does not register such thoughts visually.
At some points, the voice-over commentary even corrects an impression given
by the image. After Fontaine has been sentenced to death, he is led back to his cell
and flings himself down on the bed. We might take him to be crying, but the commentary says , "I laughed hysterically. It helped." Thus the commentary adds a degree of depth to the film's narration by allowing us glimpses into Fontaine's mental
states.

Yet at first much of the commentary may seem unnecessary, since it often tells
us something that we can also see in the image. In one scene, Fontaine wipes the
blood from his face (7.53), and his voice tells us, "I tried to clean up." Again and
again in the film, Fontaine describes his actions as we see him perform them or just
before or after them. But this use of sound is not redundantly supporting the visuals. One major function of the past-tense commentary and even the apparently redundant remarks is to emphasize the prison event as having already happened.
Instead of simply showing a series of events in the present, the commentary places
the events in the past.
Indeed, certain phrases emphasize the fact that the commentary is a remembering of events. As we see Fontaine lie down in his cell after having been beaten,

7.51 One of the earliest instances of
repetitive commentary in A Man Escaped,
as Fontaine tells us, "I tried to clean up."
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"I believe that I gave up and wept." as if the passage of time
has made him uncertain. After meeting another prisoner, Fontaine narrates,
"Terry was an exception; he was allowed to see his daughter. I learned this later."
Again we are aware that the meeting we see on the screen occLtn'ed at a point in
his commentary sayS,

the past.
Because of this difference in time between image and comrrentary, the narration indicates to us that Fontaine will eventually escape rather than be executed.
(The title also indicates this.) This final result of the narrative caLlse-effect chain is
known. As a result, our suspense is centered on the cotl.re{-not u'le ether Fontaine
will escape, but how he will escape. The film gr-rides oLrr expectations toward the
minute details of Fontaine's work to break out of prison. The commentary and the
sound effbcts draw our attention to tiny gestures and ordinary objects that becorne

crucial to the escape.
Furthennore, the narrative stresses that work alone is not enou-gh, that Fontaine
and the other prisoners can survive, both rnentally and physically, only throu.-sh
their efforts to help one another. Fontarine receives aid and comfort from his fellow
prisoners. His neighbor Blanchet gives him a blanket to rnake his ropes; another
prisoner who tries to escape, Orsini, provides him with vital information on how to
get over the walls. Finally, Fontairte hirnself rnust extend trust to his new cellnrate,
Jost, by taking him along in spite of suspicions that he may be a spy planted by the
Germans.

Sound Effects and Narration
The interplay between the sounds and irnages in A Mart Escaperl doesn't pertain
solely to the commentary. Bresson's etfort to focus oLlr attention on details works

with sound effects as well, where each object gains a specific tinrbre. ln the long
middle stretch of the film, in which Fontaine works on breakin..g through his door
and making the irnplements of escape, detail becomes particr"rlarly prollrinent. A

7.54

As Fontaine patiently sharpeus his
spoon handle into a chisel, the sinrple
franring and quiet background track allow
the scraping noise to become pronrinent.

close-up shows Fontaine's hands sharpening a spoon handle into a chisel; the lor.rd
scraping evokes the very feel of the nretal (7.54). We hear distinctly the rubbing of
the spoon against the boards of the door, the ripping of blankets with a razor to
make ropes, even the swish of straw against the floor as Fontaine sweeps Llp slivers
aware that such sounds could alert the guards to

of wood. We're intensely
Fontaine's activities.

7.55 At the start of the filur.

Bresson
renders Fontaine's first escape by keeping
the carnera in the car, as if waiting for him
to return. Throu-eh the back window we
glimpse hirn being led back to his captors.

'

"The eye solicited alone makes the
ear impatient, the ear solicited alone
makes the eye impatient. Use these
impatiences."

-

Robert Bresson, director

The concentration on details follows a general pattern in the narration of A Murt
Escapecl. The narration is rernarkably restricted. We learn nothing that Fontaine
doesn't know. As Fontaine looks around his cell for the fir'st time, his voice-over
narnes the items it contains-a slop bucket, a shelf, a window. Afier he rnentions
each, the camera moves to give Lrs a glirnpse of it. At another point, Fonterine hears
a strange sound outside his cell. He nroves to the door,, and we get a point-of-view
shot throu-eh the peephole in his door; a guard is windillg the crank of a skylight in
the hall. For the first time, Fontaine becotnes aware of the skylight, which eventually becomes his escape route.
At tirnes, we know even less than Fontaine does. When he artternpts to escape
from the car in the opening scene, the camera holds cln his empty seat and the other
prisoner rather than moving to follow hinr and show his recapture (7.55). Later, in
prison, Fontaine's neighbor Blanchet falls down during their daily walk to enrpty their
slop buckets. We first hear the sound of his fall as the camel'a rernains on a rnediurn
shot of Fontaine reacting in surprise. Then there is a cLlt to Blanchet as Fontaine
lnoves to help hinr up. While the image restricts our knowledge, the sound artticipates
and guides our expectations.
At times. sound in A Murt E.st'aperl -eoes beyond controlling the in'rage; sometirnes it partially replac'es it. Several of the film's scenes are so dark that sor;nd must

play a large part in conveying infonnartion about the arction. Afier Fontairte falls
asleep in prison for the first time, there is a fade-out. While the screen is still datrk,
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we hear his voice-over saying, "I slept so soundly, my guards had to awaken me."
This is followed by the loud rasp of a bolt and hinge. The light let in by the door
allows us to see a faint image of a guard's hand shaking Fontaine, and we hear a
voice tell him to get up. In general, the film contains many fade-outs in which the
sound of the next scene begins before the image does. By putting sound over a
black screen or dark image, Bresson allows the sound track an unusually prominent
place in his film.
The reliance on sound culminates in the final escape scene. During much of the
last sequence, the action takes place outdoors at night. There are no establishing
shots to give us a sense of the space of the roofs and walls that Fontaine and Jost
must scale. We get glimpses of gestures and settings, but often sound is our main
guide to what is happening. This has the effect of intensifying our attention greatly.
We must strain to understand the action from what we can glimpse and hear. We
judge the pair's progress from the church bells heard tolling the hour. The train outside the walls helps cover the noise the fugitives make. Each strange noise suggests
an unseen threat.

In one remarkable shot, Fontaine stands in darkness by a wall, listening to the
footsteps of a guard walking up and down offscreen. Fontaine knows that he must
kill this man if his escape is to succeed. We hear his voice-over explaining where
the guard is moving and mentioning how hard his own heart is beating. There is little movement. All we see is Fontaine's dim outline and a tiny reflection of light in
his eye (7.56). Again, throughout this scene, the sound concentrates our attention
on the characters' most minute reactions and gestures.

Sound Motifs
We've discussed how a filmmaker controls not only what we hear but also the qualities of that sound. In A Man Escaped, every object is assigned a distinct pitch. The
volume of sounds ranges from very loud to almost inaudible, &S the opening scene
illustrates. The first tew shots of Fontaine riding to prison in a car are accompanied
only by the soft hum of the motor. But as a streetcar blocks the road, Fontaine seeks
to use the streetcar's uproar to conceal his dash from the car. The moment Fontaine
leaps from the car, Bresson eliminates the streetcar noise, and we hear running feet
and gunshots offscreen. Latel in the final escape, the film alternates sounds offscreen (trains, bells, bicycle, and so on) with stretches of silence. The film's sparse
sound mix effectively isolates specific sounds for our attention.
Certain sounds not only are very loud but also have an echo effect added to give
them a distinctive timbre. The voices of the German guards as they give Fontaine
orders are reverberant and harsh compared to the voices of the French prisoners.
Similarly, the noises of the handcuffs and the cell door's bolts are magnified for the
same echo effect. These manipulations suggest Fontaine's own perceptual subjectivity. Thus our reactions to Fontaine's imprisonment are intensified through the
manipulation of timbre.
These devices all help focus our attention on the details of Fontaine's prison
lif'e. But there are other devices that help unify the film and sustain its narrative and
thematic development. These are the sound motifs, which come back at significant
moments of the action.
One set of auditory motifs emphasizes the space outside Fontaine's cell. We
see a streetcar in the opening scene, and the bell and motor of a streetcar are heard
offscreen every time Fontaine speaks to someone through his cell window (7,57).
The noise remind us of his goal of reaching the streets beyond the walls. During
the second half of the film, the sounds of trains also become important. When
Fontaine is first able to leave his cell and walk in the hall unobserved, we hear a
train whistle. It returns at other moments when he leaves his cell clandestinely, until the train provides the noise to cover the sounds Fontaine and Jost make during

their escape.

7.56 Waiting to kill the guard, Fontainc
remains frozert and silcut. The shot is so
close and dinr that only the soundtrack
tells us of the guard's approach.

7.57

When Fontaine appears at his
window, we hear the streetcar that evokes
lif'e outside the prison.
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Since the prisoners depend on one another, certain sound motifs call attention
to Fontaine's interactions with the other men. For example, the daily gathering of
the men to wash in a common sink becomes associated with running water. At first,
the faucet is seen onscreen, but later Bresson presents the scrubbing of the prisoners in closer shots, with the sound of the water offscreen (7.58).
Some motifs become associated with defiance of the prison rules. Fontaine
uses his handcuffs to tap on the wall to signal his neighbors. He coughs to cover the

7.58

Bresson avoids long shots of the
prisoners in the washroorn, lettin-q the
sound of water fill in the ambience.

sound of scraping, and coughs among the prisoners become signals. Fontaine ignores the guards'orders and continues to talk to the other men. There are other
sound motifs in the film (bells, guns, whistles, children's voices) that share certain
functions already noted: dynamrzing Fontaine's escape, calling our attention to details, and guiding what we notice.

Music

7,59

As the prisoners empty their slop
Mozart Mass in C

br,rckets. we hear the

Minor.

Yet another auditory motif involves the only nondiegetic sound in the film-passages from aMozart mass. The music is motivated clearly enough, since the film's
plot action refers continually to religious faith. Fontaine tells another prisoner that
he prays but doesn't expect God to help him if he doesn't work for his own liberty.
At first, we may be unable to form any consistent expectations about the music,
and its recurrences are likely to take us by surprise. After it is heard over the credits.
the music does not return for some time. Its first use over the actior-r occurs durin-e the
initial walk Fontaine takes with the men to empty their slop br-rckets. As the rnusic
plays, Fontaine's commentary explains the routine: "Empty yor"rr br-rckets and w'ash.
back to your cell for the day." Hearing ceremonial church music while prisoners
empty slop buckets is a little startling, but the contrast isn't ironic (7.59). Not only are
these moments of movement important to Fontaine's life in the prison, but they also
provide his main means of direct contact with other prisoners.
The music, which comes back seven more times, emphasizes the narrative development. Fontaine meets the other men, wins their support, and finally plans to
share his escape. The music reappears whenever Fontaine makes contact with another prisoner (Blanchet, Orsini) who will affect his escape. Later washing scenes
have no music; these are scenes in which Fontaine's contact is cr-rt off becaLlse
Orsini decides not to go along. The music returns as Orsini attempts his own escape
plan. He fails but is able to give Fontaine vital information he will need in his own
attempt. The music reappears when Blanchet, once opposed to Fontaine's plan,
contributes his blanket to the rope making.
Eventually, the music becomes associated with the boy, Jost. It plays again as
Fontaine realizes that he must either kill Jost or take him along. The final use of music comes over the very end of the film, as the two escape fiom the prison and disappear into the night. The nondiegetic music has traced Fontaine's developing trust
in the other men on whom his endeavor depends.
The recurring musical passages suggest a general implicit meaning beyond
what Fontaine tells us explicitly. If v,re follow the pattern of the music's recurrences,
we might interpret the motif as suggesting the importance of trust and interdependence among the people of the prison. Here we don't have the conventional
mood music that accompanies the action of many fihns.The very incongruity of a
Mozart mass as an accompaniment to mundane actions should cue us to seek an
irnplicit meaning of this type.

A

Sample Sequence

A brief scene from A Man Escaperl shows how our experience of the hhn's story

can

be shaped by silence and shift between sounds that are internal and external,, simultaneous and nonsimultaneous. The eleven shots (7.60-7.70) in Table 7.3 constitute
the scene in which the boy Jost is put into Fontaine's cell.

Fatnctions of FiIm Sound:

A Man Esczrped

Action/Camera
(1) 27 sec
F.

(over): But

off

Lock rattles

then once
aSarn . .

.

RattIe continues

off

...

I

F.

turns

F.

turns head left

thought

I was [ost.

Footsteps

off

Watches off left,

turning head
Moves left and stightly
forward; camera pans
with his actions

Lock closing

off
(Over): ln French

One retreating

Catches door as it

footstep off

cIoses

and German uniform, he looked
repulsively fitthy.

Echoing

of locks

and doors,

off

(Over): He

seemed barely
sixteen.

Two footsteps,

off
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Shot

Voice

F.

Action/Camera

(aloud): Are

you German?

(2) 10 sec
French? What
is

your name?

Jost lifts head,
looks off right

Jost: Jost,

Franqois Jost.
F.

(over): Had

they planted

a

SPY?

(3) 10 sec

F.

(over): Did

they think I was
ready

to talk?

F.

lowers eyes

Functions of FiIm Sound:

Shot

A Man

Voice

Action,/Camera

Sound of one
footstep (F s)
on cell floor

F.

Esczrpecl

(aloud): Give

F. moves left and
forward, camera

pans

F,

me your hand,

to fotlow

stretches right

arms out

Jost.

(4) 7 sec

Sound of Jost
nsrnS

F.

(atoud):

There isn't
much room.

Moments of silence and oscillation between Fontaine's internal and external speech
dorninate the scene. We haven't seen Jost before and don't know what is happening as
the scene begins. Fontaine's internal commentary tells us that a new threat has appeared.
Offscreen footsteps and Fontaine's gaze indicate that someone has entered his room, but
the camera lingers on Fontaine. Bresson delays the cut to the newcomer for a surprisingly long time. (This first shot is as long as the other three shots combined.) The delay
creates special effects. [t restricts the narration considerably, since we do not know what
Fontaine is reacting to. Our access to his mental state through the commentary only
hints at the threat: the "he" referred to could be either a guard or another prisotrer. This
is one of the n'lany small moments of suspense the narration creates.

Jost stands, they
shake hands

F.

looks right

They both look
around
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The fact that we wait to see Jost also functions to emphasize the importance of
his appearance. It directs our expectations to Fontaine's reaction (conveyed largely
through his nonsimultaneous diegetic commentary) rather than to the new character.
By the time we actually see Jost, we know that Fontaine feels threatened by him and
disturbed by his part-German uniform. The first words Fontaine speaks in the scene
emphasize his doubt. Rather than stating a decisive attitude, he simply seeks information. Again his commentary returns as he makes clear the dilemma he is in: Jost
may be a spy planted by the prison officials. Yet his words to Jost contrast with this
inner doubt as he shakes hands and converses in a friendly fashion. Thus the interplay of simultaneous dialogue and nonsimultaneous narration allows the filmmaker
to present contrasting psychological aspects of the action.
The sound effects mark significant actions and develop the narrative progression.
Fontaine's footstep is heard as he moves toward Jost after his initial reserve, and Jost's
rising accompanies their first gesture of trust, the handshake. Finally, their shoes
scrape against the floor as they relax and begin to speak of their situation.
This scene is very brief, but the combination of different types of sound within
a few shots indicates the complexity of the film's sound track. The track, though,
cannot be considered apart from its place in the entire film, functioning in interaction with other techniques and with narrative form. Through Bresson's control of
what sounds we hear, what qualities these sounds have, and what relationships exist among those sounds and between sound and image, he has made this technique
a central factor in shaping our experience of the whole film.

As usual, both extensive viewing and intensive scrutiny will sharpen your capacity
to notice the workings of film sound. You can get comfortable with the analytical
tools we have suggested by asking several questions about a film's sound:

1. What sounds are present-music,

speech, noise? How are loudness, pitch,
and timbre used? Is the mixture sparse or dense? Modulated or abruptly
changing?

2. Is the sound related rhythmically to the image? If so, how?
3. Is the sound faithful or unfaithful to its perceived source?
4. Where is the sound coming from? In the story's space or outside it? Onscreen
or offscreen? If offscreen, how is it shaping your response to what you're
seeing?

5.

When is the sound occurring? Simultaneously with the story action? Before?

After?

6. How are the various sorts of sounds organized

across a sequence or the entire
film? What patterns are formed, and how do they reinforce aspects of the
film's overall form?

7

.

l-6, what purposes are fulfilled and what effects are
achieved by the sonic manipulations?

For each of questions

Practice at trying to answer such questions

will familiarrze you with the basic uses

of film sound.
As always, it isn't enough to name and classify. These categories and terms are
most useful when we take the next step and examine how the types of sound we
identify function in the total film.

Where to Go from Here

For material on how sound is created in film production,
see "Where to Go from Here" in Chapter 1. A delightful
essay on the development of film sound is Walter
Murch's "Sound Design: The Dancing Shadow;' in John
Boorman et al., eds., Projections 4 (1995), pp. 237-5I.
The essay includes a behind-the-scenes discussion of
sound mixing in The Godfather
Articles on particular aspects of sound recording and
reproduction in Hollywood are published in Recording
Engineer/Producer and Mix. See also Jeff Forlenza and
Terri Stone, eds., Sound for Picture (Winona, MN: Hal
Leonard, 1993), and Tom Kenny, Soundfo, Picture: Film
Sound Through the 1990s (Vallejo, CA: Mix Books,
2000). David Lewis Yewdall, Practical Art of Motion Pictttres, 2d ed. (Boston: Focal Press, 2003) is an excellent,
detailed overview and includes a very instructive audio
CD. For many practitioners' comments, see Vincent Lo
Brutto, Sound-on-Film: Interviews with Creators of Film
Sound (New York: Praeger, 1994). Walter Murch, Hollywood's principal sound designer, explains many contemporary sound techniques in Roy Paul Madsen, Working
Cinema: Learning from the Masters (Belmont, CA:
Wadsworth, 1990), pp.288-3 13. Our quotation on p. 278
comes from the latter source, p.294.
A useful introduction to the psychology of listening
is Robert Sekuler and Randolph Blake, Perception, 4th
ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2002). See as well R. Murray Schafe , The Soundscape: Our Sonic Environment and
the Tuning of the World (Rochester, VT: Destiny, 1994),
and David Toop, Ocean of Sound: Aether Talk, Ambient
Sound and Imaginary Worlds (London: Serpent's Tail,
200r ).

The Power of Sound

Of all directors, Sergei Eisenstein has written most
prolifically and intriguingly about sound technique. See
in particular his discussion of audio-visual polyphony in
I{on-indifferent Nature, trans. Herbert Marshall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), pp. 282-354.
(For his discussion of music, see below.) In addition,
there are intriguing comments in Robert Bresson's
Il/otes on Cinematography, trans. Jonathan Griffin
(New York: lJrizen, l97l).
The artistic possibilities of film sound are discussed
in many essays. See John Belton and Elizabeth Weis, eds.,

Film Sound: Theory and Practice (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1985); Rick Altman, ed.,, Sound Theory
Sound Practice (New York: Routledge, 1992); Larry
Sider, Diane Freeman, and Jerry Sider, eds. , Soundscape:
The School of Sound Lectures I998-2001 (London: Wall-

flower, 2003); and "Sound and Music in the Movies,"
Cindaste

2l,l-2

(1995): 46-80. Three anthologies edited
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by Philip Brophy have been published under the general
title CineSonic (New South Wales: Australian Film Television and Radio School, 1999-2001). The most prolific
researcher in the aesthetics of film sound is Michel Chion,
whose ideas are summarized in hts Audio Vision, trans.
Claudia Gorbman (New York: Columbia University Press,
1994). Sarah Kozloff has written extensively on speech in
cinema; see Invisible Storytellers: Voice-Over Narration
in American Fiction Film (Berkeley: University of Cali-

fornia Press, 1988) and Overhearing Film Dialogue
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000) . Lea Jacobs analyzes several dialogue patterns in "Keeping Up
with Hawks ," style 32,3 (Fall 1998): 402-26, from which
our mention of accelerating and decelerating rhythm in
His GirI Friday is drawn.

On sound and picture editing, see Vincent Lo
Brutto's Selected Takes: Film Editors on Editing (New
York: PraeEat, I99l),, p. 95. Dialogue overlap is explained in detail in Edward Dmytryk, On Film Editing
(Boston: Focal Press, 1984), pp. 47-70.
As the Letter from Siberia extract suggests, documentary filmmakers have experimented a great deal with
sound. For other cases, watch Basil Wright's Song of
Ceylon and Humphrey Jennings's Listen to Britain and
Diary fo, Timothy. Analyses of sound in these films may
be found in Paul Rotha, Documentary Film (New York:
Hastings House, 1952), and Karel Reisz and Gavin Millar's Technique of Film Editing (New York: Hastings
House, 1968), pp. 156-70.
Stephen Handzo provides a wide-ranging discussion
of systems for recording and reproducing film sound in
'A Narrative Glossary of Film Sound Technology," in
Belton and Weis, Film Sound: Theory and Practice. An
updated survey is available in Gianluca Sergr, The Dolby
Era: Film Sound in Contemporary Hollywood (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2005).

Silent Film Versus Sound Film
It's long been assumed that cinema is predominantly a visual medium, with sound forming at best a supplement
and at worst a distraction. In the late 1920s, many film
aestheticians protected against the coming of talkies, feeling that synchronized sound spoiled a pristine mute art. In
the bad sound film, Ren6 Clair claimed, "The image is reduced precisely to the role of the illustration of a phonograph record, and the sole aim of the whole show is to
resemble as closely as possible the play of which it is the
'cinematic' reproduction. In three or four settings there
take place endless scenes of dialogue which are merely
boring if you do not understand English but unbearable if
you do" (Cinema Yesterday and Tbday [New York: Dover,
19721,

p. I37). Rudolf Arnheim asserted that "the
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introduction of the sound film smashed many of the forms
that the film artists were ursing in favor of the inartistic demand for the greatest possible 'naturalness' (in the most

superficial sense of the word)" (Filnt as Art lBerkeley:
University of California Press, 19571, p. 154).
Today we find such beliefs silly, but we must recall
that many early sound films relied simply on dialogue for
their novelty; both Clair and Arnheim welcomed sound
effects and music but warned against chatter. In any
event, the inevitable reaction was led by Andr6 Bazin,
who ar-gued that a greater realism was possible in the
sourrd cinerna. See his What Is Cinetna? vol. I (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967 ). Even Bazrn,
however, seemed to believe that sound was secondary to

the image in c-inema. This view is also put forth by
Siegfried Kracauer in Theory of Film (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1965). "Films with sound live up to the
spirit of the medium only if the visuals take the lead in
them" (p. 103).
Today, rnany filmmakers and filmgoers would agree
with Francis Ford Coppola's remark that sound is "half
the movie . . . at least." One of the major advances of film
scholarship of the 1970s and 1980s was the increased and
detailed attention to the sound track.
On the transition frorn silent to sound film in American cinenra, see Harry M. Geduld, The Birth of the
Talkies: Frutm E,disort to Jolson (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 197 5); Alexander Walker, The Shattered

l9l9); chap. 23 of David
Bordwell, Janet Staiger, and Kristin Thompson, The
Classic'al Hollvvvood Cinetno: Film Style and Mode of
Proclut'tion to 1960 (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1985); James Lastra, Souncl Technology in the
Ame ricnn Cinemo : Perception, Representation, Moderruitt'(New York: Columbia University Press, 2000); and
Charles O'Bri en, Cirtenru',s Conversion to Sottnd: Technologv tncl Film Stvle in Franc'e ond the U.S. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005). Douglas Gomery's
The Conting oJ' Souncl (New York: Routledge, 2005) proSilenrs (New York: Morrow,

vides a U.S. industry history

Film Music
Of alt the kinds of sound in cinema, music has been the
most extensively discussed. The literature is voluminous,

and with a recent surge of interest in

film composers,

nrarny rnore recordings of fi lm music have become
available.
A basic introduction to music useful for film study is
William S. Newrnan, Unclerstuncling Music (New York:

Harper, 196 l). An up-to-date and detailed production
guide is Fred Karlin and Rayburn Wright's On the Track:
A Guicle to Contemporury Film Scoring, 2d ed. (New
York: Schirmer, 1990). Karlin's Listening to Movies
(New York: Routled,_ee, 2004) offers a lively discussion
of the Hollywood tradition.

The history of film scoring is handled in lively and
unorthodox ways in Russell Lack, hventy-Four Frames
Under: A Buried History of Filnt Music (London: Quartet, l99l). For Hollywood-centered histories, see Roy M.
Prendergast, Film Music: A lr{eglected Arr (New York:
Norton, l9l7), and Gary Marmorstein, Hollywood Rhapsody: Movie Music ancl lts Makers 1900-1975 (New
York: Schirmer, 1997). See also Martin Miller Marks,
Music and the Silent Filnt: Contexts and Case Stuclies
1895-1924 (New York: Oxford University Press,, l99J),
and Rick Altman, Silent Film Sound (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005). Contemporary filrn composers are interviewed in Michael Schelle, The Score
(Los Angeles: Silman-Jarnes, 1999); David Morgan,
Knowing the Score (New York: HarperCollins, 2000);
and Mark Russell and James Youn g, Filnt Music (Hove,
England; Rota, 2000).

The principal study of the theory of film music is
Clatrdia Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Filnt
Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987 ). A
highly informed, wide-ranging meditation on the subject
is Royal S. Brown, Overtones ancl Unclertones: Reacling
Film Music (Berkeley: [Jniversity of California Press,
1994). Jonathan Romney and Adrian Wootton's Celluloicl Jukebox: Popular Music ancl the Movies Sin ce the
50s (London: British Film Institute, 1995) is an enjoyable collection of essays. See also Chuck Jones, "Music
and the Animated Cartoon," Hollvwoocl Quarterlt, l, 4
(July 1946): 364-70. A sampling of Carl Stalling's
amaztng cartoon sound tracks (p. 269) is available
on two compact discs (Warner Bros . 9-26021 -2 and
9-4s430-2).

Despite the bulk of material on film music, there
have been fairly few analyses of music's functions in
particular films. The most famous (or notorious) is Sergei
Eisenstein's "Form and Content: Practice," in The Filnt
Sense (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1942), pp. 157-216,
which examines sound/image relations in a sequence
from Alexancler lr{evsky. For sensitive analyses of film
music, see Graham Bruce, Bernard Herrmonn: Filnt

Music ancl Narrative (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1985); Kathryn Kalinak, Settling the Score: Music
and the Classical Hollywood Film (Madison: [Jniversity
of Wisconsin Press, 1992); Jeff Smith, The Souncls of
Comnterce: Mctrketing Populor Film Music (New York:
Columbia lJniversity Press, 1998); and Pamela Robertson Wojcik and Arthur Knight, eds ., Soundtrac:k Available: Essays on Fihn anel Popular Music' (Durham, NC:
Duke lJniversity Press, 2001).

Dubbing and Subtitles
People beginning to study cinema may express surprise
(or annoyance) that films in foreign languages are usually shown with subtitled captions translating the dialogue. Why not, sorne viewers ask, use dubbed versions

Where ro Go

of the films-that is, versions in which the dialogue has
been rerecorded in the audience's language? In many
countries, dubbing is very common. (Germany and Italy
have traditions of dubbing almost every imported filrn.)
Why, then, do most people who study movies prefer
subtitles

?

There are several reasons. Dubbed voices usually
have a bland studio sound. Elimination of the original actors' voices wipes out an important component of their
performance. (Partisans of dubbing ought to look at
dubbed versions of English-language films to see how a
performance by Katharine Hepburn, Orson Welles, or
John Wayne can be hurt by a voice that does not fit the
body.) With dubbing, all of the usual problems of translation are rnultiplied by the need to synchronize specific
words with specific lip movements. Most important, with
subtitling, viewers still have access to the original sound
track. By eliminating the original voice track, dubbing
sirnply destroys part of the film.
For a survey of subtitling practice, see Jan Ivarsson
and Mary Carroll, Subtitling (Simrishamn, Sweden:
TransEdit, 1998).

Recommended Websites
www.filmsound.org The most comprehensive

and detailed

website on sound in cinema,, with many interviews and
links to other sites.

www.mixonline.com The site for Mi.r

Magaz.ine, devoted to

all aspects of film and video sound production. Offers
many free articles and original web content.

widescreenmuseum.com,/sound,/soundOl.htm A review
of the history of sound systems, illustrated with original
documents.

www.fitmmusic.com News of current

releases, along with

interviews with composers and rnusic crew.

www.filmscoremonthly.com A magazine site with some
free articles.

/ Ho[ y wo o d / Academy / 439 4 /sy nc.
In this 1995 article, "Sync Takes: The Art and
Technique of Postproduction Sound," Elizabeth Weis
concisely explains the creative choices involved in sound
rnixing. Our quotation from Michael Kirchberger is taken
fi'om one of the cornnrents Weis presents here.
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63 A streaming audio interview with Walter Murch on
the National Public Radio program Fre,sh Ain

Recommended

DVD

S.rpplements

ADR, the postdubbing of dialogue, seldom finds its way
onto DVD supplements. An exception comes in "Peter
Lorre's ADR Tracks" on the 20,000 Leagues Uncler the
Sea DVD. (The track is well hidden: In the "Bonus Mate-

frun

Here
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section, click right to "Lost Treasures" and then
choose 'Audio Archives #2.") The opposite technique,
recording songs for playback and lip-synching on set during the filming of musical numbers, is demonstrated in
"Scoring Stage Sessions" on the Singin' in the Rain disc.
An excellent survey of how sound tracks are built up

rial"

is "On

Sound Design,"

for Mctster and

Conmtancle

r,

where a dense ambient mix had to support the portrayal
of a crowded ship. This supplement shows why so much
dialogue recorded during filming is not usable and must
be replaced by ADR. Sound-effects specialists demonstrate the subtleties of re-creating the noises from firing
from various types of weapons.

The "Sound Design" subsection of "Music and
Sound" on the kty Story 2 supplements includes a clear
exarnple of how sound functions within scenes. In the
scene where the band of toys crosses a street full of traffic, the filmmakers' goal was to create extreme contrasts
between movement and stasis. One technique was to stop
and start the music as the toys froze and then moved on.
The scene is played through with only sound effects, only
music, and the final mix.
Each volume of The Lord of the Rings offers a sup-

plement called "The Soundscapes of Middle-Earth,"
with the three adding up to about an hour. The Fellowship of the Ring documentary discusses ADR as well as
sound effects. Each volume also contains a segment,
"Music for Middle-Earth," also totaling about an hour.
The hvo Towers DVD set contains a demonstration of
sound mixing, with eight versions of the same clip from
the Helm's Deep battle: one with the sound recorded
on-set during filming, six with selected parts of the
sound (music in one, weapon sounds in another, and so
on), and the final mix. The six incomplete tracks have
already been partially mixed from separate recordings.
Originally, each sound was recorded separately. Early
in The Return o.f the King, for example, as Gandalf
leads the group through the woods to visit Isengard,
one track was made just for the clicking of Legolas's
arrows in his quiver-a sound barely distinguishable in
the final mix.
Discussions of musical scores are among the most
common of making-of supplements. In a particularly detailed and systematic discussion, "Scoring War of the
Worlcls," John Williams comments extensively on the
narrative functions of his music. The supplement was directed by Steven Spielberg.
Sergio Leone's Westerns are often called "operatic,"
and film music historian Jon Burlingame explains why in

"Il Maestro: Ennio Morricone and The Good, the Bad,
and the U Sly." Unlike most movie music, the scores for
Leone's films were written in advance, and this supplement explains how the music guided the director during
shooting and editing.

Summary: Style as a
Formal System
The eoncept of Style
At the beginning of Part Two, we saw how the different parts of a filrn relate to one
another dynamically within its overall fonn. Now, having exatnined each category
of techniques of the film medium, we may go on to see how these techniques interact to create another formal system of the film, its style. These two systemsstyle and narrative/non-narrative form-in turn interact within the total film.
Stylistic patterns are a major part of any film. Sometimes, though, we talk
about style in several films by the same filmmaker. When we discussed sound tn A
Mcut Escapecl, we charactertzed Robert Bresson as a director who makes sound par-

"lt's what you call style in retrospect
only. At the point of actually making

the movie, it's just about making
individual choices. ."

-

Ethan Coen, producer/writer

story, scene by scene. You make
specific choices that you think are

appropriate or compelling or
interesting for that particular scene,
Then, at the end of the doy, you put
it all together and somebody looks

at it and, if there's some consistency
to it, they say, 'Well, that's their
style,"'

-

Joel Coen, director/writer
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ticularly important in many of his films; we analyzed several important ways in
which sound related to image in A Man Escapecl. This use of sound is one aspect
of Bresson's unique style. Similarly, we looked at Our Hospitalih'in terms of how
its comic mise-en-scene is organrzed around a consistent Llse of long shots; this is
part of Buster Keaton's style in other films, too. Both Bresson and Keaton have distinctive filmmaking styles, and we can become familiar with those styles by analyzing the way in which they utilize techniques within whole filmic systems.
Further, we can also speak of a group s1,le-the consistent use of techniques
across the work of several filmmakers. We can speak of a German Expressionist
style, or a Soviet Montage style. In Part Six, we will consider some significant
..qrollp styles that have emerged in film history.

Style ancl the Fihntnaker
No single film

Llses all the technical possibilities we've discr-rssed. For one thing,
historical circumstances limit the choices that filmmakers have open to them. Before 1928, for example, most filmmakers did not have the option of using synchrontzed dialo.-eue. Even today, when the range of technical choices seems far broader,
there are limits. Filmmakers cannot use the now obsolete orthochromatic film stock
of the silent era, although in some respects it was superior to contemporary stocks.
Similarly, a successful system for creating three-dimensional cinema images without the necessity for spectators to wear 3D glasses has yet to be invented.

The Concept o/ Srlle
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There is another reason why only some technical possibilities may be realrzed
in a single film. Within a concrete production situation, the filmmaker must choose
what techniqLles to employ. Typically, the fihnrnaker makes certain technical
choices and adheres to them throughout the film. Across the film, a filmmaker will
characteristically use three-point lighting, or continuity editing, or diegetic sound.
A few segments might stand out as varying frorn the film's normal usage, but in
general a fihn tends to rely on consistent usage of certain techniqLles. The film's
style results from a combination of historical constraints and deliberate choices.
Filmrnakers also deliberately select techniques that will point out story parallels. Piotr Sobocinski, cinernatographer for Krystyf Kieslowski, says that tn Three
Colors: Recl, a crane shot down to a fashion show was designed to recall an earlier
cermera movement, when the camera craned down as a book fell into the street.
Similarly, in filming Vivct Zopcrtctl Elra Kazan tracked in on Zapata, who is ignoring the fact that a crowd of peasants is marching with him: "We had to go close on
that shot and dolly [i.e., track] because what I wanted to show was his expression

or lack of expression. We later contrasted that with a similar dolly shot on the police chief be-ginning to notice what was happenin.,e. The point was to contrast those

two attitudes."
Films settin..e up strong narrative contrasts will often reinforce them with sharp
stylistic differences too. Jacques Tati's Mon Oncle opposes the charm of old
Parisian neighborhoods to the sterility of the new buildings that replace them. Mr.
Hulot lives in a rarnshackle apartment building on a quiet little sqlrare, while the
Arpel family-Hulot's sister, brother-in-l&w, and nephew-have just moved into an
ultramodern house full of high-tech gadgets and chic but uncomfortable furniture.
Scenes in Hulot's nei.-ehborhood tend to be accompanied bV jaunty music, except
when sound effects or dialogr-re become important. In this locale, the camera stays
outside his apartment, stressing the interactions of the many people living and
workin-q around the square (8.1). By contrast, the Arpel scenes contain no music.
Instead, we hear the tapping of shoes on stone floors and the clicks and whirs of the
absurd appliances. There are frequent shots inside the house, and the street is almost invisible behind the family's metal security fence (8.2).
Many filmmakers plan the overall style of the film to reflect the progression of
the story. For Decrcl Man Walking, Tim Robbins and his cinematographer Roger

8.1

Mort Ortcle. Mr. Hulot chats with a
neighbor while other people pass nearby.

Deakins worked out a visual pattern to convey the increasing intimacy between the
characters played by Susan Sarandon and Sean Penn, who talk to each other in a
string of interviews spread across the film. Early scenes were shot to emphasize the
wire mesh between the two, keepin-q it in focus and the Penn character more distant. Later, using longer lenses and slow tracking shots, the scenes minimize the
barrier. Ultimately, when the characters are communicating through a cell door, reflections in the window make each one visible in the other's shot.

Style and the Vicwer
The spectator has a relation to style as well. Although we're seldom conscious of
the fact, we tend to have expectations about style. If we see two characters in a long
shot, we expect a cut-in to a closer view. If the actor walks rightward, as if about to
leave the fraffie, we expect the camera to pan or track right to keep the person in the
shot. If a character speaks, we expect to hear diegetic sound that is faithful to its
source.

Like other kinds of expectations, stylistic ones derive from both our experience
of the world generally (people talk, they don't tweet) and our experience of film and
other media. The specific film's style can confirm our expectations, or modify them,
or cheat, or challenge them.
Many films use techniqLles in ways that conform to our expectations. For example, the conventions of the classical Hollywood cinema and of specific genres
provide a firm basis for reinforcing our prior assLlmptions. Other films ask us to

8.2

The Arpels' inconveniently laid-out

with a giant metal security door
that blots out their view of the street.
-9arden,
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narrow oLlr expectations somewhat. Keaton's our Hosltitalitt,elccustoms us to expect deep-space manipulations of figLlres and objects, while Jean Renoir's Grancl
Illusion builds up specific expectations about the likelihood of carnera movements.
Still other films make highly Llnllsual technical choices, and to follow them we must
construct new stylistic expectations. The editing discontinuities in Sergei Eisenstein's Oc'tober arnd the Llse of rninute offscreen sounds in Bresson's A Man Esc'aped in effect teach us how to watch the style.
In other words, a director directs not only the cast and crew. A director also directs us, directs oLlr attention, shapes oLlr reaction. Thus the filmmaker's technical
decisions marke a difference in what we perceive and how we respond.
Style, then, is the patterned use of techniques across the film. Any one filrn will
tend to rely on particular technical options in creating its style, and these are chosen by the filrnn-raker within the constraints of historical circumstances. We may
also extend the term sh,le to describe the characteristic Lrse of techniqr-res rnade by
a single filmmaker or groLrp of filmmakers. The spectator may not consciously notice film style, but it nonetheless makes an important contribution to his or her experience of the filrn.

Analyring Film Style
As viewers, we register the eflects of film style but seldom notice it. If we want to
understand how these eftects are achieved, we need to look and listen carefully.
Since the previons four chapters have shown how we can pay attention to stylistic
features, let's consider four general steps in analyzing style.

Step 1: Determine the Organtzational Structure
The first step is to understand how the film is put together as a whole. If it is a narrative film, it will draw on all the principles we have discLlssed in Chapter 3. That
is, it will have a plot that cues us to construct a story; it will manipulate caLlsality,
time, and space; it will have a distinct pattern of development from opening to closing; it may Llse parallelism; and its narration will choose between restricted and
more unrestricted knowledge at various points. (Not all films tell stories. We'll discuss other types of form in Chapter 10.)

Step 7: Identify the Salient Techniques used
Here the analysis will draw on our survey of technical possibilities in Chapters 4-1 .
You need to be able to spot things such as color, lighting, framing, cutting, and
sound, which most viewers don't consciously notice. Once you notice them, you can
identify them as techniques-such as nondiegetic music or a low-angle framing.
But noting and naming are only the beginning of stylistic analysis. The analyst
must develop an eye for salient techniques. Salience will partly be determined by
what techniques the film relies heavily on. The jerky forward zoom in Wavelength
and the rapid, discontinuous editing of October invite scrutiny because they play a
central role in the overall effect of each film.
In addition, what is salient depends on the analyst's purpose. If you want to
show that a film's style is typical of one approach to filmmaking, you may focus on
how the technique conforms to stylistic expectations. The 18O-degree editing of
The Maltese Falcon rsn't obvious or emphasized, but adherence to rules of classical continuity is a characteristic of the film's style. Our purpose in Chapter 6 was
to show that the film is typical in this respect. If, however, you want to stress unusual qualities of the film's style, lou can concentrate on the more unexpected technical devices. Bresson's use of sound in A Man Escctped is unusual, representing
choices that few filmmakers would make. It was the originality of these sonic de-
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vices that we chose to stress in Chapter 7. From the standpoint of originality, costume in A Man Escaperl is not as salient a stylistic feature as sound because it is
more in accord with conventional practice. The analyst's decision about what techniques are salient will thus be influenced partly by what the film emphasizes and
partly by the analyst's purpose.

Step 3: Trace Out Patterns of Techniques
Once you've identified salient techniques, you can notice how they are patterned.
Techniques will be repeated and varied, developed and paralleled, across the whole
film or within a single segment. Chapters 4-l have shown how this occurs in some

films.
You can zero in on stylistic patterns in two ways. First, you can reflect on your
responses. If a scene begins with a track-in, do you expect that it will end with a
track-out? If you see a character looking left, do you assume that someone or something is offscreen and will be revealed in the next shot? If you feel a mounting excitement in an action scene, is that traceable to a quickening tempo in the music or
to accelerating editing?
A second tactic for noticing stylistic patterns is to look for ways in which style
reinforces patterns of formal organizatton. Filmmakers often deliberately design
the film's stylistic system to underscore developments in the drama. We have seen
how shifting color schemes reflect three stages of the plot's development in Wornen
in Love (4.411.43). For Amistucl, Steven Spielberg and his cinematographer,
Janusz Kaminski, traced the slaves' progress toward freedom by lighting and shooting the four courtroom scenes in markedly different ways, from greenish, smoky
light and somewhat scattershot camera work to a final scene in the Supreme Court,
with crisp illumination and smooth camera movements. In designing Portruit of a
Lucly, Jane Campion and her cinematographer, Stuart Dryburgh, keyed colors to the
protagonist's maturation. Isabel starts as an idealistic and somewhat headstrong
young woman, and the background is an English summer, with bright green and
yellow tones dominating. In Siena, as she becomes captivated by the sinister fortune hunter Osmond, the palette is richer and warmer, with orange and coral dominant. Years later, she is unhappily married to Osmond, and the color scheme is
steeped in pale blues. The closing scenes return to the English countryside, recalling the opening, but now, as the wiser, remorseful Isabel confronts her future, the
snowy landscape is bathed slightly in blue, suggesting that memories of her marriage still haunt her.
Even within a shorter span, style can create a subtle sense of narrative progression. A scene will usually have a dramatic pattern of encounter, conflict, and
outcome, and the style will often reflect this, with the cutting becoming more
marked and the shots coming closer to the characters as the scene progresses. In
The Silence of the Lambs, for example, the scenes between Clarice Starling and
Hannibal Lecter tend to begin with conventional shot/reverse-shot conversations.
The characters, filmed in medium shot, look off to the right or the left of the camera (8.3, 8.4). As their conversations become more intense and intimate, the camera positions move closer to each one and shift subtly toward the axis of action until
each person is looking directly into the lens (8.5, 8.6).
As we saw in Grancl lllutsiort (pp. 202-204), style may create associations between situations, as when the camera movements suggest the prisoners' unity. It
may also reinforce parallels, as do the tracking shots comparing Rauffenstein's war
trophies and Elsa's. Later we'll see how style can also reinforce the organization of

non-narrative films.
Sometimes, however, stylistic patterning will not respect the overall structure
of the film. Style can claim our attention in its own right. Since most stylistic devices have several functions, a technique may interest the analyst for different reasons. In 6.129 and 6. 130, a cut from a washline to a living room acts as a transition

8.3 During the initial conversation in
Tlre Silertce r1l'tlte Ltun b,s, shootin-9 in
clepth with the toregrouncl chararcter's heucl
pr'on'linent in the franre . . .

8.4

. emphusizes the clistunce
between tlre pair.

8.5

8.6

l,ater in the scene. closcr slrots

deernphasize tlrat clistunce.
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between scenes. But the cut is of more interest for other reasons, since we don't expect a narrative film to treat objects as flat patches of color to be compared across
shots. Such attention to graphic play is a convention of abstract form. Here, in a
passage from Ozu's Ohayo, a stylistic choice comes forward because it goes beyond its narrative function. Even here, though, stylistic patterns continue to call on
the viewer's expectations and to draw the spectator into a dynamic process. Anyone
who notices the graphic match on red objects rn Ohayu wrll most likely be intrigued
at such an unconventional way of editing. And, if stylistic patterns do swerve off on
their own, we still need a sense of the film's narrative organizatron in order to show
how and when that happens.

Step 4: Propose Functions for the Salient
chniques and the Patterns They Form
Here the analyst looks for the role that style plays in the film's overall form. Does
the use of camera movement tend to create suspense by delaying the revelation of
story information, as in the opening of Touch of Evil (pp . 2ll-21 3)? Does the use
of discontinuous editing create a narrational omniscience, as in the sequence we analyzed rn October (pp. 251-260)? Does the composition of the shot tend to make

"There's no scene in any movie that
50 different directors couldn't have
done 50 different ways"

-

PauI Mazursky, director

us concentrate on a particular detail (4.138, the shot of Anne's face in Day of
Wrath) ? Does the use of music or noise create surprise?
A direct route to noticing function is to notice the effects of the film on our
viewing experience. Style may enhanc e emotional aspects of the film. Rapid cutting in The Birds evokes shock and horror, while the Mozafi music in A Man Escaped ennobles the communal routine of emptying slop buckets.
Style also shapes meoning. We should, however, avoid reading isolated elements atomistically, taking them out of context. As we argued on p. 190, a high angle does not automatically mean "defeat," just as a low angle does not automatically
mean "power." There is no dictionary to which you can turn to look up the mean-

ing of a specific stylistic element. Instead, the analyst must scrutinize the whole
film, the patterns of the techniques in it, and the specific effects of film form. For
example, in Grand lllusion, the contrast between Rauffenstein and Elsa is heightened by Renoir's parallel tracking shots.
Meaning is only one type of effect, and there is no reason to expect that every
stylistic feature will possess a thematic significance. One part of a director's job is
to direct our attention, and so style will often function simply perceptually-to get
us to notice things, to emphasize one thing over another, to misdirect our attention,
to clarify, intensify, or complicate our understanding of the action. We saw this happening in our very first example, the ominous dinner scene from Shadow of a
Doubt Joseph Cotten's obsessed monologue about "fat, faded, greedy women" is

given strong emphasis through Hitchcock's stylistic choices. The slow tracking shot
toward Uncle Charlie's face and his sudden turn toward the camera, putting us in
Little Charlie's place, make sure we study his expression and words, giving us a
frightening insight into his madness (1.5-I.l).
One way to sharpen our sense of the functions of specific techniques is to imagine alternatives and reflect on what differences would result. Suppose the director
had made a different technical choice; how would this create a different effect?
Suppose Hitchcock had cut away to Little Charlie when she blurted out, "But
they're people too!" Switching our attention to her reaction might have relieved the
dramatic pressure created by Uncle Charlie's escalating bitterness, and it would
have broken the steady buildup we feel in the camera movement that gradually enlarges his face.
To recall another example, Our Hospitality creates its gags by putting two elements into the same shot and letting us observe the comic juxtaposition. Suppose
Keaton had instead isolated each element in a single shot and then linked the two
elements by editing. The meaning might be the same, but the perceptual effects

Style in Crttzen Kane

would vary: Instead of a simultaneous presentation that lets our attention shuttle to
and fro, we would have a more "programmed" pattern of building up the gags and
paying them off. Or, suppose that John Huston had handled the opening scene of
The Maltese Falcon as a single take with camera movement. How would he then
have drawn our attention to Brigid O'Shaughnessy's and Sam Spade's facial reactions, and how would this have affected our expectations? By focusing on effects
and imagining alternatives to the technical choices that were made, the analyst can
gain a sharp sense of the particular functions of style in the given film.

The rest of this chapter provides an illustration of how we can analyze film
style. Our example is the film whose narrative system we analyzed in Chapters 3-5:
Citizen Kane. Here we follow all four steps in stylistic analysis. Since Chapter 3
discussed Citizen Kane's organi zational structures, we will concentrate here on
identifying salient techniques, locating patterns, and proposing some functions for
style in each case.

Style in CitizenKane
In analyzing Citizen Kane's narrative, we discovered that the film is organized as a
search; a detective-like figure, the reporter Thompson, tries to find the significance

of Kane's last word, "Rosebud." But even before Thompson appears

as a character,

we, the spectators, are invited to ask questions about Kane and to seek the answers.
The very beginning of the film sets up a mystery. After a fade-in reveals a "No
Trespassing" sign, in a series of craning movements upward, the camera travels
over a set of fences, all matched graphically in the slow dissolves that link the shots.
There follows a series of shots of a huge estate, always with the great house in the
distance (8.7). (This sequence depends largely on special effects; the house itself is
a series of paintings, combined through matte work with three-dimensional miniatures in the foreground.) The gloomy lighting, the deserted setting, and the ominous
music give the opening of the film the eerie uncertainty that we associate with mystery stories. These opening shots are connected by dissolves, making the camera
seem to draw closer to the house although there is no forward camera movement.
From shot to shot, the foreground changes, yet the lighted window remains in almost exactly the same position on the screen. Graphically matching the window
from shot to shot already focuses our attention on it; we assume (rightly) that whatever is in that room will be important in initiating the story.

8.7

The opening of
Citizen Kane.
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This pattern of oLlr penetration into the space of a scene returns at other points
in the film. Again and again, the camera moves toward things that might reveal the
secrets of Kane's character, as in the spectacular crane up the side of a nightclub to
a skylight as Thompson goes to interview Susan Alexander (8.8-8.11). As the camera reaches the skylight, a dissolve and a crack of lightning shift the scene inside to
another craning movement down to Susan's table. (Actually, some of what seem to

be camera rnovements were created in the laboratory using special effects; see
"Where to Go from Here" at the end of the chapter.)
The opening scene and the introduction to El Rancho have some striking similarities. Each begins with a sign ("No Trespassing" arnd the publicity poster), and
each moves us into a building to reveal a new character. The first scene uses a series of shots, whereas the second depends more on camera movement, but these different techniques are working to create a consistent pattern that becomes part of the
film's style. Later, Thompson's second visit to Susan repeats the crane shots of the
first. The second flashback of Jed Leland's story begins with another movement
into a scene. The camera is initially pointed at wet cobblestones. Then it tilts up and
tracks in toward Susan coming out of a drugstore. Only then does the camera pan
right to reveal Kane standing, splashed with rnud, on the curb. This pattern of gradual movement into the story space not only suits the narrative's search pattern but
also uses film technique to create curiosity and sLlspense.
As we have seen, films' endings often contain variations of their be-ginnings.
Toward the end of Citizen Kane, Thompson gives up his search for Rosebr"rd. But
after the reporters leave the huge storeroom of Xanadu, the camera begins to move
over the great expanse of Kane's collections. It cranes forward high above the crates

8.8

As this scene of Citizen Kane
begins, the camera frarnes a poster of
Susan Alexander on an outside wall of the
nightclub . .

8.ll

then moves up the wall to the

8.9

roof

.

8.I0

. . . frlrward ancl throu-eh the "El

Rancho"sign...

.

and over to the skylight.

8.12

A crane shot near the end of
Citiz,enKurte...

8.13

. . . moves down to center on
Kane's sled.

llt
of objects (8.12), then nroves down to center on the sled froln Kane's
childhoocl (tl.l3). Then there is a cut to the furnalce, irnd the can'lera a-9ain moves in
on the sled as it is tossecl into the fire. At last we are able to reard the word "Roseancl pilcs

bucl" on the slecl (t1.14). The endir.r-g continues the pattern set up at the beginning:
the filrn teclrniqLles create a penetration into the story space. probing the rnystery of
the central chaructcr'.
After oLlr glinrpse c-lf the slecl, however, the filnr revel'ses the pattem. A series
of shots linkccl by clissolves leads us back outside Xanaclu, the ceurerar travels down
to the "No Trespassilt-e" sign a-gain, arnd we erre left to wonder whether this discovel'y really provicles a resolr-rtion to the nrystery about Kane's cherracter'. Now the beginnin-9 and the endin-9 ecl'lo eirch other explicitly.
Our study of Citi:,ert Krute's organizartion in Chapter 3 arlso showecl that
Thonrpson's seatrch was, frorn the standpoint of narration, a complex one. At one
level, oul'krtowlecl-ue is restricted principally to whart Karne's acquaintatnces know.
Withirr the flashbatcks, the style reinforces tl-ris restriction by avoiclin-e crosscuttin-9
or other techtticlues that would nrove toward a more unrestricted ran_ge of knowlecl-9e. Many of the flashback scenes arre shot ir-r farirly static lon-9 takes, strictly conIinilt-9 t"ts to what participants in the scene coLlld witness. When the youthful Kane
confronts Thatcher durin-g the lrrqttirer crusade, Welles coLrld have cut away to the
reporter in Cuba sendin-g Kane a tele-gram or coLlld have shown il ntonta-eie seqLrence
of a duy in the lif-e of the paper. Instead, because this is Thatcher's tale., Welles handles the scene itt a lon-q take showing Kane ernd Thatcher in a farce-to-face starndoff,
which is thert cupped by a close-up of Kane's cocky response.
We hitve also seen tl'rat the filnt's narrative reclLlires us to take each narrrirtor's
version as objective within l-ris clr her limited knowled_9e. Welles leinforces this by
Ltvoiditt-u shots thitt sLt-pi-gest opticitl or mental sr,rbjectivity.(Contrast Hitchcock's optical point-of-view an-ules in Tlte Birrl.r ancl Reur Wirttknr, pa-qes 219-221 and
240-241 .)
Welles also Llses cleep-focus cinernartography that yields ern externarl perspective
on the action. The shot in which Kane's mother si-gns her solt over to Thatcher is a
shots precede this one' introducin-g the yoLlt'r-q Kane. Therr
-9oocl exantple. Severttl

to whart at fir'st seer-ns a sirnple lon-u shot of the boy (8.15). But the
to reveal a window, with Kane's rtrother appeal'in_g at the lefi
and callin-9 to hinr (8.16). Then the cernlera contilrues to track back, fbllowin_u the
aclults its they walk to another room (8.17). Mrs. Kane and Thatcher sit art a table in
the fore-91'ound to si-9n tl-re petpers, while Kane's father renrains standin.-g farther
away at the lett, and the bcly plays in the distance (8.18).
Welles elirninattes cuttin-9 here. The shot becomes a contplex unit unto itself,
like the openin._e of Tout'h o.f'Evildiscussed in Chapter 5. Most Hollywood directors
\,/oLlld have handled this scene in shot/reverse shot. but Welles keeps all of the irnplications of the action simultaneoLlsly before Lrs. The boy,who is the subject of the
discussion, remains fl'amed in the distant window through the whole scene; his
,qeule leads us to believe that he is unnwalre of what his mother is doin._g.
The tensions between the futher aurd the rnother alre conveyed not only by the
tirct that she excludes hinr from the discLrssion at the table but zrlso by the overlapping sound. His objections to si-enir-r-9 his son awely to a
-guardieut llix in with the dialo-{ue in the fore-9rouncl, artd even the boy's shouts (ironically. "The Uniolr
there is it

8.14

8.I5 A progrc-ssive ly cler';)r-r'

shot in

Cili:r'tt Krtrtt' l'lc-gins as a long shot ol thc
young Kirne

cr-rt

Forevel'!") can be heard in the disternce. The frarmin-g also emphasizes the mother in

c losc-tt1-1.

kiF

celnterel tracks back

tluch of the scene. This is her only appeal'ance in the film. Her severity arnd ti_ehtly
controlled enrotions help rtrotivarte the many events that fbllow frorn her arction here.
We have had little introduction to the situation prior to this scene, but the cornbinattiotr of sound, cinertrerto-{rarphy, arnd mise-en-scene conveys the conrplicated action with ern overall objectivity.
Every director directs oLlr attention. bnt Welles does so in LlnLlsual warys. Citi:.etI Kurre of'fbrs a good exanrple of how a director chooses between erlternatives.
In the scenes that -give Llp cnttir-t-9. Welles cLles oLlr arttention by usin_g deep-space

A rtothcr' fot'u,lu'rl cit tttcrut nt( lvcntL'r'tt

brings thc slcrl irtto

8.16
crullel.it

.
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. . . and moves backward with Mrs.

Kane...

mise-en-scene (figure behavior, lighting, placement in space) and sound. We can
watch expressions because the actors play frontally (8.18). In addition, the framing
emphasizes certain figures by putting them in the foreground or in dead center
(8.19). And, of course, our attention bounces from one character to another as they
speak lines. Even if Welles avoids the classical Hollywood shot/reverse shot in such
scenes, he still uses film techniques to prompt us to make the correct assumptions
and inferences about the story's progression.
Citizen Kane's naffation also embeds the narrators' objective but restricted versions within broader contexts. Thompson's investigation links the various tales, so we
learn substantially what he learns. Yet he must not become the protagonist of the film,
for that would remove Kane from the center of interest. Welles makes a crucial stylistic choice here. By the use of low-key selective lighting and patterns of staging and
framing, Thompson is made virtually urnidentifiable. His back is to us, he is tucked
into the corner of the frame, and he is usually in darkness. The stylistic handling
makes him the neutral investigator, less a character than a channel for information.

More broadly still, we have seen that the film encloses Thompson's
within a more omniscient narration. Our discussion of the opening shots of
Xanadu is relevant here: film style is used to convey a high degree of non-charactercentered knowledge. But when we enter Kane's death chamber, the style also suggests the narration's ability to plumb characters' minds. We see shots of snow
covering the frame (for example,8.20), which hint at a subjective vision. Later in
the film, the camera movements occasionally remind us of the broader range of narrational knowledge, as in the first version of Susan's opera premiere, shown during
Leland's story in segment 6. There the camera moves to reveal something neither
Leland nor Susan could know about (8.21-8.23). The final seqLrence, which at least
partially solves the mystery of "Rosebud," also uses a vast camera movement to
give us an omniscient perspective. The camera cranes over objects from Kane's
collection, moving forward in space but backward through Kane's life to concentrate on his earliest memento, the sled. A salient technique again conforms to pattern by giving us knowledge no character will ever possess.
search

8.18

. . . keeping the boy in extreme
long shot throughout the rest of the scene.

In looking at the development of the narrative form of Citizen Kane, we saw
how Kane changes from an idealistic young man to a friendless recluse. The film
sets up a contrast between Kane's early

8.I9
Kane.

Depth and centering in Citizen

life as a newspaper publisher and his later

withdrawal from public life after Susan's opera career fails. This contrast is most
readily apparent in the mise-en-scene, particularly the settings of the Incluirer office and Xanadu. The Inquirer office is initially an efficient but cluttered place.
When Kane takes over, he creates a casual atmosphere by moving in his furniture
and living in his office. The low camera angles tend to emphasize the office's thin
pillars and low ceilings, which are white and evenly, brightly lit. Eventually, Kane's
collection of crated antiquities clutters his little office. Xanadu, on the other hand,
is huge and sparsely furnished. The ceilings are too high to be seen in most shots,
and the few furnishings stand far apart. The lighting often strikes figures strongly
from the back or side, creatin g a few patches of hard light in the midst of general
darkness. The expanded collection of antiquities and mementoes now is housed in
cavernous storerooms.

The contrast between the Incluirer office and Xanadu is also created by the
sound techniques associated with each locale. Several scenes at the newspaper office (Kane's initial arrival and his return from Europe) involve a dense sound mix
with a babble of overlapping voices. Yet the cramped space is suggested by the relative lack of resonance in timbre. In Xanadu, however, the conversations sound
very different. Kane and Susan speak their lines to each other slowly, with pauses
between. Moreover, their voices have an echo effect that combines with the setting
and lighting to convey a sense of huge, empty space.
The transition from Kane's life at the Incluirer to his eventual seclusion at
Xanadu is suggested by a change in the mise-en-scene at the Incluirer As we have
just seen, while Kane is in Europe, the statues he sends back begin to fill up his

Srlle in Citizen Kane

8.20

Citiz.en Kane: snow inside and

outside the glass ball.

8.21

In Citizen Kane's first opera scene,
the camera cranes Llp fiorn the stage . .
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throu-9h the rig-ein-9 above

8.22

.

little office. This hints at Kane's growing ambitions and declining interest in working personally on his newspaper. This change culminates in the last scene in the
Inquirer office-Leland's confrontation with Kane. The office is being used as a
campaign headquarters. With the desks pushed aside and the employees gone, the
room looks larger and emptier than it had in earlier scenes. Welles emphasizes this
by placing the camera at floor level and shooting from a low angle (5. I 07). The
Chicag o Incluirer office, with its vast, shadowy spaces, also picks up this pattern
(8.24), as do later conversation scenes in the huge rooms of Xanadu (8.19).
Contrast these scenes with one near the end of the film. The reporters invade
Kane's museumlike storeroom at Xanadu (8.25). Although the echoing inside
Xanadu conveys its cavernous quality, the reporters transform the setting briefly by
the same sort of dense, overlapping dialogue that characterrzed the early Inqttirer
scenes and the scene after the newsreel. By bringing together these reporters and
Kane's final surrollndings, the film creates another contrasting parallel emphasizing
the changes in the protagonist.
Parallelism is an important feature throughout Citizen Kane, and most of the
salient techniques work to create parallels in the ways we've already seen. For example, the use of deep focus and deep space to pack many characters into the frame
can create significant similarities and contrasts. Late in Thatcher's account (segment 4), a scene presents Kane's financial losses in the Depression. He is forced to
sign over his newspaper to Thatcher's bank. The scene opens with a close-up of
Kane's manager, Bernstein, reading the contract (8.26). He lowers the paper to reveal Thatcher, now much older, seated opposite him. We hear Kane's voice offscreen, and Bernstein moves his head slightly, the camera reframing a little. Now
we see Kane pacing beyond them in a huge office or boardroom (8.27). The scene
is a single take in which the dramatic situation is created by the arrangement of the
figures and the image's depth of field. The lowering of the contract recalls the previous scene, in which we first get a real look at the adult Kane as Thatcher puts
down the newspaper that has concealed him (8.28, 8.29). There Thatcher had been
annoyed, but Kane could defy him. Years later in the story, Thatcher has gained
control and Kane paces restlessly, still defiant, but stripped of his power over the
Inquirer chain. The use of a similar device to open these two scenes sets up a contrastin g parallel between them.
Editing patterns can also suggest similarities between scenes, as when Welles
compares two moments at which Kane seems to win public support. In the first
scene, Kane is running for governor and makes a speech at a nrammoth rally. This
scene is principally organized around an editing pattern that shows one or two shots
of Kane speaking, then one or two close shots of small groups of characters in the

audience (Emily and their son, Leland, Bernstein, Gettys), then another shot of
Kane. The cutting establishes the characters who are important for their views
of Kane. Boss Gettys is the last to be shown in the scene, and we expect him to
retaliate against Kane's denunciation.

8.23 . . . to reveal a stagehand indicating
that Susan's singin-9 stinks.

8.24 ln Citi:,en Karte, deep-focus photography and rear projection exa-q-gelate the
depth of the lrtcluirer office, making the
characters seeln far apart.

8.25

Citi"ert Kcurc: deep focns in the

final scene.
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8.26

The contract scene in Citi.en
Ktttte . .
.

8.29

and revelation

of Kane.

8.30 C iti:en Krtne: Susan onstage in her
operadebut...

?rs
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8.27 . . . with Kune in the background
of the shot . . .

8.28 . . . cchoes this earlier scene's
cornposrtron . .
.

After his defeat, Kane sets out to make Susan an opera star and justify his interest in her to the public. In the scene that parallels Kane's election speech., SLlsan's
debut, the organization of shots is similar to that of the political rally.Again the figure on the stage, Susan, serves as a pivot for the editing. One or two shots of her
are followed by a few shots of the various listeners (Kane, Bernstein, Leland, the
singing teacher), then back to SLlsan, and so on (8.30, 8.31). General narrative parallels and specific stylistic techniques articulate two stages of Kane's power quest:
first on his own, then with Susan as his proxy.
As we've seen in ChapterT, music can bring out parallels as well. For example.
Susan's singing is causally central to the narrative. Her elaborate aria in the opera
Salanunbo contrasts sharply with the other rnain diegetic mLrsic, the little son.-g about
"Charlie Kane." fn spite of the differences between the son._qs. there is a purallel hetween them, in that both relate to Kane's ambitions. The "Charlie Kane" ditty seerns
inconseqnential., but its lyrics clearly show that Kane intends it as a political song,
and it does turn up later as campai..gn music. In addition, the chorus -9irls who sing
the song wear costumes with boots and Rough Rider hats, which they place on the
lreads of the men in the foreground (8.32). Thus Kane's desire for war with Spain
has shown Llp even in this apparently simple farewell party for his departure to E,urope. When Kane's political ambitions are dashed, he tries to create a public career
for his wife instead, but she is incapable of singing grand opera. Agarin, the son..gs
create narrative parallels between different actions in Kane's career.
As we sAw in examining Citiz.ert Kune's narrative, the newsreel is il very irnportant sequence, partly because it provides a nrap to the upcoming plot events. Because of its importance, Welles sets off the style of this seqLlence from the rest of
the film by distinctive techniques that don't appear elsewhere in Citi:.ert Kune. Also.
we need to believe that this is a real newsreel in rlrder to motivate Thompsol"t's
search for the key to Kane's life. The realistic newsreel seqLlence also helps establish Kane's power and wealth, which will be the basis of much of the upcornin-{
actron.

Welles uses several techniqr"res to achieve the look and sound of a newsreel of
the period. Some of these are fairly simple. The music recarlls actual newsreels, ancl

8.3I

and Kane in the audience.

the insert titles, outmoded in fictional films, were still ar convention in newsreels.
But beyond this,, Welles enrploys a number of subtle cinematographic techniques to
achieve a documentary quality. Since some of the footage in the newsreel is supposed to have been taken in the silent period, he uses severill difterent filrn stocks
to make it appear that the different shots have been assembled from widely different sources. Some of the footage was printed so as to achieve the jerkiness of silent
film run at sonnd speed. Welles also scratched and faded this footage to -give it the
look of old, worn film. This, combined with the rnakeup work, crentes a l'emarkable
impression of documentary footage of Kane with Tedcly Roosevelt, Adolf Hitler
(8.33), and other historical figures. In the latter scenes of Kane being wheeled
around his estate, the hand-held camera, the slats and barriers (8.34), and the high
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8.32

C'ostLuncs crr-lltc a politic'lrl
lr-fcrcltcc in Citi:art Kttrtt'.

8.33

In Citi: t'tt Kttttt', costtunL'. ntitkctrp.

itncl

anglc irnitatc the cl'lccts 01'rr r-lcwsreel reporter sccretly filmin-e Kane. All of these
documentary convcntions are enhanced by the Lrsc of a narrator w'hose bootnin-e
voice also rnirnics the conrmentary typical in newsreels of the day.
One of Ciri:.cn Krtrte's outstanding formal teatures is the way its plot rnanipulates strtry tirne. As we havc seen, this process is rnotivated by Thonrpson's inqr-riry
and the orcler in which he intervicws Karne's ilcquaintances. Vrriolls techniques assist in the nranipulation of ordcr and duration. The shift from a nirrriltor's present
l'ecourrtin-u to a past L'verrt is oftcn reinforced by a .sltock cttt. A shock cut creates iI
jarring juxtuposition. Lrsually by rreans of a suclden shifi to a higher soLlnd volunre
arrd a corlsiclerable -uraphic discontinuity. Citi:en Kurre offers scveral instances: the
abl'upt beginning of the newsreel after the deathbecl shot. the shifi from the quiet
colrvel'sution in the newsreel prqjectit-ln roonr to the lightning and thunder outside
the El Rancho. ancl the sudden appearzlnce of a screeching cockatoo in the foregr'ouncl as Ruynroncl's flashback begins (8.35). Such transitions create surprise itnd
sl-rarply denrurcate one portion ol' the plot fronr another'.
The transitions that skip ovel'or clrastically compress tirne are less abrupt. Recall. 1'or instance. the languicl inruges of Kane's sled being gradually covered by
snow. A nrore extencled exeunple is the hreakfast table monta-ge (se-enrent 6) that elliptically traces the clecline of Kane's fir'st nrarriage. Starting with the newlyweds'
larte slrpper, renclerecl in il track-in and a shot/reverse-shot series, the seqLrence
moves through severill brief episodes. consistin-e of shot/reverse-shot exchanges
linkecl by whip pans. (A whip pan is a very rapid pan that creates a blurrin-u sidewise nrcltion across the screen. It is Llsually used ils a trernsition between scenes.) In
each episode, Kilne artcl E,nrily heconre r-r-lore sharply hostile. The segrnent encls by
tracking away to show the surprising distance between tlrenr at the table.
The nrLrsic reinforccs the seqlrence's developrnent as well. The initial late sLrppcr is ilcconrpunied by a liltins waltz.. At each trerr-rsition to a later tinre, the music
changes. A conric vnriation of the waltz follows its initietl statenrent alrd then a tense
one; then horns and trunrpcts restarte the Kane thenre. The final portion of the scette.
with a stony silence betweerr the coLrple.is erccornpaniecl by a slow, eerie variation
on the initial therne. The dissolution of the rnarria_qe is stressed by this theme-andvariaticlrts accornpanirtrent. A sirnilar sort of temporal cor-npression and sonic elaboration can be found in the montage of Suseln's operil cill'eer (segrnent 7).
Our brief exanrination of Citi:.err Karte's style has pointed out only a few of the
nretjor pattems in the filnr. You can find others: the nrusical motif associated with
Kitne's power: the "K" nrotif appearin-g in Ketne's costLllres and in Xanaldu's settin-gs; the way the clecor of Susan's room in XanadLl reveals Kane's attitude toward
her: the changes in the acting of individuals as their characters a-qe in the course of
the story; and the playful photo-eraphic devices. such ers the photos that become arlinrated or the nrany superinrpositiorrs dr-rring nrontel-ge sequences. A-9ain and a-uairr
in Citi:,ert Kurte, such stylistic patterns sLlstarin and intensify the narrrative developntent artd shape the atudience's experience in particulal' welys.

8.34

. cir-rcnratotrapl-ry sitttulate
newsreel filoterge.

8.35

A slrock cut in Ciri:ert Kurtc.
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Summary: Style as a Formal System

This concludes our introduction of the basic cinematic techniques and how to analyze their functions in the overall form of individual films. We offer further examples of analyses in Part Five. First, however, there's one more factor that affects our
experiences of the films we see.
Often, when we view a film, we think of it as belonging to a type or group of
movies. Rather than say, "I'm going to see a fiIm," we may say, "I'm going to see
a Western" or "I'm going to see a documentaty." Our friends are likely to understand what we mean, because such groupings are widely recogntzed in our culture.
Part Five examines the main ways in which we categorize films by type.

The Concept of Film Style
Sometimes the concept of style is used evaluatively, to
imply that something is inherently good ("Now that's got
real style!"). We are using the term descriptively. From
our perspective, all films have style, because all films
make some use of the techniques of the medium, and
those techniques will necessarily be organized in some
way.

For discussion of the concept of style in various arts,
see Monroe C. Beardsley, Aesthetics: Problems in the
Philosophy of Criticism (New York: Harcourt Brace and
World, 1958); J. V. Cunningham, ed., The Problem of
Style (Greenwich, CT: Fawcett, 1996); and Berel Lang,
ed., The Concept of Style, rev. ed. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 1987).
Pioneering studies of style in the cinema are Erwin
Panofsky, "Style and Medium in the Moving Pictures"

(originally published in 1937), in Daniel Talbot, ed.,
Film: An Anthology (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1970), pp. 13-32; Raymond Durgnat, Films and
Feelings (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1967); and Raymond Bellour, "Pour une stylistique du fiIm," Revue
d'esthdtique 19,2 (April-June 1966): 161-78. Most of
the works cited in the "Where to Go from Here" sections
of the chapters in Part Four offer concrete studies of aspects of film style.
For essays on a wide variety of styles and films, see
Lennard HOjbjerg and Peter Schepelern, eds., Film Style
and Story: A Tribute to Torben Grodal (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2003). For a survey of the different ways in which critics and historians have approached
style, see David Bordwell, On the History of Film Style
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997).
An entire book has been written on the production of
Citizen Kane, shedding much light on how its style was
created: Robert L. Carringer's The Making of Citizen
Kane (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985).
Among other things, Carringer reveals the degree to
which Welles and his collaborators used special effects

for many of the film's scenes. A tribute to the film, and a
reprinting of Gregg Toland's informative article on the
film, "Realism for Citizen Kane," is available in American Cinematographer J2,8 (August l99l): 3412. Graham Bruce illuminates Bernhard Herrmann's musical
score for Citizen Kane rn Bernard Herrmann: Film Music and Narrative (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press,
1985), pp.42-57. See also Steven C. Smith, A Heart at
Fire's Center: The Life and Music of Bernard Herrmann
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991). A detailed analysis of the film's sound is Rick Altman, "DeepFocus Sound: Citizen Kane and the Radio Aesthetic,"
Quarterly Review of Film and Video 15, 3 (December
1994): 1-33.

Recommended DVD S.rpplements
Supplements for DVDs often discuss individual film
techniques and their functions, but they rarely consider
how style functions systematically. Here are bonus features that try for a little analysis.

"The Making of American

Grffiti"

deals fairly ex-

tensively with the film's style and includes comments by
the great sound editor Walter Murch. In "The Leone
Style," on the DVD of The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly,
several apects of the director's approach are discussed:
the use of lengthy shots using a slow visual rhythm, juxtapositions of extreme long shots and extreme close-ups,
imitations of paintings, and operatic grandeur.
"The Making of My Own Private ldaho" deals concretely with style as a formal system, comparing the techniques used at the film's opening and ending, and tracing
changes in the style as the story progresses. The featurette covers camera movement and angle, lighting, sets,
and acting.

In "Elmer Bernstein and The Magnificent Seven,"
film music expert Jon Burlingame compares musical and
visual rhythm, which are sometimes strikingly in contrast. He also analyzes how the score's themes and orchestrations function in the narrative.

Film Genres

ll moviegoers are familiar with the idea of genre, even if they don't know
the term. The word genre is originally French, and it simply means "kind"
or "type." It's related to another word, genus, which is used in the biological sciences to classify groups of plants and animals. When we speak of film genres, we're indicating certain types of movies. The science-fiction film, the action
picture, the comedy, the romance, the musical, the Western-these are some genres of fictional storytelling cinema.
Scientists can usually place plants or animals within a single genus with confidence, but film genres lack that sort of scientific precision. Instead, genres are convenient terms that develop informally. Filmmakers, industry decision makers.
critics, and viewers all contribute to the formation of a shaled sense that certain
films seem to resemble one another in significant ways. Genres also change over
time, as filmmakers invent new twists on old formulas. Thus defining the precise
boundaries between genres can be tricky.
The popular cinema of most countries rests on genre filmmaking. Germany has
tts Heimaffilm, the tale of small-town life. The Hindi cinema of India produces cle-

votionals, films centering on the lives of saints and religious figures, os well as
mythologicals derived from legend and literary classics. Mexican fihnmakers developed the cabaretera, a type of melodrama centering on prostitutes.
When we think about genre, the examples that come to mind are usually those of
fictional live-action films. We'll see in the nextchapterthatthere can be genres of other
basic sorts of cineffi?, too. There are genres of documentary, such as the compilation
film and the concert movie. Experimental films and animated films have genres as well.

understanding Genre
Defining aGenre
Audiences know the genres of their culture very well, and so do fihnmakers. The
intriguing problem comes in defining just what a genre is. What places a group of
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films in a genre?

Unclerstanding Genre

Most scholars now agree that no .-qenre can be defined in a single hard-and-furst
way. Some genres stand out by their subjects or themes. A gangster film centers on
large-scale urban crime. A science-fiction film features a technology beyond the
reach of contemporary science. A Western is usually about life on some frontier (not
necessarily the West, as lr'lorth to Ala.ska and Drunts Along the Moltawk suggest).
Yet subiect matter or theme is not so central to defining other genres. Musicals
erre recognizable chiefly by their manner of presentation: singing, dancing, or both.
The detective filrn is partly defined by the plot pattern of an investigation that solves
a mystery. And some genres are defined by the distinctive emotional effect they aim
for: amusement in comedies, tension in sr-rspense films.
The question is complicated by the fact that genres can be more or less broad.
There are large, blanket genre categories that fit many films. We refer commonly to
thrillers. yet that term may encompass horror films, detective stories, hostage films
srrch as Die Horcl or Speecl, and many others. "Comedy" is a similarly broad term

that includes slapstick cornedies such as Liar

Liar romantic comedies

such

as

Grouncll'tog Day, parodies such as the Austin Povvers series, and gross-out comedy
such as There's Something About Mary. Thus subgenres can be devised by critics,
viewers, or filmmakers to try to describe more precisely what films are like.
Still, there are limits to the precision with which the concept of genre can be
applied. Any category contains both undeniable instarrces and fuzzy cases . Singin'
in the Rain is a prime example of a musical, but David Byrne's True Stories, with
its ironic presentation of musical numbers, is more of a borderline case. And an aLldience's sense of the core cases can change over history. For modern audiences. a
gory film such as The Silence o.f the Lambs probably exemplifies the thriller,
whereas for audiences of the 1950s, a prime example would have been an urbane
Hitchcock exercise such as lr,lorth bv l\,lorthwest.
In other cases, films may seem to straddle two genre classifications. Is Grounclhog Dq, a romantic comedy or a fantasy? Is Psycho a slasher film or a detective
thriller? War ofthe Worlcls combines horror, science fiction, and family melodrama.
(As we'll see, rnixing formulas like this is one important sonrce of innovation and
change in genres.) And, further, some films are so distinctive that critics and audiences have trouble assigning them to a category. When Being John Malkovich appeared in 1999,TV interviewersioked with the cast and crew about how impossible
the film was to describe-hinting that they simply could not place it in a genre.
How are genre categories used? They certainly affect industry officials' decisions about what films to make. While big-budget musicals such as The Sound of
Music were commonly produced in the 1960s, they are out of fashion now, and
more recent musicals such as Chic'ago and Rent cost under $50 million. On the
other hand, horror and action films are cllrrently popular, and executives would be
likelier to green-light projects perceived to fit into those genres.
For the vast publicity system that exists around filmmaking, genres ate a simple way to characterize film. In fact, reviewers are often central in gathering and

crystallizing notions about genres. In television coverage of entertainment, reporters refer to genres, because they know that most members of the public will
easily grasp what they mean.
You may also find that some reviewers tend to dismiss genre films as shallow
and trivial, assuming them to be simply formulaic: It's only a Western; it's just a
horror film. Undor-rbtedly, many nlms in all genres are cheaply and unimaginatively
made. Yet some of the greatest films also fall into genres. Singin'in the Rain is a
musical, but it is arguably also one of the best American films. Grand lllusiorz is a
war film. Psycho is a thriller. The Godfcrther is a gangster film. On the whole, genre
is a category best used to describe and analyze films, not to evaluate them.
For viewers, genre often provides a way of finding a film they want to see. If
a groLlp plans an evening at the movies, members may express their preferences
for a science fiction film, or a thriller, or a romance and then negotiate from there.
Some filmgoers are fans of a specific genre and may seek out and exchange
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Fihn Genres

information via magazines, Internet sites, or conventions. Science-fiction aficionados are one example of such a group, with subgroups pledging allegiance to the
Star Wars or the Star Trek series.
At all levels of the filmmaking and film-viewing processes, then, genres help
assure that most members of a society share at least some general notions about the
types of films that compete for our attention.

Analyting aGenre
As we have seen, genres are based on a tacit agreement among filmmakers, reviewers, and audiences. What gives films of a type some common identity are
shared genre conventiotts that reappear in film after film.
Certain plot elements may be conventional. We anticipate an investigation in a
mystery film; revenge plotlines are common in Westerns; a musical will find ways
to provide song-and-dance situations. The gangster film usually centers on the
gangster's rise and fall as he struggles against police and rival gangs. We expect a
biographical film ("biopic") to trace major episodes in the main character's life. In
a cop thriller, certain characters are conventional: the shifty informer, the comic
sidekick, the impatient captain who despairs of getting the squad detectives to follow procedure.
Other genre conventions are more thematic, involving general meanings that
are summoned again and again. The Hong Kong martial-arts film commonly celebrates loyalty and obedience to one's teacher. A standard theme of the gangster film
has been the price of criminal success, with the gangster's rise to power portrayed
as a hardening into egotism and brutality. The screwball comedy traditionally sets
up a thematic opposition between a stiff, unyielding social milieu and characters'
urges for freedom and innocent zanrness.
Still other genre conventions involve characteristic film techniques. Somber
lighting is standard in the horror film and the thriller (9.1). The action picture often
relies on rapid cutting and slow-motion violence. In the melodrama, an emotional
twist may be underscored by a sudden burst of poignant music.
As a visual medium, cinema can also define genres through conventional
iconograplry. A genre's iconography consists of recurring symbolic images that
carry meaning from film to film.
Objects and settings often furnish iconography for a genre. A close-up of a
tommy gun lifted out of a 1920s Ford would probably be enough to identify a film
as a gangster movie, while a shot of a long, curved sword hanging from a kimono
would place us in the world of the samurai. The war film takes place in battlescarred landscapes, the backstage musical in theaters and nightclubs, the spacetravel film in starships and on distant planets. Even stars can become
iconographic-Judy Garland for the musical, John Wayne for the Western, Arnold
Schwaruenegger for the action picture, Jim Carrey for comedy.

9.1 In The Exorc'ist,

a

single streetlight picks out
the priest as he arrives at

night, while light streams
from the room where the
possessed

girl is confined.

lJnderstanding Genre

By knowing conventions, the viewer has a pathway into the film. Such landmarks allow the genre movie to communicate information quickly and economically. When we see the weak sheriff, we strongly suspect that he will not stand up
to the gunslinger. We can then focus attention on the cowboy hero as he is slowly
drawn into helping the townspeople defend themselves.
Alternatively, a film can revise or reject the conventions associated with its
genre. Bugsy Malone is a gangster musical in which children play all the traditional
adult roles. 2001: A Space Odyssey violated several conventions of the sciencefiction genre: beginning with a lengthy sequence set in prehistoric times, synchronizing classical music to outer-space action, and ending with an enigmatically
symbolic fetus drifting through space. Filmmakers may seek to surprise or shock
viewers by breaking their expectations that a certain convention will be followed.
(See

'A

Closer Look.")

Audiences expect the genre film to offer something familiar, but they also demand fresh variations on it. The filmmaker may devise something mildly or radically different, but it will still be based on tradition. The interplay of convention and
innovation, familiarity and novelty, is central to the genre film.

Genre History
Because filmmakers frequently play with conventions and iconography, genres sel-

dom remain unchanged for very long. The broader, blanket genres such as thrillers,
romances, and comedies may stay popular for decades, but a comedy from the
1920s is likely to be very different from one in the 1960s. Genres change over history. Their conventions get recast, and by mixing conventions from different genres, filmmakers create new possibilities every now and then.
Many film genres become established by borrowing existing conventions from
other media. The melodrama has clear antecedents in stage plays and novels such
as (Jncle Tom's Cabin.-Iypes of comedy can be traced back to stage farces or comic
novels. Musicals drew on both musical comedies and variety reviews.
Yet the film medium always imposes its own distinctive qualities and circumstances on an adopted genre. For example, Western novels were already popular in

the 19th century. Yet, although the cinema became commercially successful in
1895, Westerns did notbecome a film genre until after 1908.Why the delay? It may

well have been that the greater length of films around that era (up to roughly 15
minutes), plus the rise of film studios with companies of actors under contract, encouraged more shooting on location. Using unspoiled American landscapes in turn
fostered stories involving the frontier, and the Western quickly became a tremendously popular genre. It was also a uniquely American genre, giving U.S. films a
way to compete in the growing international market. Thus film genres have their
own history, combining borrowings from other arts and distinctive innovations.
Most cinema genres and subgenres become established when one film achieves
success and is widely imitated. After several fllms that resemble one another appear, people begin to compare them. For example, in the late 1990s, the term gros.rout came to be commonly applied to a group of films, including Ace Ventura, Pet

Detective; There's Something about Mory; and American Pie. But critics then
traced this "new" subgenre back to such influential comedies as Animal House
(197 8) and Porlcy 's ( 1981).

Similarly, when the television-related fantasy Pleasantville appeared in 1998,
it to comparable films: Big ( 1988) , Splash ( 1984) , Peggy Sue
(1986),
Got Married
Groundhog Day (1993), The Truman Shovv (1998), and Slidsome critics linked

ing Doors (1998). Reviewer Richard Corliss suggested a new term for the subgenre,
fantasies of displacement. Lisa Schwartzbaum called such films magical comedies.
Whether these or other phrases ever become common parlance, many viewers
might recognize that these films share traits that set them apart. Such comments by
reviewers are one way in which new subgenres come to be reco gnized.
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A CONTEMPORA GENRE: The Crime Thriller
The thriller, like the comedy, is a very
broad category, virtualty an umbrella
genre. There are supernaturat thri[lers
(The Sixth Sense), politicat thritlers (Munich), and spy thritters (The Bourne ldentity), but many revolve around
crime-pIanned, committed, or
thwarted.

During the 1990s and early 2000s,
many filmmaking countries have turned
to making crime thriIters. Using few special effects and set in contemporary urban locations, they are comparatively
cheap to produce. They offer showy
roles to actors, and they allow writers

ln Ransom, the father of a kid-

napped boy spurns police advice and
refuses to pay the ransom, offering it as
a bounty on the criminals.
Alternatively, the ptot may center on
an innocent bystander dropped unexpectedly into a struggle between the
criminat and the police. Most of Alfred
Hitchcocks films are built around an ordinary person who stumbles into a danSerous situation (The 39 Steps, North by
Northwest, Rear Window). ln Die Hard,

an off-duty detective is accidentally

edges, we can chart some core cases by

trapped in a hostage crisis, so he must
fight both police and thieves to rescue
the other innocents. Collateral centers
on a taxi driver forced to chauffeur a
paid kitler from target to target. Thematicalty, this innocent-centered plot

considering the narrative conventions
and the effects that fitmmakers try to

pattern often emphasizes characters
discovering resources within them-

arouse.

selves-courage, cteverness, even a capacity for violence.
Instead of spottighting the innocents, the plot may concentrate on the
forces of justice. The action then typically becomes an investigation, in which

and directors to display their ingenuity
in playing with the audience's expecta-

tions. Although the genre has f uzzy

A crime is at the center of the thriller
ptot, and usuatty three sorts of charac-

ters are involved. There are the [awbreakers, the forces of law, and the
innocent victims or bystanders. Typical[y, the narration concentrates on one
of these characters or groups.
ln Double Jeopardy, a husband fakes
his own murder in order to run off with
his mistress. His wife is found guilty, but
in prison, she discovers that her husband

is alive under a new identity. Reteased
on parole, she flees to find her son, but
she is pursued by her hard-bitten parole
officer. Suspense arises from the double

chase and

the cat-and-mouse

game

ptayed by the desperate husband and his
embittered "widow," who can now murder him with impunity. The plot action
and narration are organized around the
wife: her pursuit propels the action forward, and the narration favors her, restricting us largety to what she believes
and eventualty learns.
Double Jeopardy concentrates on an
innocent person who is the target of
the crime, and this is one common pattern in the genre. At some point, the
victim wi[[ usualty realize that he or she
cannot react passively and must fight

the criminal, as in Duel, The Fugitive,
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(9.21.

The NeC Breakdown, and Panic Room

police or private detectives seek to
capture the criminal or prevent a crime.
A classic example is The Big Heat, in
which a rogue cop seeks to avenSe the
death of his family by capturing the
mobsters responsible. Nick of Time, The
Bodyguard, and ln the Line of Fire present protagonists seeking to forestall a

threatened murder. The contemporary
serial-killer plot may emphasize police
pursuit, offering only glimpses of the
criminat . 5e7en follows two policemen
in their efforts to untangle a string of

murders embtematic

of the seven

deadly sins. When a ptot highlights the
investigators, themes of the faltibility of
justice tend to come to the fore. ln L.A.
Confidential three ill-matched detectives join forces to reveal how official
corruption has led to the murders of
prostitutes.
Or the crime thriller can put the
criminal center stage, as in The Talented
Mr. Ripley. The plot may center on the
adventures of a paid killer; Jean-Pierre
Metviltes Le Samourai is a classic example. There's also the heist or caper film,

9.2

lnnclcents in jeopardy: an unusual
carnera position for a classic thriller
situation in Punic Room.

showcasing a tightty orchestrated robbery. This subgenre became a mainstay

the treacherous women in Red Rock

in the 1950s, with The Asphalt Jungle,
Bob Le Flambeur, and Rififi, and it's
made a comeback in recent years with

suspense and surprise are important in

Heist, Ronin, and Ocean's ll. Theres also

what we might ca[[ the dishonoramong-thieves variant, in which criminats betray one anothe r. A Simple Plan

portrays nervous and ctumsy thieves,
wherea s Jackie Brown traces an expand-

ing web of double-crosses.

Sometimes the thritler

will

balance

its plot and narration between the police and the criminat. Often this tactic
draws thematic parallels between the
two. In John Woos The Killer, the plot
alternates between showing the efforts
of a hit man to quit the business, aided
by his weak mentor, and showing his
cop advers ary, who is also under the
sway of an otder colleague. Michael
Mann's Heat creates strong para[lels behaving
problems with the women in their lives.
ln both The Killer and Heat, the charac-

tween cop and robber, each

ters themselves recognize their affinities. In contrast, Fargo plays on the
sharp d lfferences between the sunny
common sense of the policewoman and
an atmost pitiabty blundering kidnapper.

Thritlers obviousty aim to thri[[ usis, to startle, shock, and scare. How
do we distinguish them from horror
fitms, which seek similar effects? Horror
aims to disgust as we[[ as frighten, but

that

the thritler need not involve

disgust.

The centraI character of a horror film is
a monster who is both fearsome and re-

pellent, but a thriller vi[[ain may be
quite attractive (the deceptively kind
men in The Minus Man and Primal

Feer,

West and The Last Seduction). While

most cinematic storytelling, these rethe crime thri[[er.
The plots hightight clever plans, sti[[
more clever blocking moves, and sudden coincidences that upset carefu[[y
timed schemes. Tracing out a plan or
following an investigation can yietd suspense (Witt the criminaI succeed?
How?), while unexpected twists trigger
surprise, forcing us to reconsider the
odds of the criminats success.
More specifica[[y, the thrilter s effects depend on wh ich characters
are highlighted by the plot and narration. lf the protagonist is an innocent,
the suspense we feel comes from the
prospect that the crime wi[[ harm him
or her. lf the hero is a figure of justice, we become concerned that she
or he wi[[ not be able to protect the
sponses dominate

in

nocents.
When the protagonist is the criminal,

one way to achieve some sympathy is
to rank the lawbreakers on a scale of immoratity. The most sympathetic criminats witI be ones who are trying to get
out of the business (The Killer) or those
who oppose even more immoral figures. The heroes of Out of Sight are
easySoing, good-humored thieves ripping off a white-collar embezzler and a
band

of soclopathic killers. Sometimes

criminaI protagonists can stretch our
sympathies in complicated ways. ln A
Simple Plan, basicatly good people turn
crooked after a momentary weakness,
and even though they have done wrong,
we may find ourselves hoping that they
succeed in their crime. A History of Vio-
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9.3

In A History of

Violence, Tom Stall, quiet
owner of a small-town
diner, is revealed to have
a

lence provokes us to speculate on the
mysterious forces that can make someone a kilter (9.3).
Like any genre, the crime thrilter can
mix with others. lt blends with the horror film in From Dusk Till Dawn and with
science fiction in Blade Runner and Minority Report. Rush Hour pushes the

police investigation toward farce, while
Lock, Stock, and Two Smoking Barrels
piles up absurd coincidences around a
quartet of petty crooks who steal ganja
and money from a gang (who stole the
goods from another gang).
The thrilters emphasis on suspense
and surprise encouraSes filmmakers to
mislead the audience, and this can lead
to experiments with narrative form.
Hitchcock pioneered this tendency by
suddenty switching protagonists in Psycho and by letting two couples' lives intertwine in The Family Plot. Many films
whose plots play with story time (see
pp. 83-85) are crime thri[[ers. A crime in
the story may be replayed in the plot,

9.4 The aftermath of the mysterious
dockyard explosion that triggers the
investigation in The Usual Suspects.
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showing different clues each time
(Snake Eyes) or presenting different
po i nts of v iew (The Killing, J ackie
Brown). Memento tel[s its investigation
story in reverse order. The Usual Suspects creates an unreliable flashback
narration, at the end turning a minor
character into a major player (9.4).
Bound consists largely of ftashbacks
launched from a cryptic present-time
situation-a woman tied and gagged in
a closet. As the crime story is revealed,
we have reason to suspect that at some
phase the robbery scheme she and her
partner have devised will fai[.
lndependent filmmakers have found
that generaI audiences wi[[ accept nar-

killer's instincts.

rationa[ experiments when packaged in

this genre. For other independents, the
Senre offers a structure on which they
can hang their personal concerns. David
Mamet's interest in how people conceal

their true motives surfaces in House of
Games and The Spanish Prisoner. Joel

and Ethan Coen set Blood Simple and
The Man Who Wasn't There in bleak,
smat[-town locales popu Iated with
losers Iusting for one big chance. David
Lynch uses the genrei tactics of suspense and surprise to summon up a
dread-fitted atmosphere that may never

receive rationaI exptanation. ln Blue
Velvet, Lost Highwal, and Mulholland
Drive, the crimes are om inous but
obscure, the criminals nightmarish
grotesques, and the innocents not
whotty innocent.
Because crime thri[lers can be shot
fairly cheaply, the genre has offered
Hollywood s rivals a path to internationat distribution. Hong Kong has exported many such films, as has France
(La Femme Nikita), Britain (Snatch, Sexy
Beast), Japan (Fireworks, Cure), Korea
(Tell Me Something, Nowhere to Hide),
and Thailand (Bangkok Dangerous). Audiences worldwide share similar expec-

tations about crime thrillers,

and

filmmakers can innovate by injecting to-

cal cultural traditions into the genre's
conventions of p[ot, character, and
theme. Two of our sampte analyses, of
Breathless (pp. 397-401) and of Chungking Express (pp. 405-4'10), focus on
non-Ho[lywood fi tms that imaginatively
shift the expectations we bring to the
crime thriIter.

l.Jnderstanding Genre
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Once a genre is launched, there seems to be no fixed pattern of development.
We might expect that the earliest films in the genre are the purest, with genre mixing coming at a late stage. But genre mixing can take place very soon. Whoopee!
( 1930), a musical from the beginning of talking pictures, is also a Western. Just
Intagine (l 930), one of the first sound science-fiction films, contains a comic song.
Some historians have also speculated that a genre inevitably passes from a phase of
maturity to one of parody, when it begins to mock its own conventions. Yet an early
Western, Tlte Great K & A Train Robbery, ( 1926), is an all-out parody of its own
genre. Early slapstick comedies often take moviemaking as their subject and ruthlessly poke fun at themselves, as in Charlie Chaplin's farcical His lr{ew Job (1915).
Typically, genres do not remain constantly sLlccessful. Rather, they rise and fall
in popularity. The result is the phenomenon known as cvcles.
A cycle is a batch of genre films that enjoy intense popularity and influence
over a distinct period. Cycles can occLlr when a successful film produces a burst of
imitations . The Godfather triggered a brief spate of gangster movies. During the
1970s, there was a cycle of disaster movies (Eorthcluake, The Poseiclon Adventure).
There have been cycles of comedies centering on spaced-out teenagers (Wavne's
World, Bill ond Ted's Excellent Aclventure, and Dude, Where's Mv Car?), buddycop movie s (Letltal Weapon and its successors), movies adapted from comic books
(Batntan, Spider-Man ), romantic thrillers aimed at a female audience (Dead Agoin,

Double Jeoparcb'), and dramas describing coming of age in African-American
neighborhoods (Bor': l{ the Hood, Menace II SocieN).Few observers would have
predicted that science-fiction movies would return in the 1970s. but Star Wars created a long-lastin..e cycle. A cycle of fantasy adventures emerged in the early 2000s.

It seems likely that a genre

never dies.

It may pass out of fashion for

a time,

only to return in updated garb. The sword-and-sandal epic set in ancient times was
popular in the 1950s and 1960s, then virtually disappeared until Ridley Scott revived it to considerable acclaim in 2000 with Gladiator-tnspiring other filmmakers to undertake similar subjects.
A genre may also change by mixing its conventions with those of another
genre. In 1919,, Alien proved innovative because it blended science-fiction conventions with those of the contemporary horror film, centering on a monster stalking
its victims one by one. The rusting spaceship became the futuristic equivalent of the
old dark house full of unseen dangers. By the early 2000s, the science-fiction/horror blend was itself quite conventional, as in Pitch Black and Doom.
The musical and the comedy mix easily with other genres. During the 1930s
and 1940s, singing cowboys such as Gene Autry were popular, and the Western musical was revived in the 1960s with Cat Ballou. There have been musical melodramas, such as Yentl and two versions of A Star Is Born. The Rockv Horror Picture
Show created the musical horror movie. Comedy as well can blend with any other
genre. The dramatic issue at the core of Barbershop-whether a son should sustain
his father's business for the good of the community-is lightened by sight gags,
inventive insults, and scabrous monologues (9.5). Mel Brooks and Woody Allen
have created comedies out of the conventions of science fiction (Spaceballs,
Sleeper), Westerns (Blazirtg Sadclles), outlaw films (Take the Monet' and Run),
thrillers and detective stories (F/i gh Anxie1,, Manhattan Murder Myster-\'), even historical epics (History of the Worlcl Part I, Love and Deatll. The combinations seem
almost limitless. In O Brother Where Art Thou? bumbling prison escapees accidentally become country singing stars, and the result is at once an outlaw movie, a
social protest film, a slapstick comedy, and a musical.
In some cases, genres influence and mix with one another across cultures. The
Japanese samurai genre, with its conventions of swordplay and revenge, has blended
well with a parallel genre, the Western. Sergio Leone based his Italian Western For
a Fistful of Dollars loosely on the plot of Akira Kurosawa's Yojintbo, and the same
Japanese director's Seven Samurai provided the basis for the Hollywood Western
The Magnificent Seven. Similarly, widespread fan interest in Hong Kong movies

"So it's kind of a psychic political
thriller comedy with a heart."

"With a heart. And not unlike Ghost
meets Manchurian Cand idate."

-

Producer and screenwriter in the opening
of Robert Attman's The Player

scene
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9.5

Bo rbe

rsltolt: Eddie's nutts offer a cort-tically skeptical
African-Amencan lcolls.

attitr"rde toward Rosa Parks and other

during the 1980s and 1990s led the Wachowski brothers to mix high-tech sciencefiction eftects with Hong Kong martial-arts choreography in The Matri-r.
Such mixtures are often consciously recognized by lilmmakers and ar"rdiences
alike. Filmmakers may take elements of two or mol'e successful films, blend them,
and spin off an entirely new concept. Sirnilarly, spectators are used to conrparing
new filrns with existing ones. tf someone who has not seen Pleasurttville asks il
friend what it is like, the reply might be "lt's sort of a cornbination of The Trurrrcut
Show and Buck to the Future." That is, it's a fantasy film dealing with television.
but it also has a science-fiction element of a time machine.
The fact that genres can intermingle does not, however, rnean that there etre no
distinctions among them. The Mutrix does not prevent us from differentiatin._e standard Hong Kong martial-arts films from standard Hollywood science-fiction tales.
Although we cannot pin down a single description of a genre that will apply for all
time, we can recognizethat at a..eiven period of filrn history, filnrmakers, revielvers.
and audiences rnanage to distinguish one sort of movie frorn another.

The Social Furnctions of Genres
The fact that every genre has fluctuated in popularity rerninds us that genres are
tightly bor"rnd to cultural factors. Why do audiences enjoy seeing the saune conventions over and over? Many film scholars believe that genres are ritualized drarnas
resembling holiday celebrations-cerernonies that are satisfying because they reaffirm cultural values with little variation. At the end of Srn,ing Privute R),u,t or
You've Got Mctil, who can resist a surge of reatssurin-{ satisfaction that cherished
values-self-sarcrificing heroism, the desirability of rornantic love-are validated'/
And just as one ceul see these cerernonies as helping us forget the nrore disturbing
aspects of the world, the farniliar charactertzations and plots of genres may also
serve to distract the ar-rdience f}orn real social problenrs.
Some scholars would argue that genres go further and actually exploit arnbivalent
social values and attitudes. The gangster film, for instance, utakes it possible frlr audiences to relish the mobster's swagger while still f'eeling satisfied when he receives his
punishrnent. Seen front this standpoint, genre convetrtions al'ouse enrotion by touching
on deep social uncertainties but then channel those emotions into elpproved attitudes.
Because of the contract between filmmaker and audience, the promise of something new based on sornething familiar, genres rnay also respolld quickly to broad
social trends. During the econornic depression of the 1930s, for instance, the

Warner Bros. rnusical films introduced social cornnrentary into stage llLunbers; in
Golcl Diggers qf 1933, a singer asks the Depressi<ln-era audience to renrenrber "my
forgotterl man," the unenlployed wal veteran. More recently, Hollywood producers
have tried to tailt-rr l'onrarttic corttedics to the tarstcs ol'trvcrrty-sr)r'rrethin-gs, as in
50 First Dute,\, Along Cunte Polly, and The Wecltlitrg Clruslrcrs. In Chapter I l, we'll

I,Jnderstandmg Ge rrrc

consider how ernother musical, Meet Me in St. Louis, bears traces of concerns of the
U.S. home tront during World War II.
lt is common to sLtggest that at diflerent points in history, the stories, thernes,
values, or ima-9ery of the genre herrmonize with public attitudes. For instance, do
the science-fiction filrns of the 1950s, with hydrogen bombs creating Godzilla and
other n-ronsters. reveal lears of technology run amok'? The hypothesis is that genre
conventions, repeated from filrn to film, reflect the audience's pervasive doubts or
anxieties. Many film scholars would argue that this reflectionist approach helps explain why genres vary in popularity.
Social processes can also be reflected in genre innovations. Ripley, the female
protagonist of A lierts, is a coLlrageous, even ag..qressive, warrior who also has al
warnn, maternal side (9.61 9.7). This is something of a novelty in the science-fiction
genre. Many cornmentertors saw Ripley as a product of attitudes derived frorn the
Wornen's Movernent of the 1970s. Ferninist groups argued that wornen could be
seen ars active and cornpetent without losing positive qualities arssociated with feminine behavior, such as gentleness and sympathy. As these ideas spread through
mainstrearn media and social opinion, films such as A liens could tr-rm traditionally
r-nascLrlirre roles over to female characters.
Such ways of looking at -eertt'e are usually called re.flec'tiortist, because they assume that .-qenres reflect social attitudes, urs if in a mirror. But some critics would
object that reflectionist readings calr becorne oversimplified. If we look closely at er
genre filrn, we usuatlly discover cornplexities that nuance a reflectionist account.
For insternce, if we look beyond Ripley, the protagonist of A lierts, we find that all
the characters lie along a continuLlnl rurtrting between "nrasculine" and "ferninirle"
values, and the sLlrvivors of the adventure, rnale or female, seellr to blend the best
of both gender identities. Moreover', often what seerlls to be social reflection is sirnply the filnr industry's effort to exploit the day's headlines. A genre film may reflect
not the audience's hopes and tears but the filmnrakers'guess about what will sell.
The argLlnrent over whether gerlre conventions directly reflect social circumstances canle to the fore in a particularly explicit way in the late 1990s. Over the
previous decades, there had been a gradual increase in the violent content of some
arction tilnrs. Such violence seemed to be popular with a broad se-gnrent of the auclience-arnd particularly with the yoLlng people who nrade Llp n'ruch of the filnrgoing public. When a series of ntultiple killings at scrhools occurred within a short
stretch of time, the popular n-redia carne under scrutilly as a possible car.rse. In 1999,
for the first tinre, the filrn industry (alon'e with the music, television, and video
.-qanle industries) began voluntarily to rnonitor its projects with an eye to reducing
violence. Was this an industry rearcting to a real revulsion on the part of its audiertce'/ Or did the rtredia and the governrttent condernn depictiol'ls of violence in

9.6

In

A

liens, Ripley learns how to use a wei.rpol.t

9.7 ..

. but can also cort'ttort the orphi.urecl -uirl the group of
soldiers find.
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"l knew Wyatt Earp. ln the very early
silent days, a couple of times a year

he would come up to visit pals,
cowboys he knew in Tombstone: a lot
of them were in my company. I think I
was an assistant prop boy then and I
used to give him a chair and a cup of
coffee, and he told me about the
fight at the O.K. Corral. So in My
Darting Clementine, we did it exactly
the way it had been. They didn't just
walk up the street and start banging
away at each other; it was a clever

military manoeuvre."
-

John Ford, director, Stagecoach

9.8 The "-eood bad" hero of Hell's
Hirtges reads the Bible. a bottle of
whiskey at his elbow.

9.9

In Srrai ght Sltootirtg, the hero stands
fiamecl in the farrnhouse doorway, halfway
between the lure of civilization and the
call of the wilderness.

order to avoid confronting such causes of violence as poverty and the wide availability of guns? The terrorist attacks of September I 1, 2001,, initially intensified
public reactions against violence, yet soon there was an increased interest in war
films. Did such patriotic themes help justify the United States' ambitions to invade
Iraq? Such questions have long been raised in relation to popular genres, since they
seem so familiar and closely related to society as a whole.
Whether we study a genre's history, its cultural functions, or its representations
of social trends, conventions remain our best point of departure. As examples, we
look briefly at three significant genres of American fictional filmmaking.

Three Genres

The

stern

The Western emerged early in the history of cineffi?, becoming well established by
the early I9l0s. It is partly based on historical reality, since in the American West
there were cowboys, outlaws, settlers, and tribes of Native Americans. Films also
based their portrayal of the frontier on songs, popular fiction, and Wild West shows.
Early actors sometimes mirrored this blend of realism and myth: cowboy star Tom
Mix had been a Texas Ranger, awild West performer, and a champion rodeo rider.
Quite early, the central theme of the genre became the conflict between civihzed order and the lawless frontier. From the East and the city come the settlers
who want to raise families, the schoolteachers who aim to spread learning, and the
bankers and government officials. In the vast natural spaces, by contrast, thrive
those outside civilization-not only the American Indians but also outlaws, trappers
and traders, and greedy cattle barons.
Iconography reinforces this basic duality. The covered wagon and the railroad
are set against the horse and canoe; the schoolhouse and church contrast with the
lonely campfire in the hills. As in most genres, costume is iconographically si-enificant, too. The settlers'starched dresses and Sunday suits stand out against Indians'
tribal garb and the cowboys' jeans and Stetsons.
Interestingly, the typical Western hero stands between the two thematic poles.
At home in the wilderness but naturally inclined toward justice and kindness, the
cowboy is often poised between savagery and civilization. William S. Hart, one of
the most popular early Western stars, crystallized the character of the "good bad
man" as a common protagonist. In Hell's Hinges (1916), a minister's sister tries to
reform him; one shot represents the pull between two ways of life (9.8).
The in-between position of the hero affects common Western plots. He may start
out on the side of the lawless, or he may simply stand apart from the conflict. In either
case, he becomes uneasily attracted to the life offered by the newcomers to the frontier. Eventually, the hero decides to join the forces of order, helping them fight hired
gunmen, bandits, or whatever the film presents as a threat to stability and progress.
As the genre developed, it adhered to a social ideology implicit in its conventions. White populations' progress westward was considered a historic mission,
while the conquered indigenous cultures were usually treated as primitive and savage. Western films are full of racist stereotypes of Native Americans and Hispanics.
Yet on a few occasions, filmmakers treated Native American characters as tragic
figures, ennobled by their closeness to nature but facing the extinction of their way
of life. The best early example is probably The Last of the Mohicans (1920).
Moreover, the genre was not wholly optimistic about taming the wilderness. The
hero's eventual commitment to civilization's values was often tinged with regret for

his loss of freedom. In John Ford's Straight Shooting (1911), Cheyenne Harry
(played by Harry Carey) is hired by a villainous rancher to evict a farmer, but he falls

in love with the farmer's daughter and vows to reform. Rallying the farmers, Harry
helps defeat the rancher. Still, he is reluctant to settle down with Molly (9.9).

Three Genres

Within this set of values, a great many conventional scenes became standardized-the Indians' attack on forts or wagon trains, the shy courting of a woman by
the rough-hewn hero, the hero's discovery of a burned settler's shack, the outlaws'
robbery of bank or stagecoach, the climactic gunfight on dusty town streets. Writers and directors could distinguish their films by novel handlings of these elements.
In Sergio Leone's flamboyant Italian Westerns, every convention is stretched out in
minute detail or amplified to a huge scale, as when the climactic shootout in The
Goctcl, the Bacl, ancl the USlr'' (1966) is filmed to resemble a bullfight (9.10).
There were nan'ative and thematic innovations as well. After such liberal Westerns of the 1950s as Broken Arrovl ( 1950), native cultures began to be treated with
more respect. In Little Big Man (1970) and Solclier Blue (1970), the conventional
thenratic values were reversed, depicting Indian life as civihzed and white society
as maraudin-e. Some films played up the hero's uncivilized side, showing him per-

ilously out of control (Winchester 73, 1950), or even psychopathic (The LeftHanclecl Gurt, 1958). The heroes of The Wilcl Bunch (1969) would have been
considered unvarnished villains in early Westerns.
The new complexity of the protagonist is evident in John Ford's The Searchers
( 1956). After a Comanche raid on his brother's homestead, Ethan Edwards sets out
to find his kidnapped niece Debbie. He is driven primarily by family loyalty but
also by his secret love for his brother's wife, who has been raped and killed by the
raiders. Ethan's sidekick, a young man who is part Cherokee, realizes that Ethan
plans not to rescue Debbie but to kill her for becoming a Comanche wife. Ethan's
fierce racism and ra-9in-9 vengeance culminate in a raid on the Comanche village.
At the film's close, Ethan returns to civilization but pauses on the cabin's threshold
(9.11) before turning back to the desert.
The shot eerily recalls Ford's S/ra ight Shooting (9.9); John Wayne even repeats
Harry Carey's characteristic gripping of his forearm (9.12). Now, however, it seems
that the drifiing cowboy is condemned to live outside civilization because he cannot tame his -erief and hatred. More savage than citizen, he seems condemned, as
he says of the souls of dead Comanches, "to wander forever between the winds."
This bitter treatment of a perennial theme illustrates how drastically a genre's conventions can chan.-ge across history.

The Horror Fihn
While the Western is most clearly defined by subject, theme, and iconography, the
horror genre is most recogmzable by its intended emotional effect on the audience.
The horror film aims to shock, disgust, repel-in short, to horrify. This impulse is
what shapes the genre's other conventions.

9.10 A low wall creates an arena in which the three-way
The Goocl, the Bacl, ortcl the Uglv.

shoot-out can occur at the end of
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9.ll

The closing shot of

The Sectrcher:;.

What can hon'ify us? Typically, a monster. In the horror film, the monster is a dangerous breach of nature, a violation of our normal sense of what is possible. The mon-

9.12

Harry Carey's gesture in Struight

Sltootirt g.

9.13 A shadow

and a character's reaction
snggest an offscreen menace in Cqt

People.

ster might be unnaturally large, as King Kong is. The monster might violate the
boundary between the dead and the living, as vampires and zombies do. The monster
might be an ordinary human who is transfonned, oS when Dr. Jekyll drinks his potion
and becomes the evil Mr. Hyde. Or the monster might be something wholly unknown
to science, as with the creature in the Alien films. The genre's honifying emotional effect, then, is usually created by a character convention: a threatening, unnatural monster.
Other conventions follow from this one. Our reaction to the monster may be
guided by other characters who react to it in the properly horrified way. In Cat People (1942), a mysterious woman can, apparently, turn into a panther. Our revulsion
and fear are confirmed by the reaction of the woman's husband and his coworker
(9.13). In contrast, we know that E.T. is not a horror film because, although the alien
is unnatural, he is not threatening, and the children do not react to him as if he is.
The horror plot will often start with the monster's attack on normal life. In response, the other characters must discover that the monster is at large and try to destroy it. (In some cases, as when a character is possessed by demons, others tnay
seek to rescue him or her.) This plot can be developed in various ways-by having
the monster launch a series of attacks, by having people in authority resist believing that the monster exists, or by blocking the characters' efforts to destroy it. In
The Exorcisl, for example, the characters only gradually discover that Regan is possessed; after they reahze this, they still must struggle to drive the demon out.
The genre's characteristic themes also stem from the intended response. If the
monster horrifies us because it violates the laws of nature we know, the genre is
well suited to suggest the limits of human knowledge. It is probably significant that
the skeptical authorities who must be convinced of the monster's existence are often scientists. In other cases, the scientists themselves unintentionally unleash monsters through their risky experiments. A common convention of this type of plot has
the characters concluding that there are some things that humans are not meant to
know. Another common thematic pattern of the horror film plays on fears about the
environment, ?S when nuclear accidents and other human-made disasters create
mutant monsters like the giant ants in Them!
Not surprisingly, the iconography of the horror film includes settings where
monsters might be expected to lurk. The old dark house where a group of potential
victims gather was popularized by The Cat ancl the Ccmarv in 1927 and has been
used recently for The Haunting (1999) and The Others (2001; 9.14). Cemeteries

can yield the walking dead; scientists' laboratories, the artificial human (as in
Frankenstein). Filmmakers have played off these conventions cleverly, as when
Hitchcock juxtaposed a mundane motel with a sinister, decaying mansion in Psycho, or when George Romero had humans battle zombies in a shopping mall in
Dawn of the Deacl. The slasher subgenre has made superhuman killers invade
everyday settings such as summer camps and suburban neighborhoods.

Three Cienrcs

i3t

9.14

An orninous high-angle trarning in Tlte Otltel'.r, as the heroine hears a mysterious sound
in the roont above.

Heavy makeup is unlrsually prominent in the iconography of horror.

A furry

face and hands can signal transformation into a werewolf, while shriveled skin indicates a mummy. Some actors have speciahzed in transforming thernselves into
many frightening figures. Lon Chaney, who played the original Phantom in T-he
Phantom ofthe Opere (1925), was known as "the man of a thousand faces." Boris
Karloff 's makeup as Frankenstein's monster in Frankenstein ( 1930) rendered him
so unrecognizable that the credits of his next film informed viewers that it featured
the same actor. More recentl!, computer special effects have supplemented makeup
in transforrning actors into monsters.
Like the Western, the horror filrn emerged in the era of silent moviemaking.
Some of the most important early works in the genre were German-notably, The
Cabinet ofDn Caligari (1920) and No.sferatu (1922), the first adaptation of the
novel Drac'ulo. The angular perfornlances, heavy makeup, and distorted settings
characteristic of German Expressionist cinema conveyed an ominous, supernatural
atmosphere (9.15).
Because a horror film can create its emotional impact with makeup and other

low-technology special effects, the horror genre has long been favored by lowbudget filmmakers. During the 1930s, a secondary Hollywood studio, Universal,
launched a cycle of horror films . Dracula ( 193 I ), Frankenstein ( 193 I ), and The
Munur?)' ( 1932;9.16) proved enormously popular and helped the studio become a

9.15 In Mr.s'lerutu, Max Sclrreck's rnakeup and acting nrake his
Count Orlock eerily like a rat or a bat.

9.16 A tiny gleam reflected in Boris Karloff's eye signals
moment when the monster revives in The Mumm\,.

the
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"Our formula is simple. A love story,
three scenes of suggested horror and
one of actual violence. Fadeout. lt's
all over in less than 70 minutes."

-

Val Lewton, producer, Cat People

major company. A decade later, RKO's B-picture unit under Val Lewton produced
a cycle of literate, somber films on minuscule budgets. Lewton's directors proceeded by hints, keeping the monster offscreen and cloaking the sets in darkness.
In Cat People, for instance, we never see the heroine transform herself into a panther, and we only glimpse the creature in certain scenes. The film achieves its effects through shadows, offscreen sound, and character reaction (9.13).
In later decades, other low-budget filmmakers were drawn to the genre. Horror
became a staple of 1960s U.S. independent production, with many films targeted
at the teenage market. Similarly, George Romero's Night of the Living Dead (1968)
was budgeted at only $tt4,000, but its success on college campuses made it hugely
profitable. The Blair Witch Project (1999), shot for a reputed $9S,000, found
an even bigger audience internationally. Low-budget horror remains a profitable
genre, with Cabin Fever Saw, and Hostel drawing large audiences in theaters and
on DVD.

During the 1970s, the genre acquired a new respectability, chiefly because of
the prestige of Rosemary's Baby (1968) and The Exorcisl (1973). These films innovated by presenting violent and disgusting actions with unprecedented explicitness. When the possessed Regan vomited in the face of the priest bending over her,
a new standard for horrific imagery was set.
The big-budget horror film entered on a period of popularity that has not yet
ended. Many major Hollywood directors have worked in the genre, and several horror films-from Jawr (1975) and Carrie (1976) to The Sixth Sense (1999) and The
Mummy (1999)-have become huge hits. The genre's iconography pervades contemporary culture, decorating lunch boxes and theme park rides. Horror classics
have been remade (Cat People, Dracula), and the genre conventions have been par-

odied (Young Frankenstein, Beetlejuice).
While the Western declined in popularity during the 1970s, the hoffor film has
sustained an audience for over 30 years. Its longevity has set scholars looking for
cultural explanations. Many critics suggest that the 1970s subgenre of family horror
films, such as The Exorcist and Poltergeist, reflects social concerns about the
breakup of American families. Others suggest that the genre's questioning of normality and traditional categories is in tune with both the post-Vietnam and the
post-Cold War eras: Viewers may be uncertain of their fundamental beliefs about the
world and their place in it. The continuing popularity of the teen-oriented slasher series from the 1980s to the present might reflect young people's fascination with and
simultaneous anxieties about sexuality and violence. Fans are also drawn by the sophisticated special effects and makeup, so filmmakers compete to show ever gorier
and more grotesque imagery. For all these reasons, horror-film conventions grew so
pervasive that parodies such as the Scary Movie fuanchise and Shaun of the Dead became as popular as the films they mocked. Through genre mixing and the give-andtake between audience tastes and filmmakers' ambitions, the horror film has
displayed that balance of convention and innovation basic to any genre.

The
"[Producer Arthur Freed] came to me
and said, 'What are you going to do

with it7' I said,'Well, Arthur, I don't
know yet. But I do know l've gotta be
singing and it's gotta be raining.'
There was no rain in that picture up
to then."
-

Gene Ke[[y, actor/choreotrapher, on Singin' in

the Rain

If

usical

the Western was largely based on the subject matter of the American frontier and
the hoffor film on the emotional effect on the spectator, the musical came into being in response to a technical innovation. Though there had been occasional attempts to synchronize live vocal and musical accompaniment to scenes of singing
and dancing during the silent era, the notion of basing a film on a series of musical
numbers did not emerge until the late 1920s with the successful introduction of
recorded sound tracks. One of the earliest features to include the human voice extensively was The Jazz Singer (1921), which contained almost no recorded dialogue
but had several songs.
At first, many musicals were revues, programs of numbers with little or no narrative linkage between them. Such revue musicals aided in selling these early sound

Three Genres

films in foreign-language markets, where spectators could enjoy the performances
even if they could not understand the dialogue and lyrics. As subtitles and dubbing
solved the problem of the language barrier, musicals featured more complicated
story lines. Filmmakers devised plots that could motivate the introduction of musical numbers.

Two typical plot patterns of the musical emerged during the 1930s. One of
these was the backstage musical,

with the action centering on singers and dancers

who perform for an audience within the story world. Warner Bros.'s successful
early musical,42nd Street (1933), set the classic pattern for backstage musicals by
casting dancer Ruby Keeler as the understudy for a big musical star who breaks her
leg just before the big opening. The director tells Keeler, "You're going out a
youngster, but you've got to come back a star!" and indeed she wins the audience's
cheers (9.17). During the decade, Warner's elaborately choreographed Busby
Berkeley musicals, MGM's pairing of the youthful Judy Garland and Mickey
Rooney in a series of "Let's put on a show!" plots, and RKO's elegant cycle of films
starring the dance team of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers all established the conventions of the backstage musical. Later examples included musicals where the
characters are film performers, as in Singin'in the Rain (1952). More recent backstage musicals are The Commitments, ThatThingYou Do!, What's Love Got to Do
with It, and the 2005 version of The Producers.

Not all musicals take place in a show business situation, however. There is also
the straight musical, where people may sing and dance in situations of everyday life.
Even in backstage musicals, the characters occasionally break into song in an everyday setting. Straight musicals are often romantic comedies, in which characters typically trace the progress of their courtship by breaking into song to express their fears,
longings, and joys. We analyze one such film, Meet Me in St. Lor,tis, in Chapter I 1.
In 1968,, a French director took the romantic musical to extremes by having his characters

in The Yowtg Girls of Rochefort sing most of the dialogue in the film, with

dozens of passersby joining in dance numbers staged in the town's streets (9.18).
In both backstage and straight musicals, the numbers are often associated with

romance. Often the hero and heroine reahze that they form the perfect romantic
couple because they perform beautifully together. This happens in Top Hat when
the Ginger Rogers character sheds her original annoyance with Fred Astaire during
the "Isn't It a Wonderful Day" number, and by the end, they have clearly fallen in
love. This plot device has remained a staple of the genre. Astaire again charms his
reluctant partner, this time Cyd Charisse, in the "Dancing in the Dark" number in
The BandWagon (1953), and John Travolta meets his romantic match on the disco
dance floor rn Saturday l,{ight Fever (1911). In Moulin Rougel the lovers serenade
each other, both onstage and off, with classic pop and rock songs (9.19), and the
dance interludes in the House ParQ series often become courtship rituals.

9.18

The citizens of a whole town are drawn into the dance in The Yotmg Girts of Rochefort.

9JT

Ruby Keeler hoofs her way to
stardom rn 42nd Street's title number.
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9.19 A flarnboyant onstage

musical number in Moulin Rouge! centers on the rapturoLls lovers.

Musicals have long been associated with children's stories, from The Wizarcl of
Oz to recent films such as Lilo and Stitch. Many animated features contain musical
numbers, a practice going back to Disney's Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. But
adult-oriented musicals have taken on somber, even tragic, material. West Side

Story portrays a romance that tragically crosses ethnic lines, and Pennies front
Heaven evokes the bleak atmosphere of the Depression through characters who lipsynch to recordings from that era. Biopics of performers, such as Ladt' Sirrgs the
Blues, Ray,and Walk the Line, become somber backstage musicals.
Still, while the Western and the horror film may explore the darker side of human nature, Hollywood musicals tend to accentuate the positive. High arnbitions
are rewarded when the show is a hit, and lovers are united in song and dance. In
The Pajama Gante, a strike is averted when the leaders of the union and management become a romantic couple. Some of these conventions hang on today. Scltool
of Rock reconfirms the backstage musical's theme that talent and hard work will
eventually win out. Even the grittier B Mile follows the traditional plot pattern
showing a gifted young performer overcoming disadvantages and finding success.
The range of subject matter in musicals is so broad that it may be hard to pin
down specific iconography associated with the genre. Yet the backstage musical at
least had its characteristic settings: the dressing rooms and wings of a theater, the
flats and backdrops of the stage (as in 9.ll), the nightclub with orchestra and dance
floor. Similarly,performers in these musicals are often recognrzable by their distinctive stage costumes. During the 1930s, Fred Astaire wore the most famous top
hat in the cinema, a hat so closely associated with his musicals that the beginning
of The Bond Wagon-where Astaire plays a washed-up movie actor-could make
a joke about it. Similarly, Travolta's white suit rn Saturday Night Fever became an
icon of the disco era. Opportunities for novelty have always been present in the
musical, however, as the musical numbers set in a factory (The Pajama Game) or
in the prairie (Oklahonta) indicate.
The characteristic techniques of the musical are similarly diverse. Musicals
tend to be brightly lit, to set off the cheerful costumes and sets and to keep the
choreography of the dance numbers clearly visible. For similar reasons, color film
stock was applied quite early to musicals, including Eddie Cantor'sWhoopee! and,
as we saw in Chapter 2, The Wizard qf Oz. In order to show off the patterns formed
by the dancers in musical numbers, crane shots and high angles are common.
One technique widely used in the musical is not usually evident to viewers: lipsynching to prerecorded songs. On the set, they move their lips in synchronization
to a playback of the recording. This technique allows the singers to move about
freely and to concentrate on their acting.
The 1935 RKO Astaire-Rogers musical Swing Time is one of the exemplary
backstage musicals. Early in the film, the hero, a gambler and tap dancer
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nicknamed Lucky, is trying to quit his stage act and get married. At once, we sense
that his fiancde is not right for him; she is not a dancer (and is not even seen during the early scenes in which his colleagues try to trick him into missin-e the wedding). The opening scenes take place in the conventional settings of the stage,
wings, and dressing room of a theater. Later, when Lucky goes to the city and meets
the heroine, Penny (a nelme that echoes Lucky's precious lucky quarter), she
quickly takes a strong dislike to him. An amusing scene in the dance school where
she works has Lucky pretending to be hopelessly clumsy. Yet when the school's
owner fires Penny, Lucky saves her job by suddenly launching into a graceful, virtuoso, and unrehearsed dance with her. By the end, her animosity has disappeared,
and the school owner sets the two up to audition at a fashionable club.
Obstacles ensue, primarily in the form of a romantic rivalry between Lucky and
the orchestra leader at the club. Further complications result when Penny believes
mistakenly that Lucky intends to return to his fianc6e. Near the end, Penny seems
about to abandon Lucky to marry the conductor. She and Lucky rneet, apparently
for the last time, and their talk at cross-pLlrposes reveals the link between performance and romance:
pENNy: "Does she dance very

beautifully?"

LUcKY: "Who?"
pENNy:

"The girl you're in love with?"

LUCKy:

"!gg-Vefy."

pENNy:

"The girl yoLr're going to marry."
"Oh, I don't know. I've danced with you. I'm never going to dance again."

LUCKv:

That Fred Astaire will never dance again is the ultimate threat, and his song "Never
Gonna Dance" leads into a duet that reconfirms that they are meant for each other.

In the end, Lucky and Penny reconcile.
The film calls on the newly established conventions of the genre. Lucky wears
Astaire's classic top hat and formal clothes in scene after scene (9.20). Astaire and
Rogers dance in the bear"rtiful art deco-style sets that were typical of rnusical design in the 1930s (9.21). The film departs from convention, however, in a remarkable number, "Bojangles of Harlern," where Astaire pays tribute to the great African
American dancers who had influenced him during his New York stage career in the
1920s. When he appears in blackface here, it is not to exploit a demeaning stereotype but to impersonate Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, the most famous black tap
dancer of the era. (The tribute is all the more unusual because Robinson was then
costarring in Shirley Temple musicals for a rival studio, Twentieth Century Fox.)
Despite its backstage settings and show business plot, Swing Time sets some
numbers in an everyday environment. When Lucky visits Penny's apartment, he
sings "The Way You Look Tonight" as she shampoos her hair-using a convenient
piano in her apartment to accompany himself (though a nondiegetic orchestra plays
along as well). When the couple visits the snowy countryside, however, there is no
diegetic accompaniment at all within the locale as they sing 'A Fine Romsnss"only an Llnseen orchestra. As we are rerninded over and over in musicals, this world
makes it possible for people, at any time and in any place, to express themselves
through song and dance.

In studying film, we often need to make explicit some things we ordinarily take tor
granted-those assumptions so fundamental that we no longer evell notice them.
Genres, along with more basic types of film such as fiction and documentary, animatiofl,, and live actioh, mainstream and experimental film, are such taken-forgranted categories. At the back of our minds whenever we watch a film, these
categories shape what we expect to see and hear. They guide our reactions. They
press us to make sense of a movie in certain ways. Shared by filmmakers and viewers alike, these categories are a condition for film art as we most often experience it.

9.2O Afier losin-9
garne, Lucky

his suit in a card

still wears his top hat in

Srlirrg Tinte.

9.21 Astaire and Rogers dance in the art
deco nightclub set.
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Yet there are other kinds of films than live-action fictional features. There are other
modes of filmmaking, that, as we saw in Chapter 1, depend on ways in which the films
are made and the intentions of the filmmakers. The most common are documentor!,
experimental, and animated cineffio, and we'll examine these in the next chapter.

One of the most common ways in which we approach films is by type, or genre.
Genres are ways of classifying films that are largely shared across society, by filmmakers, critics, and viewers. Films are most commonly grouped into genres by
virtue of similar plot patterns, similar thematic implications, characteristic filmic
techniques, and recogn rzable iconography.
When trying to characterize a film, you can ask such questions as these:

1. Had the publicity surrounding this film already cued me to link it to a certain
genre even before I watched it?

2. Have its stars appeared in other films like this over and over?
3. Did I recognuze some of the costumes, settings, and other elements

as similar

to others I had previously seen in other films?
to describe this film to a friend, would I find it easy to compare to
other films? If so, which ones? If not, how would I describe it?

4. If I were

5. Does this film fit into a genre that I typically like or one that I don't?

How

has that fact affected what I thought of the film?

6. Does this film seem to be combining conventions from more
If so, how does it make them compatible with each other?

Genres and Society
The conception of a genre's social function as ritual
(p. 326) derives from the anthropological theory of
Claude Ldvi-Strauss. One version of the ritual model is
Thomas Schatz, Hollywood Genres (New York: Random
House, 1981). See also Jane Feuer, The Hollywood Musical (London: British Film Institute, 1982), and Rick Altman, The American Film Musical (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1987). Altman has recently refined and
elaborated on his views in his Film/Genre (London:
British Film Institute, 1999), which examines many issues relating to genre theory.
Another conception of a genre's social function
holds that genre films are centrally concerned with social
groups-particularly women and racial minorities-that
are oppressed and feared by many in a society. The
genre's stories and iconography portray those groups as
threatening the majority's way of life. The film's action
will then work to contain and defeat these elements. One
argument for this approach can be found in Robin Wood,

'An Introduction to the American Horror Film," in Bill
Nichols, ed. , Movies and Methods, vol. II (Berkeley: Uni-

than one genre?

versity of California Press, 1985), pp. 195-220. For a
criticism of this otherness theor], see Noel Carroll's The
Philosophy of Horror; or Paradoxes of the Heart (New
York: Routledge, 1990), pp. 168-206.
For a survey of approaches to genre, as well as an
analysis of several Hollywood genres, see Steve Neale,
Genre and Hollywood (London: Routledge, 2000). A va-

riety of approaches is represented in Wheeler Winston
Dixon, ed., Fihn Genre 2000: New Critical Essays (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2000).

Specific Genres
The vast array of conventions in the Western genre have
been codified, along with major films and figures, in two

useful reference books: Phil Hardy, ed., The Western
(London: Auruffi, 1991), and Edward Buscombe, ed., The
BFI Companion to the Western (New York: Atheneun,
1988). Our discussion of the conventions of the Western
has been shaped by John Cawelti's The Six-Gun Mystique

(Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green Popular
L97

Press,

5). Howard Hughes summarizes one subgenre of the

Where to Go from Here

Western

in Spaghetti Westerns (Harpenden,

England:

Pocket Essentials, 2001 .)

Noel Carroll explores the affective aesthetics of the
horror film in The Philosophy of Horror cited above.
Carroll's analysis, which has guided our discussion of the
genre, is complemented by Cynthia A. Freeland's The
Naked and the Undead: Evil and the Appeal of Horror
(Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2000) and by the social
account offered by Andrew Tudor's Monsters and Mad
Scientists: A Cultural History of the Horror Movie (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989). Phil Hardy, ed., Horror (London:
Aurum, 1985), is a comprehensive reference book.
For a general history of the American musical, see
Ethan Mordden, The Hollywood Musical (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1981). Essays on specific topics are included in Rick Altman, ed., Genre: The Musical (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981).
A survey of early Hollywood musicals that deals
with the revue musicals and the more narratively oriented
films of the 1930s is Richard Barrios's A Song in the
Dark: The Birth of the Musical Film (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1995). One of the most important production units concentrating on musicals, run by Arthur
Freed, is discussed in Hugh Fordin, The World of Entertainment: The Freed Unit at MGM (New York: Doubleday, 1975).

Websites
www.filmsite .org/genres.html A wide-ranging discussion
of a great many genres, including historical summaries
and key examples.

French and English.

www.carfax-abbey.com A database of classic and contemporary horror films, with over 150 links to other sites.

www.musicalsl0l .com/index.html A reference site for
musical theater and cinema.

DVD

S,rpplements

Westerns

"The Making of Silverado" is in some ways a conventional "making-of ' documentary, with sections on
rehearsal, storyboards, editing, cinematography, set design, and so on. Yet the overall emphasis is on the film as
a Western. Director Lawrence Kasdan tried to revive the
classic Western and to pay homage to it at the same time.
Interviews with cast and crew reveal the film's techniques, but they often discuss how film form and style
worked in service of the old-fashioned Western's conventions. "The Making of Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid" contains an amount of footage unusual for a late

1960s film.

tone

of

George Roy Hill giving a warts-and-all account of the
production of this classic Western.
'A Turning of the Earth: John Ford, John Wayne, and
The Searchers" combines accounts by the participants,

contemporary footage of the production, and expert
analysis of the film. A biographical overview of one of
the major directors of Westerns is "Budd Boetticher-an
American Origin al," on the DVD of one of his classic
films, Seven Men from Now. Other interesting discussions
of Westerns include "Sir Christopher Frayling on The
Magnificent Seven" and "Leone's West" (The Good, the
Bad, and the USly).

Horror Films
"Inside the Labyrinth," though primarily a making-of
for The Silence of the Lambs, includes considerable discussion of it as a horror or thriller film. Similarly, the
making-of "Behind the Scream," on Scream, discusses
horror-fi lm conventions.

A brief making-of

featurette on Rosemary's Baby

discusses it as "the great horror film without any horror in
it," stressing its lack of special effects and its dependence

on suggestion rather than explicit displays of the film's
monstrous elements.

Quite possibly the most extensive DVD supplement
dealing with a horror film is "The Making of The Frighteners," a 4'/t-hour documentary directed by Peter Jackson
that deals with every aspect of the production-including
a tour of the tiny Weta Digital facility that would later expand exponentially for The Lord of the Rings.

Musicals

www.lewestern.co m/US/lPresentationUS.htm A
database devoted to the Western, with information in both

Recommended
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It also avoids

the mutually congratulatory
many supplement interviews, with director

"Musicals Great Musicals: The Arthur Freed Unit at
MGM," included on the Singin' in the Rain DVD, chronicles the golden era of musical production at the studio
that also made The Wizard of Oz, The Band Wagon, Meet
Me in St. Louis, and other classics. Excerpts from MGM
musicals made in the early years of sound make this an
exemplary historical survey. The DVD also includes a
charming supplement, "What a Glorious Feeling," on the
making of Singin' in the Rain.
"More Loverly Than Ever: My Fair Lady Then and
Now," a 1994 documentary dealing not only with the
film's history but with its restoration, points out that the
film came at the end of a cycle of big-budget adaptations
of Broadway musicals.
The "Behind the Music" supplement for Saturday
Night Fever discusses that enorrnously popular film's innovations, including central characters who dance but don't
sing. It traces how a musical subgenre, in this case arising
from the short-lived disco fad of the 1970s, can experience
a cycle

of sudden

success and equally sudden decline.

In "The Nightclub of Your

Dreams: The Making of
Moulin Rouge!" Nicole Kidman talks about singing live
during filming rather than the usual lip-synching to a song's
playback. There is also a segment on the choreography.

Document tW, E xperimental,
and Animated Films
ome of the most basic types of films line up as distinct alternatives. We commonly distinguish documentary from fiction, experimental filrns frorn mainstream fare, and animation from live-action filmrnaking. In all these cases, we
make assumptions about how the material to be filmed was chosen or arran-ged,
how the filming was done, and how the filmmakers intended the finished work to
affect the spectator. Chapter 3, on narrative form, drew its examples principally
from fictional, live-action cinema. Now we'll explore these other irnportant types

of films.

Documentary
Before we see a film, we nearly always have some sense whether it is a documentary or a piece of fiction. Moviegoers entering theaters to view March of the Penguins expected to see real birds in nature, not wisecracking caricatures like the
penguins in Madagascan

hat Is a DocumentaryT
What justifies our assumption that a film is a documentary? For one thing, a documentary typically comes to us identified as such-by its title, publicity, press coverage, word of mouth, and subject matter. This labeling leads us to expect that the
persons, places, and events shown to us exist and that the information presented
about them will be trustworthy.
Every documentary aims to present factual information about the world, but the
ways in which this can be done are just as varied as for fiction films. In some cases,
the filmmakers are able to record events as they actually occllr. For example, in
makin g Prinlaryt, an account of John Kennedy and Hubert Humphrey campaigning
for the 1960 Democratic presidential nomination, the camera operator and sound
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recordist were able to closely follow the candidates through crowds at rallies
(5.134). But a documentary may convey information in other ways as well. The
filmmaker might supply charts, maps, or other visual aids. In addition, the documentary filmmaker may stage certain events for the camera to record.
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It's worth pausing on this last point. Some viewers tend to suspect that a documentary is unreliable if it manipulates the events that are filmed. It is true that, very
often, the documentary filmmaker records an event without scripting or staging it. For
example, in interviewing an eyewitness, the documentarist typically controls where
the camera is placed, what is in focus, and so on; the filmmaker likewise controls the
final editing of the images. But the filmmaker doesn't tell the witness what to say or
how to act. The fihnmaker may also have no choice about setting or lighting.
Still, both viewers and fihnmakers regard some staging as legitimate in a documentary if the staging serves the larger purpose of presenting information. Suppose you are filming a farmer's daily routines. You might ask him or her to walk
toward a field in order to frame a shot showing the whole farm. Similarly, the cameraman who is the central figure in DzigaVertov's documentary Manwith a Movie
Camera is clearly perfonning for Vertov's camera (10.1).

In some cases, staging may intensify the documentary value of the film.
Humphrey Jennings made Fires Were Started during the German bombardment of
London during World War II. Unable to film during the air raids, Jennings found a
group of bombed-out buildings and set them afire. He then filmed the fire patrol battling the blaze (10.2). Although the event was staged, the actual firefighters who
took part judged it an authentic depiction of the challenges they faced under real
bombing. Similarly, after Allied troops liberated the Ar"rschwrtz concentration camp
near the end of World War II, a newsreel cameraman assembled a group of children
and had them roll up their sleeves to display the prisoner numbers tattooed on their
anns. This staging of an action arguably enhanced the film's reliability.
Staging events for the camera, then, need not consign the film to the realm of
fiction. Regardless of the details of its production, the documentary film asks us to
assume that it presents trustworthy information about its subject. Even if the filmmaker asks the farmer to wait a moment while the camera operator frames the shot,
the film suggests that the farmer's morning visit to the field is part of the day's routine, and it's this suggestion that is set forth as reliable.
As a type of film, documentaries present themselves as factually trustworthy.
Still, any one documentary may not prove reliable. Throughout film history, many
documentaries have been challenged as inaccurate. One controversy involved
Michael Moore's Roger ancl Me. The film presents, in sequences ranging from the
heartrending to the absurd, the response of the people of Flint, Michigan, to a series of layoffs at General Motors plants during the 1980s. Much of the film shows
inept efforts of the local government to revive the town's economy. Ronald Reagan
visits, a television evangelist holds a mass rally, and city officials launch expensive
new building campaigns, including AutoWorld, an indoor theme park intended to
lure tourists to Flint.
No one disputes that all these events took place. The controversy arose when
critics claimed that Roger and Me leads the audience to believe that the events occurred in the order in which they are shown. Ronald Reagan came to Flint in 1980,
the TV evangelist in 1982; AutoWorld opened in 1985. These events could not have
been responses to the plant closings shown early in the film because the plant closings started in 1986. Moore falsified the actual chronology, critics charged, in order
to make the city government look foolish.
Moore's defense is discussed in "Where to Go from Here" at the end of this
chapter. The point for our purposes is that his critics accused his film of presenting
unreliable information. Even if this charge were true, however, Roger and Me
would not therefore turn into a fiction film. An unreliable documentary is still a
documentary. Just as there are inaccurate and misleading news stories, So there are
inaccurate and misleading documentaries.
A documentary may take a stand, state an opinion, or advocate a solution to a
problem. As we'll see shortly, documentaries often use rhetoric to persuade an audience. But, again, simply taking a stance does not turn the documentary into
fiction. In order to persuade us, the filmmaker marshals evidence, and this evidence

"There are lots of in-between stages
from shooting to public projectiondeveloping, printing, editing,
commentary, sound effects, music. At
each stage the effect of the shot can
be changed but the basic content
must be in the shot to begin with."

-

Joris lvens, documentary filmmaker

10.1

Although the central figure of Man
v'ith u Movie Cantera is a real

cinematographer, his actions were staged.

10.2 A staged blaze in Fires Were
Sta rted.
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is put forth as being factual and reliable. A documentary may be strongly partisan,
but as a documentary, it nonetheless presents itself as providing trustworthy information about its subject.

Typ.r of Documentary

10.3

Older documentary footage of
protective gear incorporated into The

Atorttic

Ccr,fe.

Like fiction films, documentaries have their own genres. One common genre is the
cornpilation film, produced by assembling images from archival sources. The
Atomic Cafe compiles newsreel footage and instructional films to suggest how
1950s American culture reacted to the proliferation of nuclear weapons (10.3). The
inten,iew, or talking-heads, documentary records testimony about events or social
movements . Word Is Out consists largely of interviews with lesbians and gay men
discussing their lives.
The direct-cinenta documentary characteristically records an ongoing event as
it happens, with minimal interference by the filmmaker. Direct cinema emerged in
the 1950s and 1960s, when portable camera and sound equipment became available
and allowed films such as Prinxary to follow an event as it unfolds. For this reason,
such documentaries are also known as cindma-vdrit4, French for "cinema-truth."
An example rs Hoop Dreanzs, which traces two aspiring basketball players through
high school and into college.
Another common type is the nature documentary, such as Microcosnros, which

used magnifying lenses

to explore the world of insects. The Imax format has

spawned numerous nature documentaries, such as Everest and Galapagos. With in-

creasingly unobtrusive, lightweight equipment becoming available, the portrait
documentary has also become prominent in recent years. This type of film centers
on scenes from the life of a compelling person. Terry Zwrgoff recorded the eccentricities of underground cartoonist Robert Crumb and his family in Cnnnb. In
American Movie, Chris Smith followed the difficulties of a Milwaukee filmmaker
struggling with budgetary problems and amateur actors to make a horror film
(10.4).

10.4

Filmrnaker Mark Borchardt and his friend Mike (on left) freely discussed their lives
projects with Chris Smith for Antericcut Movie.

ernd

DocumentarJ

Very often a documentary pursues several of these options at once. A film may
mix archival footage, interviews, and material shot on the fly, as do Fahrenheit

l, The Fog of Waa and In the Year of the Pig.This synthetic documentary format
is also common in television journalism.
9/l

The Boundaries Between Documentary and Fiction
By contrast with documentary, we assume that a fictional fllm presents imaginary
beings, places, or events. We take it for granted that Don Vito Corleone and his family never existed, and that their activities, as depicted rn The Godfathen never took
place. Bambi's mother did not really get shot by a hunter because Bambi, his
mother, and their forest companions are imaginary.
If a film is fictional, that doesn't mean that it's completely unrelated to actuality. For one thing, not everything shown or implied by a fiction film need be imaginary. The Godfather alludes to World War II and the building of Las Vegas, both
historical events; it takes place in New York City and in Sicily, both real locales.
Nonetheless, the characters and their activities remain fictional, with history and
geography providing a context for the made-up elements.
Fictional films are tied to actuality in another way: they often comment on the
real world. Dave, about an imaginary U.S. president and his corrupt administration,
criticizes contemporary political conduct. In 1943, some viewers took Carl
Dreyer's Day of Wrath, a film about witch-hunts and prejudice in lTth-century
Denmark, as a covert protest against the Nazis currently occupying the country.
Through theme, subject, characterrzation, and other means, a fictional film can directly or obliquely present ideas about the world outside the film.
Sometimes our response to a fictional film is shaped by our assumptions about
how it was made. The typical fictional film stages all or nearly all its events; they
are designed, planned, rehearsed, filmed, and refilmed. The studio mode of production is well suited to creating fiction films, since it allows stories to be scripted
and action to be staged until what is captured on film satisfies the decision makers.
Similarly, in a fictional film, the characters are portrayed by actors, not photographed directly (as in a documentary). The camera films not Vito Corleone but
Marlon Brando portraying the Don.
This assumption about how the film was made typically comes into play when
we consider historical films or biographies. Apollo I3 and Schindler's List base
themselves on actual events, while Malcolm X, Walk the Line, Nixon, and other
biopics trace episodes in the lives of people who really existed. Are these documentaries or fictional films? In practice, most such films add purely makebelieve characters, speeches, or actions. But even if the films did not tamper with
the record in this way, they would remain fictional according to our assumptions
about how they were produced. Their events are wholly staged, and the historical
agents are portrayed through actors' performances. In David Lynch's The Straight
Story, the person photographed is actor Richard Farnsworth, not Alvin Straight
himself. Like plays or novels based on real-life events, historical and biographical
movies convey ideas about history by means of fictional portrayal.
Sometimes, however, the ways in which the images and sounds were produced
will not distinguish sharply between a fiction film and a documentary. Documentaries may include shots of prearranged or staged events, while fictions can incorporate unstaged material. Some fictional films include newsreel footage to bolster
their stories. Early in The Road Warrior a sequence of shots from documentaries
suggests an apocalyptic war that precedes the main story. Some filmmakers have
made fictional films almost completely out of documentary footage. Craig Baldwin's Tribulation 99: Alien Anomalies Under America draws extensively on newsreel footage to present a conspiracy involving space aliens living within the earth
and controlling international politics. As with documentary, the overall purpose and
point of the fictional fllm-to present imaginary actions and events-govern how
we will take even documentary footage seen within it.
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As you might expect, filmmakers have sometimes sought to blur the lines separating documentary and fiction. A notorious example is Mitchell Block's No Lies,
which purports to present an interview with a woman who has been raped. Audiences are typically disturbed by the woman's emotional accolrnt and by the callousness of the offscreen filmrnaker qllestioning her. A final title, however, reveals
that the film was scripted and that the woman was an actor. Part of Block's purpose
was to show how the look and sound of c'indrno-vdritd documentary can elicit viewers' uncritical belief in what they are shown.

Most fake documentaries-a -qenre often ref-erred to as ntockumentaries-are
not this serious. Often mock documentaries imitate the conventions of docLlmentaries but do not try to fool audiences into thinking that they portray actual people
or events. A classic case is Rob Reiner's This Is Spinal ktp, which takes the form
of a behind-the-scenes documentary about a completely fictional rock band.
A film may fuse documentary and fiction in other ways. For JFK, Oliver Stone
inserted compilation footage into scenes in which actors played historical figures
such as Lee Harvey Oswald. Stone also staged and filmed the assassination of
Kennedy in a pseudo-documentary manner. This material was then intercut with
genuine archival footage, creating constant uncertainty about what was sta-eed and
what was filmed spontaneously. An even more extreme example i s Forrest Guntp,
which uses special effects to allow its hero to meet John F. Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, and Richard Nixon (10.5).
Errol Morris's The Thin Blue Line, a documentary investigation into murder,
mixes interviews and archival material with episodes performed by actors. The sequences, far from being the jittery reenactments of television true-crime shows. are
shot with smooth camera work, dramatic lighting, and vibrant color (10.6). Several
of these staged sequences dramatize witnesses' alternative versions of how the
crime took place. The result is a film that not only seeks to identify the real killer

but also raises questions about how fact and fiction may intermingle. (See pp.
413_41 9.)

Typ.r of Form in Documentary Films
Many, perhaps most, documentaries are organized as narratives, just as fiction filrns
are. Williarn Wyler's World War Il-era Mertqtltis Belle follows the courrse of a single raid over Germany, seen largely fiom inside a B-ll bornber. There are' however,
other, nonnarrative types of documentary form. A fihn might be intended to convey

10.6

Carefully cornposed shots slrch

ars

this from Tlte Tltin Blue Linc emphasize
that some events have been reenarcted.

I0.5 ln Forrest Guntl), con-lputer-generated
Kennedy.

imagery allows the hero to nreet President
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information in a simple fashion and hence draw on what we can term categorical
form. Or the filmmaker may want to make an argument that will convince the spectator of something. In this case the film draws upon rhetorical form. Let's look at
each of these types. As we consider each type,we'll analyze one film as a prime example. To get a sense of its form, we'll break the film into segments, as we did with
Citiz,en Kane in Chapter 3. Along the way, we'll discuss how particular stylistic
choices support the film's large-scale development.

Categorical Form
Categories are groupings that individuals

or

societies create

to organize their

knowledge of the world. Some categories are based on scientific research, and these
will often attempt to account exhaustively for all the data in question. For example,
scientists have developed an elaborate system to classify every known animal and
plant into genus and species.
Most of the categories we use in our daily life are less strict, less neat, and less
exhaustive. We tend to group the things around us based on a commonsense, practical approach or on ideological views of the world. Ordinarily, for example, we do
not sort animals we see by genus and species. We use rough categories such as
"pets," "wild animals," "farm animals," and "zoo animals." Such groupings are not
logically exclusive or exhaustive (at one time or another, some animals might fit
into most or all of these categories), yet they suffice for our usual purposes. Ideologically based categories are also seldom strictly logical. Societies do not naturally

fall into such categories as "primitive" or "advanced," for example. These

are

groupings that have been developed out of complex sets of beliefs, and they may
not stand up to scrutiny.
If a documentary filmmaker wants to convey some information about the world
to audiences, categories and subcategories may provide a basis for organizing the
film's form. A documentary film about butterflies might use scientific classification,
showing one type of butterfly and giving information about its habits, then showing
another, with more information, and so on. Similarly, a travelogue about Switzerland might offer a sampling of local sights and customs. Often the categories chosen will be loose, commonsense ones that audiences can easily recogntze.
One classic documentary organi zed categorically is Leni Riefenstahl's
Olvmpia, Part 2, made in 1936 as a record of the Berlin Olympics. Its basic category is the Olympic Games as an event, which Riefenstahl had to condense and
arrange into two feature-length films. Within these films, the games are broken
down into subcategories-sailing events, sprinting events, and so on. Beyond this,
Riefenstahl creates an overall tone, stressing the games' grandeur and the international cooperation implicit in the gathering.
The categorical film often begins by identifying its subject. Our clich6d travelogue
might start with a map of Switzerland. Riefenstahl begins Olympia's second part with
athletes jogging and then fraternizing in their clubholrse. Thus they are not differentiated by what sports each specializes in but are only seen as participants in the
Olympics. Later the individual sequences will assign the athletes to various events.
In categorical form, patterns of development will usually be simple. The film
might move from small to large, local to national, personal to public, and so on. The
film on butterflies, for example, might begin with smaller species and work up to
large ones, or it mightgo from drab to colorful types. Riefenstahl organizes Olympia
according to a large-scale ABA pattern. The early part of the film concentrates on
the games as such, rather than on the competition among athletes and countries.
Later she shifts to setting Llp more dramatic tension by focusing on some of the individual athletes and whether they will be successful in their events. Finally, in the
diving sequence at the end, there is again no differentiation among participants, and
the sheer beauty of the event dominates. Thus Riefenstahl achieves her thematic goal
of stressing the international cooperation inherent in the Olympics.
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the sky, the divers

of Olvntpia, Part 2, became

soaring shapes rather than individual
competrtors.

"The whole history of movie making
has been to portray extraordinary
things, and no one has felt that much
confidence in looking at life itself and
finding the extraordinary in the
ordinary."

-

Albert Maysles, documentary filmmaker

Because categorical form tends to develop in fairly simple ways, it risks boring the spectator. If the progression from segment to segment depends too much on
repetition ('And here's another example . ."), our expectations will be easily satisfied. The challenge to the filmmaker using categorical form is to introduce variations and thereby to make us adjust our expectations.
For example, the filmmaker may choose a category that is exciting or broad or unusual enough to present many possibilities for stimulating interest. The Olympics have
an innate drama because they involve competition and a potential for beauty through
the way the athletes' perforrnances are filmed. For the film that will provide our main
example, Gap-Tbothed Women, Les Blank chose a very odd category that will provoke
interest, and one broad enough that many different sorts of women could fit into it.
Thus the film's talking-heads interviews cover a range of varying viewpoints.
Another way in which the filmmaker can maintain our interest across the segments is through patterned use of film techniques. Our film about butterflies might
concentrate on conveying information about types of insects, but it could also exploit the colors and shapes of the various examples to add abstract visual interest.
The diving sequence at the end of Olympia is famous for its dazzhng succession of
images of divers filmed from all angles (10 ,7).
Finally, the categorical film can maintain interest by mixing in other kinds of
form. While overall the film is organized around its category, it can include smallscale narratives. At one point, Olympia singles out one athlete, Glen Morris, and
follows him through the stages of his event, because he was an unknown athlete
who unexpectedly won the decathlon. Similarly, a filmmaker might take a stance on
his or her subject and try to make an ideological point about it, thus injectin-e a bit
of rhetorical form into the film. We'll see that Les Blank hints that treating -sapteeth as a flaw reflects a society's bias about what constitutes beauty.
Categorical form is simple in principle, but filmmakers can Llse it to create
complex and interesting films, as Gap-Tootlted Women demonstrates.

An Example of Categorical Form: Qap,ToothedWomen

Les Blank has been
making modest, personal documentary films since the 1960s. These are often observations of a single unusual subject as seen by a variety of people, as with his
Garlic Is as Good as Ten Mothers. Several of Blank's films use categorical organizatron in original ways that demonstrate how entertaining and thought-provoking
this simple approach to form can be.
Gap-Toothed Women was conceived, directed, and filmed by Blank, in collaboration with Maureen Gosling (editor), Chris Simon (associate producer), and Susan Kell (assistant director). The film consists largely of brief interviews with
women who have spaces between their front teeth. Why make a film on this unusual, maybe trivial subject?As the film develops, its organizatron suggests a larger
theme: sometimes society has rather narrow notions of what counts as beauty. After introducing the category, the film examines social attitudes, both positive and
negative, toward gap-toothed women. If gapped teeth seem to be flaws at the beginning of the film, by the end, being gap-toothed is associated with attractiveness,
energy, and creativity.
We can break Gap-Tbothed Wonten rnto these segments:

1. A pretitle sequence introducing a few gap-toothed women.
2. A title segment with a quotation from Chaucer.
3. Some genetic and cultural explanations for gaps.

4.

Ways American culture stigmatizes gap-teeth, and efforts to correct or adjust
to them.

5. Careers and creativity.
6. An epilogue: gaps and life.
C. Credits.

Documentar\

These segments are punctuated with songs, as well as with still images from magazine covers and photographs that comment on the subject matter of the interviews.
Over the opening title previously quoted, we hear the sound of someone biting
into an apple-an odd sound soon explained in the first interview. The opening image is a startlingly close view of a woman's mouth (10.8) as she recalls babysitting for her brothers and being baffled when her parents knew when she had
stolen bits from forbidden sweets. She has a wide gap between her teeth, and a cut
to a close view of an apple shows a bite taken out (10.9). The woman's voice refers
to her parents' clue: "My signature, which was my teeth marks."
Blank sets up the film's category humorously, making the tooth gap a mark of
wry individuality, a woman's signature. A quick series of closer views of six smiling mouths followS, culminating in a shot of a woman's entire head. All show gaps
and are accompanied by folksy harp music that enhances the cheerful tone.
While quickly establishing the category governing the film, this sequence also
sets Lrp a recurring stylistic choice. Usually, documentary talking heads are framed
in medium shots or medium close-ups, but Blank also includes many extreme
close-ups centering on the subjects' mouths, as in the opening view of gapped teeth
(10.8). The emphasis is particularly strong here because Blank zooms in on the
mouth, ?S he will occasionally do later, and the background is neutral. as it will often be. Once we've learned to notice tooth-gaps, we'll concentrate on the speaker's
mouth even in the more normally composed head shots (10.10). Later Blank (in one
of his few offscreen comments retained) will coax an elderly woman to grin more
broadly to show off her gap (10.11). As we start to notice the gaps, we register their
differences. Some are wide, some narrow, and we're invited to compare them. By
a certain point, the speakers no longer mention them, and the filmmakers seem confident that by then we'll pay attention to them as a visual motif.
The next segment switches to slower shots of a woman playing a harp in a garden. The light, pleasant tone of this opening will be echoed at the end by another,

even more buoyant, musical performance. In between, the film explores its subjects' attitudes toward being gap-toothed.
During the harpist's performance, the film's title appears in white longhand
(10.12). This writing recalls the initial woman's reference to her gap-teeth as "my
signature." The title leads to a superimposed epigraph: "'The Wife of Bath knew
much about wandering by the way. She was gap-toothed, to tell the truth.'-Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, 1386 A.D." This epigraph suggests that the
film's central category originated long ago. Moreover, Chaucer's Wife of Bath is
traditionally associated with erotic playfulness, and this element will become a motif in the film as a whole.
The film's third segment deals with where gaps come from and what they are
thought to mean. In a cluster of brief interviews, three women mention that other
members of their family had gap-teeth as well, So we infer that this is a natural, if
unusual, feature that runs in families. All three women speak in a neutral way about
gapped teeth, but the first, mentioning that her mother had worn braces, drops the
hint that some people take gapped teeth to be undesirable.
This segment then shifts its focus to how various cultures-specifically, nonwhite societies-have interpreted gap-teeth. A young Asian woman with a gap
speculates on a "stupid" myth that gap-toothed women "ate supposed to be sexier."
Blank then cuts to a brief clip from the fiction film Swann in Love, with the protagonist making love to a beautiful gap-toothed woman in a carriage. Does this confirm the myth? Or only suggest that the myth has been applied to gap-toothed
women in general-since the actress is not Asian? This clip from another film introduces a tactic of intercutting images from art and popular culture with the interview footage, as if to suggest how pervasive ideas about gapped teeth are.
The erotic motif brings back the Wife of Bath, now in an engraving showing
her riding at the head of a group of pilgrims (10.13). A scholarly male voice-over
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explains that in medieval times being gap-toothed was associated with a love of
travel and an amorous nature. There follows a string of interviews developing the
motif. A gap-toothed woman tells, in sign language, that she dreamed of kissing her
instructor and having their gaps interlock. An African American woman describes
how, in places like Senegal, gaps are seen as lucky or beautiful (10.14). An Indian
woman asserts that in her culture gaps are so nonnal as not to require comment.
Abruptly, Blank cuts to a modern copy of a sphinx, and we hear a woman's voice
claiming that ancient Egyptian women believed that gaps were associated with
beautiful singing. Overall, the segment shows that cultures have interpreted gapteeth very dif1erently, but most don't consider them flaws and many treat them as

10.12 The filrn's title is superirnposed

on

a -garden scene.

10.13 In Gap-Trxfihetl
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signs of beauty.
Segment 4 tries to show that, in contrast to these cultures, modern Western society stigmatizes gaps. Several more interviews, intercut with other material, show
that women have felt that their own teeth were unattractive. One tells of a dentist
who tried to convince her to fix her gap (mocked in a song about "filling yoLlr mouth
with wires, yolrr head with lies"). But the idea that gapped teeth are ugly is immediately counterbalanced by vigorous editing. Two magazine images of models without gaps are followed by a pretty little African-American girl with a gap; then a photo
of Madonna, perhaps the ultimate gap-toothed glamour icon in modern society; and
then a Vogue cover showing Lauren Hutton, the first n-rajor gap-toothed fashion
model (10.15). As if in reply to these images, a woman says she's worried about her
height and weight, ?s well as her teeth, although she herself is conventionally quite
attractive (10.16). Her comment is then countered by other opinions, as one woman
talks about how in magazines "you never see a person with gapped teeth," and a
mother with a gap-toothed toddler recalls that she had hated her own teeth r-rntil Lauren Hutton became a successful model. By intercutting the woman's comments with
illustrations of what she mentions, Blank achieves an intellectual comparison sornewhat akin to Sergei Eisenstein's intellectr-ral montage (10.17-10.20). Overall, the
editing drives home conflicting attitudes toward what is beautiful.
These interviews are less playful and funny than the opening sequence, but the
film becomes light again. Lauren Hutton herself roams through city streets in a vain
attempt to find gap-toothed people to interview. The scene turns the usual show
business interview upside-down by having celebrity pursue and address ordinary
people, a point underlined by Blank's use of a TV-style handheld camera (10.21).
Hutton is then interviewed in her home, saying that if a person finds herself attractive on the inside, she can be satisfied with her appearance.
The same playfulness is sustained in another musical interlude, folk singer
Claudia Schmidt's "I'm a Little Cookie," a song accompanied by l0 photos of gaptoothed girls and teenagers, all smiling. This segues into a series of testirnonies
about how women have tried to correct their teeth with homemade devices, followed by a mock commercial for an actual device designed to fill in gaps (10.22).
This segment of the film ends with the interview with the elderly wolnan who is
proud of still having her own teeth, gap and all ( 10. I I ).
Segment 5, which we've labeled "Careers and Creativity," begins with another
Schmidt song about gaps. As we see images of more gap-toothed women, including Whoopi Goldberg, the song reintroduces the Wife of Bath motif ("old Chaucer
knew where the score was at") and leads into an interview with Schmidt herself.
She recalls that she used to be defiant about having a -qap and extolled "gap power."
There follows an interview with the cartoonist Dori Seda, standing beside a poster
for the film we're watching and explaining that recognizing her gap helped her link
herself to a tradition of unlrsual women (10.23). The film is moving toward associating gapped teeth with pride, comradeship, and creativity.

The next string of interviews reinforces this theme-oddly, by not mentioning

10.15 Gup-'ftiothetl

Wntert rnte-grates
images frclm populerr culture to exnmrne
sociarl attitucles.

gapped teeth at all. The emphasis now falls on worlen's activities. A sculptor talks
of how her work helps communities (10.24); the Indian woman seen earlier draws
rice-paint patterns on her threshold; a Hispanic woman trucker describes a long,
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teased and compared to Howdy Doody

difficult trip throu-eh a storffl. The editing contrasts these stories with one, told by
Catherine de Santis, about Arab women who remove body hair with a hot-wax collcoction-recallin,_q the theme that it can be dangeroLls to conform to external standards of bear"rty. More positive instances follow, as a heavy-metal singer explains
that she quit her band because of its violent messages, and a ..qap-toothed woman
displays the words "woman" and "peace" painted on her face. A sudden sound
bridge plays a dual role here. Over the woman's face, we hear a chorus singing,
"They'll be marchiu-e. lnarching, marching when theArmy comes to town," as if referring to her antiwar slogans. A cut to a new sequence reveals the music to be
diegetic,, played by a Salvation Army band before a public speech.
The speech is -eiven by Sr-rpreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor (10.25).
Why is she in the movie? For one thing, she's gap-toothed. For another, her speech
emphasizes "creativity. work, and love" as things that make life worthwhile. Since
we've just seen several working and creative women' the thematic connection be-
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comes stronger.

O'Connor also says that when creativity is gone' "the will to live seems to go
with it." Her remark leads to the final summarizing segment of the film. In a tight
shot, a woman's stomach -gyrates in a belly dance. We glimpse other costumed
women looking ot-l and musicietns accompanying the dancer. The dancer's voiceover commentary explains that she is in remission frorn acute cancer. A cut moves
tts to a quiet interview with her, identified as Sharyn Sawyer, in everyday clothes
a-eainst a simple board fence. After facing death, she explains, physical flaws no
longer bother her. "YoLl -qet stepped on by a horse, fine, you know, yoll've got a scar

on your leg. Oh, well, yon know, yoLl've got a gap between your teeth, hey, no problem!" To underscore the comment, the film freezes on her cheerful face (10.26).
Sawyer's spontaneity and commonsense acceptance of physical flaws and aging
help pr-rt the anxieties of some of the earlier women in perspectrve.
Another sound brid..ee-this time, applaLlse that seeffls to approve of what
Sawyer has said-takes us back to the Middle Eastern dance class, where Sawyer
performs another lively dance (10.27). The credits begin to roll. revealing a very
close photo of a srniling gap-toothed mouth, an image that echoes the first shot. A
final acknowledgment maintains the film's exuberant tone: "Many thanks to all the
wonderfr-rl Gap-Toothed women who made this film possible!"
Gctlt-Tootltecl Wonten shows that category-based form need not be a dry recitation of conceptual sirnilarities and differences. A documentary using this organ rzation can take a stance on its subject, play among contrasting attitudes, and entertain
an audience. Blank and his collaborators have created a light, often humorous, film
in part by choosing an unusual category and in part by the way they use film technique to present it.
Surch a film can also create the four levels of meaning that we described in
Chapter 2 (pp. 60-63). On the referential level , Gup-ktothecl Women simply presents a series of gap-toothed women from different races and different cultural and
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class backgrounds. We may know some of their faces and names from previous experience (Madonna and Whoopi Goldberg most obviously, Claudia Schmidt and
Dori Seda to fans of folk music and underground comics). We also know that Vogue
is a fashion magazine and assume that the ma gazines with Russian or other foreign
writing are those countries' equivalents of Vogue.
Moving to the level of explicit meaning, the interviewees display a range of reactions to gap-teeth. Some are obviously proud, some embarrassed, others more ambivalent. Some express quite directly the idea that magazines and other people often
stigmatize people with gaps, while others reveal that gaps are admired in some cultures. At one point, the sculptor compares the lack of gap-toothed models in magazines to the notion of black people seeing only white faces in media images. This
explicitly links stereotyped attitudes about feminine beauty to racism. In most cases,
the filmmakers' voices are not heard; they let their interviewees make these points.
The film's form is not organized as an argument in favor of gap-teeth being a
natural, even attractive, trait; yet on the level of implicit meaning, the music and
photographs of smiling, gap-toothed women tend to suggest just that. The choice of
some very beautiful women who are worried about their gaps cues us to interpret
their fears as unnecessary. Certain women's comments are clearly privileged as reflecting the ideas that the filmmakers wish to convey. Dori Seda's discussion of how
important it is for women to do things helps define the film's segment on careers
and creativity, and the cancer survivor's speech at the end makes anxieties about
gapped teeth trivial in relation to the potential joys of life.
Beyond these three levels of meaning, we can also discern symptomatic meanings. Blank began making films in the 1960s, a period when a counterculture based
upon protest and distrust of authority emerged. More specifically, it was the era of
women's liberation, with its demands for gender equality and the breaking down of
feminine stereotypes. By 1987, when the film appeared, the counterculture of the
1960s and 1970s had died down, but many people preserved its ideals. Several of
the women interviewed in Blank's film are clearly of this generation and sensibility. Moreover, one legacy of the counterculture has been widespread attention paid
to society's pressures on women to conform to limiting ideals of beauty. GapToothed Wonten could be interpreted as reflecting the shift of some radical attitudes
of the 1960s into the mainstream during the 1980s-a situation that persists and

makes Blank's film still relevant today.

Rhetorical Form
Another type of documentary film uses rhetorical form, in which the filmmaker
presents a persuasive argument. The goal in such a film is to persuade the audience

10.24
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with creativity.

to adopt an opinion about the subject matter and perhaps to act on that opinion. This
type of film goes beyond the categorical type in that it tries to make an explicit
argument.
Rhetorical form is common in all the media. We encounter it frequently in daily
life, not just in formal speeches but also in conversation. People often try to persuade each other by argument. Salespeople use persuasion in their jobs, and friends
may argue politics over lunch. Television bombards us with one of the most pervasive uses of rhetorical form in film-commercials, which try to induce viewers to
buy products or vote for candidates.

We can define rhetorical form in film by four basic attributes. First, it addresses the viewer openly, trying to move him or her to a new intellectual conviction, to a new emotional attitude, or to action. (In the latter case, we may already
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believe something but may need to be persuaded that the belief is important
enough to act upon.)
Second, the subject of the film is usually not an issue of scientific truth but a
matter of opinion, toward which a person may take a number of equally plausible
attitudes. The filmmaker tries to make his or her position seem the most plausible

Documentary

by presenting different types of arguments and evidence. Yet, because the issue cannot be absolutely proved, we may accept the position simply because the filmmaker
has made a convincing case for it. Because rhetorical fllms deal with beliefs and arguments, they involve the expression of ideology; indeed, perhaps no type of film
form centers so consistently on explicit meaning and ideological implications.
A third aspect of rhetorical form follows from this. If the conclusion cannot be
proved beyond question, the filmmaker often appeals to our emotions, rather than
presenting only factual evidence. And, fourth, the film often attempts to persuade
the viewer to make a choice that will have an effect on his or her everyday life. This
may be as simple as what shampoo to use, or it may involve decisions about which
political candidate to support or even whether a young person will fight in a war.
Films can use all sorts of arguments to persuade us to make such choices. Often,
however, these arguments are not presented to us as arguments. The film frequently
presents arguments as if they were simply observations or factual conclusions. Nor
does the film tend to point out other opinions. There are three main types of arguments the film may use: relating to the source, to the subject, and to the viewer.

Arguments fro* source Some of the film's arguments will rely on what are taken
to be reliable sources of information. The film may present firsthand accounts of
events, expert testimony at a hearing, or interviews with people assumed to be
knowledgeable on the subject. Most political documentaries include talking-head
footage of investigators, scholars, or insiders. At the same time, the filmmakers will
try to show that they themselves are well informed and trustworthy. They may insert themselves into the interview situation, as Michael Moore does in his documentaries, or they may use a voice-over narrator speaking in tones of crisp
conviction.

arguments The film also employs arguments about its subject
matter. Sometimes the film appeals to beliefs common at the time in a given culture. For example, in contemporary America, a large segment of the population is
said to believe that most politicians are cynical and corrupt. This may or may not
be true of any one politician, but someone running for public office may appeal
to that belief and tell potential voters that he or she will bring a new honesty to
government.
A second approach the film may take is to use examples that support its point.
Such evidence may be more or less strong. A taste-test commercial that shows one
person choosing the advertiser's product seems to imply that the product really
tastes better; yet there is no mention of the other people-perhaps a majority-who
prefer other brands.
Further, filmmakers can back up an argument by exploiting familiar, easily

Subject-centered

accepted, argumentative patterns. Students of rhetoric call such patterns enthymemes, arguments that rely on widespread opinion and usually conceal some
crucial premises.
For example, we might make a film to persuade you that a problem has been
solved correctly. We would show that the problem had existed and then show that
some action was taken that solved it. The movement from problem to solution is
such a familiar pattern of inference that you might assume that we had proved reasonably that the right thing was done. On closer analysis, however, you might discover that the film had a hidden premise, such as "On the assumption that this was
the best solution, a particular course of action was taken." Perhaps other solutions
would have been better, but the film doesn't examine them. The solution presented
is not as strictly necessary as the problem-solution pattern would seem to suggest.
Shortly, we'll see such enthymematic patterns at work in The River.
Viewer-certtered drguments The film may make an argument that appeals to the
emotions of the viewer. We are all familiar with politicians who pose with flag,
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family, and pets.Appeals to patriotism, romantic sentimentality, and other emotions
are common in rhetorical films. Filmmakers often draw on conventions from other
films to provoke the desired reaction. Sometimes such appeals can disguise the
weakness of other arguments of the film and can persuade the more susceptible audience members to accept the film's outlook.
A documentary's rhetorical form can organize these arguments and appeals in
a variety of ways. Some filmmakers present their basic arguments first, then go on
to show evidence and the problems, and explain how they would be addressed by
the solutions argued for in the film. Other films start with the problem, describe it
in detail, and then let the viewer know late in the film what change is being advocated. This second approach may create more curiosity and suspense, leading the
viewer to reflect on and anticipate possible solutions.
One standard description of rhetorical form suggests that it begins with an introduction of the situation, goes on to a discussion of the relevant facts, then presents proofs that a given solution fits those facts, and ends with an epilogue that
slrmmarizes what has come before.The Riv,er a documentary made in l93l by Pare
Lorentz,wrll be oLlr example of rhetorical form. In its overall fonn, the film adheres
to the four-part structure just outlined.

An Example of Rhetorical Form: The Riuer Lorentz

made The River for the
U.S. government's Farm Security Administration. In 1931' the country was makin,_g
progress toward pulling out of the Depression. Under the adrninistration of Franklin

Delano Roosevelt, the federal government used its powers extensively to create
public works programs. These programs sought to provide jobs for the lelr-qe nLlmbers of unemployed workers, as well as to correct variolls social problems. Although many people tend now to think of Roosevelt's policies as the right ones and
to credit him with bringing America out of the Depression, he faced strong political opposition at the time. The River hails the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) as
the solution to the region's problems of flooding, agricultural depletion, and electrification. The film had a definite ideological slant: promoting Roosevelt's policies.
Thus the film's argument was controversial at the time. It might be considered
equally controversial today, when there is a movement toward getting rid of darns
and restoring rivers to their original ecological states.
Let's look at how this film sets out to persuade its audience that the TVA is a
good program. The River has eleven segments:

C.

Credits.

l.

A prologLre title setting forth the subject of the film.
2. A description of the rivers that flow into the Mississippi and then into the
Gulf of Mexico.

3. A history of the early agricultural use of the river.
4. The problems caused in the South by the Civil War.
5. A section on lumbering and steel mills in the North, and the building of
urban areas.

6.
I

.

The floods caused by careless exploitation of the land.
The cLlrrent effects of these cumulative problems on people: poverty and
ignorance.

8. A map and description of the TVA proJect.
9. The dams of the TVA and the benefits they bring.
E. An end title.
The film seems at first just to be giving us information about the Mississippi. It proceeds for quite a while before its argument becomes apparent. But, by the careful
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use of repetition, variation, and developn'lent, Lorentz builds up a case that
really depends on all the segments working together.
The opening credits of the film are shown over an old-fashioned picture of
steamboats on the Mississippi and then over a map of the [Jnited States (10.28). The
film immediately sLrggests to the audience that its makers are reliable and knowledgeable, and that it is an account based on both historical and geographical facts.
The salne map returns under the prologue in the brief opening segment, which
states, "This is the story of a river." Such a statement disguises the rhetorical purpose of the film, implying that the film will be an objectively told story, drawing on
narrative form.
Segment 2 continues the introduction with shots of the sky, mountains, and
rivers. This motif of the majestic beauty of the Mississippi valley is repeated at the
start of later sections and then contrasted with the bleak landscapes that dominate
the middle parts of the film. As we see the beauty of the river (10.29), a resonant
male voice tells us how water flows into the Mississippi from as far away as Idaho
and Pennsylvania. The narrator's rich voice accords with conventional notions of a
trustworthy person. The narrator was Thomas Chalmers, an opera baritone chosen
for just these qLralities.
Lorentz pays great attention to how the sound track can arouse emotion. While
we see rivers swelling as they join, the narrator's commentary is far from the dry,
factual report of most documentaries. The sentences have an urgent rhythm: "Down
the Yellowstone, the Milk, the White, and Cheyenne . . . the Cannonball, the Musselshell, the James, and the Sioux." This famous roll call of the rivers, recalling the
teeming catalogues of Walt Whitman's poetry, evokes the power and the grandeur
of the land. Emotion is also aroused by the spacious folk-song score composed by
Virgil Thompson. Thus the film adopts an American tone throughout, appealing to
the viewer's patriotic sentiments and implying that the whole country should face
up to a particular regional problem.
Segment 2 has established an idyllic situation, with its beautiful images of
mountain and river landscapes. The overall development of the film is toward a
restoration of this beauty, but with a difference. With segment 3, we move into the
section of the film devoted to facts of American history relating to the Mississippi
and the problems it causes. Segment 3 begins much as segm ent 2 had, with a view
of clouds. But now things begin to change. Instead of the mountains we saw earlier, we see mule teams and drivers. Again the narrator's voice begins a list: "New
Orleans to Baton Rouge . Baton Rouge to Natchez . Natchez to Vicksburg."
This list is part of the brief recounting of the history of the dikes built along the
Mississippi to control flooding in pre-Civil War days. The narrator is confirmed as
trustworthy and knowledgeable, giving us facts and dates in the nation's history. We
see cotton bales loaded onto steamboats, giving a sense of the country's early
strength as an exporter of goods. The brisk cutting here, as elsewhere in the film,
evokes American enterprise and energy. Graphic discontinuity suggests both
change and continuity when Lorentz cuts from a mud-filled sledge (10.30) to a
plow thrusting in the opposite direction (10.31). The different movements suggest
a shift in technology, but their similarities suggest the connection between building
a dike and farming cotton. Dynamic compositions perform a similar service, ?S
when a canted framing shows workers loading cotton bales onto a steamboat
(10.32). The off-balance composition, accompanied by sprightly banjo music,
makes the bales seem to roll downhill almost effortlessly.
So far the film has seemed to follow its initial purpose of telling a story of the
river. But in segment4, it begins to introduce the problems that the TVA will eventually solve. The film shows the results of the Civil War: destroyed houses and dispossessed landowners, the land worn out by the cultivation of cotton, and people
forced to move west. The moral tone of the film becomes apparent, and it is an appealing one. Over images of impoverished people, somber music plays. It is based
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The Rit,er begins with a rnap with
the Mississippi River and its tributaries
exaggerated in size.

10.29

An idyllic image of nerture in

The River.

10.30

The Rit)er creates graphic contrast

betweenasledge...
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and a plow.

10.32

A canted framing in The River

10.33 Motifs of pines and clouds in
The River.

10.34

The pines now transformed into
stumps, the clor"rds into fog.

10.35 In The River

shots of icicles
dripping lead to a segment on erosion.

10.36

The Riven

on a familiar folk tune, "Go Tell Aunt Rhody," which, with its line, "The old gray
goose is dead," underscores the losses of the farmers. The narrator's voice expresses
compassion as he speaks of the South's "tragedy of land impoverished." This attitude of sympathy may incline us to accept as true other things that the film tells us.
The narrator also refers to the people of the period as "we": "We mined the soil for
cotton until it would yield no more." Here the film's persuasive intent becomes evident. It was not literally we-you and I and the na114[s1-who grew this cotton.
The use of we is a rhetorical strategy to make us feel that all Americans share a responsibility for this problem and for finding a solution.
Later segments repeat the strategies of these earlier ones. In segment 5, the film
again uses poetically repetitious narration to describe the lumber industry's growth
after the Civil War, listing "black spruce and Norway pine" and other trees. In the
images, we see evergreens against the sky, echoing the cloud motif that had opened
segments 2 and 3 (10.33). This creates a parallel between the riches of the agricultural and the industrial areas. A sprightly sequence of logging, accompanied by music based on the tune "Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight,," again gives us a sense
of America's vigor. A section on coal mining and steel mills follows and enhances
this impression. This segment ends with references to the growing urban centers:
"We built a hundred cities and a thousand towns," and we hear a list of some of their
names.

Up to this point, we have seen the strengths of America associated with the
river valley, with just a hint of problems that growth has sparked. But segment 6
switches tracks and creates a lengthy series of contrasts to the earlier parts. It begins with the same list of trees-"dack spruce and Norway pine"-fu[ now we see
stumps against fog instead of trees against clouds (10.34). Another line returns, but

DocumentarJ

with a new phrase added: "We built a hundred cities and a thousand towns . . . but
at what a cost." Beginning with the baffen hilltops, we are shown how melting ice
runs off, and how the runoff gradually erodes hillsides and swells rivers into flooding torrents. Once more we hear the list of rivers from segment 2, but now the music is somber and the rivers are no longer idyllic. Again there is a parallel presented
between the soil erosion here and the soil depletion in the South after the Civil War.
It's worth pausing to comment on Lorentz's use of film style here, for he reinforces the film's argument through techniques that arouse the audience's emotions.
The contrast of segment 6 with the lively logging segment that precedes it could
hardly be stronger. The sequence begins with lingering shots of the fog-shrouded
stumps (10.34). There is little movement. The music consists of threatening, pulsing chords. The narrator speaks more deliberately. Dissolves, rather than straight
cuts, connect the shots. The segment slowly builds up tension. One shot shows a
stump draped with icicles, and an abrupt cut-in emphasizes the steady drip from
them (10.35). A sudden, highly dissonant chord signals us to expect danger.

Then, in a series of close-ups of the earth, water gathers, first in trickles
(10.36), then in streams washing the soil away. By now the music is very rhythmic,
with soft tom-tom-like beats punctuating a plaintive and rising orchestral melody.
The narrator begins supplying dates, each time more urgently insistent: "Nineteenseven" (10.37), "Nineteen-thirteen" (1,0.38), Nineteen-sixteen (10.39), and on up to
1937. With each date, we see streams turn into creeks, creeks into waterfalls, and
eventually rivers overflowing their banks.
As the flooding intensifies, brief shots of lightning bolts are intercut with shots
of raging water. The dramatic music is overwhelmed by sirens and whistles. From
a situation of natural beauty, the film has taken us to a disaster for which humans
were responsible. Lorentz's stylistic choices have blended to convey a sense of rising tension, convincing us of the flood's threat. Were we not to grasp that threat
emotionally as well as factually, the film's overall argument would be less compelling. Throughout The River voice, music, editing, and movement within the shot
combine to create a rhythm for such rhetorical purposes.
By this point, we understand the information the film is presenting about flooding and erosion. Still, the film witholds the solution and presents the effects of the
floods on people's lives in contemporary America. Segment 7 describes government aid to flood victims in 1937 but points out that the basic problem still exists.
The narrator employs a striking enthymeme here: 'And poor land makes poor people-poor people make poor land." This sounds reasonable on the surface, but upon
examination, its meaning becomes unclear. Didn't the rich southern plantation
owners whose ruined mansions we saw in segment 4 have a lot to do with the impoverishment of the soil? Such statements are employed more for their poetic neatness and emotional appeal than for any rigorous reasoning they may contain.
Scenes of tenant farmer families (10.40) appeal directly to our emotional response
to such poverty. This segment picks up on motifs introduced in segment 4, on the
Civil War. Now, the film tells us, these people cannot go west, because there is no
more open land there.
Now the problem has been introduced and discussed, and emotional appeals
have prepared the audience to accept a solution. Segment 8 presents that solution
and begins the part of the film devoted to the proofs that this solution is an effective one. In segment 8, the map of the opening titles returns, and the narrator says,
"There is no such thing as an ideal river in nature, but the Mississippi River is out
of joint." Here we have another example of an enthymeme-an inference assumed
to be logically valid and factually accurate. The Mississippi may be "out of joint"
for certain uses, but would it present a problem to the animals and plants in its
ecosystem? This statement assumes that an "ideal" river would be one perfectly
suited to our needs and purposes. The narrator goes on to give the film's most clearcut statement of its argument: "The old River can be controlled. We had the power
to take the Valley apart. We have the power to put it together agatn."

10.37

The Riven

10.38

The

10.39

The River

10.40

The River.

Riv,er.
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Now we can see why the filrn's fonn has been or-qanized as it has. In early se_gIttents, especially 3 and 5, we suw how the Anrericalt popLllation built r-rp..qreat a_qricultural and industrial stren-9ths. At the tinre. we might have jr-rst taken these events
as sirnple facts of history. But now they turn out to be crLlcial to the filrn's elrgument.
That argutnent mi-9ht be sLlrnn-larized this way: We have seen that the Arnerican
people hatve the power to build eurd to destroy: theretore, they herve the power to

build again.
The netrrator continLles,

10.41

A beautiful lake in The

Riyer.

10,42 ln Tlte Riyu: nren -uoing to work
are franrecl irr low angle a_{ainst the sky.

"ln

1933 we stau'ted . ," -going on to describe how
Congress forrned the TVA. This segnrent presents the TVA as alt already settlecl solution to the problem and offers no other possible solutiolrs. Thus sonrethin_u that
was uctually controversial seerns to be a rnatter of straighttorward implementation.
Here is a case where one solution, because it hars so fhr been effective in dealin'e
with a problem, is titken to be the solution. Yet, in l'etrospect, it is not certain that
the ntassive series of dants built by the TVA was the sin..9le best solr-rtiolr to floodin.-e. Perhaps a less rzrdical plaur cornbirring reforesting with coltservation-oriented
farmitr.-e would have created fewer new problenrs (such as the displacentent of people troln the land flooded by the darns). Perhaps local -qovenlments rerther than the
federal .-govenl-uent would hetve been rrore efficient problent solvers. Tlte Riyer
does not bother to rebut these alternatives' relyirr-9 ilrsteacl on oLlt'habituerl inference
fronr problenl to solution.
Segntent 9 contains sirtrilarities to arrd differences from severirl earlier parts. It
begins with eI list of dilrtts, which we see in progress or Iinished. This echoes the
lists of rivers, trees, towns, and so on that we have heard at intervals. The sel'el'te
shots of the artificial lakes that follow link the ending to the beginnilt.-q, recalline tl-le
lyrical river shots of segnrent 2 (10.41). The displarced. floocled-out, and Llnelnployed people from se-qment 6 seem now to be happily ert wol'k. building plartned
rrtodel towns on -qovernment loans. Electricity --generatecl by the darns links these
rtrritl conmrunities to those "lrundred cities and thousancl towns" we hearcl about
eatrlier, bringing to the courttryside "the advantages of ul'baur lif-e." Maltv ntotifs
planted in a sinrple fashion are now picked up eurd wovelr together to act us proofs
of the TVA's benefits. The ending shows life as bein-{ parallel to the way it w'as irr
the be-ginnin-q-beautiful nattLlre,, prodr,rctive people-brlt enhanced by rnodent soverntnent planttit-t-.9. The film's rliddle segnrents have deniecl Lls the pictLtresqLle
views of ttroutttatins and sky we saw art the beginning. But after the irrtrocluction of
the TVA, such shots return (10.42-10.44).Tyin-e the endin-9 back to the beginrrin-q.
the imagery shows n return to idyllic narture. under the ar"rspices of governrnent
pl anni ng.

10.43

Soorr after this. one shot lreg ins
on a hillsicle. ulso against the sky. tlren tilts
cltlwn . .
.

An upswell of music and a series of irnages of the darms aurd rushing water create a brief epilogLle sLlrnmitrizing the factors that have brought about the changethe TVA dams. Under the ending titles and credits. we see the nrap again. A list tells
us the nanres of the varioLls -qovenrment agencies that sponsorecl the filln or assisted
in its nraking. These again seem to lerrd authority to the source of tlre au'gllnrents irr
the film.

Tlte River achieved its purpose. Favorable initial response led a nrajor Anrerifilm, a rare opportunity firr a governnrent-sponsored short docunrentary at that tirne. Reviewers and public alike
greeted the filru enthusiastically. A contenrpot'ary critic's review testifies to the
power of the film's rhetorical form. After describing the early portions. Gilbert
Seldes wrote.,'And so' withor"tt your knowin..9 it. yoLl arrive at the Tennessee Vrlley-and if this is propaganda, make the most of it.' because it is marsterly. It is as
if the pictr-rres which Mr. Lorentz took errran-eed thenrselves in such an order that
they supplied their own ar-qurnent, not as if Lur irr-gunrent conceived in aclvance
dictated the order of the pictures."
President Roosevelt himself saw Tlte River and liked it. He helped get con-gressional sLrpport to start a separarte -qovernnrent agency.the [J.S. Filrn Service. tcr
marke other docnrnerttaries like it. But not everyone wers in favor of Roosevelt's
celn studio, Paramount, to itgree to distribute the

10.44

to rc'\,ell thc' tttode l towtt.
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policies or believed that the .-government should set itself r"rp to make filrns that essentially espoused the views of the administration cutrently in office. By 1940, the
Con-qress had taken away the U.S. Film Service's funding,and documentary filrns
were once again made only within the separate sections of the -qovernment. In such
ways, rhetorical form can lead both to direct action and to controversy.

E*perimental Film
Another basic type of filrnrnaking is willfully nonconformist. In opposition to dominant, or mainstream., cinema, soffre filrnmakers set out to create films that challen-ge orthodox notions of what a movie can show and how it carn show it. These
filmmakers work independently of the studio system, and otien they work alone.
Tlreir fihrs are hard to classify, but usually they are called exlterirnentul or ovcutt-

10.45

Maya Dereu's Cltrtreogrupln'.frtr
(-tttttartr frarnes and cttts a dilrtcer"s
nroverttertts . .
.

gu rtle.

Experimental films are rnade for merny reasons. The filmrnaker may wish to express personal experiences or viewpoints in ways that would seem eccentric in a
mainstream context. In Moss.frtr the Dctkotu Siou-r, Bruce Baillie suggests a despair
at the failure of America's optirnistic vision of history. Su Friedrich's Dumned If
ktu Don't, a story of a nun who discovers her sexuality, presents the theme of release frorrt reli,_qious commitrnent. Alternatively,the filmmaker may seek to convey
a mood or a physical quality (10.45, 10.46).
The filmmaker may also wish to explore some possibilities of the mediurn itself. Experimental fihnmakers have tinkered with the medium in myriad ways.
They have presented cosrnic allegories, such as Stan Brakhage's Dog Stor Mun, and
hi-ehly private japes, :rs in Ken Jacobs's Little Stabs at Happines.t. Robert Breer's
Fist fight experiments with shots only one or two frames long (6. 124); by contrast,
the shots in Andy Warhol's Eut last until the camera rLlns out of film. An experimental fihn rnight be improvised or built accordin.-9 to mathernatical plan. For Eign:,uke (Pic'kled Filnt), Jatpanese American Sean Morijiro Sr-rnada O'Gara applied
pickling agents to negative film and then handprinted the blotchy abstractions onto
positive stock.
The experitnental filmmaker may tell no story, creating poetic reveries such as
Willard Maas's Geographt,qf the Bocb,(10.47) or pulsating visual collages such as
Bullet mdcaniclue, which serves as one of our rnain examples here. Alternatively,,
the filmmaker rnay create a fictional story, but it usually challenges the viewer.
Yvonne Rainer's Film About o Wornan Wlto . . . presents its narrative partly thror"rgh
a series of slides that a grollp of men and women are watchin._9. At the same time,
on the sound track, we hear anonymous voices carrying on a dialo-gue, but we cannot confidently assign any voice to a particular character. Rainer thus forces us to
weigh everything we see and hear on its own terms, outside any involvement with
characters (10.48).

Any sort of foota..qe may be used for an avant-garde film. Ima-ees that a documentarist might take as fragments of actuality can be mobilized for quite different
purposes (10.49). Bruce Conner pulls footage from travelogues and newsreels to

create a sweeping image of the destruction of civilization in A Movie
(pp. 365-370). Within the experimental mode, such scavenged works are otlen
cal led .fo uncl -.foottt ge .fi hn s.

Experimentalists have also used staging to express distinct feelings or ideas
(10.50). By superimposing different portions of a kitchen scene from a fiction film,
Ivan Galeta's Tvro Time,s irt One Spac'e creates cycles of people splitting ol'drifting
like phantolns. There is avant-garde animation as well, oS in Breer's Fuji
(pp. 375-371) and Red Grooms's ktpltl Toes (10.51).
The freedom available to experimental fihn is on flamboyant display in Kenneth Anger's Sc'orpio Risirtg. An-9er takes as his subject the motorcycle culture of
the 1960s,, and he includes scenes of bikers workin.-q on their rlachines. dressing,

10.46 ...to

s u-sl-ge st
I pas
-graceftr
acl'oss diflerent tinres ancl plelces.
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10.47 ln Geogt'trpltv rf'rlte fJrxly, ar] ear'
creates an abstract. lyrical conrposition.
"One of the things that goes on in

Critical Mass (this is also true of
much of the rest of my work and of
the work by others I admire) is a
process of training the spectator to
watch the film."

-

Hollis Frampton, experimental filmmaker
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reveling, and racing. Alongside footage of bikers glimpsed on the streets or in parties, there are many staged incidents-chiefly around Scorpio, ? James Dean figure.
Anger also cuts in still photos, comic strips, old movies, and Nazi posters. In addition, each segment is accompanied by a rock-and-roll song that adds an ironic or
ominous tone to the images. For example, as one young man fetishistically tunes
up his bike, Anger shows the figure of death looming over him (10.52), and on the
sound track we hear, "My boyfriend's back . . . and he's coming after you." This
sequence links biking to a death wish, an idea that returns in cartoons and other imagery. In such ways, Scorpio Rising creates elusive but powerful associations, suggesting the homoerotic dimensions of bike culture, comparing its rituals to fascism

10.48

Thanks to Rainer's combination
of images, sounds, and captions in Filnt
Abor,tt ct Womctn Who
the viewer is
left free to imagine several possible
storres.

and Christianity, and evoking the possibility that people often model their
behavior on images supplied by mass media.
Impossible to define in a capsule formula, avant-garde cinema is recognizable
by its efforts at self-expression or experimentation outside mainstream cinema. Yet
the boundary lines can be breached. Techniques associated with the avant-garde
have been deployed in music videos by Michel Gondry and Chris Cunningham. In
fact, Conner, Anger, Derek Jarman, and other experimentalists were early pioneers
of music video. And mainstream features have been continually drawing on the
avant-garde for ideas and techniques. Over the history of film, the basic modes have
cross-fertilized each other constantly.

pes of Form

in Experimental Films

Like documentaries, experimental films sometimes use narrative form. James Sibley Watson, Jr., and Melville Webber's 1928 film The Fall of the House of Usher
evokes the atmosphere of the Edgar Allan Poe story through expressionistic sets
and lighting. Occasionally, we find an experimental film organized by categories,
as in Peter Greenaway's The Falls, a mockumentary tacing, in alphabetical order,
information about a disparate group of people named Fall. Yet other types of form
are characteristic of experimental films: abstract form and associational form.

Abstract Form
When we watch a film that tells a story, or surveys categories, or makes an argument, we usually pay little attention to the sheer pictorial qualities of the shots. Yet
it is possible to organize an entire film around colors, shapes, sizes, and movements

in the images.
How? Consider Railroad Turnbridge, by the sculptor Richard Serra. A turnbridge allows a section of railroad tracks to swivel on a central column, clearing
space for tall boats passing along the river. Serra set up a camera at the center of a
turnbridge and filmed the bridge's movement. The result onscreen is surprising.
The bridge is swiveling, but because the camera is anchored to it, the crossed girders and powerful uprights seem monumentally static, and the landscape rotates ma-

jestically (10.53). There is no argument, no survey of categories. A narrative film
might have used the bridge for an exciting chase or fight, but Serra invites us to contemplate the bridge as a geometrical sculpture, all grids and angles, in relation to
the curves and sweeps of nature beyond. Serra asks us to notice and enjoy the
slowly changing pictorial qualities of line, shape, tonalities, and movement.
Of course, all films contain these qualities. We have seen how the lyrical beauty
of the river and lake shots in The River functions to create parallels, and the rhythm
of its musical score enhances our emotional involvement in the argument being
made. But inThe River, an abstract pattern becomes a means to an end, always subordinate to the rhetorical purposes of the film. It is not organi zed around abstract
qualities but rather emphasizes such qualities only occasionally. In abstract form,
the vvhole film's system

will be determined by such qualities.
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Abstract films are often organi zed in a way that we might call theme and variations. This term usually applies to music, where a melody or other type of motif
is introduced, and then a series of different versions of that same melody followsoften with such extreme differences of key and rhythm that the original melody becomes difficult to recogntze. An abstract film's form may work in a similar fashion.
An introductory section will typically show us the kinds of relationships the film
will use as its basic material. Then other segments will go on to present similar
kinds of relationships but with changes. The changes may be slight, depending on
our noticing that the similarities are still greater than the differences. But abstract
films also usually depend on building up greater and greater differences from the
introductory material. Thus we may find considerable contrast coming into the film,
and sudden differences can help us to sense when a new segment has started. If the
film's formal organization has been created with care, the similarities and differences will not be random. There will be some underlying principle that runs
through the film.
The theme-and-variations principle is clearly evident in J. J. Murphy's Print
Generation. Murphy selected 60 shots from home movies, then rephotographed
them over and over on a contact printer. Each succeeding duplication lost photographic quality, until the final images became unre cognizable. Print Generation rcpeats the footage 25 times, starting with the most abstract images and moving to the
most recognizable ones. Then the process is reversed, and the images gradually
move back toward abstraction (10.54, 10.55). On the sound track, the progression
is exactly the opposite. Murphy rerecorded the sound 25 times, but the film begins
with the most clearly audible version. As the image clarifies, the sound deteriorates;
as the image slips back into abstraction, the sound clarifies. Part of the fascination
of this experimental film derives from seeing blobs and sparkles of abstract color
become slowly defined as people and landscapes before passing back into abstraction. The film also teases us to discover its overall formal pattern.
As RailroadTurnbridge and Print Generation indicate, by calling a film's form
abstract, we do not mean that the film has no recognrzable objects in it. It is true
that many abstract films use pure shapes and colors, created by the filmmaker by
drawing, cutting out pieces of colored paper, animating clay shapes, and the like.
There is an alternative approach, however, and that is to use real objects and to isolate them from their everyday context in such a way that their abstract qualities
come forward. After all, shapes, colors, rhythmic movements, and every abstract
quality that the filmmaker uses exist both in nature and in human-made objects.
Markings on animals, bird songs, cloud formations, and other such natural phenomena often attract us because they seem beautiful or striking-qualities similar
to those that we look for in artworks. Moreover, even those objects that we create
for very practical and mundane uses may have pleasing contours or textures. Chairs
are made to sit on, but we will usually try to furnish our home with chairs that also
look attractive to us.
Because abstract qualities are common, experimental filmmakers often start by
photographing real objects. But, since the filmmakers then juxtapose the images to
create relations of shape, color, and so on, the film is still using abstract organrzation in spite of the fact that we can still recognize the object as a bird, a face, or a
spoon. And, because the abstract qualities in films are shared with real objects, such
films call on skills we use in everyday life. Normally, we use our ability to recognrze shapes and colors in practical ways, as when we drive and have to interpret
traffic signs and lights quickly. But, in watching an abstract film, we don't need to
use the shapes, colors, or repetitions that we see and hear for practical purposes.
Consequently, we can notice them more fully and see relationships that we would
seldom bother to look for during the practical activities of everyday life. In a film,
these abstract qualities become interesting for their own sake.
This impractical interest has led some critics and viewers to think of abstract
films as frivolous. Critics may call them "art for art's sake," since all they seem to

"Thematic interpretation comes from
literature: it's been carried over to
conventional narrative films, but it
shouldn't be grafted onto
experimental films, which are often a
reaction against such conventions."

-

). ). Murphy, experimentaI
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James Broughton's Motlrcr',r D(/-\'
offers static pictures of adults playin-e
children's ganres.

10.51

Pop-art painter Red Grooms
animates cut-ont figures to create the
cheerful experimental film Tappy Toes.

10.52

Death irnagery in Sc'orTtio Risirtg.

do is present us with a series of interesting patterns. Yet in doing so, such films often make us more aware of such patterns, and we may be better able to notice them
in the everyday world as well. No one who has watched Railroad Turnbriclge can
see bridges in quite the same way afterward. In talking about abstract filffiS, we
might amend the phrase to "art for life's sake"-fs1 such films enhance our lives as
much as do the films of other formal types.

An Example of Abstract Form: Ballet m1,canique Ballet
10.53

The slowly changing background
obliges the viewer to notice the
symmetrical geometry of the bridge's
design in Rctilrocttl Tuntbridgu.

10.54

Theme and variations in Print
Genercttittrt: In earlier portions of the film,
each one-second shot is rnore or less
identifiable.

mdcaniclue ("Mechanical Ballet"), one of the earliest abstract films, was also one of the most influential. It remains a highly enjoyable avant-garde film and a classic example of how
mundane objects can be transformed when their abstract qualities are used as the
basis for a film's form.
Two filmmakers collaborated on Ballet mdcanique during 1923-1924. They
were Dudley Murphy, a young American journalist and aspiring film producer, and
Fernand Ldger, a major French painter. L€ger had developed his own distinctive
version of Cubism in his paintings, often using stylized machine parts. His interest
in machines transferred well into the cinema, and it contributed to the central formal principles of Ballet mdcanique.
This title suggests the paradox the filmmakers employ in creating their film's
thematic material and variations. We expect a ballet to be flowing, with human
dancers performing it. A classical ballet seems the opposite of a machine's movements, yet the film creates a mechanical dance. Relatively few of the many objects
we see in the film are actually machines; it mostly uses hats, faces, bottles, kitchen
utensils and the like. But through juxtaposition with machines and through visual
and temporal rhythms, we are cued to see even a woman's moving eyes and mouth
as being like machine parts.
Film style plays a crucial role in most films using abstract form. Indeed, we often refer to the emphasis on abstract qualities of objects as s0// iz,atiun In keeping
with its overall formal design , Ballet ntdcanique uses film techniques to stress the
geometric qualities of ordinary things. Close framing, masks, unusual camera angles, and neutral backgrounds isolate objects and emphasize their shapes and textures (10.56). This stylization enables the film to reverse our normal expectations
about the nature of movement, making objects dance and tuming human action into
mechanical gestures.
We cannot segrnent Ballet mdcanique by tracing its arguments or dividing
it into scenes of narrative action. Rather, we must look for changes in abstract
qualities being used at different points in the film. Going by this principle. we can
find nine segments in Ballet mdcanique:

C. A credits sequence with

a stylized, animated figure of Charlie Chaplin introducing the film's title (The word "Charlot" in this introduction is Chaplin's
character's name in France.)
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l.
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The introduction of the film's rhythmic elements.

2. A treatment of objects viewed through prisms.
3. Rhythmic movements.
4. A comparison of people and machines.
5. Rhythmic movements of intertitles and pictures.
6. More rhythmic movements, mostly of circular objects.
7

.

8.

Quick dances of objects.
A return to Charlot and the opening elements.

Ballet mdcaniclue uses the theme-and-variations approach in a complex way,
introducing many individual motifs in rapid succession, then bringing thern back at
intervals and in different combinations. There is a definite pattern of development
built from elements of the earlier segments. Each new segment picks Llp on a limited number of the abstract qualities from the previous one and plays with these for
a while. The final segments use elements from early in the film once again, and the
ending strongly echoes the opening. The film throws a great deal of material at us
in a short time, and we must actively seek to make connections among motifs if we
are to perceive the film's repetitions and variations.
As suggested previously, the introductory portion of an abstract film usually
gives us strong cues as to what we can expect to see developed later. Ballet m6caniclue's animated Chaplin begins this process (10.57). Already we have the human figure as an object.
Segment I surprises us by beginning with a woman swinging in a garden
(10.58). Yet the fihn's title may lead us to notice the regular rhythm of the swinging and the puppetlike gestures as the woman repeatedly lifts her eyes and head,
then lowers them, a fixed srnile on her face. Certain abstract qualities already have
become prorninent. Suddenly, a rapid succession of images appears, passing too
quickly for us to do any more than glimpse a hat, bottles, an abstract white triangle, and other objects. Next a woman's mouth appears, smiling, then not smiling,
then smiling again. The hat returns, then the smiling mouth again, then some spinning gears, then a shiny ball circles close to the camera. Next we see the woman in
the swing, and the camera moves back and forth with her-but now she is upside
down (10.59). This segment ends with the shiny ball, now swinging back and forth
directly toward the camera, and we are invited to compare its movement with that
of the woman in the swing. We are thus confirmed in our expectation that she is not
a character but an object, like the bottle or the shiny ball. The same is true of that
smiling mouth, which does not suggest an emotion as much as a regularly changing shape. Shapes of objects (a round hat, vertical bottles), direction of movement
(the swing, the shiny ball), textures (the shininess of both the ball and the bottles),
and the rhythms of the objects' movements and the changes from object to object
will be qualities that the film calls to our attention.
With these expectations set up in the short introductory section, the film goes
on to vary its elements. Segment 2 sticks fairly closely to the elements just introduced by beginning with another view of the shiny ball, now seen through a prism.
There follow other shots of household objects, similar to the ball in that they are
also shiny and are seen through a prism (10.60). Here is a good example of how a
mundane object can be taken out of its everyday context and its abstract qualities
used to create formal relations.
In the middle of the series of prism shots, we see a rapid burst of shots, alternating a white circle and a white triangle. This is yet another motif that will return
at intervals, with variations. In a sense, these shapes, which are not recognizable objects, contrast with the kitchen utensils of the other shots. But they also invite us to
make comparisons: the pot lid is also round whereas the prismatic facets are somewhat triangular. During the rest of segment2, we see more prism shots, interspersed

10.55 Afier many generations of
reprinting, the same image becomes
abstract, with hot highlights rernaining. The
color is biased toward red becaLrse that is
the last layer of the emulsion to fade in
rephotography.

10.56 A horse collar

in Ballet rnicctrticlue.

10.57

In Bollet mdccuticlue, the figure of
Chaplin is highly abstract-reco-snizably
human but also nrade r"rp of sirnple shapes
that nrove in a jerky fashion.
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10.58

The opening shot of Ballet
mdcaniclue' s first segment.

10.61 A masked

shot in Ballet

tttticcuticlue.

10.59

10.60

Ballet ntdcanique.

lH'." ::,1':;::':;::u'

In Ballet mdcanique, a prism shot
is recognizable as a pot lid, its round
shape picking up that of both the ball and
the hat of the previous segment.

a s ho'[ of

a

with another rapid series of circles and triangles, and also with views of a woman's
eyes opening and closing, a woman's eyes partially masked off by dark shapes
(10.61), and finally the smiling/unsmiling mouth from segment 1.
Segment2 has further confirmed our expectations that the film will concentrate
on comparisons of shapes, rhythfls, or textures. We also begin to see a pattern of
surprising interruptions of the segments with brief bursts of short shots. In segment

10.63

By the last frame of the same
shot, her eyes are closed, and the first
frame of the next shows her upside down.

l, interruptions were created by shots alternating objects and a single triangle. Now
we have twice seen a circle and triangle alternate. The rhythm of editing is as important as the rhythm of movement within individual shots.
Already the film has established editing as a major tool for creating abstract relationships. Ballet mdcanique provides a good example of how filmmakers may
work outside the continuity editing system and create dynamic patterns of shots.
One of the film's funniest moments comes in segment 2 and depends on a precise
graphic match. We see an extreme close-up of a woman's wide-open eyes (10.62).
She closes them, leaving her eyeliner and brows as dark crescents against her white
skin (10.63). A cut presents us with the same composition, now upside down
(10.63). The eyes and brows are in nearly identical positions, but reversed. When
the eyes pop open (10.64), we're surprised to find their positions switched; the
match is nearly indiscernible. The surprise is enhanced by a quick cutting rate that
doesn't allow us to examine the shots closely. Amusing touches like this occur
throughout Ballet mdcanique and make it as enjoyable to watch today as it must
have been when it was first shown 80 years ago.
Now that its basic patterns are well established, the film begins to introduce
greater variations in order to complicate and sometimes overturn our expectations.
Segment 3 begins with shots of rows of platelike discs, alternating with spinning
shapes reminiscent of a fairground game wheel. Will round shapes and movements
provide the main principle of development in this segment? Suddenly, the camera
is plunging down a twisting fairground slide. We see elements such as marching
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10.64

Later in the second shot, she

opens her eyes.

10.65

In Ballet nuicartique, a strongly
horizontal composition is contrasted

10.66

a strongly vertical one.

with...
feet, cars going over the camera, and rapid shots of a carnival ride's cars spinning
past. Here different rhythms succeed one another, and common shape seems less
important. Relatively few of the elements from segments I and 2 return. We do not
see the parts of the woman's face, and many of the objects are new ones, seen out
of doors. Yet, after the carnival cars, we see a relatively lengthy shot of a spinning,
shiny object-not in a prism view but at least recalling the image of the kitchen
utensils seen earlier. The segment ends with the familiar rapid alternation of circle
and triangle.
Segment 4 gives us the film's most explicit comparison of humans and machines. We first see a carnival slide from above, picking up on an element from segment 3 (though here the camera does not move down the slide). The slide stretches
horizontally across the screen, and in quick succession a man's silhouette whizzes
down it four times (10.65). This may seem a continuation of segment 3's concentration on rhythm, but next we see a machine part, strongly vertical on the screen
(10.66), with a piston moving up and down rhythmically. Again we see similarities-a tubelike object with another object moving along it-and differences-the
compositions use opposing directions, and the four movements of the man are
shown in different shots, while the camera holds as the piston moves up and down
within one shot. More shots compare the slide and machine parts, ending with one
machine seen through a prism.
The familiar alternating circle and triangle return, but with differences: now the
triangle is sometimes upside down, and each shape remains on the screen slightly
longer. The segment continues with more spinning shiny objects and machine parts;
then it reintroduces the motif of the woman's masked eye (similar to 10.61). Now
the motions of this eye are compared to machine parts.
Segment 4 closes with one of Ballet mdcanique's most famous and daring moments. After a shot of a rotating machine part (10.67),we see 7 identically repeated
shots of a laundry woman climbing a stair and gesturing (10.68). The segment returns to the smiling mouth, then gives us I I more repetitions of the same shot of
the laundry woman, a shot of a large piston, and 5 more repetitions of the laundry
woman shot. This insistent repetition makes the woman's movements as precise as
those of the machine. Even though she is seen in a real place, we cannot see her as
a character but must concentrate on her movements' rhythms. (The filmmakers have
taken advantage of the cinema's own mechanical ability to multiply the same image.) Segment 4 is quite different from earlier ones, but it does bring back motifs:
The prism recurs briefly (from segment 2), spinning shiny objects recall those of
segment 3, and the woman's eyes and mouth (segments I and 2) return, having been
absent from segment 3.

Segment 4 has been the culmination of the film's comparison of mechanical
objects with people. Now segment 5 introduces a strong contrast by concentrating
on printed intertitles. Unlike other segments, this one begins with a black screen,

10.67

Ballet mdcanique cuts from

a

machinepart...

10.68

. . . to mechanical repetitions of a
woman's movements.
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which is gradually revealed to be a dark card on which a white zero is painted. We
see this first as a prismed shot (once again recalling segment2). An unprismed view
of the zero shows it shrinking.
Unexpectedly, &r intertitle appears: "oN A voLE uN coLLIER DE eERLES DE
5 MILLIoNS" ('A pearl necklace worth 5 million has been stolen"). In a narrative
film, this might give us story information, but the filmmakers use the printed language as one more visual motif for rhythmic variation. There follows a series of

10,69 Bullet

nuicurriclue's series

of

circular shapes begins with it wotran's
head, eyes closed, turning .

10.70 ...atterwhich

we see a statue
swirrg toward arnd away from the camera.

10.71 Ballet mdccutique:
kitchen utensils.

a

brief shot of

quick shots, with large zeros, sometimes one, sometimes three, appearing and disappearing, shrinking and growing. Parts of the intertitle appear in isolation ("on a
vol6"), participating in this dance of letters. The film plays with an ambiguity: is the
zero really an "0,," the first letter of the sentence, or is it part of the number
5,000,000, or is it a stylized representation of the pearl necklace itself? Beyond this
sort of play with a visual pun, the zero recalls and varies the circle motif that has
been so prominent in the film.
More punning occurs as the zero gives way to a picture of a horse collarwhich resembles the zero visually but also refers to the word collier (which in
French can mean either "neckl ace" or "collar"). Editing makes the collar bob about
in its own little dance ( 10.56) and alternate with movin g zeros and parts of the intertitle sentence, sometimes printed backward-to emphasize their graphic, rather
than informative, function. This segment has been very different from earlier ones,
but even here a couple of motifs are repeated. Just before the horse collar is introduced, we see the masked woman's eye briefly, and, in the course of the rapid
flashes of intertitles, one tiny shot of a machine part is inserted.
After this point, the film begins to move toward variations that are closer to the
elements of the opening segments. Segment 6 shows us rhythmic movements involving mostly circular shapes (10.69, L0.70). Once again the comparison of person and object comes forward. An abstract circular shape growS, cueing us to watch
for the recunence of this shape. A woman's face appears in a prismed view; she
passes a piece of cardboard with holes cut in it before her face, with her expression
continually changing in a mechanical fashion. We see the circles and triangles alternate again, but this time these shapes are presented in four different sizes. A
quick series of shots of rows of shiny kitchen utensils follows (10.71), with short
bursts of black film interspersed. This blackness picks up and varies the dark backgrounds of the intertitles in segment 5, and the shiny pots and other utensils reintroduce a motif that has appeared in every segment excepl 5. The motif of rows of
objects had come in segment 3, while the swinging motion of the utensils in many
of these shots echoes the swinging of the woman and the shiny ball from way back
in segment l. With this sequence and the next segment, the film's development is
turning back toward its beginning.
SegmentJ begins with a shot of a display window (10.72). The circle motif returns, leading into a set of dances that vary key motifs. Very rapid editing makes a
pair of mannequin legs dance (10.73); then the legs start to spin within the shots.
The shiny ball motif returns, but now two balls spin in opposite directions. Then
a hat and a shoe alternate quickly (10.74), and the editing creates a startlingly abstract effect. At first, we see the different shapes distinctly, but as the brief shots
continue to alternate, we notice variations. The hat changes position, and sometimes the shoe points in one direction, sometimes the other. The cutting rhythm accelerates, and the shots become so short that we see only a single white object
pulsating, morphing from circle to lozenge and back again. The filmmakers use
the graphic contrasts they've created to make us aware of apparent motion, our
tendency to see movement in a series of slightly different still pictures. This is one
process that makes cinema itself possible. (See Chapter I .)
After the shoe-and-hat duet, more shots of the woman follow,, agatn cut to make
her face execute a series of artificial shifts. Two slightly different views of a
woman's face quickly alternate, inducing us to see the head as nodding (10.75). Finally, quick shots of bottles make them seem to change position in a dancelike
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rhythm. Interestingly, the motifs used in segmentT come primarily from segments
I and 2 (the shiny balls, hat, bottles) and from segment 6 (the prismed face, the
growing circle). Here, where the mechanical ballet becomes most explicit, the film
draws together elements from its beginning, and from the previous segment, where
the recapitulation of the earlier segments had begun. SegmentJ avoids motifs from
the center of the film-segments 3-5-and thus gives us a sense both that the film
is continuing to develop and that it is coming full circle.
The final segment makes this return more obvious by showing us the Chaplin
figure again. Now its movements are even less human, and at the end, most of its
parts seem to fall away, leaving the head alone on the screen. The spinning head
may remind us of the woman's profile ( 10.69) seen earlier. But the film is not quite
over. Its last shot brings back the woman from the swing in segment l, now standing in the same garden smelling a flower and looking around. Seen in another context, her gestures might seem ordinary to us (10.76). But by now, the film has
trained us sufficiently for us to make the connection between this shot and what has
preceded it. Our expectations have been so strongly geared to seeing rhythmic, mechanical movement that we will probably see her smiles and head gestures as unnatural, like other motifs we have seen in the film. Ldger and Murphy end their
abstract film by emphasizing how much they have altered our perception of ordinary objects and people.

Associational Form
Many experimental films draw on a poetic series of transitions that create what we
may term associational form. Associational formal systems suggest ideas and expressive qualities by grouping images that may not have any immediate logical connection. But the very fact that the images and sounds are juxtaposed prods us to
look for some connection-an ass ociation that binds them together.
Godfrey Reggio's Koyaanisqatsi is a clear example of associational form. The
film is built out of shots of widely different things-airplanes and buttes, subways
and clouds, rockets and pedestrians. At one point, rows of frankfurters are pumped
out of a machine and fed onto an assembly line. Reggio then cuts to fast-motion
shots of commuters riding escalators. The juxtaposition has no narrative connection, and the pictorial qualities are not as strongly stressed as they would be in Ballet mdcanique. Instead, the shots evoke the idea of impersonal, routine sameness,
perhaps suggesting that modern life makes people into standardized units. The filmmaker has created an association among unlike things.
Koyaanisqatsi illustrates the unique qualities of associational form. The film
surely presents a process, but it does not tell a story in the manner of narrative filmmaking. It offers no continuing characters, no specific causal connections, and no
temporal order among the scenes. The film has a point, perhaps several, but it
doesn't attempt to persuade us of it through an argument, giving reasons and offering evidence to lead us to a conclusion. There is no voice-over narrator as in The
River to define problems and marshall evidence. Nor does the film explore a clearcut set of categories. It centers on majestic nature and destructive technology,, very
loose and open-ended ideas. But Koyaanisqatsi is not purely a pictorial exercise either, in the manner of abstract form. The connections we make among its images
sometimes involve visual qualities, but these qualities are associated with broader
concepts and emotions.
This process is somewhat comparable to the techniques of metaphor and simile used in lyric poetry. When the poet Robert Burns says, "My love is like a red,
red rose," we do not leap to the conclusion that his love is prickly to the touch,
bright red, or vulnerable to aphids. Rather, we look for the possible conceptual
links: her beauty is the most likely reason for the comparison.
A similar process goes on in associational films. Here the imagery and the
metaphorical connections that poetry conveys through language are presented in a

10.72 ln Ballet rndccutique, spiral

shapes

to freeze the gyrating motions that
have rnade up so much of the film.
seern

10.73 ln Ballet
mdc'unique, very short
shots make mannequin legs "dance."
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10.76

The final shot of Ballet

mdcanique.

10.75 ln Ballet mdccutique,

slight

changes of composition make a face

10.74

"nod."

Shapes create graphic contrast in
Ballet ntdcanique.

more direct fashion. A filmmaker could film a woman he loved in a garden and suggest by visual juxtaposition that she is like the flowers that surround her. (Indeed,

this might be an implicit meaning that viewers could assign to Ballet
mdcanique's last shot, if it were taken out of context.)
The imagery used in associational form may range from the conventional to the

strikingly original, and the conceptual connections can be readily apparent or
downright mystifying. These possibilities are not necessarily linked: A highly original juxtaposition might have an obvious emotional or conceptual implication.
Again, poetry offers examples. Many religious, patriotic, romantic, and laudatory
poems use strings of images to create an expressive tone. In 'America the Beautiful," the images of "spacious skies," "purple mountains' majesty," and "fruited
plain" add up to suggest the patriotic fervor expressed in the chorus, "God shed his
grace on thee."
Another poem might be more elusive in its effect, giving us less explicit statements of the associative qualities of its imagery. The Japanese poetic form called
haiku usually juxtaposes two images in a brief three-line form, in order to create an
immediate emotion in the reader. Here, for example, is a haiku by Bash6:
The eleventh moonStorks listlessly
Standing in a row

Bash6's images are somewhat cryptic and the purpose for connecting them somewhat mysterious. Yet, if we are willing to fill in with our imaginations, as one is
supposed to do with haiku, the effect should be a mood, evoking autumnal stillness
with perhaps a trace of melancholy. This tone isn't present in either the moon or the
storks but results from the juxtaposition of the two images.
So far we have looked at associational form working at a fairly small-scale

level: the side-by-side juxtaposition of images. Associational form also creates
larger-scale patterns that can organi ze an entire film. Yet because associational formal systems are unlimited in their subjects and means of orgamzation, it's impossible to define a conventional set of parts into which an associational film will fall.
Some films will show us a series of amusing images, while others may offer us
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frightening ones. Still, we can make a start at understanding associational form by
noticing that it usually accords with a few general principles.
First, the filmmaker typically groups images together in larger sets, each of
which creates a distinct, unified part of the film. Each group of images can then
contrast with other groups of images. This principle of grouping is also seen in abstract form, as our Ballet mdcanique analysis shows. Second, as in other types of
form, the film uses repeated motifs to reinforce associational connections. Third,
associational form strongly invites interpretation, the assigning of general meanings to the film, as in the environmentalist implications of Koyaanisqatsi.
The associational small-scale connections, the distinct large-scale parts, the repeated motifs, the cues for interpretation-all these factors indicate that associational organi zation puts demands on the viewer. This is why so many filmmakers
seeking to push the boundaries of form use associational patterns. Although asso-

ciational form may use striking, original, even puzzling, juxtapositions, it may still
elicit a fairly familiar emotion or idea. The explicit point of Koyaanisqatsi is not
particularly subtle or novel. Here, as in many associational films, the purpose is to
make a familiar emotion or concept vivid by means of new imagery and fresh
juxtapositions.
Other associational films are more complex and evocative. The filmmaker will
not necessarily give us obvious cues to the appropriate expressive qualities or concepts. He or she may simply create a series of unusual and striking combinations
and leave it up to us to tease out their relations. Kenneth Anger's Scorpio Rising,
for instance, explicitly associates motorcycle gangs with traditional religious
groups and with Nazi violence, but it also suggests, more elusively, that gang regalia and rituals have homoerotic aspects. Like other sorts of film form, associational form can offer implicit as well as more explicit meanings.

An Example of Associational Form: A Moqtie

Bruce Conner's film A Movie
illustrates how associational form can confront us with evocative and mysterious
juxtapositions, yet can at the same time create a coherent film that has an intense
impact on the viewer.
Conner made A Movie, his first film, in 1958. Like L6,ger,, he worked in the visual and plastic arts and was noted for his assemblage pieces-collages built up of
miscellaneous found objects. Conner takes a comparable approach to filmmaking.
He typically uses footage from old newsreels, Hollywood movies, soft-core
pornography, and the like. By working in the found-footage genre, Conner can jr^tapose two shots from widely different sources. When we see the two shots together, we will strive to find some connection between them. From a series of
juxtapositions, our activity can create an overall emotion or concept.
A Movie uses a musical accompaniment that helps establish these emotions and
ideas. As with the images, Conner chose music that already existed: three portions
of Respighi's well-known tone poem The Pines of Ronte. The music is important to
the film's form, since it has distinct sections. Moreover, the overall tone of each
segment is different, corresponding to the music. The beginning of what we'll identify as segment 3, showing women carrying totems, the crash of the Hindenburg dirigible, and some daring acrobats, gains its ominous effect largely from the eerie
score. Likewise, the driving music accompanying segment 4 sweeps a string of
horrendous disasters into one plunging apocalyptic rush. Conner's use of The Pines
of Rome shows vividly how associational form can create both general ideas and
strong emotional effects.
We can break A Mottie rnto four large-scale segments. Each segment consists
of related images, marked off from other segments by a shared expressive idea and
by a distinct musical accompaniment.

l.

An introductory portion with the film's title and director's name and projectionists' markings.

2.

Quick, dynamic music with images of moving animals and vehicles on land.
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3. A more mysterious, tense sectlon

stressing precariously balanced objects in

air and water.

4. Frightening

images of disaster and war interspersed with more lyrical, myste-

noLls scenes.
"Part of the creation of the sequence
you're thinking about happened
during the process of collecting film. I
snip out small parts of films and
collect them on a larger reel.
Sometimes when I tail-end one bit of
the film onto another, I'll find a
relationship that I would have never
thought about consciously-because
it doesn't create a logical continuity,
or it doesn't fit my concept of how to
edit a film."

-

Bruce Conner, experimental filmmaker

In only l2 minutes, A Mot,ie leads us through a range of emotionally charged
ideas and qLlalities. It also creates a distinct developmental thread. In segments 21,
many shots emphasize accidents or aggressive actions, and while some of these
seem funny or trivial at first, they gradually accumulate and become more senous.
By segment 4, a series of war scenes and natural disasters presents practically an
apocalyptic vision. A Movie's tone finally eases in its closin,_q underwater scenes.

1

This segment does far more than give us the title and the filmrnaker's
for that reason, we have numbered it as the first segment rather than separating it off as a credits sequence. At first, we see blank black leader, over which
the quick opening of The Pine.s of Ronte begins. This stresses the irnportance of the
music in the film, since we hear it before seeing any images. Then the words "BrLlce
Conner" appear, remaining on the screen for many seconds. Because we do not
need that much time to read the name, we may begin to sense that the film will playSegment

name,, and

fully thwart our expectatrons.
After the name, we see more black leader, then white leader, then a quick
flicker effect rapidly alternating two frames of the word 6A" with a blank white
leader, and finally the word "Movie." The word "By" appears, with more white
frames, then "Bruce Conner," as before. Now a black leader appears, with markings
that usually appear on the first portion of the film strip but that are seldom projected
on the screen for the audience to see: splice cues, dots, and other signs. Then, suddenly, "End of Part FoLrr" flashes on the screen.
We might think that Conner is simply playing with the graphic qualities of
titles and leader marks, oS L6,ger and Murphy did in segment 5 of Bollet
mdccuticlue with its dance of intertitles and zeros. But here Conner Llses graphics
with conventional meanings: Leaders and credits ursuarlly signal the beginnin-9,
while "End of Part Four" irnplies we have already seen a considerable part of the
filrn. Once a.-eain A Movie signals us that it will not be an ordinary film-not one in
which the parts follow in logical order. We must expect odd juxtapositions. Moreover, the flicker and leader markings stress the physical qualities of the film
medium itself. The title A Mot,ie rernforces this reference to the medium, cueing us
to watch this assemblage of shots as bits of fihn.
The opening continLles with a countdown leader, beginning with "12" and
flashing other numbers at one-second intervals-again, more signals to the projectionist, but seldorn seen by the audience. Is this the beginning, then? But after "4,"
we are startled to see the film's first moving image: a "nLldie" shot of a wornAn taking off her stockings. The shot is very worn, with lines and scratches, and we surmise that Conner scavenged it fiorn an old stag fihn. Here A Mot,ie helps us to focus
our expectations by suggesting that it will involve more found tootage of this type.
After the nude shot, the countdown leader continues to " 1," then the words "The
End" appear'. Anotherjoke: this is the end of the leader, not of the filrn. Yet even this
is untrue, since more leader appears, with "Movie" backward, ffrore projectionists'
signals, and a repeating number " l" that flickers in tirne to the music's quick ternpo,
then -goes to black.
Segment

7

Although the music rllns continuously over the transrtron, rn segment

2, we begin to see a very different kind of image. A series of 12 shots shows us
mounted Indians sitting on a hill, then chasing a fleeing wagon train, with Hopalong Cassidy recogmzable as one of the cowboys. More old film footage follows,,
this time a clip sug esting a story situertion that will continue from shot to shot: a
fight between Indians and settlers. But Conner shows Lrs this scene only to refer
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briefly to the conventional kind of movie he is not making (10.77, 10.78). The association here seems clear enough; we move from horses to more horses , all in
rapid motion. The next change, moving toward imagery of cavalry, confirms this association among horse-drawn vehicles.
There follows a shaky shot of a charging elephant. Now we mLlst stretch our associations to account for this: maybe the link is through a series of rapidly moving
animals? This seems safe enough to assuffie, as we see two more shots of horses'
running legs. But the next shot shows a speeding locomotive's wheels. We must
generalize the terms of the association still further-the rapid motion of animals
and vehicles on land. (The "on land" idea may not seem important at this point, but
it will become significant in contrast to the later segments, which often emphasize
air and water.) The next series of shots, repeating these motifs and introducing a
military tank, seems to confirm this overall idea of rushing movement.
Conner's editing creates the effect of one rushing mass of activity by a simple
convention: common screen direction. The animals and vehicles move from left to
right, or come directly at the camera, creating shots that cut together in traditional
continuity (10.71, 10.78). The effect is to suggest a colossal rush toward a single
target. The impossibility of this juxtaposition is amusing, but it also slrggests that
humans, animals, and machines are caught up in an energetic planetary race-but
toward what? The urgency of this sequence is heightened by graphic matches on
objects hurtling out at the viewer (10.79, 10.80).
This sense of rapid activity continues into the later part of segment 2,, which
moves from the tank to a series of shots of race cars speeding around tracks. Since
these shots initially confirm our expectations about moving animals and vehicles,
they are less challenging to us-at first. Then one race car crashes, followed by two
other similar crashes; and the segment ends with the long, spectacular fall of an oldfashioned car off a cliff. The sense of movement has become less funny and exhilarating, more uncontrolled and frightening. The tone of amusement has shifted
toward one based on shock and horror in the face of so much devastation. Again,
this effect is created by tight coordination of cutting, music, and movement in the
frame. For instance, the frenzied buildup in the musical score accompanies the
string of race car crashes. Blaring, dissonant phrases begin to punctuate the music
at regular intervals, and Conner's editing times each one to coincide with a car
crash. The manic energy of the tumultuous race has turned reckless and selfdestructive.
During the crashes, the music has built up to a frenzied climax, and it cuts off
abruptly as a "The End" title flashes on the screen. This parody of the ending of a
conventional film suggests that the crashes have resulted from all that rushing motion earlier in the segment. At this point, we might begin to sense that there has been
an underlying tone of aggression and danger from the start: the attacking Indians,
the cavalry, the charging elephant, the tank, and so on. This element will be intensified in segments 3 and 4.

Segment 3 More black leader continues the transition set up by the "The End" title, and there is a pause before the music of segment 3 begins. (As at the film's opening, it plays at first over the darkness.) But this time the music is slow, bleak, and
slightly ominous. The "Movie" title and more black leader move us into a series of
shots very different from those of segment 2. Two Polynesian women carry large,
totemlike objects on their heads. Leader and a title interuupt once more, introducing
a short series of shots of a large dirigible in flight (10.81) and of an acrobat couple
performing on a small platform and tightrope high above a street (10.82). If the
women and the dirigible are associated through balancing, the dirigible is linked to
the acrobats not only by that but also by an emphasis on heights and danger. This portion of the segment ends with a shot of a small plane plunging downward through
fleecy clouds, &S if, having lost its balance, it is falling. Slow, sinister music has cued
us how to react to these floating and falling objects; without the music, we might take
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In A Movie, from a shot of
-ealloping hrlrses pLrlling a wagon, Conner
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thern to be lyrical, but in context, they sLl-qgest a
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10.82

10.83

artcl clanger'.

An inexplicably -srotesque itt.ta-ee

frorn A M ovia.

va._que

threat. This passa-qe ends with

more titles: 'A," "Movie," "By," and "Brllce Conner," followed by black leader.
The next part of the segment begins with an apparent incor-rgn-rity between music and ima-ee. A series of shots shows parts of a submarine' includin-g an officer
lookin.-g through a periscope (6.38). The next shot seeffls to sn-egest that he sees a
bikirri-clad woman (6.39;. This shot picks up the stag film r-r-rotif from se-ement I
and points out the paradox of this jr-rxtaposition. We know the shots of the officer
and the wornan come from different films-yet' at the same time, we cannot help
but interpret the shots as showing hirn looking at her, and thus we find the moment
comic. As earlier parrts of the film reminded us of endless credit sequences, perhaps
this makes fun of point-of-view editin-e and the Kuleshov effect.
The same principle r"rnderlies the next shots, oS the officer orders a torpedo
fired, and we see it seemin-g to race toward the woman, creatin-_q a sexual pLln. This.
too' is funny, as is the atornic-bomb orgasrn that seems to result. But' as in the first
se-qlnent, there is an overtone of threat and a-qgression-now specifically sexual aggression-in these ima-ees. They move qurickly from humor to disaster as additional
mushroorn cloud shots undercr-rt the joke. Moreover, the music that plays throu-9h
the submarine-woffran series is slow. quiet, and ethereal-not appropriate to the
erotic joke, but more suited to the irnages of the bornb blasts.
This music carries Lls into er series of shots of waves and wavelike movemerrts
that seeln to result from the bomb: a ship en-gulfed by fo-9 or smoke, surfers and
rowin._q tearns berttered by heavy waves, water-skiers and motorboaters fhllin-u clurin-g stunts. Durin-9 this, the music's ethereal quality -9ives way to ul slow nrelody
with a dynamic tempo, played on low strin-ged instruments: this creates a more otninous tone. The first accidents seern trivial, as when water-skiers fall over. Br.rt._gradually things become more distr-rrbing.A motorboat driver plows into a pile of clebris
and is hurled out.
Abruptly, people are seen riding odd bicycles (10.83). The nrove trom the boat
the
to
bikes takes r-rs briefly away from the accident series to a strin._e of shots showin_e people deliberately doing things that look grotesque. Additional shots shorv motorcyclists riding through rnr-rd and water, and a plane, tryin-9 to land on a lake artd
flippin-q over.
The whole segment has developed steadily, introducing tension ett the be-einnin.-g and then juxtaposing the humoroLls (the submarine-woman scene) with the
disastroLls (the bomb) and trivial accidents with _grotesque actions. The seqllence
ends in an odd way: black leader appears after the plane crash, with the music
building up toward a clirnax. This is followed by a close view of Theodore Roosevelt speaking vigorolrsly, seemingly angry, with bared teeth (10.84). hnrnediately,
there follows a shot of a collapsin-e suspension bridge, with the music swellin-e up
as the pieces fall (10.85) and then fading down. Although these shots are difficult
to interpret, the association of human-caused disasters with one of America's most
belli.-qerent presidents would seem to link even the toppling bridge to human, espe-

cially political., aggression.

4 Once more A Mot,ie marks off its se..gments clearly, with black leader
accompanyin-e the opening of the third portion of The Pines oJ' Rome. An
eerie -qon_q and low, slow chords create a distinctly ominoLls mood. Segrnertts 2 and
3 both built up toward accidents and disasters. Now segment 4 begins with a series
of ima-qes of military planes being shot out of the sky and firin-e on the -eround, followed by a series of explosions against a dark sky.
Yet the next passa-qe juxtaposes shots of disasters with sorne shots that are inexplicable in this context. All the irnages of planes and explosions seem associated
with war and disaster. Now we see two planes flying past an Egyptian pyramid
(10.86).As with so rnany of the earlier juxtapositions, we rnust abn-rptly switch our
assLllt-tptions about how these shots relate to one another, since now we see nortrnilitcu.r'planes. But imrnediately, two shots of an erllpting volcano appear. Clearly,
Segment

a.-eain

10.84 In this puzzling shot from A
Moyie, Roosevelt speaks vigorously.
seeuringly angry. with barecl teeth.

Expernncntal Filnt

the connection between them and the previous shot is mainly created by the pictorial similarity of mountains and pyramids. Are we back to disasters again? Seemingly not, for we next see an elaborate church ceremony, and all our expectations
are thwarted. But the disaster motif returns as strongly as ever: the burning dirigibIe Hindenburg, tanks, rnore race car crashes, and tumbling bodies.
All these images create tension, but the next shots we see are of people parachuting from a plane. Interestingly, this action is not threatening, and the people
here are not hurt. Yet in the context of the earlier accidents, and because of the ominous music, we have begun to expect some sort of disaster as the likeliest subject
of each shot. Now even these innocent actions seem threatening and again may be
seen as linked to military and political aggression.
The next series of shots is equally innocent in itself but takes on mysterious and
ominous overtones as part of the overall segment. We see a burning balloon floating to earth, reminding r-rs of the floating dirigible and Hinclenburg footage. Shots
of palm trees, cattle, and other images follow, suggesting some idyllic Middle East-
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A collapsin-9 bridge in A Movie.

10.86

A Mot'ie.

10.87

A brief moment of peace in A

ern or African setting (10.87). This brief respite, however, leads into one of the
film's eeriest and most striking moments: three shots of a suspension bridge
writhing and buckling as if shaken by a giant hand (10.88). This is followed by the
most intense disaster images in the whole film, including the burning Hinclertburg:
a sinking ship (10.89), a firing-squad execution, bodies hanging on a scaffold, dead
soldiers, and a mushroom cloud. A shot of a dead elephant and hunters introduces

a brief series of shots of suffering Africans. The music has built Lrp during this,
becoming steadily less ominous and more triumphant with fanfares of brass
rnstruments.
After the climactic series of disaster shots, the tone shifts one more time. A relatively lengthy series of underwater shots follows a scuba diver. He explores a
sunken wreck encrusted with barnacles (10.90). It recalls the disasters just witnessed, especially the sinking ship (10.89). The music builds to a triurnphant cli-

max as the diver swims into the ship's interior. The film ends on a long-held
musical chord over more black leader and a final shot looking up toward the surface of the sea. Ironically, there is no "The End" title at this point.
A Movie has taken us through its disparate footage almost entirely by means of
association. There is no argLlment about why we should find these images distr-rrbing or why we should link volcanoes and earthquakes to sexual or military aggression. There are no categorical similarities between many of the things juxtaposed
and no story told about them. Occasionally, Conner does Llse abstract qr"ralities to
compare objects, but this is only a small-scale strategy, not one that organizes the
whole film.
In building its associations, A Mov,ie uses the familiar formal principles of repetition and variation. Even though the images come from different films, certain elements are repeated, as with the series of horse shots in segment I or the different
airplanes. These repetitions form motifs that help unify the whole film.
Moreover, these motifs return in a distinct pattern. We have seen how the titles
and leader of the opening come back in some way in all the segments and how the
"nudie" shot of segment I is similar to the one used with the sr"rbmarine footage in
segment 3. Interestingly, not a single motif that appears in segment 2 returns in
segment 3, creating a strong contrast between the two. But then segment4 picks up
and varies many of the motifs of both 2 and 3. As in so many films, the ending thr"rs
seems to develop and return to earlier portions. The dead elephant, the tanks. and
the race cars all hark back to the frantic race of segment2, while the tribal people,
the Hinclenburg disaster, the planes, the ships, and the bridge collapse all continue
motifs begun in 3. The juxtapositions that have obvious links play on repetition,
while startling and obscure ones create contrast. Thus Conner has created a unified
work from what would seem to be a disunified mass of footage.
The pattern of development is also strikingly r-rnified. Segment I is primarily amusing, and a sense of play and exhilaration also carries through most of
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"Animators have only one thing in
common. We are all control freaks.

And what is more controllable than
the inanimate? You can control every
frame, but at a cost. The cost is the
chunks of your life that the t[meconsuming process devours. lt is as if
the objects suck your time and
energy away to feed their own life."

-

Simon Pummell, animator

'Animation is not a genre, it's a
medium. And it can express any
genre. I think people often sell it
short. But 'because it's animated, it
must be for kids.' You can't name
another medium where people do."

-

Brad Bird, director, The lncredibles

segment2, up to the car crashes. But we have seen that the subjects of all the shots
in segment2 could also suggest aggression and violence, and they all relate in some
way to the disasters to come. Segment 3 makes this more explicit but uses some humor and playfulness as well. By segment4, the mixture of tones has largely disappeared, and an intensifying sense of tension and doom replaces it. Now even odd
or nelltral events seem ominous.
Unlike the more clear-cut Koyaanisclatsi, A Movie withholds explicit meanings.
Still, A Mov,ie's constantly shifting associations invite us to reflect on a range of implicit meanings. From one standpoint, the film can be interpreted as presenting the
devastating consequences of unbridled aggressive energy. The horrors of the modern world-warfare and the hydrogen bomb-are linked with more trivial pastimes,
such as sports and risky stunts. We are asked to reflect on whether both may spring
from the same impulse, perhaps a kind of death wish. This impulse may, in turn, be
tied to sexual drives (the pornographic rnotif ) and political repression (the recurring
images of people in developing countries).
Another interpretation might see the film as commenting on how cinema itself
stirs our emotions through sex, violence, and exotic spectacle. In this sense, A
Movie is "a movie" like any other, with the important difference that its thrills and
disasters are actual parts of our world.
What of the ending? The scuba diver epilogue also offers a wide range of implicit meanings. It returns to the beginning in a formal sense: along with the Hopalong Cassidy segment, it is the longest continuous action we get. It might offer a
kind of hope, perhaps an escape from the world's horrors. Or the images may suggest humankind's final death. After despoiling the planet, the human can only return to the primeval sea. Like much of A Movie, the ending is ambiguous, saying
little but suggesting much. Certainly, we can say that it serves to relax the tension
aroused by the mounting disasters. In this respect, it demonstrates the power of an
associational formal system: its ability to guide our emotions and to arouse our
thinking simply bV juxtaposing different images and sounds.

The Animated Film
Most fiction and documentary films photograph people and objects in full-sized,
three-dimensional spaces. As we have seen, the standard shooting speed for such
live-action filmmaking is typically 24 frames per second.
Anintcttecl films are distinguished from live-action ones by the unusual kinds of
work done at the production stage. Instead of continuously filming an ongoing action in real time, animators create a series of images by shooting one frame at a
time. Between the exposure of each frame, the animator changes the subject being
photographed. Daffy Duck does not exist to be filmed, but a carefully planned and
executed series of slightly different drawings of Daffy can be filmed as single
frames. When projected, the images create illusory motion comparable to that of
live-action filmmaking. Anything in the world-or indeed the universe-that the
filmmaker can manipulate can be animated by means of two-dimensional drawings,
three-dimensional objects, or electronic information stored in a computer.
Because animation is the counterpart to live action, any sort of film that can be
filmed live can be made using animation. There are animated fiction films, both
short and feature-length. There can also be animated documentaries, usually instructional ones. Animation provides a convenient way of showing things that are
normally not visible, such as the internal workings of machines or the extremely
slow changes of geological formations.
With its potential for distortion and pure design, animation lends itself readily
to experimental filmmaking as well. Many classic experimental animated films employ either abstract or associational form. For example, both Oskar Fischinger and
Norman Mclaren made films by choosing a piece of music and arranging abstract

The Animated FiIm

shapes to move in rhythm to the sound track. Later in this chapter,
an example of abstract animation in Robert Breer's Fuji.
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we'll examine

There are several distinct types of animation. The most familiar is drawn animation. From almost the start of cinema, animators drew and photographed long series of cartoon images. At first, they drew on paper, but copying the entire image,
including the setting, over and over proved too time-consuming. During the l9l0s,
studio animators introduced clear rectangular sheets of celluloid, nicknamed cels.
Characters and objects could be drawn on different cels, and these could then be
layered like a sandwich on top of an opaque painted setting. The whole stack of cels
would then be photographed. New cels showing the characters and objects in
slightly different positions could then be placed over the same background, creating the illusion of movement (10.91). The cel process allowed animators to save
time and to split up the labor among assembly lines of people doing drawing, coloring, photography, and other jobs. The most famous cartoon shorts made during
the 1930s to the 1950s were made with cels. Warner Bros. created characters such
as Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, and Tweety Bird; Paramount had Betty Boop and Popeye; Disney made both shorts (Mickey Mouse, Pluto, Goofy) and, beginning with
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in 1937, feature-length cartoons.
This system, with a few additional labor-saving techniques, is still in use today,
though 3D computer technology is increasingly used for Hollywood animated features. Big-budget studio cartoons have used full animation, with lots of movement
and detailed drawing styles. (See 4.132, as well as 5.137-5.139.) Cheaper productions use limited animation, with only small sections of the image moving from
frame to frame. Limited animation is mainly used on television, although Japanese
theatrical features (10.92) have exploited it to create flat, posterlike images.
Some independent animators have continued to draw on paper. Robert Breer,
for example, uses ordinary white index cards for his witty, quasi-abstract animated
films. We will examine his Fuji shortly.
Cels and drawings are photographed, but an animator can work without a
camera as well. He or she can draw directly on the film, scratch on it, and attach
flat objects to it. Stan Brakhage taped moths'wings to film stock in order to create Mothlight The innovative animator Norman Mclaren made BlinkeQ Blankby
engraving the images frame by frame, using knives, needles, and razor blades

10.91

Two layered cels trom a Road
Runner cartoon, with Wile E. Coyote on
one cel and the patches of flying dust on
another.

10.92

A frarne from Silert Miibiu,s.

(10.93).

Another type of animation that works with two-dimensional images involves
cut-outs. Sometimes filmmakers make flat puppets with movable joints. Lotte
Reiniger speciahzed in lighting her cut-outs in silhouette to create delicate, intricate
fairy tales, as in 10.94. Animators can also manipulate cut-out images frame by
frame to create moving collages; Frank Mouris's exuberant Frank Film presents a
flickering dance of popular-culture imagery (10.95). A very simple form of cut-out
animation involves combining flat shapes of paper or other materials to create pictures or patterns. The rudimentary shapes and unshaded colors of South Park: BiSger Longer & Uncut (as well as the television series from which it derives) flaunt
deliberately crude cut-out animation.
Three-dimensional objects can also be shifted and twisted frame by frame to
create apparent movement. Animation of objects falls into three closely related categories: clay, model, and pixillation. Clay animation, often termed claymation,
sometimes actually does involve modeling clay. But more often, Plasticine is used,
since it is less messy and is available in a wider range of colors. Sculptors create
objects and characters of Plasticine, and the animator then presses the flexible
material to change it slightly between exposures.
Although clay animation has been used occasionally since the early years of
the 20th centur), it has grown enormously in popularity since the mid-1970s. Nick
Park's Creature Conrfurts parodies the talking-heads documentary by creating droll
interviews with the inhabitants of a zoo. His Wallace and Gromit series (A Grand
Day Out, The Wrong Trousers, A Close Shave, and Wallace & Gromit: The Curse

10.93 A nearly abstract

but recogniz.able

bird etched directly into the black
emulsion in Blinketv Blank.

"You

don't very often see model
animation which is well lit, do you?
For me, that's part of the comedy of
it; I love the idea that you're making
a thriller and it all looks authentic,
but the lead character is in fact a
Plasticine penguin."

-

Nick Park, animator, on The Wrong Trousers
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of the Were-Rabbit) and Chicken Run (codirected with Peter Lord; 10.96) contain
extraordinarily complex lighting and camera movement.
Moclel or puppet animation is often very similar to clay animation. As the name

10.94 Tlte Aclventures

o.f

Prince

Ac.ltnrccl

(1926), the first feature-length anirnated

film.

10.95

Hoursehold objects perform comic
dances in Frcutk Film.

10.96 A flock of Plasticine hens in
Chicken Rwt receive Hollywood-style

lighting.

implies, it involves the use of figures that can be moved, using bendable wires,
joints, and the like. Historically, the master of this form of animation was Ladislav
Starevich, who as early as 19 10 baffled Russian audiences with realistic insect
models acting out human dramas and comedies. Starevich's puppets display intricate movements and detailed facial expressions (4.108). Some of the main characters in his films had up to 150 separate interchangeable faces to render different
expressions. Perhaps the most famous animated puppet was the star of the original
1933 version of King Kong, a small, bendable gorilla doll. If you watch King Kong
closely, you can see the gorilla's fur rippling-the traces of the animator's fingers
touching it as he shifted the puppet between exposures. One of the most famous
feature-length puppet films of recent years is Tim Burton's The lr{ightmare Be.fore
Christmas (10.97).
Pixillation is a term applied to frame-by-frame movement of people and ordinary objects. For example, in 1908, Arthur Melbourne-Cooper animated toys in a
miniature set to create dense layers of movement in Dreams of Toyland (10.98).Althor"rgh actors ordinarily move freely and are filmed in real time, occasionally an animator pixillates them. That is, the actor freezes in a pose for the exposure of one
frame, then moves slightly and freezes again for another frame, and so on. The result is a jerky, unnatural motion quite different from ordinary acting. The innovative animator Norman Mclaren uses this approach to tell the story of a feud,
Neighbors, and to show a man struggling to tame a rebellious piece of furniture in
A Chairy Thle. Dave Borthwick's The Secret Adventures of Tom Thumtb animates a
tiny Plasticine figure of Tom as well as eerie giants played by real actors. (The humans are pixillated even in scenes without Tom.)
Computer intaging has revolutionized animation. On a mundane level, the
computer can perform the repetitive task of making the many slightly altered images needed to give a sense of movement. On a creative level, software can be devised that enables filmmakers to create images of things that could not be filmed in
the real world.
The earliest computer animation depended on intensive hand labor and could
not create convincing three-dimensional compositions. James Whitney used an analog computer to generate the elaborate and precise abstract patterns for hrs Lapis
(1963-1966), but he still had to hand-prick cards to create the myriad dots of light
for each frame (10.99).
It was not until the 1980s that computer technology advanced far enough to be
used extensively in feature production. Graphic manipulation of frame-by-frame
images requires enormous amounts of computer memory, and the first feature film
to include computer animation, Disney's ZRON (1982), contained only l5 minutes
of partially computer-generated imagery out of its running length of 96 minutes. In

10.97 In The Nightmare
Be.fore Christntls, an

attempt to combine
Halloween and Christmas
ends disastrously.

10.98
Toylancl.

Anirnated toys tn Drectnts
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An elaborate pattern generated by a computer tor Lupi.s.

10.100

Toy Stor')"s cornpurter-genererted world.

the 1990s, George Lucas's Industrial Light & Magic, Steve Jobs's Pixar Animation,
and other firms developed banks of powerful computers and complex programs for
creating animated imagery. Images generated on computers are transferred to film
either by filming directly off a high-resolution monitor or by using a laser to imprint individual pixels of the images onto each frame. In 1995, Pixar's Toy Stor\,,
the first animated feature created entirely via computer, was released through Disney. It presented an illusion of a three-dimensional world peopled by figures that
sornewhat resembled Plasticine models (10.100). By 2000, Pixar's programs had
improved computer animation's ability to render surface textures like fur, as
demonstrated in Monsters, Inc.
Computer animation can also be used to simulate the look of traditional cel animation. Working on a computer can make the processes of painting colors onto the
cell or of joining the various layers of the image more efficient and consistent. For
example, Japan's master cel animator Hayao Miyazaki adopted computer techniques for some images of his l99l film Princ'ess Mononoke. Miyazaki used morphing, multilayer compositing, and painting for about 100 of the film's total of
around 1600 shots (10.101), yet the difference from traditional cel animation is virtually undetectable on the screen. (For more on Japanese animation, or ctninte, see
"Where to Go from Here.")
In 1989, James Cameron's thriller The Abvss popul arized compllter animation
in live-action features by creatin g a shimmering water creature. Since then, conlputer animation has allowed Forrest Gump to meet past presidents ( 10.5), has created dinosaurs for Jurassic' Pork ( I .3 I ), has made the flight of bullets visible in The
Matrix ( I .39), and has created the realistic, humanlike creature Gollum in The Lorcl
of the Rings. (For a discussion of computer-generated special effects in live-action

films, see pp. 30-32.)
Animation is sometimes mixed with live-action filming. Walt Disney's earliest
success in the 1920s came with a series, 'Alice in Cartoonland," which placed a
little girl played by an actress in a black-and-white drawn world. Gene Kelly entered a world of cels to dance with Jerry the Mouse in Anchors Aweigl2. Perhaps the
most elaborate combination of cel animation and live action has been Who Frumecl
Roger Rabbir? (5.52).

An Example of Narrative Animation: Duck Amuck
During the golden age of Hollywood short cartoons, frorn the 1930s to the 1950s,
Disney and Warner Bros. were rivals. Disney animators had far greater resources at
their disposal, and their animation was more elaborate and detailed than the simpler
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"As the six-year-old boy protested
when I was introduced to him as the
man who draws Bugs Bunny, 'He does
not! He draws pictures of Bugs

Bunny."'

-

Chuck Jones, animator

l0.l0l
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Mottortofre, five portions
of the irnage (the grass
and forest, the path and
motion lines, the body of
the Demon God, the
shadding of the Den-ron
God, and Ashitaka riding
away) were joined by

computer, glvlng
smoother, more complex
motions than regular cel
anirnation could archieve.

10.102 Early in Dtrt'k
backgrulund tapers

style of the Warrner's product. Warner's cartoonists,, despite their limited bud..9ets,
fought back by exploiting the comic fantasy possible in animated films and playing
with the mediurn in irna-ginative ways.
In Warner Bros. cartoons, cherracters ofien spoke to the audience or referred to
the animators and studio executives. For example, the Warner's unit's producer
Leon Schlesinger appeared in You Ought to Be in Pic'tures, letting Porky Pi..e out of
his contrarct so that he could try to move Llp to live-action features. The tone of the
Warner's cartoons distinguished them sharply from the Disney product. The action
was faster and n'rore violent. The main characters, such as Bugs Bunny and Daffy
Duck, were wisecrackin._q cynics rather than innocent altruists like Mickey Mouse.
The Warner's animators tried many experiments over the years, but perhaps
none was so extreme as Duck Amuck, directed by Charles M. (Chuck) Jones in
1953. It is now recognrzed as one of the masterpieces of American animation. Al-
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though it was made within the Hollywood system and uses narrative fonn, it has an
experimental feel because it ersks the audience to take part in an exploration of techniques of cel animation.
As the filnr begins, it seems to be a swashbuckler of the sort Daffy Duck had
appeared in before, such as The Sc'arlet Puntpernickel (l g50)-itself a parody of
one of Errol Flynn's most farnous Warner Bros. films. The credits are written on a
scroll fastened to a wooden door with a dagger, and when Daffy is first seen he appeerrs to be a dueling mlrsketeer. But almost immediately he moves to the lefi and
passes the edge of the painted background (10.102). Daffy is baffled, calls for
scenery, and exits. A giant animated brush appears from outside the fiame and
paints in a barnyard (10.103). When Daffy enters, still in musketeer costume, he is
elnnoyed burt cheurges into a farmer's outfit. Such quick switches continue throughout the film, with the paintbrush and a pencil eraser adding and removing scenery,
costumes, props, even Daffy hirnself, with dizzying illogic. At times the sound cuts
out, or the film seems to slip in the projector, so that we see the frame line in the
rniddle of the screen (10.104).
All these tricks result in a peculiar narrative. Daffy repeatedly tries to get a plot,
any plot, going, arnd the unseen animator constantly thwarts him. As a result, the
film's principles of narrrartive progression Are unusual. First., it gradually becomes

apparent to us that the film is exploring various conventions and techniques of
animation: painted backgrounds, sound effects, framing, rlusic, and so on. Second,
the outrages perpetrated against Daf-fy become more extreme, and his frustration
mounts steadily. Third. a mystery quickly surfaces, as we and Daffy wonder who
this perverse animator is and why he is tormenting Daffy.
At the end, the mystery is solved when the animator blasts Daffy with a bomb
and then closes a door in his face (10.105). The next shot moves us to the animation desk itself, where we see Bugs Bunny, who has been the animator playing all
the tricks on Daffy. He grins at us: 'Ain't I a stinker?" (10.106). To a spectator who
has never seen a Warner Bros. cartoon before, this ending would be puzzling. The
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narrative logic of Duck Amuck depends largely on knowing the character traits of
the two stars. Bugs and Daffy often costarred in other Jones cartoons, and invariably the calm, ruthless Bugs would get the better of the manic Daffy.
Duck Amuc'k's use of animation techniques is just as unconventional as its narrative form. Because the action moves so quickly, we might fail on first viewing to
note that aside from the credits title and the familiar "That's All, Folks!" logo, the
film contains only four separate shots-three of which come in quick succession at
the end. The bulk of the cartoon consists of a single lengthy and continuous shotanimation's equivalent of a long take. Yet the settings and situations change quickly
as the paintbrush and pencil transform the image and Daffy moves in and out of the
frame. Often he appears against a stark white background (10.107). Such moments
emphasize the fact that in cel animation, the figures and background are layers that
could easily be photographed separately. In Duck Amuck, the only certain space is
that of the frame itself-a quality quite different from the clearly established locales provided in more conventional cartoons.
Similarly, the temporal flow becomes warped as Daffy moves into and out of
diegetic situations, launching into one possible plotline only to find it cut short by
the mystery animator. Daffy keeps assuming that he is at the beginning of the cartoon, but time is flowing inexorably by in the outer cartoon, Duck Amuck itself.
(Traditionally, cartoons were around seven minutes long to fit into the shorts section of movie theater programs.) At one point more than halfway through, Daffy
shouts,'All right! Let's get this picture started!" Immediately a"The End" title appears, but Daffy pushes it aside and tries to take charge: "Ladies and gentlemen,
there will be no further delays, So I shall attempt to entertain you in my own inimitable fashion," going into a soft-shoe routine against the blank background.
Duck Amuck also plays with onscreen and offscreen space. Many of the startling transformations we witness come from outside the limits of the frame. Most
important, the unknown animator occupies the space from which the camera photographs the scene, with the brush and pencil coming in from under the camera.
Daffy enters and exits frequently, and the frame often moves to reveal or conceal
new portions of the scenery. When the sound cuts out entirely, Daffy asks to get it
back ( 10. l0l ), and then we hear a scratchy sound, as if from a phonograph somewhere outside the frame playing a worn record. This unseen phonograph provides
inappropriate noises-a machine gun when Daffy strums the guitar, a donkey's
bray when he breaks it-an elaborate joke on the fact that in animated films, the
sound is never really produced by the characters and objects we see on the screen.
The most spectacular gag involving the space outside the edges of the image
comes when the top of the frame seems to collapse, dripping down onto Daffy like
black syrup (10.108). For a moment, we have the contradictory situation of having
the space that we know should be invisible outside the frame suddenly become visible on the screen.
The inventiveness of Duck Amucft sets it apart from more conventional Hollywood animated films. Yet it also motivates its play with the medium through its adherence to narrative form, the genre of comedy, and familiar characters (Bugs
mistreating Daffy, as usual). It is possible to go even further in exploring the
medium of animation and to depart from narrative altogether, as our second example shows.

An Example of Experimental Animarion:

F

10.105 A pencil protruding into

the

frarne finally begins to reveal Duck
Antuck's fi endish animator.

10.106 As in many other Warner Bros.
cartoons, Bugs turns and speaks to the
audience after he triumphs over Dofty.

10.107 ln Duc'k

Arnuck, Daffy is trapped
without background or sound track.

i

In contrast to smooth Hollywood narrative animation, Robert Breer's 197 4 film
Fuji looks disjointed and crudely drawn. It doesn't involve a narrative but instead,
like Ballet mdcanique, groups images by principles of abstract form.
Fuji begins without a title or credits, as a bell rings three times over blackness.
A cut leads not to animated footage but to a shaky, fuzzy shot through a train window, with someone's face and eyeglasses partially visible at the side in the extreme

10.108 ln Duc'k

Amuc'k, Daffy struggles

to preserve a bit of space for hirnself as
the fiame collapses cln hirn.
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foreground. In the distance, what might be rice paddies slide by. This shot and most
of the rest of the film are accompanied by the clacking, rhythmic sound of a train.
More black leader creates a transition to a very different image. Against a white
background, two flat shapes, like keystones with rounded corners, alternate frame
by frame, one red, the other green. The effect is a rapid flicker as the two colored
shapes drift about the frame in a seemingly random pattern. Another stretch of
black introduces a brief ,fuzzy shot of a man in a dark suit running across the shot
in a strange corridor.
More black leader follows. Then, against a white background, a jagged line
moves and changes shape, briefly coming together to form a crude tracing of the
running man's movement, then collapsing quickly into an abstract line and reforming into a running man. During this shot, colors shift and change rapidly.
Within this spurt of images, Breer has aroused our curiosity about what kind of
film we are watching. He has also introduced most of the devices that will be varied across the film to create its principles of abstract form. For one thing, the regular clack and hum of the train sets up a rhythm that will govern the movement on
the screen. A flicker effect in which images change every one or two frames will recur through much of the film. Even when the same shape remains on the screen for
a longer stretch, its color and outline often jump and jitter in a rough rhythm.
Such attempts to avoid smooth movement and to explore the possibilities offered by different types of abstract drawings are common in experimental animation.
Fuji is distinctive, however, in part because of its juxtaposition of live-action footage
and animated images that are obviously sketchily traced from the live-action frames.
Here Breer is manipulating a technique commonly used in Hollywood cartoons
(and, more recently,Japanese anime): rotoscoping. The rotoscope is a machine used
to project live-action footage, frame by frame, onto a drawing board, so that an animator can trace the outlines of the figures. The original purpose of rotoscoping was
not to make the characters in the cartoon look exactly like those in the live-action
film, for in fact their appearances are often quite different. Rather, a character's
movement is usually smoother and more lifelike if traced from a live model. Disney's animated features, such as Snovv White ancl the Seven Dwarfs and Cinclerellu,
used extensive rotoscoping for their human characters. (Computer animation works
with a similar principle but uses three-dimensional tracing and mapping.)
Breer takes rotoscoping, a technique intended to create smooth motion, and
uses it in quite a different way. For one thing, he often traces only part of a figure,
leaving it against a blank white background instead of tracing it onto a cel and com-

10.109

Early in Fuji, we see flickering

irnages that include single frames of blurry
live-action footage of the train's

rntenor . .

10.110

.

. . . alternating with single frames
of parts of that sarne view in crude
tracings of the conductor's body.

bining it with painted scenery. In other cases, he traces the background itself rather
than the moving figures, ?s with the train interior that appears in various colors. He
also photographs his rough pencil drawings, rather than tracing them neatly onto
cels in ink, as a Hollywood animator would do. By changing the color so often and
by moving from image to image so quickly, Breer's animation avoids all sense of
smoothness. (Breer uses small blank index cards for his drawings, deliberately
avoiding the illusion of depth that cel animation can achieve.)
Most of the flickering images in Fuji are two frames long, and here Breer may
be playing off the fact that in Hollywood cartoons of the studio ?ge, each set of cels
was actually photographed for two frames in a row, to save time and labor. In the
Hollywood films, the movement still appears smooth and continuous on the screen,
while Breer creates such noticeable differences between each pair of frames that the
effect looks jerky.
Perhaps most daringly, Breer includes bits of the original live-action footage
from which he made his tracings. As a result, we are led to see many of the images
in the film as tracings (10.109, 10.110). In effect Breer has taken one of the most
realistic animation techniques, the rotoscope, and used it to create a dazzling, abstract exploration of movement and perception in cinema.
The opening section of Fuji is based chiefly on shapes derived from train interiors. The second, lengthier section, which forms the rest of the film, begins with a
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10.111 A simply sketched view of

a

mountain and passing bridge in Fuji.
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10.112 Fuji's

most conventional
animation: a paper-cup shape rolling in an
arc against a white background.

stylized series of views of a mountain that we assume from the title is Mount Fuji.
Again we see shifting colors and shapes, but as before, some of the footage seems
to have been traced from live-action frames. The train sound continues, and as
sparsely sketched buildings, bridges, poles, and fields move jerkily past in the foreground, we are likely to take this view to be one seen from a moving train-though
in this case Breer does not alternate live-action and traced footages (10.111).
The mountain footage creates planes in depth: Fields and buildings in the middle ground pass by, while the distant mountain remains in the same spot. At times
colors or abstract shapes appear for a frame or two, and \,ve are likely to perceive
them as being in the extreme foreground, near the train and thus visible only as a
blurred flash. Yet, even though the mountain remains in the same spot, its simple
black outline frequently shifts slightly, and the color changes constantly, making
the sky now red, now blue. The smooth sense of motion that rotoscoped footage
could create is undermined, and the stable mountain actually shimmers constantly.
In this way, Breer simultaneously suggests realistic depth and flat, abstract shapes

in the images.
To underline this contrast between conventional animation and the abstract
techniques of Fuji, Breer includes one ordinary rotoscoped motion (10.112). This
paper cup shape, drawn with the simplest of perspective cues, is the only object in
the film to move so smoothly. We also, however, see the cup changing color or superimposed over the more abstract, flickering images of the mountain. At other
times, the cup shape is seen as just a flat blob of color. Indeed, the rounded keystone shapes near the beginning are flat, nonperspectival versions of this cup.
At other points, the neat perspective renderings of the cup suddenly twist into
skewed trapezoids or fold up into straight lines. Thus even the most conventional
of animated movements can collapse in this pulsating, unstable space. With this and
dozens of other devices, Breer explores and displays many of the perceptual tricks
on which drawn animation is based. While Duck Amuck flaunts the unique powers
of animation in order to create comedy and deflate our narrative expectations, Fuji,
an experimental film, takes animation techniques as its very subject. The result is a
film that asks the viewer to enjoy its abstract design and reflect as well on the possibilities of animated filmmaking.

"What attracted me to the footage
was the mountain in the background
and the possibility for motion
perspective in the foreground. The
film plays with deep space and the
picture plane on the screen."

-

Robert Breer, animator
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In most situations, when we watch a film, we have some idea of what type it will
be. If we are seeing a documentary, we expect to learn something, perhaps in a way
that will entertain or move us in the process. An experimental film, however, will
probably challenge us, rather like a game, to figure out its patterns and strategies.
Animated films that we enconnter in theaters will most likely amuse and entertain us.
In watching a documentary film, we can ask ourselves just what it is trying to
tell us. Does it present one or more categories of things? If so, how are these organized? Is the filmmaker trying to convey an attitude about the topic? Are there abstract or narrative portions that lend interest to its subject? Or is the topic organized
as an argument? Does the filmmaker present convincing evidence or rely more on
emotional appeal cloaked as logic?
As we have seen, experimental films often employ abstract or associational for-

mal patterns. From moment to moment, try to understand the connections among
shots or small-scale segments. Is there a similarity in shapes on the screen, in directions of movement, in colors? If so, the film probably uses abstract form. But if
you detect some similarities in subject matter that shift in odd but evocative ways
as the film progresses, associational form is probably at work.
Animated films can present narratives, convey documentary information, or experiment with the medium. In most cases, however, you should be able to detect
generally what techniques were used in making the film. Is the movement on the
screen based on drawings or on moving puppets, clay figures, or flat cut-outs?
Keeping in mind that most animated films are made by shooting only one or two
frames at a time, you should be able to imagine the amount of work that goes into
this mode of filmmaking.

Documentary Films
Bill Nichols provides an overview of types of documentaries and issues relating to them in his Introduction to
Documentary (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2001 ). For histories of documentary, see Richard Meran
Barsam, Non-Fiction Film: A Critical History, rev. ed.
(Bloomington: Indiana Llniversity Press, 1992), and
Erik Barnouw, Documentary: A History qf the NonFiction Film, 2d ed. (New York: Oxford University
Press

, 1993).

Much contemporary work on document ary has centered on how this mode of filmmaking can be differentiated from fiction. Bill Nichols's Representing Reality
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 199 l) explores
this question. See also Michael Renov, ed. , Theorizing
Documentarv (New York: Routledge, 1993); the essays
by Noel Carroll and Carl R. Plantinga in Carroll and
David Bordwell, eds., Post-Theory: Reconstructing Film
Studie^s (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1996);
Plantinga's Rhetoric and Representation in lr{onfiction
Film (Cambridge: Cambridge [Jniversity Press, 199]);
and Michael Tobias, ed., The Search fo, Reality: The Art
o.f Doc'umentart Filmmaking (Studio City, CA: Wiese,
te97).

For studies of some of the most historically important documentary filmmakers, see Kevin Jackson, ed.,
The Humphrey Jennings Reader (Manchester, England:
Carcanet, 1993); Thomas W. Benson and Carolyn Anderson, Reality Fictions: The Films of Frederick Wiseman
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1989);
Gary Evans, John Grierson and the l{ational Film Board:
The Politics of Wartime Propaganda (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1984); Paul Rotha, Robert J. Flaherty:
A Biographlt (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1983); Randolph Lewis, Emile de Antonio: Radical Filmmaker in Cold War America (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2000); and Douglas Kellner and
Dan Streible, eds., Emile de Antonio: A Reader (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000).

Alan Rosenthal presents case studies of several important film and television documentaries, including
Barbara Koppel's Harlan County, U.S.A., in The Documentary Conscience: A Casebook in Film Making
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980).

On Roger and Me
On its release, Roger and Me was hailed as one of the
best films of I 989, winning large audiences in the United

Wherc ro Go from Hcrc

States and abroad. It seemed a likely contender for an
Academy Award until a series of articles pointed out that

the film diverged from the actual chronology of events.
The major revelations appeared in Harletn Jacobson's interview with director Michael Moore ("Michael and Me.,"
Film Comntent ) 5, 6 [November-December I 989]:
l6-30). This ofien heated conversation explores difterent
conceptions of documentary accllracy.
When challenged by Jacobson about the order of
events, Moore granted that "the chronology skips around
a bit. That's why I don't use dates in the film" (p. ll l).
He clarirned that he had sought to portrary the entire 1980s
and that the chronology of the film was not intended to be
exact. Moore also said that rearranging events made the
film more entertaining and allowed him to condense a
decade down to a manageable viewing length.
The controversy is discussed in Carley Cohan and
Gary Crowdus, "Reflections on Roger and Me, Michael
Moore, and His Critics," Cinda,ste 17 , 4 ( 1990): 25-30.
Cirrl Plantinga finds Roger untl Me an example of an expressive docnmentary, a trend that also includes the work
of Errol Morris ("The Mirror Framed: A Case for Ex-

pression in Documentary," Wide Angle 13,
t99l l: 40-53 ).

2
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Experimental Films
Good general studies of experirnental cinema are P. Adams
Sitrrey, Visit)nory Film: The Americ'an Avant-Garcle
1943-1978,3rd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press,
2002); Scott MacDonald, Avant-Garcle Film: Motion Studies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993); and
Perul Arthrrc, A Line of Sight: Ame rican Avant-Garde Filnt
Sinc'e 1965 (Minneapolis: [Jniversity of Minnesota Press,
2005). Jan-Christopher Horak's anthology Lover,s of Cinenxo: The Fir:;t Ameri(en Film Avant-Garde, l9l9-1945

(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1995) deals
with eln earlier, often neglected, period. It contains an essay by William Moritz, 'Americans in Paris: Man Ray and
Dudley Murphy," that examines the background of Ballet
mdconiclue. Scott MacDonald has published his interviews

with many recent and current avant-garde filmmakers in
his four-volLrme series A Critic'al Cinerna: Interviews vt,ith
Independent Filmmakers (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988, 1992, I 998, and 2005).
There are many works dealing with more specific
aspects of experimental cinema. Found-footage film is
discussed in William C. Wees, Rec'ycled Images (New

York: Anthology Film Archives, 1993), and Cecilia
Hausheer and Christoph Settele, eds., Found Footage
Film (Luzern: VIPER/zyklop, 1992). A major trend in
American avant-garde cinema is covered by Jack
Sargeant, ed., Nakecl Lens: Beat Cinenta (London: Creat-

ing Books, l99l). Lauren Rabinovitz discusses female
experimental filmmakers in Points of'Resistctnce: Wtmen,
Prmer & Politics irt the ltlew ktrk Attant-Garde Cinema,
1943-7 I (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 199 I ),
including material on Maya Deren. For essays spanning
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the history of computer-generated experimental films by
one of its early practitioners, see Malcolm Le Grice, Experimental Cinenta in the Digital Age (London: British
Film Institute, 2001).
Several of the experimental filmmakers mentioned in
this book have been the subject of studies. On Maya
Deren, see Bruce R. McPherson, ed., Essential Deren
(Kingston, NY: Docutext, 2005). See also Peter Boswell,
Joan Rothfuss, and Bruce Jenkins, 2000 BC: The Bruce
Conner Story Part 11 (New York: Distributed Art Publishers, 1999). (tn keeping with Conner's sense of humor,
there is no Part I.) The work of Andy Warhol in various
media has received extensive coverage, but the books
most directly focused on his films include Michael
O'Pray, ed. , Andy Warhol: Film Factory (London: British
Film Institute, 1989), and Ann AbrahaffiS, Warhol Films
(Amsterdam: Rongwrong, 1989). See also Bill Landis,
Anger: The Unautltoriz,ed Biography of Kenneth Anger
(New York: HarperCollins, 1995); Regina Cornwell,
Snow Seen: The Films and Photographs of Michael Snow
(Toronto: Peter Martin, 1980); and Philip Monk, 'Around
Wavelength: The Sculpture, Film and Photo Work of
Michael Snow," in The Michael Snow Project: Visual Art
l95l-1993 (Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, 1994).
A shot-by-shot analysis of Ballet mdcanique may be
found in Standish Lawder,, The Cubist Cinenta (Berkeley:
University of California Press, l9l5).

Animated Films
The most comprehensive history of animation to date is
Giannalberto Bendazzi's Cartoons: One Hundred Years

o.f Cinema Anintation (London: John Libbey, 1994),
which is truly international in its scope. Donald Crafton
concentrates on the silent era in his Before Mickey: The
Anirnated Film l898-1928 (1982;2d ed., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993). John Grant's Masters of
Animcttion (New York: Watson-Guptill, 2001) provides
brief introductions to major international animators.
Many histories concentrate on Hollywood animation, particularly in the era of studio-made shorts. See
Leonard Maltin, Of Mice and Magic: A History of American Animated Cartoons (New York: New American Library, 1980) and Michael Barrier, Hollywood Cartoons:
Americon Animation in lts Golden Agn (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1999). Allan Neuwirth offers
behind-the-scenes accounts in Makin'Toons: Inside the
Most Popular Anintated TV Shows and Movies (New
York: Allworth Press, 2003), which deals with the era
since Who Framed Roger Rabbit? (l 988).
Good general introductions to the various techniques

of animation are Roger Noake's A nimation: A Guide to
Animated Film Techniques (London: MacDonald Orbis,
1988) and Kit Laybourne's The Animation Book (New
York: Three Rivers, 1998).
An in-depth consideration of the artistic properties of
animation is Maureen Furniss's Art in Motion: Animation
Aesthetic's (Sydney: John Libbey, 1998).
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Specific types of animation are dealt with in Robert
Russett and Cecile Starr, ed., Experimental Animation:
An lllustrated Anthology (New York: Van Nostrand Rein-

hold, 1976), which contains an interview with Roger
Breer; Lotte Reiniger's Shadow Puppets, Shadow Theatres and Shadow Films (Boston: Publishers Plays,
1970), dealing with silhouette animation; and Michael
Frearson's Clay Animation: American Highlights I90B to
the Present (New York: Twayne, 1994). Peter Lord and

Brian Sibley's Creating 3-D Animation: The Aardman
Book of Filmmaking (New York: Abrams, 1998) deals
with clay animation, drawing entirely on the work of the
British firm Aardman, whose productions include the
Wallace and Gromit films of Nick Park.
Most books on computer animation aim at teaching
the techniques to aspiring practitioners. Isaac V. Kerlow's
The Art of 3D Computer Animation and Effects, 3rd ed.

(Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2004) contains a historical introduction and explains how the techniques we discussed in
Part Three, such as lighting and camera movement, are
simulated using computer programs. The most widely
used CGI animating program, Maya, is explained (including an instructional CD-ROM) in The Art of Maya,
3rd ed. (Alias, 2005).
Works about individual animators include Valliere T.
Richard's No rman McLaren: Manipulator of Movement
(Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1982); Donald

Crafton's Emile Cohl, Caricatltre, and Film (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990); Peter Hames, ed.,

Dark Alchemy: The Films of Jan Siankmajer (Trowbridge, Wiltshire, England: Flicks Books, 1995); John
Canemaker's Tex Avery: The MGM Years, 1942-1955
(Atlanta: Turner, 1996); Leslie Cabarga's The Fleischer
Story (New York: Nostalgia Press, 1976), which deals
with Dave and Max Fleischer (Betty Boop and Popeye);
and Maureen Furniss, ed., Chuck Jones: Conversations
(Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2005).
Japanese Anime

Although many countries have made animated films, the
worldwide commercial market has long been dominated
by American cartoons, particularly those from the Disney

brash Disneys (notably Hayao Miyazaki's Kiki's Delivery
Service and My lr{eighbor Tbtoro). Some anime defies description, including the nutty Project A-Ko and the eroticmythical Urotsukidoji: Legend of the Overfiend.
Lacking the funding of the big U.S. companies,
Japanese animators learned to do more with less. They
couldn't duplicate the incessant bustle and flashy depth
effects that Disney preferred, so they worked with static
shots enhanced by slight motions: winds rustling a dress,
a tear rolling down a cheek, even just the shimmer in a
character's eyes. Directors also concentrated on mecha

figures-robots and giant machines, which with their
chunky outlines and stiff movements are easier to animate than the flexible human body. When required to an-

imate humans, the Japanese often encased them in
hard-body space suits (in effect turning them into robots)
or rendered them as fairly flat shapes, ?S in comic strips.
And many works of anime explore subtle changes in
color produced by light, liquid, mist, and reflections-all
easier to depict than a landscape teeming with figures.
Some TV anime made their way to television in Europe and North America, and Akira, Ghost in the Shell,
and Pokdmon: The First Movie had successful Englishlanguage releases. Still, video has been the source of
anime for Western otaku (obsessive fans), who hold conventions and spend hours online discussing their favorites. For historical background, see Helen McCarthy's
Anime! A Beginner's Guide to Japanese Animcttiort (London: Titan, 1993) and The Anime Moy,ie Guicle (London:
Titan, 1996). McCarthy has also written a detailed study
of the creator of Kiki, Totoro, Princess Mononoke and the
fantastic creators of Spirited Away, Hayao Miyazaki:
Master of Japanese Animation (Berkel.y, CA: Stone
Bridge , 1999). Two reference books are Gilles Poitras,
The Anime Companion: What's Japanese in Japanese An-

imation? (Berkeley, CA: Stone Bridge, 1999),

and

Jonathan Clements and Helen McCarthy, The Anime Encyclopedia: A Guide to Japanese Aninteation Since 19I7
(Berkeley, CA: Stone Bridge, 2001). John A. Lent, ed.,
Animation in Asia and the Pactfic (London: John Libbey,
2001), contains several essays on anime, as well as related Asian animation.

studio. Until quite recently, theatrical animation was so
expensive that only large companies could support it. In
the 1970s, however, small Japanese companies emerged
as rivals to Hollywood firms. They began producing hundreds of what came to be known as anime (pronounced
AH-nee-may), which quickly became part of the world's
film culture.
The films came in many genres. Science-fiction efforts such as Macross, Gundam, and Fist of the lt{orth
Star proved particularly popular, as did postapocalyptic
cyberpunk sagas, most notably Bubblegum Crisis and
Akira. There were also fantasy comedies ( Urusei Yatsura,
Raruna I/z)., serious dramas (Grave of the Fireflies), and
children's films of a quiet charm rarely achieved by the

Websites
www.documentary.org The site of Interncttional
D o c unte nt u r

iH :: fl :f

v^

magazine .

C I e ari n gho u s e

of

:il: ?: ,1t"TT:#3:i"x' tffiT:

in

g'

fo rm at i o n
w i'lh

r g/Arts / Mov ies / Fil m m a k ing/ Expe r i m e nta
portal to various websites on experimental cinema.

d m oz. o

tn

h i - bea m .net /cgi-bin / fl i c ke r. p I the Fl icker website i s
a clearinghouse for information about experimental cinema: artists, films, and upcoming programs around the
world. Filmmakers also post short films here. The companion site, Frameworks, www.hi-beam .net/fw.html hosts

www.

lengthy and ongoing discussions of experimental film.

Where to Go from Here

www.keyframeonline.com Provides information on various
aspects of the current animation industry.

www.public.iastate.edu ./ -rl[ew,/animelinks.htmI Animation directing you to many specific sites.
www.awn.com /?int_check=yes Animated World Network,
a site with directories, current news, and feature articles.

www.bcdb.com The Big Cartoon Database, with
information on American animation. A comparable site,
www.toonopedia.com, includes data on comic strips
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Collections of individual experimentalists' work include By Brakhage: An Anthology, with 26 films by Stan
Brakhage (Criterion; this collection also includes interviews with the filmmaker), Maya Deren: Experimental
Films (Mystic Fire Video), The Guy Maddin Collection
(Zeitgeist), and The Brothers Quay Collection (Zertgeist).
Documentaries about experimental filmmakers include

In the Mirror of Maya Deren (Zeitgeist Films) and
B

rakhage (Zeitgeist Films).

and comic books as well as films.

Recommended

D

S*rpplernents

DVDs of documentaries and experimental films seldom
include supplements, so for these two types of films,
we'll list some major films that are available.
Documentary
Feature-length documentary films on DVD include 4 Lit-

tle Girls (HBO Home Video), The Wild Parrots of klegraph Hill (New Video Group), The Story of the Weeping
Camel (New Line Home Video), Enron-The Smartest
Guys

in the Room (Magnolia; this disc includes a

making-of supplement), The Cruise (Live/Artisan), Griz-

zly Man (Lions Gate), Control Room (Lions

Gate),
Winged Migration (Sony), The War Room (MCA Home
Video) , Born into Brothels (Thinkfilm), The Gleaners and
I (Zeitgeist), The UP Series (1964 onward, First Run Features), Super Size Me (Hart Sharp Video), and Burden of
Dreams (Criterion). Short films are collected in Full
Frame Documentary Shorts, vols. l-3 (New Video Group).
Classic documentaries on DVD include Why We Fight
(1943, Edi Video), Memphis Belle (1944, Aircraft Films),
Triumph of the Will (1934, Synaps e), Kon-Tiki ( 195 l, Image Entertainment), In the Year of the Pig (1969, Homevi-

sion), Point of Order! (1964, New Yorker Video), and
Salesman (1969, Criterion). Pioneering documentary
maker Robert Flaherty is represented

by lllanook of the

Animation
"The Making of Bambi; A Prince Is Born" discusses the
technique and style of the design. The 'Art Design: Impressions of the Forest" section includes an excellent explanation of the multiplane camera that was used to create
depth effects in this and other Disney films. The "Tricks of
the Trade" excerpt has more on the multiplane camera, discussing depth cues and demonstrating the use of the technique in the opening of Bambi. "Inside the Disney
Archive" shows examples of both cels and backgrounds,
including lengthy backgrounds used to simulate camera
movement. "Bambi; Inside Walt's Story Meetings" has actors reading transcriptions of meetings from the period of
the film's production, discussing a wide variety of narrative
and stylistic possibilities as scenes from the film itself play.

"The Hatching of Chicken Run" has a little
background information on Aardman animation, also
responsible for the "Wallace and Gromit" and "Creature
Comforts" series. It deals with the specifics of animation,
including how three-point lighting works on a very small

scale. (The "Poultry in Motion" supplement, aimed at
children, is far less informative.) The DVD of Wallace &
Gromit: The Curse of the Were-rabbit includes several in-

formative and entertaining pieces: "How Wallace and
Gromit Went to Hollywood," a history of director Nick
Park's career with Aardman; "Behind the Scenes of 'Wallace & Gromit: The Curse of the Were-rabbit"'; 'A Day
in the Life of Aardman: Studio Tour"; and "How to Make
a Bunny," a demonstration of how Plasticine figures ate

Illorth (Criterion) and Man of Arare (Homevision). Listen
to Britain and Other Films by Humphrey Jennings (Image) collects works by the great British filmmaker.

created.

Experimental

The DVD of The Incredibles contains two making-of
supplements. The first, "Making of The Incredibles," is

An extensive, seven-disc, 155-film survey of experimental cinema is Unseen Cinema: Early American AvantGarde Film 1894-1941 (Image Entertainment; a book of
the same name, published by the Anthology Film Archives, was printed separately). There is some overlap in

contents between this and Avant Garde-Experimental
Cinema of the I920s & I930s (Kino Video), but the latter
concentrates largely on European films. Luis Bufluel's
Un Chien andalou (1928, Transflux Films) and L'Age
d'or (1930, Kino video) are Surrealist classics.
Individual full-length experimental films available
include Koyaanisqatsi (MGM), Berlin: Symphony of a
Great City (Image Entertainment), and Man with a Movie
Came ra (Image Entertainment).

only mildly informative, focusing mainly on how wacky
and eccentric the Pixar team is. The second, "More Making of The Incredibles," is an excellent overview of the
basic techniques for making a complex CGI film, from
character design, to three-point lighting, to sound effects.
Some major animators have been profiled in DVD
supplements. "Jlii Trnka: Puppet Animation Master"
(The Puppet Films of Jiii Trnka) offers a sketch of the
great Czech animator's career. The DVD set l{orman
McLaren: The Collector's Edition contains a featurelength biography, "Creative Process: Norman McLaren,"
including many clips. Mclaren used so many imaginative filmmaking methods that "Creative Process" suggests the vast range of animation possibilities.

Film eriticism:
Sample Analyses
ach of the four major sections of this chapter emphasizes different aspects of
various fihns. We begin by discussing three classical narrative films: His Girl
Frida1,, Illorth by |r,lorthwest, and Do The Rigltt Tltirg.Since classically constructed films are familiar to most viewers, it is important to study closely how they

work.
We move to three films that represent alternatives to classical norms. Breathless relies on ambiguity of character motivation and on stretches of ramblin,_e action, all presented through loose, casual techniques. In contrast, Zoftr'o Stol1'Llses
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selective deviations from classical stylistic norms to create a highly ri-eorous
style. In Chungking Express, the viewer's expectation that two groLlps of characters will converge is rechanneled to focus interest on narrative parallels.
Documentary films can go beyond direct recording and suggest a wide range
meanings.
This section considers two examples of how formal and stylistic
of
processes can expand a documentary's implications. The first, Man with a Movie
Camera, documents a day in the life of the Soviet Union, but it also celebrates the
power of cinema to transform reality. The Thin BIue Line tells the story of a miscarriage of justice; at the same time, it invites us to reflect on the difficulties of
responsibly investigating and solving any crime.
Finally, we move to analyses that emphasize social ideology. Our first example, Meet Me in St. Louis, is a film that accepts a dominant ideology and reinforces
the audience's belief in that ideology. In contrast, Rag ing Bul/ shows how a film can
display ambiguity in its ideological implicatrons.
We could have emphasized different aspects of any of these films. Meet Me irt
Sr. Louis, for example, is a classical narrative film and could be considered from
that perspective. Similarly, Mctn with a Movie Ccutlero could be seen as offering an
alternative to classical continuity editing. And any of the films represents an ideological position that could be analyzed. Our choices sLrggest only certain angles of
approach; your own critical activities will discover many more.
Those activities are the focus of the Appendix to this chapter. There we suggest
some ways in which you can prepare, organize, and write a critical analysis of a
film. We draw on the following sample analyses for examples of variolls strategies
that yoLr can apply in your own writing.

The Classical Narratiu e Chrcma

The Classical Narrative Cinema
Hls Girl

Fri )

1940. Columbia. Directed by Howard Hawks. Script by Charles Lederer from the
play The Front Poge by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur. Photographed by Joseph
Walker. Edited by Gene Harlick. Music by Morris W. Stoloff. With Cary Grant,
Rosalind Russell, Ralph Bellarny, Gene Lockhart, Porter Hall.

The dominant impression left by His Girl Friclat; is that of speed: It is often said to

it down analytically. By
breaking the film into parts and seeing how the parts relate to one another causally,
temporally, and spatially, we can sllggest how classical narrative form and specific
fihn techniqlles are Llsed to create this whirlwind expenence.
be the fastest sound comedy ever made. So let's slow

His Girl Fridov can be segmented into l3 scenes, set in the following locales:
) the Moming Posr offices, (2) the restaurant, (3) the Criminal Cor"rrts pressroom,
(4) Walter's office, (5) Earl Williams's cell, (6) the pressroom ,, (l ) a precinct jail,
(8) the pressrooffi, (9) the sheriff's office, (10) the street outside the prison, (l l) the
pressrooffi, (12) the sheriff 's office, and ( l3) the pressroom. All of these scenes are
marked off by dissolves except for the transition between 8 and 9, which is simply
(

1

a cut.

Within these scenes, smaller units of action occur. Scene I , occupying almost
14 minutes

of screen trme, rntroduces almost all of the major characters and sets

two plotlines in motion. Or consider scene l3: almost every major character appears in it, and it runs for about 33 minutes.
We could break the longer scenes into smaller parts on the basis of changing
character interactions. Thus scene I comprises (a) our introduction to the newspaper office, (b) the first conversation between Hildy and Bruce, (c) Walter's discussion of the past with Hildy, (d) Walter's conference with Duffy about the Earl
Williams case, (e) Hildy's telling Walter that she s remarrying, and (f) Walter's introduction to Bruce. To grasp the construction of other lengthy scenes, you may divide them into similar segments. It may be, in fact, that the somewhat theatrical feel
of the film comes from its practice of segmenting its scenes by character entrances
and exits (rather than, say, by frequent shifts of place). In any event, the developing
patterns of char cter interaction contribute a great deal to the hubbub and speed of
the film.
The scenes function, as we would expect, to advance the action. As we saw in
Chapter 3 (pp. 94-96), classical Hollywood cinema often constructs a narratrve
around characters with definite traits who want to achieve specific goals. The clash
of these characters'contrasting traits and conflicting goals propels the story forward
in a step-by-step process of cause and effect. His Girl Friclav has two such
cause-effect chains:

l.

The romance. Hildy Johnson wants to qurt n wspaper reporting and settle
down with Bruce Baldwin. This is her initial goal. But Hildy's editor and
ex-husband, Walter Burns, has a different goal: he wants her to contrnue as
his reporter and to remarry him. Given these two goals, the characters enter
into a conflict in several stages. First, Walter lures Hildy by promising a nest
egg for the couple in exchange for her writing one last story. But Walter also
plots to have Bruce robbed. Learning of this, Hildy tears up her story. Walter
continues to delay Bruce, however, and eventually wins Hildy through her
renewed int rest in reporting. She changes her mind about marrying Bruce
and stays with Walter.

2. Crime ancl politics.

Earl Williams is to be hanged for shooting a policeman.
The city's political bosses are relying on the execution to ensure their reelection. This is the goal shared by the mayor and the sheriff. But Walter's goal is
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to induce the governor to reprieve Williams and thus unseat the mayor's party
at the polls. Thror-rgh the sheriff's str"rpidity, Williarns escapes and is concealed by Hildy and Walter. In the meantime, er reprieve does arrive from the
governor; the nrayor bribes the messenger into leaving.Williams is discovered, but the messenger returns with the reprieve in tinre to save Williarns
from death and Walter and Hildy trorn jail. Presurnably, the mayor's rnarchine

will be defeated at the election.
The crime-and-politics line of action is nrade to depend on events in the romance line at several points. Walter uses the Williarns case to lure Hildy back to him,
Hildy chases the Williams story instead of returnin..g to Bruce, Bruce's ntother reveals to the police that Walter has concealed Willianrs, elnd so on. More specifically,,

the interplay of the two lines of action alters the goals of varioLrs characters. In Walter's case, inducing Hildy to write the story fulfills his goals of ernbarrassing the
politicos and of tenrpting Hildy back. Hildy's -.eoals are more greatly changed. After
she destroys her article, her decision to report on Earl Williams's jailbreak rnarks her
acceptance of Walter's goerl. Her subsequent willin-rlness to hide Willianrs and her
indiflerence to Bruce's pleas firrnly establish her goals as linked to Walter's. In this
way, the interaction of the two plotlines advances Walter's goals but radically alters

Hildy's.

Within this general franrework, the cause-effect sequencing is conrplex and de-

"lf you'll ever listen to some people
who are talking, especially in a scene
of any excitement, they all talk at the
same time. All it needs is a little extra
work on the dialogue. You put a few

words in front of somebody's speech
and put a few words at the end, and
they can overlap it. lt gives you a
sense of speed that actually doesn't
exist, And you can make the people
talk a little faster."

-

Howard Hawks, director

serves a closer analysis than space permits here. Br-rt consider, for exarnple, the various ways in which Walter's delaying tactics (involvin-q his corrf'ederates Dut'fy.Louie,
ernd Angie) set up short-ten'n chains of cause and efl'ect in thernselves. Also interesting
is the waly Bruce is steadily shouldered out of the romance plot, becorttin-u ntore etnd
more passive ers he is shuttled in and out of precinct jails. In this re-eard, Earl Williams
undergoes a parallel experience as he is rnartiplrlated by Hildy, the sheriff. the psychologist, and Walter. We could erlso consider the fr"rnction of the nrinor cheracters.,
such as Molly Mallny (Williarns's platonic sweetheart), Bruce's nrother', the other reporters, and especially Pettibone, the delightful ernissary fi'oln the govenror.
We coLlld also note how the scenes hook into one arnclther: an event at the end
of one scene is seen als a cetuse leading to an effect-the event that be-uins the next
scene. For exermple, at the end of the first scene, Walter offers to take Bruce and
Hildy to lunch; scene 2 starts with the three of them arriving at the restaurunt. This
exernplifies the lineau'ity of classical narrative: etlmost every scene ends with a dangling caLrse, the effect clf which is shown at the be-ginning of the next scene. In His
Girl Fricluti this linear pattern helps keep the plot action nroving rapidly forwau'd,
setting up each llew scene quickly at the end of the previor-rs one.
The caLlse-effect logic of the film illustrates yet aurother principle of classical narrative structure: closLrre. No event is LlncaLrsed. (Even Pettibone's arrivetl is rto lucky accident, for we know that the govenror is under pressure to decide about the case.) More
important. both lines of action are clearly resolved at the end. Williarns is satved and
the politicians are disgrarced. Bruce, having gone horne with nrother', leitves Walter and
Hildy preparing for a secortd honeyn-roon no less hectic than their first.
So nruch for causality. What of narrative tinre'l Classical Hollywood cinema typically subordinates tirne to the narrrative's cnLrse--eflect relations, alnd one conlnron way
is to set a deadline for the action. Thus a temporal -goal is wedded to a cerusarl one, iutcl
the time becomes char'ged with cause--eftect significance. The deadline is, of course, uI
convention of the newspaper genre, addillg a built-in tinre and suspense firctor. But in
His Girl Fricluy, each of the two plots has its own deadlines es well. The nrayor and
the sheriff face an obvious deadline: Earl Williartts must be han.-ged before next Tues-

day's election and before the govenror can reprieve hinr. In his political strertegizirtg,
Walter Burns faces the other side of the sanre deadline: he wants Williams reprieved.
What we rnight rrot expect is that the ronrance plot han deadlines as well.
Bruce and Hildy are set to leave on a trerin bound for Albany and for maniatge at
four o'clock that very day.Walter's nrachinations keep frlrcing the couple to postpone
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their departure. Add to this the fact that when Bruce comes to confront Hildy and
Walter, he exits with the defiant ultimatum "I'm leaving on the nine o'clock train!"
(Hildy misses that train as well.) The temporal structure of the film, then, depends on
the cause+ffect sequence. If Earl Williams were to be hanged next month, or if the election were two years off-, or if Bruce and Hildy were planning a man iage at some distant
future date, the sense of dramatic pressure would be lacking. The nulnerous overlapping
deadlines under which all of the characters labor have the effect of squeezing together
all the lines of action and sustaining the breathless pace of the fihn.
Another aspect of His Girl Fricloy's patterning of time reinforces this pace.
Though the plot presents events in straightforward chronological order, it takes remarkable liberties with story duration. Of coLlrse, since the action consLlmes about
nine hours (from around 12:30 p.M. to around 9:30 p.tr,t.), we expect that certain portions of time betvveel? scenes will be eliminated. And so they have been. What is unusual is that the tim e withir? scenes has been accelerated.
At the start of the very first scene, for example, the clock in the Post office
reads 12:36; after l2 minutes of screen time have passed, the same clock reads
12:51 . It's important to note that there have been no editing ellipses in the scene;
the story dr-rration has simply been compressed. If you clock scene 13, you will
find even more remarkable acceleration. People leave on long trips and return less
than l0 minutes later. Again, the editing presents continuity of duration: it is story
time that goes faster than screen time. This temporal corrpression cornbines with
frenetically rushed dialogue and occarsionally accelerated rhythmic editing (for ex-

11.1
Hildy

In Hi.s Girl Fritlu\i as Walter and
parce in a conrplete circuit around

thedesk...

ample, the reporters'cries just before Williams's capture) to create the film's
breakneck pace.
Space, like time, is here subordinate to narrative cause and effect. Hawks's
camera moves unobtrusively to reframe the characters symmetrically in the shot.
(Watch any scene silent to obser ve the subtle balancing act that goes on during the
dialogue scenes. An example is shown in 5.144-5.146.) Straight-on camera angles
predominate, varied by an occasional high-angle shot down on the prison courtyard
or on Williams's cell bars. Why, we might ask in passing, does the prison receive
this visual emphasis in the camera angle and the lighting?
The restriction of the action to very few locales might seem a handicap, but the
patterns of character placement are remarkably varied and functional. Walter's persuading Hildy to write the story is interesting from this standpoint (11.1r11.2; note
the gestures). And spatial continuity in the editing anticipates each dramatic point
by judiciously cutting to a closer shot or smoothly matching on action so that we
watch the movements and not the cuts (11.3, ll.4). The change in the position of
Walter's arms, So apparent in our illustrations, goes unnoticed in the rapid action of
the scene. Virtually every scene, especially the restaurant episode and the final
scene, offers many fine examples of classical continuity editing. In all, space is used
to delineate the flow of the cause-effect sequence.
We might highlight for special attention one specific item of both sound and
nrise-en-scene. It is plausible that newspapermen in 1939 Lrse telephones, but I1is
Girl Friclav makes the phone integral to the narrative. Walter's duplicity demands
phones. At the restaurant, he pretends to be summoned away to a call; he makes and
breaks promises to Hildy via phones; he directs Duffy and other minions by phone.
More generally, the pressroom is equipped with a veritable flotilla of phones, enabling the reporters to contact their editors. And, of course, Bruce keeps calling
Hildy frorn the various police stations in which he continually finds himself. The
telephones thus constitute a communications network that permits the narrative to
be relayed from point to point.
But Hawks also visually and sonically orchestrates the characters' Llse of the
phones. There are many variations. One person may be talking on the phone, or several may be talking in turn on different phones, ol' several may be talking at once on
different phones, or a phone conversation may be juxtaposed with a conversation

ll.2

. . . Walter assunles dyuanric and
conuc postures.

ll.3

In the openin-g scene of Hi.s Girl

Fricluy, Hildy's actiou of throwin-9 her
purse at Walter . .
.

ll.4

. . . is matched at the cut to a ntore
distant f}aming.
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elsewhere in the room, and so on. In scene 1 1, there is a polyphonic effect of reporters

coming in to phone their editors, each conversation overlapping with the preceding
one. Later, in scene 13, while Hildy frantically phones hospitals, Walter screams into
another phone (11.5). And when Bruce returns for Hildy, a helter-skelter din arises
that eventually sorts itself into three sonic lines: Bruce begging Hildy to listen, Hildy
obsessively typing her stor!, and Walter yelling into the phone for Duffy to clear page
one ("No, no, leave the rooster story-that's human interest!"). Like much in His Girl
Friday, the telephones waffant close study for the complex and various ways in which
they are integrated into the narrative, and for their contribution to the rapid tempo of
the film.

ll.5

His Girl Friday.

North b"l Norrhwest
1959. MGM. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Script by Ernest Lehman. Photographed by
Robert Burks. Edited by George Tomasini. Music composed by Bernard Herrmann.
With Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint, James Mason, Leo G. Carroll, Jesse Royce Landis.

Hitchcock long insisted that he made thrillers, not mystery films. For him, creating
a puzzle was less important than generating suspense and surprise. While there are
important mystery elements in fllms such as l{otorious (1946), Stage Fright (1950),
and Psycho (1960),lr{orth by Ir{orthwest stands as almost a pure example of Hitchcock's belief that the mystery element can serve as merely a pretext for intriguing
the audience. The film's tight causal unity enables Hitchcock to create an engrossing plot that fulfills the norms of classical filmmaking. This plot is presented
through a narration that continually emphasizes suspense and surprise. (For more
on thrillers, see pp. 322-324.)
Like most spy films, North by lr{orthwest has a complex plot, involving two major lines of action. In one line, a gang of spies mistakes advertising agency executive Roger Thornhill for an American agent, George Kaplan. Although the spies fail
to kill him, he becomes the chief suspect in a murder which the gang commits. He
must flee the police while trying to track down the real George Kaplan. Unfortunately, Kaplan does not exist; he is only a decoy invented by the United States Intelligence Agency (USIA). Thornhill's pursuit of Kaplan leads to the second line of
action: his meeting and falling in love with Eve Kendall, who is really the mistress
of Philip Van Damm, the spies' leader. The spy-chase line and the romance line further connect when Thornhill learns that Eve is actually a double agent, secretly
working for the USIA. He must then rescue her from Van Damm, who has discovered her identity and has resolved to kill her. In the course of all this, Thornhill also
discovers that the spies are smuggling government secrets out of the country in
pieces of sculpture.
From even so bare an outline, it should be evident that the film's plot presents
many conventional patterns to the viewer. There's the search pattern, seen when
Thornhill sets out to find Kaplan. There's also a journey pattern: Thornhill and his
pursuers travel from New York to Chicago and then to Rapid City, South Dakota,
with side excursions as well. In addition, the last two-thirds of the plot is orgamzed
around the romance between Thornhill and Eve. Moreover, each pattern develops
markedly in the course of the film. In the course of his search, Thornhill must often assume the identity of the man he is trailing. The journey pattern gets varied by
all the vehicles Thornhill uses-cabs, train, pickup truck, police car, bus, ambulance, and airplane.
Most subtly, the romance line of action is constantly modified by Thornhill's
changing awareness of the situation. Believing that Eve wants to help him, he falls
in love with her. But then he learns that she sent him to the murderous appointment at Prairie Stop, and he becomes cold and suspicious. When he discovers her
at the auction with Van Damm, his anger and bitterness impel him to humiliate her
and make Van Damm doubt her loyalty. Only after the USIA chief, the "Prof-es-

sor," tells him that she is really an agent does Thornhill reahze that he

has
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misjudged and endangered her. Each step in his growing awareness alters his romantic relation to Eve.
This intricate plot is unified and made comprehensible by other familiar strategies. It has a strict time scheme, comprising four days and nights (followed by a
brief epilogue on a later night). The first day and a half take place in New York; the
second night on the train to Chicago; the third day in Chicago and at Prairie Stop;
and the fourth day at Mount Rushmore. The timetable is neatly established early in
the film. Van Damm, having abducted Roger as Kaplan, announces, "In two days
you're due at the Ambassador East in Chicago, and then at the Sheraton Johnson
Hotel in Rapid City, South Dakota." This itinerary prepares the spectator for the
shifts in action that will occur in the rest of the film. Apart from the time scheffie,
the film also unifies itself through the characterrzation of Thornhill. He is initially
presented as a resourceful liar when he steals a cab from another pedestrian. Later,
he will have to lie in many circumstances to evade capture. Similarly, Roger is established as a heavy drinker, and his ability to hold his liquor will enable him to survive Van Damm's attempt to force him to kill himself when driving while drunk.
A great many motifs are repeated and help make the film cohere. Roger is constantly in danger from heights: his car hangs over a cliff; he must sneak out on the
ledge of a hospital; he has to clamber up Van Damm's modernistic clifftop house;
and he and Eve wind up dangling from the faces on Mount Rushmore. Thornhill's
constant changing of vehicles also constitutes a motif that Hitchcock varies. A
subtler example is the motif that conveys Thornhill's growing suspicion of Eve
(LL.6, ll.7).
Still, narrative unity alone cannot explain the film's strong emotional appeal. In
Chapter 3's discussion of narration, we used North by Northwest as an example of
a hierarchy of knowledge (pp. 89-90). We suggested that as the film progresses,
sometimes we are restricted to what Roger knows, whereas at other times we know
significantly more than he does. At still other moments, our range of knowledge,
while greater than Roger's, is not as great as that of other characters. Now we are
in a position to see how this constantly changing process helps create suspense and
surprise across the whole film.
The most straightforward way in which the film's naffation controls our knowledge is through the numerous optical point-of-view (POV) shots Hitchcock employs. This device yields a degree of subjective deptti: we see what a character sees
more or less as she or he sees it. More important here, the optical POV shot restricts
us only to what that character learns at that moment. Hitchcock gives almost every
major character a shot of this sort. The very first optical POV we see in the film is
taken from the position of the two spies who are watching Roger apparently respond to the paging of George Kaplan (11.8, 11.9). Later, we view events through
the eyes of Eve, of Van Damm, of his henchman Leonard, and even of a clerk at a
ticket counter.
Nevertheless, by far the greatest number of POV shots are attached to Thornhill. Through his eyes, we see his approach to the Townsend mansion, the mail he
finds in the library, his drunken drive along the cliff, and the airplane that is "crop
dusting where there ain't no crops." Some of the most extreme uses of optical POV
give us Roger's experience directly (11.10, 11.11).
Thornhill's optical POV shots function within a narration that is often restricted
not only to what he sees but also to what he knows. The plane attack at Prairie Stop,
for example, is confined wholly to Roger's range of knowledge. Hitchcock could
have cut away from Roger waiting by the road in order to show us the villains plotting in their plane, but he does not. Similarly, when Roger is searching for George
Kaplan's room and gets a phone call from the two henchmen, Hitchcock could have
used crosscutting to show the villains phoning from the lobby. Instead, we learn
that they are in the hotel no sooner than Roger does. And when Thornhill and his
mother hurry out of the room, Hitchcock does not use crosscutting to show the villains in pursuit. This makes it more startling when Roger and his mother get on the
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ll.6

On the train, when Thornhill and
Eve kiss, his hands close tenderly around
her hair, but . . .

11.7

. . . later in her hotel room, when
him after his narrow
escape from death, his hands freeze in
place, as if he fears touching her.
she tries to embrace

ll.8

Early in North by Northw'est, a shot
of two spies looking off left is followed

by...

I1.9

. . . a shot of Thornhill from

their POV.
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11.11 A trooper's fist coming toward the
camera, again from Thornhill's POV.

Satntr-rle Analyses

elevator and discover the two men there already. In scenes like these, confining us
to Thornhill's range of knowledge sharpens the effect of surprise.
Sornetimes the same eflect comes from the film's restricting us to Roger's
range of knowledge and then giving us inforrnation that he does not at the nroment
have. On page 89, we suggested that this sort of surprise occurs when the plot shifts
us from Roger's escape frorn the United Nations murder to the scene at the USIA otfice, where the staff discuss the case. At this point, we learn that there is no George
Kaplan-something that Roger does not discover for many rnore scenes to come.
The abrupt shifts fiom Roger's rallge of knowledge yield a sirnilar ef-fect during the train trip from New York to Chicago. During several scenes, Eve Kendall
helps Thornhill evade the police. Finally, they are alone and relatively safe in her
compartment. At this point, the narration shifts the range of knowledge. A nressage
is delivered to another conrpartment. Hands utttold a note: "What do I do with him
in the morni ng?" The canlera then moves back to show us Leonard and Van Damm
reading the message. Now we know that Eve is not merely a sympathetic straltger
but someone working for the spy ring. Again, Roger will learn this much later. In
such cases, the move to a less restricted range of inforrnation lets the narratiott put
us a notch higher than Thomhill in the hierarchy of knowledge.
Such mornents evoke surprise, but we have already noted that Hitchcoc,k
claimed in general to prefer to generate suspense (p. 90). Suspense is created by
giving the spectator nrore intornration than the character has. In the scenes we have
just rnentioned, once the effect of surprise has been achieved, the narratioll can use
our superior knowledge to build suspense across several sequences. After the audience learns that there is no George Kaplan, every attempt by Thornhill to find him
builds up suspense about whether he will discover the truth. Once we learn that Eve
is working for Van Darnm, her message to Roger on behalf of Kaplan will make us
uncertain as to whether Roger will f'all into the trap.
In these examples, suspense arises across a series of scenes. Hitchcock also
uses unrestricted narration to build up suspense within a single scene. His handlin-e
of the UN murder diff'ers rnarkedly tronr his treatment of the scene showing Ro-eer
and his mother in Kaplan's hotel room. In the hotel scene, Hitchcock refused to
employ crosscutting to show the spies' pursuit. At the United Nations, however, lte
crosscuts between Roger, who is searching for Townsend, and Valerian, one of the
thugs following hirn. Just before the murder, d rightward tracking shot establishes
Valerian's position in the doorway (sonrething of which Roger is wholly unaware).
Here crosscutting and canlera rnovement widen our fratne of knowledge and create
suspense as to the scene's outcome.
The sequence in Chicago's Union Station is handled sirnilarly. Here closscutting moves us fiom Roger shaving in the men's room to Eve talking on the
phone. Then another lateral tracking shot reveals that she is talking to Leonard,
who is giving her orders from another phone booth. We now are certain that the
message she will give Roger will endanger him, and the suspense is increased accordingly. (Note, however, that the narration does not reveal the conversation itself. As often happens, Hitchcock conceals certain inforn-ration for the sake of
further surprises.)
Thornhill's knowledge expands as the lines of ac-tion develop. On the third day,
he discovers that Eve is Van Damm's mistress, that she is a double agent, and that
Kaplan doesn't exist. He agrees to help the Professor in a scheme to clear Eve of
any suspicion in Van Damm's eyes. When the schetne (a faked shooting in the
Mount Rushrnore restaurant) succeeds, Roger believes that Eve will leave Van
Damm. Once more, however, he has been duped (as we have). The Professor insists
that she must go off to Europe that night on Van Darmnr's private flight. Roger resists, but he is knocked out and held captive in a hospital. His escape leads to the
final major sequence of the film.
Here the plot resolves all its lines of action, and the narration colttinues to expand and contract our knclwledge fur the sake of suspense artd surprise. This
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climactic sequence comprises almost 300 shots and runs for several minutes, but we
can conveniently divide the sequence into three subsegments.
In the first subsegment, Roger arrives at Van Damm's house and reconnoiters.
He clambers up to the window and learns from a conversation between Leonard and
Van Damm that the piece of sculpture they bought at the auction contains microfilm. More important, he watches Leonard inform Van Damm that Eve is an American agent. This action is conveyed largely through optical POV (11.12, 11.13; also
3.19-3.21). At two moments, as Leonard and Van Damm face each other, the narration gives us optical POV shots from each man's standpoint (ll.l4, 11.15), but
these are enclosed, so to speak, within Roger's ongoing witnessing of the situation.
For the first time in the film, Roger has more knowledge of the situation than any
other character. He knows how the smuggling has been done, and he discovers that
the villains intend to murder Eve.
The second phase of the sequence can be said to begin when Roger enters
Eve's bedroom. She has gone back downstairs and is sitting on a couch. Again,
Hitchcock emphasizes the restriction to Thornhill's knowledge by means of optical
POV shots (11.16, ll.l7). In order to warn Eve, he uses his ROT monogrammed
matchbook (a motif set up on the train as a joke). He tosses the matchbook down
toward Eve. This initiates still more suspense when Leonard sees it, but he unconcernedly puts it in an ashtray on the coffee table. When Eve notices the matchbook,
Hitchcock varies his handling of optical POV from the first subsegment. There he
was willing to show us the face-off between Van Damm and Leonard (ll.l4,
I 1. l5). Now he does not show us Eve's eyes at all. Instead, through Roger's eyes,
we see her back stiffen; we infer that she is looking at the matchbook (11.18).
Again, though, Roger's range of knowledge is the broadest, and his optical POV encloses another character's experience. On a pretext, Eve returns to her room, and
Roger warns her not to get on the plane.
As the spies make their way to the landing field outside, Roger starts to follow.
Now Hitchcock's narration shifts again to show Van Damm's housekeeper spotting
Roger's reflection in a television set. As earlier in the film, we know more than

ll.l2

In North bv Nortltw'est, Thornhill

watches in disruay . .

ll.l3

. . . as Leonard betrays Eve to
Van Damm.

ll.l4

When Van Damm reacts by punching Leonard, he is seen from Leonard's

.

ll.l5

. . . and then Leonard is secn f}onr
his POV.

POV...

ll.16

Later, Thornhill's glance down at
the living room is followed by . . .

11.17 . . . ahigh-angle

POV framing
appropriate to his position on the balcony
upstarrs.

Il.l8

When Eve notices the matchbook,
she is seen trom Thonrhill's viewpoint
upstarrs.
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"/n North by Northwest duilng the
Mount Rushmore I wanted
Cary Grant to hide in Lincoln's nostril

scene on

and have a fit of sneezing. The Parks
Commission of the Department of
lnterior was rather upset at this
thought. I argued until one of their
number asked me how I would like it
if they had Lincoln play the scene in
Cary Grant's nose. I saw their point

at once."
-

Atfred Hitchcock, director

Roger does, and this generates suspense when she walks out . . . and returns with a
pistol aimed at him.
The third subsegment takes place outdoors. Eve is about to get in the plane
when a pistol shot distracts the spies' attention long enough for her to grab the statuette and race to the car Roger has stolen. This portion of the sequence confines us
to Eve's range of knowledge, accentuating it with shots from her optical POV. The

pattern of surprise interrupting a period of suspense-here, Roger's escape from
the house interrupting Eve's tense walk to the plane-will dominate the rest of the
sequence.

The last portion of the sequence depicts the chase across the presidents' faces
on Mount Rushmore. Some crosscutting informs us of the spies' progress in following the couple, but on the whole, the narration restricts us to what Eve and
Thornhill know. As usual, some moments are heightened by optical POV shots, as
when Eve watches Roger and Valerian roll down what seems to be a sheer drop. At
the climax, Eve is dangling over the edge while Roger is clutching one of her hands
and Leonard grinds his foot into Roger's other hand. It is a classic, not to say
clichdd, situation of suspense. Again, however, the narration reveals the limits of
our knowledge. A rifle shot cracks out and Leonard falls to the ground. The Professor has arrived and captured Van Damm, and a marksman has shot Leonard.
Once more, a restricted range of knowledge has enabled the narration to spring a
surprise on the audience.
The same effect gets magnified at the very end. In a series of optical POV shots,
Roger pulls Eve up from the brink. But this gesture is made continuous, in both
sound and image, with that of him pulling her up to a train bunk. The narration ignores the details of their rescue in order to cut short the suspense of Eve's plight.

Such a self-conscious transition is not completely out of place in a film that has
taken time for offtrand jokes. (During the opening credits, Hitchcock himself is
shown being shut out of a bus. As Roger strides into the Plaza Hotel, about to be
plunged into his adventure, the Muzak is playing "It's a Most Unusual Day.") This
concluding twist shows once again that Hitchcock's moment-by-moment manipulation of our knowledge yields a constantly shifting play between the probable and
the unexpected, between suspense and surprise.

Do The Rlghr Thing
1989. Forty Acres and a Mule Filmworks (distributed by Universal). Directed and
scripted by Spike Lee. Photographed by Ernest Dickerson. Edited by Bany Alexander
Brown. Music by Bill Lee et al. With Danny Aiello, Ossie Davis, Ruby Dee, Giancarlo
Esposito, Spike Lee, Bill Nunn, John Turturro, RosiePerez.

At first viewing, Spike Le e's Do The Right Thing, with its many brief, disconnected
scenes, restlessly wandering camera, and large number of characters without goals
might not seem a classical narrative film. And, indeed, in some ways, it does depart
from classical usage. Yet it has the redundantly clear action and strong forward impetus to the plot that we associate with classical filmmaking. It also fits into a familiar genre of American cinema-the social problem film. Moreover, closer
analysis reveals that Lee has also drawn on many traits of classicism to give an underlying unity to this apparently loosely constructed plot.
Do The Right Thing takes place in the predominantly African-American BedfordStuyvesant section of Brooklyn during a heat wave. Sexual and racial tensions rise
as Mookie, an irresponsible pizza delivery man, tries to get along with his Puerto
Rican girlfriend, Tina, and with his Italian American boss, Sal. An elderly drunk, Da
Mayor, sets out to ingratiate himself with his sharp-tongued neighbor, Mother Sister. An escalating quaffel between Sal and two customers, Buggin' Out and Radio
Raheem, leads to a fight in which Radio Raheem is killed by police. A riot ensues,
and Sal's pvzzeria is burned.

The Classical

Do The Right Thing has many more individual sequences than, say, His Girl
Friclay, with its neatly delineated l3 scenes (p. 385). Even lumping together some
of the very briefest scenes, there are at least 42 segments. Laying out a detailed segmentation of Do The Right Thing might be useful for another analysis, but here we
want to concentrate on how Lee weaves his many scenes into a whole.
One important means of unifying the film is its setting. The entire narrative is
played out on one block in Bedford-Stuyvesant. Sal's FamousPrzzeria and the Korean market opposite create a spatial anchor at one end of the block, and much of
the action takes place there. Other scenes are played out in or in front of the brownstone buildings that line most of the rest of the street. Encounters among members
of this neighborhood provide the causality for the narrative.
To match the limited setting, the action takes place in a restricted tirne framefrom one morning to the next. Structuring a film around a brief slice of the life of
a groLlp of characters is rare but not unknown in American filmmaking, as with
Street Scene, Deacl Encl, American Grffiti, Nasltville, and Magnolia.
The radio DJ Mister Seflor Love Daddy provides a running motif that also
binds the film's events together. He appears in close-up in the first shot of the
opening scene, and this initial broadcast provides important information about the
setting and the weather-a heat wave that intensifies the characters'tensions and
contributes to the final violent outbreak. As the DJ speaks, the camera tracks slowly
out and cranes up to reveal the street, still empty in the early morning. At intervals
throughout the film, Mister Seflor Love Daddy also provides commentary on the action, as when he tells a group of characters spewing racist diatribes to "chill out."
The music he plays creates sound bridges between otherwise unconnected scenes,
since the radios in different locations are often tuned to his station. The end of the
film echoes the beginning, as the camera tracks with Mookie in the street and we
hear the DJ's voice giving a similar spiel to the one on the previous morning, then
dedicating the final song to the dead Radio Raheem.
As the settin.-e and the use of the neighborhood radio station sllggest, Do The
Right Thing centers more on the community as a whole than on a few central characters. On the one hand, there are older traditions that are worth preserving, represented by the elderly characters: the moral strength of the matriarch Mother Sister,
the decency and courage of Da Mayor, the wit and common sense of the three chatting men-Ml-, Sweet Dick Willie, and Coconut Sid. On the other hand. the
younger people need to create a new community spirit by overcoming sexual and
racial conflict. The women are portrayed as trying to make the angry young African
American men more responsible. Tina pressures Mookie to pay more attention to
her and to their son; Jade lectures both her brother Mookie and the excitable Buggin' Out, telling the latter he should direct his energies toward doing "something
positive in the community." The emphasis on community is underscored by the fact
that most of the characters address one another by their nicknames.
One of the main conflicts in the film arises when Sal refuses to add some pictures of African American heroes to his "Hall of Fame" photo gallery of Italian
Americans. Sal might have become a sort of elder statesman in the community,
where he has run his pizzeria for 25 years. He seems to like the kids who eat his
ptzza, but he also views the restaurant as entirely his domain, emphatically declaring that he's the boss. Thus he reveals his lack of real integration into the community and ends by goading the more hot-headed elements into attacking him.
In creating its community, Do The Right Thing includes an unusually large
number of characters for a classical film. Again, however, a closer examination
shows that only eight of them provide the main causal action: Mookie, Tina, Sal,
Sal's son Pino, Mother Sister, Da Mayor, Buggin'Out, and Radio Raheem. The others, intriguing or amusing as they may be, are more peripheral, mainly reacting to
the action set in motion by these characters' conflicts and goals. (Some modern
American screenwriting manuals recommend seven to eight important characters as
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the rnaximum for a clearly comprehensible film, so Lee is not departing fl'om tradition as much as it might seem.) Moreover, the main causal action falls into two
related lines, as in traditional Hollywood films: One involves the community's
relations to Sal and his sons; the other deals with Mookie's personal life. Mookie
becornes the pivotal figure, linking the two lines of action.
Do The Rigltt Thing also departs from classical narrative conventions in some
ways. Consider the characters' goals. Usually, the main characters of a film formulate clear-cut, long-range goals that bring them into conflict with one another. ln Do
The Right Thing, most of the eight main characters create goals only sporadically;
the goals are sometimes introduced fairly late in the film, and some are vague.
Buggin'Out, for example, demands that Sal put Llp pictures of some black
heroes on the pizzeria wall. When Sal refuses and throws him out, Buggin'Out
shouts to the customers to boycott Sal's. Yet a little while later, when he tries to
perslrade his neighbors to participate in the boycott, they all refuse, and his project seems to sputter out. Then, later in the filrn, Radio Raheem and the mentally
retarded Smiley agree to join him. Their visit to the pi zzerra to threaten Sal then

precipitates the climactic action. Ironically, Buggin'Out's goal is briefly
achieved when Smiley puts a photograph of Malcohn X and Martin Luther King
Jr. on the wall of the burning pizzeria-but by that point, Buggin'Out is on his
way to jail.
Mookie's goal is hinted at when we first see him. He is counting money, and he
constantly emphasizes that he just wants to work and get paid. His repeated reference
to the fact that he is due to be paid in the evening creates the film's only appointrnent,
helping to ernphasize the compressed time scheme. Yet his purpose remains Llnclear.
Does he simply want the money so that he can move out of his sister's apartrnent. as
she dernands? Or does he also plan to help Tina care for their son?
Sal's goal is similarly vague-to keep operating his ptzzerra in the face of rising tensions. Da Mayor articulates one of the few really clear-cut -9oals in the film
when he tells Mother Sister that someday she will be nice to him. After he persistently acts courteously and bravely, she does in fact relent and become his friend.
Sal's virulently racist son Pino has a goal-trying to convince his father that they
should sell the pizzerta and get out of the black neighborhood. Perhaps he will ..9et

"lt's funny how the script is evolving
into a film about race relattons. This
is America's biggest problem, always
has been (since we got off the boat),

always will be. l've touched upon it in
my earlier works, but I haven't yet
dealt with it head on as a primary
subject."

-

Spike Lee, from the production journal of Do
The Right Thing

his desire at the end, although the narrative leaves open the question of whether Sal
will rebuild.
In traditional classical films, clear-cut goals generate conflict, since the characters'desires often clash. Lee neatly reverses this pattern by playing down goals
but creating a community that is full of conflict from the very beginning of the film.
Racial and sexual arguments break out fiequently, and insults fly. Such conflict is
tied to the fact that Do The Rigltt Tlting is a social problem film. Its didactic message gives it much of its overall unity. Everything that happens relates to a central
question: With the community riven with such tensions, what can be done to
heal it?
The characters' goals and actions suggest some of the possible ways of reacting
to the situation. Some of the characters desire simply to avoid or escape this tense
atmosphere-Pino by leaving the neighborhood, Da Mayor by overcoming Mother
Sister's anirnosity. Mookie attempts to stay out of trouble by not siding with either
Sal or his black friends in their escalating quarrel; only the death of Radio Raheem
drives him to join in, and indeed initiate, the attack on Sal's pi zzerra.
Other characters atternpt to solve their problems. One central goal is Tina's desire to get Mookie to behave more responsibly and spend time with her and with
their child. There is a suggestion at the end that she may be succeeding to sorne extent. Mookie gets his pay from Sal and says that he will get another job and that
he's going to see his son. The last shot shows him walking down the now-quiet
street, hinting that he may really visit his son more re-gularly in the future.
The central question in the filrn, however, is not whether any one character
will achieve his or her goals. It is whether the pervasive conflicts can be resc'rlved
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peacefully or violently. As the DJ says on the morning after the riot, 'Are we gonna
live togethsl-tsgether are we gonna live?"
Do Tlte Right Thing leaves unanswered questions at the end. Will Sal rebuild?
Is Mookie really going back to see his son? Most important, though the conflict that
flared up has died down, the tension is still present in the community, waiting to
resurface. The old problem of how to tame it remains, and so the film does not
achieve complete closure. Indeed, such an ending is typical of the social problem
film. While the immediate conflict rnay be resolved, the underlying dilemma that
caused

it remains.

That is also why there is a deliberate ambiguity at the end. Just as we are left
at the end of Citi:,ert Kane to wonder whether the revelation of the meaning of
"Rosebud" explains Kane's character, in Do The Right Thing we are left to ponder
what "the right thing" is. The filrn continues after the final story action, with two
nondiegetic quotations from Martin Lr-rther King Jr. and Malcolm X. The King passage advocates a nonviolent approach to the struggle for civil rights, while Malcolm
X condones violence in self-defense.
Do The Right Tlting refuses to suggest which leader is right-although the narrative action and use of the phrase "by any means necess ary" at the end of the credits seem to weight the fihn's position in favor of Malcolm X. Still, the juxtaposition
of the two qr"rotations, in combination with the open-ended narrative,, also seems
calculated to spllr debate. Perhaps the irnplication is that each position is viable Llnder certain circumstances. The line of action involving Sal's przzeria ends in violence; yet at the same time, Da Mayor is able to win Mother Sister's friendship
gently and patiently.
As in its narrative structure, the style of Do The Right Thing stretches the traditional techniques of classical filmmaking. It be,_qins with a credits sequence during which Rosie Perez performs a vi._qorous and aggressive dance to the rap song
"Fi-ght the Power." The editin-e here is strongly discontinLtoLls, as she wears sometimes a red dress, sometirnes a boxer's outfit, and sornetimes a jacket and pants.
One moment she is on the street, then she suddenly appears in an alley. This brief
sequence, which is not part of the narrative, ernploys the flashy style made familiar
by MTV and by television commercials.
Nothing in the rest of Do The Right Thing is quite as discontinuous or extreme as the credits sequence, but Lee uses a loose version of the traditional continuity system. Veteran filrn editor Dede Allen has referred to "an extreme MTV
cutting" in some modern Hollywood films. Lee himself has made both music
videos and cornmercials. He draws or1 a broad range of techniques, handling
some scenes in virtuosic long takes, others with shot/reverse shot, and still others
with extensive camera movements. In two cases, he even cuts together two takes
of the same action, so that the plot presents a single important story event twice:
when Mookie first kisses Tina and when the garbage can hits Sal's window. One
result of this varied style is a suggestion of the vigor and variety of the community itself.
Despite the many quick changes of locale, Lee uses continuity devices to establish space clearly. As we saw in Chapter 6, he is adept at using shot/reverse shot

ll.l9

ln Do Tlte Right Thittg, tlris
shot/r'everse-shr)t conversation between

Jadeand...

11.20

. . . Bu-9-eirt' Out Llses correct
eyeline directiclns.

ll.2l

This lon-e take in Do The Riglt
Tltirtg be-eirts with a track in . .
.

without breaking the axis of action (6.81-6.86, from She's Gotttt Have It,
p. 240). Do The Right Thing similarly contains many shot/reverse-shot conversations where the eyelines are consistent (1l.l9rll.20). Yet Lee opts to handle other
conversations without any editing. The lengthy conversation in which Pino asks Sal
to sell the pizzeria is handled in one long take (ll.2l-11.23).
Cinematic techniqr"re frequently ernphasizes the community as a whole. Indeed, one reason why the film has so many segments is that there are frequent cuts
fi'om one action to another. The narration is largely unrestricted, flitting from one
group of characters to another, seldom lingering with any individual. Sirlilarly,
cornplex camera movements follow characters thror"rgh the street, catchin..e glimpses
of other activities going on in the background. Other camera rnovements slide away

11.22
lasts

toward Sal and Pino and
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11.23 ...until

Srniley appears outside
and Pino chases hirn away.

11.24

Da Mayor and Mother Sister talk
and then rrove out into her front room, the
camera tracking with them and . .

11.25

11.27

11.28

. . . passing thror"rgh the window
they reach it' cranin-9 down . .

as

.

.

11.26 ...tcr

a close view of Mookie, on
the way to the przzeftLr.

Radio Raheem orders a slice of
pizza from Sal, who has ordered hirn to
turn his radio off.

One shot from a motif of Mookie
ar clralk drawing.

walking across

from one line of action to another. On the morning after the riot, Da Mayor wakes
up in Mother Sister's apartment and the camera shifts to Mookie (11.24-11.26).
The dense sound track helps characterrze the commLlnity. As Mookie walks
past a row of houses, the sounds of radios turned to different stations fade r-rp and
down, hinting at the offscreen presence of the inhabitants. The music broadcast by
the DJ plays a large role in drawing the many brief scenes together. with the same
song carrying over various exchanges of dialogue. The diffbrent ethnic -qroups are
characterized by the types of music they listen to.
Style also stresses the underlying problems in the cornmunity. Radio Raheem's
threatening demeanor is emphasized in some scenes by his direct address into a
wide-angle lens (11.27). Mookie's self-absorption and lack of interest in the neighborhood is slrggested in a visual motif of high-an..ele views showin-q him stepping
unheedin-ely on a cheerful chalk picture of a house that a little girl is drawing on

the pavement (11.28). Sound contributes to the racial tensions, as in the scenes
where Radio Raheem annoys people by playin,_q his rap song at high volume.
Thus Do Tlte Rigltt Tltirtg, despite its stretchin-e of traditional Hollywood conventions, remains a good example of a contemporary approach to classical fihnmaking. Its style reflects the looser techniqlles that became conventions of
post- 1960s cinema-an era when the impact of television and European art films
inspired filmmakers to incorporate somewhat more variety into the Hollywood
system. Even the plot's departures from tradition are somewhat rnotivated because
filrn-to make Lls think and to

Lee adopts the basic purpose of the social problem
stir debate.
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Narrative Alternatives to Classical Filmmaking
Brearhless

(A Bout de souffle)

1960. Les Fihns Georges de Beauregard, Imp6ria Films and Soci6t6 Nouvelle de
Cin6rna. Directed by Jean-Luc Godard. Story outline by Frangois Truffaut, dialogue by
Godard. Photographed by Raoul Coutard. Edited by C6cile Decugis. Music by Martial
Solal. With Jean-Paul Belmondo, Jean Seberg, Daniel Boulanger, Henri-Jacques Huet,
Van Doude, Jean-Pierre Melville.

In some ways , Breathless imitates a 1940s Hollywood staple, the film noir, or "dark
fiIm." Such films dealt with hard-boiled detectives, gangsters, or ordinary people
tempted into crime. Often a seductive femme fatale lured the protagonist into a dangerous scheme for hidden purposes of her own (for example, The Maltese Falcon
and Double Inclemnitv). Breatlz/ess's plot links it to a common noir vehicle-the
outlaw movie involving young criminals on the run (such as Thel, Live bt, It{ight and
Gun CrazJ).
The bare-bones story could serve as the basis of a Hollywood script. A car
thief, Michel, kills a motorcycle cop and flees to Paris in order to get money to escape to Italy. He also tries to convince Patricia, an American art student and aspiring writer with whom he had a brief affair, to go with him. After equivocating for
nearly two days, she agrees. Just as Michel is about to receive the cash he needs,
Patricia calls the police, and they kill him.
Yet Godard's presentation of this story could never pass for a polished studio
product. For one thing, Michel's behavior is presented as driven bv the very movies
that Breatltless imitates. He rubs his thumb across his lips in imitation of his idol
Humphrey Bogart. Yet he is a petty thief whose life spins out of control. He can
only fantasize himself as a romantic Hollywood tough guy.
The film's ambivalent attitude toward classical Hollywood cinema also pervades form and technique. As we've seen, the norms of classical style and storytelling prornote narrative clarity and unity. In contrast, Breatltless appears awkward
and casual, almost amateurish. It rnakes character motivations ambiguous and
lingers over incidental dialogue. Its editing jumps about frenetically. And, whereas
films noirs were made largely in the studio, where selective lighting could swathe
the characters in a brooding atmosphere,, Breathless utilizes location shooting with
available lighting.
These strategies make Michel's story quirky, uncertain, and deglamorized.
They also ask the audience to enjoy the film's rough-edged reworking of Hollywood formulas. An opening title dedicates the film to Monogram Pictures, a
Poverty Row studio that churned out ramshackle B-movies. The title seems to announce a film that is indebted to Hollywood but not wholly bound by its norms.
Like many protagonists in classical Hollywood films, Michel has two main
goals. In order to leave France, he must search for his friend Antonio, the only one
who can cash a check for him. He also hopes to persuade Patricia to go with him,
and it becomes apparent as the action progresses that, despite his flippant attitude,
his love for her outweighs his desire to escape.
In a classical film, these goals would drive the action along fairly steadily. Yet
tn Breathles,s, the plot moves in fits and starts. Brief scenes-some largely unconnected to the goals-alternate with long stretches of seemingly irrelevant dialogue.
Most of Breathless's22 separate segments rlln four minutes or less. One 43-second
scene consists simply of Michel pausing in front of a theater and looking at a picture of Bogart.
Scenes containing crucial action are sometimes brief and confusing. The murder of the traffic cop, an event that triggers much of what followS, is handled in a
very elliptical fashion. In long shot, we see the officer approaching Michel's car,
parked in a side road. In medium long shot, Michel reaches into the car for the gun.
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A close shot of his head follows, as the cop's voice is heard saying, "Don't move
or I'll drill you" (11.29). Two very brief close-ups pan along Michel's arrn and
along the gun (11.30, 11.31), with the sound of a gunshot. We then get a glimpse
of the cop falling into some underbrush (11.32), followed by an extreme long shot

11.29

h'r Breul/r/e.rs's

murder scene. brief

shots

of Michel, running far across a field. So much action has been left out that we can
barely comprehend what is happening, let alone judge whether Michel shot deliberately or by accident.
In contrast to the whirlwind presentation of this key action, a lengthy conversation in the middle of the film brings the narrative progression almost to a standstill. For nearly 25 minutes, Michel and Patricia chat in her bedroom. At some
points, Michel attempts to further his goals, trying vainly to phone Antonio and to
persuade Patricia to come to Rome. Most of the conversation, however, is trivial,
as when Michel criticizes the way Patricia puts on lipstick or when she asks
whether he prefers records or the radio. The pair try to outstare each other, and
they discuss Patri cia' s new poster. So rambling is their exchange that some critics
have assumed that the dialogue was improvised (although Godard attests that it
was all scripted).
At one point, Patricia suggests that she will not run off with him because she
does not know if she loves him. Michel: "When will you know?" Patricia: "Soon."
Michel: "What does that mean-soon? In a month, in a year?" Patricia: "Soon

11.30

give glimpses of Michel's

lrctr()rts

means soon." So although the pair make love, by the end of the long scene (which
occupies nearly a third of this S9-minute film), we still do not have a definite step
forward or backward in Michel's courting of Patricia, and he has made no progress
toward escaping. Such scenes make him seem more like a wandering, easily distracted delinquent than the desperate, driven hero of a film noir.
It is not until the scene outside the Tribune office that another decisive causal action occurs. A passerby (played by Godard) recognizes Michel from a newspaper
photograph and tells the police. This triggers a chain of events that will lead to
Michel's death. Yet here the plot meanders once more. In the next scene, Patricia participates in a news conference with a famous novelist, a character unrelated to the
main action. Most of the questions asked by the reporters deal with the differences
between men and women, but the novelist's responses seem more playful than
meaningful. Finally, Patricia asks hirn his greatest ambition, and he replies enigmatically, "To become immortal and then to die." Patricia's puzzled glance into the camera that ends the scene hints at the ambiguity that will linger at the film's end.
After Detective Vital questions Patricia at the Tribune office, she and Michel

realize that the police are on his trail. Now Breatltless begins to progress
11.31

11.32

ln porrrtrng a gLln

. . . arrd the death of the cop.

witlrout showi

n-9

anythi

n-9

clearly.

in

a

somewhat lnore conventional way. In the next scene, Patricia says that she loves
Michel "enormously," and they steal a car. Here Michel seems to reach his romantic goal, as Patricia commits herself to fleeing with him. When Antonio agrees to
bring the cash the next morning, Michel moves toward his second goal. We might
anticipate possible outcomes: the pair will escape, or one or both will be killed in
the atternpt. The next morning, however, Patricia confounds our expectations by betraying Michel to Vital. Even then Michel has a last chance. Antonio arrives just betore the police, with money and a getaway car-yet Michel cannot bring hirnself to
leave Patricia.
The ending is particularly enigmatic. As Michel lies bleeding to death, Patricia
looks down at him. He slowly makes the same playful faces at her that he had made

during their bedroom conversation. Muttering, "That's really disgusting" ("C'est
vraiment d6gueulasse"), he dies. Patricia asks Detective Vital what he said, and Vital misreports Michel's last words: "He said, 'You are really a bitch'" ("Il a dit,
'Vous Otes vraiment une ddgueulasse"'). (Unfortunately, the English subtitles suggest that Vital reports Michel's words accurately.) We are left to ponder what
Michel thought was disgusting-Patricia's betrayal, his own last-minute failure to
flee, or simply his death. In the final shot, Patricia looks out at the camera, asks
what "d6gueulasse" means, rubs her lips with the Bogart-inspired gesture that
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Michel has used throughout the film (11.33), and abruptly turns her back on us as
the image fades out.
Breathless achieves a degree of closure: Michel fails to achieve his goals. But
we are left with many questions. Although Michel and Patricia talk constantly about
themselves, we learn rernarkably little about why they act as they do. Unlike characters in classical films, they do not have a set of clearly defined traits. The film begins with Michel saying, 'All in all, I'rn a dumb bastard," and in a w&), his actions
bear this out. Yet we never learn background information that would explain his decisions. Why did he become a car thief? Since he casually leaves his female ac-

complice early in the film, what makes him willing to risk death to stay with
Patrici a, ? woman whom he has known only briefly? Because dying for the love of
an Llnworthy woman is what a would-be Hollywood hero is supposed to do?
Patricia's traits and goals are even more amorphous and ambiguous. When
Michel first finds her selling newspapers on the Champs Elys6es, she is far from
welcoming. Yet at the scene's end,, she runs back to give him a kiss. She keeps saying she wants to ..get a job as a Tribune reporter and to write a novel, yet she seems
to throw these arnbitions away when she thinks she loves Michel. Patricia also tells
Michel she is pregnant by him, but she has not received the final test results, and
she never raises this as a reason she should stay in Paris. She often says that she is
scared, yet after she and Michel steal a car, she remarks, "It's too late now to be
scared." This hints that she has resolved her own doubts and has thrown her lot
definitively in with Michel. When she suddenly betrays him, she does not intend
that he should be killed but simply wants to force him to leave her. Still, her speech
about why she infonned on Michel seems not really to explain her abrupt chan-ee
of heart. Just as Michel is ill-sr"rited to be a tough guy, Patricia is too naive and indecisive to play the role of the classic femme fatale.
In the outlaw film noir, the characters are intensely committed to each other;
here Michel and Patricia seem to have few strong feelings about what they do.
When the treacherous woman deceives the noir hero, he often becomes bitterly disillusioned; but Michel apparently does not blame Patricia for betraying him. It is as
if these ambivalent, diffident, confused characters are r-rnable to play out the desperately passionate roles that the Hollywood tradition has assigned to them.
Breathless's elliptical, occasionally opaque, narrative is presented through techniques that are equally unconventional. As we have seen, Hollywood films use a
three-point system of key light, fill light, and backlight, carefully controlled in a fihn
studio (pp. 128-129). Breathless was shot entirely on location, even for interiors.
Godard and cinematographer Raoul Coutard opted not to add any artificial light in
the settings. As a result, the characters'faces sornetimes fall into shadow (11.34).
Filming on location, especially in small apartments, would ordinarily make it
difficult to obtain a variety of canlera angles and movements. But taking advantage
of new portable equipment, Coutard was able to film while hand-holding the camera. Several lengthy trackin.-e shots follow the characters (11.35). Coutard apparently sat in a wheelchair to film this shot, as well as more elaborate movements that
follow the characters in interiors (11.36). Such shots recall the location shooting of
merny films noirs, such as the final airport scenes of Stanley Kubrick's The Killirtg,
but the low camera position and the passersby who turn to look at the actors (as
with the man at the right in 11.35) call attention to the technique in a way that departs from Hollywood usage.
Even more striking than the rnise-en-scene is Godard's editing.Again he sometimes follows tradition, but at other points, he breaks away. Standard shot/reverseshot cutting organizes several scenes (1l.37r 11.38). Similarly, when Michel spots
the man examining the telltale photo in the newspaper, Godard supplies correctly
matched glances. Since this is a turning point in the plot, the adherence to the 180'
rule makes it evident that the rnan has spotted Michel and may inforrn on him.
Yet what makes the film still quite jolting today are its violations of continuity
editing. In Hollywood filurs made before the 1960s, the jurnp cut, in which a
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When Michel visits a travel agent

tryin-9 to claim his check, the framing
glides and turns with ease as he moves
around the desks and thror-rgh the corridors.

11.39

The last frarne of one shot during
Michel's visit to an old girlfriend . .
.

11.37

When Michel paLrses in front of
movie theater and looks at a photo on
display . .

a

11.38

. . . Bogart seems to look back at

him in reverse shot.

.

11.40

. . . and the first of the next shot,

creatrng

a

lump cut.

11.41 In the first shot,
from left to right . .

Patricia rloves

.

segment of time is eliminated without the camera being moved to a new vantage
point (pp. 254-257), was deplored. Yet Breathless employs jump cuts throu..ehout.
In an early scene, when Michel visits an old girlfriend, jump cuts shift their positions abruptly (11 .39r 11.40). We have seen another example, when Godard presents a series of jump cuts of Patricia during a conversation in a car (6. 136, 6.I37 ,
again showing the last and first frames of contiguous shots).
Even when Godard shifts the camera position between cuts, he may drop out a

11.42

. . . and in the next, she is walking
right to left, a flagrant violation of
conventional screen direction.

,, "On A Bout de souffle, he'd (Godard)
' ask the script-girl what kind of shot
: was required next to fulfill the

. requirements

of traditional
continuity. She'd tell him, and then
he'd do the exact opposite."

.

-

RaouI Coutard, cinematographer

bit of time or mismatch the actors' positions. At many cuts, the action seems to jerk
forward. One effect of this ju*py editing is to enliven the rhythm. At times, as during the murder of the police officer, we have to be very alert to follow the action.
The elliptical editing also makes certain scenes stand out by contrast: the lengthy
single-take scenes with moving camera and the rambling 25-minute conversation in
Patricia's apartment.

Aside from avoiding matches on action, Godard often flaunts the moments
when he does not adhere to the 180" rule, as when Patricia walks along reading a
paper (11.41, 11.42). In the opening scene, as Michel's accomplice points out acar
he wants to steal, the eyelines are quite uncl ear, and we get little sense of where the
two are in relation to each other.
The film's sound often reinforces these editing discontinuities. When the characters' dialogue and other diegetic sounds continue over the jump cuts, we are forced to
notice the contradiction: Time is apparently omitted from the visual track but not
from the sound track. The location shooting also created situations in which ambient
noises intrude on the dialogue. A passing siren outside Patricia's apartment nearly
overwhelms her conversation with Michel during the long central scene. Later the
press conference with Parvulesco inexplicably takes place on an airport observation
platform, where the loud whines of nearby planes drown out conversation. Such
scenes lack the balance of volumes of the well-mixed Hollywood sound track.

Narratit,e Alternatiu es ro Class ical

Godard's avoidance of the rules of smooth sound and picture steers Breathless
away from the glamorous portrayals seen in the Hollywood crime film. The stylistic awkwardness suits the pseudo-documentary ror"rghness of filming in an actual,
hectic Paris. The discontinuities are also consistent with other nontraditional techniques, like the motif of the characters' mysterious glances into the camera. In addition, the jolts in pictllre and sound create a self-conscioLls narration that makes the
viewer aware of its stylistic choices. In making the director's hand more apparent,
the film presents itself as a deliberately unpolished revision of tradition.
Godard did not set out to crrtrcrze Hollywood films. Instead, he took genre
conventions identified with 1940s America and gave them a contemporary Parisian
setting and a modern, self-conscious treatment. He thereby created a new type of
hero and heroine. Aimless, somewhat banal, lovers on the run became central to
later outlaw movies such as Bonnie and Clyde, Badlartds, and True Romarlce. More
broadly, Godard's film became a model for directors who wished to create exuberantly offhand homages to, and reworkings of, Hollywood tradition. This attitude

would be central to the stylistic movement that Breatltless helped launch, the
French New Wave. (See Chapter 12, pp.461163.)

Tokyo Srory (Tokyo Monogatari)
1953. Shochiku/Ofuna, Japan. Directed by Yasujiro Ozu. Script by Ozu and Kogo
Noda. Photographed by Yuharu Atsuta. With Chishu Ryu, Chieko Higashiyama,
So YarnamLlra, Haruko Sugimura, Setsuko Hara.

We have seen how the classical Hollywood approach to filmmaking created a stylistic
system (continuity) in order to establish and maintain a clear narrative space and time.
The continuity system is a specific set of guidelines that a filmmaker may follow. But
some filmmakers do not use the continuity system. They may flaunt the guidelines by
violating them, as Godard does rn Brcathless, creating a casual yet lively film. Or they
may develop a set of alternative guidelines-at least as strict as Hollywsscl's-that allows them to make films that are qr"rite distinct from classical films.
Yasuj iro Ozu is one such filmmaker. His approach to the creation of a narrative
differs from that used in more classical films like His Girl Friclav or Ir{orth bv
Northwest. Instead of making narrative events the central organizing principle, Ozu

tends to decenter narrative somewhat. As a result, spatial and temporal structures
come forward and create their own interest.Tolq,o Story, the firstOzu film to make
a considerable impression in the West, offers an enlightening introduction to some

of Ozu's characteristic filmmaking strategles.
Tolcyo Ston,presents a simple narrative of an elderly provincial couple who visit
their grown children in Tokyo, only to find themselves treated as inconvenient nuisances. The narrative is quiet and contemplative, yet Ozu's style does not simply
conform to some characteristically spiritual Japanese system of filmmaking. Indeed,
Japanese filmmakers and critics found his nonclassical approach as puzzhng as did
Western audiences. By creatin g a systematic alternative method of shaping spatial
and temporal relations, Ozu sought to engage the spectator's attention more deeply.
While in Hollywood style is subservient to narrative, Ozu makes it an equal partner.
We watch the narrative action, the spatial relations, and the temporal relatrons unfold simultaneously, and all are equally dramatic and engaging. As a result, even a
simple narrative like that of Tbkvo Ston becomes fresh and fascinating.
Tolqto Story' s narration is, by classical standards, rather oblique. Sometrmes we
learn of important narrative events only after they have occurred. The last portron
of Toh,o Storj, for example, involves a series of events surrounding the sudden illness and death of the grandmother of the family. Although the grandparents are the
film's two central characters, we do not see the grandmother falling ill. We hear
about it only when her son and dar-rghter receive telegrams with the news. Similarly,
the grandmother's death occurs between scenes. In one scene, her children are
gathered by her bedside; in the next scene, they are mourning her.
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Yet these ellipses are not evidence of a fast-paced film such as His Girl Fricluy,

11.43 In 7?rkt'o

Stttr\', a shot

of Noriko

at

herdesk...

"l don't think the film has a grammar.
I don't think film has but one form. lf
a good film results, then that film has

created its own grammar

-

Yasujiro Ozu, director

11,44

. . . leads to il shot of

building . .

.

a

which must cover a lot of narrative ground in a hurry. On the contrary, the sequences
of Tbla,o Story often linger over details: the melancholy conversation between the
grandfather and his fi'iends in a bar as they discuss their disappointment in their children or the grandmother's walk on a Sunday with her grandchild. The result is a shift
in the narrative balance. Key nan'ative events are deemphasized by means of ellipses,
whereas narrative events that we do see in the plot are simple and understated.
Accompanying this shift away from a presentation of the most highly dramatic
events of the narative is a sliding away from narratively significant space. Scenes do
not begin and end with shots that frame the most important narrative elements in the
mise-en-scene. Instead of the usual transitional devices, such as dissolves and fades,
Ozu typically employs a series of separate transitional shots linked by cuts. And these
transitional shots often show spaces not directly connected with the action of the
scene; the spaces are usually neor where that action will take place. The opening of
the film, for example, has five shots of the port town of Onomichi-the bay, schoolchildren, ? passing train-before the sixth shot reveals the grandparents packing for
their trip to Tokyo. Although a coLlple of important rnotifs make their first appearances in these first five shots, no narrative causes occur to get the action underway.
(Compare the openings of His Girl Fridav and North by Northwest.) Nor do these
transitional shots appear only at the beginning. Several sequences in Tokyo start with
shots of factory smokestacks, even though no action ever occurs in these locales.
These transitions have only a minimal function as establishing shots. Sometimes the transitions don't establish space at all but tend to confuse the space of the
Lrpcoming scene. After the daughter-in-law, Noriko, gets a phone call at work
telling her of the grandmother's illness, the scene ends in a medium shot of her sitting pensively at her desk; the only diegetic sound is the loud clack of typewriters
(11.43). A nondiegetic musical transition comes up in this shot. Then there is a cut
to a low-angle long shot of a building under construction (11.44). Riveting noises
replace the typewriters, with the music continr-ring. The next shot is another low an..91e of the construction site (11.45).
A cr"rt changes the locale to the clinic belonging to the eldest son' Dr. Hirayama.
The sister, Shige, is present. The music ends and the new scene begins (11.46).In
this segment, the two shots of the construction site are not necessary to the action.
The film does not give us any indication of where the br"rilding under construction
is. We might assume that it is outside Noriko's office, but the riveting sound is not
audible in the interior shots.
As usual., we should look for the functions of such stylistic devices. It is hard
to assign sLlch transitional shots either explicit or implicit meanings. For example,
someone might propose that the transitional shots symbohze the new Tokyo that is
alien to the visiting grandparents from a village reminiscent of the old Japan. But
often the transitional spaces do not involve outdoor locales, and some shots are
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. . . and then arnother of
constructron . . .

11.46

. . . betore shifiing to the locale

tbr the next scene.
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within the characters' homes. A more systematic function, we suggest, is narrational, having to do with the flow of story information.
Ozu's narration alternates between scenes of story action and inserted portions
that lead us to or away from them. As we watch the film, we start to form expectations about these wedged-in shots. Ozu emphasizes stylistic patterning by creating
anticipation about when a transition will come and what it will show. The patterning may delay olrr expectations and even create some surprise.
For example, early in the film, Mrs. Hirayaffi&, the doctor's wife, argues with her
son, Minoru, over where to move his desk to make room for the grandparents. This
issue is dropped, and there follows a scene of the grandparents' arrival. This ends on
a conversation in an upstairs room. Transitional music again comes up over the end
of the scene. The next shot frames an empty hallway downstairs that contains
Minoru's school desk, but no one is in the shot. There follows an exterior long shot
of children running along a ridge near the house; these children are not characters in
the action. Finally, a cut back inside reveals Minoru at his father's desk in the clinic
portion of the house, studying. Here the editing creates a very indirect route between
two scenes, going first to a place where we expect a character to be (at his own desk)
but is not; then the scene moves completely away from the action, outdoors. Only
then, in the third shot, does a character reappear and the action continue. In these transitional passages, a kind of game emerges, one that asks us to form expectations not
only about story action but about the editing and mise-en-scene.
Within scenes , Ozu's editing patterns are as systematic as those of Hollywood,
but they tend to be sharply opposed to continuity rules. For example, Ozu does not
observe the 180' line, the axis of action. Nor is his violation of these rules occasional, as Ford's is in Stagecoach (p. 2aa). Ozu frequently cuts 180" across the line
to frame the scene's space from the opposite direction. This, of course, violates rules
of screen direction, since characters or objects on the right in the first shot will appear on the left in the second, and vice versa. At the beginning of a scene in Shige's
beauty salon, the initial interior medium shot frames Shige from opposite the front
door (11.47). Then a 180" cut reveals a medium long shot of a wornan under a hair
dryer; the carnera now faces the rear of the salon (11.48). Another 180'cut presents
a new long shot of the room, again oriented toward the door, and the grandparents
come into the salon (11.49). Rather than being an isolated violation of continurity
rules, this is Ozu's typical way of framing and editing a scene.
Ozu is a master of matching on action, but he often does so in unusual ways.
For example, as Noriko and the grandmother walk toward the door of Noriko's
apartment, there is a 180" cut (11.50, 11.51). The women's movements are closely
matched, but because the consistent camera height and distance create such similar
framings, the effect at the cut is to make it seem momentarily that the pair bump
into themselves. Their screen positions, left to right, are also abruptly reversed,
something that is usually considered an error in continuity. A classical filmrnaker
would most likely avoid such an unusual cut, but Ozu uses it here and in other films
as part of his distinctive style.
As these examples illustrate, Ozu does not restrict his camera and editing patterns
to the semicircular space on one side of the axis of action. He cuts in a full circle
around the action, usually in segments of 90o or 180'. This means that backgrounds
change drastically, as in both previous examples. In a Hollywood film, the camera
rarely crosses the axis of action to look at the fourth wall. Because surroundings
change more frequently in Tolryo Story, they become more prominent in relation to
the action; the viewer must pay attention to setting or become confused.
The transitional shots that prolong or thwart the viewer's hypotheses and the
360' space that asks us to notice surroundings can work together. When the grandparents visit a spa at Atami, the scene begins with a long shot along a hallway
(11.52). Latin-style dance music plays offscreen, and several people walk through
the hall. The next shot (11.53) is a long shot of another hallway upstairs, with a
maid carryingatray, two pairs of slippers are just visible by a doorway atthe lower
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. . . there is a cut to a tails-on view

11.52

Tolqto

11.55

Tolqto Story.

Stors,-.

11.53

Tol<1to Storr-.

of them.

11.54

Tolq,s Story.

11.56 Tolqo Story.

left. Next comes a medium long shot of a hallway by a courtyard (11.54). More
people bustle through. A medium shot of a mah-jongg game follows (11,.55); there
is a loud sound of talking and moving pieces about. Then Ozu cuts 180" across the
axis, framing another mah-jongg table (11.56). The first table is now in the background, viewed from the opposite side. The next cut returns to the medium long
shot along the courtyard hallway (11.57). In all of these shots, we have not yet

11.57

Tokvo Storv.

11.58

Tokyo S/orr:

seen the grandparents, who are the only major characters present at the spa.
Finally, there is a medium shot of the two pairs of slippers by the door in the upper
hallway (11.58), suggesting that this is the grandparents'room. The panes of glass
in the wall reflect the lively movement of the offscreen party, and the loud music
and talk are still audible. A medium shot of the Hirayamas in bed, trying to sleep
through the noise, finally reveals the narrative situation, and a conversation begins
between the couple (11.59). For seven shots, the film slowly explores the space of
the scene, gradually letting us discover the situation. The presence of the slippers
in the second shot (11.53) is almost unnoticeable. It hints that the grandparents are
there, but the revelation of their whereabouts is then put off for several more shots.
In these ways , Ozu draws our attention away from the strictly causal functions
of space and makes space important in its own right. He does the same with the flat
space of the screen. (Examples of graphic matches from Ozu films are found in
6.125-6. 130.) The stylistic device is characteristic of Ozu, who seldom uses the
graphic match for any narrative purpose. In Tolqto Story, a conversation situation
leads to a shot/reverse-shot pattern but again with cuts 180" across the axis of action. The two men speaking are framed so that each looks off right. (In Hollywood,
upholders of the continuity system would claim that this implies that both are looking off toward the same thing.) Because they are positioned similarly in the frame,
the result is a strong graphic match from one shot to another (11.60, 11.61). In
this respect, Ozu's style owes something to abstract form (see Chapter 10, pp.
356-358). It is as if he sought to make a narrative film that would still make graphic
similarities as evident as they are in an abstract film like Ballet mdcaniclue.
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match created by curtting across the line from the grandfather
.

The use of space and time in Tolqo Storv is not willfully obscure, nor does it
have a symbolic function in the narrative. Rather, it suggests a different relationship
among setting, duration, and story action than exists in the classical film. Space and

time no longer simply function unobtrusively to create a clear narrative line. Ozu
brings them forward and makes them into prominent aesthetic elements in their
own right. A large part of the film's appeal lies in its strict but playful treatment of
figures, settings, and movement. Ozu does not eliminate narrative, but he opens it
out. Tolgo Storv and his other films allow other stylistic devices to exist independently alongside narrative. The result is that the viewer is invited to participate in
his films in a new way.

Chungking

E

*press ( Chung Hing s am Lam)

1994. Jet Tone, Hong Kong. Directed by Wong Kar-wai. Script by Wong Kar-wai. Photographed by Andrew Lau Wai-keung and Christopher Doyle. With Brigitte Lin Chinghsia, Takeshi Kaneshiro, Tony Leung Chiu-wai, Faye Wong Jingwen.

Contemporary Hollywood filmmakers have sometimes explored what has been
called the vveb-of-lift plot. Instead of two primary lines of action, as in His Girl Fridoy or North b1t I',lorthwest, some recent films weave together a large number of
plotlines, often involving many characters. Precedents for this can be found in
Grand Hotel (1932) and Nashville (197 6), but in the 1990s, such films as Short
Cuts, Pulp Fiction, Time Cocle, Magnolia, and Trffic made this sort of plotting
more common. The plotlines may at first seem completely isolated from one another, but usually they converge, revealing unexpected causal connections. In Magnolia, the characters are linked through television (all are connected in one way or
another to the television producer Earl Partridge) and through chance encounters
(as when the police patrolman meets Partridge's unhappy daughter).
The audience expects a web-of-life plot to reveal unforeseen relations among
the disparate characters. Seen from this standpoint, Chungking Express constitutes
an intriguing experiment in nonclassical form. It has only about six major characters, but it is broken into two distinct stories, each organized around a different
batch of characters and presented one after the other. One question viewers commonly ask is, What has director Wong Kar-wai accomplished by putting these two
stories in the same film?
In the first tale, Officer 223 (for ease of recall, we'll call him Officer l) has just
broken up with his girlfriend and lives in hope that she'll take him back before May
I , his 25th birthday. Wandering the city at night, he runs into a mysterious woman
in dark glasses and a blonde wig. He doesn't know that she runs a drug-smuggling
outfit. She has hired some Indian down-and-outs to swallow bags of cocaine and fly
out of the country, but they have defected with the drugs. She must recover the shipment or face the wrath of her boss, a Westerner who runs a bar. Officer I meets her
in a bar and takes her to a cheap hotel, where she sleeps off her drinking and he eats
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snacks. In the morning, he leaves her; she posts an affectionate message on his
pager before returning to the bar and shooting her boss dead.
The second and longer tale introduces Officer 633 (Officer 2), who is happy
with his girlfriend, a flight attendant. But one day she leaves him. He is still trying
to get over their affair when Faye, a counterwoman at his favorite fast-food spot,
the Midnight Express, takes an interest in him. The flight attendant leaves Officer
2's keys at the Midnight Express for him to pick up, and Faye Llses them to explore
his apartment while he's or"rt. She tidies it up and redecorates it to try to cheer hirn
up, leaving fresh soap and towels and filling his aquarium with fish. After catching
her in the apartment, he realizes she's flirting with him, so he packs up his girlfriend's things and sets off to meet Faye for a date. But she stands him up, leaving
for California-the place she had always hoped to visit. A year later, Officer 2 has
bought the Midnight Express and is renovating it when she returns. Now she's a
fli,_eht attendant, and there is a hint that their romance might finally begin.
What links the two parts? Both employ hand-held camerawork, moody music,
and voice-over commentaries drifting in and oLlt, but a common style is normally not
enough to justify putting two stories together. Since both protagonists are policemen,
we might expect them to encounter one another, but they never do; the first is a plainclothes detective, while the second pounds a beat. Nor does the mysterious blonde's

drug smuggling ever impinge on the cops' activities; Officer I is ignorant of her
racket, and Officer 2 doesr't, for instance, investigate the murder of the bar owner, as
he might in another kind of plot. The two strands do share one locale: Both Officer I
and Officer 2hangourt at the Midnight Express. Nonetheless, this doesn't connect the
parts causally, since Officer I meets Faye only once, and he never becomes a rival for
her affections. As if to tease sharp-eyed repeat viewers, Wong inserts into the first part
a brief, distant shot of each main character who will appear in the second part-Officer 2, the flight attendant, and Faye (11.62). gr"rt they are unknown to us on the initial viewing, and they aren't presented as shaping the story action in the first part.

It is as if Wong has juxtaposed the two stories in such a way to demand that we
find ollr own connections between them. By analyzing narrative form and style, we
can bring to light some intriguing similarities and differences, which in turn point
to a set of themes that unify the film.
In broad narrative terms, the two parts stand in sharp contrast. The first takes
place on the Kowloon peninsula of Hong Kong, in and around Chungking Mansions, a decaying block of cheap guest quarters, shops, and Indian restaurants. (The
Cantonese title of the film translates as "Chungking Jungle," and it may tease the
local viewer into believing that eventually the second story will return to this neighborhood.) The second part takes place on Hong Kong Island, across the bay from
Kowloon, in the vicinity of the Midnight Express. The Kowloon of part one teems
with crime; Officer I chases suspects down at gunpoint, while the blonde works for
a drr"rg cartel. Part two presents a far less threatening world, where romance can
blossom and the cop on the beat drops in for snacks. The English-language title of

11.62 ln Clturtgking
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mysterious blonde woman
lounges outside a shop,
Faye (whom we do not
meet until part two)
leaves with a stufled toy
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the film fuses the basic locales of each part, balancing Chungking Mansions with
Midnight Express in a single phrase.
The two parts ofter very different time schemes as well. The first part takes place
over a short span, about four days, and the action labors under deadlines. Officer I
has given May, his ex-girlfriend, the month of April to come back to him. The
blonde's deadline for the smuggling operation has been set by her boss., and she meets
it by shooting him and flying out of Hong Kong on May l. The second part has a
much looser tirne fratme and no strong deadlines. Over a period of weeks, Officer 2's
girltriend leaves him' Faye invades his apartment, he transfers his beat, and after a series of casual encounters they finally make a date . . . that Faye ignores, suddenly departing. The action concludes a year later when she flies back to Hong Kong.
Yet within these broad contrasts, some echoes do emerge. Each man is corning
ont of a love affair; each meets a woman by chance; quickly or slowly, each becomes attached to her; the woman abruptly departs. The characters' goals are also
revealing. Officer I seeks a new woman to love. elnd although Offi cer 2 is content
to drift,, Faye seems to try to ease his broken heart. These goals are presented more
vaguely and pursued more erratically than in a Hollywood film, br"rt the parallels
sLrggest that Chungking Express revolves around romance. The more closely we

look at cause-effect chains, rlotifs, and visual style, the more evidence we find that
the film is comparing ways in which people try to find love.
The two policemen's romantic problems shape their attitr"rdes toward time. Neither man reflects on the ways in which love affairs must adjust to change. In part
one, ruled by fast petce and deadlines, Officer I has been pining for a month and
now wants to find a new girlfriend immediately. Officer 2, suddenly dumped by his
girlfriend, can't summon up the energy to restart his love life. Both men fill their
stretches of wariting with cycles of repetitive behavior. Officer I badgers May's
farnily and then calls old girlfriends to ask for a date. Officer 2 repeatedly visits the
Midnight Express, first to pick up snacks for himself and his girlfriend, then sirnply to brood; after he switches his shift, he frequents a food stall on another street.
Although one wants a sudden adventLlre and the other falls back on routine. both
are caLrght in spirals of inactivity. Wong emphasizes this through parallel images of
each man moping in his apartment (11.63, 11.64).
They need a change{r, according to the fihn's most pervasive motif, a change
of menu. Food is central to both stories, annoLlnced at the staft in the headlong tracking shots through Chungking Mansions, the caf6s filled with eaters. Officer I measures the time he waits for May (who loved pineapple) in pineapple cans, each day
buying one with a May I expiration date. On the last day, he gorges himself, emptying the 30 cans he has saved. When he meets the blonde, he ersks if she likes pineapple. Similarly, Officer 2 always orders chef's salads at the Midnight Express. In
contrast, women are presented as craving varied menLls. As the blonde studies Officer
I in the bar, her voice-over commentary remarks, "Knowing someone doesn't mean

11.63 Officer I at horne.

disconsolate.

11.64 Officer 2 brcocis about his lost love.
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keeping them. People change.A person may like pineapple today and something else
tomorrow."When Officer 2bnngs home ptzzaand fish and chips, his girlfriend leaves
him. He muses that she realized that she had a choice of lovers as well as dinners.
The food motif goes on to define the men's attitudes toward change. While the
blonde sleeps in a Chungking Mansions hotel room, Officer 1 stuffs himself with
hamburgers, salads, and fries. Once outside, he thinks that she has forgotten him,
but her pager message ("Happy birthday") leads him to wish that the expiration
date on his memory of her will last forever. No longer treating a girlfriend as a fastfood snack, Officer I's sense of time has expanded; instead of seeking a new future,
he treasures a moment in the past (11.65).
As the countergirl Faye invades Officer 2's life, she replaces his cheap tinned
fish with another brand, spikes his water jug to help him sleep, and pushes him out
of his self-pity (in which he imagines his towel crying and his soap wasting away).
When she skips their date, she leaves him a fake boarding pass she inks onto a napkin; at first he discards it, but then, in a composition paralleling that of Officer I's
meditation on his pager message, he dries it in a snack-shop rotisserie (11.66). A
year later, Officer 2 has embraced a varied menu. He has bought the Midnight Express. and when Faye returns, he persuades her to write him a new pass. Before he
had been reluctant to travel with her, but now, when she asks where he wants to fly,
he replies, "Wherever you want to take me." He has broken out of routine and is

willing to accept change.
This last scene sums up another motif, airplane flight, that runs throu..eh both
parts and marks parallels. Both are associated with women's desire for change. In
the first part, the blonde prepares her drug mules for a flight, and she flees her crime
by taking an early plane out. In the second part, Officer 2's air hostess is replaced
by Faye, who, when she first meets her rival, measures herself against her (11.67).

After his morning run, Officer
wishing hirn a happy birthday.

11.65

I gets the paper

message

11.66 Officer 2 had discarded

the mock boarding pass Faye left

hirn; now he waits for it to dry so he can read it.

11.67

Faye, who will
become a flight attendant,
measllres herself against
the woman who durnped

Officer 2.
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Musical motifs also signal the importance of change. The repeated reggae song in
the first part states, "It's not every day that's gonna be the same way, there must be
a change somehow." The second part highlights the song "What a Difference a Day
Makes" and repeats the Mamas and Papas' "California Dreamin' ," which expresses
a wish to leave for sunnier surroundings. Several pictorial motifs link the two main
women, including their shoes, their dark glasses, and their habit of slipping into
reverie (1 1.68, I 1.69).
If the film's primary theme is indeed the acceptance of change as part of love,
then the two parts are cunningly designed to lead the audience toward it indirectly.
The first part begins with the blonde hurrying through Chungking Mansions, then
shows Officer I racing after a criminal and colliding with her before moving on.
Her femme fatale disguise and the drug deal suggest that this is the start of a crime
thriller (see pp. 322-324). But soon the smuggling situation is overwhelmed by
Officer l's romantic yearnings, and the blonde woman's abrupt shooting of her boss
ends the crime line of action. The second tale begins, and Officer 2' s placid routine
and personal problems take over. The thriller elements have served largely as bait,
luring us to study the characters before the plot switches genres and becomes an
open-ended romantic comedy.
Wong signals the genre shift through a stylisti c parullel. As Officer 1 collides
with the blonde, the frame freezes, and in voice-over he says, "Fifty-seven hours
later I fell in love with this woman." When at the end of the first part Officer I revisits Midnight Express, he bumps into Faye (11.70). His commentary remarks,
"Six hours later . . ." The image fades out and fades in on Officer 2 approaching the
snack bar (11.71), and we hear Officer I continue, ". . . She fell in love with another

11.68

The blonde woman of part one muses

11.70

Part one of Chungking E.rpress ends with Officer
into Faye at the Midnight Express.

br"rmping

11.69

I

11.71

in a posture similar to that of Faye in part two.

Part two begins with Officer 2 approaching the Midnight
Express; he will replace Officer I as the film's rnale protagonist.
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11.72

Vertov's re-uular cinenrato-9rapher.
as the cilrreranran in
Murt vritlt tr Moyie Curneru.

rnan." We will never see Officer I again. These voice-over remarks (highly irnplausible on groLrnds of realism-how coLrld Officer I know that Faye f-alls in love with
Officer 2?) mark the film's romantic parallels explicitly.
Since the lines of action in the two parts aren't linked causally, the film may at
first disappoint the viewer's expectations. Burt Wong's strategy invites the audience
to seek other connections. The parallel situations point to the idea that change is as
necessary to love as variety is to diet. The thernatic implications are reinforced by
mise-en-scene, cinematography, music, and voice-over commentary. Yet Chungkirtg E.rpres.r isn't heervy-handed, partly becarllse it slides cleverly frorn crime movie
to stop-and-start romance and partly because it invites us to appreciate its playful
artifice.

Mikhail Kaufmarn.

Documentary Form and Style
Man with aMouie Camera

(Chel,oqtek s kinoapparatom)

Made 1928, released 1929. VUFKU, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Directed by
Dzi-ea Vertov. Photographed by Mikhail Kerufman. Edited by Elizaveta Svilova.

In some ways, Man with a Mov,ie Cantera might seem to be a straight reportorial
documentary, yet it does not try to give the impression that the reality it presents
is unaffected by the medium of film. Instead, Dziga Vertov proclaims the manipr"rlative power of editing and cinematography to shape a multitude of tiny scenes
from everyday reality into a highly idiosyncratic, even somewhat experimental,
11.73

Vertov alters an ordinary street
scene by exposin-e each sicle of the image
sepurertely,

with the camera carnted in

opposite clrrections.

11.74 A crayfish

executes a

little

clance

in the c()urse of this shot.

11.75

Superinrposition to suggcst sound.

documentarry.

Vertov's name is r-rsually linked to the techniqLre of editing; in Chapter 6
(p.227 ), we quoted a passage in which he equated the filmmaker with an eye, gathering shots from many places and linking them creatively for the spectator. Vertov's
theoretical writings also compare the eye to the lens of the camera, in a concept he
termed the "kino eye." (Kirto is the Russian word for "cinema," and one of his earlier films is called Kirto-Gln:,, or Cinenta-Eye.)
Man u,ith a Movie Cantero takes this idea-the eqr.ration of the filrnmaker's eye
with the lens of the camera-as the basis for the entire film's associational fonn. The
filrn becomes a celebration of the documentary filmmaker's power to control our
perception of reality by means of editing and special effects. The opening image
shows a camera in close-up. Through a double-exposLlre effect, we see the cameramiln of the film's title suddenly climb, in extreme long shot, onto the top of the giant camera (11.72). He sets up his own camera on a tripod and films for a bit, then
climbs down again. This play on shot scale within a single image emphasizes at
once the power the cinema has to arlter reality in a seemingly magical way.
Cinematographic special effects of this sort appear as a motif throu-ghout the
fihn. These are not intended to be unnoticeable, as in a science-fiction fihn. Instead,
they flaunt the fact that the camera can alter everyday reality. A typical example is
shown in 11.73. LaterVertov Llses pixillation to animate objects (11.74). In another
scene. he conveys the sound of a radio by superimposing images of a dancer and of
a hand playing a piano against a single black back-ground (11.75). This motif of
virtuosic special effects culminates in the famous final shot (11.76).
At several points in the film, the camera is also personified, associated by editin-e with the actions of human beings. One brief segment shows the camera lens focusing and then a blLrrry shot of flowers coming into sharp focus. This is followed
immediately by a comic juxtaposition rapidly intercutting two elements: a woman's
fluttering eyelids as she dries her face with a towel, and a set of venetian blinds
opening and closing. Finally, another shot shows the camera lens with a diaphragm
closing and opening. A human eye is like venetian blinds, the lens is like an eyeall can open and close, admitting or keeping out light. Later, pixillation allows the
cermera to move by itself (11.77) and finally then to walk off on three legs.

DoauncntcLr"t Fonn and Stlle

Man w,ith o Movie Cantera belongs to a genre of documentaries that first became important during the 1920s: the cit), ,svrnplton\'. There are many ways of making a film about a city, of course. One might use categorical form to lay out its
geography or scenic attractions, as in a travelogue. Rhetorical form could make arguments abont etspects of city planning or government policies that need changing.
A narrative might stress a city as the backdrop for many characters'actions, as in
Rossellini's Ronte Open CiO,or Jules Dassin's semidocumentary crime drama The
lVakecl Citt. Early city symphonies, however, established the convention of taking
candid (or occasionally staged) scenes of city life and linking them, Lrsually withor-rt commentatry. throu..eh associations to sllg..qest emotions or concepts. Associational form is evident in such early examples of the genre as Alberto Cavalcanti's
Riert que les heure,s (1926) and Walter Ruttmann's Berlin, S,vmphony o.f a Great
Citl' fl921). More recent filrns like Godfrey Reggio's Koyaanisclcrtsi (1983) and
Povvctclclotsi ( 1988) use similar techniques, avoiding voice-over narration in favor of
a musicatl accompaniment that along with juxtapositions of images creates particular moods and evokes certain concepts. (See pp. 363-365.)
ln Mau vt,ith ct Movie Canrera's opening, we see a camera operator filming, then
passin-g between the currtains of an empty movie theater and moving toward the screen.
Then we see the theater opening, the spectators filing in, the orchestra preparing to
play, and the fihn commencing. The film that we and the audience watch seems at first
to be a city symphony laying out a typical day in the life of a town (as Ruttmann's
Berlin does). We see a woman asleep, mannequins in closed shops, and empty streets.
Soon a few people appear, and the city warkes up. Indeed, much of Mcm ulith a Movie
Cunreru follows a rou-eh principle of developrnent that progresses from waking Llp
throu..gh work tirne to leisllre time. Br-rt early in the wakin.-g-up portion, we also see the
cameraman again. setting out with his equipment, as if starting his workday. This action creates the first of many deliberate inconsistencies. The cameraman now appears
in his own filrl, eutd Vertov emphasizes this by cutting back imrnediately to the sleeping woman who had been the first thin,_g we saw in the filrn-within-a-fi1m.
Throughout Marr with a Movie Cantero, we will see the same actions and shots
being filmed, edited, and viewed, in scrambled order, by the onscreen audience. Toward the end of the film, in fact., we see the audience in the theater watching the
cameraman on the screen, filming from a movin.-q motorcycle. Moreover, in this late
portion of the film, many motifs from all the earlier parts of the day return, many
now in fast motion; the simple order of the ordinary city symphony is broken and
jumbled. Vertov creates arn impossible time scheme, once more emphasizing the extraordinary ll-lanipulative powers of the cinerna. The film also refuses to show only
one city, instead mixin-{ footage filmed in Moscow, Kiev. and Odessa. as if the camerantan hero can move effortlessly across the USSR during this "day" of filming.
Vertov's view of the cinema's relation to the cityscape is well conveyed in one shot
that Lrses an extraordinary deep-focLls composition to place the camera in the foreground, loorning over the distant buildin-qs (11.78). In sllm, Man vvith o Movie
Cumera may be a city syrnphony,but it goes beyond the genre as well.
Apart from its exuberant celebrertion of the powers of cineffi&, Vertov's film
contetins many explicit and implicit meanings,, some of which may be missed by
viewers who do not read Russian. Explicitly, the film seeks both to praise and to
criticize aspects of Soviet society a decade after the Revolution. Many of the film's
juxtapositions involve rlachines and human labor. Under Stalin, the USSR was beginning a major pr"rsh toward indr"rstrialization, and the mechanized factories are
portrayed as fascinating places full of bustling movement (11.79). The camera operator scales a huge factory smokestack or swings suspended over a dam to capture
all this activity. Workers are seen not as oppressed but as participating cheerfully in
the country's -qrowth, as when one young woman laughs and chats as she folds cigarette boxes on an assembly line.
Vertov also points out weak spots in contemporary life, such as lin-gering class
inequalities. Shots

in a bear-rty shop suggest that

some bourgeois values have
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11.76

Mun vrith u Movie Cantera ends
over the camerar
lens. staring strai-9ht out at us.

with

eln eye superimposed

11.77

The animated cameral comes out

of its box, climbs onto the tripod, ernd
dernonstrates how its various parts work.

11.78

The can-lera parns rnadly about to
capture various views of the city.

11.79

Frarning and lightin-q enhance the
dynamism of throbbin-9, gleaming
rnachine parts.
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survived the Revolution, and the leisure-time sequence near the end contrasts workers involved in outdoors sports with chubby women exercising in a weight-loss
gym.Vertov also takes pains to criticrze drunkenness, a major social problem in the
tiSSR. One of the first shots within the inner film shows a derelict sleeping outdoors, juxtaposed with a huge bottle advertising a caf6. A shop front that we repeatedly see advertises wine and vodka, and later there is a scene where the
cameraman visits this bar. When he leaves, we see shots of workers' clubs, converted from former churches. The contrast between these two places where workers can spend their leisure time is made clear through associational crosscutting:
A woman shooting at targets in one of the clubs seems to be shooting away bottles
of beer that disappear (through stop-motion) from a crate in the bar. During the
1920s, government officials instituted an explicit policy whose goal was to use the
cinema and workers'clubs to replace both the tavern and the church in the lives of
Soviet citizens. (Since the government's biggest source of income came from its
monopoly on vodka sales, the policy also aimed at making cinema a major alternative source of revenue.) Thus Man with a Movie Cantera seems to be subtly promoting this policy by using playful camera techniques to make both the cinema and
the clubs seem attractive.
Implicitly, Man vv,ith a Movie Cantera can be seen as an argument for Vertov's
approach to filmmaking. He opposed narrative form and the use of professional actors, preferring that films use the techniques of the camera and the editin-9 table to
create their effects on the audience. He was not, however, entirely a,_eainst controlling the mise-en-scene, and several scenes of this film-particularly the woman
waking up and washing-clearly would have had to be staged. Throu.-ehout Mcut
with a Movie Canxera, associational juxtapositions compare the work of makin..9 a
film with the other sorts of work depicted. The camera operator awakes and -soes
to work in the morning, like other workers. Like them, he uses a machine in his
craft; the camera's crank is at various points compared with the crank on a cash
register or with moving parts on factory equipment. The moving parts of the projector in the theater also resemble parts of the factory machines we see in various
sequences.

Vertov further demonstrates how the film that we and the audience within the
film are watching is a product of specific labor. We see the editor at work (Elizaveta Svilova, Vertov's wife and the actual editor of Man with a Movie Ccunera). Her
gestures of scraping the film and putting cement on it with a brush to make a splice
are cut in with shots in a beauty parlor, where a manicurist wields a nail file and
a similar brush. At various times in the film, we see many of the same shots in different contexts: on our screen, ofl the screen within the movie theater, in freeze
frame, being filmed, being cut apart or spliced by the editor, in fast-motion, and
so on. We must therefore view them not only as moments of recorded reality but
also as pieces of a whole that is put together through much effort on the part of
these film workers. Finally, the camera operator has to resort to various means,
sometimes dangerous, to obtain his shots; he not only climbs a huge smokestack
but also crouches across the tracks to film an oncoming train and rides a motorcycle one-handed as he cranks the camera to capture the action of a race.
Filmmaking is thus presented as a job or craft, rather than an elite-oriented art.
Judging from the delighted reactions of the audience we see in the theater, Vertov
hoped that the Soviet public would find his celebration of filmmaking educational
and entertaining.

This implicit meaning relates to a symptomatic meaning we can also see in the
film. During the late 1920s, Soviet authorities wanted films that would be easily
understandable and would convey propagandistic messages to a far-flung, often
illiterate, populace. They were increasingly critical of filmmakers such as Sergei
Eisenstein and Vertov, whose films, though celebrating revolutionary ideology,
were extremely complex. In Chapter 6 we saw how Eisenstein adopted a dense, discontinuous style of editing. While Vertov disagreed in many ways with Eisenstein,

DocumentarJ Form and Style

particularly over the latter's use of narrative form, both belonged to a larger stylistic movement called Soviet Montage,, whose history we'll examine in Chapter 12
(pp. 453156). Both used very complex editing that they hoped would create predictable reactions in their audiences. With its contradictory time scheme and rapid
editing (it contains over 1700 shots, more than twice what most Hollywood films
of the same period had), Man with a Movie Camera is unquestionably a difficult
fllm, especially for an audience unaccustomed to the conventions of filmmaking.
Perhaps more Soviet spectators would have learned over time to enjoy such films
as October and Man with a Movie Camera and to react to them with the delight
evident in the audience in Vertov's film. Over the next few years, however, authorities increasingly crrttctzed Vertov and his colleagues, limiting their ability to experiment with concepts like the kino eye. Vertov was constrained in his later
projects, but Man with a Movie Camera eventually came to be recognrzed, in the
Soviet Union and abroad, as a classic experiment in using associational form within
documentary.

The Thin BLue Line
1988. An American Playhouse production (PBS). Directed by Errol Morris. Photographed by Stefan Czapsky, Robert Chappell. Edited by Paul Barnes. Music by Philip
Glass.

On a west Dallas highway one night in 1976, a police officer named Robert Wood
was fatally shot by a driver he had pulled over. His partner, Teresa Turko, saw the
killer drive off, but it took months of investigation for the police to discover that the
car had been stolen by David Harris. HarriS, ? I6-year-old from the small town of
Vidor, admitted to being in the car but said that the killer was Randall Adams, a
man with whom he had hung around that day. Adams was tried for murder, found
guilty, and sentenced to death. Eventually, through an appeal process, his sentence
was commuted to life imprisonment. Harris, because of his age and his cooperation
with the police, was given a suspended sentence.
In 1985, documentary filmmaker Errol Morris met Randall Adams while he
was researching a film on a prominent Dallas psychiatrist known as "Dr. Death" because of his record of submitting evidence that sent defendants to the electric chair.
Morris became convinced that Adams had been unjustly convicted, and over the
next three years, he prepared a film on the case.
The Thin Blue Line illustrates how a documentary can use narrative form, for at
root it tells the story of events leading up to and following the murder of Officer
Wood. Yet the film's narration enriches that basic story. By juggling time, inserting
many details, developing the reenactments of the killing into a powerful pattern, and
subtly engaging our sympathy for Randall Adams, Morris not only takes us through
a criminal case but also suggests how difficult the search for truth can be.
The overall plot guides us through the story events, but not in a wholly linear
way. The film breaks fairly clearly into 31 sequences, although many contain brief
flashbacks to the interrogation and the criffie, and some contain fairly lengthy reenactments. (The longer reenactments are signaled by italics.)

C. Opening credits.
1. Dallas, Randall AdaffiS, and David Harris

are introduced.

2. The shooting of Officer Wood. First shooting reenactment
3. The arrest and interrogation of Adams. First interrogation reenactment
4. Police describe the interrogation and the beginning of the investigation . Second int e rro g cttion

5.
6.

re

enactment

Police describe the two officers' states of mind. Second shooting reenactment
Police search for the

car,,

even using hypnotism. Third shooting reenactment
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I

.

The big break: David Harris is discovered in Vidor, Texas.

8. Harris accuses Randall Adams of the shooting.
9. Adams responds to Harris's charge.
10. Adams is interrogated. Third interrogatton reenoctrnent
I

l.

Police explain the mistaken auto identification.

12. Adams's two lawyers are introduced and describe their inquiry into Harris's
hometown.

13. Adams's lawyers discuss Harris as a criminal; the judge describes his attitude
toward police.
14. Adams recounts Harris's version of events . Fourth shooting reena('tment
15. Adams explains his alibi.
16. Trial: Officer Turko testifies, implicating Adams . Fifth shooting reenactment
17. Trial: New witnesses emerge. Mr. and Mrs. Miller claim to have seen Adams
shoot Wood. Sixth shooting reenactment
18. Adams's lawyers and Mrs. Carr rebut the Miller couple's testimony.
19. Trial: Third new witness, Michael Randell, claims to have seen Adams shoot.
Seventh shooting reenactment

20. Trial: Jury declares Adams guilty.
2l

. Trial: Judge sentences Adams to death.

22. Adams reacts to the death sentence.
23. Adams's lawyers petition for a retrial and lose.
24. Adams's appeal is supported by u.S. Supreme Court; his sentence is commuted to life in prison.
25. Vidor detective explains: Harris is arrested again.
26. Rethinking the case: Witnesses reflect, and Harris hints that he has lied.
Eighth shooting reenactment

27. Vidor detective explains: Harris has committed a murder in town.
28. Adams: "The kid scares me"; he reflects on the mistake of letting Harris go
free.

29. Harris, now on death row, reflects on his childhood.
30. Final interview on audiotape: Harris calls Adams a "scapegoat" and virtually
confesses.

31. Title: Current situation of the two men.

E.

11.80

The questioning of Randall
Adams, sta-eed so that its status as a
reenactment is unmistakable.

Closing credits.

Segments l-3 form a prologue, introducing the essential information and arousing
our curiosity and concern. The opening sequence presents the city of Dallas, the two
main characters, Randall Adams and David Harris, and their current situation: Both
men are in jail. What has brought them there? They tell of meeting each other and
spending the day drinking, Smoking marijuana, and going to a drive-in movie. Segment 2 is the first of many shocking reenactments of the shooting of Officer Wood
at the dark roadside. Here, as in all the others, actors play the participants, and the
framing often conceals their faces, concentrating instead on details of action or setting. The third sequence depicts Adams's arrest and interrogation, which he describes as intimidating and which is shown in a reenactment (11.80).
Then the film's plot flashes back to explain events leading up to Adams's arrest, concentrating on the police investigation (segments 4-l l). In the course of
this, David Harris names Randall Adams as the killer (8), and Adams is arrested and
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interrogated ( 101. Eventually, the confusion about the make of the car is cleared up,

though Morris hints that the police investigation was muddled ( I I ). These
sequences ilre interrupted by two more reenactments of Adams's questioning and
two reenactments of the death of Officer Woods.
The longest stretch of the film (segments 12-24) centers on Randall Adams's
confrontation with the courts. Afier his lawyers and the judge are introduced
(12-l 3), we're given two conflicting versions of events-Adams's and Harris's
(14-l 5).Three surprise witnesses identify Adams as the shooter (16-19), although
some of the testimony is undercut by a woman who claims that two witnesses
bragged to her about trying to earn a reward (18).Once more, at certain moments,
the crime is reenacted. The jury finds Adams guilty (20), and he's sentenced to
death (21-22). The legal maneuvers that follow put Adams in prison for life without parole (23-24).

The film has answered one question posed at the outset: now we know how
Randall Adams got to prison. But what of David Harris, who is also serving time?
The final large section of the film continues the story after the trial, concentrating
on Harris's criminal career. Harris is arrested for other crimes (25), and then Morris inserts a sequence (26) designed to suggest his guilt in the Woods case. The surprise eyewitnesses are shown to be unreliable and confused, and as having things
to hide. Most tellingly Harris explains, "Of course I picked out Randall Adams." In
the next sequence, a detective in Harris's hometown of Vidor explains how Harris
invaded a man's home, violently abducted his girlfriend, and fatally shot the man
(21). Harris, now revealed as a polite, pleasant sociopath, reflects on his childhood,
when his brother drowned and his father seemed to become more distant (29). But
whattever sympathy he rnight arouse is undercut by his final acknowledgment, captured by Morris on audiotape, that Randall Adams is innocent (30). A title explains
that Adams is still serving his life sentence, while Harris is on death row (3 I ).
In outline. then, this is a straightforward tale of crime and injustice. The film's
explicit nrennin-9 was compelling enough to trigger a new inquiry into the case, and
Adams wers freed in 1989. Br-rt Morris's film is more than a brief for the defense. It
demands a great deal of the viewer; it does not spell out its message in the manner
of most documentaries. We tend to side with Randall Adams and to distrust the police, prosecutors, and "eyewitnesses" aligned against him, but Morris does not explicitly favor Adams and criti cize the others. The film's form and style shape our
sympathies rather subtly. At another level, the film denies the viewer many of the
usual aids for determining what happened on that night in l976.Instead, it asks us
to heighten our attention, to concentrate on details, and to weigh the incompatible
information we are given. Morris's detective story asks us to reflect on the obstacles to arriving at the truth about any crime.
The film's materials are for the most part the stuff of any true-crime report.
Morris Llses talking-head interviews, newspaper headlines, maps, archival photos,
and other documents to present information about the crime. He also includes reenactments of key events, signaled as such. Nonetheless, other documentary conventions are missing. There is no voice-over narrator explaining the situation, and
no captions identify the speakers or provide dates. The reenactments don't carry the
"Dramatization" caption seen in television documentaries. As a result,, we're forced
to evaluate what we see and hear without help. This extra responsibility is intensified by a framing that is rare in most documentary interviews: Several of the speakers look straight out at the camera (11.81). This somewhat unnerving direct address
(which is even more prominent in other films by Morris) puts us in the position of
detectives, forcing us to judge each person's testimony. Moreover, the use of paper
documents is fairly cryptic: the film doesn't always specify their source, and the extreme close-ups often show only fragments of text. (One shot of a news article
frames us these partial phrases: ". ved to be a 1973 . earing Texas licens
with the letters H .) And Philip Glass's repetitive score is hardly conventional
documentary music, especially for a true-crime story. With its mournful unresolved
harmonies and nervoLlsly oscillating figures, the music arollses tension, but it also

"l wanted to make a film about how

truth was difficult to know, not
impossible to know."

-

Errol Morris, director

11.81 A police

detective gives his
version of Adarns's interrogation.
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The motel where Adams stayed; in

light of Adams's fate, the billboard in the
background becomes ironic.

creates an eerie distance from the action: It throbs on, unchanged whether it accompanies an empty city landscape or a violent murder.
Other formal and stylistic qualities complicate the plot. For example, when an interviewee mentions a particular place, Morris tends to insert a quick shot of that locale (11.82). Such abrupt interruptions wouldn't be used in a normal documentary,
since they don't really give us much extra information. It's as if Morris wants to suggest the vast number of tiny pieces of information that assault any investigator. Similarly, during most reenactments, the participants' faces aren't shown. Instead, the
scenes are built out of many close-ups: fingers resting on a steering wheel, a milkshake flying through the air in slow motion, the popcorn machine at a drive-in
(11.83). Again, Morris stresses the apparently trivial details that can affect our sense
of what really happened on the highway. Yet, carefully composed and lit in high-key,
the details also become evocative motifs. Some inserts comment ironically on the
situation (11.82).Others, such as the ever-present clocks and watches, indicate the
ominous passing of time; even the slowly shattering flashlight and the milkshake dribbling onto the pavement suggest the life pumping out of the fatally wounded officer.
Morris's systematic withholding of information invites us to fill in parls of the story,
and by amplifying apparently minor details he also invites us to build up implicit
meanings.

11.83

The popcorn machine at the drive-

in, filrned ominously in the foreground
while the clock serves as the basis for
David Harris's testimony.

11.84 While

Harris the teenager is
associated with popcorn, Adams the
panicked victim is associated with an
ashtray full of cigarettes.

11.85 An echo of film noir: In a
reenactment, Officer Wood is shown

approaching the car.

Central to those meanings are our attitudes toward the people presented in the
film. By and large, the plot is shaped to create sympathy for Randall Adams. He is
the first person we see, and Morris immediately makes him appealing by letting

him explain that he was grateful to find a good job immediately after coming to
Dallas. "It's as if I was meant to be here." Morris presents him as a decent, hardworking man railroaded by the justice system. The interrogation of Adams is associated with filled ashtrays, making him seem nervous and vulnerable (11.84), as do
the repeated close-ups of newspaper photos of his frightened eyes. When the accusers state their case, Morris keeps us on Adams's side by letting him rebut them.
In segment 9, Adams replies to Harris's charge that he was the shooter; in segment 15,
Adams presents his alibi in reply to Harris's claims about the time frame of events.
By the end, Adams becomes the authoritative commentator. In segment 28, after
Harris has committed another murder, Adams reminds us that a life could have been
saved if the Dallas police hadn't released Harris. At this point, our sympathies for
Adams are strong, and we understand why he reverses his judgment on Dallas: it's
now "hell on earth."
Our acceptance of Adams's account is subtly reinforced by the many reenactments of the murder. They are clearly set off as reconstructions by their use of techniques more closely associated with the fiction film, particularly film noir (11.85; also
10.6) They also distinguish themselves from the restagings shown on true-crime television shows, which tend to include the faces of actors and which are usllally shot
in a loose, hand-held style suggesting that we are witnessing the real event.
The reenactments present different versions of the crime in accord with different witnesses' recollections. By presenting contradictory versions of what happened that night, Morris may seem to be suggesting that everyone involved saw
things from his or her own perspective, and so there is no final fact of the matter.
But the overall progression of the film leads us to a likely conclusion: that David
Harris, or his own, killed Wood. Rather than suggesting that truth is relative, the incompatible reconstructions dramatrze the conflicting testimony. Like jurors or
courtroom spectators, we have to decide on the most plausible version, and the plot
develops the reenactments in a strongly suggestive pattern.
In the segments devoted to the police investigation, the restagings emphasize
matters of procedure. Did Officer Turko identify the car correctly? No, the police
detectives eventually decide; but both before and after they arrive at this conclusion,
Morris shows us two alternative cars, making the options visually concrete. Another question is just as important: did Turko back up Officer Wood according to
procedure, or did she remain in the car? Morris dramatizes both possibilities, but he
leads us to infer that she probably was inside the car drinking her milkshake, since
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in the crime scene sketch, spilled chocolate liquid was found near the car. It is a
matter of probabilities, and we can never be certain; but on the evidence we have,
we infer that she probably did not back up Wood.
The reenactments of Officer Wood's murder in the investigation section have
concentrated on police procedure, but during the trial section, the reenactments
suggest different versions of what was happening in the killer's car. Was David Harris ducking down in the front seat? Was Adams's bushy silhouette confused with a
fur-lined coat collar? When the surprise witnesses are introduced, Morris shows
reenactments that present their cars passing the murder scene. Again, the reconstructions present the alternatives neutrally, but some become more plausible than
others, especially once the eyewitnesses are rebutted by other testimony or betrayed
by their own evasive answers.
The last reenactment, presented in the section devoted to David Harris, shows
how Harris could have committed the murder, and, significantly, it is accompanied
by his voice-over commentary virtually confessing to it. Now, after many other reenactments, this one is presented as most worthy of our belief. Morris carefully refrains
from saying explicitly that Harris was the killer. But the development of the reconstructions, eliminating the most questionable versions and focusing more and more
on the identity of the driver, pushes us toward accepting this as the likeliest account.
As in any narrative film, then, the manner of storytelling, the play with narration
and knowledge, shapes our attitudes toward the characters. By letting Adams comment on other characters, and by arranging the reenactments so as to point eventually toward David Harris's guilt, the film aligns us with Randall Adams, the innocent
victim. Correspondingly, Morris uses other stylistic devices to make us mistrust the
forces set against Adams. The film doesn't present the Dallas law officers as brutal
villains; all are soft-spoken and articulate, and Judge Metcalfe comes across as calm
and patient. But the editing gives Adams's account prominence and allows him to
answer their charges, so we are inclined to appraise their words cautiously.
Most overtly critical of the authorities are two nearly comic digressions close
to the sort of associational form exploited by Bruce Conner in A Movie (pp.365310). Judge Metcalfe recalls that he grew up with a great respect for law and order
because his father was present when FBI agents shot the gangster John Dillinger
(11.86). Morris cuts to a scene from a Hollywood crime movie that presents

Dillinger's death (11.87). Metcalfe also supplies background trivia about

the

woman who betrayed Dillinger, and when he says she was sent back to her native
Rumania, Morris cuts to a map of Bucharest (a moment of self-parody, since he has
used maps many times in the course of the film). A parallel montage appears during the remarks of one eyewitness, who says she always imagined herself as a girl
detective, as in 1950s TV shows. Morris lets her voice-over commentary run
during a clip from a B-film in which a young woman helps a detective capture a

11.86

Judge Metcalfe recalls the death of Dillinger.

11.87

. . . and Morris cuts to a B-movie scene showing the
outlaw's death, as if to recall an earlier attempt at the sort of
reenactments

in The Thin Blue Line.
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crook. These sequences encourage us to see Adams's adversaries as holding a conception of crimefighting derived from popular movies.
The color motifs that evoke police authority and duplicity are subtler. The first
few shots of the film show skyscrapers and other structures, each with a single
blinking red light (11.88). After a cut to Randall Adams beginning his tale, the
screen goes dark, and we see the rotating red light of a police car, an image that will
recurelsewhere in the film (11.89), before cutting to David Harris's account of how
he came to Dallas. The motif of redness links Dallas and the police as fbrces
aligned against Adams, and it suggests an explanation for why in the opening title
credit, the word BIue is lettered in red (11.90). The film's title is taken from Judge
Metcalfe's reference to the prosecutor's summation, in which he called the police
the "thin blue line" between civihzation and anarchy. By coloring the line red, Morris not only evokes bloodshed, but he links the police blue to the ominous blinking
red lights of the opening.
The motif expands further into Judge Metcalfe's account of the death of
Dillinger, who was betrayed by the notorious "woman in red." Metcalfe claims that
in fact she wasn't actually wearing red; her orange dress merely looked red in a certain light. David Harris, throughout his interviews in the film, is shown wearing an
orange prison uniform, suggesting that he is another figure of betrayal and perhaps
hinting at his relationship to the red of the police-car light. As a documentarist, Morris probably didn't dictate what outfit Harris wore, but he did create other ima.,qes that
emphasize the color motif, and he did decide to retain Metcalfe's (fairly imelevant)
remarks about the woman in red. Like many documentarists, Morris highlighted certain aspects of existing footage to bring out thematic implications.
The story of Randall Adams's unjust imprisonment is presented as an intersection of several people's lives. Instead of simplifying the case for the sake of clarity,
Morris treats it as a point where many stories crisscrsss-the private lives of the
eyewitnesses, the professional rivalries among lawyers, the Dillinger tale. TV crime

11.88

Dallas cityscapes with blinking red lights.

11.89

The rnotif is reiterated in trequent shots of rotating
police-car lights.

11.90

The film's opening title annoLlnces the red motif.

Frrnrt,

Srllc,

cnvl lcler;lr.,gl

drarnas, scenes from the drive-in rnovie Adan'rs and Harris attended.Any crinre, the
fihn sLlggests, will consist of this tan..ele of threads.Any crime will seem br-rried in
an avalanche of details (license numbers, car makes, spilled rnilkshakes, TV schedules), and it will en-eender many alternative scenarios about what reerlly happened.
The Thin Blue Line builds these aspects of an investigation into its very structure

and style. The narration grants each version of the shooting its tirne onscreen, but
it finally guides us to eliminate the irnplausible ones. It dwells on trivial details, but
finally discards certain ones as less irnportant. And it shows that a crirne's complex
web of testimony and evidence can be sorted out. The film presents itself as both
an account of what really happened on that Texas highway and a meditation on how
persistent inquirers can eventually arrive at truth.

Form, Styl., and Ideology
MeetMe in

Sf . Louis

1944. MGM. Directed by Vincente Minnelli. Script by Irving Brecher and Fred F.
Finklehoffe, frorn the book by Sally Benson. Photo-graphed by Geor-ee Folsey.
Edited by Albert Akst. Music by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blarne. With Judy Garland,
Mar-giu'et O'Brien. Merry Astor, Lucille Brerner, Leon Anres, Tonr Drake.

in St. Lor,tis, Alonzo Smith announces to his assembled farnily that he has been transferred to a new job in New York City. "I've
got the future to think about-the future for all of us. I've got to worry about where
the money's coming from," he tells the dismayed group. These ideas of family and
future, central to the form and style of the film, also create all ideological framework within which the film gains meaning and impact.
All of the films we have analyzed could be examined for their ideological
standpoints. Any filrn combines formal and stylistic elements in such a way as to
create an ideological stance, whether overtly stated or tacit. We've chosen to stress
the ideology of Meet Me in St. Louis because it provides a clear example of a film
that doesn't seek to change people's ways of thinking. Instead, it tends to reinforce
certain aspects of a dominant social ideology. In this case, Meet Me in Sr. Louis,
like most Hollywood fiIffiS, seeks to uphold what are conceived as characteristically
Arnerican values of family unity and home life.
Meet Me in Sr. Louis is set during the preparations for the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition in St. Louis, with the fair itself becoming the culmination of the action.
The fihn displays its form in a straightforward way.with a title card annoutrcing
each of its four sections with a different season (11.91). In this way,the film simultaneously suggests the passage of time (equated with a movement toward the
spring 1904 fair, which will bring the fruits of progress to St. Louis) and the unchanging cycle of the seasons.
The Smiths, living in a big Victorian house, form a large but closely knit family. The seasonal structure allows the film to show the Srniths at the traditional times
of farnily unity, the holidays; we see them celebrating Halloween and Christmas. At
the end, the fair becomes a new sort of holiday, the celebration of the Srniths' decision to remain in St. Louis.
The opening of the film quickly introduces the idea of St. Louis as a city on the
boundary between tradition and progress. The fancy candy-box title card for SLlmmer forms a vignette of white and red flowers around an old-fashioned black-andwhite photo of the Smiths' house. As the camera moves in, color fades into the
photo, and it comes to life (11.92). Slow, subdued chords over the title card give
way to a bouncy tune more in keeping with the onscreen movement. Horse-drawu
beer wagons and carriages move along the road, but an early-rnodel automobile (a
bright red, which draws oLrr eye) passes them. Already the rnotif of progress and
inventions becomes prorninent; it will develop quickly into the emphasis on the
Llpcoming fair.

Just over halfway through Meet Me

"l don't shoot elegant pictures. Mr.
Vincente Minnelli, he shot elegant
pictures."

-

Bilty Wilder, director
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As Lon Smith, the son, arrives home by bicycle, a dissolve inside to the kitchen
launches the exposition. One by one we meet the family members as they go about
their daily activities through the house. The camera follows the second youngest
daughter, Agnes, as she goes upstairs singing "Meet Me in St. Louis" (11.93). She
encounters Grandpa, who takes up the song as the camera follows him briefly. By
means of close matches on action on the characters' passing the song along, the image track yields a flow of movement that presents the house as full of bustle and
music. Grandpa hears offscreen voices singing the same song. He moves to a window, and a high-angle shot from over his shoulder shows the second oldest sister,
Esther, stepping out of a buggy (11.94). Her arrival brings the sequence full circle
back to the front of the house.
The house remains the main image of family unity throughout most of the film.
Aside from the expedition of the young people on the trolley to see the construction of the fair, the Christmas dance, and the final fairground sequence, the entire
action of the film takes place in or near the Smith house. Although Mr. Smith's job
provides the reason to move to New York, we never see him at his office. In the
opening sequence, the family members return home one by one, until they all
gather around the dinner table. Every section

11.91 The opening title card, "summer

1903," in Meet

Me irt

11,92

of the film begins with a similar

The transition into the world of 1903 St. Lor"ris.

St. Louis.

11.93

The son-q "Meet Me in St. Louis" introduces us to the

characters and locations.

11.94

The importance of the farnily house: A window frames
our first view of the heroine . .
.
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candy-box title card and a move in toward the house. In the film's ideology, the
home appears to be a self-sufficient place; other social institutions become peripheral, even threatening.
This vision of the unified family within an ideahzed household places the women
at the center. The narration does not restrict our knowledge to a single character's
range, but it tends to concentrate on what the Smith women know. Mrs. Smith; the
oldest daughter, Rose; the youngest daughter, Tootie; and in particular Esther are the
characters around which the narration is organi zed. Moreover, women are portrayed as the agents of stability. The action in the story constantly returns to the
kitchen, where Mrs. Smith and the maid, Katie, work calmly in the midst of small
crises. The men present the threat to the family's unity. Mr. Smith wants to take the
family to New York, thereby destroying its ties with the past. Lon goes away to the
East, to college at Princeton. Only Grandpa, as representative of the older generation, sides with the women in their desire to stay in St. Louis. In general, the narrative's causality makes any departure from the home problematic-an example of
how a narrative's principles of development can generate an ideological premise.
Within the family, there are minor disagreements, but the members cooperate.
The two older sisters, Rose and Esther, help each other in their flirtations. Esther
is in love with the boy next door, John Truitt, and mamiage to him poses no threat
to the family unity. Several times in the film, she gazes across at his house without
having to leave her own home. First, she and Rose go out onto the porch to try to

attract his attention; then she sits in the window to sing "The Boy Next Door"
(11.95). Finally, much later, she sits in a darkened bedroom upstairs and sees John
pull his shade jr-rst after they have become engaged. That the girls rnight want to
travel, or to educate themselves beyond high school, is never considered. By concentrating on the round of small incidents in the household and neighborhood, the
film blocks consideration of any alternative way of living-except the dreaded
move to New York.
Many stylistic devices build up a picture of a happy family life. The Technicolor design contributes greatly to the lushness of the mise-en-scene, making the
costumes, the sLlnoundings, and the characters'hair color stand out richly (5.5).
The characters wear bright clothes, with Esther often in blue. She and Rose wear
red and green, respectively, to the Christmas dance (11.96). This strengthens the association of the family unity with holidays and incidentally makes the sisters easy
to pick out in the swirling crowd of pastel-clad dancers. In 5.5, the shot from the
trolley scene, Esther is conspicuous because she is the only woman in black amidst
the generally bright-colored ciresses.

II.95

and later her son_q. "The Boy Next Doo[."

11.96
n-rotif.

Christmas party -qowns form part of the film's holidays
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Meet Me in Sr. Louis ls a musical, and mlrsic plays er lerrge part in the ferrnily's
life. Songs come at moments of romance or gatherin-9. Rose and Esther sin-g "Meet
Me in St. Louis" in the patrlor before dinner. When Mr. Srnith interrupts thenr on returning from work-"For heaven's serke, stop that screeching!"-[s is irnmediately
characterized as opposed to the singing and to the fair. Esther's other son.-gs show
that her romance with John Truitt is a safe ernd reasol'lable one. A wolran does not
have to leave home to find a husband: she cirn find hirn ri-9ht in her own nei-ehborhood ("The Boy Next Door") or by riding the trolley ("The Trolley Son_q").Other
son.-qs accompany the two parties, and Esther sings "Have Yourself a Merry Little

Christrnas" to Tootie, the youngest sister' after the Christmas dance. Here she tries
to reassLlre Tootie that lif-e in New York will be all ri-eht if the feunily cern remain
to-gether.

But already there is a sense that such unity is in darn_ger. "Solneday soolt we all
will be to-gether, if the Fates allow / Until then we'll have to rnucldle throu-9h sornehow." We know already that Esther has achieved her rornantic -eoal and become enga_eed to John Tn-ritt. If the Srniths do move to New York, she will have to decide
between him and her farlily. By this point, the plclt has reached ern irnpasse;
whichever way she decides, the old way of life will be destroyed. The narrative
needs a resolution, and Tootie's hysterical crying in reaction to the son._g leads
Mr. Srnith to reconsider his decision.
Tootie's destruction of the snow people erfier Esther's soll.-g is a strikin-9 inrel.-ge
of the threat to farnily unity posed by the move to New York. As the winter seirsolr
section opened, the children were buildin-q the snow people (and a do-9) in the yard.
In effect they had created a parrallel to their own family (11.97). At first these snow
people were part of the comic scene in which Esther ernd Katie persuacle Lon and
Rose to go to the Christnras dance together. But when Tootie beconres hvsterical at
the prospect of leaving St. Louis, she rLrns down in her ni-eht-9own tcl sn-rash the
snow people. The scene is almost shockin..e, since Tootie seenrs to be killin-e the
doubles of her own family (11.98). This moment has to be strons because it rnust
motivate the father's change of mind. He realizes that his desire to lnc)\/e to New
York threatens the farnily's internal ties. This realization leads to his decisiorr to
stay in St. Lor-ris.
Two other elements of the n-rise-en-scene create motifs that stress the farmily's
cornfortable life. The Srniths live surroLtnded by food. In the initial scene, the
women are making ketchr-rp. which is shortly served at the tarnily dinner'. Afler the
scene in which Rose's boyfl'iend fails to propose to her by phone., the tensions are
reconciled, and the maid serves large slices of corned beef.

11.97 Snow people of various sexes ancl sizes parallel the farmily.

11.98

Tootie's attitck on the snow people.
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In the Halloween scene, the connection between plentiful food and family unity
becomes even more explicit. At first, the children gather around to eat cake and ice
cream, but the father arrives home and makes his announcement about moving to
New York. The family members depart without touching their food. Only when they
hear the mother and father singing at the piano do they gradually drift back to eat
(11.99). The words of the song-"Time may pass, but we'll be togethsy"-vccompany their actions. The use of food as a motif associates the family's life in the house
with plenty and with the individual's place as part of a group. At the fair in the last
sequence, they decide to visit a restaurant together. Thus the food motif returns at
the moment of their reaffirmation of their life together in St. Louis.
Another motif of family unity involves light. The house is ablaze much of the
time. As the family sits together at dinner, the low evening sun sends bright yellow
rays through the white curtains. Later, one of the loveliest scenes involves Esther's
request that John accompany her through the downstairs to help her turn out the
lights. This action is primarily accomplished in one long take, with a crane shot following the characters from room to room (11.100). As the rooms darken and the
couple moves out to the hall, the camera cranes down to a height level with their
faces. The shot contains a remarkable shift of tone. It begins with Esther's comically contrived excuse ("I'm afraid of mice") to keep John with her and develops
gradually toward a genuinely romantic mood.
The Halloween sequence takes place entirely at night and makes light a central
motif. The camera initially moves in toward the house's glowing yellow windows.
Tense, slightly eerie music makes the house seem an island of safety in the darkness. As Tootie and Agnes go out to join the other children in playing tricks, they
are silhouetted against the flames of the bonfire the group has gathered around. At
first the fire seems threatening, contradicting the earlier associations of light with
safety and unity, but this scene actually harmonizes with the previons uses of light.
Tootie is excluded from the group activities because she is "too little." After she
proves herself worthy, she is allowed to help feed the flames along with the others.
Note particularly the long track-back as Tootie leaves the fire to play her trick; the
fire remains in the background of the shot, appearing as a haven she has left behind
(11.101). Indeed, the first sequence of the Halloween section of the film becomes a
sort of miniature working out of the entire narrative structure. Tootie's position as
a part of the group is abandoned as she moves away from the fire, then triumphantly
affirmed as she returns to it.
Similarly, light plays an important part in the resolution of the threat to the farnily's unity. Late on Christmas Eve, Esther finds Tootie awake. They look out the

11.99 A framing in depth stresses

the family as a group, with
plate of cake prominent on the piano in the foreground.

a

11.100 At each pause in the long-take

cal'uera lllovenrent, the
chandelier is framed in the upper portion of the screen.
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window at the snow people standing in the yard below. A strip of yellow light falls
across the snow, suggesting the warmth and safety of the house they plan to leave
(11.98). Tootie's hysterical crying, however, leads Mr. Smith to reconsider his decision. As he sits thinking, he holds the match, with which he was about to light his
clga\ unnoticed in his hand until it burns his fingers. Combined with the slow playing of the "Meet Me in St. Louis" theme, the flame serves to emphasize his distraction and his gradual change of mind.
As he calls his family down to announce his decision not to move, he turns up
all the lights. The dim, bleak halls full of packing boxes become again the scene of
busy activity as the family gathers. The lamps' glass shades are red and green, identifying the house with the appropriate Christmas colors. The announcement of the
decision leads directly to the opening of the presents, as if to emphasize that staying in St. Louis will not create any financial hardship for the family.
As night falls in the final fair sequence, the many lights of the buildings come
on, dazzlingly reflected in lakes and canals (11.102). Here the film ends, with the

family gazing in awe at the view. Once more light signifies safety and family enjoyment. These lights also bring the other motifs of the film together. The father had
originally wanted to move to New York as a provision for his family's future. In deciding to stay in St. Louis, he had told them: "New York hasn't got a copyright on
opportunity. Why, St. Louis is headed for a boom that'll make your head swim. This
is a great town." The fair confirms this. St. Louis allows the family to retain its
unity, comfort, and safety and yet have all the benefits of progress. The film ends
with this dialogue:
Moruen: There's never been anything like it in the whole world.

Rose:

We don't have to come here in a train or stay in a hotel. It's right in our
own hometown.

Toorrr:

Grandpa, they'll never tear

it down, will they?

GnnNopn: Well, they'd better not.

Esrurn: I can't

believe it. Right here where we live. Right here in St. Louis

(11.103).
These lines do not create the film's ideology, which has been present in the narrative and stylistic devices throughout. The dialogue simply makes explicit what has
been implicit all along. (Compare this with the line "There's no place like home"
in The Wizard of Oz-another MGM musical made five years earlier.)

ll.l01
trick.

A terrified Tootie moves into the darkness to play her

ll.l02

The motif of light culminates in the revelation of the
fairgrounds.
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The fair solves the problems of the future and family unity. The family is able
to go to a French restaurant without going away from home. The ending also restores the father's position as at least the titular head of the family. Only he is able
to remember how to get to the restaurant and prepares to guide the group there.
Understanding a film's ideology typically involves analyzing how form and
style create meaning. As Chapter 2 suggested, meaning can be of four general
types: referential, explicit, implicit, and symptomatic. Our analysis of Meet Me in
St. Louris has shown how all four types work to reinforce a social ideology-in this
case. the values of tradition, home life, and family unity. The referential aspects of
the film presuppose that the audience can grasp the difference between St. Louis
and New York, and that it knows about international expositions, American family
customs, national holidays, and so on. These address the film to a specifically
American audience. The explicit meaning of the film is formulated by the final exchange we have just considered, in which the small city is discussed as the perfect
fusion of progress and tradition.
We have also traced out how formal construction and stylistic motifs contribute
to one major implicit meaning: the family and home as creating a "haven in a heartless world," the central reference point for the individual's life. What, then, of
symptomatic meanings?
Generally, the film expresses one tendency of many social ideologies in its attempt to naturahze social behavior: Chapter 2 mentioned that systems of value and
belief may seem unquestionable to the social groups that hold them. One way that
groups maintain such systems is to assume that certain things are beyond human
choice or control, that they are simply natural. Historically, this habit of thought has
often been used to justify oppression and injustice, as when women, minority
groups, or the poor are thought to be naturally inferior. Meet Me in St. Louis participates in this general tendenc!, not only in its characterrzation of the Smith
women (Esther and Rose are simply presumed to want husbands) but in the very
choice of a white, upper-middle-class household as an emblem of American life. A
more subtle naturahzatron is evident in the film's overall formal organization. The
natural cycle of the seasons is harmonized with the family's life, and the conclusion
of the plot takes place in the spring, the time of renewal.
We can also focus on more historically specific symptomatic meanings. The
film was released in November 1944 (ust in time for Christmas). World War II was
still raging. The audience for this film would have consisted largely of women and
children whose male relatives had been absent for extended periods, often overseas.
Families were often forced apart, and the people who remained behind had to make
considerable sacrifices for the war effort. In a time when women were required
to work in defense plants, factories, and offices (and many were enjoying the

11.103 The film's final
shot, with Esther's
dazzled reaction to the

fair.
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experience), there appeared a film that restricted the range of wornen's experiences
to home and family,, and yearned for a sirnpler time when family r-rnity was paramount.
Meet Me in St. Louis can thus be seen as a symptom of a nostalgia tor prewar,
pre-Depression America. In a 1944 audience, parents of youn,_e fighting nlen would
remember the I 903- 1904 period as part of their own childhoods. All of the formal
devicec-narrative construction, seasonal segmentation, songs, color, and motifscan thus be seen as reassuring the viewers. If the wornen and others lefi at home
can be strong and hold their families together a-eainst threats of disr-rnity, domestic
harmony will eventually return. Meet Me in Sr. Louis upholds dominant conceptions of Arnerican family life and may even propose an ideal of family r-urity f or the
postwar future.

RagtngBuIL
1980. United Artists. Directed by Martin Scorsese. Script by Perul Schrader ancl Marclik
Martin. Frorn the book Rrrgirtg Bull by Jake La Motta, with Joseph Carter and Peter
Sava._ee. Photographed by Michael Chapman. Edited by Thelma Schoonnraker. With
Robert De Niro, Carthy Moriarty. Joe Pesci. Frank Vincent. Nicholas Colasarnto. Theresa
Sarldaner.

In errralyzing Meet Me in Sr. Louis, we argr.red that the filrl upholds a characteristically Americarn ideology. It's also possible for a filrn macle in Hollywood to take et
more ambivalent attitude toward ideolo.,gical issues. Martin Scorsese's Rugirtg Bull
does so by taking violence as its centrarl thelne.
Violence is widespread in American cinema, otien serving as the basis for
entertainrnent. Extrerne violence has become central to several -gerrres. such als
science-fiction ernd horror filnrs. Such -qenres often rely in pztrt ort rtrerking their violence very stylized. r-rsually thanks to special effects, and hence mirtinrally disturbing. Rugirtg Bull Llses a different tactic,, drerwing on conventions of cinetttatic
realism to make violence visceral and disturbin-g.Thus, even though it's in solne
werys less savage than many other frlms of its spa-not a single death occLll's. for
instance-it contains several scenes that are hard to bear. Not only the brutal boxing lnatches br"rt also the equally harsh querrrels in everyday lif'e bring violence to
the fore.
Scorsese's film is loosely based on the ceu'eer of boxer Jetke La Motta, who beceune the world middleweight charnpion in 1949. Rugirtg Bull Lrses the boxing
scenes (based on real fi-ehts) as ernblemartic of the violence that pervades Jake's life.
Indeed, he seems incapable of dealing with people without picking quitrrels, nrakin-g threats, or becoming abusive. His two marriages,especially that with his secottd
wife, Vickie, are f-Llll of bickering and domestic abr-rse. Although his closest relationship is apparrently with his brother Joey, who initially mana-qes his cetreer, Jake eventually thrashes Joey in ajealous rage and permanently alienates him. Moreover., while
Jake's actions hurt others, he also wreaks havoc on himself, driving away everyone
he loves and leadin-g hirn to a pathetic career as an overwei-eht stand-up comic and
then as an actor reciting speeches from famous plays etnd films.

How are we to understand the ideology of a film that makes such a vicior"rs
bully its hero? We might be tempted to posit either/or interpretations. Either the
filrn celebrates Jerke's murderous rage, ol'it condemns him as a pathological case.
Yet in settling on one of these sirnple notions, we would fail to confront the filnt's
Llneasy balance of syntpathy for and revulsion toward its central character. We suggest that Rctgirtg Bull uses a variety of strategies, both of narrative and style, to
rnerke Jake a case study in the role of violence in Arnerican lif'e. Scorsese thus creates a contplex context within which Jake's actiotrs must be judged.
This context can be best approached by examining the formetl structutre of Ruging Bull's narrative. If we were to segrnent the film into its individual sceltes, we
woLtld come Llp with a long list. Although there are some lengthy sequences, tnost
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are quite short. In all there are 46, including the opening credits and the closing
quotation title, but these can be usefully grouped into 12 major parts:
I

.

2.

The opening credits, shown over a lengthy shot of Jake warming up alone in
a boxing ring.
Backstage in a nightclub, 1964. Jake practices a poem he

will recite.

Flashback begins:
3.

l94l . Expository scenes of Jake losing a match, fighting with his wife, seeing
Vickie, and having his first date with her.

4

1943. Two matches with Sugar Ray Robinson, separated by a love scene between Jake and Vickie.

5. A rnontage

sequence alternating

ar

series

of fights, 1944 to 1941, and home

movies of Jake's private life.

6. A lengthy

series of scenes in 1941, including three in the Copacabana nightclub, establishing Jake's jealousy over Vickie and hatred of the mob. He ends
by throwing a fight for them.

I

.

1949. An argument with Vickie, followed by Jake's winning the middle-

weight champion bout.

8.

1950. Jake beats up Vickie and his brother Joey in an unjustified jealous rage.
He defends his title and fights Robinson again.

9. 1956. Jake retires and buys a nightclub

in which he does comedy routines.
Vickie leaves him, and he is arrested on a morals charge.

10. 1958. Jake does his comedy act in a cheap strip joint; he fails to persuade
Joey to reconcile with him.
Flashback ends.
I

l.

1964. Jake prepares to go onstage to perforrn his recital.

12. A black title with a biblical quotation and the filrn's dedication.
The beginning and ending of the film are vital in shaping oLlr attitr"rde toward
Jake's career. The first image shows him warming up in the ring before an unspecified fight (11.104). Several filmic devices create our initial impressions of the protagonist. He bounces up and down in place, in slow motion. This slow tempo is
accompanied by languid classical music, sLlggesting that his boxing warm-up is like
a dance. The deep-space staging places the ring's ropes prominently in the foreground and makes the ring seern huge, emphasizing Jake's solitude. This long take
continues through the main credits, establishing boxing as both a beautiful and a
lonely sport. The image remains abstract and remote: it is the only scene in the narrative that does not take place in a year specified by a superimposed title.
A straight cut to segrnent2 shows Jake, suddenly tat and old' again practicing.
He is going over his lines for a one-man show that consists of readings from f-amous
literature and of a poem he has written about hirnself: "So give me a stage / Where
this bull here can rage /And though I cern fight lI'd rnuch rather recite-That's entertainment!" This episode takes place quite late in the stor!, after the long struggles of his boxing career. Not until se-ernent I I will the plot retunr to this moment
in the story, with Jake continuing to rehearse his lines. [n segrnent I l, as the manager summons him onstage, he does some boxer-style warm-up punches to build
his confidence, muttering rapidly over and over, "I'rn the boss, I'm the boss."
By framing most of the story as a flashback, Scorsese links violence with entertainment. Jake's gesture of spreading his arms as he says, "That's entertainment!" in segment 2 resembles the triurnphant raising of his glove-clad hands
whenever he wins a fight in the lengthy central flashback. Correspondin-qly, Raging
Bullignores Jake's early life and concentrates on two periods: his boxing career and

11.104 The slow-motion opening
Rctgirtg Bull.
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his turn to stand-up comedy and literary recitations. Both periods present him as
trying to control his life and the people around him. "f'm the boss," the last line
spoken in the film, sums up Jake's attitude.
The plot structure we've outlined also traces a rise-and-fall pattern of development. After segment J, Jake's high point, his life runs downhill and his violence appears more and more savagely self-destructive. In addition, certain motifs highlight
the role of violence in his life and the lives of those around him. During a rest period in his very first prizefight (segment 3), a fistfight breaks out in the stands-suggesting at the outset that violence spills beyond the ring. Domestic relations are
expressed through aggression, ?S in the tough-guy shoving between Jake and Joey
and in Joey's disciplining his son by threatening to stab him.
Most vividly, violence is again and again turned against women. Both Jake and

Joey insult and threaten their wives, and Jake's beating of both his wives forms a
grim counterpoint to his battles in the ring. During the first scene at the Copac abana,
women emerge as targets of abuse. Jake accuses Vickie of flirting with other men;
he insults a boxer and a mob member by suggesting that both are like women; and
even the comedian onstage mocks women in the audience. Scene by scene, the
organi zatton of incidents and motifs suggests that male aggression pervades American life.
Scorsese puts Jake's violence in context by means of film techniques. In general, by appealing to conventions of realism, the film's style makes the violence in

Raging Bull disturbing. Many

of the fights are filmed with the camera on a

Steadicam brace, which yields ominous tracking movements or close shots empha-

sizing grimaces. Backlighting, motivated by the spotlights around the ring, highlight droplets of sweat orblood that spray off the boxers as they are struck (11.105).
Rapid editing, often with ellipses, and loud, stinging cracks intensify the physical
force of punches. Special makeup creates effects of blood vessels in the boxers'
faces spurting grotesquely. Scorsese treats the violent scenes outside the ring dif-

ll.l05

Realistic violence in the boxing

scenes.

11.106 A graphic match moves the film
from the end of the 1964 opening . .

.

ferently, favoring long shots and less vivid sound effects.
He creates a realistic social and historical context by using other conventions.
One of these is a series of superimposed titles that identify each boxing match by
date, locale, and participants. This narrational ploy yields a quasi-documentary
quality.
The most important factor creating realism, however, is probably the acting.
Aside from Robert De Niro, the cast was chosen from virtually unknown actors
or nonactors. As a result, they did not bring glamorous star associations to the
film. De Niro was known mainly for his grittily realistic performances in Scorsese's Mean Streets and Taxi Driver, as well as Michael Cimino's The Deer
Hunter. In Raging Bull, the actors speak with thick Bronx accents, repeat or
mumble many of their lines, and make no attempt to create likable characters. In
the publicity surrounding the film, much was also made of the fact that De Niro
gained 60 pounds in order to play Jake as an older man. The film emphasizes
De Niro's transformation by cutting straight from a medium close-up of Jake at
the end of segment2,, rn 1964 (11.106), to a similar framing of him in the ring in
1941 (11.107). Such realism in the acting and other techniques makes it difficult
for us to accept the film's violence casually, as we might in a conventional hor-

ror or crime film.
Through its narrative structure and its use of the stylistic conventions of realism, the film thus offers a criticism of violence in American life, both in the ring
and in the home. Yet the film doesn't permit us to condemn Jake as merely a raging bull. It also presents violence as fascinating and ambiguous. Although the fight
scenes favor brutal realism, aspects of them are distorted in mesmerrztng ways.
The sounds of punches assault our ears with shuddering impact. The sound mix
for the fights blended animal cries, airplane motors, whizzing arrows, and even
I1.107

to Jake in 1941'

music, but the sources are unrecognizable because they are slowed down or played
backward.
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More broadly, violence rs made disturbingly attractive even in the scenes outside the ring because the narration concentrates far more on the perpetrators of the
violence than on the victims.
In particular, the three important female characters-Jake's first wife, Joey's
wife Lenore, and Vickie-have little to do in the action except take abuse or rail ineffectually against it. We never learn why they are initially attracted to the violent
men they marry or why they stay with them so long. At first Vickie seems to admire
Jake for his fame and his flashy car, but her willingness to sustain their marriage for
so long is not explained. Indeed, her sudden decision to leave him after 1 I years has
no specific motivation.
Such victims of Jake's violence serve chiefly to provoke him to respond. One
portion of the action focuses on his pummeling of a "pretty" fighter to whom he
thinks Vickie is attracted. Another deals with Jake's violent reaction to his irrational
belief that Joey and Vickie have had an affair. It is notable that after this crisis, when
Jake beats Joey up, Joey becomes as peripheral a figure as Vickie. We glimpse him
briefly watching Jake's bloody title defeat and then see a short scene of him resisting Jake's offer of reconciliation. The film thus offers no positive counterweight to
Jake's excesses.
Another indication of the narration's fascination with Jake's violence is the degree to which we are encouraged to identify with him. Several scenes show events
from his point of view, using slow motion to suggest that we are seeing not just
what he sees but how he reacts subjectively to it. This technique becomes especially
vivid when Jake sees Vickie with other men and becomes jealous. Similarly, in the

final fight with Robinson, Jake's vision of his opponent is shown via a point-ofview framing. The POV imagery also incorporates a combined track-forward and
zoom-out to make the ring seem to stretch far into the distance, while a decrease in
the frontal light makes Ro inson appear even more menacing (11.108). Other deviations from realism, such as the thunderous throbbing on the sound track during
Jake's major victory bout, also suggest that we're entering Jake's mind.
In part Scorsese justifies the film's fascination with violence by emphasizing how
self-destructive Jake is. However much he hurts other people, he injures himself at
least as much. He also quickly regrets having huft people, &S several parallel scenes
show. In segment 3, Jake has a vicious argument with his first wife in which he threatens to kill her but then immediately says, "Come on, honey, let's be-let's be friends.
Truce, all right?" Later, after he has beaten Vickie up for her imagined infidelities, he
apologizes and persuades her to stay with him. These domestic reconciliations are
echoed in the big title fight where he defeats the current champion, Marcel Cerdan,
then walks to his opponent's corner and magnanimously embraces him.
Sympathy for Jake is reinforced by other means. Rc ging Bull suggests that he is
strongly masochistic, using his aggression to induce others to inflict pain on him. This
notion is emphasized in the love scene in segment 4. There he childishly asks Mckie
to caress and kiss the wounds from his triumph over Sugar Ray Robinson (11.109).
Soon Jake denies himself sexual gratification by pouring ice water into his shorts. The
scene then leads directly into a fight in which Robinson defeats him.
This defeat is paralleled in segment 8, another boxing scene, when Jake simply
stands and goads Robinson into beating him to a pulp. The motif of masochism
comes to a climax in segment 9, when Jake is thrown into solitary confinement in a
Dade County jail. A long, disturbing take has Jake beating his head and fists against
the prison wall, as he asserts that he is not an animal and berates himself as stupid.
More implicitly, the film suggests a strain of repressed homosexuality in Jake's
aggressiveness. His embrace of the defeated opponent, Cerdan, in his title fight, as
well as his urging of Robinson to attack him in his final bout, suggest such an interpretation. In segment 6, when Jake sits down at a nightclub table and jokes about
how pretty his upcoming opponent is, he tauntingly offers him as a sex partner to a
mobster he suspects of being in love with Vickie. In segment 8, one scene begins
with an erotically suggestive slow-motion shot of seconds' hands massaging Jake's

11.108

Jake's point of view during

a

fight.
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A close-up links violence and
sexuality as Jake asks Vickie to kiss his
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"l was fascinated by the selfdestructive side of )ake La Motta's
character, by his very basic emotions.
What could be more basic than
making a living by hitting another
person on the head until one of you
falls or stops? . . . I put everything I
knew and felt into that film, and I
thought it woutd be the end of my
career. lt was what I call a kamikaze
way of making movies: pour
everything in, then forget about it
and go find another way of life."

-

Martin Scorsese, director

torso. In general, there is a hint that Jake's fascination with boxing and his refuserl
to deal with his domestic lif-e stem from an unacknowledged homosexLlell urge.
Such atn irnplication goes against the usual ideology of Hollywood, which erssumes
that a heterosexual romance is the basis for most narratives.
Ultirnately, the ideological stance that Raging Bull offbrs is far fiorn beirrg as
strai-ghtforward as that of Meet Me in St. Louis. Instead of displaying an idealized
ima-ee of Arnerican society, the film criticizes one pervasive aspect of that society:
its penchant for unthinking violence. Yet it also displays a considerable fascination
with that violence and with its main embodiment, Jake.
The filrn's ambi-euity intensifies at the end. In segrnent 12,, a biblical quotation
appears: "So, for the second time, fthe Pharisees] sumlnoned the man who had been
blind and said: 'Speak the truth before God. We know this fellow is a sinner.'
'Whether or not he is a sinner, I do not know,' the man replied. 'All I know is this:
once I was blind and now I can see."'
As this quotation emer..qes line by line, we are cued to relate it to the protagonist. Has Jake achieved some sort of enlightenrnent through his experiences'l Several factors sLlggest not. Despite being a poor actor, he continues to perform literary
recitals, trying to re..gain his public ("1'm the boss"). Fr"rrthennore, the speech he
practices at the end is the famous "I could have been a contender" passage fi'or:n Orr
the Waterfrortt. [n that film, a fariled boxer blamed his brother for his lack of a
chance to sncceed. Is Jake now blarning Joey or someone else for his decline'l Or
is it possible that he has become aware enough of his far-rlts to ironically recall a
film in which the hero also comes to realize his mistakes?
After the biblical quotation, there appeerrs Scorsese's dedication of the filrn:
"Rernembering Haig R. Manoogian, teacher, May 23, l9l6-May 26, 1980. With

love and resolution, Marty." Now the biblical quotation rnay equally apply to
Scorsese, hirnself frorn the tor-rgh ltalian neighborhoods of New York. Were it not
for people like this teacher, he might have ended Llp somewhat like Jake. And perhaps the filrn professor, who helped him "to see," enabled Scorsese to present Jake
with a mixture of detachment and sympathy.
As a cinema student, Scorsese was well aware of innovative foreign films such
Breuthless
and Tokyo Stor\,, so it's not surprising that his own work invites dif'as
fering interpretations. The filrn's ending places Raging Bull in a tradition of Hollywood films (such as Citi:.en Kune) that avoid complete closure and opt for a degree
of ambi.,euity,, a denial of either/or answers. Such ambiguity can render the film's
ideolo..ey equivocal.' generating contrasting and even conflicting implicit meanings.

\Triting aeritical Analysis of aFilm
n analytical film essay for a class or publication

noteworthy, in your opinion? Does it illustrate some aspect

typically runs 5-15 double-spaced pages. As an
analysis, it points out how how various parts of
the film fit together systematically. Like a screening report and a review, the analytical essay includes descriptions, but the descriptions are typically more detailed and
extensive. Like the review, the analytical essay also puts
forth the writer's opinion, but here the opinion doesn't
usually address the ultimate worth of the film. When you
analyze a film, you're defending your view of the ways
parts of the movie work together.
Think about a sad song. You could clesc'ribe the song
in various ways ("It's about a woman who wants out of a
dead-end relationship"), or you could evalucrte it ("It's too
sentimental"). But you can also analyze it, talking about

of filmmaking with special clarity? Does it have an unusual
effect on the viewer? Do its implicit or symptomatic meanings (pp. 6l-63) seem to have particular importance?
Your answer to such questions will furnish the thesis
of your analysis. The thesis, in any piece of writing, is the
central clairn your argument advances. It encapsulates
your opinion, but not in the way that a film review states
your evaluation of the movie. In analytical essay, your
thesis is one way to help other viewers understand the
movie. In our analysis of His Girl Fridav (pp. 385-388),
our thesis is that the film uses classical narrative devices
to create an impression of rapid speed. With respect to
Chungking Express (pp . 405410), our the thesis is that
the film draws us to seek thematic links between two
story lines that do not connect causally.
Typically, your thesis will be a claim about the film's
functions, its effects, or its meanings (or some mixture of
all three). For instance, we argue that by creating a wide
variety of characters in Do The Right Thing, Spike Lee
builds up interconnected plotlines; this allows him to ex-

how the lyrics, the melody, and the instrumentation work
together to create the feeling of sadness or to make the listener understand the relationship. That's the sort of thing
people who study film do when they analyze movies.
The analytical essay is also an argumentative piece.
goal
is to allow you to develop an idea yoLl have about
Its
the film by supplying good reasons for taking that idea
serior"rsly. The sample analyses in Chapter I I are argumentative essays. For instance, in analyzing The Thin
Blue Line, we argue that the film tells a real-life story in
a way that suggests how difficult the search for truth can
be (pp. 413419). Likewise, our discussion of Ruging

Bull tries to show that the film is critical of violence as
used in mass entertainment while still displaying a fascination with its visceral appeal (pp. 426130).

plore the problems of maintaining a community (pp.
392-396i). In our discussion of North bv |t{orthwest, we
concentrarte more on how the film achieves the effects of
suspense and surprise (pp. 388-392). The analysis of
Meet Me in Sr. Louis emphasizes how technique carries
implicit and symptomatic meanings about the importance
of family life in America (pp. 419126).
Your thesis will need some support, some reasons to be-

How do you come up with an algument for your essay?
The preparatory work usually consists of three steps:

lieve it. Ask yourself, "What would back up my thesis?" and
draw up a list of points. Some of these reasons will occur to
you irnmediately, but others will emerge only as you start to
study the film more closely. And the reasons, which are
conceptual points, will in turn need backup-typically, evidence and examples. You can sum up the structure of an argumentative essay in the acronym TREE: Thesis supported
by Reasons which rest upon Evidence and Examples.

Step 1: Develnp a Thesis That Your Essay
\7ill E*plain and S,rpport

Step 7: Draw I.Jp a Segmentation
of the Entire Film

Start by asking yourself questions. What do you find intriguing or disturbing abor-rt the film? What makes the filrn

Analyzing a film is a bit like investigating a building's
design. When we walk through a building, we notice

Preparing to

\frite
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various features-the shape of the doorway, the sudden
appearance of an immense atrium. We may not, however,
have a very strong sense of the building's overall architecture. If we are students of architecture, though, we
want to study the design of the whole building, and so
we'd examine the blueprints to understand how all the individual parts fit together. Similarly, we experience a film
scene by scene, but if we want to understand how the various scenes work together, it's helpful to have a sense of
the film's overall shape.
Movies don't come equipped with blueprints, however, so we have to make our own. The best way to grasp
the overall shape of the movie is to make a segmentation,
as we suggest in earlier chapters. (See in particular pp.

69, 98-99, 344, 350, and 365-366). Breaking the film
into sequences gives you a convenient overview, and your
segmentation will often suggest things that will support
or help you nail down your thesis. For example, in studying The Thin Blue Line, we made a separate list of all the
flashbacks to the murder. When we saw them lined up on
our page, we spotted the pattern of development in them
that became part of our analysis (pp. 413414).
Now that you have a segmentation, you can go on to
see how the parts are connected. In examining a nonnarrative film, lou will need to be especially alert to its
use of categorical, rhetorical, abstract, or associational
principles. See our analysis of Gap-Toothed Women (pp.
344-349) for an example of how you can base an analysis on the overall shape of the film.
If the film presents a narrative, your segmentation
can help you answer questions like these: How does each
scene set up causes and effects? At what point do we understand the characters' goals, and how do those goals de-

velop in the course of the action? What principles of
development connect one scene to another? The pattern
of the reenactments of the shooting and the various interrogations in The Thin Blue Line would be difficult to discern without writing them out.
Should you include your segmentation in your written
analysis? Sometimes it will make your argument clearer
and more convincing. We think that a broad scene breakdown helps illustrate some key points in our discussions of
His Girl Fridav (p. 385). Perhaps your argument will gain
strength if you bring out a still finer-grained segmentation;
we do this in considering the three subsegments of the final chase scene in North by |r{orthwest (pp. 390-392).
Whether or not your segmentation finally surfaces in
your written analysis, it's good to get in the habit of writing out a fairly detailed segmentation every time you examine a film. It will help you get an overall sense of the
film's design. You probably noticed that nearly every one
of our analyses includes, early on, a statement about the

film's underlying formal organizatron. This provides a
firm basis for more detailed analysis. Writing out a segmentation is also good practice if you want to become a
filmmaker yourself: screenwriters, directors, and other

creative personnel usually work from a plot outline that
is, more or less, a segmentation.

Step 3: Note Outstanding Instances
of Film Technique
As you watch the film, lou should jot down brief, accurate descriptions of the various film techniques used. You
can get ideas for analyzing stylistic patterns from Chapters 8 and 10. Once you have determined the overall organrzational structure of the film, you can identify salient
techniques, trace out patterns of techniques across the
whole film, and propose functions for those techniques.
These techniques will often support or refine your thesis.
As a start, be alert for techniques taken one by one:
Is this a case of three-point lighting? Is this a continuity
cut? Just as important, you should be sensitive to context:
What is the function of the technique here? Again a segmentation will help you by drawing attention to patterning. Does the technique repeat or develop across the film?
At any moment in a film, so much is going on that it's
easy to be overwhelmed by all the technical elements.
Shot composition, performance, lighting, camera movement, color design, dialogue, music-all these things can
be present and changing from second to second. Often,
beginning film analysts are uncertain as to what techniques are most relevant to their thesis. Sometimes they
try to describe every single costume or cut or pan, and
they wind up drowning in data.
This is where planning your paper's thesis in advance
helps you.Your thesis will make certain techniques more
pertinent than others. For example, we argue that rn l,'lortlt
by Northwest Hitchcock creates suspense and surprise by

manipulating our range

of

knowledge (pp. 389-392).

Sometimes he lets us know more than the main character,
Roger Thornhill, and this builds up suspense: Will Thornhill walk into the traps that we know are awaiting him?
Other times we know only as much as Thornhill does, so
that we're as surprised as he is at a new turn of events.
Hitchcock devotes particular film techniques to creating
these effects. Crosscutting between lines of action gives
us more knowledge than Thornhill has, while POV cam-

era work and cutting restrict us to his understanding of
certain situations.
So other techniques, such as lighting or performance
style, aren't as relevant to our thesis about l{orth by Northwest. (They might, however, be very relevant to some
other thesis about it-say, that it treats thriller conventions
somewhat comically.) By contrast, we emphasize acting
technique more in our discussion of Raging Bull, because
acting is pertinent to our discussion of the film's use of realistic conventions. Similarly, the editing in Meet Me in St.
Louis would be interesting from the standpoint of another
argument, but it is not central to the one that we are making, so it goes almost completely unmentioned.

OrganiTing

Once you have a thesis, an awareness of the overall
shape of the film, and a set of notes on the techniques relevant to your thesis, you are ready to organize your ana-

lytical

essay.

Otg anlzing and \Triting
Broadly speaking, an argumentative piece has this under-

lying structure:

Introduction: Background information or a vivid
example, leading up to:
Statement of the thesis

Body: Reasons to believe the thesis
Evidence and examples that support the thesis

Conclusion: Restatement of the thesis and
discussion of its broader implications

All of our analyses in Chapter I I

adhere to this basic

structure. The opening portion seeks to lead the reader
into the argument to come, and the thesis is introduced at
the end of this introduction. Where the introduction is

brief, as in the His Girl Friday analysis, the thesis comes
at the end of the first paragraph (p. 385). Where more
background material is needed, the introduction is somewhat longer, and the thesis is stated a little later. In the
Thin Blue Line essay, the thesis comes at the end of the

third paragraph (p. al3).
You can sometimes postpone the full statement of a
thesis by casting it as a tantahzing question, as we do in
our analysis of Chungking Express (p. 405). We end the
second paragraph by asking what the film accomplishes
by following one brief plot with a second one containing
a new set of characters. But if you pursue the questionbased structure, be sure to provide at least a hint of the
answer fairly soon (as we do in the brief sixth paragraph
on p. 406,just over one page into the essay) to guide the
rest of your argument.
As you know, the building block of any piece of writing is the paragraph. Each slot in the argumentative pattern outlined above will be filled by one or more
paragraphs. The introduction is at least one paragraph,
the body will be several paragraphs, and the conclusion
will be one or two paragraphs.
Typically, the introductory paragraphs of a film analysis don't display much concrete evidence. Instead, this is
the place to introduce the thesis you want to advance. Often this involves situating the thesis in relation to some
background information. For example, the first paragraph
of our analysis of The Thin Blue Line summarizes the
crime and investigation that are the subject matter of the
film. The second paragraph sketches the circumstances
that shaped the making of the film, and the third paragraph
states the thesis: that finding truth is difficult.
If you're adventurous, you may wish to avoid background information. You can start with one concrete piece
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of evidence-sa), an intriguing scene or detail from the
film-before you move quickly to state your thesis. Our
Meet Me in Sr. Louis piece uses this sort of opening
(p. al e).
Writing a film analysis poses a particular problem of
organi zatron. Should the body of the argument follow the
film's progress in chronological order, So that each parugraph deals with a scene or major part? In most cases, this
can work. We try it with our Gap-Tbothed Womeru discussion, which traces out the patterns of development across
the film (pp. 344-348). By and large, however, you
strengthen your argument by following a more conceptual structure of the sort indicated in our outline.
Recall that the body of your essay offers reasons to
believe the thesis. You'll back those points up with evidence and examples. Consider our analysis of Breathless
(pp. 391401). Our thesis is that Godard's film both pays
homage to film noir outlaw movies and reworks their
conventions through a rough-edged treatment. This thesis
obliges us to use a comparison-and-contrast strategy. But
first we start with a paragraph of background (p. 397),

sketching the relevant Hollywood outlaw movie traditions. The second paragraph shows how the basic story of

Breathless resembles the criminal-couple-on-the-run
movie. The next three paragraphs make the point that Godard's film also reworks Hollywood conventions: Michel
seems to be imitating tough-guy stars, while the film's
form and style seem casual, &S if aiming to let the audience enJoy a new, more self-conscious version of an

American crime movie.
Since the essay relies on comparison and contrast,
the body of the piece explores the film's similarities to
and differences from Hollywood conventions. The next
1 1 paragraphs seek to establish these points about the
film's narrative form:

1. Michel is like

a Hollywood protagonist in certain

ways (p. 391).

2.

The action is, however, much more choppy and
digressive than in a Hollywood film. (p.397).

3. The death of the policeman is handled

more

abruptly and disconcertingly than in a normal action movie (pp. 397-398).

4,5. By contrast, the bedroom conversation of Patricia
and Michel is untypical of Hollywood genre
scenes because

it is very static marking little

progress toward Michel's goats (p. 398).

6.

Once the plot starts movlng again,
(p. 3e8).

it stalls

again

7,8. Moving toward resolution, the plot again picks
up, but the finale remains enigmatic and openended (p. 398).
9,

10. Overall, Michel and Patrici a are puzzling and
hard to read as characters (p. 399).
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I 1. The characterization of the couple is thus sharply
different from that of the romantic couple in
most outlaws-on-the-rLrn plots (p. 399).

of these points constitutes a reason to accept the
thesis that Breathless uses genre conventions but also revises them in unsettling ways.
Supporting reasons may be of many sorts. Several of
our analyses distinguish between reasons based on the
film's overall narrative form and reasons based on stylistic choices. The portion of the Breathless essay we've just
reviewed offers evidence to support our claims about the
film's reworking of Hollywood narrative conventions.
The paragraphs that follow this material (pp. 398101 )
discuss Godard's similarly self-consciolls use of stylistic
strategies. In analyzing Meet Me in St. Louis, we concentrate more on reviewing various motifs that create particular thematic effects. In either case, the argument rests on
a thesis, supported by reasons, which are in turn supported by evidence and examples.
If you organi ze the essay conceptually rather than as
a blow-by-blow r6sum6 of the action, you may find it useful to acquaint your reader with the plot action at some
point. A brief synopsis soon after the introduction may
do the trick. (See our North by Northwest analysis, pp.
388-392, or our Chungking Express discr"rssion, pp.
405106.) Alternatively, you may wish to cover basic plot
material when you discuss segmentation, charactenzation, causal progression, or other topics. The crucial point
is that you aren't obligated to follow the film's order.
Each

Typically, each reason for the thesis becomes the
topic sentence of a paragraph, with more detailed evidence displayed in the sentences that follow. In the
Breathless example, each main point is followed by specific examples of how plot action, dialogue, or film techniques at once refer to Hollywood tradition and loosen up
the conventions. Here is where your detailed notes about
salient scenes or techniques will be very usefurl. You can
select the strongest and most vivid instances of mise-enscene, cinematography, editing, and sound to back up the
main point that each paragraph explores.
The body of the analysis can be made more persllasive by several other tactics. A paragraph that compares
or contrasts this film with another might help you zero in
on specific aspects that are central to your argllment. You
can also include an in-depth analysis of a single scene or
sequence that drives your argumentative point home. We
use this tactic in discussing several films' endings, chiefly
because a concluding section often reveals broad principles of development. For instance, in our North bv Northwest essay, we examine the film's final twist as typical of
the way the narrative manipulates our knowledge to create surprise and suspense (p. 392).

In

general, the body

of the argument should pro-

gress toward stronger or subtler reasons for believing the

thesis.

In

discussing The Thin Blue Line, we start by

tracing how the film provides a kind

of

reconstructed

investigation, leading to the killer (pp. 41341 5). Only
then do we ask: is the film more than a neutral report of
the case (pp. 415_416)? This leads us to argue that the
filmmaker has subtly aligned our sympathies with Randall Adams (p. al 6). Yet the film goes beyond aligning us
with Adams. It also bombards us with a great deal of information, some of it fairly minute, even trivial. The purpose, we suggest, is to urge the viewer to sort out
conflicting data and notice details (pp. 416_417).This is

a fairly complex point that would probably not come
across if introduced early on. After the analysis has
worked through more clear-cut matters, it's easier to consider such nuances of interpretation.
How to end your argumentative essay? Now is the
time to restate the thesis (skillftrlly, not reporting previous
statements word for word) and to remind the reader of the
reasons to entertain the thesis. The ending is also an opportunity for you to try for some eloquence, a telling quotation, a bit of historical context, or a concrete motif from
the film itself-perhaps a line of dialogue or an image
that encapsulates your thesis. In making preparatory
notes, ask yourself constantly: Is there somethin-e here
that can create a vivid ending?
Just as there is no general recipe for understanding
film, there is no formula for writing incisive and enli-ehtening film analyses. But there are principles and rurles of
thumb that govern good writing of all sorts. Only through
writing, and constant rewriting, do these principles and
rules some to seem second nature. By analyzin-e films, we
can understand the sollrces of our pleasure in thern and
share that understanding with others. If we succeed. the
writing itself can give pleasure to ourselves and our
readers.

K"y Questions for an Analytical

Essay

To help you craft an eftective analytical essay, ask yourself these questions:
I

.

Do I have a thesis? Is it stated clearly early in my
essay ?

2. Do I have a series of reasons

supporting the thesis?

Are these arranged in logical and convincing order
(with the strongest reason coming last)?

3. Are my supporting reasons

backed up? Do my seg-

mentation and stylistic analysis provide specific evidence and examples for each reason you offer?

4. Does my beginning orient my reader to the direction of my argument? Does my concluding paragraph reiterate my thesis and provide a vivid
ending?

A

A Sample Analytical Essay
The following paper was written by a sophomore for an
introductory film course. The assignment asked for an analytical essay on Martin Scorsese's King of Contecly, concentrating on two or three scenes of particular importance
to the paper's thesis. A segmentation of the film (not inclr"rded here) was attached.

Note how the essay begins with some general observations and then focuses its thesis in the second paragraph.
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In order to trace the greater blurring of fantasy and reality in the film, the author develops a strategy of comparison and contrast. Each paragraph develops specific
evidence of the various techniqLres Scorsese uses, considering editing, sound, camerawork, and staging. The paper
concludes by speculating on how these techniques affect
the viewer and reinforce one of the film's themes. A crisp
summary line drives home the main thesis: "our finarl image of Rupert may be an image of the man or it may be
an image from the man."

Fantasy and Reatity in The King

of Comedy

by Amanda Robillord

America is obsessed with fame. Television shows and matazines have been created in order to Jet the masses
delve into the personal Jives of their favorite stars. Friends gossip about people they have never met, but
whom they feel they know because of the mass media. The lives of celebrities may not be perfect, but they
definitely are exciting. Learning about your favorite star's life is an entertaining escape from what can seem a
mundane existence.
Fame becomes alluring because a fantasy world surrounds it. Martin Scorsese's film The King of Comedy
focuses on Rupert Pupkin's obsession with fame. Not only is he obsessed with a famous comedian, but he is
consumed with becoming a famous comedian himself and comes to believe that his idol is more than willing
to hetp him in his quest. Pupkin's obsession toes beyond a mere interest in fame; it takes over his Iife to the
point that he can no lonter distinguish reality from the fantasies he has concocted. Because the viewer is a[lowed to see these fantasies through Rupert's eyes, one can track his protression further and further into his
fantasy world. ln The King of Comedy,scorsese uses various aspects of style in order to manipulate the
boundaries between fantasy and reality in such a way as to draw a parallel between Rupert's protressive withdrawal into his own fantasies and the viewer's inabitity to tell the difference between the two.
The first fantasy scene of The King of Comedy, segment 3, blurs the line between fantasy and reality, but
the line is nonetheless still discernible. Here Scorsese uses aspects of style to create a coherent fantasy that is
easily recognizable as such. lt is distinctly separate from surrounding scenes of reatity while at the same time
drawint on them in order to create the fantasy.
A combined use of sound and editing is used to tie the fantasy to reality. This is apparent both in the
scenes that surround segment 3 and within the scene itself. Rupert invites )erry to lunch at the end of segment 2. This invitation leads into a shot of )erry and Rupert seated in a restaurant in the following scene. This
link from actual dialotue to fantasy is a continuing pattern throughout the film, brought out by first mentioning the act in a real conversation and then having it carried out in a fantasy later in the film. Editing the scenes
together in such a way is one device used to blur the distinction between fantasy and reality.
Within the scene, juxtaposing Rupert's fantasy with his acting it out in his mother's basement serves to
create a distinction between the two. Sometimes reverse-shots of Rupert show him dressed for lunch; at
other moments, the reverse-shots show him in his basement, dressed differentty. Similarly, while still seeing an
image of )erry and Rupert eating lunch together in a restaurant, we hear Rupert's mother yetling for him to
keep quiet or inquiring whom he is talking to. The editing and sound techniques guide the viewer back into reality, where Rupert is actually enacting the fantasy in his basement.Atain, however, some elements carry over
between fantasy and reality. Photographs behind Jerry in the fantasy are echoed by photographs on the wa[[
behind Rupert in his basement. )erry also happens to be wearing the same shirt and tie that he had in the previous scene, althouth with a different jacket. Also, the source of tighting seems to be coming from Rupert's
right in both fantasy and reality, although it is softer in the shots in his basement.
Att of these elements of style serve to connect fantasy to reality while at the same time drawing definite
distinctions between the two. Similarities are needed in order to create a believable fantasy that Rupert would
feasibly have at the time. Drawint on these similarities allows the viewer to notice patterns that develop across
the course of the film, and the variations in these patterns serve to steadity btur the line between fantasy and
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reality even further with each fantasy sequence. At this point in the film, there are sti[[ enouth differences between the two realms to clearly separate the two from each other. This is true for Rupert-as he acts out the
two roles of his fantasy, he is distinctly aware that the events are not actualty happening to him-as well as for
the viewer, who is provided with subjective fantasy shots as well as shots of Rupert's sad reality and enough
stylistic clues to separate what is really happening from what Rupert woutd like to happen.
.l5,
One of Rupert's later fantasies, in setment
marks a further protression into the fantasy world. Rupert's
mind is no longer occupied by simple matters Jike havint a lunch date with his idol. lnstead, he now dreams of
receiving, a[[ at the same time, everything he could possibty imagine wanting: a spot on the Jerry Langford
Show, fame, apologies for every wront ever done to him, and the love of his life becoming his wife while millions of people watch. Rupert's fantasies have become much more complicated as he gets more and more obsessed with becoming a famous comedian with the help of )erry Langford.
These more intricate fantasies require a bolder use of styJe. Because Rupert is becoming ever more
wrapped up in his world of make-believe, the added time he spends dreaming up this world allows for more
special effects. Sound and editint are once again used to blur Rupert's reatity and his imagination. lt should be
noted that this fantasy sequence is sandwiched between two framing sequences of Rupert in the offices of
the Jerry Langford Show, waiting to see what they thought of his tape.
This fantasy is not a distinct unit in and of itself, as the first one was, but instead a scene firmly entrenched in the scene surrounding it. An entire phrase is uttered from the fantasy while the image track still
shows Rupert lookint around the office. Also, this fantasy takes place in the same place where Rupert's body
is really located at the time of his mind's wanderings. Granted, one is in the studio and the other in the office,
but they are both in the same buildint,unlike the earlier restaurant/basement segment.
Style is also a crucial eJement in the portrayal of this fantasy. Rupert imagines this scene as if it were on
television. The fuzzy picture and the tinny sound of the dialogue serve to suttest this medium. Characters in
the fantasy also present themselves directly to the camera. The set design of the show is the same as that really used on Jerry's show. The more complicated subject matter of this fantasy is portrayed using more complicated cinematography and editing. Throughout most of the movie, editing is made to to unnoticed.
However, in this scene, many steps are taken to make sure the editing and camera work are noticed. An extreme close-up of the piano player's hands zooms out to a shot of him and the piano, before panning up and
left as it dissolves into a shot of Rita, and then continues to pan left as she makes her way to Rupert. Here the
image zooms out to a long shot of the couple before dissolving into a cJose-up of Rupert and Rita. This is by
far the most complicated sequence in the film, a film that otherwise consists mostly of invisible editing.
These stylistic elements are meant to be noticed. They serve as an illustration of Rupert's more complicated
fantasy world, a world that is becoming ever more real to him.
Although it would seem that this fantasy world is becoming increasingly more important to Rupert, the
viewer is sti[[ aware of the sequence as a fantasy, but through fewer cues this time. Gone are the blatant juxtapositions between the two worlds and the interruptions of fantasy by reality. Rupert is no longer shown acting out both roles in his fantasy. A single voice, that of Dr. Joyce Brothers, sounds unnatural, as if a man were
impersonating the higher pitch of a woman's voice. Within the scene, this is the only sonic betrayal of reality,
and it can only be heard if one pays attention. However, the intricate camera movements and editint used to
show Rupert's appearance on the Jerry Langford Show also serve to distinctly mark it as a fantasy. lt is far
more complex than anything seen in any reality segments and thus must be taken to be fantasy.
Although the viewer can tell that this setment is fantasy, it is exponentially more complicated than previous
setments and thus also serves to show Rupert's withdrawal further from reality. lf the first fantasy setment was
one in which the line between fantasy and reality was blurred but still distinctly there, this setment serves to blur
the line even further, so that the line is no longer as clear as it once had been. This setment is an integral part in
the process of a complete loss of anything separating reality from fantasy, both for Rupert and for the viewer.
The final segment of The King of Comedy is such a segment. Nothing can be said for certain as to whether
it is reality or fantasy. The ending is left ambiguous. The two have become completely blurred so that the
question of reality or fantasy is left in the hands of the viewer, with just enough stylistic and narrative prodding to leave you second-tuessing yourself no matter what decision you make. At first glance, the scene can
be dismissed as reatity, but a second look clearly identifies it as fantasy. A third, and you're no longer sure exactly what it is. Even if you think it is one or the othet there is stilJ an inkling of doubt that refuses to be ignored and causes you to wonder. Scorsese doesn't hand over a clear and concise ending to top this film off
but instead forces the viewer to earn it.
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Most of this segment (number 291could be interpreted as simply Rupert's fantasy of achieving fame, but
that woutd be premature. While its elements may not be completely compatible with reatity, they don't blend
comPletely with fantasy either. For example, the setment begins with an announcer's voice telling of Rupert
Pupkin's outrateous debut on the Jerry Langford Shoyy. This voice is heard first over a black screen. The image
is soon replaced by "file tape" from news reports. Was this sound bridge from black to footage meant to be a
bridge from reality to fantasy, as the previous ones had been? Or is it meant to separate this setment from
the rest of the film so as to be taken as a lapse in time between Rupert's arrest and his rise to fame? The "file
tape" label creates a sense of reality, whereas the flamboyant nature of the announcer does the opposite by
creating what Rupert would surely believe to be the perfect sound bite. The grainy television image also
brings up questions of reatity versus fantasy. ls it reminiscent of the television appearance Rupert made in his
third fantasy setment? Or is it instead actually footage from his monologue on the Jerry Longford Show being
rebroadcast on different news channels?
ln either case, the pannint,zooming, and craning of the camera over the matazine headlines and book
displays a[[ call to mind the wedding-fantasy sequence. Howevet the number of headlines present is hard to
believe as the workints of a single man's thoughts. And, given the nature of fame in our culture, isn't it likely
that Rupert would receive book and movie offers as a "reward" for his kidnapping of )erry?
Stit[, interpretation is then left swinging back toward fantasy when one notices that the news reports
never mention his accomp[ice, Masha. ls this because Masha's involvement was really deemed too inconsequentiat by the press? lt seems more tikely that her absence here would arise from Rupert's obvious disdain
for her. ln his fantasy, he woutd be likety to erase Masha from any involvement in the plan.
The final shot of The King of Comedy does little to resolve these issues and instead serves to complicate
them further. This shot begins as a high angle and cranes down and in so as to tet closer and closer to Rupert's
figure standing in the spotlight on state as an announcer continues to describe him as a success and the
crowd cheers. The lengthy take and the announcer's repetition of Rupert's name, along with the applause that
ceases to die down, could suggest that we are now definitely in Rupert's mind, as he prolonts his moment of
triumph. Yet the shot is very similar to others we've seen on )erry's show, and we cannot rule out the possibitity that in today's celebrity culture Rupert has indeed achieved his goal of becoming a famous comedian. After a[1, the real audience for Jerry's show did seem to enjoy Rupert's rather lame jokes.
The fact that this final setment cannot simply be dismissed as fantasy serves to illustrate the fact that
Scorsese successfutty built up narrative and stylistic elements in his fantasy sequences so as to blur their distinction from each other. Each fantasy remains dependent on the previous reatity and fantasy scenes so as to
be distinguishable as such. As Rupert's obsession with becoming famous trows, so too does his fantasy world.
As his fantasies grow, they become more entrenched in reatity and thus more plausible to the viewer. Our final image of Rupert may be an image of the man or it may be an image from the man. Perhaps Rupert ends up
being successful at his craft only in his fantasy world, but Martin Scorsese definitely manipulated stylistic elements of The King of Comedy to successfully craft a film in which the line between fantasy and reality is
blurred not only for the character but for the viewer as well.

of

Specimens of Film Analysis

1928-1942 (Madison: University

Many of the critical studies we have cited in the "Where to
Go from Here" sections in Parts Two and Three repay attention as instances of film analysis. Here are some others
that exemplify diverse approaches: Thomas W. Benson
and Carolyn Anderson, Reality Fictions: The Films of
Frederick Wiseman (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1989); Noel Burch, In and Out of Sync: The
Awakening of a Cine-Dreamer (London: Scholar Press,
1991); Noel Carroll, Interpreting the Moving Image (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998);Lea Jacobs,
The Wages of Sin: Censorship and the Fallen Woman Film,

Bill Simon, "'Reading' Zorns Lemma," Millennium
Film Journal l, 2 (Spring-Summer 1978): 38-49;

Wisconsin

Press,

1991);

Adams Sitne!, Modernist Montage: The Obscurity of Vision in Cinema and Literature (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990); and Kristin Thompson, Breaking the
Glass Armor: Ir{eoformalist Film Analysis (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1988), and Storytelling in the
P.

Hollywood: Understanding Classical Naruative
MA: Harvard University Press,
1999). The web journal Senses of Cinema, www.
sensesofcinema.com, hosts many in-depth film analyses.
Ir,lew

Technique (Cambridge,
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Collections of film analyses include Peter Lehman,
ed., Close Viewings: An Antholo$, of lVew Filnt Criticisnt
(Thllahassee: Florida State University Press, 1990); Jeffrey
Geiger and R. L. Rutsky, eds., Film Anab,sis: A Nnrton
Reacler (New York: W. W. Norton ,2005); and John Gibbs
and Douglas Pye, eds., Style and Meaning: Studies in the
Detailed Analysis of Filne (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2005).

The British Film Institute publishes two series of
short books analyzing individual films: "Film Classics"
and "Modern Classics." For lists of titles, see:
www. bfi . o rg. u Wb
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Feminist Lizzie Borden's personal perspective on
Roging Bull, "Blood and Redemption," Sight ancl Sound
5,,2 (NS) (February 1995): 61, offers an interesting supplement to our analysis.

Sample-Analysis Films on DVD
Several DVDs of His Girl Friday have been released.
Most of these have mediocre image quality and few supplements. A fine restored version is available from Columbia in its "Columbia Classics" series, which also
contains an excellent commentary track by Howard
Hawks biographer Todd McCarthy. Delta has released the
same restoration sans commentary but supplemented by a
documentary, Cary Grant on Film: A Biograplry.
North by lr{orthwest rs available from Warner Home
Video. (Note that the more expensive "Limited Edition
Collector's Set" from Creative Design Art has no additional supplements on the disc itself but simply comes in
a box with some cheaply produced photos and a poster.)

The Criterion Collection of Do The Right Thing contains an entire disc of supplements, including an hour-long
documentary, "The Making of Do The Right Thing," that
stresses the filmmakers' interaction with the community
in which the film was made. It also contains interviews

with the director and editor, and Spike Lee's own behindthe-scenes footage.
Breothless is available from Fox Lorber, either by itself or in a boxed set inch"rding two other early features by
Jean-Luc Godard, Le Petit Soldar and Les Carabiniers.

The Criterion Collection's two-disc set of

Tokvo

Ston^,contains a restored print, as well as a feature-length

documentary about director Yasujiro Ozu, I Lived,
But . . .; an audio commentary by David Desser; and an
essay by David Bordwell.

Only one version of Chungking Express has come
out in the United States, from Quentin Thrantino's company, Rolling Thunder Pictures (released by Miramax
Home Entertainment).
The Thin Blue Line is available on DVD (from MGM),
alone or in a boxed set with two other feature-length En ol
Morris documentaries: Gates of Heaven, on pet cemeteries;
and Vernon, Florida, focusing on a small Florida town's
eccentnc crtrzens.

The "Two-Disc Special Edition" of Meet Me in Sr.
Louis (Warner Bros.) has an excellent transfer of the
film, as well as a solid background supplement, "The
Making of an American Classic." (It also contains "Hollywood: The Dream Factory,," ? history of MGM made in
te72.)
Raging Bull (MGM) is available as a single disc or a
"Special Edition" with a supplementary disc that inch-rdes
several short documentaries on various aspects of the
production.

Filrn Art and Filrn History

ot everything is possible at all times." This aphorism of art historian Heinrich Wolffin might serve as a slogan for our final chapter. So far, our survey of film art has examined various formal and stylistic possibilities, and
we've drawn our examples from the entire range of film history. But film forms and
techniques don't exist in a timeless realm, equally accessible to all filmmakers. In
particular historical circumstances, certain possibilities are present while others are
not. Griffith could not make films as Godard does, nor could Godard make films as
Griffith did. This chapter asks, What are some ways in which film art has been
treated in particular historical contexts?
These contexts will be defined, first by period and then by nation. Although
there are other equally good tools for tracing change, period and nation remain useful ways of organizing historical problems. Second, in some of our cases, we'll look
for what are typically called fil* tnoventents. A film movement consists of two
elements:

l. Films that are produced within a particular period andlor nation and that
share significant traits of style and form
2. Filmmakers who operate within a common production structure and who
share certain assumptions about filmmaking
There are other ways of defining a historical context (for example, biographical
study, genre study), but the category of movement corresponds most closely to the
emphasis of this book. The concepts of formal and stylistic systems permit us to
compare films within a movement and to contrast them with films of other
movements.
Our range of choice will be narrowed still further. We're concerned with Hollywood and selected alternatives. We'll trace the development of the commercial narrative cinema while contrasting it to other approaches to style and form.
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Since a film movement consists of not only films but also the activities of
specific filmmakers, we must go beyond noting stylistic and formal qualities. For
each period and nation, we'll also sketch relevant factors that affect the cinema.
These factors include the state of the film industry, artistic theories held by the filmmakers themselves, pertinent technological features, and cultural and economic

Early Cinema

elements. These factors necessarily help explain how a particular movement began,
what shaped its development, and what affected its decline. This material will also
provide a context for particular films ws've already discussed; for example, the following section on early cinema situates Lumibre and M6lids in their period.
Needless to sa], what follows is drastically incomplete. The writing of serious
film history is in its early stages, and we mLlst often rely on secondary sources that
will eventually be superseded. This chapter reflects only current states of knowledge; there are doubtless important films, filmmakers, and movements that await
discovery. Moreover, there are many unfortunate omissions. Important filmmakers
who don't relate to a movement (for example, Tati, Bresson, and Kurosawa) are absent, as are certain important film movements, such as French populist cinema of
the 1930s and Brazll's Cinema NOvo movement of the early 1960s. What follows
simply seeks to show how certain possibilities of film form and style were explored
within a few typical and well-known historical periods.

Early Cinema

( 1 B 93-1

903 )

In order to create the illusion of movement, still pictures must appear in rapid succession. To prepare them and display them at the right rate, certain technologies are
necessary. Most basically, there must be a way of recording a long series of images
on some sort of support. In principle, one could simply draw a string of images on
a strip of paper or a disc. But photography offered the cheapest and most efficient
way to generate the thousands of images needed for a reasonably lengthy display.
Thus the invention of photography in 1826 launched a series of discoveries that
made cinema possible.

Early photographs required lengthy exposures (initially hours, later minutes)
for a single image; this made photographed motion pictures, which need 12 or
more frames per second, impossible. Faster exposures, of about llzs second, became possible by the 1870s, but only on glass plates. Glass plates weren't usable
for motion pictures since there was no practical way to move them through a camera or projector. In 1878, Eadweard Muybridge, an American photographer, did
make a series of photographs of a running horse by using a series of cameras with

film and fast exposure, but he was primarily interested in freezing
of an action, not re-creating the movement by projecting the images in

glass plate
phases

succession.

In

1882, another scientist interested

in

analyzing animal movement, the

Frenchman Etienne-Jules Marey, invented a camera that recorded 12 sep arate images on the edge of a revolving disc of film on glass. This constituted a step toward
the motion picture camera. In 1888, Marey built the first camera to use a strip of
flexible film, this time on paper. Again, the purpose was only to break down movement into a series of stills, and the movements photographed lasted a second or less.
In 1889, George Eastman introduced a crude flexible film base, celluloid. Once
this base was improved and camera mechanisms had been devised to draw the film
past the lens and expose it to light, the creation of long strips of frames became
possible.
Projectors had existed for many years and had been used to show slides and
other shadow entertainments. These magic lanterns were modified by the addition of
shutters, cranks, and other devices to become early motion picture projectors.
One final device was needed if films were to be projected. Since the film stops
briefly while the light shines through each individual frane, there had to be a mechanism to create an intermittent motion of the film. Marey used a Maltese cross gear
on his 1888 camera, and this became a standard part of early cameras and projectors.
The combination of a flexible and transparent film base, a fast exposure time,
a mechanism to pull the film through the camera, an intermittent device to stop the
film, and a shutter to block off light was achieved by the early 1890s. After several
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The Kinetoscope held film lna
continuous loop threaded around a senes

of bobhins.

years, inventors working independently in many countries had developed different
film cameras and projection devices. The two most important firms were the Edison Manufacturing Company in America, owned by inventor Thomas A. Edison,
and Lumibre Frbres in France, the family firm of Louis and Auguste Lumiere.
By 1893, Thomas A. Edison's assistant, W.K.L. Dickson, had developed a
camera that made short 35mm films. Interested in exploiting these films as a novelty, Edison hoped to combine them with his phonograph to show sound movies.
He had Dickson develop a peep-show machine, the Kinetosc'ope (12.1), to display
these films to individual viewers.
Since Edison believed that movies were a passing fad, he did not develop a system to project films onto a screen. This was left to the Lumibre brothers. They invented their own camera independently; it exposed a short roll of 35mm film and
also served as a projector (12.2). On December 28, 1895, the Lumidre brothers held
one of the first public showings of motion pictures projected on a screen. at the
Grand Cafe in Paris.
There had been several earlier public screenings, including one on November I
of the same year, by the German inventor Max Skladanowsky. Br"rt Skladanowsky's
bulky machine required two strips of wide-gauge film running simultaneolrsly and
hence had less influence on the subsequent technological development of the cinema. Although the Lumidres didn't wholly invent cinema, they largely determined
the specific form the new medium was to take. Edison himself was soon to abandon
Kinetoscopes and form his own production company to make films for theaters.
The first films were extremely simple in form and style. They usually consisted
of a single shot framing an action, usually at long-shot distance. In the first film studio, Edison's Black Maria (12.3), vaudeville entertainers, famous sports figures,
and celebrities (for example, Annie Oakley) performed for the camera. A hinged
portion of the roof opened to admit a patch of sunlight, and the entire building
turned on a circular rail (visible in 12.3) to follow the sun's motion. The Lumidres,
however, took their cameras out to parks, gardens, beaches, and other public places
to film everyday activities or news events, ?S in their Arrivctl qf a Trairt ctt Lct
Ciotat (5.61).
Until about 1903, most films showed scenic places or noteworthy events, but
narrative form also entered the cinema from the beginning. Edison sta-qed c-ornic

12.2

Placin-q a rner-uic lantern behind the
Lumibre camerar turned it into a pro.jector.

12.3

The hinged portion of the Black Maria's roof, at the centel, swung open for filming.

Earlr Cirterrtc

scenes, sLrch as one copyri-qhted 1893 in which a clmnken ntillt stnr_g_gles briefly
witlr ir policentiu-I. The Lumibres made a poplrlar short L'Arrosertr (trru)se (The Waterer Wutered, 1895)., etlso a cotnic scene, in which rr boy tricks a -gerrdener into
sqLrirting himself with a hose (4.7 ).
Aftcr the initial succcss of the new rneclium, filrnnrakers had to find nlore colnplex ot'interesting fbrmul properties to keep the public's interest. The Lumieres sent
crilltlcl'it operatclrs all over the world to shclw films arnd to photograph important
events uncl cxotic locules. But afier marking a hu-ee nutnber of films in their first few
yeitrs. the [-utnidrers reduced their outpnt, and they ceased filmnrakin-g altogether in
r

905.
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Robcrt
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896, Geor._9es Me lies purchased

il

projector frorn the British inventor

Williarl Paul and soon built a camera

based on the san-re mechanism.
Melibs's first filnts resernhlecl the Lunridres' shots of everyday activities. But as we
hitve seen (pp. I l3-l l5). Melies wels also a rnagician, and he discovered the possibilities of simple special effects. In 1897, M6lies built his own studio. Unlike Edison's Bluck Muriit. MeliCs's studio was -glarss-sidecl like ir greenhouse, so that the
stuclio did not have to lnove with the slllt (12.4).
Melies also be-ean to huild elaborate settings to creerte fantasy worlds within
which his nra-gical trurtsformutions coLrld occur. We have already seen how Mdlies
thereby becurne the first rnnster of rnise-en-scene technique (4.3-4.6). From the
sinrple filnting of a nta-gician perfornrin.-9 a trick or two in a traditional stage settin..g,
Melies progressed to longer narratives with a series of tableaux. Each consisted of
one shot, exce;lt when the transfornrations occurred. These were created by cuts
desi-enecl to be inrperceptible on the screen. He also adapted old stories,, such as
Cirtdet'ellu (1U99). or wrote his own. All these factors made Melids's films extremely popular and widely inritated.
During this early period, filrls circulated freely from country to country. The
Ft'ench phonograplt corrpany Pathe Freres rnoved increasin,_ely to filmrnakin-g from
190 I on, esti-rblishing production and distribution branches in melny countries. Soon it
\vils the largest filrl concern in the world, a position it retained until 1914, when the
beginnin-9 of World War I forced it to cut back production. [n En-9land. sevel'ill entreprer"leurs nrana-siecl to invent or obtain their own filmrnerking eqlripment atnd rnade
scenics, nurratives. ancl trick filnrs from l895 into the early years of the 20th century.
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12.4

Mc{lics's glass-siclecl stuclio itclrnittecl sunli-uht frorn
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variety of clirections.
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"ln conjuring you work under the
attentive gaze of the public, who
never fai! to spot a susptctous
movement. You are alone, their eyes
never leave you. Failure would not be
tolerated. . . . While in the cinema . .
you can do your confecting quietly,
far from those profane gazes, and
you can do things thirty-six times if
necessary unttl they are right. This
allows you to travel further in the
domain of the marvellous."
.

-

George Melies, magician and filmmaker
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Members of the Brighton School (primarily G. Albert Smith and James Williamson),
as well as others like Cecil Hepworth, shot their films on location or in simple openair studios (as in 12.5). Their innovative films circulated abroad and influenced other
filmmakers. Pioneers in other countries invented or bought equipment and were soon
making their own films of everyday scenes or fantasy transformations.
From about 1904 on, narrative form became the most prominent type of filmmaking in the commercial industry, and the worldwide popularity of cinema continued to grow. French, Italian, and American films dominated world markets.
Later, World War I was to restrict the free flow of films from country to country, and
Hollywood emerged as the dominant industrial force in world film production, contributing to the creation of distinct differences in the formal traits of individual national cinemas.

( 1898r.

The Development of the Classical
Hollywood einema ( 1 908- 1977 )
Edison was determined to exploit the money-making potential of his company's invention. He tried to force competing filmmakers out of business by bringing patent-

violation suits against them. One other company, American Mutoscope &
Biograph, managed to survive by inventing cameras that differed from Edison's
patents. Other firms kept operating while Edison fought them in court. In 1908,
Edison cooperated with Biograph to bring these other companies under control by
forming the Motion Picture Patents Company (MPPC), a group of l0 firms based
primarily in Chicago, New York, and New Jersey. Edison and Biograph were the
only stockholders and patent owners. They licensed other members to make, distribute, and exhibit films.
The MPPC never succeeded in eliminating its competition. NumeroLrs independent companies were established throughout this period. Biograph's most irnportant director from 1908 on, D. W. Griffith, formed his own company in 1913, &S
did other filmmakers. The United States government brought suit against the MPPC

in l9l2; in 1915, it was declared a monopoly.
Around 1910, film companies began to move permanently to California. Some

"The cinema knows so well how to
tell a story that perhaps there is an
impression that it has always known
haw."

-

Andre Gaudreault, film historian

historians claim that the independent companies fled west to avoid the harassment
of the MPPC, but some MPPC companies also made the move. Among the advantages of Hollywood were the climate, which permitted shooting year-round, and the
great variety of terrains-mountains, ocean, desert, city-available for location
shooting. Soon Hollywood and other small towns on the outskirts of Los Angeles
played host to film production.
The demand for films was so great that no single studio could meet it. This was
one of the factors that had led Edison to accept the existence of a group of other companies, although he tried to control them through his licensing procedure. Before
1920, the American industry assumed the structure that would continue for decades:
a few large studios with individual artists under contract and a peripheral group of
small independent producers. In Hollywood, the studios developed a factory systeffi,
with each production under the control of the producer, who usually did not work on
the actual making of the films. Even an independent director such as Buster Keaton,
with his own studio, had a business manager and distributed his films through larger
companies, first Metro and then United Artists.
Gradually, through the 1910s and 1920s, the smaller studios merged to form
the large firms that still exist today. Famous Players joined with Jesse L. Lasky and
then formed a distribution wing, Paramount. By the late 1920s, most of the major
companies-McM (a merger of Metro, Goldwyn, and Mayer), Fox Film Corporation (merged with 20th Century in 1935), Warner Bros., Universal, and Paramsunfhad been created. Though in competition with one another, these studios tended to
cooperate to a degree, reahzing that no one firm could satisfy the market.

The Deuelopment of the Clnssical Hollywood Cinemcl ( 1908-1927)

Within this system of mass-production studios, the American cinema became
definitively oriented toward narrative form. Early films had consisted primarily of
tableaux or vaudeville skits (12.5). One of Edison's directors, Edwin S. Porter,
made some of the first films to use principles of narrative continuity and development. Among these was The Life of an American Fireman (1903), which showed
the race of the firefighters to rescue a mother and a child from a burning house. Although this film used several important classical narrative elements (a fireman's
premonition of the disaster, a series of shots of the horse-drawn engine racing to
the house), it still had not worked out the logic of temporal relations in cutting.
Thus we see the rescue of a mother and her child twice, from both inside and outside the house. Porter had not reahzed the possibility of intercutting the two locales within the action or matching on action to convey narrative information to
the audience.
In 1903, Porter made The Great Train Robbery, in some ways a prototype for
the classical American film. Here the action develops with a clear linearity of time,
space, and logic. We follow each stage of the robbery (12.6), the pursuit, and the final defeat of the robbers. In 1905, Porter also created a simple parallel narrative in
The Kleptontaniac, contrasting the fates of a rich woman and a starving woman
who are both caught stealing.
British filmmakers were working along similar lines. Indeed, many historians
now believe that Porter derived some of his editing techniques from films such as
James Williamson's Fire! (1901) and G. A. Smith's Mary Jane's Mishap (1903).
The most famous British film of this era was Lewin Fitzhamon's 1905 film Rescued
by Rover (produced by a major British firm, Cecil Hepworth), which treated a kidnapping in a linear fashion similar to that of The Great Train Robbery. After the kidnapping, we see each stage of Rover's journey to find the child, his return to fetch

the child's father, and their retracing of the route to the kidnapper's lair. All the
shots along the route maintain consistent screen direction, so that the geography of
the action is completely intelligible (12.7 r 12.8).
In 1908, D. W. Griffith began his directing career. Over the next five years, he
would make hundreds of one- and two-reelers (running about 15 and 30 minutes,
respectively). These films created relatively complex narratives in short spans. Griffith certainly didn't invent all the devices with which he has been credited, but he
did give many techniques strong narrative motivation. For example, a few other
filmmakers had used simple last-minute rescues with crosscutting between the rescuers and victims, but Griffith developed and popularized this technique
(6. 103-6. 106). By the time he made The Birth of a I,{ation (1915) and Intolerance
(1916), Griffith was creating lengthy sequences by cutting among several different locales. During the early teens, he also directed his actors in an unusual way, concentrating on subtle changes in facial expression (4.32). To catch such nuances, he set up
his camera closer than did many of his contemporaries, framing his actors in medium
long shot or medium shot. Griffith's films were widely influential. In addition, his dynamic, rapid editing in the final chase scenes of Intolerance was to have a considerable impact on the Soviet Montage style of the 1920s.
The refinement of narratively motivated cutting occurs in the work of a number of important filmmakers of the period. One of these was Thomas H. Ince, a producer and director responsible for many films between 1910 and the end of World
War I. He devised a unit system, whereby a single producer could oversee the making of several films at once. He also called for tight narratives, with no digressions
or loose ends. Civilization (1915) and The ltalian (1915) are good examples of
films directed or supervised by Ince. He also supervised the popular Westerns of
William S. Hart (p. 328), who directed many of his own films.
Another prolific filmmaker of this period (and later years as well) was Cecil B.
De Mille. Not yet engaged in the creation of historical epics, De Mille made a series of feature-length drarnas and comedies. His The Cheat (1915) reflects impor-

tant changes occurring in the studio style between

l9l4 and I9l7 . During

that

12.6
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The robbers in the telegraph office

in The Great Train Robbeni preparing to
board the train seen through the window.

12.7

In Resc uecl by Rover, the heroic
dog leads his rnaster along a street from
the right rear moving toward the left
foreground . .
.

. . and the pair is movin-e t)'om
right to left as they reach their destination.

12.8
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period, the glass-roofed studios of the earlier period began to give way to studios
dependent on artificial lighting rather than mixed daylight and electric lightin g. The
Cheat used spectacular effects of chiaroscLlro, with only one or two bright sources
of light and no fill light. According to legend, De Mille justified this effect to nervous exhibitors as Rentbrondt lighting. This so-called Rembrandt, or north, lighting was to become part of the classical repertoire of lighting techniques . The Cheat
also greatly impressed the French Impressionist filmmakers, who occasionally used

similar stark lighting effects.
Like many Americeln films of the teens,The Cheat also Llses a linear pattern of
narrative. The first scene (12.9) introduces the hard lighting but also quickly estab-

"That evening I tried to increase my
knowledgn of motion-picture
technique by going to the movies. I
sat with a stop watch and notebook
and tried to estimate the number of
cuts or scenes in a thousand-foot
reel, the length of individual scenes,
the distance of the subject from the
camera, and various other technical
deta ils."

-

King Vidor, director, recalling the night before
he began directing his first film, c.1912

12.9

The opening scene of The Cheut
introduces the branding motif . .

lishes the Japanese businessman as a ruthless collector of objects; we see him burning his brand onto a small statue. The initial action motivates a later scene in which
the businessman brands the heroine, who has fallen into his power by borrowing
money from him (12.10). The Cheat was evidence of the growing formal complexity of the Hollywood film.
The period 1909-19Il saw the development of the basic continuity principles.
Eyeline matches occLlr with increasing frequency from l9l0 on. The match on action developed at about the same time and was in common use by 1916. It appears
in such Douglas Fairbanks films as The Americcn'to (1916) and Wild ancl Wooll,v
(1917).Shot/reverse shot was used only occasionally between l9l I and 1915. but
it became widespread by 1916-1911; instances occur in such films as De Mille's
The Cheat (l9l 5), Hart's Western The Narrow Trail (1917), and Griffith's A Romance of Happy Vallet' ( l9l9). During this period, films rarely violated the axis-ofaction rule in using these techniques.
By the 1920s, the continuity system had become a standardized style that directors in the Hollywood studios used almost automatically to create coherent spatial and temporal relations within narratives. A match on action could provide a cut
to a closer view in a scene (12.11, 12.12). A three-way conversation around a table
would no longer be handled in a single frontal shot. Note the clear spatial relations
in12.13-12.17,, shots from Are Parents People? (Malcolm St. Clair, 1925). At the
time, screen direction was usually respected, as in this case. When an awkward
match might have resulted from the joining of two shots, the filmmakers could
cover it by inserting a dialogue title.
Keaton's Our Hospitalitv (1923),, which we examined in Chapter 4, provides

another example of a classical narrative. Keaton's mastery of classical form and
style are evident in the carefully motivated recurrences of the various narrative elements and in the straightforward causal development from the death of Willie
McKay's father in the feud to Willie's final resolution of the feud.
By the end of the silent era, in the late 1920s, the classical Hollywood cinema
had developed into a sophisticated movement, but the Hollywood product was remarkably standardized. All of the major studios used the same production system,

.

12.10
villain

. . . that returns later when the

brurnds the heroine.

l2.ll

In Fred Niblo s The Three
a long shot of the

Musketeers (1921 ),
group leads to . . .

1212

. . . a cut-in to the central
by Douglas Fairbanks.

charracter. played

() erman Expressiotrlstn ( 19 I 9-l 9 26)

12.13 In an estahlishing

shot fl'orl A rz
Porertts People./ the claughter sits clown at
the tublc'.

1214

In the medium shot she looks
letiwarcl toward her father . . .
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12.15

. . . who looks rightward at her in
the reverse shot.

with a similar division of labor at each. Independent production was less important.
Some independent firms ffrade low-budget films, often Westerns, for small and rural
theaters. Even powerful Hollywood stars and producers had trouble remaining independent. Keaton -9&ve up his small studio in 1928 to go to MGM under contract;
there his career declined, partly becaLrse of the incompatibility of his old working
methods with the ri-qid production patterns of the huge studio. Griffith, Mary Pickford, Fairbanks, and Charles Chaplin were better off. Forming a distributing corporation of their own, United Artists, in 1919, they were able to continue independent
production at smarll cornpanies under their umbrella corporation, though Griffith's
company soon failed, and the careers of Fairbanks and Pickford declined soon after
the introduction of sound.
There were alternative kinds of films being made during the silent era-most of
thern in other coulrtries. After examining these alternative movements, we'll returrn
to consider the classical Hollywood cinema atier the coming of sound.

German E*pressionism

( 19

1216

The dau-ehter then turns to look to
the right art her mother . . .

19-1976)

At the start of World War I, the output of the German film industry was relatively
small, though sonre impressive pictures had been made there. Germany's 2000
movie theaters were playing mostly French, American, Italian, and Danish films.
Although America and France banned German films from their screens immediately, Germany was not even in a solid enough position to ban French and American films, for then the theaters would have had little to show.
To combat imported competition, &S well as to create its own propaganda films,
the German government began to support the film industry. In 1916, film imports
were banned except from neutral Denmark. Production increased rapidly; from a
dozen small companies in l9l l , the number grew to l3 l by 191 8. Br"rt government
policy encoLrraged these companies to band together into cartels.
The war was unpopular with many in Germany, and rebellious tendencies increased afier the success of the Russian Revolution in l9ll. Widespread strikes and
antiwar petitions were organized during the winter of 1916-19ll. To promote
pro-wilr fiIffiS, the government,, the Deutsche Bank, and large industrial concerns
combined several small film firms to create the large company UFA (short for Universum Film Aktiengesellschafi) in late 1917. Backed by these essentially conservative interests, UFA was a move toward control of not only the German market but
the postwar international market as well.
With this huge financial backing, UFA was able to gather slrperb technicians
and build the best-equipped studios in Europe. These studios later attracted forei..qn
filmmakers, including the young Alfred Hitchcock. During the 1920s, Germany
coproduced many films with companies in other countries,, thus helping to spread
German stylistic influence abroad.

12.17

. . . who also returns her -uaze in
feverse shot.
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In late I9I8, with the end of the war, the need for overt militarist propaganda
disappeared. Although mainstream dramas and comedies continued to be made, the

12.18

Maclante Dubct'r\'.' a crowd scene

in the Tribunal of the French Revolurtion.

"Everything is composition; any image
whatsoever could be stopped on the
screen and would be a marvellously
balanced painting of forms and lights.
Also, it is one of the films which
leaves in our memories the clearest
vtstons-prectse and of a slightly
static beauty. But even more than
painting, it is animated architecture."

-

Franqois Berge, French critic, on Fritz Langi
The Nibelungen

1219

The heroine's flarnboyantly
Expressionistic bedroom in Robert Wiene's
Genuine. As she leans backwards, she
blends with the curved, spiky shapes
behind her.

German film industry concentrated on three genres. One was the internationally
popular adventure serial, featuring spy rings, clever detectives, or exotic settings.
Another was a brief sex exploitation cycle, which dealt "educationally" with such
topics as homosexuality and prostitution. Also, UFA set out to copy the popular
Italian historical epics of the prewar period.
This last type of film proved financially successful. In spite of continued bans
on and prejudice against German films in America, England, and France, UFA finally was able to break into the international market. In September 1919, Ernst Lubitsch's Macletne Dubarry, an epic of the French Revolution (12.18), inaugurated
the magnificent UFA Palast theater in Berlin. This film helped reopen the world
film market to Germany. Released as Pas sion in the United States, this film was extremely popular. It was not enthusiastically received in France, where its premiere
was considerably delayed by charges that it was anti-French propaganda. But it did
well in most markets, and other Lubitsch historical films were soon exported. In
1923, he became the first German director to be hired by Hollywood.
Some small companies briefly remained independent. Among these was Erich
Pommer's Decla (later Decla-Bioscop). In 1919, the firm undertook to prodlrce an
unconventional script by two unknowns, Carl Mayer and Hans Janowitz. These
young writers wanted the film to be made in an unusually stylized way. The three
designers assigned to the film-Hermann Warm, Walter Reimann, and Walter
Rohrig-suggested that it be done in an Expressionist style. As an avant-garde
movement, Expressionism had first been important in painting (starting about
1910) and had been quickly taken up in theater, then in literature and architecture.
Now company officials consented to try it in the cinema, apparently believing that
this might be a selling point in the international market.
This belief was vindicated when the inexpensive film The Cabinet of Dr Caligari (1920) created a sensation in Berlin and then in the [Jnited States, France, and
other countries. Because of its success, other films in the Expressionist style soon
followed. The result was a stylistic movement in cinema that lasted several years.
The success of Caligari and other Expressionist films kept Germany's avantgarde directors largely within the industry. A few experimental filmmakers made
abstract films, like Viking Eggeling's Diagonal-svrnphonie (1923), or Dada films
influenced by the international art movement, like Hans Richter's Ghosts Before
Breakfasl ( 1928). Big firms such as UFA (which absorbed Decla-Bioscop in l92l),
as well as smaller companies, invested in Expressionist films because these films
could compete with those of America. Indeed, by the mi d-I920s, the most prominent German films were widely regarded as among the best in the world.
The first film of the movement, Caligari, is also one of the most typical examples. One of its designers, Warm, claimed, "The film image must become graphic
art." Caligari, with its extreme stylization, was indeed like a moving Expressionist
painting or woodcut print. In contrast to French Impressionism, which bases its
style primarily on cinematography and editing, German Expressionism depends
heavily on mise-en-scene. Shapes are distorted and exaggerated unrealistically for
expressive purposes (4.2). Actors often wear heavy makeup and move in jerky or
slow, sinuous patterns. Most important, all of the elements of the mise-en-scene interact graphically to create an overall composition. Characters do not simply exist
within a setting but rather form visual elements that merge with the setting (12.19).
We have already seen an example of this in 4.103, where the character Cesare collapses in a stylized forest, his body and outstretched arms echoing the shapes of the
trees' trunks and branches.
In Caligari, the Expressionist stylization functions to convey the distorted
viewpoint of a madman. We see the world as the hero does. This narrative function
of the settings becomes explicit at one point, when the hero enters an asylum in his
pursuit of Caligari. As he pauses to look around, he stands at the center of a pattern

G

erman Expre.ssi onism

of radiating black-and-white lines that run across the floor and up the walls (12.20).
The world of the film is literally a projection of the hero's vision.
Later, as Expressionism became an accepted style, filmmakers didn't motivate
Expressionist style as the narrative point of view of mad characters. Instead, Expressionism often functioned to create stylized situations for fantasy and horror stories (as withWaxworks, 1924,, and l{osferatu, 1922; see 9.15) or historical epics (as
with The l,,libelungen, 1923-1924). Expressionist films depended greatly on their
designers. In the German studios, a film's designer received a relatively high salary
and was often mentioned prominently in the advertisements.
A combination of circumstances led to the disappearance of the movement.
The rampant inflation of the early 1920s in Germany actually favored Expressionist filmmaking, partly by making it easy for German exporters to sell their films
cheaply abroad. Inflation discouraged imports. however, for the tumbling exchange
rate of the mark made foreign purchases prohibitively expensive. But in 1924, the
U.S. Dawes Plan helped to stabrhze the German economy, and foreign films came
in more frequently, offering a degree of competition unknown in Germany for
nearly a decade. Expressionist film budgets, however, were climbing. The last major films of the movement, F. W. Murnau's Faust (1926) and Frrtz Lang's Metropo/is ( l92l), were costly epics that helped drive UFA deeper into financial difficulty,
leading Erich Pommer to quit and try his luck briefly in America (12.21). Other personnel were lured away to Hollywood as well. Murnau left after finishing Fausr, his
last German film. Major actors (such as Conrad Veidt and Emil Jannings) and cinematographers (such as Karl Freund) went to Hollywood as well. Lang stayed on,
but after the criticisms of Metropolis's extravagance on its release, he formed his
own production company and turned to other styles in his later German films. At
the beginning of the Nazi regime in 1933, he too left the country.
Trying to counter the stiffer competition from imported Hollywood films after
1924, the Germans also began to imitate theAmerican product. The resulting films,
though sometimes impressive, diluted the unique qualities of the Expressionist
style. Thus, by 1921, Expressionism as a movement had died out. But as Georges
Sadoul has pointed out, an expressionist (spelled with a small "e" to distinguish it
from the Expressionist movement proper) tendency lingered on in many of the
German films of the late 1920s and even into such 1930s films as Lang's M (1930;
see 12.22) and Testantent of Dr Mabuse (1932). And because so many of the
German filmmakers came to the United States, Hollywood films also displayed

12.21 Metropolis contained many large, Expressionistic
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The insane asyh-rm set of The
Cabinet of Dr. Coligari.

including this garden, with pillars that appear to be made of

In M, reflections and a display of knives in a shop
window create a semi-abstract composition that mirrors the

melting clay.

murderer's obsession.
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expressionist tendencies. Horror films, such as Son rlf' Fntnkertsteirt ( 1939), and
films noirs have strong expressionist touches in their settings and li_ehtin._e. Although the German movement lasted only about seven years, expressionisrn has
never entirely died out as a trend in filnr style.

French I-pressionism and
Surrealism ( 1 9 1 B- 1930)
Durin-g the silent era, a number of film movements in Frernce posed rnajor alternatives to classical Hollywood narrative forrn. Sorne of these alternatives-abstract
cinema, Dada filmrnaking-are not specifically French aurd constituted insteard a
part of the growing international avant-..9arde. But two alternatives to the Americetn
mode remained quite localized. Impressionisrn was an ervant-garde style that operated largely within the film indr-rstry. Most of the lrnpressionist filrnnrakers statrted
or-tt working for rnajor French companies, and solne of their atvant--garde works
proved financially sllccessful. In the mid-1920s, rnost fonned their own independent companies but remained within the rnerinstream collrnercial industry by renting studio facilities and releasing their films through established finns. The other'
alternative movement, Surrealism, lay lar-gely outside the filrn industry. Allied lvith
the Surrealist movement in other arts, these filmmakers relied on their own nrealts
and private patronage. France in the 1920s offers ar strikin.-9 instance of how different film movements nrary coexist at the sanre tinre arnd place.

Impressionism
World War I struck a serious blow to the French film irtdustry. Persor-urel were conscripted, nlelny filrn studios were shified to werrtirne Llses, and rnuch export wils
halted. Yet the two major firnls,, Path6 Frdres and L6on Gauntont. also controlled
circuits of theaters. They needed to frll vacant screens, ernd so in 1915, Anterican
filrns began increasin.-gly to flood into France. Represented by Pearl White. Dou-9lars
Fairbanks, Chaplin and Ince films, De Mille's Tlte Cheut, arnd Williarr-r S. Hart (af'fectionately narned "Rio Jitn" by the French)., the Hollywood cinenra dominated the
market by the end of 1917. After the war, French filnrmerking never fully recovered:
In the 1920s, French audiences saw eight tinres rnore Hollywood foota._ee theur domestic footage. The film indr"rstry tried in several ways to recapture the market,
mostly throurgh irnitation of Hollywood production rnethods and genres. Artistically, however,, the most significant move was the firms'encoLrragetlent of yolln-qer
French directors: Abel Gance, Louis Delluc, Gernraine Dulac, Marcel L'Herbier,
and Jean Epstein.
These directors differed frorn their predecessors. The previor-rs -qenerartion had
regatrded filrnmaking its a cornrnercial crafi, but the yoLrn-qer lilnrmakers wrote essays proclaimin-g cinenra wels an errt comparable to poetry,painting., ernd music.
Cinerna should, they said, be purely itself and should not borrow fl'onr the theerter
or literature. Ilnpressed by the velve and ener..qy of the Arnericzu-l cinetna, the young
theorists cornpared Chaplin to Nijinsky and the filrns of Rio Jinr to Tlte Song oJ'
RolurrcL Cinemet should, itbove atll., be (like mLrsic) an occasion for the zrrtist to express feelings. Gance, Delluc, Dulac, L'Herbier, Epstein,, and other, lnore
tetngential tnetnbers of the nrovernent sclu-ght to pr"rt this aesthetic into practice as
filrumakers.
Between l9l8 autd 1928. irt a series of extraordinary filrns, the younger directors experirnented with cinernar in ways that posed eul alternative to the donrinant
Hollywood forrnal principles. Given the centrarlity of ertrotion in their eresthetic, it

is no wonder that the intintate psychological narrrative donrinated their filmrnakin..9 practice. The interactions of a few characters, r"rsuarlly a love trian-ule (as in Delluc's L'Ittorrclutiort, 1924; Epstein's Coeur .fitlDle, 1923, and Lu Belle rtivenrui.se,
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1923; and Gance's La DixiDnle svttllthonie, 1918, would serve as the basis for the
filmmaker's exploration of fleeting moods and shifiing sensations.
As in the Hollywood cinema, psychological causes were paramount, but the
school gained the name hnpressionist because of its interest in giving narration
considerable psychological depth, revealing the play of a character's consciousness.
The interest falls not on external physical behavior but on inner action. To a degree
unprecedented in international filmmaking, Impressionist films manipulate plot
time and subjectivity. To depict memories, flashbacks are common; sometimes the
bulk of a film will be one flashback or a series of them. Even more striking is the
films' insistence on registering characters' dreams, fantasies, and mental states. Dulac's The Smiling Mme. Beuclet (1923) consists almost entirely of the main character's fantasy life, her imaginary escape from a dull marriage. Despite its epic length
(over five hours), Gance's La Roue (1922) rests essentially on the erotic relations
antong only four people, and the director seeks to trace the development of each
character's feelings in great detail. Impressionism's emphasis on personal emotion
gives the films' narratives an intensely psychological focus.
The hnpressionist movement earned its name as well for its use of film style.
The filmmakers experimented with ways of rendering mental states by means of
cinematography and editing. In Impressionist films, irises, masks, and superimpositions function as traces of characters'thoughts and feelings (12.23). In La Roue,
the image of Norma is superirnposed over the smoke from a loconrotive, representing the fantasy of the engine driver, who is in love with her.

To intensify the subjectivity, the Impressionists' cinematography and editing
present characters' pelceptual experience, their optical impressions. These fihns use
a .,qreat deal of point-of-view cutting, showing a shot of a character looking at some-

thing, then a shot of that thing, frorn an angle and distance replicating the character's vantage point. When a character in an Impressionist film gets drunk or drzzy,
the fihnmaker renders that experience through distorted or filtered shots or vertiginous carnera rrovements. In 12.24, from L'Herbier's El Doraclo (1920), a man is
drinking in a cabaret.
The Impressionists also experimented with pronounced rhythmic editing to
suggest the pace of an experience as a character feels it, moment by moment. During scenes of violence or emotional turmoil, the rhythm accelelatss-the shots get
shorter and shorter, building to a climax, sorretimes with shots only a few frames
long. In La Roue, a train crash is presented in accelerating shots ranging from 13
frames down to 2, and a man's last thoughts before he falls from a cliff are rendered in a blur of many single-frame shots (the first known use of such rapid editing). In Coeur ficl\le, lovers at a fair ride in whirling swings, and Epstein presents
their giddiness in a series of shots 4 frames, then2 frames, long. Several Impressionist films use a dance to motivate a rnarkedly accelerated cutting rhythm. More
generally, the comparison of cinema to music encouraged the Impressionists to explore rhythmic editing. In such ways, subjective shooting and editing patterns
function within Impressionist films to reinforce the narrative treatment of psycho-

"Another period arrived, that of the
psychological and impressionist film.

It would seem stupid to place a
character in a given situation without
penetrating into the secret realm of
his inner life, and the actor's
performance is explained by the play
of thoughts and of visualized
sensations."

-

Germaine Dulac, director

12,21 ln C)oeur .fitlile, the herclirtc

looks

out a window. arrd a sLrperinrpositiort of
the foul jetsant of the warterfi'ortt cortvcys
her dejection at workitt-u ars a barrttaicl in a
dockside tavertr.

12.24 ln El Dorutlo, a nur.n's tipsirtcss

logical states.
Impressionist form created certain demands on film technology. Gance, the
boldest innovator in this respect, used his epi c lr'lapoldon (1927) as a chance to try
new lenses (even a 27 5mm telephoto), rnultiple frame images (called Polyvision),
and widescreen ratio (the celebrated triptychs; see 5 .63). The most influential Lnpressionist technological innovation was the development of new rneans of frame

mobility. If the camera was to represent a character's eyes, it should be able to move
with the ease of a person. Impressionists strapped their cameras to cars, carousels,
and locomotives. For Gance's I,,lctpol4on, the camera manufacturer Debrie perfected
a handheld model that let the operator move on roller skates. Gance lashed the rna-

chine to wheels, cables, pendulurns, and bobsleds. In L'Argenl (1928), L Herbier
had his camera gliding through huge rooms and even plummeting straight down
toward the crowd from the dome of the Paris stock exchange (12.25).

is

conveyed by nleaus of ar curved urin'or that
stretcltes his body sideways.

12.25 ln L'Argent, the camera

drops

toward the floor tlf the stock exchan..ue irr
an eftort to ctlnvey the traders's frenzied
exc rte nrent.
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Such formal, stylistic, and technological innovations had given French filmmakers the hope that their fllms could win the popularity granted to Hollywood's
product. During the 1920s, the Impressionists operated somewhat independently;
they formed their own production companies and leased studio facilities from Path6
and Gaumont in exchange for distribution rights. Some Impressionist films did prove
moderately popular with French audiences. But by 1929, most foreign audiences

had not taken to Impressionism; its experimentation was attuned to elite tastes.
Moreover, although production costs were rising, Impressionists such as Gance and
L'Herbier became even more free-spending. As a result, filmmakers' companies either went out of business or were absorbed by the big firms. Two behemoth productions of the decade, Napol4on and L'Argent, failed and were reedited by the
producers; they were among the last Impressionist films released. With the arrival
of the sound film, the French film industry tightened its belt and had no money to

risk on experiments.
Impressionism as a distinct movement may be said to have ceased by 1929. But
the influences of Impressionist form-the psychological narrative, subjective camera work, and editing-were more long-lived. They continued to operate, for example, in the work of Alfred Hitchcock and Maya Deren, in Hollywood montage
sequences, and in certain American genres and styles (the horror film, film noir).

Surrealism
Whereas the French Impressionist filmmakers worked within the commercial film
industry, the Surrealist filmmakers relied on private patronage and screened their
work in small artists' gatherings. Such isolation is hardly surprising, since Surreal-

ist cinema was a more radical movement, producing films that perplexed

and

shocked most audiences.
Surrealist cinema was directly linked to Surrealism in literature and painting.
According to its spokesperson, Andr6 Breton, "Surrealism [was] based on the belief in the superior reality of certain forms of association, heretofore neglected, in

the omnipotence of dreams, in the undirected play of thought." Influenced by
Freudian psychology, Surrealist art sought to register the hidden currents of the unconscious, "in the absence of any control exercised by reason, and beyond any aes-

12.26

The Sectshell ancl the Cler'gvntotl:
the clergyman's distorted view of a

threatening military officer, inexplicably
dressed in baby's clothes.

thetic and moral preoccupation."
Automatic writing and painting, the search for bizarre or evocative imagery, the
deliberate avoidance of rationally explicable form or style-these became features
of Surrealism as it developed in the period 1924-1929. From the start, the Surrealists were attracted to the cinema, especially admiring films that presented untamed
desire or the fantastic and marvelous (for example, slapstick comedies, Nosferatu,
and serials about mysterious supercriminals). In due time, painters such as Man
Ray and Salvador Dalf and writers such as Antonin Artaud began dabbling in cinema, while the young Spaniard Luis Bufluel, drawn to Surrealism, became its most
famous filmmaker.
Surrealist cinema is overtly anti-narrative, attacking causality itself. If rationalis
ity to be fought, causal connections among events must be dissolved, as in The
Seashell and the Clerg)tman (1928; scripted by Artaud, filmed by the Impressionist
Germaine Dulac; see (12.26). In Dalf and Bufruel's Un Chien andalou (An Anclalusian Dog, 1928) the hero drags two pianos, stuffed with dead donkeys, across a parlor. In Bufluel's L'Age cl'or (1930), a woman begins obsessively sucking the toes of
a statue.

12.27 The shocking eye-slitting
Urt cltien artclalou.

scene in

Many Surrealist films tease us to find a narrative logic that is simply absent.
Causality is as evasive as in a dream. Instead, we find events juxtaposed for their
disturbing effect. The hero gratuitously shoots a child (L'Age d'or), a woman closes
her eyes only to reveal eyes painted on her eyelids (Ray's Emak Bakia, 1927),
and-most famous of all-a man strops a razor and deliberately slits the eyeball of
an unprotesting woman (Un Chien andalou, 12.27). An Impressionist film would

Souier Montage ( 1924-1930)
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motivate such events as a character's dreams or hallucinations, but in these films,
character psychology is all but nonexistent. Sexual desire and ecstasy, violence,
blasphemy, and brzarre humor furnish events that Surrealist film form employs with
a disregard for conventional narrative principles. The hope was that the free form
of the film would arouse the deepest impulses of the viewer. Bufluel called Un
Chien andalobt "a passionate call to murder."
The style of Surrealist cinema is eclectic. Mise-en-scene is often influenced by
Surrealist painting. The ants in Un Chien andalou come from Dali's pictures; the
pillars and city squares of The Seashell and the Clergyman hark back to the Italian
painter Giorgio de Chirico. Surrealist editing is an amalgam of some Impressionist
devices (many dissolves and superimpositions) and some devices of the dominant
cinema. The shocking eyeball slitting at the start of Un Chien andalou relies on
some principles of continuity editing (and indeed on the Kuleshov effect). However,
discontinuous editing is also commonly used to fracture any organi zed temporalspatial coherence. In Un Chien andalou, the heroine locks the man out of a room
only to turn to find him inexplicably behind her. On the whole, Surrealist film style
refused to canonize any particular devices, since that would order and rationalize
what had to be an "undirected play of thought."
The fortunes of Surrealist cinema shifted with changes in the art movement as
a whole. By late 1929, when Breton joined the Communist Party, Surrealists were
embroiled in internal dissension about whether communism was a political equivalent of Surrealism. Bufluel left France for a brief stay in Hollywood and then returned to Spain. The chief patron of Surrealist filmmaking, the Vicomte de Noailles,
supported Jean Vigo's Zdro de Conduite (1933), a film of Surrealist ambitions, but
then stopped sponsoring the avant-garde. Thus, as a unified movement, French Surrealism was no longer viable after 1930. Individual Surrealists continued to work,
however. The most famous was Bufluel, who continued to work in his own brand
of the Surrealist style for 50 years. His later films, such as Belle de Jour (1967) and
The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie (1972), continue the Surrealist tradition.

Soviet Montage (1974-1930)
Following the Russian Revolution in October 1917, the new Soviet government
faced the difficult task of controlling all sectors of life. Like other industries, the
film production and distribution systems took years to build up a substantial output
that could serve the aims of the new government.
During World War I, there were a number of private production companies operating in Moscow and Petersburg. With most imports cut off, these companies did
quite well making films for the domestic market. The most distinctive Russian films
made during the mid- 1910s were slow-paced melodramas that concentrated on
bravura performances by actors playing characters caught in extremely emotional
situations. Such films showcased the talents of Ivan Mozhukin and other popular
stars (12.28) and were aimed mainly at the large Russian audience, seldom being
seen abroad.
These film companies resisted the move made directly after the Revolution to nationalize all private property. They simply refused to supply films to theaters operating
under the control of the government. In July 1918, the government's film subsection
of the State Commission of Education put strict controls on the existing supplies of raw
film stock. As a result, producers began hoarding their stock; the largest firms took all

the equipment they could and fled to other countries. Some companies made films
cornmissioned by the government, while hoping that the Reds would lose the Civil
War and that things would return to pre-Revolutionary conditions.
In the face of shortages of equipment and difficult living conditions, a few
young filmmakers made tentative moves that would result in the development of a
national cinema movement.DzigaVertov began working on documentary footage of
the war; at age 20,he was placed in charge of all newsreels. Lev Kuleshov, teaching

12.28

In Yakov Protazanov's 1916 The
Queen of Spades, the garnbling addicted
hero, played by Mozhukin, imagines

himself winning at cards, with his vision
superimposed at the right.
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in the newly for"rnded State School on Cinema Art, perfomred a series of experitnents
by editing footage from different sources into ar whole that creates an inrpression of
continuity. Kr-rleshov was perhaps the most conservative of the yoLutg Soviet filmnrakers, since he was basically trying to systematize principles of editing sinrilar to
the continuity practices of the classical Hollywood cinenra (pp. 227-228). Thus,
even before they were able to make films, Kuleshov arnd his young pupils were
working at the frrst filrn school in the world and writing theoretical essays oll the
new art form. This grounding in theory wollld be the basis of the Montage style.
In 1920, Sergei Eisenstein worked briefly in a train cerrying propagandar to the
troops in the Civil War. He returned that year to Moscow to stage plays in a workers'theater. In May 1920,, Vsevolod Pudovkin nrade his actin-e debut in a play presented by Kuleshov's State Film School. He had been inspired to -qo into
filrnrnaking by seein..e Griffith's Intolercut('e, which was first shown widely in Russia in 1919. American filrr-rs,, particularly those of D. W. Griffith, Douglas Fairbanks, and Mary Picktord, which kept circr"rlating to fill the void lefi by the low
output of new Soviet productions, were a trernendous inflLrence on the filnmrarkers
of the emerging Soviet movernent.
None of the inrportant filmnrarkers of the Montage style was a veteratn of the
pre-Revolutionary indr-rstry. All carne from other fields (for exanrple' Eisertsteirr
fronr engineering and Pudovkin tl'om chemistry) and disc<lvered the cinenra in the
midst of the Revolution's ferrnent. The Czartst-era filmnrakers who renrained active
in the USSR in the 1920s tended to stick to older traditions. One popLrlar director
of the Czanst period, Yakov Protazanov, went abroard briefly affer the Revolutiott
but returned to contirtue rnarking filnrs whose style arnd forrn owed alntclst rtotltirt-u
to the theory and practice of the new filntrtrakers.
Protazanov's return coincided with a general loosening of gt-rvenunent restrictions on priverte enterprise. ln l92l , the country was facing trenrendoLls problert-ts'
including a widespread fanrine. In order to facilitate the production nnd distributicln
of goods, Lenin instituted the New Econonric Poli.y (NEP), which for several years
permitted private managenrent of business. lror film, the NEP rneant er sudden reerppearance of filrn stock and equipnrent belonging to the producers who had not ernigrated. Slowly, Soviet production began to grow as privatte firnrs rtritde nrore filnts.
The governnrent attempted, with little success, to control the filnr industry by creating a central distribution corr-lpany, Goskino, in 1922.
"Of all the arts, for us the cinema is the nrost important," Lenin stated in 1922.
Since Lenin saw filrn as a powerful tool tor education,, the first filnrs encouraged by

12.29

The Ertrootdinury Adt,entures

of

Mr. West irt tlte Ltutcl o.f'the Bolshet'ift.r.' a
of thieves terrifies the naive American,
-qan-q
Mr. West. by presentin-e him with clichdd
caricertures of fierce Soviet revolutionaries.

"Everyone who has had in his hands a
piece of film to be edited knows by
experience how neutral it remains,
even though a part of a planned

until it is joined with
another piece, when it suddenly
acquires and conveys a sharper and
quite different meaning than that
planned for it at the time of filming."
sequence,

-

Sergei Eisenstein, director

the government were documentaries and newsreels such ars Vertclv's newsreel series
Kino-Provdo, which began in May 1922. Fictional frlrtrs were arlso being rtrade frortr
19lJ on, but it was not until 1923 that a Geor-giern feature,, Red lrnlts, becarne the
first Soviet film to compete sLlccessfully with the foreign films predorninant on Soviet screens. (And not until 1921 did the Soviet industry's income from its own
fihns top that of the films it irnported.)

in 1924, with
presenting
fiorn
Filrn
The
Ertruortlirtury
AtlvertKuleshov's class
the State
School
(12.29).This
Lancl
filnr,
tf'the Bolsheviks
along
tures oJ'Mr. West in the
delightful
with Kuleshov's next fihn, The Deuth Rrr.\, (1925)., showed that Soviet directors
could apply Montage principles and come up with anrusing satil'es or exciting adventures as entertaining as the Hollywood prodr-rct.
Eisenstein's first feature, Strike, was released early in 1925 and initiated the
movement proper. His second , Poternkin, prerniered later in 1925, was successful
abroad and drew the attention of other countries to the new rnovernent. Irr the next
few years, Eisensteiu, Pudovkin, Vertov, and the Ukrainian Alexander Dovzhenko
created a series of films that are classics of the Montage style.
ln their writings and films, these directors charnpioned the powers of editing.
Until the late 19l0s, most Russian fiction filrns had based their scenes around
lengthy, fairly distant shots that captured the actors'perfonnnnces. Analytical editThe Soviet Montage style displayed tentative beginnings

Scrt'iet Mrlrrrcrge ( 19

24-l
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ing was rare. But fihns from Hollywood and from the French Impressionist filmmakers told their stories through fast cutting, including frequent close framings. Inspired by these irnports, the young Soviet directors declared that a film's power arose
from the combination of shots. Montage seemed to be the way forward for modern
clnema.

Not all of the young theoreticians

a..ereed

on exactly what the Montage ap-

proach to editing should be. Pudovkin, for example, believed that shots were like
bricks, to be joined together to build a sequence. Eisenstein disagreed, saying that
the maximum effect would be gained if the shots did not fit together perfectly, if
they created a jolt for the spectator. Many filmmakers in the montage movement
followed this approach (12.30). Eisenstein also favored juxtaposing shots in order
to create a concept, as we harve already seen with his use of conceptual editing in
Oc'tober (pp.257-260). Vertov disagreed with both theorists, favoring a cinema-eye
approach to recording and shaping documentary reality (pp. 410_41 3).
Pr"rdovkin's S/ornr ovet'Asict makes Llse of conceptual editing sirnilar to that of
Eisenstei n's October. Shots of a military officer and his wife being dressed in their
accessories are intercut with shots of the preparation at the temple (12.31-12.34).
Pudovkin's parrallel montage points up the absr-rrdity of both rituals.
The Monta..gists' approach to narrative form set them apart frorn the cinemas of
other countries. Soviet narrative films tended to downplay character psychology as a
cause; instead, social forces provided the rnajor causes. Characters were interesting
for the way these social caLrses af1ected their lives. As a result, filrns of the Soviet
Monta..qe movenrent did not always have a single protagonist. Social groups could
form a collective hero, as in several of Eisenstein's filrns. In keeping with this downplayirt-e of individual personalities, Soviet filmmakers often avoided well-known actors. preferrirt-g to cast parts by searching out nonactors. This practice was called
typage. sirtce the filnrmakers would often choose an individual whose appearance
seemed at once to convey the type of character he or she was to play. Except for the
hero, Pr-rdovkin used nonactors to play all of the Mongols in Stonn over Asiu.
By the end of the 1920s, earch of the rnajor directors of this llrovellrent had
made about four important filrtrs. The decline of the nrovernent was not caused prirnarily by industrial and econort-tic factors as in Gennany and France. hrstead, the
governnrent strongly discoLrraged the use of the Montage style. By the late 1920s,
Vertov, Eisenstein, and Dovzhenko were being criticized for their excessively formal and esoteric approaches. In 1929,, Eisenstein went to Hollywood to study the
new technique of sound; by the tinre he returned in 1932,the attiturde of the filrtr industry had changed. While he was away, a few filrnnrakers carried their Montage
experiments into sound cinema in the early 1930s. But the Soviet authorities, under
Stalin's direction, encoLlraged fihnmakers to create simple filrns that would be readiiy understandable to all audiences. Stylistic experimentation or nonrealistic subject
matter was ofien criticized or censored.
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This trend culminated in 1934, when the government instituted a new artistic
policy called Socialist Realism. This policy dictated that all artworks must depict
revolutionary development while being firmly grounded in realism. The great Soviet directors continued to make films, occasionally masterpieces, but the Montage
experiments of the 1920s had to be discarded or modified. Eisenstein managed to
continue his work on Montage but occasionally incurred the wrath of the authorities up until his death in 1948. As a movement, the Soviet Montage style can be said
tohaveendedby l933,withthereleaseof suchfilmsasVertov's Enthusiasm(193 1)
and Pudovkin's Deserter ( 1933).

The Classical Hollywood Cinema
After the Coming of Sound

12.35 An early

projector with a turntable

(lower center) attached.

The introduction of sound technology came about through the efforts of Hollywood
firms to widen their power. During the mid-1920s, Warner Bros. was expanding its
facilities and holdings. One of these expansions was the investment in a sound system using records in synchronization with film images (12.35).
By releasing Don Juan (1926) with orchestral accompaniment and sound effects on disc, along with a series of vaudeville shorts with singing and talking,
Warner Bros. began to popularize the idea of sound films. In l92l , The Ja:: Singer
(a part-talkie with some scenes accompanied only by music) was a tremendous success, and the Warner Bros. investment began to pay off.
The success of Don Juan, The Jazz Singea and the shorts convinced other stu-

dios that sound contributed to profitable filmmaking. Unlike the early period of
filmmaking and the Motion Picture Patents Company, there was now no fierce competition within the industry. Instead, firms reahzed that whatever sound system the
studios finally adopted, it would have to be compatible with the projection machinery of any theater. Eventually, a sound-on-film rather than a sound-on-disc system became the standard and continues so to the present. (That is, as we saw in
Chapter 1, the sound track is printed on the strip of film alongside the image.) By

"You know, when talkies

first came in

they were fascinated by sound-they
had frying eggs and they had this and
that-and then people became
infatuated with the movement of the
camera; I believe, the big thing right
now is to move a handheld camera. I
think the director and his
camerawork should not intrude on
the story."

-

George Cukor, director

1930, most theaters in America were wired for sound.
For a few years, sound created a setback for Hollywood film style. The camera
had to be put inside a sound booth so that its motor noise would not be picked up
by the microphone. The components of a dialogue scene in a 1928 MGM film can
be seen rn 12.36. The camera operator can hear only through his earphones, and the
camera cannot move except for short pans to reframe. The bulky microphone, on

the table at the right, also did not move. The actors had to stay within a limited
space if their speech was to register on the track. The result of such restrictions was
a brief period of static films resembling stage plays.
Still, from the very beginning of sound filming, solutions were found for these
problems. Sometimes several cameras, all in soundproof booths, would record the
scene from different angles simultaneously. The resulting footage could be cut together to provide a standard continuity editing pattern in a scene, with all the sound
synchronized. The whole camera booth might be mounted on wheels to create camera movements, or a scene might be shot silent and a sound track added later. Early
sound films such as Rouben Mamoulian's Applause (1929) demonstrate that the
camera soon regained a great flexibility of movement. Later, smaller cases, enclosing only the camera body, replaced the cumbersome booths. These blimps (12.37)
permitted cinematographers to place the camera on movable supports. Similarly,
microphones mounted on booms and hanging over the heads of the actors could
also follow moving action without a loss of recording quality.
Once camera movement and subject movement were restored to sound films,
filmmakers continued to use many of the stylistic characteristics developed in Hollywood during the silent period. Diegetic sound provided a powerful addition to the
system of continuity editing. A line of dialogue could continue over a cut, creating
smooth temporal continuity. (See pp. 270-272.)

The Classical Hollywood Cinemr After the Coming of Sound

12.36 A posed publicity still demonstrated

12.!7

the limitations of early sound filming.

A blimped camera during the early 1930s allowed the camera tripod to be placed on a

rolling dolly.
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Within the overall tradition of continuity style and classical narrative form,
each of the large studios developed a distinctive approach of its own. Thus MGM,
for example, became the prestige studio, with a huge number of stars and technicians under long-term contract. MGM lavished money on settings, costumes, and
special effects, as in The Good Earth (1937 ), with its locust attack, and San Franc'isco (1936), in which the great earthquake is spectacularly re-created. Warner
Bros., in spite of its success with sound, was still a relatively srnall studio and specialrzed in less expensive genre pictures. Its series of gangster films (Little Caesan,
Ptrblic' Enenty) and musicals (42nd Street, Golcl Diggers of 1933, Darnes) were
among the studio's rnost successful products. Even lower on the ladder of prestige
was Universal, which depended on imaginative filmrnaking rather than established
stars or expensive sets in its atmospheric horror films, such as Frctnken,stein ( I 93 I )
and The Old Dark House (1932; 12.38).
One rnajor genre, the musical, became possible only with the introduction of
sound. Indeed, the original intention of the Warners when they began their invest-

ment

in sound equipment was to circulate vaudeville acts on film. The form of

most musicals involved separate numbers inserted into a linear narrative, although
a few revue musicals simply strung together a series of numbers with little or no
connecting narrative. One of the major studios, RKO, made a series of musicals
starring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers: Svvirtg Tinte (George Stevens , 1936) illustrates how a musical can be a classically constructed narrative (see pp. 334-335).
During the 1930s, color film stocks became widely used for the first time. In
the 1920s, a small number of films had Technicolor sequences, but the process was
crude, using only two colors in combination to create all other hues. The result
tended to emphasize greenish-blue and pink tones; it was also too costly to use extensively (12.39). By the early 1930s, however, Technicolor had been improved. It

rlow used three primary colors and thus could reproduce a large ran-qe of hues.
Though still expensive, it was soon proved to add hugely to the appeal of many
filnrs. Afler Beckt, Sharp ( 1935), the first feature-length film to use the new Technicolor, and The Trail o.f tlrc Lonesonrc Pine (1936), studios began using Technicolor extensively. The Technicolor process was used until the early 1970s. (For a
variety of examples of Technicolor, running from the 1940s to the 1960s. see
4.41_/.43,4.J7.4.13 l, 5.5, and 5.41 .)
Technicolor needed a great deal of light on the set, and the light had to favor
certain hues. Thus brighter lights specifically designed for color filmmaking were
introduced. Some cinematographers began to use the new lights for black-andwhite filming. These brighter lights, combined with faster film stocks, made it easier to achieve greater depth of field with more light and a smaller aperture. Many
cinematographers stuck to the standard soft-focus style of the I 920s and 1930s, but

12.19 Uncler a Te.ras
Moon ( 1930): typical twostrip Technicolor, with
mostly orange and green
hues.

12.38

Heavy shadows, spiky shapes, and
eccentric perfbnnances rnixed a rlenacin-u
atrrrosphere with a touch of hurnclr in Tlte

Old Durk Hor,se.

Iutlian

l'J eorealisrn (

1942-195 1)
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others began to experiment. By the late 1930s, there was a definite trend toward a
deep-focus style.
Mervyn Leroy's Anthonv Aclverse (1936), Alfred L. Werker's The Adventures
of' Sherlock Holmes ( 1939), and the Sam Wood-William Cameron Menzies Our
Town ( 1940) all used deep focus to a considerable degree. But it was Citiz,ert Kane
that in l94l brought deep focus strongly to the attention of spectators and film-

makers alike. Welles's compositions placed the foreground figures close to the
caffrera and the background figures deep in the space of the shot (5.39). In some
cases, the apparently deep-focus image was achieved through matte work and rear
projection. Overall, Citiz,ert Kane helped make the tendency toward deep focus a
major part of classical Hollywood style in the next decade. Many films using the
technique soon appeared. Citizen Kane's cinernatographer, Gregg Toland, worked
on sonre of them, such as The Little Fo.res (12.40).
The light necessary for deep focus also tended to lend a hard-edge appearance
to objects. Gauzy eflects were largely elirninated, and much 1940s cinema became
visually quite distinct from that of the 1930s. But the insistence on the clear narrative functioning of all these techniques remained strong. The classical Hollywood
narrative modified itself over the years but did not change radically.

Italian Neorealism (I947-I95

1)

There is no definitive source for the term Neorealisnt, but it first appeared in the
early 1940s in the writings of ltalian critics. From one perspective, the term represented a younger generation's desire to break free of the conventions of ordinary
Italian cinema. Under Mussolini, the motion picture ir-rdustry had created colossal historical epics and sentimental Llpper-class melodramas (nicknamed w,hite-telephone
films), and many critics felt these to be artificial and decadent. A new realism was
needed. Some critics found it in French films of the 1930s, especially works by Jean
Renoir. Other critics turned closer to home to praise films like Luchino Visconti's
Os.sess ione (1942).
Today most historians believe that Neorealist filmmaking was not a cornplete break with Italian cinerna under Mussolini. Pseudo-documentaries such as
Roberto Rossellini's White Ship (1941),, even though propagandistic, prepared the
way for more forthright handling of contemporary events. Other current trends, such
as regional dialect comedy and urban melodrarna, encouraged directors and
scriptwriters to turn toward realism. Overall, spurred by both foreign influences and
indigenous traditions, the postwar period saw several filmmakers beginning to work
with the goal of revealing contemporary social conditions. This trend became
known as the Neorealist movement.
Economic, political, and cultural factors helped Neorealisrn survive. Nearly all
the major Neorealists-Rossellini, Vittorio De Sica, Visconti, and others-carne to
the movement as experienced filrnrnakers. They knew one another, frequently
shared scriptwriters and personnel, and gained public attention in the joumals Cinetna and Bianc'o e Nero. Before 1948, the Neorealist movement had enough friends
in the government to be relatively free of censorship. There was even a correspondence between Neorealisrn and an Italian literary movement of the salne period
modeled on the verisnto of the previous century. The result was an array of Italian

films that gained worldwide recognition: Visconti's La Terra Trenta (l9aT:
Rossellini's Rome Open City (1945), Paisan (1946), and Ge nnurn, Year Zero
(1941); De Sica's Shoeshine (1946) and Bicycle Thieves (l 948).
Neorealism created a somewhat distinctive approach to film style. By 1945, the
fighting had destroyed most of Cinecitth, the large Roman studio complex, so sets
were in short supply and sound equiprnent was rare. As a resLllt, Neorealist rnise-enscene relied on actual locales, and its photographic work tended toward the raw
roughness of documentaries. Rossellini has told of buying bits of negative stock

12.40
The

Williarn Wyler stages in depth in

Little

Fo.res.
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12.41

Shooting in the streets for the
death of Pina in Rome Open Cih,'
Francesco is thrown into a truck by Nazi
soldiers. . .

12.42

. . . Pina breaks through the
guards . .
.

12.41 ...andarough,

bumpy shot taken

from the truck shows her running after it.

from street photographers, so that much of Ronte Open City was shot on film with
varying photographic qualities.
Shooting on the streets and in private buildings made Italian camera operators
adept at cinematography that often avoided the three-point lighting system of Hol-

12.44

One of the magnificent
landscapes in depth in La Terra Trenta.

12.45 In Bicy cle Thieyes,

the hero takes
shelter along with a group of priests
during a rain shower. The incident doesn't
affect the plot and seems as casual as any
moment in daily life.

lywood (4.36). Although Neorealist films often featured famous stage or film actors,
they also made use of nonactors, recruited for their realistic looks or behavior. For
the adult "star" of Bicl,cle Thieves, De Sica chose a factory worker: "The way he
moved, the way he sat down, his gestures with those hands of a working man and
not of an actor . . . everything about him was perfect." The Italian cinema had a long
tradition of dubbing, and the ability to postsynchronrze dialogue permitted the filmmakers to work on location with smaller crews and to move the camera freely. With
a degree of improvisational freedom in the acting and setting went a certain flexibility of framing, well displayed in the death of Pina in Ronte Open City
(12.41-12.43), the final sequence of Germany Year Zero, and La Terrq Trema
(12.44). The tracking shots through the open-air bicycle market in Bicl cle Thieves
illustrate the possibilities that the Neorealist director found in returning to location
filming.
Perhaps even more influential was the Neorealist sense of narrative form. Reacting against the intricately plotted white-telephone dramas, the Neorealists
tended to loosen up narrative relations. The earliest major films of the movement,
such as Ossessione, Rome Open City, and Shoeshine, contain relatively conventionally organized plots (albeit with unhappy endings). But the most formally innovative Neorealist films allow the intrusion of noncausally motivated details
(12.45). Although the causes of characters' actions are usually seen as concretely
economic and political (poverty, unemployment, exploitation), the effects are often
fragmentary and inconclusive. Rossellini's Paisan is frankly episodic, presenting
six anecdotes of life in Italy during the Allied invasion; often we are not told the
outcome of an event, the consequence of a cause.
The ambiguity of Neorealist films is also a product of narration that refuses to
yield an omniscient knowledge of events. The film seems to admit that the totality
of reality is simply unknowable. This is especially evident in the films' endings.
Bicycle Thieves concludes with the worker and his son wandering down the street,

their stolen bicycle still missing, their future uncertain. Although ending with the
defeat of the Sicilian fishermen's revolt against the merchants, La Terra Trerna does
not cancel the possibility that a later revolt will succeed. Neorealism's tendency toward slice-of-life plot construction gave many films of the movement an openended quality quite opposed to the narrative closure of the Hollywood cinema.
As economic and cultural forces had sustained the Neorealist movement, so
they helped bring it to an end. When Italy began to prosper after the war, the government looked askance at films so critical of contemporary society. After 1949,,
censorship and state pressures began to constrain the movement. Large-scale Italian film production began to reappear, and Neorealism no longer had the freedom

The French Neu, Waue (1959-1964)

of the small production company. In addition, the Neorealist directors, now famous,
began to pursue more individualized concerns: Rossellini's investigation of Christian humanism and Western history, De Sica's sentimental romun..r, and Visconti's
examination of upper-class milieus. Most historians date the end of the Neorealist
movement with the public attacks on De Sica's (Jmberto D (195 1). Nevertheless,
Neorealist elements are still quite visible in the early works of Federico Fellini
(1. Vitelloni, 1954, is a good example) and Michelangelo Antonioni (Cronaca cli

Ltn amore, 195 1); both directors had worked on Neorealist films. The movement
exercised a strong influence on individual filmmakers such as Ermanno Olmi and
Satyajit Ray and on groups such as the French New Wave.

"The sentiment

of

fBicycle Thieves]

46r

rs

expressed overtly, The feelings

invoked are a natural consequence of
the themes of the story and the point
of view it is told from, lt is a
politically committed film, fueled by
a quiet but burning passion. But it
never lectures. lt observes rather than
explains."

-

Satly Potter, director, Orlando

The French New \7ave (19 59-1964)
The late 1950s and early 1960s saw the rise of a new generation of filmmakers
around the world. In country after country, there emerged directors born before
World War II but grown to adulthood in the postwar era of reconstruction and rising
prosperity. Japan, Canada, England, Italy, Spain, Brazil, and the United States all
had their new waves or yoLlng cinema groups-some trained in film schools, many
allied with specialized film magazines, most in revolt against their elders in the industry. The most influential of these groups appeared in France.
In the mid- 1950s, a group of young men who wrote for the Paris film journal
Cahiers clu cindnru nlade a habit of attacking the most artistically respected French
filmmakers of the day. "I consider an adaptation of value," wrote Frangois Truffaut,
"only when written by a man of the cinema. Aurenche and Bost
[the leading
scriptwriters of the time] are essentially literary men and I reproach them here for
being contemptuous of the cinema by underestimating it." Addressin g 2l major directors, Jean-Luc Godard asserted, "Your camera movements are ugly becarr. your
subjects are bad, your casts act badly because your dialogue is *orthless; in a word,
you don't know how to create cinema because you no longer even know what it is."
Truffaut and Godard, along with Claude Chabrol, Eric Rohmer, and Jacques Rivette, also praised directors considered somewhat outdated (Jean Renoir, Max
ophuls) or eccentric (Robert Bresson, Jacques Tati).
More important, the young men saw no contradiction in rejecting the French
filmmaking establishment while loving blatantly commercial Hollywood. The
young rebels of Cahiers claimed that in the works of certain directors-certain
auteuts (authors)-artistry existed in the American cinema. An auteur usually did
not literally write scripts but managed nonetheless to stamp his or her p..ronality
on studio products, transcending the constraints of Hollywood's standardized
system. Howard Hawks, Otto Preminger, Samuel Fuller, Vincente Minnelli,

Nicholas Ray, Alfred Hitchcock-these were more than craftsmen. Each person's

total output constituted a coherent world. Truffaut quoted Giraudoux, "There are
no works, there are only auteLlrs." Godard remarked later, "We won the day in
having it acknowledged in principle that a film by Hitchcock, for example, ii as
important as a book by Aragon. Film auteurs, thanks to Lls, have finally entered
the history of art." And indeed, many of the Hollywood directors these critics and

filmmakers championed have become recogmzed as great artists.
Writing criticism didn't satisfy these young men. They itched to make movies.
Borrowing money from friends and filming on location, each started to shoot short
films. By 1959, they had become a force to be reckoned with. In that year, Rivette
filmed Paris noLts altpctrtient (Pctris Belongs to Us); Godard made A Botft cle sotffie
(Breathless); Chabrol made his second featu re, Les Cou,sil s; and in April
Truffaut,,
LeS Quotre c'ent coLtp,t (The 400 Blovv,s) won the Grand Prizeat the Cannes Festival.
The novelty and youthful vigor of these directors led journalists to nickname
them lu nouvelle vogue-the New'W(n,e.Their output was staggering. All told, the
five central directors made 32 feature films between lg5g and 1966; Godard and
Chabrol made I I apiece. So many films must of course be highly disparate, but

"We were all critics before beginning
to make films, and t loved all kinds of

cinema-the

Russians, the Americans,
the neorealists. lt was the cinema
that made us-or me, at least-want
to make films. I knew nothing of life
except through the cinema."

-

Jean-Luc Godard, director
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12.46 Les Borlnes
.femntes: While a serial
killer stalks thern, two of
the heroines kill time at
work. Like many New
Wave directors, Claurde
Chabrol followed the
Neorealists in shootin-9 on
locations like this drab

appliance shop.

12.47 ln Vivre su vie, a clip

frorn

Dreyer's Tlre Pu:;:;iort t1f Jrntt

tf Arc

12.48

. . . helps dranntize the heroine's
feelings as she watches it.

there are enough similarities for us to identify a broadly distinctive New Wave
approach to style and form.
The most obviously revolutionary quality of the New Wave fihns was their casual look. To proponents of the carefully polished French cinento of cluctlinl the
young directors must have seemed hopelessly sloppy. The New Wave directors had
admired the Neorealists (especially Rossellini) and, in opposition to studio filmrnaking, took as their mise-en-scene actual locales in and around Paris. Shootin-e on location became the norm (12.46). Similarly, glossy studio lighting was replaced by
available light and sirnple supplemental sources. Few postwar French nlms would
have shown the dim, grirny apartments and corridors featured rn Paris Belortgs to Us.
Cinematography changed, too. The New Wave camera moves a .-qreat deal,
pernning and tracking to follow characters or trace out relations within a locale. Furthermore, shooting cheaply on location demanded flexible, portable equiprnent.
Fortunately, Eclair had recently developed a lightweight camera that could be handheld. (That the Eclair had been used primarily tor documentary work accorded perfectly with the realistic mise-en-scene of the New Wave.) New Wave films were
intoxicated with the new freedom offered by the handheld camera. In The 400
Blrnv,s, the camera explores a cramped apartment and rides a carnival centrifu,_ee. In
Breatltless, the cinernatographer held the camera while seated in a wheelchair to
follow the hero along a complex path in a travel agency's office (l1.36).
One of the most salient features of New Wave fihns is their casual humor.
These young men deliberately played with the medium. In Godard's Buncl of Out,siclers, the three main characters resolve to be silent for a minute, and Godard dutifully shuts off all the sound. In Truffaut's Shoot the Piano Pluyer a character
swears that he's not lying: "May my mother drop dead if I'm not telling the truth."
Cut to a shot of an old lady keeling over. But most often the humor lies in esoteric
references to other fiIffiS, Hollywood or European. There are homages to admired
auteurs: Godard characters allude to Johnny Guitar (Ray), Some Came Running
(Minnelli), and "Arizona Jim" (from Renoir's Crirne of M. Lange). In Les Cqrabiriers, Godard parodies Lumidre, and in Vivre so vie, he visually quotes La Passirtrt cle Jeanne tl'Arc'. (12.47r 12.48). Hitchcock is frequently cited in Chabrol's
films, and Truffaut's Le.s Mistons re-creates a shot from a Lumidre short. Such
homages even became in-jokes, as when New Warve actors Jean-Claude Brialy and
Jeanne Moreau walk on in The 400 Blov,s or when a Godard character mentions
'Arizona Jules" (cornbining narnes from The Crime of M. Longe and Jules ancl
Jint). Sr"rch gags, the New Wave directors felt, took some of the solernnity out of
filmmaking and film viewing.
New Wave films also pushed further the Neorealist experimentation with plot
construction. In general, causal connections became quite loose. Is there actually a
political conspiracy going on in Puris Belortgs to U,s? Why is Nana shot at the end
of Viv,re sa t,ie? In Shoot the Pictno Plcryer the first seqllence consists mainly of a
conversation between the hero's brother and a man he accidentally meets on the
street; the latter tells of his marital problenrs at some len-qth, even though he has
nothing to do with the filrn's nerrrative.

The Ncu, Hrill^twoocl ancl Independent Filmmoking

Moreover, the films often lack goal-oriented protagonists. The heroes may drifi
aimlessly, engage in actions on the spur of the moment, spend their time talking and
drinking in a caf€, or going to movies. New Wave narratives ofien introduce startling shifts in tone, jolting our expectations. When two gangsters kidnap the hero
and his girlfriend in Shoot the Piano Pluyer the whole group begins a comic discussion of sex. Discontinuous editin-e further disturbs narrative continuity; this tendency reaches its limit in Godard's jurnp cuts (6. 136,6.131, I I .39, I 1.40).
Perhaps most important, the New Wave fihn typically ends ambiguously. We
have seen this already rn Breathless (p.399). Antoine in The 400 Blovu's reaches the
sea in the last shot, but as he moves forward, Truftaut zooms in and f}eezes the f}affle,
endin._e the film with the question of where Antoine will .-qo frorn there (3.8). In
Chabrol's Les Brnutes Femrnes and Ophelia, in Rivette's Paris Belortgs to U.s, and in
nearly all the work of Godard and Truffaut in this period, the looseness of the causal
chain leads to endings that remain defiantly open and uncertarn.
Despite the demands that the films placed on the viewer and despite the critical rampages of the filmrnakers, the French fihn industry wasn't hostile to the New
Wave. The decade 1947-l 951 had been -eood to filrn prodr-rction: The government

sr-rpported the industry through enforced quotas, banks had invested heavily, and
there was a flourishing business of international coproductions. Br.rt in 1957, cin-

ema attendance f-ell off drastically, chiefly because television became more wide-

spread. By 1959, the industry was in a crisis. The independent financing of
low-budget films seemed to offer a good solution. New Wave directors shot films
much more quickly and cheaply than did reigning directors. Moreover, the young
directors helped one another out and thus reduced the financial risk of the established companies. Thr"rs the French industry supported the New Wave throu-eh distribution, exhibition, and eventually production.
Indeed, it is possible to argue that by 1964, although each New Wave director
had his or her own production company, the group had become absorbed into the
filrn industry. Godard made Le Mdpris (Cortetnpt, 1963) for a major commercial
producer, Carlo Ponti; Truffaut made Fohrertheit 451 (1966) in En._eland for Universal; and Chabrol began turning out parodies of James Bond thrillers.
Dating the exact end of the movement is difficult, but most historians select 1964,
when the characteristic New Wave form and style had already become diftursed and
imitated (by, for instance, Tony Richardson in his 1963 English filrn Ttnn Jone,s). Certainly, after 1968' the political upheavals in France drastically altered the personal re-

lations among the directors. Chabrol, TrufTaut, and Rohmer became firmly
entrenched in the French fihn industry, whereas Godard set Lrp an experirnental film
and video studio in Switzerland, and Rivette began to create narratives of staggering
conrplexity and length (such as Out One, originally about l2 hours long). By the rnid1980s, Trurftaut had died, Chabrol's films were often Llnseen outside France,, arnd Rivette's output had become esoteric. Rohrner retained international arttention with his
ironic tales of love and self-deception arnon-q the upper-rniddle class (Puulirte at lhe
Beuc'h U9821and Full Moon over Paris [ 984]). Godard continued to attract notoriety with sr"rch fihns as Pas siort ( 198 I ) and his controversial retelling of the Old and
New Testaments, Hail Mun, ( 1983). [n 1990, he released aur elegant, enignratic film
ironically entitled Nouv,elle vogue, one that bears little relationship to the original tendency. In retrospect, the New Wave not only offered several original and valuable
films but also demonstrated that renewal in the filrn industry could come fi'onr talented, aggressive yollng people inspired in large part by the sheer love of cinema.

The New Hollywood and
Independent Filmmaking
Midway through the 1960s, the Hollywood industry seerned very healthy,, with
blockbusters such as The Sound of'Mu.sir'(1965) and Dr: Zhivctgo (1965) yieldin-e
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huge profits. But soon problems arose. Expensive studio projects failed miserably.
Television networks, which had paid high prices to broadcast films after theatrical
release, stopped bidding for pictures. American movie attendance flattened out at
around I billion tickets per year (a figure that, despite home video, remained constant until the early 1990s). By 1969, Hollywood companies were losing over $200

million annually.
Producers fought back. One strategy was to produce counterculture-flavored
films aimed at young people. The most popular and influential were Dennis Hopper's low-budget Easy Rider (1969) and RobertAltman's M*'A*S*// (1970). By and
large, however, other "youthpix" about campus revolution and unorthodox
lifestyles proved disappointing at the box office. What did help lift the industry's
fortunes were films aimed squarely at broader audiences. The most successful were
Francis Ford Coppola's The Godfather (1972); William Friedkin's The Exorcist
(1913); Steven Spielberg's Jaws (1975) and Close Encounters of the Third Kind
(1977); John Carpenter's Halloween (l9l8); and George Lucas's American Grffiti
(1913),, Star Wars (1977), and The Empire Strikes Back (1980). In addition, films
by Brian De Palma (Obsession, 1976) and Martin Scorsese (Taxi Driver, 1976;
Raging Bull, 1980) attracted critical praise.
These and other directors came to be known as the movie brats. Instead of coming up through the ranks of the studio system, most had gone to film schools. At
New York University, the University of Southern California, and the University of
California at Los Angeles, they had not only mastered the mechanics of production
but also learned about film aesthetics and history. Unlike earlier Hollywood directors, the movie brats often had an encyclopedic knowledge of great movies and directors. Even those who did not attend film school were admirers of the classical
Hollywood tradition.
As had been the case with the French New Wave, these film-buff directors produced some personal, highly self-conscious films. The movie brats worked in
traditional genres, but they also tried to give them an autobiographical coloring.
Thus American Grffiti was not only a teenage musical but also Lucas's reflection
on growing up in California in the 1960s. Martin Scorsese drew on his youth in
New York's Little Italy for his crime drama Mean Streets (1973;12.49). Coppola
imbued both Godfather films with a vivacious and melancholy sense of the intense
bonds within the Italian American family. Paul Schrader poured his own obsessions
with violence and sexuality into his scripts for Taxi Driver and Raging Bull and the
films he directed, such as Hard Core (1919).
Since movies had been a major part of the young directors' lives, many films
of the New Hollywood were based on the old Hollywood. De Palma's films

12.49

Mean Streets:

Scorsese uses depth

staging and deep focus for
the famous "Mook"

confrontation.

The Ne*- Hollywood

borrowed heavily from Hitchcock, with Dressed to Kill (1980) an overt redoing of
Psycho. Peter Bogdanovich's What's Up, Doc? (1912) was an updating of screwball comedy, with particular reference to Howard Hawks's Bringing Up Babv. Carpenter's Assrzult on Precinct 13 (1916) derived partly from Hawks's Rio Bravo; the
editing is credited to "John T. Chance," the character played by John Wayne in
Hawks's Western.
At the same time, many directors admired the European tradition, with Scorsese drawn to the visual splendor of Luchino Visconti and British director Michael
Powell. Some directors dreamed of making complex art films in the European
mold. The best-known effort is probably Coppola's The Conversation (1974), a
mystery-story reworking of Antonioni's BIow-Up (1966) that plays ambiguously
between reality and hallucination (pp. 1J0,, 172).
Robert Altman and Woody Allen, in quite different ways, displayed creative attitudes fed by European cinema. Altman's Three Women (1971) and Allen's Interiors (1978), for example, owed a good deal to Ingmar Bergman's work. More
influential were their innovations on other fronts. Allen revived the American comedy of manners rn Annie Hall (1911), Manhattan (1919),, Hannah and Her Sisters
( 1985). Altman's McCabe and Mrs. Miller (I9l l) and The Long Gooclbye (1973)
displayed rough-edged performances, dense soundtracks, and a disrespectful approach to genre. His Nashville (197 5) built its plot out of the casual encounters
among two dozen characters, none of whom is singled out as the protagonist. Altman has explored this narrative form throughout his career, notably in A Wedcling
(1978), Short Cuts (1993), and A Prairie Home Companion (2006). Such networkbased plotting beca e a common option for independent films such as Magnolia
(1999), Crash (2005), and Me and You ancl Everyone We Knovv (2005).
Altman and Allen were of a slightly older generation, but many movie brats
proved to be the most continuously successful directors of the era. Lucas and Spielberg became powerful producers, working together on the Indiana Jones series and
personifying Hollywood's new generation. Coppola failed to sustain his own studio, but he remained an important director. Scorsese's reputation rose steadily:
By the end of the 1980s, he was the most critically acclaimed living American
filmrnaker.

During the 1980s, fresh talents won recognrtron, creatrn g a New New Hollywood. Many of the biggest hits of the decade continued to come from Lucas and
Spielberg, but other, somewhat yoLlnger directors were sLlccessful: James Cameron
(The Tenninator; 1984; Tenninator 2: Judgntent Dcty, l99l), Tim Burton (Beetlejuice, 1988; Batrncu't, 1989), and RobertZemeckis (Back to the Future, 1985;Who
Framecl Roger Rabbit, 1988). Many of the successful films of the 1990s came from
directors from both these sLlccessive waves of the Hollywood renaissance: Spielberg's Jurctssic Park (1993), De Palma's Mission: Impossible (1996), and Lucas's
The Phantom Empire ( 1999), ?S well as Zemeckis's Forrest Guntp (1994),
Cameron's Titcutic (1991), and Burton's Sleepv Hollotv (1999).
The resllrgence of mainstream film was also fed by fihnmakers from outside
Hollywood. Many directors came from abroad-from Britain (Tony and Ridley
Scott), Australia (Peter Weir, Fred Schepisi), Germany (Wolfgang Peterson), the
Netherlands (Paul Verhoeven), and Finland (Rennie Harlin). Dr-rring the 1980s and
1990s, more women filmmakers also became commercially successful, such as
Amy Heckerling (Fost Times at Riclgemont High, 1982; LookWho's Talking, 1990),
Martha Coolidge (Valley Girl, 1983; Rantbling Rose, l99l), and Penelope Spheeris
(Wavne's Worlcl, 1992).
Several directors from independent film managed to shift into the mainstream,
making medium-budget pictures with widely known stars. David Lynch moved from
the midnight movie Eraserheacl (1918) to the cult classtc Blue Velvet (1986), while
Canadian David Cronenberg, a specialist in low-budget horror films such as Shivers
(1915), won wider recognition with The Deocl Zone (1983;12.50) and The Fly
(

1986). The New New Hollywood also absorbed some minority directors from
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"l love the idea of not being an
independent filmmaker. I've liked
working within the system. And l've
admired a lot of the older directors
who were sort of 'directors for hire.'
Like Victor Fleming was in a contract
all those years to Metro and Selznick
and Mayer . . . he made Captains
Courageous. And you know, his most
famous films: Wizard of Oz and
Gone with the Wind."

-

Steven Spielberg, produce r/director
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independent film. Wayne Wang was the most sLlccessful Asian American filmmaker
(Chon Is Missing, 1982; Sntoke, 1995).Spike Lee (She's Gotta Have It, 1986; Malcolnt X, 1992) led the way for young African American directors such as Reginald
Hudlin (House Party, 1990), John Singleton (Boyz, N the Hoocl, 199 I ), Mario van
Peebles (New Jack Ci4,, l99l ), and Allen and Albert Hughes (Menace II Soc'ieh,,
te93).
Still other directors remained independent and more or less marginal to the studios. In Stranger Than Paradise ( 1984) and Down by Law ( 1986), Jim Jarmusch
presented qr-rirky, decentered narratives peopled by drifting losers (12.51). Allison
Anders treated the contemporary experiences of disaffected young women, either
in small towns (Gas Foocl Lodging, 1992) or city centers (Mi Vicla Loca, 1994).
Leslie Harris's Just Another Girl on the IRT (1994; 1.33) likewise focused on the
problems of urban women of color.
Stylistically, no single coherent film movement emerged during the 1970s and
1980s. The most mainstream of the young directors continued the tradition of classical American cinema. Continuity editing remained the norm, with clear signals

for time shifts and new plot developments. Some directors embellished Hollywood's traditional storytelling strategies with new or revived visual techniqLres. In
films from Jaws onward, Spielberg used deep-focLrs techniques reminiscent of Citizen Kane (5.39, 12.52). Lucas developed motion-control techniques for filming
miniatures for Sra r Wars, and his firm Industrial Light and Magic (ILM) became the
leader in new special-effects technology. With the aid of ILM, Zemeckis astutely
exploited digital imaging for Forrest Guntp (10.5). Spielberg and Lucas also led the
move toward digital sound and high-quality theater reproduction technology.
Less well funded Hollywood filmmaking cr"rltivated more flamboyant styles.
Scorsese's Th.ri Driver Raging Bull (pp. 426130), and The Age of Inrtocence (1993)
Llse camera movement and slow motion to extend the emotional imparct of a scene. De
Palma has been an even more outrageous stylist; his films flaunt long takes, startling overhezrd compositions,, and split-screen devices. Coppola has experimented
with fast-motion black-and-white in Runrble Fish ( 1983), phone conversations handled in the foreground and background of a single shot (Tuc'ker 1988), and oldfashioned special effects to lend a period mood to Brom Stoker's Drac:ulu (1993).
Several of the newer entrants into Hollywood enriched mainstream conventions of -qenre, narrative, and style. We have already seen one example of this

12.50

Tlte Dectcl Zone: The hero. a psychic possessed by visions

of tuture events, imagines a fire.

12.51 Eva and Willie.

the listless protagonists of Srrnn g,er Tluut
Purutlise . "These chatracters." Jarrmusch explains, "rnove thror"rgh

the world of the fihn in a kind of rarndom' arimless way. like lookin-9
for the next card -game or somethin-e."
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12.52 ln Juru.s.sit' Purk
Spielberg harks back to
Orson Welles's use of
clepth con'lposit ions.

12.53

strate-ey in our discr-rssion of Spike Lee's Do The Right Thirtg (pp. 392-396). Another intriguin-9 example is Wayne Wan-g's Tlte Jov Luck Club ( 1993; 12.53). Set
amon.-q Chinese American families, the film concentrates on four emigrant mothers ernd their four assirnilated daughters. In presenting the women's lives, the filrn
adheres to narrative principles that recall Citi:,en Kune. At a party, the three sLlrvivin-e mothers recall their lives before comin-e to America, and a lengthy flashback is devoted to each one. Alongside each mother's flashback, however, the plot
sets flashbacks tracin-e the experiences of each woman's dau.-ghter in the United
States. The result is a rich set of drarnatic zrnd thernatic parallels. Sometimes the
mother-daughter juxtapositions create sharp contrasts; ert other times. they blend
together to emphasize commonalities across -qenerations. The wolnen's voice-over
commentaries always orient the viewer to the shifis in nan'ation while still enablin-e
Wang and his screenwriters to treat the flashback convention in ways that intensify
the emotional effect.
A similar effort to revise conventions pervades the work of other independent
directors. The brothers Joel and Ethan Coen treat each filrn as a pretext for exploring cinema's expressive resoLrrces. ln Ruisirtg Ari:,ortu (1981), hi-qh-speed trackin-g
shots cornbine with distortin-g wide-an-qle close-Lrps to create comic-book exaggerations (12.54\. A somewhat sirnilar approach is taken in Gre.-q.-e Ararki's gay road
picture The Livirtg Ertcl (1992). In filrns such as Tru,st (1991), Hal Hartley mutes er
melodramatic plot through slow percing, brooding close-ups, and dynamic fore..eround/background cornpositions ( 12.55).
Independent directors of the 1980s and 1990s harve also experimented with nurrative construction. The Coens' Burtort Fink (199 l) passes unnoticeably from il
satiric portrait of 1930s Hollywood into a halh-rcinatory farntasy. Quentin Tarantino's Re.servoir Dog,s (1993) and Pulp Fic'tiort (1994) juggle story and plot time in
ways that recnll the complex flashbacks of the 1940s. Unlike the flashbacks in The
Jrn, Luc'k Club, moreover, the switches erre not motiverted as characters' memories;
the atudience is forced to pvzzle out the purposes served by the time shifls. In
Daugltters ofthe Dust (1991), Julie Dash incorporates the rich Gullah dialect etnd
explores a cornplex time scheme that seeks to fuse present and future. In one scene,
optical effects give the chararcters a glirnpse of a child who is ets yet unborn.
So, while in the 1980s and 1990s yoLln-qer studio directors adapted classical
conventions to modern tatstes, an ener-getic independent film tradition began pushin-g the envelope.

By the end of the 1990s, the two trends were

mergin..e

in sLlrpris-

ing ways. As independent films began to win larger audiences, major studios
eagerly acquired distribution companies such as Miramax and October Films.
Much mediet journalisrn fostered the impression that Hollywood was becomin-e
subverted by independent filmmakin-9' but in fact, more and more, the rnajor studios

Tlte Jrn' Lttck Club.

12.54 Wicle-an-ule trackin-{ shots follow
crawling babies along the floor ancl urtcler
fttrttiture itt Rrri.sing A ri:.orttt.

12.55 ln Tru.rt, a rtteloclranrutic

scene

between mother ancl clau-uhter is intensifiecl
tlrrough cleep-sperce stil-uin-9 uncl a ti-ulrt
close-u;r.
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controlled audiences' access to formerly independent productions. The Sundance
Film Festival, founded as a forum for the off-Hollywood scene, came to be treated
as a talent market by the studios, which often bought films in order to line up the
filmmaker for more mainstream projects. Thus after Kevin Smith found success
with Clerks (1994), he directed Mallrats (1995), a tame twenty-something comedy
for [Jniversal. Robert Rodriguez's similarly microbudgeted El Mariachi (1992)
proved a hit, so he was hired to remake it as an all-out action picture starring
Antonio Banderas (Desperado, I 995).
Yet sometimes the big-budget films of independent filmmakers conveyed a distinctly experimental attitude. Kevin Smith used the star-filled Dogma (1999) to

12.56

An ambiguous image that recLlrs
throtrghout The Linte\t: it rnay be
construed either as a flashback to the
protagonist's trip to the United States or as
a flash-forward to his trip back to Britain,
presented in the final scene.

question Catholic doctrine. David O. Russell, who had worked his way into the system with off-kilter comedies (Spanking the Monkey, 1994; Flirting with Disaster
1996), made Three Kings (1999), ?il action picture that critrcrzed Gulf War policies
and that reveled in a flamboyant, digital -era style. Following in the path of Pulp Fiction, studio pictures began to play more boldly with narrative form. A genre thriller
such as The Sixth Sense (1999) encouraged viewers to see it twice in order to detect
how the narration had misled them. Stories might be told through complicated flashbacks, as in Steven Soderbergh's The Limey (12.56). (See also box, pp. 83-85.) A
fllm might reveal that one character was the imaginary creation of another (David
Fincher's Fight CIub, 1999) or that a person could crawl into another's brain (Spike
Jonze's Being John Malkovich, 1999), or that the external world was merely an illusion produced by sophisticated software (the Wachowski brothers' The Matrix,
1999).In their willingness to experiment with ambiguous and teasing modes of narration, many American studio films began rivaling their overseas counterparts such
as Breaking theWaves (1996), Slicling Doors (1998), and Rurt Lola Run (1998).

At the start of the new century, many of the most thrilling Hollywood films
were being created by a robust new generation, born in the 1960s and 1970s and
brought up on videotape, video games, and the Internet. Like their predecessors,
these directors were reshaping the formal and stylistic conventions of the classical
cinema while also making their innovations accessible to a broad audience.

Contemporary Hong Kong Cinema
While the New Hollywood directors were revamping American films, a yollng generation of directors in Hong Kong for-rnd footing in their industry and recast its traditional genres and creative methods. The result was not exactly a unified film
movement, but a local cinema with a robust identity. Hong Kong's innovations in
cinematic style and storytelling vigorously influenced world filmmaking well into
the twenty-first century.
Hong Kong produced films in the silent era and during the 1930s, although
World War II halted production. When the industry revived in the 1950s, the most
powerful studio was Shaw Brothers. Shaws owned theaters throughout East Asia
and used Hong Kong as a production base for films in several languages, chiefly
Mandarin Chinese. Shaws made films in many genres, but among its biggest successes were dynamic, gory swordfighting films (wuxict 1tian, or "tales of martial
chivalry"). In the 1970s, another studio, Golden Harvest, triumphed with kung-fu
films starring Bruce Lee. Although Lee completed only four martial-arts films before his death in 1913, he brought Hong Kong cinema to worldwide attention and
forever identified it with films of acrobatic and violent action.
Several major directors worked in this period. Most famous is King Hu, who
started as a Shaws director. In films like Dragon Gate Inn (1967) and The Valiant
Ones (197 5; 5.69), Hu reinvigorated the vvuxia pian through graceful airborne
swordplay and inventive cutting. Chang Cheh, another Shaws director, turned the
swordplay film toward violent male melodrama (such as The One-Armed Sworclsnlan, 1967) before specializing in flamboyant kung-fu films such as Crippled
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Avengers (also called Mortal Combat, 197 8). Neither King Hu nor Chang Cheh was
a practitioner of martial arts, but Lau Kar-leung was a fight choreographer before
becoming a full-fledged director. Lau created a string of inventive films (such as
36th Chamber of Shaolin, 1918, and The Eight-Diagram Pole Fighter 1983) that
showcased a range of dazzling marital-arts techniques.
By the early 1980s, traditional kung-fu was fading in popularity, and Shaws
turned from moviemaking to its lucrative television business. At the same time, a
new generation of directors came forward. One group had little formal education
but had grown up in the film industry, working as stuntmen and martial artists.
Among those who became directors were choreographers Yuen Wo-ping and Yuen
Kuei (Yes, Maclam!, 1985). Sammo Hung choreographed, directed, and starred in
many lively action films (such as Eastern Condors, 1987).
The most famous graduate of the studio system was Jackie Chan, who labored
as a copy of Bruce Lee before finding his feet in comic kung-fu. With Drunken
Master (1978, directed by Yuen Wo-ping), he became a star throughout Asia and
gained the power to direct his own films. In the early 1980s, Chan and his colleagues realized that kung-fu could be incorporated into Hollywoodish action-

adventure movies. Chan made the historical adventure Project A ( 1983, also
starring Hung) and the contemporary cop drama Police Story ( 1985). These and
others were huge hits across Asia, partly because of Chan's lovably goofy star persona, partly because of his ingenious and dangerous action scenes (6.49-6.51).
Another group of directors had more formal training, with many attending film
schools in the United States or Britain. When Ann Hui, Allen Fong, and others returned to Hong Kong, they found work in television before moving on to feature
filmmaking. For a time, they constituted a local art cinema, attracting attention
at festivals with such films as Hui's Boat People (1982). But most of this group
gravitated toward independent companies turning out comedies, dramas, and action
films. Tsui Hark was the leader of this trend. As both director and producer Tsui revived and reworked a range of genres: swordplay fantasy (Zu: Warriors of the
Magic Mountain, 1979),, romantic comedy (Shanghai Blues, 1984), historical adventure (Peking Opera Blues, 1986; 12.57), supernatural romance (A Chinese
Ghost Story, 1987, directed by Ching Siu-tung), and classic kung-fu (Once upon a
Time in China, 1990).
Seeing the success that modern cops-and-crooks films were then enjoying, Tbui
partnered with John Woo on A Better Tbmorrow ( 1986), a remake of a 1960s movie
(12.58). Woo was something of an in-between figure, having been a successful studio comedy director during the 1970s. With Tsui as producer, A Better Tonlorrow
became Woo's comeback effort, one of the most successful Hong Kong films of the

12.57

Rapid movements into and out of the frame are
characteristic of Hong Kong film style. In this shot from Peking
Opero Blues, the sheriff and his captive rise into the foreground
the three heroines watch from the rear.

12.58

John Woo's debt to the Western: A striking long shot as
hero walks to meet his fate in A Better Tbntorrow'.
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12.59

Cop and hitmarn as bkrocl brothers in Tlte Killet.

12.60

Stylit.ed blocks of li-uht for The Lrmge,st Nite (Patrick Yalu. Johnnie To. lc)9ll).

1980s and a star-making vehicle for the charismatic Chow Yr-rn-fat. Hark. Woo, and
Chow teauned again for a seqlrel and for the filrn that made Woo famous in the West.
The Killer (1989), a lush and baroque story of the Lrnexpected alliance between al
hitman and ar cletective (12.59).
Hong Kon._q cinema of the 1980s and early 1990s surged with erlmost reckless
energy. The rr-rshed production schedr-rles didn't allow much time to prepelre scripts,
so the plots, borrowin-e freely from Chinese legend and Hollywood genres, tended
to be less tightly unified than those in U.S. films. They avoided tight linkage of
callse arnd effect in favor of a rnore casual, episodic construction-not, as in Italian
Neorealisrn., to snggest the randomness of everyday life but rather to perrnit chases
and fights to be inserted easily. While action sequences were meticulously choreographed, c.onnecting scenes were ofien improvised and shot quickly. Similarly, the
kr-rng-fu films had often bounced between pathos and almost silly comedy, and this
tendency to mix tones continued thror-rgh the 1980s. In A Better Ttnnorrow, for example, Tsui Hark appears in a slapstick interlude involving a cello. Again, becaLrse
of rushed shootin-e, the plots often end abruptly, with a big action set-piece but
little in the nature of a mood-setting epilogue. One of Tsui's innovations was to

provide more satisfying conclusions, as

in the lilting railroard station finale of

Shartghai Blues.

At the level of visual style, Hong Kong directors brought the arction film tc-r n
new pitch of excitement. Gunmen (and -qunwomen) leaped and fired in slow motion, hovering in rnidair like 1970s swordfighters and kung-fu warriors. John Woo,
who had been an assistant director for Chang Cheh, pushed such shots to extravagant limits. Directors also developed florid color designS, with rich reds, blues, and
yellows glowing or"rt of srnoky nightch"rbs or narrow alleyways. Well into the 1990s,
unrealistically tinted mood lightin-q wAS ar trademark of Hong Kong cinema (12.60).

(,orrrettt/rr)r'.n'\' Hort,q Kottg ( .ittctttcr
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Above illl. everything wils srrcrificed to constarnt rnotion; even in dialoglre scencs,
the canreru or the charatcters seldonr stood still.
Ainrin-g to ener-uize the viewer', the new actiorr clirectors built on the innovations
of Kin-u Hu artcl his conternporaries. They developecl a staccato cutting techrriclue
batsecl on the tenrpo o1'nrarrtial-arts routines ancl Pekin-e Opera displarys, altenrating
rapicl ntovement witlr sudclen pnLlses. If shot contllosition wus kept silnple, an action coLllcl be cut to flow ncross shots very rapiclly, while another cut cor-rld accennrortrettt of stillness (12.61-l 2.63). Most Hon-9 Kong clirectors wel'e
of the Soviet Montil-ge movenrent., but in their efforts to aroLlse viewers
kinesthetically throu-uh expressive movement ancl eclitil-rs, they were revivin-9 icleas

tuate

a

Lutilwrtre

of concern to 1920s filnrnrakers.
The 1990s bt'ot-t-ght the golden age of Hon-{ Kon-e action cinenra to il close.
Jackie Chan, Johrt Woo, Chow Yun-fart, Sarnrno HLur-9, aurd action star Jet Li began
workin-t in Hollywoocl, with Yuen Wo-pin-{ clesigning the action choreo-graphy tor
Tlrc Mutri.r (1999) and Cntut'ltirtg Tige4 Hidrlcrt Drugort (2000). A recession after'
Hon._e Kon-{'s 1997 hiutclover to China clepressed the local filnr inclustry. As Hollywood began imitatin-e Hong Korr-q n'lovies (as in Thc Replucentent Killer,s, 1998), local audiences clevelopecl a tarste for [J.S. filnrs. At the sanre tit-ne, the art-cinenrer wing
becatnre ntore anrbitious, itrtd f'estivals rewarrcled the oflbeat works of Won-{ Kar-wi.ri
(see the analysis of Clturtgkirtg E-rpre,s,s, pp. 405-41 0). The action tradition was
nretintained by orrly u few clirectors such as Johnnie To. whose laconic filrn noi r Tltc
Mi,s.sirnr ( 1999) bror,r-9ht a leauness and pictorial abstractictn tcl the gan-eister
-qenre.

12.61 Crislt ecliting irr Yc.s, Mtttkrrrt.tlrt
Iong. Michele Yeoh swirrgs swifily . .

12.62

a shot ortly 7 fralnes

.

to klrock the villain sltillting ( l5 frulncs)

12.63 . .. hctilre she clr'()ps
the rail ( l7 franre's).

stnoothly into it relitxccl 1'rostLlrc olt

1
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Recommended DVDs
Most of the films mentioned in this chapter are available on DVD. (Rome Open Citv was issued under its original American release title, Open City.) Kino Video
(www.kino.com) and Image Entertainment (www.imageentertainment.com) have brought out many older classics.
Some collections of early films offer an easy way to
get a quick overview of a period, filmmaker, or genre. For
a brief introduction to the period up to l9l3 , Landmorks
of Early Film ( I disc, Image Entertainment) offers 40
shorts. Edison: The Invention of the Movies (4 discs, Kino
Video and the Museum of Modern Art) collects 140 films
from the Thomas A. Edison Company, including The
Great Train Robbery. It contains interviews with film historians and archivists, as well as program notes and documents. The Movies Begin: A Treasury r1f Eurly Cinema

I894-l9I

3 (5 discs, Kino Video)

gathers 133 films

arranged thematically: Volume 1, "The Great Train Robbery and Other Primary works"; Volume 2,, "The European Pioneers" (including films by the Lr"rmieres and early

British filmmakers); Volume 3, "Experimentation

and

Discovery" (mostly early British and French films); Volume 4, "The Magic of Mdlies"; and Voh"rme 5, "Comedy,
Spectacle and New Horizons."

Wherc ro Go from Hcre

Slup.stick Ent'vc'lopediu

(5 discs, Image Entertainof cornedy shorts-the

ment) surveys the .-golden age

l9l0s and early 1920s . The Harolcl Lkn'cl Comeclt, Collection (7 discs, New Line) provicles an extensive pro_qram
ol films with one of the nlarsters of silent comedy, as well
ers

a disc of bonus material.

A broard

range of types of films is collected in Treusure,\.frunrt Arttericun Filnt Archit,es: 50 Preservecl Fihns

(4 discs) and More Treusure,s.ffutnt Americon

Filnr
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Architte,;, 1894-193 I (3 discs, Image Entertainment).
These include documentaries, home movies, animation,
experirnental cinema, and fiction films such as D. W. Grif-

fith's l9l I one-reeler The Lorteclctle Operator (illustrating
his corlmand of early intercutting) and Ernst Lubitsch's
masterpiece of classical continuity filmmaking, Lacly Winclennere's Fan (1925). Each boxed set inch-rdes a book of
detai led pro.-qram notes.

RECOMMENDED DVD SUPPLEMENTS
Alien

(20th Century Fox Home Entertainrnent), "Collector's Edition," 2 discs

Amadeus: Director's

Cut

(Warner Bros.

).

"Two-Disc Special

Edition"
American

Graffiti

(Universal), "Collector''s Edition,"

My Own Private Idaho (The Criterion Collection), 2 discs
Norman Mclaren: The Collector's

Pickpocket

Rosemary's
Russian

Edition"

Chicken Run (Drearnworks Home Entertainment), "Special Edition," ldisc
(The Criterion Collection), 2 discs

Dancer in the

Dark

Ark

The Good, the Bad, and the

Ugly

Saturday Night

Fever

(Paramount), "25th Anniversary DVD Edi-

tion," I disc

Scream

(Dimension Home Video), "The Ultirnate Scream Collec-

tion," 2 discs

5

Seven Men
I disc

?

discs

from

Now

(Mirarnax), 2 discs

The Incredibles (Disney), "Two-Disc Collector's Edition"

Jaws (Universal), 'Anniversary Collector's Edition," I disc
Jurassic Park (Universarl), "Collector's Edition," I disc
King Kong (Warner Bros.). "Two-Disc Special Edition"
King Kong: Peter Jackson's Production Diaries (Universal), 2
discs

The Lord of the Rings 3 volumes (New Line Home Entertain-

(Paralnount), "Special Collector's Edition,"

Lambs (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer).

Sin

City

(Sony Pictures Home Entertainment), ? discs

(Dimension), 2 discs

Singin'in the Rain (Warner Bros.), "Two-Disc Special Edition"
(20th Century Fox Home Entertainment), "Five Star Collec-

Speed

tion," 2 discs

Terminator 2: Judgment

Titus

Day (Artisarn),

Toy Story/Toy Story 2 (Disney/Pixar), "Collector's Edition: The
Ultimate Toy Box," 3 discs
20,000 Leagues Under the

The Magnificent Seven (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), "Collector's

discs

Edition." ? discs

Wallace

Magnolia (New Line Home Video), 2 discs
Master and Commander (20th Centr.rry Fox Home Entertain-

Works), I disc

ment), "Collector's Edition," 2 discs

"Two-Disc Limited Edition"
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"Extreme DVD," ? discs

(20th Century Fox Home Entertinment), 2 discs

ment), "Special Extended DVD Edition," 4 discs each

Moulin Rouge! (20th Century Fox Home Entertainment), ? discs

"Special Edi-

tion," I disc

Silverado

Night

I disc

(Wellspring), I disc

The Silence of the

(MGM), "Special Edition."

(Pararnount),

The Searchers (Warner Home Video), "Ultimarte Collector's Edi-

discs

A Hard f)ay's

Baby

I

disc

The Godfather (Paramount), "The Godfirther DVD Collection,"

(The Criterion Collection), I disc

tion," 4 discs

(New Line Home Video), I disc

The Frighteners (Universal)., "Peter Jackson's Director's CLlt,"

Entertainrnent). "50th An-

tion," 2 discs

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (Warner Bros.), "Two-Disc

Contempt

(Milestone), 2 discs

Pulp Fiction (Miramax Home Entertainment), "Collector's Edi-

(20th Century Fox), "Spe-

cial Edition." I disc
Deh-rxe

Edition

niversary Editiofr," 2 discs

Black Narcissus (The Criterion Collection), I disc

Kid

(Warner Bros.), "Two-Disc Special Edition"

Oklahoma! (20th Century Fox Home

(Disney), "PlatinLlnr Edition," 2 discs

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance

Lady

North by Northwest (Warner Bros.), I disc

I disc

Armageddon (The Criterion Collection). 2 discs

Bambi

My Fair

&

Sea (Disney), "Special Edition."

Gromit: The Curse of the Were-Rabbit

2

(Drearn-

War of the Worlds (2005) (DreamWorks Home Entertainrnent),

GLOSSARY
abstract form A type of filmic organization in which the parts relate to one another through repetition and variation of sr-rch visual
qualities as shape, color, rhythrn, and direction of rnovement.

categorical form A type of filmic organization in which the parts
treat distinct subsets of a topic. For example, a fihn about the United
States might be organrzed into 50 parts, each devoted to a state.

ratio The standardized shape of the film frame established by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. In the
original ratio, the frarne was lllr tirnes as wide as it was high (1.33:l);
later the width was normalized at 1.85 times the height (1.85:l).

cel animation Animation that Llses a series of drawings on pieces
of celluloid, called cels for short. Slight chan..ees between the drawings combine to create an illusion of movement.

Academy

aerial perspective A cue for sr-rggesting depth in the image by presenting objects in the distance less distinctly than those in the
f

oreground.

anamorphic
Iar Acaclent\:

lens A lens for making widescreen films r"rsing reguratio frame size. The camera lens takes in a wide field of

view and squreezes it onto the frarne, and a sirnilar projector lens unsqueezes the ima-ee onto a wide theater screen.

angle of

framing

The position of the frame in relation to the sr-rbject it shows: above it, looking down (a high angle); horizontal, on the
same level (a strai._eht-on an-ele); lookin.,q np (a low angle). Also called
camera angle.

animation Any

process whereby artificial movement is created by
photographing a series of drawings (see also c'el unirnatiort), objects,
or computer ima-ees one by one. Srnall chan-9es in position,, recorded
frame by frame, create the ilh,rsion of rnovement.

ratio

The relationship of the frame's width to its height. The
standard Acaclettrv ratio is currently I .85: I .

aspect

associational form A type of or-ganization in which the filrn's parts
are juxtaposed to suggest similarities, contrasts, concepts, emotions,
and expressive qualities.

asynchronous sound Sound that is not matched temporally with
the movements occurring in the ima-9e, as when dialogue is out of
synchronization with lip movements.

auteur

The presLrmed or actual author of a film, usually identified
Also sometimes used in an evaluative sense to distingood fihnmakers (rruteurs) from bad ones.
-9uish
axis of action In the contirtuity eclitirrg systern, the irnaginary line
that passes frorn side to side through the main actors, defining the
spatial relations of all the elements of the scene as being to the ri-eht
or lefi. The camera is not sLlpposed to cross the axis at a cut and thurs
reverse those spatial relations. Also called the 180' line. (See also
as the director.

180" s''t's/elll.)

lllr"rmination cast onto the figures in the scene from
the side opposite the camera, usually creatin-9 a thin ourtline of highlighting on those figures.

boom A pole Llpon which a microphone

can be suspended above
the scene being filrned and that is used to chan-ee the rnicrophone's
position as the action shifis.

canted

cheat cut In the continuitt' editirr.q systeffi, & cr-rt that presents continuous time from shot to shot but that mismatches the positions of
figr-rres or objects.

cinematography A general term for all the rnanipulations of

the

film strip by the camera in the shooting phase and by the laboratory
in the developing phase.

close-up A frarning in which the scale of the object

shown is rela-

tively large; most commonly a person's head seen from the neck up,
or an object of a comparable size that fills most of the screen.

closure

The degree to which the endin-9 of a narrative film reveals
the effects of all the causal events and resolves (or "closes off') all
lines of action.

continuity editing A system of cuttin-9 to maintain continuous

and

narrative action. Continuity editing relies on matching screen direction., position, and temporal relations from shot to shot. For specific techniques of continuity editing, see nris of ac'tiott, ct'osscuttirtg,
c'ttf-irt, establishirtg shot,, et'eline match, match on action, reestctblishirtg ,shot, s{'reert clirection, shot/rey,erse .sltot.
clearr

contrast In cinernato-9raphy, the difference

between the bri-ehtest

and darkest areas within the frame.

crane shot A shot with a chan-9e in framing accomplished by placing the camera above the subject and moving through the air in any
direction.

crosscutting Editing that alternates shots of two or mole lines of
action occurring in difterent places, usually simultaneously.

cut

I. In filmrnaking, the joining of two strips of film together with
a splice. 2. In the finished film, an instantaneous change from one
framing to another. See also juntp cut.

cut-in An

instantaneoLls

shifi from a distant frarning to a closer

view of some portion of the sarne space.

backlighting

camera angle See rurgle

CGI Compr-rter-generated imagery: using digital software systems
to create figures, settings, or other material in the frame.

o.f .frcurtirtg.

framing A view in which the frame

is not level; either the
ri-eht or the lett side is lower than the other, causing objects in the
scene to appear slanted out of an upright position.

deep focus A use of the camera lens and lighting that keeps objects
in both close and distant planes in sharp focus.

of mise-en-scene elements so that
there is a considerable distance between the plane closest to the camera and the one farthest away. Any or all of these planes may be in focLrs. (See shullow' sltac'e.)
deep space An arrangement

depth of field The rneasurements of the closest and farthest planes in
front of the canlera lens between which everything will be in sharp focLls. A depth of field from 5 to l6 feet, for example, wolrld mean everythin-e closer than 5 teet and farther than 16 feet would be or"rt of focus.
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dialogue overlap In editing a scene' arranging the cut so that a bit
of dialogue coming from shot A is heard under a shot that shows another character or another element in the scene.

diegesis In a narrertive film, the world of the fihn's story. The dieto
occllrred
-eesis includes events that are
and spaces not shown onscreen. See also cliegetic sourtcl, rtortcliegetic
presumed

i tt.s

e

rt,

norrcli e geti c'souttcl

have

and actions

.

sound Any voice, musical passa-_qe. or sound eftect pre-

diegetic

sented as originatin..g

fiom a solrrce within the film's world. See atlso

extreme close-up A frarning in which the scale of the object shown
is very lerrge; most comrnonly. a srnall object or a part of the body.

shot A framin-e in which the scale of the object
shown is very smalll a building, landscape, or crowd of people will
fill the screen.

extreme long

match A cut obeying the rr.ris of ut'tiorr principle. in which
the first shot shows er person looking off in one direction and the second shows a nearby space containing what he or she sees. If the per-

eyeline

son looks lefl. the following shot should irnply that the looker is

rtoncli eget i c' sotmcl.

oflscreen right.

direct sound Music, noise, and speech recorded fl'om the event at

fade

tlre mornent of filming; opposite of posl.st'rtc'hrulti:,cttiort.

editing Any alternative system of joinin-e shots tousing techniqLles Llnacceptable within contirtuitt' eclitirtg prin-

discontinuity
.-eether

ciples. Possibilities would include misrnatching of temporal and
spatial relations' violations of the a-ri.s o.f uc'tion, and concentrettion on
graphic relationships. See also elliptic'al eclitirtg, graphic matc'h, irttellec'tttal rttorttoge, jump cltt, nottcliegetic irtsert, overlupping eclitirtg.

dissolve A transition between two

shots durin-e which the first image -gradually disappears while the second irna-ee gradr-rally appears:
for a moment the two ima-ges blend in superintltositiort.

framing The apparent distance of the frame from the
mise-en-scene elements. Also called canlera distance and shot scale.
See also c'lose-up, e.tfreme c'lose-ttp, e.ttretne lortg, shot, tnecliunt

distance of

close-up, nreclium shot, plan arttdric'ctirt.

distribution One of the three branches of the filrn industry; the
process of rnarketing the filrl and supplying copies to exhibition venLres. See also

used in making trac'kirtg sltot.s.

dubbing The process of replacing part or all of

the voices on the

sound track in order to correct mistakes or rerecord dialo-eue. See also
1t r t.s t.s \:

tt

c'

h rr

nt i :.u

tio tt

.

duration In a narrartive film, the aspect of temporal

rnarnipr-rlation

thirt involves the tirne span presented in the plot and assumed to operate in the .f/or-\'. See also.li'ecluenc\', orcler.

editing l. In filmmakin-9,
takes.

2.ln

the task of selectin-e and joining camerat
the finished film, the set of techniques that -qoverns the re-

lations amon-q shots.

ellipsis In a narrative film. the shortening of plot

durattion achieved

by ornitting some .r'/or'\' duration. See also elliptic'ctl eclitirtg,

vievvirtg4

ttttte.

elliptical

editing

Shot transitions that omit parts of an event, causin-9 an ellipsis in plot duration.

establishing

shot

fill light

Illurninertion from a source less bright than the kel light,
used to sofien deep shadows in a scene. See also three-poirt liglttirtg.

noir "Darrk film,," a term applied by French critics to a type of
Arnerican film, usually in the detective or thriller -eenres. with lowkey li-ehtin-e and a somber mood.

film

film stock The strip of material upon which a series of still
re-gistered; it consists
-eraphs is
a li-uht-sensitive ernul sion.

filter A piece of glass or -gelatin placed in tront of the calnera or
printer lens to alter the qr"rality or quantity of li-uht strikin-u the frlm in
the aperture.

flashback An alteration of story order in which

the plot moves back

to show events that have taken place earlier than ones already shown.

A shot, r,rsually involvin-9 a distant framing,

thatt

the plot presentation rnoves forward to future events and then returns to the present.

focal length The distance from the center of the lens to the point at
which the light rays meet in sharp focus. The focal len-slth determines
the perspective relations of the space represented on the flat screen.
See also not'tttul lerts, telepltoto lert,s, vt'itle-urtgle lert.s.

focus

The cie-9ree to which li-eht rarys comin-sl fronl the sanre part of
an object throu-qh diff'erent parts of the lens reconverge at the sittle
point on the film frarne. creatin-9 sharp outlines ancl clistinct textures.

following

shot

A shot with ti'arning that shifis to keep a nrovin,u fi-9-

Ltre onscreen.

form

The overall systern of relationships amon-{ the pitrts of a filnr.

frame A sin-ule

irna-9e on the strip

is proiected onto

al screen

of film. When

al

series clf fl-atmes

in quick snccession, an illusiort t-lf move-

rnent is created.

framing

The use of the edges of the film frarne to select and to
will be visible onscreen.

compose whert

shows the spatial relations an'ron-q the important fi-9ures, objects. and
setttn_q ln a scene.

frequency In a nerrrartive film, the aspect of tenrporal

exhibition

See also

One of the three branches of the fihn indurstry: the process of showin-e the finished filrl to ar-rdiences. See also distributiort,

prutrluc'tiort.

exposure The adjustment of the camerer rnechanism in order to control how rnnch li-eht strikes each frame of filrn passin-9 throu-9h the

thart

manipulaticln

involves the number of times any s/on'event is shown in the plrfi.

tlurrttion, orcler.

front projection Composite

process whereby foota-ue nreant to appear as the back-ground of a shot is projected f}om the fl'ont onto a
screen; fi-9ures in the foreground are filnred in tront of the screen as
well. This is the opposite of rear prt1jec'tiort.

frontal lighting Illumination directecl into the scene frour a posi-

aperture.

sound

Sound represented as comin-e frorn a physical source within the story space that we assLrme characters in the
scene atlso heatr. See al sct irfte nrul cliegetic .sourtcl

external diegetic

photo-

of a clear base coated on one side with

flash-forward An alteration of story order in which

e.rhibitiort, procluctiort.

dolly A camera sltpport with wheels,

l. Fade-irt: a dark screen that -eradually brightens as a shot appears. 2. Fade-out: a shot gradually disappears as the screen darkens.
Occasionally, fade-outs bri-ehten to pLlre white or to er color.

.

tion near the

frontality
vlewer.

carmera.

In sta-uin-{. the positioning of figr"rres so that they face the

GLOSSARY

function The rclle or ef'tect of any elenrent within the filrn's form.
gauge The width of the film strip. measured in millimeters.
genres Various types of films that aucliences and filrlrnakers recogrize by their farniliar narrative conventions. Common genres ale mLlsical, gan-uster. and science fiction films.
graphic match Twcl sLrccessive shots.ioined so as to create a strong
sinrilarity of cornpositional elenrents (e.-9.. color, shape).

hand-held camera The

of the

carnera operator's body as
cermera sr-rpport, either holdin-u it by hand or usin-q a harrness.
Lrse

lighting Illunrination that creartes sharp-ed-eed shadows.
height of framing The distance of the camera above the -eround,

a

re-

gardless of the ung,le of.f'r'ctntirtg.

high-key lighting Illumination that creates comparartively little
contrast between the li-eht and dark arears of the shot. Shadows are
firirly transparent ancl bri-uhtened by .fill light.

ideology A relatively

coherent system of values, beliefs. or ideas
shared by sonre social -qroup and ofien titken for granted as natural or
inherently true.

intellectual montage The juxtaposition of a series of ima-ees to crearte an abstrerct idea nclt present in any one inrage.
the

rlirrd of a character within the strlry space. Although we and the character carn hear it. we assume that the other characters cannot. See also
c.rtentctl diegeric,sourtd.

interpretation The viewer's activity of
synrptomatic urerrnin-9s

sLr-9-gested

analyzing the implicit and

in a filnr. See also rrteurtirtg.

iris

A round. r-novin-e rlrr.r/t that catn close clown to end el scene (irisout) or emphasize a detail, or that carn open to be-9in a scene (iris-in)
or tu reveal nrore space around a detail.

cut

jump

An elliptical cut that

appearrs

to be an interruption of

a

sin-ele shot. Either the fi-9ures seern to chern-sie instantly a-eainst a con-

stant back-sround. or the back-ground changes instantly while the fi-gLrres rernarin constant. See arlso ellip,sis.

light

In the tlrree-point li-ehtin-e systenr, the brightest illumination corning irtto the scene. See arlso bucklighting,.fill light, tltreepoirtt liglttirtg.
key

lens A shaped piece of trarnsparent material (usr"rally glass) with either or both sides curved to gather ancl focus li-uht relys. Most camera
and projector lenses place a series of lenses withirr ar metarl tube to
form tr compound lens.
linearity In a narrrative. the clearr

motivartion of a series of causes
and effects that progress without si-gnificant di-uressions, delays. or irrelevant arctions.

long

shot A franrin-9 in which the scale of the object

smarll, a starnding hurnarn fi-{ure

masking In exhibition.

stretches of black tabric that frame the theater scene. Maskin-q can be adjusted accordin-9 to the aspect ratio of
the film to be projected.

match on action A continuity cut that splices two diflerent views
of the same action together at the same lnonlent in the movernent,
makin-e

matte

it seem to continue uninterrupted.

shot A type of pruc'ess sltor in which dif1erent areas of the

ima-ee (usually actors and setting) are photographed separately and
cornbined in laboratory work.

l. Re.t'ererttial nteortirtg: Allusion to particurlar iterns of
knowledge outside the filn-r that the viewer is expected to reco-enize.
2. E.rplic'it rneutirtg: Significance presented overtly, r-rsr-rally in langLra-qe and often near the fihn's be-einnin-9 or end. 3.lntplic'it rrreurtirtg:
Significernce lefl tarcit, for the viewer to discover Llpon analysis or reflection. 4. Slrl ptontcttic' nteanirtg: Significance that the film divulges,
ofien a_gitinst its will, by virtue of its historical or social context.
meaning

hard

internal diegetic sound Sound represented as coming f}om
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shown is
would appearr nearly the hei-uht of the

screen.

take A shot that corrtinLles for an unusuarlly len-ethy time before the transition to the next shot.

medium close-up A framing in which the scale of the object shown
is fairly lar-9e, a hurnan fi-9nre seen fion-r the chest r,rp would fill rnost
of the screen.

medium long

shot A f}aming

at a distance that makes an object

about four or five feet high appear to fill most of the screen vertically.
See also plart crtnericctin, the special term for a tnediutn long shot depi ctin-e

human fi -9ures.

medium shot A frarnin-e in which the scale of the object shown is
of rloderate size; a human fi-eure seen trom the waist up wollld fill
rnost of the screen.

mise-en-scene All of the elements placed in front of the camera to
be photo-graphed: the settin-es arnd props. li-ehtin-e, costnntes and
makeup. alnd fi-9ure behavior.

mixing

Cornbining two or more sound tracks by recordin-e them

onto a sin-9le one.

frame The eft'ect on the screen of the moving camera, a :,ootn
lens, or certarrn spec'iol e.ffec'ts: the framin-e shifis in relation to the scene
beirrg photo-eraphed. See also crutrc :;|rct, putr, lilt, tt'ctc'kirtg ,shot.
mobile

monochromatic color design Color desi-en that emphasizes
row set of shades of a sin-9le color.

el

nar-

montage l. A

synonyrn for eclitirtg. 2. An approach to editin-e developed by the Soviet filmrnakers of the 1920s: it emphasizes dynernric, ofien cliscontinuons, relationships between shots and the
juxtaposition of imar-ees to create ideas not present in either shot by itself. See also tli.st'orttirtuitt' eclitirtg, irtellec'tual ntorttage.
montage sequence A se-9ment of a filrn that sunlrnarizes a topic or
cornpresses a passa-ee of time into brief symbolic or typical ima-9es.
Frequently r/i.r.rolyes,.facles, superirrtltositions, and vripes atre used to
lirrk the ima-sies in a monta-9e seqLrence.

motif

An element in a film that is repeated in a si-enificant way.

motion

control A conrputerized

rnethod of planning and repeatin-9

celmera movements on miniertures, rnodels. and process work.

long

motivation The justification -uiven in the film for the presence of an
element. This rrary be arn appeal to the viewer's knowled-ee of the real

low-key lighting Illumination that creertes stron-g contrast between
light and dark errears of the shot, with deep shardows and little.fill light.

world, to genre conventions. to narrative causality, or to a stylistic

mask An opaque

narration The

screen placed in the caurera or printer that blocks
part of the fl'ame off and chtrn-ees the shape of the photo_graphed irnage, leavin-q part of the fl'artte a solid color. As seen on the screen,
most rnasks are black. althou_eh they cern be white ol' colored.

pattern within the filrn.
process throu-eh which the plol cot-lveys or withholds ,\tory inforrnation. The narration can be more or less restricted
to character knowled-9e and more or less deep irr presentin-9 characters' nrental perceptions and thou_ehts.
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narrative

form A type of filmic organization in which the parts relate to one another through a series of causally related events taking
place in time and space.

process shot Any shot involving rephotography to combine two or
more images into one or to create a special effect; also called colnposite shot. See also matte shot, rear projectiort, specictl effects.

insert A shot or series of shots cut into a sequence,
showing objects that are represented as being outside the world of the

production One of the three branches of the film industry;

narratrve.

racking focus Shifting the area of sharp focus from one plane to

nondiegetic

sound

Sound, such as mood music or a narrator's commentary, represented as coming from a source outside the space of the
narratrve.

nondiegetic

nonsimultaneous sound Diegetic sound that comes from a source
in time either earlier or later than the images it accompanies.

lens A lens that shows objects without severely exaggerating or reducing the depth of the scene's planes. In 35mm filming, a
normal lens is 35 to 50mm. See also telephoto lens, wicle-angle lens.

normal

process of creating the

film.

the

See also clistribution, exhibition.

another during a shot; the effect on the screen is called rack-focus.

rate In shooting, the number of frames exposed per second; in projection, the number of frames thrown on the screen per second. If the
two are the same, the speed of the action will appear normal, whereas
a disparity will create slow or fast motion. The standard rate in sound
cinema is 24 frames per second for both shooting and projection.
rear projection A technique for combining a foreground action
with a background action filmed earlier. The foreground is filmed in

offscreen sound SimultaneoLls sound from a source assLlmed to be
in the space of the scene but outside what is visible onscreen.

a studio, against a screen; the background imagery is projected from
behind the screen. The opposite of front projection.

offscreen space The six areas blocked from being visible on the

reestablishing shot A return to a view of an entire space after a series of closer shots following the establishing shot.

screen but still part of the space of the scene: to each side and above and
below the frame, behind the set, and behind the camera. See also spoce.

180' system The continuity approach to editing dictates that the
calnera should stay on one side of the action to ensure consistent leftright spatial relations between elements from shot to shot. The 180"
line is the same as the axi,s of actiort See also contirtuitt'eclitirtg,
screen clirectiort.

order

In a narrative film, the aspect of temporal manipulation that
involves the sequence in which the chronological events of the s/orl
are arranged in the

plot. See also clurotiort,

overlap A cue for

.frecluenc\t.

su-g-gesting represented depth

in the film irnage

by placin-e objects partly in front of more distant ones.
overlapping

editing Cr"rts that repeat part or all of an action,

thus

expandin-9 its viewing time and plot dr-rration.

pan

A camera movement with the camera body tr-rrning to the ri-eht
or left. On the scl'een, it produces a rnobile framing that scans the
space horizontally.

pixillation A f ornr of

single-f rarne animation in which threedilnensional objects, often people, are made to lnove in staccato
bursts through the use

of stop-action cinematography.

reframing

Short panning or tilting movements to adjust for the figures' movements, keeping them onscreen or centered.

rhetorical

form A type of filmic

organization in which the parts

create and support an argument.

rhythm

The perceived rate and regularity of sounds, series of shots,
and movements within the shots. Rhythmic factors include beat (or
pr-rlse), accent (or stress), and tempo (or pace).

rotoscope

A

machine that projects live-action motion picture

fi'arnes one by one onto a drawing pad so that an animator can trace
the figures in each frame. The aim is to achieve more realistic movement in an animated film.

scene A segment

in a narrative film that takes place in one tirne and
to show two or rnore simultaneous

space or that uses crosscutting
actrons.

direction The right-left relationships in a scene, set up in an establishing shot and determined by the position of characters and objects
in the frame, by the directions of rlovernent, and by the characters' eyelines. Corfiirtuitt' editirrg will attempt to keep screen direction consistent
between shots. See also c-ris of action, evelirte nuttclt, 1r30" .svstent.

screen

plan am6ricain A framing in which the scale of the object shown

segmentation The process of dividing a film into

is rnoderately srnall; the human figure seen from the shins to the head
wor,rld fill most of the screen. This is sometimes referred to ets a
mecliunt lortg sltot, especially when human fi-9ures are not shown.

sequence Term commonly used for a moderaf-ely large segment of
film, involving one complete stretch of action. In a narrative film, of'ten equivalent to a scetrc.

plan-sdquence French ternr for a scene handled in a single shot,

shallow focus A restricted depth of field, which keeps only

usually o lortg take.

In a narrative film, all the events that are directly presented to
ns, includin-g their causal relations, chronological order, dr-rration, frequency, and spatial locartions. Opposed to .r/o/']', which is the viewer's
imaginary construction of all the events in the narrative. See also r/unttiott, ellip,sis, .fi'ecluettc\', orcler, vievrirtg time.

shot) A shot taken with the

canrera

placed approximately where the character's eyes would be, showin-9
what the character wourld see; usually cut in before or after a shot of
the chararcter looki n-{.

postsynchronization The process of adding sound to irnages afier
they have been shot and assembled. This can include clubbing of
voices, as well as insertin-e diegetic music or sound eflects. It is the
opposite of clirec't souncl.

one

plane in sharp focus; the opposite of cleep.focus.

plot

point-of-view shot (POV

parts for analysis.

shallow space Staging the action in relatively few planes of depth;
the opposite of cleep splce.

shot l. In shootin-e, one uninterrupted

run of the camera to expose
a series of frarnes. Also called a take.2. ln the finished film, one uninternrpted irnage, whether or not there is rnobile frarning.

shot Two or more shots edited together that alternate
characters, typically in a conversation situation. In c'orttirtuit eclitirtg,
characters in one frarnin-e usually look lefl, in the other fi'arning, right.
Over-the-shor-rlder frarnings are comlnon in shotheverse-shot editing.

shot/reverse

side lighting Li-ehting coming ti'om one side of a person or an object, usually in order to create a sense of volume, to bring out surface
tensions, or to fill in areas lefl shadowed by light from another source.
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simultaneous sound Diegetic sound that is represented as occurring at the same time in the story as the image it accompanies.

technique Any aspect of the film

diminution A cue for suggesting represented depth in the image by showing objects that are farther away as smaller than foreground objects.

telephoto lens A lens of long focal length that affects a scene's perspective by enlarging distant planes and making them seem close to
the foreground planes. In 35mm filming, a lens of 75mm length or
more. See also nonnql len.s, wicle-ongle lens.

size

lighting Illumination that avoids harsh bright and dark areas,
creating a gradual transition from highlights to shadows.
soft

sound bridge I . At the beginning of one scene, the sound from the
previotts scene carries over briefly before the sound from the new
scene begins. 2. At the end of one scene, the sound from the next
scene is heard, leading into that scene.

sound over Any sound that is not represented as coming from the
space and tirne of the images on the screen. This includes both
nondiegetic sounds and nonsimultaneous diegetic sound. See also

medium that can be chosen and

manipulated in making a film.

three-point lighting A comrnon arrangement using three directions
of light on a scene; from behind the subjects (bac:klighting), from one
bright source (key light), and from a less bright source balancing the
key light (fill light).

tilt

A camera movement with the camera body swiveling upward or
downward on a stationary support. It produces a mobile framing that
scans the space vertically.

top lighting Lighting coming frorn above a person or an object,
in order to outline the upper areas of the figr"rre or to separate

rtrnttliegetic'sotutd, nottsitttultctneous souncl.

usr"rally

sound perspective The sense of a sound's position in space,
yielded by volurne, timbre, pitch, and, in stereophonic reproduction

it more clearly from the background.

systems., binaural information.

shot A mobile fiaming that travels through space forward.
backward, or laterally. See also crone ,shot, pan, and tilt.

space Most minimally,

typage A

any

film displays a two-dimensional graphic

space, the f-lat composition of the irnage. In films that depict recognizable objects, figures, and locales, a three-dirnensional

At any moment, three-dimensional space
may be directly depicted, as onscreen space, or sr-rggested, as offscreen
space is represented as well.
spoce

.In narrative film, we can also distinguish

among story space,

tracking

performance technique of Soviet Montage cinema. The
actor's appearance and behavior are presented as typical of a social
class or other group.

underlighting Illumination from

a point below the figr-rres in the

scene.

unity

The degree to which a film's parts relate systernatically to

the locale of the totality of the action (whether shown or not), and plot
spatce, the locales visibly and audibly represented in the scenes.

each other and provide motivations for all the elements included.

special effects A general term for various photographic manipulations that create fictitious spatial relations in the shot, such as superintpositiort, rnatte shots, and reor projec'tiort.

changes.

story

In a narrative film, all the events that we see and hear, plus all
those that we inf'er or assume to have occurred, arranged in their presumed causal relations., chronological order, dr.rration, fiequency, and
spatial locations. Opposed to plot, which is the film's actual presentaticrn of events in the story. See also cluration, ellipsis, .frecluenc\,, ortler, space, view,irtg tirtte.

in planning film production, consisting of
cornic-strip-like drawings of individual shots or phases of shots with

storyboard A tool

used

descriptions written below each drawing.

style

The repeated and salient Lrses of film techniques characteristic
of a single filrn or a group of films (for example, a filmrnaker's work
or a national movernent).

superimposition The exposure of more than one image on
same

the

film strip or in the same shot

sound

Sound that is matched temporally with the
movements occurring in the images, as when dialogue coffesponds to

synchronous

lip movements.

take

In filmmaking, the shot produced by one uninterrupted run of
the camera. One shot in the final film may be chosen from among
severerl takes

of the same action.

variation In film form, the return of an elernent with notable

time The length of time it takes to watch a film when it is
projected at the appropriate speed.
viewing

pan An extremely fast movement of the carnera from side to
side, which briefly causes the image to blur into a set of indistinct
horizontal streaks. Often an imperceptible cut willjoin two whip pans
to create a trick transition between scenes.
whip

wide-angle lens A lens of short focal length that atfbcts a scene's
perspective by distorting straight lines near the edges of the fiarne and
by exaggerating the distance between foreground and backgrouncl
planes. In 35mrn filming, a wide-angle lens is 35n-un or less. See also
nonnal lens, telephoto lerts.

wipe A transition

between shots in which a line passes across the
it goes and replacing it with the next

screen, eliminating one shot as
one.

zoom
shot.

lens A lens with a focal length that can be changed during a
A shift toward the telelthoto range enlarges the image and flat-

tens its planes together, giving an impression of rnagnifying the
scene's space, while a shifi toward the vvicle-artgle range does the
opposrte.
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imagery use in, 364

A Movie, 365-370
patterns in,364
The Thin Blue Line, 417
Astaire, Fred, 265 , 2J 6, 3 3 5 , 45 8
in musical films, 333
asynchronous sound, 288

Atctnarjuctt:The Fost Runner 28-29,, 29
The Atontic Ccrfu, 340
attached shadows, 125
auteurs, 46L

automatic dialogue replacement. See ADR
An Autr,unn Afternoon, 149, 252, 253
L'Avt,erttura, 95, I40, 140, 146, 150
color contrasts in, 143-144

frontality in, 152
axis of action,23l-232, 233, 234. See also
I 80" rule
crossing of , 242
in The Roacl Warrior, 242, 242-243
in S/re'.s Gottct Have It, 239,395
tn Tokyo Stor\,, 404

Bangkok Dan ge FoLts, 324
Barbershop, 325, 326
Barnet, Boris
House on Trubnoi Scluare, 455
Barton Fink, 461
Baruchello, Gianfranco, La Verifica inserta,
357
Basho, 364
Batman, 35 ,,325
The Battle of Elderbush Gulch, 244,, 244
Bauer, Yevgenii, 143
Bazin, Andr6, I15, 216
Beaufy ancl the Beast, 78
Beetlejr,tice, 39
Begone, Dull Care, 145

Being John Malkovich, 319
Belle cle Jout; 92, 453
La Belle nivernaise, 450
below-the-line-costs, 16
Berge, Francois, 448
Berkeley, Busby, 150, 252
Dantes, 252,458

Footligltt Parocle, 252
42nd Street, 150, 252,333, 333,458
Golcl Diggers of 193 3, 252, 326, 45 8
Gold Diggers of 1935, 252
Berlin, Svntphoryi of a Great Citv, 4ll
Bernhardt, Curtis, Pos sessed, 21 8
Bertolucci, Bernardo, I39
Last kutgo in Paris, 173

Blind Chance, 84
Blinken' Blank, 37 I, 37l
block booking, 34
Block, Mitchell, No Lies, 342
Blood Simple, 8,324
Blow Out,25
Blow Up, 465
Blue Velvet, 324, 465
Boat People, 469
Bob Le Flantbeur 323
The Bodt,guard, 128, 322
Bogart, Humphrey, 33
Bogdanovich, Peter, 45
What's Up, Doc?, 465
The Bonfire of the Vanities, 196
Les Bottnes Fenrn'tes, 463
Bonnie ancl Clvde, 401
Boogie Nights, 196

boom operator, 19
Boont Tbwn, 175
Boorman, John,229,233
Borchardt, Mark, 340
Borthwick, Dave, The Secret Adveutures of'
Tom Thr,unb, 312
Bouncl, 324
The Bourne Suprentacl:, 246
Boy Meets Girl, 148, 174
Boy7, N the Hood, 325

Brakhage, Stan ,28,,33
Dog Star Man, 28,355

best boy,22
A Better Tomorrovt', 469, 469470

editing discontinuity of ,251-252
Mothlight, 37I
Reflec'tiot'ts zr't Blac'k, 164

B

Bezhin Meaclow, 128, 128
Bianco e Nero (journal), 459
Bicycle Thieves, 143, 143, 459460, 460

Babe, 190
Baby's Meal, 182., l82
Back and Forth, 202
Bock to the Future (film series), 39,, 45,84,

Big, 321
Bigger Thqn Life, I85
The Big Heat, 322
The Big Sleep, 33, 93
restricted narration in, 89-91 , 95

87

lighting rn, 129
mobile framing in, 200
backlighting, 126
rn Ragirtg

Bull, 428

"backstage" musical films, 333
BacllancLs, 401

The Bctcl oncl the Beautiful, I52
Baillie, Bruce, Mass .for the Dakotct Siou-r,
35s

Baldwin, Craig, Tribulation 99: Alien
Anomctlies Uncler America, 341
Ballet mdcanique, 252, 355., 358-363,
359-364, 365-366,, 404
as abstract form film, 358-363
continuity editing in, 360
themes in, 359
Bamboozlecl, 3l
Bartcl o.f Outsider,s, 290, 462
Banderas, Antonio, 468
Tlte Bartd Wagon, 77, 333-334
ncrndiegetic sonnd in, 7J

Bill and Tecl's Excellent Aclventure, 325
biopics ,341
Bird, Brad, 370
The Birds, 17, 308
continuity editing in, 240
editing in,219-220, 220, 223-224, 225,
226-227 ,231
story board for,, 17
The Birth qf a Natiort, 56,,61, 88-90, I 19,
l2l, 218, 445
omniscient narration in, 90-91
Black Maria (studio), 442143
Blocle Runrter, 130, 324
The Blctir Witch Prctject, 37-39, 196,332
viral rnarketing for, 3l -38
Blank, Les. See also Gap-Toothecl Wonren
Gap -Toothecl Wont en, 344-348, 3 4 5-3 49
Garlic Is cts Goocl as Ten Mothers, 344
Blazing Saclclles, 285
blimps, 456, 457

blind bookins 74

The Riclclle of Lumen, 28
23rd Psalnt Branclt, 28
Window Water Baby Mot,irtg, 28
Bram Stoker'.s Dracula, I I6, I lJ , 466
speed of motion in, 168
brand partnering,, 38
Brando, Marlon, I 13, 133, 136,341
Breakcllv)t7, 322

Breaking the Wqves, 468
cinematography in, I63, I 65
Breathless, 7 ,58, /38, 139, 324,384,
398400, 430, 461 , 463
ambiguity in, 400-401
critical analysis of , 397401, 433434
editing in, 399-400
as

filrl noir,39J

fihn style in, 401
jurnp curts in,254-255, 255,400
lighting in., 399
mise-en-scene for, 399
namative form in, 399
I 80' rule in, 399
plot/story for, 397-398
sound in, 400
temporal discontinuity in, 254
Breer, Robert, 37l, 317 . See also Fuji
Fist Fight, 252, 252, 355
Ftji, 355, 3J 1,375-377, 376--177

INDEX
Bresscrn,
al,so

Robert, Il7, 138, I47,461.
A Man Escopecl

See

Cameron, James, 75,465
The Abt'ss, 373

Chaney, Lon. 331

Four Nights of a Drecrmer 277
Tennincttor 2: Judgment Da\,,24, Ill
A Mcut Escupetl, 269,293-296,293-296, Titcutic', 465
299-300, 304, 306, 308
Campion, Jane, Portrait rf a Lady, 30J

Pickpocket, 193, 193
Breton, Andr6 , 452

462
196
Brighton School,444

Cantor, Eddie, 334
Les Carabiniers, 163, 163
cinematography in, 163, 163
Carax, Leos, 130, 148
Bov Meets Girl, 148, 174

Bringing Up Bab\,, 238-239,

Carpenter,

shot/reverse shots
Brokebctck Mountain,
Brokert
Brocrks, Mel,
Blaz.irtg Suclclles,

Assault on Precinct 13,252,465
Hallovveen, 464
Carrey, Jim, 133, 136,320

Brialy, Jean-Claude,

The Bricle Wtre Bluc'k,

465
in,239
133
Arrov:,329
325
285
High Anrieh,, 325
Histort, of the World Part 1,325
Spac:eballs, 325
Broughton, Jatnes, Mother's Dctv-, J58
&u.ffi, the Vcrntpire Slayer, 39
Bugs Bunny. 374, 375
Brr.q.rt' Malorrc, 321
Buiiuel, Luis, 92, 452
L'Age d'or, 452
Belle cle Jour; 92, 453
Urt chien anclalou, 452453
The Discreet Chann of the Bourgeoisie,
I14, 453
That Obscure Objec't ofDesire, J8
Burch, Noel, 187
Burns, Robert, 363
Burton, Tim, 465
The Nightmore Befttre Christntcts,
372
Sleept, Hollou:, 465
Burtt. Ben, 268
Tlte Butterflt, Effec't, 42,85
Bye Bye Birclie, 187
split-screen imagery in, /88
Byrne, David, True Stories,22l,3l9
C

Cac'hei,

332
33,264
cinematography in, 163
Casanove, 122, 123, 144, 147
Cast Aw'ay, 268
cast shadows, I25
casting director,2z
casts, 18. See qlso acting
Cat Ballou, 325
Cat People, 330, 330, 332
Carrie,

Cesablctncct,

79,,92

461
409
camera development, 10, 10, 182-183
blimps as part of ,456,457
Dickson's influence on, 182, IB2
Eastman's influence on,44l
Lr-rmidre's influence on, 182, 182-183,
442
Marey's inflLrence on, 441
projectors and, 441442
camera negative,24
camera operator, 19
Cahier,s clu cindma,

"California Dreamifl' ,"

Ci1' Ligltts, 269
His l{ew Job, 325

Chic'ctgo, 319
Chickert Little,

4l

Chickert Run,372, 372
Un chien anclalou, 452, 452-453
China Express, l7I
La Chirtoise, 20, 126, 146,254
diegetic sound in,255
shallow space composition in, 148
de Chirico, Giorgio, 453

Catch Me If You Cart, 46, 128-129, 129
categorical form, 343-348
in Gap-Toothed Women, 344-348
The Cctt cmcl the Canctt)t, 330

choreographers, 18
Choreographv .for Carnero, 355
Chow Yun-fat, 41041I
The Cltronicle of Anna Magclulena Buch,

cause and

I47, 148, I78, I90
Chuck ancl Buck, 3l
Chungking E.rpress, 58,324,384,406409

effect,7J-8j

rn Citizen Kane,99
in classical Hollywood cinema.

386

in His Girl Friday,386
rn The Man Who Krrcvv Tbo Much, 79
in My Man Godfrey, J9
in narrative forrn, 77-80
in Our Hospitalin,, 155
in Surrealist cinema, 452
Cavalcanti, Alberto, Rien clue les heures,

4ll

o.f the Rirzgs; The

178.

Fellowship

of the Ring, 179-l8l
in The Lorcl of the Rings; The Retum

179-l8l

the King,
in The Lorcl of the Rirrgs.' The

180
inThe Matrir,31,32

o.f

Tyro

Tov'ers, 179-181,

in

Star Wor.s: Episocle ll-Attctck of

Clones,3l
461
Les Borutes Femmes,463
Les Cousins, 461
Ophelia, 463
A Chain,Tale, 312
Chalmers, Thomas, 35 I
Chan. Jackie, I 33, 469, 47 I
Chabrol, Claude,

I87

Chytilov6, Verd,75, 164
Cimino, Michael, The Deer Hunte\ 428

effects
Character Mapper for, 180
inThe Lord

critical analysis of ,405110, 43 l,
433-434
genre shifts in, 409410
motifs tn, 401409
narrative form in, 406
narrative time in,, 407
plot/story for. 405406
themes in, 409
Chunht,cutg, I 86,

cel animation, 371
Cenere, 165
central perspective, 148
See qlso optical

I13,

Chang Cheh, 468469
Chaplin, Charlie. 56, 134, 194,447,450

Moclent Tinte,s,269
Character Mapper, 180
The Chorge o.f the Light Brigacle, 147
Charisse, Cyd, 333
cheat cuts, 239-240
in Je:ebel, 240, 240
in The Mqltese Falcon,240
The Cheqt, 125, 445-446, 446, 450
Cherkasov, Nikolai, 124, 137, 138
chiaroscuro effects, I 30, 446

John

CGI (cornputer-generated imagery),31,

cabaretero genre, 318
Cqbin Fever, 330
The Cabirrct of Dn Caligori,96, I13,
I38, 139,33 l, 448
filrn style in, 448, 449
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Cinclerella,3T6
Cinclerellu (1899), 443
Cinclerellu Mcut, 133
Cinecitth studio,459
Cinenta (ournal), 459
Cinemascope, 185
cinematographers (DPs), L9
cinematography,162-213. See also aspect

ratio; color; deep focus

the

cinematography; film stocks; framing;
lenses; lighting, long take; special
eftects: speed of motion, tonal ran-ges
in Brecrking the Wctves, 163, 165
tn Les Carabirtiers, 163, 163
rn Cctsctblancct, 163
day for ni_eht in, 166

definition, 162
di_9ital, 166
franrin-q in. 182-1 83, I 85- I 88, 190-207

486

INDEX

cinetrratography,

(c'orttirtuecll

in French llnpressionist cinetna, 45
in French New Wilve, 462
hi-ulr-speed,

386
as,9J
closure in, 95-96
color filrn use in, 458459
continr.rity editing in, 399-400
critical analysis of. 385-396
developtlent of , 444-447
li-uhtin-e in. 128-129
nat'ration in,95
plot deacllines in, 95
ciluse and effect in,
Ciri:.ert Kune

I

168

irr Itaf ian Neorealism. 460
long takes in,207-2ll
perspective in, 168- 170, ll2-1J4.

182
113-ll4
166-168
titne-lapse, 168
tonality ran-9es in, 162-166
in Wild Strawberrie.s, 163
cindrna-vdritd, 196,340. See also
docunrentary films
Cissd. Souleynrane. I l8-l 19
Yeelert, 186
176-1

78,

special efl-ects,
speed of ntotion and.

Citi:.ert Kurte, 19, 25, 82, 90. 96-106.
IlJ, 1J3,251, 309-3 15, 395
cause and etfbct irt, 99

80

clrronolo-uical time in,
cleep-foctts cinentato-graphy in.
deep-space composition in.
diegetic sound in,

314
eclitirr-u rn,222, 313
filnr style in, 309-3 15
flaslrbacks in, 99,

l0l-103,

174
lon..e takes in. 209

foct-ts

312

106,

Close Ertcourtters

tf

tlte Tltirtl Kirtcl,

464
459

3l I

in,

Iow att-ule f}arning in, 192. 192
tllonta-te sequettces itt, l0l-102
tttotivatiotr itr, 102-103

315
nrystery pattern in, 102-103
natrration in' 104-106, 312
ttarrative expectittions in,96-9J
narrative time in, 80, 99-102, 315
parirllelisrn in, 103. 313
pattents of plot developtnent in, 103-104
plot se-glllentation for, 98
plot/stttry 1or. 97
slrock cuts in. 315
sound in, 26ti
tcrttporal duration in. 8l
City Ligltts, 134, I35, 269
Cir.t' ofSutlrte:;s, 152, 152
city symphony docurnentary filrr-rs. 4l I
Kot'aartisclcttsi, 167, 167, 169. 170,365.
310, 4l I
Civili,.tttiort, 445
Clair, Reni. Sea ulso Le Million
Ertt r'ocfe, I c)4
Le Milliort, 87,252.278
clapper bt>y,22
classical Hollywood cinema. See ul,so
Citi..ert Kurte: Ford. John: Hawks.
Hclward; Hi,s Girl hirkty: Hitchcock.
Alfred, Meet Me irt St. Loui,s: Nortlt by
Nortlnre.r/; Welles. Orson. The Wi:,artl
qf'O:
appointment as part of, 95
trrttsical score in,

458
137
Technicolor in. 458-459
clay animation. 37 l-312
clayruatiort. Sec clay anirnation
Clerk.s, 28. 468
click track.24

A Clo,se

Sltuve

, 37 I

close-up, 191
Coen. Ethan,8,26.33.

Burkm Firtk, 461
105,

shallow space. l4ti
conrputer i.lnintation.372_313
in Jurussit' Put'k: Thc Lo.st Wtrld, 3J3
cortrputer--senerated irtra-uery. See CGI
concept artist. 22
Connel',Bruce.366. Scc ulso A Mot,ie
Cosrrtit' Ruy, 252

sound technolo-qy developnrent and.
special ef'tects in,
sterecltyped roles in.

deep focus cinemato-eraphy

3l l.

deep-space. 148
scene space arnd. 145_149
screen space and. 142-144

in.

456

lJ3.

173

Bloorl Simple, 8.324
Ftrrg,o,8, 323

8

Report, 231, 252
Contetrtltt, I 15. I 15,290.463
content. film fonn v.. 56

continuity. 18, 23 I
continuity editing. 231-2401242,244-246,

304

Htrclsut'ker Prur.nl
The Murt Wlto Wtsrr't
O Bntlter Where Art Thou,
Ruisirtg Ari:.ortcr, 8.

A Mrn'ie,228.22,3,252.367-370, 417

Tltere,324
325
)J3,46J,467
Coen, Joel. [J.26.33.304
Burknt Firtk, 467
Bloocl Sirrtple,S. 324
Furgo, 8, 323
Hudsut'ker Pnr.nl 8
The Mun Who Wusn't There, 324
O Brothet, Wltere Art Thou, 325
Rai.sirtg Ari:.orttl, 8. 273.467,467
Crrcttr.fitlile, 252.450451,45l
Colluterul, 31. 32, 322
collective filnr procluction .28-21)
color
in artinrated filnr . 146-14l
in L'Ayrentut'u, 143-144
in classical Hollywood cinerna, 458-459
film emLrlsion. l2
limited palettes for, 144
monochrotnatic desi-en. 144
screen space arncl, 144-145
in settin-9. I 17
timers, ?3
color contrast (screerr space). 144-145
limited palettes in. 144
color tinrer. ?3. 164
The Cornrttifrtterts, 333
cornpilation docunrentary filnr. 16, )9,340
composer, )4
composition. 142-144. See ol.st) scene
space: screen space
balance in. 143

250-251. Scc ul.so I 80" rule
axis of action for, 231_232
in Bullet nrlr'urticluc,360
rn'flta Bircls, ?10
in Bring ing (/1t Brrb\,,23tt-239
in classical Hollywood cinelna. 39t)--l(X)
developrnent of. 2.1(r. 446
establishirr-u shot in. 235
eyeline nratchin-u in. 235
graphic dinrensions as alternartive to.

251-252
in L.A. Cor4ficlarftiul, 246. 217-219
in Tlte Multe.se Ftrlt'rtrr,23-t-23ti. 2-r5-2-f8
nratch cln action in.236-237
withiu New Hollyrvclclcl cinenra. 166
nonclie-uetic inserts uncl.25+
I 80" rule in. 23 l-234
point-of'-view cLtttin-s as pal't of. 240
reestablishing shtlt in, 23(r
refinenrent of. 23tt-240
rhythrnic dintensiolts ars alternartive to.

251-252
in S/le,'s Grilttr Huvc It, ?39, 240
shot/reverse shot in, 235
spatial cliscrlntinuity as altcrnative to.
252-255. 257
tenrporirl. 245. 250-25 I
tenrprlrarl discolttinuity as i,rlte nrativc to.

252-255.25J
conventiorrs, 58-59

frorn fi lrn fonn, 58-59
in film _uenres. 5tt. 320
in nnrsical filrns. 333-334
rn Tlra Wi:,urtl o.l'O:., 58
conventions. in filrn, 9
Tlte Conyer,setirtn, I 70. 172, 465
sound

ars

charracter

in. 29 l-292

Cook, Randall Williarrl. lll
Coolid_ue. Martha. 465

I

Cooper, ArthurMelbourne. Dreunt:; tl'
Toylurtd, 3J?, 372
Coppola. Francis Forcl. See ul,stt Apoculvp,se
/Vorr'; Rrrtnr Strtker':; f)ruculu: Tlte
C'rtrtvct',rtrtion: 'fhe Gtxlfurlter: Rurnble
F-i,slt

INDEX
Apoca |t'psc Mrrrl 22, 286
Brum Stoker',s [)rrtr-ulu, ] 16,

Tlte Corn,er,scttictrt, 170, I72, 465
Tlte Godlltther 136, 250. 272, 272, 319.
325. 34 l. 464
Tlre Gotffutlrc

r Pu rt I I l,

in I rtrtl e runce, 228-229
in M, 244-245
in Nortlt by lVortlnrest, 390

llJ,466

124

cross-pronrotion,

3

Corliss, Richard, 32 I
Tlt a C rt rltct t'ctt iott, )L)
Corlt,sc Briclc, 33
Costttit' Rut', ?52

8

Crcut'ltirtg Tiger Hiclclert Dragtm, 35, 47

ll

rlise-en-scelle ancl. as part
in Our Ho.sltitttlih', 154
Cotten. Jclseph. 5. 308

of'

I 19. 122

t73
lighting for, 459

,

Cunni n-elharn, Chlis, 356

Spielberg's use of, 173, 466
deep-space composition, 148

Cure, 324
Curtis, Adernr. 29
Curtis. Tony. 169
Crrrtiz, Michael, 33, 147
clrt-out arnilnation, 37 I

ir"t Citi:,ert Karrc, 312
depth of field v., 173
rn Our Hospitalifi, 156-157
The Deer Hunte\ 428
Delluc, Louis, 450

cuttin-q, 219
in Tlrc Maltese Fulcort, 219

L'Irtortrlution, 450
Denrrne, Jonathan.274. See also Silent'e
tlte Larnbs
Silertc'e of the Lambs, 7,79,218, 289,

152

D

Dafty Duck. 314-375

Coutard, RiurLrl. 399-.100

dailies. 2l
Dui.sics, 164. 165, 182
Dalf, Salvador. 452
Durrte,s, 252.458
Drtrnrtetl IJ'You Don 'r, 355
Dcrrtcer irt tlte Durk, 2l , 3l

coverage, 20

Craig, Stuart. I 17
crane shots. 195
Tlta Crctncs 0re Flt'irtg, 169
Crush, 165
Creutut'e Crnrtfrtrts, 37 I
crirrre tlrrillers . 322-324
Tlte Crirtre r1f'M. Lurtgc,, 60,

64.200,200

rippled Avertgcr'.r, 468_.4'69
critical analysis. 384-430
of Breuthless, 397-401 . 433-434
of Churt,qking E.rpre.s.s, 405-410, 43 l.
C

433

of classical Hollywood cinema, 385-396
of Do Tlte Rigltt Tlting, 392-396, 431
for clocuurentary fiIlns. 410_419
essay f ornr for. 43 l-435
filrr techniqure in, 432-433

of Gup-Ttxfihetl Wnnert, 432-433
of Hi.s Girl Fridul 385-388. 431-432
of King r4l'Contetly, 435437
of Murt vrith Moyie Cuntertt, 410-4 l3
of Meet Me irt St. Loui.r, 4l 9-426.

43t-434
Nrtrtltw'est, 388-392,

43t-432

Dash, Jr.rlie. 467
Dctuglters o.f'the Du,st, 467
Dassirr, Jules. The Nakecl Cit\,, 92,
Duugltters tf'tlte Dust, 467

Duy ,for

Niglt,

of Ragirtg Bull, 426-430.432

Si.r/er'.s, 187

of Tlte Tlin Blue Line, 413_419.433
critical flicker fusion. l0
Cronenber;e, David, ?6, 124, 465
Tlte Deucl Zone, 465.466
The Flt', 465
S/li lcl'.r, 465
crosscLrttin_e,
cr,rttrng

228-229, 244-245 . See u lso

307,319

deep space colltposition v.., 173

Deren, Maya, 28
Cltoreograltltr .for Curner0, J55
Mesltes o.f the Aftentoon, 28

4l

I

192

i.s,s

iort

:

I mpo.s.si bl

e, 465

Ob,se.s,sitnt, 464

Tlte Urttouc'lnbles, I 74
De Sica. Vittorio, 459
Bicyc'le Tltieves, 143, 143, 459160. 460
S lt oe.s lt i rt e, 459-460
Urrrberto
Deacl

D,

r 456
Detective, 46
development of form, 68-70
progresslon prrncrples in, 68
De.se rte

in The Wi:,orcl r{' O:, 68
cleyotiorrul,s _qenre, 3 I 8
D i u gorto I - svrrt1thon i e, 448

dialogu e, 269

day firr ni_eht (film shooting), 166
Duy rf'Wrutlt, 148-149. 149, l5l,341
A Duy irt tlte Ctturttt't', 192
De Mille, Cecil 8..445-446
Tlte Cltetft, 125, 445-446. 446,450
De Niro, Robert. 133, 428
De Palmat, Brian. 173. 187
Blovr Out, 25
Tlte Bort.ftre of tlte Vutitie,s, 196
Cu rrie, 332
Dre.s,setl to Kill, 465
M

of

depth cLres, 145-146
aerial perspective as, 147
size dirninution as, 147-148
depth of freld, 172-173

Duye, 341
David, Arvind Ethan, 45
Davies, Terence. 80-8 I
Davis. Bette, 128. 129
Dau'rt of'tlte Deucl, 330

or-ganization of , 433134
plot segntentation as part of .433134
I

The Dcath Rat', 252, 454
Debrrssy. Claud e, 273
deep tocus cinemato_9raphy, 173
in Citi:,en Karte, 3l I , 459
tn Close Ertc'ourtters rf the Thircl Kincl,

in Juw.s, lJ3

Les' Cott,sirt,s, 461

thesis development in, 43

|

C,)' Wolf, 38
Clrkor. Geor-9e

costurnc desi_glters.
costume staff, 20
costuntes
in Hr.r Girl Fricluy, 122
n1 lrutr tltc Tcrt'ible, I l9

of Nrtrtlt by

Tlrc Deucl Zone, 465. 466
Deakins, Roger, 305

Crowe, Russell. 133
The Crtnr, 252
C rurnb, 340
Crurnb, Robert. 340

Prrgg.r' Srrc Got il[urried, 321
Rurrrble I.-i.slt, 130. 466
speed of nrotion use by, 168
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461

Aguirt, 325

Deatl Dtrl, 393
Deatl Mart Walkirtg, 305
Deucl Mert Drnt't Wear Plaicl, 228

rhythrns in. 2J 6
dialogue coaches, I 8
dialogue editor,22
dialogue overlap, 270
in Hi.s Girl Friday,388

in Tlte Hurt.frtr Rerl Oc'tobet; 210.211
Dickson.'W.L.. 442
canrera development by, 182., I 82
Die Harcl, 168, I 86, 3 19, 322
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